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Leonardo M. Savoia

Introduction

Maria Rita Manzini has been my colleague sharing the teaching of General
Linguistics in the University of Florence since 1992. Previously I had heard our
common supervisor at the Scuola Normale Superiore, Prof. Alfredo Stussi, and
other then young researchers – now well-known linguists like Luigi Rizzi and
Giorgio Graffi – speaking about her during the time she was at MIT. They de-
picted Rita as a truly promising scholar, a very capable and original linguist.
She was awarded her Ph.D. at the Department of Linguistics and Philosophy,
MIT, discussing a Dissertation entitled Restructuring and Reanalysis, under the
supervision of Prof. Noam Chomsky, in 1983. Her studies in Italy, preceding her
stay in USA, showed clear signs of excellence, including a Diploma from the
Scuola Normale Superiore (Pisa), and her Arts (lettere) degree at the University
of Pisa, with a thesis on Il Controllo e la Sintassi Generativa dell’Italiano (super-
visor Prof. Alfredo Stussi), in 1979. After her Ph.D. in the USA, Maria Rita
Manzini became Postdoctoral Fellow at the Centre for Cognitive Science, in the
University of California at Irvine (1983–1984) and was Visiting Assistant
Professor in the Romance Languages and Linguistics Program, UCLA, Los
Angeles, in 1984. Her career continued in London, at University College London
as a Lecturer in the Italian Department (1984–1990) and as Reader and then
Visiting Professor in the Department of Phonetics and Linguistics 1990–1999. In
the 1990s she was appointed to a professorship at the University of Florence
where she has been full professor of General Linguistics for many years. The
above is an outline of her academic life, starting from studies at the Scuola
Normale till she came back to Italy after crucial and decisive years which surely
shaped her deep knowledge of our field of studies by virtue of many important
varied experiences in linguistic research and teaching, and collaboration and
interaction with a number of excellent scholars. More to the point, to the extent
that she was a genuine student of Chomsky, I think, she is a direct and authen-
tic connoisseur of generative theory and its inspiring conceptualization, as,
however, shown by her well-known ability in facing its crucial theoretical
points with in-depth competence, critical and clear vision of descriptive and
theoretical problems and innovative ideas.

The first time I met Maria Rita Manzini, as far as I remember at a conference
of the Società di Linguistica Italiana in Rome, the idea of coming back in Italy
did not seem to attract her. Italian universities are, all things considered,

Leonardo M. Savoia, Università di Firenze
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nothing but a typical academic world, naturally with the positive and nega-
tive characteristics of Italian culture and style of life! However, the professo-
rial position in Florence persuaded her to remain in our university system.
When she began to work at Florence University she was already world-
famous in the field of linguistic studies, and her reputation as a sharp, deep,
expert linguist characterized her as one of the most highly considered and
influential scholars in theoretical linguistics, specifically in generative syn-
tax and related domains of research, as her excellent list of publications
shows. M Rita Manzini has provided a very important contribution to the lin-
guistic studies in the Florentine University and we owe relevant results both
in the field of research and teaching to her. In fact, several young research-
ers, some of which are now excellent scholars, were formed under her
teaching.

Turning now to her scientific activity, we remind that crucial stages in her re-
search activities are represented by some publications always quoted because of
their very important role in the theoretical debate, i.e. the articles with Kenneth
Wexler on Binding Theory and learnability, the book Locality. A theory and some
of its empirical consequences (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1992), the collabo-
rations with Michael Brody, and her several articles on issues concerning the struc-
ture of the sentence, locality, parameters, and acquisition. In Florence, Rita
Manzini started working on the morpho-syntactic variation on the basis of a broad
empirical complex of data concerning Italian and Albanian varieties, generally in
collaboration with Leonardo Savoia. Her deep mastery of syntactic theory and orig-
inal sensistivity for linguistic facts gave rise to important results. Specifically, she
used the possibility of testing theoretical hypothesis against the real organization
of languages in order to theorize allowed her deep mastery of syntactic theory
and original sensitivity for linguistic phenomena to be applied to field data con-
cerning Italian and Albanian varieties. A complex of morphosyntactic phenomena
provided the study of linguistic variation with a broad empirical basis that made
testing theoretical hypotheses possible and inspired new theoretical elaborations
in the Chomskyan minimalist model. Books such as I dialetti italiani e romanci.
Morfosintassi generativa (3 volumes, Alessandria, Edizioni dell’Orso, 2005), A
Unification of Morphology and Syntax. Investigations into Romance and Albanian
dialects (London, Routledge, 2007), Grammatical Categories: Variation in
Romance Languages (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2011) belong to
this period. Finally, The Morphosyntax of Albanian and Aromanian Varieties,
Berlin/ Boston: De Gruyter Mouton, 2018, brings together recent articles in-
spired by a thorough rethinking of the minimalist conceptualization. Many ar-
ticles aim at developing new theoretical lines anticipating and promoting
many of the theoretical points characterizing the most recent perspedtives in
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the design of grammar, Specifically, they address, the critical revision of the
cartographic approach, the notion of agreement, the traditional categories of
case and prepositions, the DOM and voice phenomena, the treatment of in-
flection, the identification of complementizers with nominal elements, all in
the light of an application of the authentic minimalist conceptualization of
the relation between lexical elements and syntax. The spectrum of her scien-
tific interests is very wide, embracing now also the analysis of morphological
phenomena, such as noun class inflection and inner word processes, treated
on the basis of the same computational mechanisms underlying syntax.
However, her main interests remain in the domain of sentence syntax phe-
nomena, such as sentence complementation, case and agreement, clitics, pro-
nouns, linkers, DOM and OCP, with a clear theoretical turning point in the
direction of a true minimalist treatment of syntactic phenomena.

Her wide and articulated scholarly production, encompassing different
phenomena and languages, is reflected by the rich contribution that long-
standing and more recent friends and colleagues, starting with Noam Chomsky,
her Ph.D. supervisor and true master, offered to Rita for her 60th birthday. If
we examine the contributions gathered in this book, we see that they embrace
the topics that have influenced and guided the theoretical reflection on lan-
guage and the syntactic debate. Indeed, the purpose of this book is twofold,
celebrating the honouree and providing a survey of the recent research in lin-
guistics capable of representing the various interests that have inspired her the-
oretical work. Classic syntactic phenomena such as the syntax of the complex
sentences, dependent clauses and the status of complementizers are the object
of several articles: Adam Ledgeway in The Causative Construction in the Dialects
of Southern Italy and the Phonology-Syntax Interface, addresses a subtle distinc-
tion between different types of causatives depending on the position of object
clitics; Anna Cardinaletti and Giuliana Giusti in Multiple Agreement in Southern
Italian Dialects analyse constructions with double verb agreement; Ana
Madeira and Alexiandra Fiéis in Inflected infinitives in Portuguese address the
problem concerning controlled sentences with an inflected T; Guido Mensching
in Some notes on the Sardinian complementizer systems aims to reconsider the
complex complementizer system of Sardinian, also taking the proposals of
Maria Rita Manzini into account. In Anna Roussou Complement clauses: case
and argumenthood, an important idea, upheld also by Maria Rita Manzini is dis-
cussed, i.e. the fact that “complementizers are nominal elements and as such
they can be associated with the range of features (projections) of the nominal
system”. An alternative treatment to the classical control theory inspires
Kleanthes K. Grohmann that in When seem wants to control resumes and elabo-
rates the analysis of the control constructions proposed by Maria Rita Manzini
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and Anna Roussou. Caterina Donati and Carlo Cecchetto, in Relabeling particip-
ial constructions, propose an analysis of the participial relatives in terms of (re)
labeling, that allow them to explain the unaccusative/ passive nature of the
participial constructions and the structural differences with the absolute parti-
cipial clauses.

Another line of research to which Maria Rita Manzini devoted herself in the
last years is the interpretation and distribution of the pronominal elements,
specifically the person split phenomena, here represented by the works of Léa
Nash on Structural source of person split, that identifies the source of the split
between 1st / 2nd persons and 3rd person in the structural representation of the
(pro)nominal arguments themselves, and of Marcel den Dikken on Differential
object marking and the structure of transitive clauses. This work assumes an ob-
ject position outside VP, lower than the lowest structural position for the exter-
nal argument, and mapped outside the nuclear scope of the object and
connected with differential object marking. The morpho-syntax of the words
is touched by Andrea Calabrese, in The Irregular Latin Perfect Forms, their
Proto-Indo-European Ancestors and their Romance Outcomes, where he explains
the development of perfective forms from Proto-Indo-European (PIE) to modern
Italo-Romance by assigning a crucial role to locality principles, applying to
athematic forms. Elisa Di Domenico, in Countability and the /s /morpheme in
English proposes a unified interpretation of the sigmatic occurrences of the
morpheme s in English; Tarald Taraldsen, in The internal structure of Nguni
nominal class prefixes, proposes to separate gender and classifiers in Bantu lan-
guages, identifying the classifiers with silent nouns. This solution has interest-
ing effects on the notion of agreement, understood as a semantic mechanism
and on other aspects of the treatment of morphosyntax of nouns. Gloria Cocchi
in Bantu class prefixes: Towards a cross-categorial account illustrates the strict
parallelism between the structure of Bantu nouns and verbs, arguing that the
same set of inflectional projections are to be assumed at both syntactic and
morphological levels;

All in all, the effective, suggestive and in-depth picture of the different as-
pects in the syntactic analysis emerging from the whole of the works, confirms
our conviction and highlights the fact that natural language, though somehow
tied up with the general human capacity to communicate meanings, has
a recognizable and self-evident specialized status. So, its fundamental combi-
natory mechanism, recursion, Saussurean arbitrariness and other intrinsic
properties characterize language as the optimal solution to interface condi-
tions, connecting S-M and C-I systems. This accounts for why explaining
linguistic phenomena needs a sophisticated and specialized theory of the orga-
nization of linguistic units in wider strings. The articulation and the richness of
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the issues discussed tells us just this, the unicity and the specialized nature of
human language both as regards its internal organization and its link with com-
munication. And, in fact, the path towards the C-I and S-M interfaces assumes
a crucial interpretive role that involves the properties of the lexical items.
Richard Kayne in Some Thoughts on One and Two and Other Numerals enters
into the subtlest mechanisms of the interpretation by highlighting the con-
cealed grammaticalized content of numerals. The recurse to the lexical proper-
ties is crucial also in the two contributions that Guglielmo Cinque (On the
double-headed analysis of “Headless” relative clauses) and Luigi Rizzi (Che and
weak islands) devote to the behaviour of the relatives; Cinque appeals to func-
tional silent nouns that specify the content of elements such as what, who. Rizzi
accounts for the different distribution of che and che cosa on the base of their
internal structure. In Not even a crumb of negation: on mica in Old Italian,
Jacopo Garzonio analyses the distribution of the postverbal negation mica in
Old and Modern Italian, excluding that the change from quantifier to negation
involves the interpretability of the Negative feature and proposing an interpre-
tation in terms of attraction properties of Focus and Ludovico Franco, in (Im)
proper prepositions in (Old and Modern) Italian, addresses the question con-
cerning the status of the Italian prepositions su and tra/fra, proposing to char-
acterize them as Axial Parts, so patterning with complex adpositions. Ad
Neeleman and Hans van de Koot, in The Non-Existence of Sub-Lexical Scope,
argue for the conclusion that simplex causatives cannot be treated as syntacti-
cally complex verbs, insofar there is evidence that modifiers never take scope
over part of their lexical semantics. Jeroen van Craenenbroeck, in Expletives, lo-
catives, and subject doubling, analyses there-expletives in a dialect of Dutch
and, taking their distribution and syntactic behaviour into account, proposes
an explanation whereby their behaviour is parasitic on the regular locative use.

The other externalization implies non-strictly linguistic factors interacting
with different aspects of the computation. So, the way the discourse interpreta-
tion of constituents is connected with formal features is the conceptual space
in which Francesca Ramaglia and Mara Frascarelli place The (information)
structure of existentials, Josef Bayer Why Doubling Discourse Particles? Other
contributions concentrate on the acquisition, throwing light, in turn, on the in-
volvement of computational limitations and other factors, not necessarily spe-
cific of the faculty of language, as Paolo Lorusso in Lexical Parameterization
and early subjects in L1 Italian and Kenneth Wexler, which in Arbitrary Control
Instead of Obligatory Control in Temporal Adjuncts in Child Grammar: an
ATTRACT takes important cues from the proposals of Maria Rita Manzini and
Anna Roussou introducing a reinterpretation of the notions of movement and
control; Adriana Belletti, in (Reflexive) Si as a route to passive in Italian,
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concludes that Italian-speaking children adopt the reflexive passive as fav-
oured by its simplicity in comparison of the more complex syntax of the true
passive, connected to a smuggling operation. Finally, in an authentic neurolin-
guistics approach, Mirko Grimaldi, in From brain noise to syntactic structures:
A formal proposal within the oscillatory rhythms perspective proposes
a connection between linguistic and neural structures and operations. If mor-
phology and phonology implement the path from computation to externaliza-
tion, the reflection on the organization of phonological theory, Laura Bafile The
Question of Overgeneration in Element Theory and the morpho-syntactic accom-
modation of clitics in Sardinian dialects that select specialized clitics in modal
contexts discussed by Rosangela Lai in Stress shift under cliticization in the
Sardinian transitional area, represent the more external linguistic phenomena.
The ultimate step, namely the transmission of meaning by the discourse pro-
cesses is discussed by Benedetta Baldi in Linguistic and pragmatic procedures in
the political discourse, where the rhetoric of the political speaking translates
language into the experience of the linguistic interaction.

However, all of us know that the interaction between S-M and C-I is very
difficult to draw. The interaction involving the three factors in the language de-
sign suggests a mutual contribution in the defining even the most specialized
devices of the language. Save Merge and other computational properties, lan-
guage is sensitive to the requirement of the S-M and C-I systems, more specifi-
cally, language theory needs to satisfy two crucial requirements, learnability
and evolvability, refusing too complex and over-elaborated structures, unpre-
dictable on the base of the evidence available to the child, redundant unvalued
features, up to usually accepted notions like Agree. Noam Chomsky in Puzzles
about Phases remind us this point, by discussing two theoretical problems con-
cerning the traditionally assumed raising of the subject. Raising of the subject
poses a problem connected with the fact that nothing seems to forces it and
a more crucial counter-cyclicity problem. The solution involves a conceptually
different approach to the syntax, whereby ‘common assumption on triggering
of operations’, based on the probe-goal relation, should be abandoned in favor
of the principle of ‘minimal computation’; in other words, we can expect that
Merge freely applies and that also deviant expressions are generated. Naturally
only interpretable results will be relevant for language.

6 Leonardo M. Savoia
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David Adger

A labelling solution to a curious EPP effect

1 Introduction

McCloskey (1996) examines a curious phenomenon in Modern Irish, where there
is an alternation between what he calls `salient‘ versus `putative‘ unaccusatives.
These are predicates which take their single argument either as a PP, or as a DP:

(1) Neartaigh ar a ghlór
strengthened on his voice
‘His voice strengthened’ Salient Unaccusative

(2) Neartaigh a ghlór
strengthened his voice
‘His voice strengthened’ Putative Unaccusative

McCloskey shows that the DP argument of a putative unaccusative is in the
same position as the subject argument of a transitive: that is, it is in the stan-
dard subject position. The PP argument of the salient unaccusative, however, is
in a lower position (the complement of the verb). This is most clearly seen
when the verb types appear in progressive constructions:

(3) Bhí ag neartú ar an nglór
was PROG strengthen on the noise
‘The noise was getting louder’ Salient Unaccusative

(4) Tá mo shaibhreas ag méadú
is my wealth PROG increase
‘My wealth is increasing’ Putative Unaccusative

(3) shows that the PP argument occurs after the non-finite form of the verb (in
the usual complement position) while in (4), the DP argument occurs before the
non-finite verb (in the usual subject position). McCloskey argues that there is

David Adger, Queen Mary University of London
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no null expletive in (3), (as is evident from the absence of definiteness effects)
so that there is, in these examples, no subject at all. He concludes that the
Extended Projection Principle does not hold in Irish.

The following characterization of the phenomenon seems appropriate:
when there is at least one nominal argument present in a finite sentence, the
highest obligatorily raises to the structural subject position, but in the absence
of nominal arguments, that position remains unfilled.

McCloskey’s analysis of this pattern takes there to be an optional functional
projection in Irish clause structure that bears nominative case features and to
which a subject raises (so the verb itself raises to a higher functional position):

(5)
F1P

F2P

F2

F1

V DP[nom]

F2 VP

V–

–

⟨DP⟩

⟨V⟩ Complement

In a putative unaccusative, F2 is present, and requires movement of a DP to its
specifier to check nominative case. If the derivation does not contain F2, the single
argument DP will not have its case checked, and the derivation will crash. In
a salient unaccusative, a derivation that contains F2 will crash, as the DP inside
the PP argument of the verb will already have its case checked, while in the ab-
sence of F2, the derivation will converge. It follows that the single argument DP of
a putative unaccusative will always raise, and that the PP argument of a salient
unaccusative never will, even though the projection of F2 is optional.

While this proposal is sufficient to capture the generalisation, inserting an
optional head to make movement happen in a putative unaccusative but not in
a salient one is uncomfortably close to simply stating that movement must hap-
pen in the former and can’t in the latter. Adger (2000), noting this, suggests an
alternative analysis that relies on a (morphological) surface filter, requiring DPs
to be adjacent to a case assigning governor, but that is equally unappealing.

8 David Adger
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2 A labelling alternative

The system developed in Chomsky (2013) and Chomsky (2015) suggests a more
satisfying solution to this problem. In contrast to systems where features of some
head H attract lower elements of structure into H’s specifier, in Chomsky’s ap-
proach, some XPs are effectively ejected from their Merge position, while others
are not. The capacity for an XP to remain in situ is dependent on whether the
constituent containing it can be labelled. A labelling algorithm (LA), initiated on
Merge of a phase head, searches each constituent in its domain for a label. In the
simplest case, a constituent will be labelled by the lexical item that heads it (6-a).
However, when two phrases are Merged, LA searches into each for lexical items
to act as the label. In the typical case, the heads will not match and no unambig-
uous result can be returned by LA, so the search fails. However, if the two heads
bear a (relevant) feature in common (say a ϕ feature), then that feature is re-
turned as the label for the whole constituent (so in (6-b), the whole constituent
is labelled by the ϕ features on the heads X and Y). Alternatively if one of XP or
YP raise, leaving a trace, LA treats the trace as invisible to search, and so re-
turns the label of the non-moved phrase (in (6-c), where angled brackets notate
a lower occurrence of a moved element, LA will therefore return Y as the label
of the whole constituent). Chomsky connects the inability of LA to see traces to
the idea that it needs access to all copies of the relevant element, and this is
only possible in the topmost position1:

(6) a. { H, XP }
b. {{ X[ϕ], ZP}, {Y[ϕ], WP}}
c. {hXPi, {Y, WP}}

Schematically, we have a derivation that looks as follows for the external argu-
ment (see Chomsky 2013 for details). Categories such as DP, v*P etc are used for
expository convenience. Such nodes actually have no category in this system:

(7) a. { DP, v*P } no head and no agreeing features, so not labellable
b. { DP[ϕ] {α T[ϕ] {hDPi v*P } } } DP bears ϕ-features, as does T, so the

constituent immediately containing both can be labelled by these ϕ

1 Labelling takes place at Phase level, allowing limited counter-cyclicity, so that the label of
vP and TP are determined only once the phase is complete.
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features (cf (6-b)). The smaller constituent with the trace of DP in its
specifier can be labelled by the v* head of v*P, as the DP trace is invisi-
ble (cf. (6-c)).

What of the constituent α containing just T and its sister? Chomsky’s proposal
is that, in English, T cannot serve as a label unless there is a DP bearing ϕ fea-
tures merged to its mother, in which case it is ‘strengthened’ and can thereby
label its mother.

What about an object? In this situation we have the following structure:

(8) [α root DP ]

Chomsky proposes that roots, adapting Borer 2005 et seq., cannot serve as la-
bels, so α cannot be labelled by the verbal root. He proposes that a root selected
by v* inherits the ϕ features of v*, and eventually raises to conjoin with v*.
Since the root bears ϕ features, and the object DP bears ϕ features, the follow-
ing would be a well formed structure:

(9) root+v* [β DP [αhrootihDPi ] ]

Here the ϕ-features on root and on DP allow the labelling of β. I’ll assume that
α, being empty, does not require a label.2

(9) is well formed, but is it required? Standardly, DP objects are taken to
be case checked in situ. Chomsky discusses ECM subjects, which he shows
can raise to adjoin to the constituent headed by the root, but he does not dis-
cuss simple objects. It turns out that these too are forced to move in this
system.

Under the extension of the system developed in Chomsky 2015, when the root
raises to v*, it effectively deletes v*, and the various properties of v*, which have
been inherited by the root, become active on the root (and hence on its copy).
Crucially, for Chomsky’s analysis of ECM, the root inherits v*’s phasehood, and
therefore the root’s complement is Transferred. This is problematic if the object re-
mains in situ for two reasons: first, it incorrectly predicts that the object will no
longer be subject to later syntactic computation; secondly, if the object bears
a structural case feature, this will be transferred unchecked. Assuming that DPs do

2 A reviewer points out that this configuration violates anti-locality. Chomsky’s system does
not encode anti-locality intrinsically, so its effects, such as they are, would have to come from
some interface constraint. I leave this aside here.
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indeed bear a structural case feature, an object DP will have to move from its
in situ position, or the derivation will crash. It follows, then, in Chomsky’s system,
that objects, whether they are direct objects or ECM subjects, are forced to raise.3

This system predicts the Irish pattern with two further well-motivated as-
sumptions. The first is that, in Irish, as in pro-drop languages like Italian, T is
able to serve as a label, parametrically distinguishing these languages from
English (see Chomsky 2015).The second assumption is that unaccusative v acts
as a phase head for Transfer, but bears no ϕ features. The idea that unaccusa-
tive v behaves in the same way as transitive v* in terms of its phase properties
is expected if phasehood is linked to propositionality, and receives empirical
support from work that shows that the edge of unaccusative v provides the
same reconstruction sites as v* (Fox 2002, Legate 2003).

The idea that unaccusative v nevertheless lacks ϕ features is supported by
various facts that show unaccusatives have a distinct capacity to agree, com-
pared to transitives. As is well known, unaccusatives usually allow participial
agreement with their objects, even in cases where the object has not moved.
However, this is likely to be related to a relationship between T and the func-
tional head (Asp) supporting the participle. In cases where T directly Agrees with
a post-verbal unaccusative subject, we find variation in agreement. This is well
known for expletive constructions in English, but is also found in Romance. For
example, Costa (2001) shows that postverbal subjects of unaccusatives can fail to
trigger number agreement in European Portuguese. Other phenomena support
this general view. Anagnostopoulou (2003) argues on the basis of the behaviour
of unaccusatives in Person Case Constraint contexts that unaccusative v does not
check case and lacks ϕ features. The correlation between unaccusative verbs
and reflexive clitics with reduced ϕ specification is well documented (Embick
2004). There are also more general theoretical reasons that motivate this as-
sumption: if structural case assignment is connected to agreement, then unac-
cusative v must have a different set of ϕ features from transitive v.

To see how a system incorporating these assumptions works, consider
a salient unaccusative in Irish with a single PP argument:

3 Chomsky discusses the possibility of the movement being optional for CP complements of
verbs like think, but since these do not carry a case feature, the argument sketched here does not
apply. Indeed, if the movement of CP complements to a higher spec is possible, this should allow
successive cyclic movement from their specifiers, possibly providing an account of why some lan-
guages do not allow successive cyclic wh-movement (they do not raise CP complements).

A labelling solution to a curious EPP effect 11
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(10) η

C ζ

Fin є

T δ

strengthen+v γ

⟨strengthen⟩ β

on α

his voice

The lowest phase head here is v, which searches in its domain to ensure a label
can be found for each constituent. Since v is a phase head, and its properties are
transfered to the (copy of) the root, the PP on his voice is Transferred. The DP in-
side that PP already has its structural case feature checked (I leave aside how this
happens) and α and β are labelled by their heads. The root in γ is invisible to
labelling, so γ simply has the same label as β. The next phase head is C and
here the labels are straightforward: η is labelled by C, ζ by Finiteness, ε, δ by
T and v respectively. Nothing moves, and all constituents have a label. The PP
has the independent phonetic and semantic coherence expected of Transferred
units. Like Chomsky’s treatment of Italian, which follows Manzini 2009 in taking
there to be no syntactically active EPP position, Irish does not require movement
to satisfy any property of T. I’ll assume that the verb-initial order is derived by
post-syntactic raising of v to Fin (perhaps by a direct linearization procedure that
simply pronounces the chain of head positions at Fin, as in Adger 2013).

Now consider a structure for the putative unaccusative, which is close to
identical aside from the P:

12 David Adger
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(11) η

C ζ

Fin Є

T δ

strengthen+v γ

〈strengthen〉 α

his voice

Since v is unaccusative, it bears no ϕ-features and so the root does not inherit
ϕ-features from it. However, the root inherits v’s phasehood after root to
v raising, and therefore the DP his voice should Transfer. However, Transfer of
this DP will lead to a crash, as the DP bears an unchecked case feature.
However, in this case, the DP cannot internally Merge with γ, since the root
bears no phi-features and the result would not be labelled. The same holds for
Internal Merge of the DP to any of the intermediate categories until it reaches
T. At this point, the DP Internally Merges with the constituent headed by T,
both share ϕ-features, and the resulting constituent can be labelled as usual.
The following structure shows this:

(12) η

C ζ

Fin ι

α

his[ϕ] voice

Є

T[ϕ] δ

strengthen+v γ

〈strengthen〉

A labelling solution to a curious EPP effect 13
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Since everything in γ is invisible to LA, γ does not require labelling and the
various other syntactic objects are labelled just as before, with the addition that
ι will receive a label, as the heads of its subconstituents (D and T) agree in ϕ
features.

There are two core intuitions underpinning this analysis. The first is that,
in Irish, T does not require a subject (that is, like in McCloskey’s analysis, Irish
does not have the EPP property). The second is that the object of an unaccusa-
tive is forced to leave its base position because there is no head that can serve
to label the constituent containing it, and there is no head to whose specifier it
can move (resulting in a label via ϕ-feature sharing). The first such head is T,
giving rise to the pattern.

3 Is this an improvement?

McCloskey’s analysis sought to capture the somewhat anomalous nature of sub-
ject positions in Irish via an optional functional head bearing case features. This
analysis captured the anomalous nature of EPP-type effects in Irish. However,
the technology proposed there basically restates the problem. Adger’s (2000) so-
lution tried to capture the pattern by a filter requiring nominative case to be
checked in a surface head-XP configuration, but that is equally unsatisfying, as it
makes nominal licensing in Irish quite distinct from what happens in other lan-
guages, and quite distinct from accusative case.

The new proposal takes from Adger (2000) the relevance of the lack of a head
inside the VP in an unaccusative base configuration, and from McCloskey (1996)
the notion that T can, but need not, host a specifier, but places these ideas within
a theoretical context which makes them natural consequences of a larger system.

The system proposed here adds to Chomsky (2015) nothing beyond the idea
that unaccusative v is a phase head but bears no ϕ features. Salient unaccusa-
tives leave their single argument in situ, as the case licensing of the DP is met
by it being a complement of P. The single argument of a putative unaccusative,
in contrast, cannot stay in situ, it would be transferred with an unchecked case
feature. Since unaccusative roots are selected by v, they do not inherit ϕ-
features, so the DP object cannot internally Merge with the constituent contain-
ing the root. It is therefore forced to Internally Merge with the constituent
headed by T, which has inherited ϕ-features from C. The net result is to capture
the same pattern as McCloskey’s and Adger’s systems do, but without an op-
tional functional head or a surface government requirement. In fact, the virtue
of the proposal developed here is that it does not require any special stipulation
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to capture the pattern, the differences between English, and Irish reducing to
easily detectable properties of the input (whether unaccusative V selects a PP
(Irish) or a DP (English); whether T can serve as a label allowing pro-drop
(Irish/Italian) or not (English)).

A final comment on in situ unaccusatives without a P (as in Italian, for ex-
ample Belletti 2001): salient unaccusatives in Irish show no sensitivity to defi-
niteness (McCloskey 1996, page 261), while in situ unaccusatives in Standard
Italian do, suggesting a somewhat different syntax for the verb classes in the
two languages. Moro (1997) has proposed that certain unaccusative subjects are
actually the subjects of a small clause complement of the unaccusative verb,
where the predicate of the small clause is a locative, so that (13) could be as-
signed a rough structure as in (14):

(13) É arrivato uno studente al giornale
is arrived a student to-the newspaper
‘A student arrived at the newspaper’

(14) v arrive [α a student [ at the newspaper ] ]

Here a student Externally Merges with the PP at the newspaper. However, this is
an {XP, YP} construction and hence α has no label. Following Koopman (2000)
and much subsequent work, we can take there to be a functional directional
P that takes the locative small clause as its complement.

(15) v arrive [β P [α a student [ at the newspaper ] ] ]

Assuming either that P’s ϕ features are inherited by at, leading to labelling by
agreement, or that a student internally Merges to P which bears ϕ, we derive
a post-verbal subject which is internal to the vP (in fact, to the PP in this analy-
sis). The former analysis looks as follows:

(16) v arrive [β P [α [ a[ϕ] student ] [ at[ϕ] the newspaper ] ] ]

Here P transfers its ϕ-features to the preposition at, and α is labelled because
LA sees the relevant ϕ-features. The alternative analysis is:

(17) v arrive [β [a student] P [αha studenti [ at the newspaper ] ] ]

Here β is labelled by the agreeing ϕ features of DP and P, and α is labelled by
the locative P, since the trace of DP is invisible to labelling. If P is a phase head
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here, it may be that it is associated with existential closure, giving rise to definite-
ness effects. The difference between Italian unaccusatives and Irish ones (which
are in quite different semantic classes), is that the former involve a small clause
predication structure, with the subject licensed by an abstract P head, while the
latter are simple DPs, case licenced by an overt P head. In both languages the
P head is optional, allowing the lower argument to escape to a higher position.

4 Conclusion

The partcular approach to labelling proposed in Chomsky’s (2013)/(2015) system
derives one half of the solution that is proposed here to the Irish EPP pattern:
rather than elements being attracted to positions, Chomsky’s proposals about la-
belling effectively eject them from positions where they would lead to unlabelled
structures. Crucially, the single argument of an unaccusative is moved from its
base position, because little v is too weak to license it in that position, a weak-
ness in little v’s capacity to label. Although this is elegantly statable in
Chomsky’s system, the core ideas, that unaccusatives cannot license their objects
in situ, and that there is a distinction in the capacity of DP vs PP to relate to the
specifier of TP can of course be stated or derived in other approaches. I have
used Chomsky’s system here primarily as an example of an explicit system that
encodes the ‘ejection’ view of movement, as opposed to the ‘attraction’ view.

The second half of the solution to the EPP problem is the development of
a theory that allows subjects in pro-drop languages to raise to the specifier of
TP, without requiring them to do so. This is effectively Manzini’s (2009) pro-
posal that there is no syntactically represented EPP position in pro-drop lan-
guages. Chomsky’s theory relies here on the notion that some languages have
sufficiently strong ϕ features on T that no subject is required; however, moving
some ϕ-bearing element to the specifier of T will do no harm. Other languages,
like English, require some specifier for T, to strengthen T’s features so that the
containing phrases can be labelled. This is the core novelty here: in pro-drop
languages, the subject does not move to the specifier of TP because it has to,
but because that position is available and of the right sort.

Notice, however, that if there were other positions of the relevant sort, the DP
could come to rest in these instead, giving rise to further parametric variation be-
tween languages where moved objects of unaccusatives have topical readings,
and those which do not. In fact, Adger (1996) provides evidence that, in Standard
Italian, the moved arguments of unaccusatives are interpreted as topical, in con-
trast to what McCloskey reports for Irish. It may be the case then, extending
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Chomsky’s parametric account somewhat, that, while in Irish the single argument
of an unaccusative indeed finally stops in the specifier of TP, in Italian the rele-
vant functional category is one encoding topicality (Manzini and Savoia 1997).
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Laura Bafile

The question of overgeneration
in Element Theory

1 Introduction: The nature of primitives in classic
Element Theory

Element Theory (henceforth ET) assumes that primitives of segmental systems
are privative units, autonomously interpreted by phonetics. Both characteristics
differentiate elements from binary units of generative standard feature theory. By
privativity, each element may only form part of a segment or be absent from it.
Given autonomous phonetic interpretability, each element is directly pronounce-
able, and therefore can be the only content of a consonant or a vowel. Moreover,
ET maintains the Dependency Phonology (Andersen and Jones 1974) view that
elements have asymmetric relations within segments. The minimal hypothesis
about dependency is the one assumed in classic ET models (e.g. Harris and
Lindsey 1995), whereby only one element may be the head in the compound, and
thus determine the dominant properties of the segment. As a result of headed-
ness, given two elements, e.g. A and I, three different compounds are possible
(the head element is underlined): |A I|, |A I| and |A I|.

Elements can be individually translated into sounds, but they do not serve
the same role as binary features in most approaches within Feature Theory,
which is, in Bromberger and Halle’s words, encoding “the information that en-
ables a speaker to produce the sound sequence [and specifying] the vocal tract
gymnastic necessary for uttering the word” (1989: 54). Given that acoustic sig-
nal is what speakers and hearers share, in ET, grammar mainly elaborates audi-
tory symbols (cf. Kaye, Lowenstamm, and Vergnaud 1985, Lindsey and Harris
1990, Harris and Lindsey 1995, Backley 2011). It has been remarked, however,
that linguistic content is only a part of the information carried through speech
sounds, since acoustic signal also contains stable or variable non-linguistic in-
formation, consisting of human group-recognition signals, expression of emo-
tions and other individual features (Kaye 1989, 2005, Traunmüller 1994).
Elements are associated with auditory patterns, or “acoustic signatures” (Kaye
2005: 285), which are contained in the signal and are to be found in it.

The correspondence between phonological categories (elements and seg-
ments) and phonetic forms may be slack to some degree. For example, the
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corner vowels consisting in the elements A, I, U, are not necessarily phonetic
[a], [i], [u].1 Instead, they may be realised in different languages as slightly
different phones belonging to corner vowel space, although still interpreting
the categorical information of A, I, U. For example, in a language with only one
low central vowel, a given phonetic object, that could be [a], [ɑ] or [ɐ], is the
realisation of the linguistic information corresponding to the element A, and
will be identified as such by learners and then by adult users.

One of the consequences of the ET conception of subsegmental units, whereby
segments are made up of one or more elements (in most cases from two to four), is
that the inventory of primitives in ET is smaller than in binary Feature Theories.
For example, Harris and Lindsey (1995) assume ten elements, but from the begin-
ning of ET up to present day, revised models have been provided, that almost
without exceptions eliminate elements in order to make the inventory smaller.

2 Shrinking the set of elements

The set of elements identified by Harris and Lindsey (1995) consists of five
place units, A, I, U, R (coronality) and@ (“neuter” i.e. placeless element, corre-
sponding to schwa, and in consonants to velarity); two manner units, ʔ (stop)
and h (noise); two units concerning laryngeal activity, L (low frequency energy,
low tone in vowels, voicing in consonants) and H (high frequency energy, high
tone in vowels, aspiration in consonants); N (nasality). As already mentioned,
revised formulations of the model propose smaller inventories.

Aiming at a reduction of the inventory, revised ET addresses three aspects
of the element systems. The first is the subset of place elements and the distinc-
tion between consonantal and vocalic elements. Harris and Lindsey (1995) are
the first to acknowledge that both @ and R are too vague categories. In so-
called Standard ET (Backley 2011), the weakness of the neuter element, due to
its quality of inactive category, results in the elimination of @ as an element for
vowels and its merger with labiality as the element for velar place; therefore,
labiality and velarity are expressed by U. As for coronality, R is problematic
both for the acoustic elusiveness of the element, and for the special status of
coronals, which are known to behave passively in many languages, in pro-
cesses like assimilation and vowel harmony (cf. Harris and Lindsey 1995:
68–69; Backley 1993). Coronality disappears as an autonomous category in
Standard ET, by merging either with palatals into I, or with pharyngeals into A,

1 We may ignore here that IPA symbols also imply a certain degree of approximation.
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depending on the language or on the kind of coronal (cf. Backley 2011). A more
general aim of the elimination of R is a totally unified representation of conso-
nants and vowels as far as melodic content is concerned, since in Government
Phonology and ET view, no melodic category is inherently vocalic or consonan-
tal. What makes a segment belong to one or to the other class is its syllabic con-
stituency, i.e. the association to a Nucleus or to an Onset (or a Coda).

The latter consideration also extends to manner elements, which are
the second target of criticism in revised versions of ET. In Standard ET, the ele-
ment h (‘noise’) contained in stops and fricatives, is merged with H (‘high tone’
in vowel and ‘aspiration’ in consonants). The ‘stop’ element ʔ is maintained,
e.g. in Backley (2011), given the existence of glottalised vowels. However, the
proposal of removing ʔ dates back to Jensen (1994), and has been developed in
the more recent approach (called “Progressive ET” by Backley 2012) which con-
siders the segmental properties corresponding to ʔ and H to depend on the
structure of segments rather than on their melodic content (cf. Pöchtrager
2006; Pöchtrager and Kaye 2013).

The third change concerns nasality. For reasons of acoustics and phonolog-
ical behaviour, in Standard ET nasality and voicing are represented by the
same element L: both nasal murmur and glottal signal consist in low frequency
energy; besides, many languages show distributional constraints or processes
suggesting a tight link between voiced and nasal stops, as opposed to voiceless
stops (cf. Nasukawa 2005; Backley and Nasukawa 2010).

To sum up, the Standard ET inventory (e.g. Kaye 2000; Backley 2011) con-
tains A, I, U, H, L, ʔ. Jensen (1994) proposal for five elements (A, I, U, H, L) has
been further developed recently in work we will not survey here, so that we are
ultimately left with a total of three elements: I, U and L (cf. Pöchtrager and
Kaye 2013).

3 No fear of overgeneration

The reduction of the number of elements, described in the previous section, pur-
sues an adequate representation of relevant phonological categories, indepen-
dently from detailed phonetic forms. To give an example, nasality and voicing
are different phonetic features, but, as mentioned above, convincing reasons are
provided for considering them as corresponding to the same property at a more
abstract linguistic level.

A further argument of different kind is generally adduced in support of
inventory reduction, i.e. prevention of overgeneration. Overgeneration refers
in this case to the capacity of the model to generate, by means of element
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combination, a set of segments much larger than the segmental inventories
that can be observed in natural languages. Notably, this concern attracts
considerable attention in ET work, and it is not by chance that almost all the
proponents of a reduction of the classic set of elements also mention overgener-
ation. The issue is raised, for example by Backley (1993: 301): “the ten elements
inventory [. . .] still has the capacity for generating a significant number of ex-
pressions which are either unobserved or non-contrastive in the world’s lan-
guages”; Jensen (1994: 72–73): “Most of the segments generated by the fusion
operation [. . .] seem to have no interpretation. Even the [. . .] Revised Theory
with only {A, I, U, H, L, ?} and no dependency nodes generates a total of 256 rep-
resentations. But languages typically seem to support between 50 and 100 linguis-
tically significant contrasts in their phonologies”; Charette and Göksel (1996: 2):
“The main idea [of Revised Theory of Elements] is to overcome the overgeneration
of phonological expressions by reducing the number of elements”; Pöchtrager
(2006: 14): “P[honological] E[xpression]s only encode what is phonologically rele-
vant, and current estimates are that the number of expressions needed will be well
below 100. Any theory generating more than that is certainly wrong”; Backley
(2011: 142): “There is no doubt that [employing a ‘noise’ element |h| in addition
to |H|] increases the richness and expressive power of representations; how-
ever, a larger set of elements always brings with it the risk of overgeneration”.

However, authors that express concern for overgeneration do not usually go
in much depth about why exactly it should be an issue in a theory of grammar.
Preventing overgeneration may be deemed a general matter of parsimony and ele-
gance of the model. From this point of view, ET proves a competing theory, since
even its richer set, e.g. the one consisting of ten elements, allows 6,144 combina-
tions, as against 1,048,576 produced by binary feature theory with a relatively
small set of twenty features. On the contrary, for a segmental model whose goal is
to exclude unattested languages from the set of possible grammars, ten elements
are still too many, since 6,144 largely exceeds not only the size of a single segmen-
tal inventory, but also the set of all possible segments in the world’s languages.

Although, in current ET approach, preventing overgeneration is considered
a sufficient and overriding reason for curtailing the set of primitives, this is inevi-
tably a costly move. An obvious consequence of it is the risk of undergeneration,
i.e. that the total of possible combinations of elements is not sufficient to express
the segmental contrasts attested in the world’s languages. This problem can find
at least a partial solution if we conceive elements as having quite low phonetic
resolution, so that languages may exist that have identical sets of abstract seg-
mental representations, while showing fine-grained variation at the phonetic
level (Breit 2013: 42–43). This being the case, a single segmental compound, e.g.
|A I|may be [ɛ] in some languages, but [æ] in others (Backley 2011: 20).
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Interestingly, the elimination of elements may have a further, somewhat par-
adoxical drawback of preventing significant generalisations. In his argumenta-
tion against overgenerating models, Backley (2012: 82) observes: “Once again,
using two elements instead of one has the obvious advantage of greater expres-
sive power. [. . .] In such a situation, theorists must consider the question of
cost”. A good example of this situation is the above-mentioned unification of ve-
larity and labiality, both expressed by U in Standard ET. According to Backley,
this move is motivated by the fact that the two classes of segments share acoustic
properties (in Jakobson’s theory, expressed by the feature [grave]) and that they
pattern together as a natural class in some languages (cf. Backley 2011: 79 81.). It
should be noted, however, that languages do not provide consistent evidence
that labiality and velarity are one and the same category. As Scheer (1999) re-
marks, while vowels u,w interact with both classes of consonants, therefore re-
vealing a labial and velar elemental content, velar consonants, being definitely
unrounded, cannot contain a labiality element. Therefore, Scheer (1999: 210)
claims that “consonantal representations should reflect the affinity of [u, w] with
both labials and velars” and proposes two different primitives for velarity and
roundness: thus, vowels u, w contain both B and U, velar consonants contain
U and labial consonants contain B. This example illustrates the situation, that
we can expect to be not isolated, where the unification of different properties
under the same abstract category may allow generalisation in some cases, or for
some languages, but may impede it in other cases, or for other languages.

Given the significant consequences of prevention strategy against overgen-
eration, it should be established in the first place whether overgeneration is
a truly relevant issue for segmental theory.

Typological studies indicate that most languages have segmental invento-
ries containing from 20 to 40 units. For example, in the UCLA Phonological
Segment Inventory Database (UPSID), languages with 20–40 segments amount
to the 78% of the 451 languages that compose the sample. The minimal cardi-
nality in UPSID is 11 (in two languages) and the maximal is 141 (in one lan-
guage); only eight languages have 15 segments or fewer, and nine languages
have 60 or more. Besides, in UPSID there are 919 different segments, but the
80% of them only appear in ten or fewer languages, which means that almost
all the languages of the sample make up their inventory by taking segments
from a subset of 184 units.2

2 If scrutinised through the lens of Kaye’s (2005: 283) Phonological epistemological principle,
whereby “The only source of phonological knowledge is phonological behaviour” as opposed
to phonetic details, many of the 919 segments of UPSID would probably prove to be just pho-
netic variants of the same phonological categories.
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To sum up, on the one hand, regarding segmental inventories, languages
show strong preference for a subset of all attested cardinalities and for a subset
of all attested segments. On the other hand, within the range of preferred sub-
sets, languages vary to a large degree. In other words, there are extreme limits –
represented in UPSID by minimal-maximal cardinality (11/141) and possible
segments (919) – and preferred ranges, within which languages display varia-
tion. From the viewpoint of phonological theory, a fundamental question
should be addressed, whether this state of affairs relies on specific phonologi-
cal constraints, or rather on more general factors, not specifically belonging to
language.

As for the number of segments that each language uses, we can reasonably
conjecture that the lower limit to inventory dimensions may be owing to the
fact that a smaller number of segments would be not sufficient to the externali-
sation task of expressing lexical contrasts. The upper limit may be due to some
non-linguistic factor concerning computational capacity, as well as to proper-
ties of sound perception, wich allow language users to manage a limited num-
ber of phonological contrasts. Properties of perception and articulation
obviously limit also the number of sounds that can be pronounced and discrim-
inated by human sensory-motor system, i.e. the set of all possible segments.
Non-specifically linguistic considerations of the same kind can also explain the
above-mentioned “preferred ranges” observable in most languages, concerning
both the dimension of inventories and the quality of segments. We can plausi-
bly conceive that an inventory of 30 segments is a better, and therefore pre-
ferred compromise between the needs of expressive power on the one hand,
and of efficient computation on the other, compared to inventories of 11 or of
141 segments, which are rare, although attested.3 Regarding the frequency
of different segments, the reason why, for instance, the voiced bilabial nasal
occurs in the 94.2% of the UPSID languages, while the palatalized voiceless
dental/alveolar lateral fricative occurs in only one language, is to be found in
principles of perception and of articulation.4 Notice that we are not referring
here to the traditional – and rather simplistic – notions of ‘easy of articulation’
and ‘avoidance of ambiguity’. To clear this point, let us consider a well-known
typological universal concerning vowel systems: languages with at least three
vowels generally have (a vowel of the kind of) a, i, u, and hence mid vowels

3 The upper limit of the range concerning segmental inventories can also be attributed to
a general linguistic principle of “feature economy, according to which languages maximize the
combinatory possibilities of a few phonological features to generate large numbers of speech
sounds” (Clements 2003).
4 See also footnote 2.
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imply corner vowels (cf. Crothers 1978). No argument of easy of articulation ap-
plies to this implication, since the articulatory gesture to utter [a], [i] or [u] is
not, in any reasonable sense, easier than the gesture for [e] or [o]. From the
point of view of perception, an intuitive consideration is that, being at the cor-
ner of the vocalic space, a, i, u are more distant and therefore more different
from each other. However, a deeper analysis (Stevens 1989) reveals a less trivial
property of corner vowels, consisting in their quantal nature, whereby their
acoustic-auditory quality is very stable, despite the considerable variation that
characterises their articulation. In other words, one of the causes of the priority
of a, i, u over the other vowels is a specific, non-trivial interaction between pho-
netic parameters.

To sum up, preferences and limits observable in languages, concerning the
size and the content of segmental inventories, can be attributed to properties of
perception and articulation on the one hand, and to constraints of human cog-
nition on the other. These factors are not specific to language and therefore fall
outside of a theory of grammar. Within the space created by segmental primi-
tives (i.e. elements) and delimited by non-linguistic factors, languages display
random variation, exhibiting inventories that differ widely as for dimension
and quality of segments.

If this premise is correct, and a part of the logically possible combinations
of elements is excluded by non-linguistic factors, it follows that grammar is not
what determines how many and which segments languages may have, and
thus, that overgeneration is not an issue in a theory of grammar. It must be
underlined that this claim does not entail opening the door to proliferation of
elements. Rather, the assumption in it is that a cognitively adequate model of
grammar should identify all and only the categories that prove to be relevant to
phonology and related fields, including, for example, language acquisition and
speech disorders.

A very valuable contribution to our understanding of generative power
of segmental systems comes from Reiss (2012). Reiss criticises the tendency
within linguistics to worry that our models of grammar are too rich in the naive
sense of “defining a too-large space of possibilities” (Reiss 2012: 189).5 As he
observes, the combinatoric explosion of feature systems is not problematic
if we characterise sets of features intensionally, i.e. from the perspective of

5 According to Reiss (2012), great combinatorial power is a desirable outcome of segmental
models, since it allows to reduce the feature set attributed to Universal Grammar, and there-
fore to converge to Chomsky’s (2007) approach “from bottom up”, condensed into the follow-
ing question: “How little can be attributed to UG while still accounting for the variety of
I-languages attained, relying on third factor principles?” (Chomsky 2007: 4).
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language acquisition and of explanatory adequacy, instead of extensionally,
i.e. from the perspective of typology and of descriptive adequacy. From the
viewpoint of language acquisition, this means that there is no reason to hy-
pothesise that language learners start from the assumption that each one of the
elements must combine with each other; and even less, that learners pursue
the goal of evaluating the thousands of logically possible segmental inventories
in order to single out the one that matches the target inventory. A more plausi-
ble picture is that, starting from a given knowledge of the set of primitives with
specified properties (privativity, autonomous pronounceability, compositionality)
as a genetic endowment, and making use of highly developed auditory percep-
tion, infants parse input signal in search of the acoustic signatures correspond-
ing to the elements, and thus to the segments that make up words in their target
language.

4 Conclusions

A position generally assumed in Element Theory is that a segmental model
should be “data-fitting [i.e. able to] exclude unattested languages from the set
of possible grammars generated by the model” (Blaho and Reiss 2014: 101).
This concern involves in particular the generative capacity of the set of primes.

The goal of this paper is to reaffirm the essential nature of ET as a theory
of grammar with the primary objective of a cognitively adequate model of lin-
guistic competence. With this in mind, we have tried to draw attention to the
negative consequences of reduction of element set on the one hand, and to
highlight the weakness and inconsistency of overgeneration as an issue of pho-
nological theory, on the other hand.

Both quantitative and qualitative variation concerning segmental systems
can largely be explained as a result of third factor principles, such as properties
of sensory-motor system and constraints of human cognition. Furthermore, the
residual variation (e.g. between a language with 20 segments and one with 40
segments, or a language with nasal vowels and a language without nasal vow-
els) needs not to be explained in terms of principles of Universal Grammar,
being simply a matter of lexical acquisition.

In this perspective, overgeneration has no relevance to a theory of internal/
intensional language. Our claim is therefore that the primes of phonological
representation, their properties and number should only reflect categories of
linguistic competence and not account for data belonging to the external/
extensional dimension of language.
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Benedetta Baldi

Linguistic and pragmatic procedures
in the political discourse

1 Introduction

According to Edelman (1987), the policy differs from other value assignment
methods because language is used to legitimize the action and achieve immedi-
ate results, but it also gains the consent of the people. Social interaction takes
place within a cultural context: the culture of a group is the way of life of the
group – language, ways of perceiving, classifying and thinking, non-verbal
forms of communication and social interaction, rules and conventions concern-
ing behaviour, values and moral ideals, the technological level and standards
of life, art, science, literature and history. The relations within a society are
influenced by the different aspects of culture and conventions that regulate so-
cial behaviour, moral conventions on interpersonal behaviour, verbal and non-
verbal means of communication, social, technical, etc. (cf. Argyle 1974 [1972],
Noelle-Neumann 1984).

An interesting aspect of the large linguistic communities with strong inter-
nal socio-cultural differentiation, as societies with high population density and
socio-economic organization of the industrial and post-industrial system, is
that integration in reference networks is mainly symbolic (cf. Fishman 1972).
This integration mechanism through linguistic devices, and more generally
communicative strategies, is also involved in the case of political discourse: the
symbolic integration into a reference network and to a political and cultural be-
longing, is conveyed by particular linguistic expressions, that regardless of
their content, perform a task of socio-cultural recognition and so represent
a form of social legitimacy.

Political language, more than any other language, is a social device that
‘legitimises’ a system of values and an ideology that contribute to building the
existing power relations. There is a close link between the political language, in
the precise sense of political discourse, and the identity of the people. This
space, in which we define the contours of psychological and cognitive identity,
establishes the boundaries of what is seen as legitimate, that is, according to
the law, valid for the customs and shared values. In fact, the speakers use the
word not only to communicate but, in many cases, for reasons related to their
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social and cultural identity and their role in the complex of social interactions.
Each linguistic expression is political because every word context implies nego-
tiation, meaning and power relations. Stated differently, ‘power is embedded in
existing discursive practices’ (Shapiro 1984: 15). Without reducing the policy to
a political message, clearly there is a symbolic and communicative dimension
of political reality, as the set of power relations underlying the social
organization.

The mass media has further strengthened the discursive nature of politics,
so that Edelman (1992: 98) can conclude that the political language of the mass
media is the language of the political events, and, as such, it replaces the
events themselves; in this sense, the audience gains experience of the meaning
produced by the language that describes them. For this reason, political lan-
guage is political reality itself and has always been the subject of moral investi-
gation insofar as political communication is indeed a powerful factor in
society: leaders either conquer or lose their power by whether or not they effec-
tively use political language, and people are rendered powerless or gain
strength, are deceived or informed, through these discursive strategies.

The policy seeks in language the way to obtain consent, legitimacy, the
evocation of those symbolic models within which the word creates myths and
‘myth can be anything that undergoes the laws of speech’ (Barthes 2001[1957]).
‘The ways of speaking [Barthes writes, referring to the technical language] dif-
fer from group to group, and each person is a prisoner of his own language: out
of his social class, the first word reveals him, brings to light his social position
and shows him with all his history. The man is laid bare, revealed by his
speech, betrayed by a formal truth that escapes his interested and generous
lies’ (Barthes 1982: 59).

In this regard, it should be noted that languages are not devices organized
by operating criteria for optimizing communication. The intrinsic nature of
natural languages, on the basis of the mentalist framework that I assume, is
that of a system of knowledge (language-internal), namely a biologically de-
termined component of the speaker’s mind / brain that allows him to produce
and understand the sentences of his language (Chomsky 1995, 2000). In the
language systems, the words do not denote persons, objects, or real-world
events except that by virtue of the pragmatic conditions associated to the sen-
tences they recur with. In other words, languages are not rigid nomenclatures,
on the contrary they use the indeterminacy of meaning as the interpretive key
device. The ‘cognoscitive’ nature of language is clearly explained by Chomsky
(2004):
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We can add another insight of 17th and 18th century philosophy, with roots as far back as
Aristotle’s analysis of what were later interpreted as mental entities: that even the most
elementary concepts of human language do not relate to mind independent objects by
means of some reference-like relation between symbols and identifiable physical features
of the external world, as seems to be universal in animal communication systems. Rather,
they are creations of the “cognoscitive powers” that provide us with rich means to refer to
the outside world from certain perspectives, but are individuated by mental operations
that cannot be reduced to a “peculiar nature belonging” to the thing we are talking
about, [. . .]. Those are critical observations about the elementary semantics of natural lan-
guage, suggesting that its most primitive elements are related to the mind-independent
world much as the internal elements of phonology are, not by a reference-like relation
but as part of a considerably more intricate species of conception and action. (Chomsky
2004:6)

The linguistic units (words, sentences) are ‘mental operations’, i.e. a form of oper-
ating instructions, not directly connected to the outside world. So, a simplistic ap-
proach to the relationship between language and message appears indefensible,
with the result that traditional ideas about the relationship between language and
culture / thought are drastically downsized. The assignment of words to objects
or events, will depend on the conditions of communication, including the charac-
teristics and the situation in which the utterance is used. Communication and lan-
guage, therefore, do not coincide to the extent that the speaker’s language is just
one of the means used for communication purposes.

Sperber and Wilson’s (1996) analysis shows how the inclusion of oral or
written statements in communicative contexts is just one of the factors that go
into determining the meaning. However, the information transmitted in com-
munication can’t, in any case, be reduced to a set of propositions, as the prag-
matic approaches tend to assume, which treat the meaning of a sentence as the
combination of a proposition and a propositional attitude. Conversely, the com-
munication includes the vagueness, understood as the production of ‘cognitive
effects’ not necessarily unambiguously decidable and identifiable:

Now we all know, as speakers and hearers, that what is implicitly conveyed by an utter-
ance is generally much vaguer than what is explicitly expressed, and that when the im-
plicit import of an utterance is explicitly spelled out, it tends to be distorted by the
elimination of this often intentional vagueness. The distortion is even greater in the
case of metaphor and other figures of speech, whose poetic effects are generally de-
stroyed by being explicitly spelled out. [. . .] We see it as a major challenge for any ac-
count of human communication to give a precise description and explanation of its
vaguer effects. Distinguishing meaning from communication, accepting that something
can be communicated without being strictly speaking meant by the communicator or
the communicator’s behaviour, is a first essential step – a step away from the traditional
approach to communication and most modern approaches. (Sperber and Wilson 1996:
56, 57–58)
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2 Identity and legitimacy as cognitive
constructs and identity as a background
in political discourse

As noted by Berger and Luckmann (1991), the reality that surrounds each of us,
including our own ways of life and our social order, represents a product of
human activity that every person needs to internalize through the process of
socialization. By socializing, the person internalizes the social order, including
the micro and macro sociological components that make him participate in the
symbolic universe, inspiring the society in which he lives. The identity and le-
gitimacy are two components of the formation process of the social order and
of its symbolic representation in all of us:

Legitimation as a process is best described as a ‘second-order’ objectivation of meaning.
Legitimation produces new meanings that serve to integrate the meanings already at-
tached to disparate institutional processes. The function of legitimation is to make objec-
tively available and subjectively plausible the ‘first-order’ objectivations that have been
institutionalized. (Berger and Luckmann 1991: 110)

Berger and Luckmann’s idea (1991) is that legitimation is established in the very
moment that a semantic system, the language, conveys the human experience.
Thus, the legitimacy, even in its most conscious forms such as the theories and
traditions, translates in terms of language and symbolic representation, of the
social and institutional organization and meanings that characterize the society
surrounding the subject. Leeuwen (2008) characterizes this notion by reference
to the factors that contribute to fix it, such as authority, the value system, cog-
nitive validity and myths, which are understood as society’s narrations and its
rules.

The other side of legitimacy is identity, which in turn is understood as a
construct due to social processes that establish the symbolic universe of the
individual:

Identity [. . .] stands in a dialectical relationship with society. Identity is formed by social
processes. Once crystallized, it is maintained, modified, or even reshaped by social rela-
tions. The social processes involved in both the formation and the maintenance of iden-
tity are determined by the social structure. Conversely, the identities [. . .] react upon the
given social structure, maintaining it, modifying it, or even reshaping it. (Berger and
Luckmann 1991: 194)

It is in the dialectic between social order, the symbolic universe, and identity,
that systems of values, beliefs and cognitive environment emerge that define the
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existential space within which people share ideas and behaviour. Legitimation /
delegitimation of behaviour and persons is one of the constitutive properties of
political discourse. We can wonder whether it is the political discourse that cre-
ates this particular system of meanings or, on the contrary, the political discourse
occurs as a linguistic component within a cognitive system already present; the
system of the values and meanings that make up the ideal agreement and the so-
called consensus. The idea that I pursue in this article is that the (de)legitima-
tion, specifically the recognition of shared values and meanings, is a linguistic
and rhetoric construct that externalizes the identity, that is, the actual sharing of
a cognitive space including social values and meanings. So I will focus upon the
relationship between language and identity and between identity and social rela-
tionships; what I will try to highlight is the fact that the identity process is the
primary component from which the political discourse as a mechanism of self-
recognition can be developed.

Relations between individuals in society depend on the reciprocal position
relevant to those who interact. They reproduce norms, rules and values related
to the different aspects of living in common, such as customs, traditions, be-
liefs, etc. These rules are internalized by the members of the group and contrib-
ute to create what we call identity and at least some aspects of the personality.
The identity of individuals is therefore built on the basis of a set of features that
fix their membership in the social group. This set includes both inalienable
traits, such as the age, the gender, the ethnicity, the language, and the acquired
traits, such as the level of education, religion, moral convictions, political
views, etc. The point is that this set of features is liable to vary in relation to the
material conditions of life, or to the psychology and the experience of individu-
als. It is, definitely, a process of construction.

The identification process includes, at the same time, the linguistic, sym-
bolic and non-verbal components, which play a primary role in the production
of meanings as relevant factors for pragmatic interpretation. These paralinguis-
tic factors are subject to phenomena of homogenization in a manner similar to
those that may interest the languages. What is more, it is the specific linguistic
system that has an crucial role in establishing the identity of individuals, inso-
far as it ‘expresses’ and together, it ‘provides the means’ to create the link be-
tween the individual identities and the social ones (Tabouret-Keller 1998). More
generally, in the formation of identity and the symbolic processes introjected,
language is the real ‘depository of collective sedimentation’.

Language becomes the depository of a large aggregate of collective sedimentations,
which can be acqnired monothetically, that is, as cohesive wholes and without recon-
structing their original process of formation. (Berger e Luckmann 1991: 84)
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The uniqueness of the language reflects a particular social, legal or economic
organization to which the speakers tend to refer. It is known that the correspon-
dence generally accepted between national entities and language is a semantic
construct related to the creation of the national state (Hobsbawm 1996;
Anderson 2000) expressing the ‘imagined community’ which inspires national
and ethnic ideologies (Anderson 2000).

Hence, the language, in addition to being itself a sign of identity for the so-
cial group, provides the differences (lexical, morphosyntactic and phonological)
used to introduce the various identifications. For instance, in the recent cases of
the formation of new states the recognition of an autonomous language repre-
sented a source of legitimacy. In this perspective, Gumperz (2000[1968]) speaks
of ‘linguistic loyalty’ with reference to a linguistic variety felt as a symbol of
a particular group or of a ‘particular social movement’. ‘Language loyalty’ repre-
sents an excellent glue for the social classes and for the different local groups,
whose members can continue to use vernacular language in their family and can
become a political issue in a society in the process of modernization when the
minorities socially isolated mobilize themselves.

Returning to the political language, it reflects the inclination to share opin-
ions rather than any real interest in understanding facts. For this characteristic,
it resembles other types of rhetoric relevance whose purpose is the persuasion
(cf. Baldi 2006, 2007, 2012). As already noted, According to Edelman (1992: 98)
the political language of the mass media provides the people with the experi-
ence and meaning of the facts describing them. In other words, the linguistic
practices are the real political practices, given that the power in setting and
structuring authority relations lies in the discursive practices (Corcoran 1990).
It follows that the ability to master the political discourse is equivalent to the
ability to exercise control of the thought, or at least to guarantee you are hold-
ing appropriate tools to do so.

Assuming a purely linguistic perspective, the political language is often an-
alysed focusing on the syntactic and semantic features of the language that pol-
iticians use within a defined scope of relevance. But a sectorial perspective,
understood as specificity, does not provide an exhaustive definition of the polit-
ical speech, since it leaves aside the semantic and pragmatic components that
accompany it. We prefer to speak of political discourse, which happens to be,
intuitively more effective insofar as it includes the symbolic and ritual aspect.
In this regard, Edelman (1987) notes that politics can’t exist without the sym-
bols and the rituals and a political system can never subsist if it is based only
on rational principles, without any symbolic connotation. In essence, however,
the political discourse refers mainly to rhetorical, textual, structural and stylis-
tic aspects implicated in the use of language.
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Linguistic expressions are interpreted on the basis of their ability to bring
meaningful structures and cognitive contexts that the interlocutors can recognize
precisely as they are part of their system of knowledge. The words that individuals
or groups use and on which they rely to obtain certain responses or behaviours,
can be traced to the conceptual frameworks of the culture in which they live. In
this sense, the culture models the words and speech associating to it a specific
meaning and a particular emotion that can differ, perhaps significantly, between
one group and another, and also within the same group in relation to the social
role. The words, and generally the symbolic devices, produce a strong emotional
response only in those who are, by group membership or social role, sensitive to
certain cues. In addition, the words have a different meaning for each of us if they
are pronounced by an ordinary person or by a person who holds a strategic posi-
tion in personal and social terms. The context within which the words are pro-
duced and the opportunity of the moment contribute to assign value and
credibility to the propositions; a similar argument concerns the symbols and the
opportunities associated with the values.

Some authors indeed see the system of meanings introduced by the current
language as a conditioning factor on thinking and actions of the people; certainly,
the language is the encoding mechanism of fundamental social meanings in the
identity formation (cf. Berger and Luckmann 1991). This applies in particular to
the ideologies imposed or otherwise accepted, occasionally or permanently, by a
social group. Cultural tradition, conformist thinking, and ideological orientations
related to economic interests and ethical and political beliefs, contribute to defin-
ing universes of reference for the symbolic interpretation of the speeches. In this,
the role of the media as dominant orthodoxy interpreters is crucial (Said 1995
[1994]). As noted by Chomsky (1999), the major economic forces govern by control-
ling the means of production, trade, advertising and communication. The aspects
of totalitarian policies are realized in different ways in the Western democracies,
since they are based on the conscious manipulation of the organized habits and
opinions of the masses through continuous and systematic propaganda by the in-
telligent minorities to gain public control (cf. Baldi and Savoia 2005).

The political discourse contextualizes the social practices (Leeuwen 2008), it
narrates and expresses the contents underlying the shared symbolic universe. In
political discourse, therefore, the pragmatic procedures have a decisive role asso-
ciated with the production of meanings, as they represent the system of beliefs
and convictions of the recipients. Although these procedures do not necessarily
aim to construe self-identification, they certainly have the effect of introducing
ideas, messages and content that enrich the shared cognitive space. The repre-
sentation of the relationship of trust with the voter or, in general, with listeners
has a central role in that shared values and a feeling of belonging to the same
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symbolic network produce particularly evident results. The interpretation of
a sentence depends on the additional information provided by a number of other
contents introduced by what we call the context (Sperber and Wilson 1996). The
propositions themselves, once introduced in the context, can change the initial
cognitive environment by creating additional elements and assumptions that
contribute to defining the information communicated.

3 Persuasion or sharing?

Although the pragmatic perspective concerning the construction of meanings
helps us to account for the way in which people interact by means of utterances
in communicative situations, it is still true that there are uses of language, includ-
ing political discourse, that show a particular status. Not surprisingly, the political
discourse favours sharing beliefs rather than any interest for the understanding of
the facts. The irrational nature of this type of discourse is outlined in a precise and
acute way by Leibniz (1982) in New Essays on Human Understanding (1765) in
which he considers ‘the authority, the party, the custom’ the cause of a ‘kind of
madness’ that distorts the reasoning processes and identifies in the ‘search for
truth’ the only possible solution. Of course this feature of political language is one
of the traits studied by the Critical Discourse Analysis, as noted by van Dijk (2001:
357):

[. . .] recipients tend to accept beliefs, knowledge, and opinions (unless they are inconsis-
tent with their personal beliefs and experiences) through discourse from what they see as
authoritative, trustworthy, or credible sources, such as scholars, experts, professionals,
or reliable media.

However, there is a basic dimension in the political discourse that calls into
question both the ‘kind of madness’ invoked by Leibniz and the sender’s au-
thority, in the sense of van Dijk. Chilton (2005), examining a propaganda text
such as Mein Kampf asks himself ‘How do the ideas get transferred from mind
to mind?’ and points out that the recipient has sufficient interpretive means to
decide whether to believe or adhere to the assertions contained in a text:

Of course, no-one has to accept as true any of the virtual worlds set up in discourse. But
in so far as propositions come as social transactions claiming prima facie to be true,
people are inclined to accept them as true, initially, [. . .]. Still, because human language
users are also good at detecting deception, speakers may want to take preemptive meas-
ures. This means that speakers often seek to build in guarantees, authorisations and
assurances as to their veracity, seeking to appeal to whatever they believe their interloc-
utors believe to be veracious. (Chilton 2005: 22)
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Of course, the basic requirement in the exchange of information is that it is com-
patible with the human cognitive organization. In the last analysis, cognitive
components underlying the organization of human cognition are involved:

Some of the cognitive components that make up political ideologies are ‘parasitic’ on basic
modular knowledge, [. . .] The cognitive components in question are both representational
in nature and procedural. The representational part belongs to different modules – e.g., in-
tuitive physics, intuitive biology, intuitive physiology modules. The procedural part has to
do with the special way the human mind appears to generate imaginative representations
by integrating representations from different domains processed by different modules.
(Chilton 2005: 18)

Manipulation, i.e. to obtain in the recipient the development of ‘mental repre-
sentations’ desired by the issuer, takes place in an only partially unconscious
way. When we speak of manipulation of consciences by political propaganda,
we must take into account that the recipient has no less intellectual and inter-
pretive abilities than the sender:

Texts are complex structures that prompt readers to construct conceptualisations. They
draw on existing cognitive capacities and manipulate them. The effects on readers are not
of course totally predictable – and readers, as we have said, are not absolutely manipula-
ble. The cognitive ingredients that readers assemble are a kind of bricolage guided by the
linguistic input. The cognitive structures are not in the texts, they are in people’s heads.
They can be transferred by texts, but once in people’s heads they can be elaborated in
variable ways, depending on social and psychological factors. [. . .] Possibly, the concep-
tual constructs themselves need to be already dormant in the social and psychological
environment. (Chilton 2005: 39)

The activation of implicatures (Sperber and Wilson 1996) not directly linked to
the context has the effect to expand, intentionally by the sender, the semantic
potential of the message so as to go beyond the literal content of the message
itself. It is this stylistic effect which widens the transmitted contents in the di-
rection of a much broader and inclusive universe of feelings and experiences.

4 The speech as a semantic environment

The semantic structures evoked by the language constitute or rather reproduce
the way of thinking and acting of people. In this sense, the political discourse
expresses expectations and existing values in the cognitive heritage legitimiz-
ing them in speech and configuring the corresponding symbolic universe.
Basically, people are living in society thanks to a continuous process of
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integration through the use of symbols in the form of linguistic expressions,
discursive and pragmatic devices, conventional behaviours, etc., that shape
their existence. Of course, these symbolic components are recalled by (means
of) the language that identifies them with justice, reason, truth, destiny and
with other fields of experience of the real world. Moreover, the assignment of
a name to things is in itself a form of knowledge (cf. Dewey and Bentley 1974)
that allows us to place them in a class of objects with which is it possible to
compare them and to interpret them.

The political discourse, typically that of the media today, creates a repre-
sentation of reality that affects the cognitive repertoires of the people to a
greater or lesser extent depending on the direct experience about the relevant
phenomenon and on the interpretation skills. Political language is inherently
a metaphoric language that evokes the meanings that, while being not literal
and hidden, are not less decisive in political communication. This occurs also,
more subtly, through a ‘slipped’ use of literal meanings. The lexical choice of
the media connotes, through a process of attribution of meaning, the semiotics
of power by reproducing the principal meanings of the social blocks and of the
legitimizing symbolic universes. The reality represented by the media gives rise
to a symbolic reference framework that favours the representation of aspira-
tions, sensitivities and instincts which are prevailing in the society, rather than
the objective reality (Baldi 2006, 2007, 2012).

In this perspective it is possible to understand the lexical replacements that
dot the experience of the various societies. The ability of the lexical occur-
rences, in particular the metaphoric uses, to project a system of semantic rela-
tions has the effect to create a new semantics substituting the old meanings, or,
as Lakoff and Johnson (1999, 1998[1980]) note, conceal new interpretations of
the world and society. The metaphor for Lakoff and Johnson (1998[1980]) has
a central role in human thinking and language, hence in verbal communication
and, more generally, in symbolic expression, as it is seen as the mechanism or-
dering an important part of our subjective experience:

Metaphor allows conventional mental imagery from sensorimotor domains to be used for
domain of subjective experience [. . .] Conceptual metaphor is pervasive in both thought
and language. (Lakoff e Johnson 1999: 45)

Lakoff and Johnson argue that the metaphorical representation is actually the way
in which we conceptualize and categorize abstract experiences. In their model all
conceptual analogies underlying the metaphors and the idioms are not only auto-
matically available, as present in the ‘semantic memory’, but invariably accessible
to the speaker regardless of the context. Lakoff and Johnson (1998[1980]) also
point out that the creation of frames and metaphors is related to space and time
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boundaries within which the interpreter shares with other users a given encyclo-
paedic competence linked to a specific socio-cultural network.

A direct correspondence between the values and the metaphorical concepts
follows; this does not mean that all cultural values consistent with a metaphori-
cal system actually exist, but only that those that do exist, and are deeply
rooted, are all consistent with the metaphorical system (Lakoff and Johnson
1998 [1980]). Not surprisingly, the metaphor is central to the language and to
the ideology of politics, where it can play an ambiguous role, implying opaque
meanings or hidden systems.

The neo-semantics of the sort introduced by figured uses or by even only
subtle, not literal lexical occurrences does not necessarily derive from the
media. The media generally uses it for adhering to a collective imagination as-
sociated with a political-cultural line or uncritically repeat it. The representa-
tion of the events proposed by mass media, especially by television, tends to
reflect the dominant symbolic universe, which incorporates shared images and
linguistic expressions. In this sense, as highlighted by many authors, mass
media favour a communication based on emotion, characterized by impression-
istic and ideological discursive devices, rather than providing the tools for
a rational or explicit manner of understanding of the reality (Simone 2000,
Baldi and Savoia 2005, Loporcaro 2005).

Bowles and Gentner in their model (Bowdle and Gentner 2005, Bowdle and
Gentner 2001, 2008) assume that the metaphor is the result of an analogical
process that establishes correspondences between the partially isomorphic con-
ceptual structures associated with two terms. In this sense, the metaphor is
source of polysemy, as it generates an additional abstract meaning in addition
to the literal meaning of a term. More precisely, the metaphor gives rise to an
abstract category that includes both terms, with the result that this new cate-
gory can be conceptualized separately from the original ones of the two terms.

Metaphorical and figurative uses of language form a continuum with the lit-
eral use. In other words, the metaphors do not behave differently from the normal
processes of interpretation, whereby the interpretation is the result of the combina-
tion of words in the sentence and the established relationship with the context
and the speaker’s knowledge (cf. Baldi and Savoia 2009, 2010). The interpretation
of any utterance, including metaphors, follows the same inferential procedures
based on the relevance and does not imply special cognitive measures (Sperber
and Wilson 1996, 2006). Sperber and Wilson (1996) treat the effects of rhetorical
figures in a similar manner to as the poetic and stylistic effect, understood as the
result of an expansion of the meaning. In particular, figures of speech can be seen
as ways to induce the listener to look for the conditions in which the utterance is
relevant:
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A good creative metaphor is precisely one in which a variety of contextual effects can be
retained and understood as weakly implicated by the speaker. [. . .] metaphor and a variety
of related tropes (e.g. hyperbole, metonymy, synecdoche) are simply creative exploitations
of a perfectly general dimension of language use. [. . .] Metaphor thus requires no special
interpretive abilities or procedures: it is a natural outcome of some very general abilities
and procedures used in verbal communication. (Sperber and Wilson 1996: 236, 237)

What defines the metaphorical use is therefore the connection between two lex-
ical semantic contents and the context in which they trigger the search for
more information, especially about the intention of the speaker. The point is
that figurative uses, new or unconventional ones, regularly enter speech, con-
tributing to its interpretation. In other words, the figured uses do not seem to
constitute a separate field of semantic phenomena from the normal way of cre-
ating and interpreting meanings. Surely, some communicative situations make
recourse to them in a more systematic way, both in the case of certain styles or
genres and in the case of political speech insofatr as it aims to evoke and bring
to the surface intentions and beliefs.

5 Textual procedures in the political discourse
of Palmiro Togliatti

In this paragraph, discourse procedures and communication strategies will be
examined in the speeches of a political leader in correspondence with the par-
ticular historical and political significance of the situations. Specifically, our in-
terest focuses on the contrast between delegitimization of the opponent as a
means for enhancing the legitimization sentiment and the identity recognizabil-
ity of his own people (cf. Baldi and Franco 2014, 2015, Vinciguerra 2016). Let us
briefly consider some of the speeches of Palmiro Togliatti, the secretary of the
Italian Communist Party, in the period following the Italian general election in
1948 (Baldi and Franco 2015). It is important to take into account that the
Communist Party was a political and socio-economic reality strongly rooted in
Italian society; in particular it presented itself as the heir to the ideals of the
Resistance and anti-fascism.

As Baldi and Franco (2015) noted, Togliatti’s speeches aim to ‘regain legiti-
macy after a political failure’; in them the personal legitimacy and the delegiti-
mation of the political and cultural opponent appear indissolubly bound
together. In fact, the elections of 1948 saw the victory of a widespread conserva-
tive conscience, strongly linked to Catholic thought and doctrine; on the
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contrary, as noted by Smith (2000 [1997]) the Communists and the Socialists
did not convince the population of having really accepted the democratic rules.

Baldi and Franco (2015) point out the systematic use of linguistic procedures
that conceals practices of delegitimation endowed with a strong perlocutionary ef-
fect. In particular, Togliatti has recourse to the denotational use of metaphors de-
noting, as in the following two passages, where the choice of the lexical entries
spectrum and chameleon directly introduces the reference to political opponents.
The recourse to dehumanizing and alienating metaphors is a procedure that signif-
icantly characterizes the political discourse insofar as it intends to reshape the
symbolic universe of the persons or bring to light a hidden perception of things.
Moreover, the metaphors used as referential expressions induce the current value
system to be removed and drive the person described to a sort of no man’s land,
devoid of values. In (1a, b) the participant designed by the intensional properties
of spectrum and of chameleon is initially treated as a subject / agent; then, the se-
mantic structure is reversed, and the two metaphors are introduced as predicates,
depicting the two referents in terms of non-human qualities, so restoring the true
logical order.

(1) a. quando tra i presenti a un’assemblea si muove uno spettro, è inevitabile
che quello spettro attiri l’attenzione e ad esso ci si rivolga. Onorevole
Tesauro, lei qui è lo spettro del regime fascista [. . .]. (8/12/1952)
“when among those who are present in the Assembly, there is a ghost it
is inevitable that that ghost draws attention, so that we talk directly to it.
Mr. Tesauro, here you are the ghost of the fascist regime.”

b. Lascerò da parte le volgarità, gli articoli come quelli che scriveva l’altro
giorno un illustre camaleonte, il signor Mario Missiroli, domandandosi
che cosa c’è sotto all’atteggiamento dei comunisti [. . .] proprio lui che,
per esaltare i Patti del Laterano, scrisse un intiero volume che, si dice,
ebbe il personale plauso di Mussolini! È evidente che lezioni di etica da
un camaleonte non le prendiamo. (27/3/1947)
“I will leave aside vulgarity, such as the articles that were written the
other day by an illustrious chameleon, Mr. Mario Missiroli, wondering
what’s underneath the attitude of the Communists [ . . .] the same man
who wrote a full volume to exalt the Lateran Pacts, a volume that, it is
said, had the personal approval of Mussolini! It is clear that we do not
take ethics lessons from a chameleon.”

As I noted, the metaphor – the figurative device – has important effects of sense.
It is able to bring new meanings, different to both the source and the target, to
the people’s conceptual system, as underlined by Chilton (2005):
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Metaphor is primarily seen as a cognitive operation, in which different domains of knowl-
edge and experience are brought together. [. . .] Target domains, on the other hand, tend
to be more abstract, understructured or problematic conceptual areas or subjective expe-
riences – such as understanding, affection, life, time, society, causality. Important ideo-
logical or quasi-ideological beliefs are often understood in terms of one or more primary
source domains. (Chilton 2005: 22)

Thus, the metaphors such as those discussed above in the Togliatti speeches
introduce new meanings in the semantic space of language increasing the sym-
bolic universe of the individuals by means of new interpretive nuances that
make deep sentiments and perceptions surface. In fact, as discussed in preced-
ing paragraph, the chamaleon in its association with a human being is different
both from the term for the animal and generic terms such as opportunistic, etc.
It introduces a dehumanizing effect that recalls other similar uses of terms of
animals applied to humans. An interesting case is that of the metaphors of par-
asites and noxious bacillus selected, in Mein Kampf, by Hitler for describing the
Jews (Chilton 2005). The procedure that exploits a dehumanizing reading of the
referents seems related to strong ideological motivations, without of course
wanting to compare the Nazi ideology with that of the Togliatti communism.
These motivations invite to declass the opponents to levels of non-human exis-
tence, that is an existence irreducible to the new man pursued by totalitarian
approaches to policy.

Togliatti is conscious of the fact that he is turning to a political part and a
thought well-rooted in the society; it is no accident that the rhetoric he uses is
that of the activation of expectations and of a semantic system that responds to
a broad identitary representation. It is in the linguistic process, in its lexical
and pragmatic choices that the identity of the working class is expressed. Thus,
Togliatti may foreshadow a future goal, in terms generally valid in the presence
of a strong and wide sharing of identity, as in his speech in Modena in 1950,
where the promise and the act of commitment establishe the borders of the self-
legitimation. The speaker knows that large parts of the working class and of in-
tellectuals identify with ‘the healthy forces of the Italian people’, in opposition
to the interests, often obscure, of liberal forces and of economic powers:

(2) Come partito dì avanguardia della classe operaia e del popolo italiano, co-
scienti della nostra forza che ci ha consentito di conchiudere vittoriosamente
cento battaglie, ci impegneremo ad una nuova, più vasta lotta, in difesa
della esistenza, della sicurezza, degli elementari diritti civili dei lavoratori. Ci
impegniamo a svolgere un’azione tale, di propaganda, di agitazione, di or-
ganizzazione, che raccolga ed unisca in questa lotta nuovi milioni e milioni
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di lavoratori, tutte le forze sane del popolo italiano. Ci impegniamo a prepar-
are e suscitare un movimento tale, un sussulto proveniente dal più profondo
stato di cose che grida vendetta al cospetto di Dio. (9/1/1950)
“As a vanguard party of the working class and of the Italian people, aware
of our strength that allowed us to successfully conclude a hundred battles,
we are committed to a new, broader struggle in defence of life, safety, the
basic civil rights of the workers. We will engage in such an action, propa-
ganda, agitation, organization, gathering new millions and millions of
workers in this fight, all the healthy forces of the Italian people. We are
committed to prepare and launch a movement which rises from the deep-
est state of affairs, that cries out to heaven for vengeance.”

The linguistic representation couples the delegitimization of the opponent to
the legitimation of themselves as guarantors and defenders of the values threat-
ened by the adversary. Not surprisingly, the pragmatic and morphosyntactic or-
ganization mechanisms generally reflect the polarization, for example by
means of sharing, using I / we / you, or the opposition, contrasting we vs. they /
you, as in Togliatti’s strongly identitary speeches that we just examined. The
topicalization and focusing processes distribute sentential / eventive content in
order to associate them to the desired information flow. The topic conveys
shared content, ‘Come partito di avanguardia della classe operaia e del popolo
italiano...’, although the focus, in turn, does not introduce real alternatives but
meanings internal to the cognitive system on which the speech is built ‘...una
nuova, più vasta lotta..’, ‘... un'azione tale...’, ‘... nuovi milioni e milioni...’. The
morphosyntactic structures exploit the elementary thematic relations of the lin-
guistic codification of the events and their participants in a way functional to
the symbolic structure driving the discourse.

6 Conclusions

As we saw, legitimization as a cognitive mechanism is based on identitary fea-
tures and meanings. It is the shared identity that legitimizes the values system
which people identify with. Complementarily, it delegitimizes what is felt as ex-
traneous or contrasting, namely alternative symbolic universes, that could un-
dermine the complex cognitive construction inspiring the dominant social and
conceptual order. Delegitimization can be understood as the symbolic process
(linguistic and pragmatic) that highlights the difference and hence the extrane-
ousness from the system of shared values.
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The discourses we have examined in the preceding discussion uncover an
aspect that helps us to understand their real informational scope. The situations
in which these narrations are inscribed indeed show that the idea, often sup-
ported, that the fundamental intention driving political language of persuading
the addressee is already inadequate on an empirical level. In fact, the discourses
we have considered, with the partial exception of the electoral ones, are pro-
nounced either in Parliament or in demonstrations. In these contexts persuasion
seems to be only a marginal perlocutory effect in comparison with the semantic
core of these discourses, which, on the contrary, are directed to evoke and elabo-
rate its cognitive base, the symbolic universe they imply.

All things considered, political discourse has the evident nature of ritu-
alized communication, reproducing and representing the shared conceptual
contents and values, the beliefs and the experiences of what we can think of
as a common identity system by means of linguistic formulas – i.e. lexical,
morphosyntactic and pragmatic devices. Its effect is to control the reciprocal
disposability and accessibility between the speaker and the addressees.

Of course, what is observed by van Dijk (2001) cannot be denied, whereby:

Language users as social actors have both personal and social cognition: personal
memories, knowledge and opinions, as well as those shared with members of the
group or culture as a whole. Both types of cognition influence interaction and dis-
course of individual members, whereas shared “social representations” govern the col-
lective actions of a group. We have seen that among many other resources that define
the power base of a group or institution, access to or control over public discourse and
communication is an important “symbolic” resource, as is the case for knowledge and
information. [. . .] If controlling discourse is a first major form of power, controlling
people’s minds is the other fundamental way to reproduce dominance and hegemony.
(van Dijk 2001: 355, 357)

Using public discourse is a powerful symbolic tool for controlling the peo-
ple’s mind. What I have tried to highlight is that public discourse is able to
verify the reciprocal accessibility not as it imposes new or specific systems
of content but as it expresses and externalizes a thinking order and a social
order depending on dominant contents, conceptual structures, beliefs and
culture in a certain social group. In this sense the analysis of political dis-
course appears to be a more delicate and countercurrent task: its real target
is not only the politician or the powerful person but the system that created
her/ him, i.e. the responsibility of consciences.
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Josef Bayer

Why doubling discourse particles?

1 Introduction

In this chapter, I want to extend my earlier work on discourse particles as func-
tional heads by providing new evidence from particle doubling. I will argue
that the German data on doubling that I will present are explained in a natural
way within the unificational theory of focus particles as well as discourse par-
ticles developed in Bayer (1996, 1999, 2012, 2018) and in Bayer and Obenauer
(2011), Bayer and Trotzke (2015) as well as in Bayer, Häussler and Bader (2016).
Particle doubling lends new support to this theory which defends the view that
particles of the relevant sort are functional heads.

2 The particle problem in syntax

Particles, focus particles as well as discourse particles, have remained a con-
troversial issue in linguistic theory for many years. On one side, they have
much in common with adverbs, on the other side, they differ from adverbs by
showing both more constrained and more relaxed word orders. Focus par-
ticles (FP) like only and even and their correspondents in other languages are
usually taken to be adverbs. Especially in the semantic literature not too
much attention is given to their syntactic status. Since they are (supposed to
be) optional, they are adjoined. Since they are semantically propositional op-
erators, they must be adjoined to sentential domains (vP, TP or CP). In cases
like He adores only ROSSINI, this is obviously not the case. So it needs some
acrobatics to arrive at the LF “For every composer x that he adores, x equals
Rossini”. Various proposals have been made, which I cannot discuss here in
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detail. Investigations of FPs in German have resulted in roughly two pro-
posals, the “adverb theory” and the “mixed theory”. The former, see Jacobs
(1983) and Büring and Hartmann (2001), assumes a syntax in which FPs are
adjoined sentential operators. Phrases like [DP only ROSSINI] are a big prob-
lem, and their existence has even been denied. The latter, see Reis (2005) and
Barbiers (2010, 2014), assumes an extension by which FPs can also be ad-
joined to non-sentential major constituents such as DP, PP etc. Rochemont
(2018), following Bayer (1999), uses the term “constituent only” which he dis-
tinguishes from “adverbial only”. In these aproaches, it remains to be seen
how the syntax to semantics mapping works.

With respect to discourse particles (DiP), the dominant theory is also the
“adverb theory” by which a DiP is adjoined to a propositional domain. In stud-
ies of German, where most of the research on DiPs comes from, DiPs are as-
sumed to be adjoined to vP i.e. a propositional domain. For Italian, researchers
are split. Some argue for adverb status, see Manzini (2015), or a special category
of “weak adverbs”, see Cardinaletti (2011) and Coniglio (2008), others have ar-
gued that DiPs are heads which occupy the C-domain, see Munaro and Poletto
(2003), Poletto (2000), Poletto and Vanelli (1995), and for criticism Manzini
(2015). For German, a straight adverb account is hard to defend. If DiPs are
adverb-like, they have undergone grammaticalization and, as a result, have be-
come weak and immobile.1 Unlike adverbs, they can, for example, not be dis-
placed, see Thurmair (1989). The projective status of DiPs has been discussed
within X-bar theory. Meibauer (1994) finds that various facts speak in favor of
head status, but ultimately he leaves the issue undecided.

In my work on FPs, (see Bayer 1996; 1999; 2018), as well as in my work on
DiPs (see Bayer 2010; 2012; 2018; Bayer and Obenauer 2011; Bayer and Trotzke
2015), I have continuously argued for an account in which particles have the
status of functional heads. Before I will provide new evidence for this hypoth-
esis in section 4, I will give in section 3 a summary of why I believe that this is
the most adequate theory, at least for the German data under consideration.2

1 According to Manzini (2015), Italian DiPs and adverbs occupy the same positions in the sen-
tence and are not grammaticalized. If so, this would be in strong contrast with German, see
Hentschel (1986).
2 Bangla, as studied by Bayer and Dasgupta (2016) and Bayer, Dasgupta and Mukhopadhyay
(2014), offers independent evidence for the functional head theory, and so seem to do many
other languages. According to Li (2006: 64), the final particles of Mandarin are “heads of func-
tional projections in the CP domain”, similarly Endo (to appear) for Japanese. For Paul and
Pan (2017), Chinese sentence-final particles are head-final complementizers.
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3 Particles as functional heads

According to my earlier work, FPs as well as DiPs are not adverbs but syncategor-
ematically introduced heads which project a so-called PARTICLE PHRASE (PrtP). In
other words, particles import semantic but no categorial syntactic features. If
their sister is of type vP, the resulting PrtP is also of type vP. Importantly, vP
is a propositional domain, i.e. Prt takes scope over a proposition. The general
observation is that in pre-vP position, Prt takes scope once and forever. In
other words, the scope cannot be altered by further operations. To see this,
consider the English example in (1a) with the structure in (1b).

(1) a. We are required to only study SYNTAX
b. We are required to [PrtP only [vP study SYNTAX]]

Since only is syncategorematic, PrtP equals vP in terms of lexical syntactic cate-
gory. The fact that it is in a scope position is reflected by the scopal non-ambiguity
of the example.3 There is an alternative analysis by which the particle undergoes
merger with the DP. The result is what I call a SMALL PARTICLE PHRASE (SPrtP).

(2) a. We are required to study only SYNTAX
b. We are required to [vP study [SPrtP only [DP SYNTAX]]]

A classical finding about examples of type (2) is that they can be ambiguous (see
Klima 1964 on negation, and Taglicht 1984 and Rooth 1985, 1992 on FPs.) The point is
that unlike in (1), the particle is not in a proper scope position. A traditional answer
would be that it undergoes LF-movement to a scope position which can be the lower
vP or – as a more marked case – the next higher vP while nothing of this sort happens
in (1) due to the fact that the particle is already frozen in a proper scope position.

Notorious German examples with a SPrtP in first position as seen in (3)

(3) Nur Florenz haben die Touristen besucht
only Florence have the tourists visited
‘It was only Florence that the tourists visited’

3 Apart from this, only may quantify over properties (e.g. study syntax) or over individuals (e.g.
syntax). Due to nuclear stress, this difference is phonetically undetermined. For reasons of space, I
limit myself to vP and leave out the bigger generalization according to which some focused XP
may also qualify if it is the predicate of a proposition as in small clauses. See Grohmann and
Kallulli (2006), Frascarelli (2010), and for earlier discussions with respect to FPs Jacobs (1983) and
Bayer (1996).
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are no problem in this theory. The particle is not interpreted where it occurs
phonetically but lower down in the clause. The first constituent is the SPrtP
[nur FLORENZ].4 This phrase is initially merged in vP as the direct object of visit.
From there it moves to the specifier of a silent Prt-head which heads the regular
PrtP associated with vP. This is the position where the particle finds its scope po-
sition. Spec-head agreement (SHA) with the particle head freezes its scope. The
rest of the derivation affects the particle on the PF-side of the grammar but not
on the LF-side. The topicalization we see in (3) has no effect on the semantic
scope of the particle. The steps are summarized in (4); the scope of the particle is
indicated with ✓

(4) a. [vP die Touristen [VP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ] besucht]] = MERGE Prt =>
b. [Prt' Prt [vP die Touristen [VP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ] besucht]]]

= MOVE SPrtP & SPECHEAD AGREEMENT =>
c.

= further steps =>

[PrtP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ ] [ Prt' Prt [vP die Touristen [VP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ ]
besucht]]]]] SHA

d. [Fin' haben [TP . . . [PrtP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ] [Prt' Prt✓ [vP die Touristen [VP
[SPrtP nur FLO-RENZ] besucht]]]]]]]

= MOVE SPrtP =>
e. [FinP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ] [Fin' haben [TP die Touristen [PrtP [SPrtP nur

FLORENZ] [Prt' Prt✓ [vP die Touristen [VP [SPrtP nur FLORENZ] besucht]]]]]]]]

As one can see, raising of the SPrtP to the immediate pre-vP position derives a
semantically interpretable structure in which the Prt-feature on the SPrtP is in-
terpretable and ceases to be syntactically active. We express this in terms of
SHA à la Rizzi (1991/1996).5 The second raising of this phrase that we see in the
transition from (4d) to (4e) has no relevance for the particle. The particle is sim-
ply pied-piped along.6

4 Since the particle does not impose a syntactic category, the phrase structure of the SPrtP
looks like an adjunction construction: [DP nur [DP Florenz]]. For the sake of readability, this
structure will remain implicit in the following.
5 Barbiers (2010: 26), who shares with me and others the basic difference between the par-
ticle‘s scope and its associated focus, makes a very similar proposal by which a NumP prefixed
with a particle raises to the specifier of a particle that is prefixed to TP or VP. The latter posi-
tion defines the scope domain. Referring to Haegeman (1995), he proposes SHA as the mecha-
nism that “fuses” the two occurrences of the particle syntactically.
6 Approaches to FPs in which the FP can freely team up with non-propositional XPs and nev-
ertheless find its way to propositional scope have been suggested by Barbiers (2014) and by
Smeets and Wagner (2017).
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Assume next that the grammar of DiPs works more or less in the same way.
We assume that a DiP is merged with vP (or an “extension” of it, for example a
NegP). In this case, the DiP is in an irreversible scope position. The question is
then how the DiP can be made dependent on the clause type and ultimately on
the speech act type of the sentence. As argued extensively in Bayer and
Obenauer (2011) and in Bayer, Häussler and Bader (2016), the DiP does not un-
dergo LF-movement to the left periphery; it rather enters a probe-goal agreement
relation with whatever represents the clause type and ultimately the speech act
in the upper left periphery. Since the DiP is merged in a proper scope position,
there is no need for it to move away. This explains why in the core cases we do
not find displacement of DiPs.

Unlike FPs, DiPs do not seem to enter alternative constituentships.7 There
is at least one exception though: In wh-interrogatives, DiPs can team up with a
wh-phrase. In German, a somewhat marked but fully legitimate and in fact
rather frequent alternative to (5a) could be (5b).8

(5) a. An wen könnte er sich denn gewandt haben?
at who could he REF DENN turned have
‘Who could he have turned to after all?’

b. An wen denn könnte er sich gewandt haben?
At who DENN could he REF turned have

The interpretation of (5b) is almost the same as in (5a), the difference being that
(5b) is a more emotionally loaded, more emphatic question with a more excla-
mative flavor. The construction has been studied in Meibauer (1994), Bayer and
Obenauer (2011) and then in Bayer and Trotzke (2015) and more recently in
Bayer (2018). Trotzke and Turco (2015) as well as Trotzke (2017) provide experi-
mental evidence that the wh-phrase in (5b) has a specific phonetic signature
that could be identified as a typical property of emphatic speech. The syntactic
assumption is that the DiP may undergo merger with a wh-phrase forming
again a SPrtP, [SPrtP Prt whP]; this whP moves to the specifier of the SPrtP where
it values a feature for emphasis that the DiP has been endowed with in the

7 A plausible reason for this could be that DiPs do not associate with a focus-bearing constitu-
ent in the way FPs do. DiPs separate the topic domain from the (information) focus domain
but they do not induce focus alternatives.
8 The DiP denn (lit. then) is restricted to interrogatives and imports a quasi anaphoric relation
to the discourse in which the question is uttered. Denn means something like “after all”,
“under the actual circumstances”.
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numeration. The result of this operation is [SPrtP whP [Prt whP]].9 The unavoid-
able conclusion is that wh and DiP can form a constituent, and that this constit-
uent undergoes wh-movement, pied-piping the DiP along just like in the case of
the FPs we considered above. As shown by the works quoted above, there is
strong evidence that in this case the DiP is not interpreted where we see it but
rather in the place of the copy that the SPrtP has left behind in the specifier of
the particle phrase that is already familiar from our discussion of the syntax of
FPs. An immediate idea could be that the DiP is merged with vP and is then
picked up by the wh-phrase once it moves out of vP.

(6) a. . . . [PrtP Prt [vP . . . whP . . . ]]] =>
b. . . . [PrtP [Prt whP] [vP . . . whP . . . ]]] =>
c. . . . [PrtP [SPrtP whP [Prt whP]] [vP . . . whP . . . ]]] =>
d. [SPrtP whP [Prt whP]] . . . [PrtP [SPrtP whP [Prt whP]] [vP . . . whP . . . ]]]. . .

However, this is not a viable solution. As pointed out in Bayer and Trotzke
(2015), the step from (6a) to (6b) violates the Extension Condition, see Chomsky
(1995: 248), which requires that “Merge always applies at the simplest possible
form: at the root”. Notice also that the on-line formation of a SPrtP would prevent
the whP from c-commanding its trace/copy in vP. The alternative is to generate
the SPrtP in a separate work space and merge it in vP.10 In this case, the deriva-
tion works along the lines of (4): on its way out of vP, the SPrtP cycles through
the specifier of a particle phrase that has been created by merger of a silent parti-
cle, and in which it undergoes SHA. Let us see in (7) how the derivation of exam-
ple (5b) proceeds; once again, the scope of the particle is indicated with ✓.

(7) a. [vP er [VP sich [SPrtP an wen denn an wen] gewandt haben könnte]]
= MERGE Prt =>

b. [Prt' Prt [vP er [VP sich [SPrtP an wen denn an wen] gewandt haben könnte]]]
= MOVE SPrtP & SPECHEAD AGREEMENT =>

c.

= further steps =>

[PrtP [SPrtP an wen denn] [ Prt' Prt [vP er [VP sich [SPrtP an wen denn] gewandt

haben könnte]]]]
SHA

d. [Fin' könnte [TP er sich . . . [PrtP [SPrtP an wen denn] [Prt' Prt✓ [vP er [VP sich
[SPrtP an wen denn] gewandt haben]]]]]] = MOVE SPrtP =>

9 The simplest assumption about [SPrtP whP [Prt whP]] is that Prt has an uninterpretable feature
for emphasis, and that an emphatically marked whP moves into its specified where it agrees and
deletes this uninterpretable feature. For further details see Bayer and Trotzke (2015).
10 The inner structure of theSPrtP is as in [SPrtP [an wen] [SPrt‘ denn [an wen]]; again we oppress
this structure in the following derivation for reasons of readability.
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e. [FinP [SPrtP an wen denn] [Fin' könnte [TP er sich . . . [PrtP [SPrtP an wen
denn] [Prt' Prt✓ [vP er [VP sich [SPrtP an wen denn] gewandt haben]]]]]]]

The step from (7b) to (7c) freezes the scope of denn by SHA, and denn is deacti-
vated. The raising of the SPrtP we see in the transition from (7d) to (7e) is noth-
ing else but regular wh-movement by which denn is pied-piped along, a
movement step that has no relevance for the semantic interpretation of denn.

This derivation is technically feasible and serves as input to further pro-
cesses of agreement between the DiP and the higher left periphery’s features
of clause type and speech act. These are not relevant in the present context;
interested readers are referred to Bayer, Häussler and Bader (2016) and to my
previous work on this issue. The advantage of the account is obvious: (i) it
rests on processes which are known from the paradigm case of wh-movement
or the syntax of negation. (ii) it unifies the syntax of FPs and DiPs to a maxi-
mal degree, a result that is conceptually desirable. The account depends cru-
cially on the assumption that DiPs as well as FPs are functional heads.
Standard adjunction does not create the positions into which a SPrtP moves,
and the formation of a SPrtP itself is hard to imagine if the particle is an ad-
junct. Thus, we have a strong argument in favor of the “head theory” and
against the “adverb theory”. There is one point though which might be seen
as a technical trick to get the derivation running. This is the merger of a silent
particle. In the rest of this chapter, I want to comment on this point with
novel data.

4 Doubling discourse particles

It is known from the work of Thurmair (1989) and following work that in
German DiPs can be stacked. It is less known that they can also be doubled11.
Consider the following example in (8).

(8) Vor was denn ist er denn geflüchtet?
from what DENN is he DENN fled
‘What on earth did he flee from?’
http://www.trennungsschmerzen.de/verlassen-mit-baby-wer-noch-t604.
html (24.01.2016)

11 This section has benefitted in particular from comments by Michael Wagner.
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The repetition of the particle denn could in principle be a speech error which by
some accident made it onto a web page. This would in a sense trivialize the ex-
ample. But it is unlikely that this would count as an explanation. Examples like
those in (9), in which another constituent is doubled, appear to be rare if not
inexistent. # should signal an uncertain deviation from the standard.

(9) a. #Vielleicht ist er vielleicht ins Kino gegangen
perhaps is he perhaps in.the movie gone
‘Perhaps he went to the movies’

b. #Gerade sind sie gerade nach hause gekommen
just are they just to home come
‘They just came home.’

c. #Er ist er vielleicht ins Kino gegangen
he is he perhaps in.the movie gone
‘Perhaps he went to the movies’

d. #Was für Leuten passiert für Leuten so etwas
what for people happens for people so something
‘What kind of people does something like that happen to?’

(9a,b) show that regular adverbs are unlikely to be echoed. (9c) shows that pro-
nouns, i.e. comparably short and unstressed element, are unlikely to be echoed.
(9d) shows that phrases which are attached to wh-words are equally unlikely to
be echoed. In addition, if some part of speech is repeated as a result of lack of
processing capacities, the distance between the two occurrences would hardly
be as close as the distance between the occurrences of denn in (8). (10a) shows a
frequently observed blending in running speech, but (10b) sounds unrealistic be-
cause the distance between the doubled parts is extremely small.

(10) a. Der ist doch schon vor zwei Jahren für einen Monat
he is DOCH already before two years for one month
in Florenz gewesen ist der
in Florence been is he
Literally: ‘He has been in Florence for one month already two years
ago, don’t you rember?’
Suggestive question: ‘Hasn’t he already been in Florence for one month
two years ago?’

b. #Der ist hier ist der
he is here is he
‘He is here.’
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According to these considerations, an explanation of (8) in terms of speech er-
rors or processing overload appears to be inadequate. Importantly, the example
seen in (8) is not an isolated case. The examples that follow in (11) through (14)
are a collection of internet finds on the doubling of different DiPs which can co-
occur with whP in SPrtPs.12 The numbers in square brackets refer to the sources
listed in the appendix.

(11) Examples with denn
a. Wer denn hat denn merkel gewählt??? [1]

‘Who has voted for Merkel after all?’
b. Hab das jetzt schon öfters gelesen, dass eben nicht Brecko den Wagen

gefahren haben soll, aber wer denn hat denn nun hinter dem Steuer ge-
sessen? [2]
‘I've read this a couple of times that Brecko did not drive the car but
who on earth was behind the stirring wheel then?’

c. Wer denn hat denn noch Interesse [3]
‘Who is still interested after all?’

d. Wer denn will denn nach Berlin? [4]
‘Who wants to go/move to Berlin after all?’

e. Wie denn ist denn der Kontakt zu den Reutlinger Banater Schwaben zus-
tande gekommen? [5]
‘How then did the contact with the Reutlingen Banat Swabians come
about?’

f. Wie denn wäre er denn „vorgegangen“ gegen den Lehrer, der den Islam
nicht nach Weisung der Moslems darstellt? [6]
‘How would he have “acted” then against the teacher who did not rep-
resent islam according to the rules of the muslims?’

g. Wie denn könnten wir denn besser unsere Einheit im Grund, der gelegt
ist in Christus, bekunden? [7]
‘How then could we better express our unity on the foundation that is
defined by Christ?’

12 I am indebted to Verena Simmler, who compiled this list of examples. For reasons of space,
the examples are not glossed but simply translated in an intuitive way to the extent that a half-
way realistic translation is possible. Orthography largely retains the original form. What is rel-
evant is the structure. I provide the entire collection as it will become relevant when we
discuss their underlying structure. References to work on the particles denn, nur, schon and
wohl can be found in Bayer and Obenauer (2011) and in various other publications.
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h. Wie denn könnten denn unsere Politiker solche Firmen ertragen, weiter
Waffen verkaufen, wenn sie nicht die Gabe des „weisen Marabu“ hätten? [8]
‘How after all could our politicians tolerate such companies (and?) con-
tinue to sell weapons, if they did not have the gift of the “wise maraboo”?’

i. Wie denn sollten sie denn auch gehandhabt werden? [9]
‘How should they be handled then?’

j. Vor was denn ist er denn geflüchtet? [10] = (8)
‘What on earth did he flee from?’

k. Bitte erleuchten Sie mich, was denn sind denn die Pyramiden und auf
welchen Forschungen beziehen Sie ihr Wissen? [11]
‘Please enlighten me, what are the pyramids after all, and from which
research do you derive your knowledge?’

l. Was denn sind denn deine Favoriten? [12]
‘What are your favorites then?’

m. Nun mal Butter bei de Fische, was denn sind denn diese Spiele? [13]
‘Don't try to evade my question, what are these games really?’

n. Vor allem, was denn hätte denn Schlimmeres passieren können? [14]
‘Above all, how could things get worse after all?’

o. Oh, wo denn ist denn nochmal der Frosch hin? [15]
‘Oh, where again did the frog disappear then?’

p. Wo denn ist denn hier nur dieser komische empfehlen-knopf. . .? [16]
‘Where after all is this funny recommendation button?’

q. Und wo denn sind denn all Eure Rechtsantworten auf eingereichte
Strafanzeigen von mir, Herrn Moritz Günthert, meinen Mandanten oder
meinen behandelten Ärzten geblieben? [17]
‘And where please have all your juridical responses to declarations
been left that have been filed by myself, Mr. Moritz Günthert, my clients
or my doctors?’

r. Seit wann denn ist denn das thema Sex für u18 nicht erlaubt? [18]
‘Since when is the topic “Sex” not allowed for those under 18?’

s. Seit wann, Schrammel, seit wann denn hast du denn ‘nen
Krankenschein? [19]
‘Since when, Schrammel, since when do you have a sick report?’

t. Warum denn hat denn die Fee den Drachen nicht gestreichelt. . .? [20]
‘Why after all did the fairy not caress the dragon?’

u. Warum denn sollte ich denn was von dir behalten? [21]
‘Why on earth should I keep stuff that belongs to you?’

v. Warum denn sollte ich denn in einen Wert engagiert sein, wenn ich ihn
erwähne? [22]
‘Why after all should I be engaged in a value that I do not mention?’
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w. Vom wem denn bin ich denn der beste Freund, . . .? [23]
‘Whose best friend am I after all?’

x. Wen denn hast du denn alles so lieb? [24]
‘Who all are dear to you then?’

(12) Examples with nur
a. Wer nur könnte nur hinter den ausgeklügelten Überfällen stecken? [25]

‘Who on earth could be responsible for these sophisticated attacks?’
b. Was nur ist nur mit denen los? [26]

‘What the hell is going on with them?’
c. Warum nur bin ich nur so langsam? [27]

‘Why the hell am I so slow?’
d. Warum nur bin ich nur so spät hier? [28]

‘Why the hell am I here at this late hour?’
e. Warum nur bist Du nur gegangen? [29]

‘Why on earth did you leave?’
f. Warum nur bist du nur so scharf drauf das Saugrohr zu wechseln? [30]

‘Why the hell are you so keen to change the suction-pipe?’
g. Warum nur ist er nur so schweigsam? [31]

‘Why on earth is he so reserved?’
h. Warum nur seid ihr nur so wie ihr seid? [32]

‘Why on earth are you as you are?’
i. Warum nur seid ihr nur soo gehässig? [33]

‘Why the hell are you so malicious?’
j. Aber warum nur sind nur so viele Familienbande, Freundschaften der

Deutschen nach Jahren der zwangsweisen Trennung und des
Zusammenhaltes, auch einer Solidarität über das berühmte Westpaket,
einfach so zerbrochen??? [34]
‘But why on earth did so many family ties and German friendships
break apart just like this after years of forced separation and unity, also
solidarity concerning the celebrated parcel from the west?’

k. Warum nur war ich nur immer so schrecklich unkreativ? [35]
‘Why the hell was I always so terribly un-creative?’

l. Warum nur war er nur nicht schneller da gewesen? [36]
‘Why the hell did he not show up earlier?’

m. Warum nur war er nur so unerreichbar für mich? [37]
‘Why on earth was he so unreachable for me?’

n. Warum nur habe ich nur das Gefühl, Sie hätten absolut keine Ahnung
wie der Wissenschaftsbetrieb funktioniert. . . [38]
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‘Why on earth do I have the feeling that you have absolutely no idea
how the science business works?’

o. Warum nur haben wir nur trotzdem immer das Gefühl, als Schnorchler
von Tauchern immer so von oben herab behandelt zu werden? [39]
‘Why on earth do we as snorkelers nevertheless always have the feeling
to be treated by divers in a condescending manner?’

p. Warum nur habt ihr nurMerkel gewählt? [40]
‘Why the hell did you vote for Merkel?’

q. . . .warum nur habt ihr nur zugelassen, dass sich Ville bis zum
Leberversagen betrinkt? [41]
‘Why the hell did you permit Ville to drink his liver away?’

r. Warum nur haben Sie nur solange gewartet auf die Antwort der
Menschlichkeit! [42]
‘Why on earth did you wait so long for an answer of humanity!’

s. Aber warum nur hattest du nur diesen komischen Gesichtsausdruck? [43]
‘But why the hell did you have this funny expression?’

t. Warum nur hatte sie nur diese Empfindungen? [44]
‘Why on earth does she have these sensations?’

u. Warum nur können nur manche Leute den Tod nicht akzeptieren? [45]
‘Why on earth can certain people not accept death?’

v. Warum nur musste ich nur laut lachen als ich las wer die Leitung
übernimmt. [46]
‘Why the hell did I have to laugh loudly when a read who takes over
the leadership.’

w. Warum nur musstest Du nur zu Ihr gehen?! [47]
‘Why the hell do you have to go to her?!’

x. Warum nur musstest du nur mein Leid ertragen? [48]
‘Why on earth did you have to suffer my pain?’

y. Warum nur musste er nur so rennen? [49]
‘Why the hell did he have to run so fast?’

z. Warum nur musste nur jedes rothaarige Mädchen Kimberly Ane
heißen? [50]
‘Why on earth had every red-haired girl to be named Kimberly Ane?’

The particle nur can be used both as a DiP and as an FP. It is important to
notice that in some of the examples the FP reading is excluded for principled
reasons. This is, for instance, the case in (12o). Provided that the FP nur can-
not associate with the non-contastable element trotzdem (“however”), the as-
sertive version *Gerlinde und Rosa haben nur trotzdem immer das Gefühl, . . .
(“G. and R. have only however always the feeling . . .” is predicted to be
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impossible. Therefore, the lower nur in (12o) can only be a DiP. However, all
of the examples are naturally interpreted with all occurrences of nur as DiPs.
This suggests that we are really dealing with the doubling of the DiP and not
with a mix of DiP and FP.

(13) Example with schon
Auch von Tissie Andere erfuhr er nichts, denn wer schon hätte schon Lust
gehabt, seine Freunde zu verpfeifen. [51]
‘Also from Tissie Andere he didn’t learn anything because who would
have liked to betray his friends [certainly nobody].’

(14) Examples with wohl
a. Wer wohl ist wohl der Typ mit dem Doppelkinn, und der spärlichen

Frisur. [54]
‘Who is the guy with the double chin and the scanty hair style, I’m
wondering.’

b. Und wer wohl hat wohl am meisten von diesem Produktionszuwachs
profitiert? [55]
‘Guess who has profitted the most from this increase in production.’

c. Warum wohl ist er wohl Mitglied bei „BT-go“? [56]
‘Why, you may ask, is he a member of “BT-go”?’

d. Warum wohl sind sie wohl gelöscht worden? [57]
‘Why, I’m wondering, have they been deleted?’

e. Warum wohl ist wohl in dem anderen Auto niemand gestorben? [58]
‘Why, I’m wondering, did nobody die in the other car?’

f. Und warum wohl ist wohl die Kundeninfo von YEG (. . .) nicht mehr dir-
ekt auf der Homepage von Heino verlinkt? [59]
‘And why, tell me, is the customers’ information not any longer linked
to Heino's homepage?’

g. Warum wohl sind wohl die Kandidaten bei GNTM, am Ende dann KEINE
Topmodels . . .? [60]
‘Guess why the candidates at GNTM are no top models in the end.’

h. Warum wohl waren wohl GULAGs notwendig? [61]
‘Why were GULAGs necessary after all?’

i. Warum wohl habe ich wohl nach den Aufbau der bestehenden
Steuerung gefragt . . .? [62]
‘Guess why I asked about the set-up of the existing control.’

j. Warum wohl habe ich wohl 3 Shure M 91 mit DN 330 genommen? [63]
‘Guess why I took 3 Shure M 91 with DN 330.’
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k. Warum wohl haben wir wohl in der Quali erst gegen Tschechien gewon-
nen und dann verloren? [64]
‘Why, do you think, did we first win and then lose in the qualification
against the Czech Republic?’

l. Warum wohl hat wohl das deutsche Verkehrsministerium von all dem
nichts gewusst? [65]
‘Why did the German Ministry of Transport not know about all of this?’

m. Warum wohl hat wohl Horst Seehofer im Interview gesagt, dass „die, die
tatsächlich entscheiden, nicht gewählt sind und die, die gewählt sind,
nichts zu entscheiden haben”? [66]
‘Why, for heaven’s sake, did Horst Seehofer say in the interview that
those who decide are not elected and those who are elected have noth-
ing to decide?’

n. Warum wohl haben wohl auch die regierungskritiker den kopf
geschüttelt. [67]
‘Why, do you think, even the government critics shook their head?’

o. Warum wohl haben wohl gute Ladegeräte und auch der viel zitierte
Stirling-Regler eine Anschlußmöglichkeit für einen Temp.-Fühler? [68]
‘Why after all do solid chargers and also the much-mentioned Stirling
regulator have a connection option for a temp.sensor?’

p. Warum wohl könnte ich wohl Firefox 1.0 x erwähnen wollen? [69]
‘Why for heaven’s sake could I be inclined to mention Firefox 1.0 x?’

q. Und warum wohl sollte ich wohl das deutsche youtube bemuehen? [70]
‘And why, do you think, should I rely on the German youtube?’

r. Warum wohl sollten sie wohlWaffen in den Händen halten, wenn sie sie
nicht benutzen? [71]
‘Why on earth should they hold weapons in their hands if they don’t
use them?’

s. Warum wohl sollten sie wohl die Zahlen zurückhalten, wenn die gut
wären? [72]
‘Why after all should they withhold the numbers if they were ok?’

t. Warum wohl sollte wohl beispielsweise ein Ochs grade bis 2010
verlängern, der wohl zweifelsfrei den Anspruch haben dürfte, um etwas
mehr als den Klassenerhalt zu spielen? [73]
‘Why, for example, should an Ochs prolong his contract exactly until
2010 given that he is undoubtedly ready to play for more than just class
maintenance?’

u. Warum wohl hat wohl niemand in Deiner Aussage das Erkennen und
schon gar nicht das Verwenden von irgendwas erkannt? [74]
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‘Why, for heaven’s sake, did nobody recognize in your statement the
perception, let alone the use of something?’

v. Warum wohl sollten wohl die Eltern ihren Kindern das mit dem Sex bei-
bringen, hm? [75]
‘Why should, do you think, parents teach their children about sex, huh?’

Within the theory that has been sketched so far, there is a straightforward expla-
nation for the doubling of DiPs. Reconsider the derivation of the question An wen
denn könnte er sich gewandt haben? in (7). The doubling construction is already
there. After the SPrtP an wen denn had been merged in VP/vP, a silent Prt-head
was merged with vP, and the SPrtP was attracted to its specifier. The only change
we need to assume now is that instead of a silent particle an OVERT particle is
merged. Since there is Spec-Head agreement, the overt particle and the Prt-head
of the SPrtP have to match, i.e. the Prt-head and the head of the SPrtP must be
identical. This is the case. For the rest, the derivation remains the same as the
one we have seen in (7). The result of (7), namely (7e), is then as in (15).13

(15) [FinP [SPrtP an wen denn] [Fin' könnte [TP er sich . . . [PrtP [SPrtP an wen denn]
[Prt' [Prt denn]✓
[vP er [VP sich [SPrtP an wen denn] gewandt haben]]]]]]]

The lower denn is the DiP which determines the scope and is thus the semantically
relevant one. The denn in the SPrtP has an extra feature for emphasis by which the
wh-phrasemoves to its left. If so, there is no redundancy. The two lexical occurrences
of the DiP are the reflex of spelling out the lower head position. It is amatter of PF.

This looks like an attractive solution, and I will, in fact, stay with it.
Nevertheless, there is a slight complication. The question is: can we exclude
the possibility that the preposed SPrtP reconstructs into another potential parti-
cle projection, one that is independent of the spelled-out DiP? Since we can be
sure that the preposed SPrtP cannot be interpreted in the high position where
we see it in the output, the question is whether there can be particle doubling
also in the middle field. The answer depends on data, of course. We know that
different DiPs can line up in German, see Thurmair (1989) and Coniglio (2011).
But are there also data in which the same particle recurs? We know that the
same particle can recur if one is a FP and the other one is a DiP.

13 Prosodically, the example shows two peaks, one which results from the emphatic accent
on the whP, the other, on the verb gewandt, obviously from the lower DiP which has a focusing
function although it is not a FP. For an interesting approach to capture the relation between
DiP and focus see Egg and Mursell (2017).
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(16) Wer hat schon schon überlegt ob er/sie in
who has SCHON SCHON considered whether he/she in
Ketose ist [76]
ketosis is
‘Who after all has already thought about whether he/she is in the fat
burning mode? – Nobody!’

Here, the first schon is the DiP that gives rise to the interpretation as a rhetorical
question; the implicature is that, in fact, nobody has deliberated whether p is
the case. The second one is a scalar FP which corresponds to the temporal oper-
ator “already”. The question is whether identical DiPs can recur which allow no
ambiguity with respect to their FP/DiP status. To be sure, we need to look for
recursion of denn and wohl, both of which cannot be FPs. There are indeed
such examples.

(17) a. Wer sind denn denn die „gegen Toleranz wetternden
who are DENN DENN the against tolerance raving
Kreise“? [77]
circles
‘Who are those circles raving against tolerance?’

b. Wer hat Euch denn das denn bitte empfohlen? [78]
who has you.PL DENN this DENN please suggested
‘Who has, pardon me, suggested this?’

(18) Und warum hat der Bundestag wohl den Stgb
and why has the parliament WOHL the penal.code
§129 wohl so formuliert [79]
§129 WOHL so formulated
‘And why has the German parliament formulated §129 if the penal code in
such a way?’

These examples show that it is in principle possible that the very same DiP
recurs. If we can exclude speech errors, there should be a difference.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to tell the difference between the two positions.
Intuitively, it looks as if the first occurrence is the more general one which re-
shapes or modifies the illocutionary force whereas the second is in the service
of information structure and interacts with the focus inside the predicate. At
this moment, this is pure speculation; thus, I leave the issue pending. For the
question of doubling, the conclusion must be that reconstruction of the SPrtP
into the specifier of a PrtP whose DiP is spelled out is not the only analysis.
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The SPrtP we see in (14) could in principle have cycled through a SEPARATE

projection where its DiP-head agrees with the empty particle of a particle
phrase that is independent of the spelled out DiP.

There is a reason why a reduction of the examples we see in (11) through
(14) to this explanation seems problematic. Notice that the in-situ doubling
cases are usually like in (19)

(19) Wer hat nur diesen linksrotgrünfaschistischen Idioten nur so viel
who has NUR these left.red.green.fascist idiots NUR so much
Macht verliehen, dass die ihre geisteskranken Visionen in
given given that they their mind.sick visions in
die Tat umsetzen können? [80]
the deed transform can
‘Who on earth gave these leftist red and green fascist idiots so much
power that they can turn their sick visions into reality?’

There is a high DiP which follows the finite verb and a low DiP near vP which
is preceded by given information. Taking the option of multiple in-situ occur-
rences of the same DiP as a basis, consider now again movement of the SPrtP
out of vP. The SPrtP would agree and take scope in the lowest criterial posi-
tion before it moves on to the wh-destination. Skipping the low position fol-
lowed by agreeing and scoping in the high position cannot arise as it would
violate Relativized Minimality, see Rizzi 1990.14 Turning now to the collec-
tion of data in (11) through (14), we see, however, that the spelled-out DiP in
situ is always in a rather high position. In roughly 50%, it follows the finite
verb directly; in the other 50%, it is separated from the finite verb only by a

14 Yvonne Viesel (p.c.) notes this reasoning is not fully conclusive. The multiple DiPs could in
principle differ from each other in their respective function, say, by virtue of their information
structural role. If the SPrtP reflects these differences, it could be primed to skip the low posi-
tion because this low position would be featurally incompatible with the features of the SPrtP.
Unfortunately, I have no idea how to test this and will therefore leave it as an unresolved prob-
lem. In connection with (15), we suggested that the DiP of a SPrtP has an extra feature for em-
phasis by which the wh-phrase moves to its left. As Bayer and Trotzke (2015: §3.3) point out,
the feature for emphasis is likely to be checked in the upper left periphery. SPrtPs in lower
position appear to be awkward. This is reminiscent of findings about the-hell questions in
English, see Pesetsky (1987) and den Dikken and Giannakidou (2002). If so, the SPrtP is not a
featural unity, and its Prt and its Emp-feature will be checked in distinct functional positions.
No conflict with Relativized Minimality can arise.
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pronoun.15 In the face of this, movement of the SPrtP through a low specifier
position with a silent Prt-head is – at least quantitatively – not supported by
the data.

The derivation that converges immediately is the one that has been proposed
in (15). In (15), doubling arises by means of an SPrtP that passes through a single
criterial position whose head is spelled out with the same DiP that heads the
SPrtP. In the face of this, my conclusion is for the time being that DiP doubling
as seen in (11) through (14) should not be reduced to agreement in Prt-projections
with a SILENT head. It is rather agreement in Prt-projections with an OVERT head.
If my conclusion is on the right track, the doubling data lend new support to my
theory as it has been developed in my previous publications.

5 A note on focus particle doubling

It is widely known that focus particles (FP) can be doubled in the sense of dou-
ble acts of quantification.

(20) Only John ate only vegetables

There are two distinct onlys, and the reading is that for nobody else than for John it
was true that he ate nothing else but vegetables. From (20) it follows that people
other than John ate– perhaps in addition to vegetables – also fish ormeat or pasta or
bread. This is not surprising. We are all familiar with stacked negation as in Nobody
ate no vegetables at all, which amounts to ‘Everybody ate at least some vegetables’.

In rarer cases, one can, however, also find examples in which logical can-
cellation is unlikely. Consider the following internet finds:

(21) a. they are solid options for the wireless speaker fan, even if they only sup-
port only the original AirPlay. [81]

15 As long as the pronoun does not bear contrastive stress, this ordering is exceptionless. The
fact that no examples were found with the in-situ DiP in a lower position is surprising.
According to my intuitions, examples like (i) still sound quite natural.

(i) Warum denn bist du gestern
why DENN did you yesterday

denn nicht gekommen?
DENN not come
'Why the hell didn't you come yesterday?'
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b. the stakes have never been higher as he only has only 48 hours to find
someone to take care of his young daughter [82]

c. He doesn’t love me at all; he only thinks only of himself. [83]

These examples come across like a blend of (1a) and (2a). The pre-VP only is in
an irreversible scope position whereas the lower only is the one that needs to
raise to the scope position or needs to be probed from the scope position. In the
context of my account of DiP doubling, these data receive a straightforward ex-
planation: There is a SPrtP in situ, headed by only, and there is a pre-verbal
PrtP with a spelled-out head only. Unlike in (20), the two particles are two ocur-
rences of the same operator. The two phonetic occurrences are linked by an
agreement relation. Semantically, there is only a single occurrence of only. (21c)
means the same as “He only thinks of himself” with (of) himself being the focus
associate. FP-doubling seems to rest on the same mechanism as negative con-
cord. This can be seen in the standard Italian example non ho visto nessuno, in
which non occupies the scope position and nessuno is according to my theory a
“small negation phrase” (SnegP).

To return to the continental Germanic side, Barbiers (2010, 2014) observes dou-
bling of FPs in colloquial Dutch, especially with the FPmaar (‘only’). Consider (22).

(22) Maar een student ken ik maar
MAAR one student know I MAAR
‘I know only one student.’

The preferred reading of (22) seems to be that of all numbers of students I know,
this number is exhausted by one. One could imagine also another reading by
which there are two maars involved. Of all persons I know, this set of persons is
exhausted by not more than a single student. There would be onemaar base-gen-
erated in pre-vP scope position, and a second maar in the DP, the scope of which
would be confined to the scale of natural numbers excluding those that go be-
yond 1. This meaning is hard to compute, and it is clearly not how the Dutch
speaking majority would understand (22). According to my reasoning so far, the
structure of (22), before V2 and movement to SpecCP, would be as in (23).

(23) . . . ik [PrtP [SPrtP maar een student] [Prt’ maar [vP ik [SPrtP maar een student]
ken]]]

Strangely, finding convincing examples of FP doubling turns out to be hard in
German. The closest I could find in a cursory search was (24).
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(24) Die Verlage haben nie etwas beanstandet, nur
the publishing.houses have never something criticized only
einer hat mich nur einmal ganz ganz höflich auf meine
one has me only once very very politely to my
Flüchtigkeitsfehler aufmerksam gemacht . . . [84]
careless.mistakes attentive made . . .

‘The publishers never criticized anything. Only one of them, very politely,
once drew my attention to my slips of the pen . . .’

Here, one cannot exclude a reading with two distinct representations of nur.
Nevertheless, it seems to be easy enough to understand (24) with only a single inter-
pretation of nur as in . . . nur einer hat mich einmal ganz ganz höflich auf meine
Flüchtigkeitsfehler aufmerksam gemacht or . . . einer hat mich nur einmal ganz ganz
höflich aufmeine Flüchtigkeitsfehler aufmerksam gemacht.

This brief digression into the realm of only/maar/nur FPs can clearly not do
justice to the theoretical complexities of FP-constructions. It could show, how-
ever, that my account of doubling DiPs may stand a good chance of being ex-
tendable to the domain of FPs. Given there is a silent head in scope position
and an overt head in a SPrtP, it is not unreasonable to expect that the silent
head may occasionally be spelled out.

6 Conclusions

The syntax of focus particles as well as the syntax of discourse particles in
German allows a much more unified account than has been possible so far if
certain well motivated assumptions are adopted. These assumptions include i.
that particles are functional heads, ii. that they not only merged into scope po-
sitions but may also be co-constituents of non-propositional phrases such as PP
and DP. iii. Phrases of the latter kind – “Small Particle Phrases” – must cycle
through designated positions in which they can discharge their scope potential
via agreement. iv. The derivation calls for spec-head agreement configurations
in combination with the copy-theory of movement. v. While in the standard
cases, they agree with a silent matching head, we have presented new data
which show that this head can also be spelled out. Both the data and the theo-
retical account give support to theories in which particles, focus as well as dis-
course particles, are functional heads along with standard functional heads
that are assumed in the grammar of German and many other languages. If
focus particles and discourse particles are adverbs and therefore purely lexical
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XPs, as the majority of researchers assume to date, it is impossible to arrive at
the generalizations that are now in reach.

Appendix

Sources of internet data and time of finding in parentheses

[1] https://propagandaschau.wordpress.com/2015/05/13/wdr-verbreitet-erneut-aus-dem-
kanzleramt-finanzierte-pr/ (23.01.2016)

[2] http://forum.express.de/showthread.php?t=17396&page=57 (23.01.2016)
[3] http://de.comp.os.unix.apps.kde.narkive.com/Jd9YV1b5/deutsche-anleitung-zu-qt-de

signer-kdevelop (23.01.2016)
[4] http://www.spiegel.de/forum/wirtschaft/flughafen-berlin-brandenburg-brandschutzex

perten-waren-keine-experten-thread-376461-16.html (23.01.2016)
[5] http://www.gea.de/region+reutlingen/reutlingen/banater+schwaben+feiern+kirchweih

+in+betzingen.4339490.htm (23.01.2016)
[6] http://paolohor.blogspot.de/2015/10/ein-schulmeister-aus-deutschland-mobbt.html

(23.01.2016)
[7] http://www.kirche-koeln.de/aktuell/2391 (23.01.2016)
[8] http://www.tageswoche.ch/de/2014_09/schweiz/647092/ (23.01.2016)
[9] http://www.sta-forum.de/theologie/christentum-und-konfessionen/siebenten-tags-ad

ventisten/3654-freiheit-statt-gesetz/index2.html (23.01.2016)
[10] http://www.trennungsschmerzen.de/verlassen-mit-baby-wer-noch-t604.html (24.01.2016)
[11] http://www.spiegel.de/forum/wissenschaft/wissenschaft-den-medien-dafuer-sind-sie-

zu-bloed-thread-129376-14.html (24.01.2016)
[12] http://www.arrcade.de/im-interview-horisont/ (24.01.2016)
[13] http://www.joyclub.de/forum/t302788-165.sex_wie_lange_ist_es_bei_euch_so.html

(24.01.2016)
[14] https://books.google.de/books?id=d3o1AwAAQBAJ&pg=PT11&lpg=PT11&dq=%

22was+denn+h%C3%A4tte+denn%22&source=bl&ots=sKiz4TiNEi&sig=MjFimbAEgitD_
DPSMw0ldnWzRHg&hl=de&sa= X&ved=0ahUKEwiOy5Gdq8LKAhXJiywKHek2AJUQ6AEIHTAA
#v=onepage&q=%22was%20denn%20h%C3% A4tte%20denn%22&f=false (24.01.2016)
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Adriana Belletti

(Reflexive) Si as a route to passive
in Italian

1 Introduction

The present article explores the hypothesis that some Italian sentences involv-
ing the reflexive clitic si may represent a possible route to access the passive
computation in the course of acquisition. This hypothesis builds on results
from experimental studies on the acquisition of passive carried out in collabo-
ration with Claudia Manetti, which indicate that young children in the age
range 4;1 – 5;11 sometimes respond with a reflexive construction to questions
that typically give rise to a (copular or venire) passive answer in Italian speak-
ing adults. For instance, a sentence like (1)A can be produced as the answer to
the patient oriented question (1)Q, asking what happens to the elephant in
a picture in which the bear is washing it:

(1) Q: Che cosa succede al mio amico l’elefante?
what happens to my friend the elephant

A: Si lava
it washes itself (Olmo, 4;1 y.o.)

Similarly, in a slightly different discourse condition involving two topic patients
an answer like (2)A can be produced referred to a picture in which the cat is
washing the dog and the rabbit is dressing/drying the bear:

(2) Q: Che cosa succede ai miei amici il cane e l’orso?
what happens to my friends the dog and the bear

A: Il cane si lava e l’orso si sta asciugando
the dog is washing itself the bear is drying itself (Leonardo, 4;2 y.o.)

In both cases the answer refers to a transitive action not to a reflexive action.
The external argument of the verbs (wash and dry) is thus suppressed in the
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answers that are provided. Answers of this type were produced by the children
of the younger 4 year-old group tested in up to 9% of the cases. I will refer to
these structures here as reflexive passive.1

As discussed in previous work (Contemori and Belletti 2014, Belletti and
Manetti 2016, Belletti 2017), in elicitation experiments2 young children’s first
passive type productions in Italian are realized in the form of a causative pas-
sive involving reflexive si and the causative verb fare in a fare-da causative; (3)
offers an example from the same experiment in which (1)A and (2)A have been
found; (3) answers the patient-oriented question referred to a picture in which
the cat is washing the dog; answers of this type were produced by the children
of the 5 year-old group in up to 17% of the cases:

(3) Il cane si fa lavare dal gatto
the dog – makes itself – wash – by the cat (Neri, 5 y.o.)

Sentences like (1)A and (2)A produced as the answer to patient-oriented ques-
tions (what happens to the DP?), are less and less present (only up to 5%) in
older children’s responses after age 5, in favor of the causative passive of the
type in (3), which is in contrast seldom present (only up to 2%) in the produc-
tions of the younger group before age 5 (copular passive is completely absent
and venire passive is also virtually absent in the two groups of children investi-
gated, 4;1 – 4;11 and 5 – 5;11, an interesting fact per se, which cannot be ad-
dressed here). For detailed discussion and precise presentation of the relevant
experimental results and some of their implications, the reader is referred to
Belletti & Manetti (2018). In this article, I will concentrate on some basic aspects
of a possible (morpho-)syntactic analysis, which makes explicit the common
properties shared by the si-causative passives of the type in (3) and the reflexive

1 The largely preferred answer provided by children of both 4 and 5 year-old groups in this
experiment contained either a pronoun or a Clitic Left Dislocated/CLLD structure (up to 52%;
see also Volpato et al. 2015 for similar results). This aspect of the results is discussed at length
in Belletti and Manetti (2018); I will not address it here, as it would diverge the attention from
the focus of the present discussion. Indeed children’s performance significantly diverged from
that of adults who preferred to answer the very same patient-oriented question with a (copular
or venire) passive sentence. Children (especially in the 5 y.o. group) only marginally answered
with a passive, and always with a si-causative passive (cfr. section 2.2). The 9% of children’s
answers with a reflexive as in (1) and (2) can naturally be seen as a first step toward the more
typical passive answer.
2 Similarly in the priming experiments discussed in Manetti and Belletti (2015), utilizing the
priming technique adapted to Italian by Manetti (2012, 2013) from the design first created by
Messanger et a. (2008).
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passive sentences of the type in (1)A,(2)A, also involving si. The latter can thus
be viewed as a first possibly explored route to access the passive computation,
paving the way to the si-causative passive, in which all arguments of the lexical
verb are expressed, including its external argument through a by-phrase. Si-
causative passive can in turn be seen as a further step toward productive access
to the passive computation (involving passive auxiliaries, e.g. in Italian the
copula and venire).3

2 On the derivation of reflexive passive
and of si-causative passive

A crucial assumption of the analysis defended here is that the clitic si present
in both (1)A -(2)A and in (3) is indeed the same reflexive clitic, much in the
spirit of the unified analysis of the diverse types of si of Italian first developed
in Manzini (1986) (Cinque 1988 for a comprehensive analysis of different types
of Italian si, consistent with this view). In a (originally) kaynian perspective,
I assume si to be an external argument in both reflexive passive and si-
causative passive structures. As such, it fills the specifier position of (a) little v.4

Let us now consider the reflexive passive structure first.

2.1 Reflexive passive

The schema in (4) illustrates the essential ingredients of the analysis: si is the
external argument of the lexical verb (wash or dry of the examples above), fill-
ing the specifier position of the functional little v head, the introducer of the
external argument. The computation then runs as follow: si head-moves to the
head which participates in the assignment of accusative Case in the clause
functional structure, which I label Acc for clarity; si further moves to the head
hosting clitics, which, simplifying the picture, I identify with T in (4). Since Acc
has been taken by si, little v cannot participate in the assignment of accusative
Case to the direct object DP, in the internal argument (IA) position. Thus, as
a consequence of the morphosyntax of si, the DP/IA cannot be assigned Case as

3 In Belletti (2017a) a hypothesis is put forward as to why the si-causative passive could have
this possibly privileged status in terms of labeling. A presentation of this proposal here would
take the present discussion too far afield and will not be pursued.
4 D’Alessandro (2008) on related analysis of impersonal si.
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a direct object. It then moves into the subject position. In this position nomina-
tive is available. The result is a well-formed structure. This derivation shares
two crucial properties with passive: lack of Accusative for the direct object in-
ternal argument and its promotion as a subject, a preverbal subject in the deri-
vation illustrated in (4). Si is consequently co-indexed with the DP subject, with
which it enters agreement. This would yield the reflexive interpretation in the
adult grammar. Presumably, in the young children’s early productions of the
type in (1)A and (2)A this interpretation is not necessarily triggered, as children
appear to understand the pictures proposed to them, in which the depicted ac-
tion is transitive and not reflexive.5 Thus, si appears to be exploited as a way to
eliminate the external argument of the verb and the availability of Accusative
case for the object. In this way, presence of si is what allows promotion of the
internal argument into subject position through a derivational mechanism
shared with structures involving Burzio’s (1986) so called “ergative” si (as in
e.g. La luce si è spenta/the light went off), and more generally with structures
involving so called “middle” si (as in e.g. Questo vestito si lava facilmente/this
suit washes easily, Cinque 1988: 87a; Ruwet 1972 for French):

(4) TP

vP

v
V DP/lA

T
Acc

SI

SI = EA of 𝜈

As illustrated in (4), I assume that movement of the DP/IA takes place directly
from the vP-internal position. In current analyses of copular-type passive in-
spired by Collins (2005) smuggling approach, movement of the internal argu-
ment into subject position does not take place directly form the vP-internal
position, but is preceded by movement of a chunk of the vP containing (at
least) the verb/past participle and the internal argument. The chunk is attracted

5 Following a reviewer’s suggestion, the co-indexation may just not operative in the children’s
grammar, favored by lack of agreement features on si.
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by some component of the passive voice. This derivation allows extraction of
the DP/IA from the position where the verbal chunk has moved and no locality
violation is produced; a violation of Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990, 2004)
would otherwise occur, as it is always the case when extraction of an internal
argument crosses the hierarchically higher intervening external argument. In
(4) I assume, instead, that no intervention problem is created by presence of si
in the movement of the internal argument crossing it. The reason for this is that
si does not count as an intervener for movement of DP/IA as it has a reduced
internal structure, lacking e.g. a D layer, along the lines recently proposed in
Holmberg and Roberts (2013). The reduced structure makes it dissimilar in the
sense relevant in the computation of intervention for the moved full DP/IA;
since the attracted element in the A-chain is a DP, only an intervening DP
would determine a locality violation. Hence no smuggling is needed in this
case, in contrast with, e.g., copular passive. Let us now turn to si-causative
passive.6

2.2 Si-causative passive

Si-causative passive can be analyzed along the lines in (5). As in (4) illustrating
the reflexive passive, also in (5) si is an external argument. In this case, how-
ever, it is the initiator (Ramchand 2008; Folli & Harley 2007 for related ideas)
external argument of the semi-functional verb fare, which I assume to be se-
lected by a causative voice (Belletti 2017a for detailed discussion). The morpho-
syntactic computation of si is exactly the same in (5) as the one in (4). In the
derivation in (5) I illustrate the hypothesis that the causative voice attracts into
its specifier a chunk of the verb phrase containing the verb and its internal ar-
gument (Belletti & Rizzi 2012; Belletti 2017a). This is an instance of the smug-
gling operation overtly moving a chunk of the verb phrase, as extensively
discussed in the references quoted. As si blocks assignment of accusative Case,
the DP/IA moves and is promoted as the subject of the clause; as such, it agrees
with the (third person) reflexive si.

6 The status of the si-causative passive with respect to smuggling is addressed in detail in sec-
tions 2.2.1 and 3. The fact that smuggling is not at work in the reflexive passive in (4) may con-
tribute to explain why this form of passive could count as a simpler route to target-like
passives in development, as young children do not easily access smuggling (Snyder and
Hyams 2015). This point is taken up again in sections 2.2.1 and 3 mentioned above.
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(5) Il bambino si fa pettinare dalla mamma
the kid – makes himself – comb – by the mum

vP

DP

DP

fare
v

Sl

vP

TP
SI = EA (of fare)

T
Acc

[pettinare il bambino]
caus

by

v
V

a mamma

<pettinare il bambino>

smuggling

In sum the derivation proceeds as follows:
1. V+DP/IA chunk is smuggled into Spec-caus voice
2. Si moves to Acc (the functional head participating in the assignment of

structural accusative), thus blocking availability of accusative for DP/IA; Si
moves to T, as any clitic

3. DP/IA moves into subject position

The properties in 2 and 3 are shared with other types of passives: lack of accusa-
tive, movement of the internal argument into subject position. Step 2. is shared
with reflexive passive above.

2.2.1 On the status of the by-phrase in si-causative passive
and movement of the verbal chunk

In (5) by is analyzed as an expletive preposition, much as it is in copular pas-
sive. Indeed, as in copular passive by does not contribute to the thematic inter-
pretation of its DP complement and the by-phrase has exactly the same
interpretation as the external argument/subject in the corresponding active
sentence containing the same verb, a fundamental property of the active-
passive alternation. In this respect, the same preposition by has a different sta-
tus in si-causative passive than in active fare da causatives (Hanno fatto pettinare
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il bambino dalla mamma/ they-made-comb-the-child-by-the mother), where it con-
tributes to a clear agentive interpretation of its DP complement. As a way to ac-
count for this property, in Belletti (2017a) I have proposed that in (active) fare da
causatives the preposition incorporates (head to head) the caus head, whence its
agentive interpretation clearly illustrated by the incompatibility of fare da causa-
tives with psych-verbs involving an experiencer non-agentive external argument
(6b below). In (5) it is assumed that this process does not take place in si-
causative passive: by stays low in the si-causative passive and does not incorpo-
rate the caus voice; it thus preserves its expletive status, whence its compatibility
with a non-agentive external argument (6a below), in contrast with the active
fare da causative construction. The contrast in (6) illustrates the ungrammatical-
ity of the active fare da causative with a psych predicate whose external argu-
ment is an experiencer and the possibility of the same verb in the si-causative
passive, with the experiencer complement of preposition da/by:

(6) a Maria si fa capire da tutti
Maria – makes herself – understand – by everybody

b * Questa spiegazione ha fatto capire il problema
this explantion – has made – understand – the problem
da tutti
– by everybody

Thus, the si-causative passive appears to be only partly related to the active
fare da causative: the status of the by-phrase is very different in the two cases.
This may suggest that early access by children to the si-causative passive may
not be directly linked to a possible early access to the fare da active causative
(e.g. accessed earlier than fare a, Guasti’s 2016 conjecture, discussed and con-
firmed for French in Borga and Snyder 2016).

Borga and Snyder (2016) have recently suggested that active fare da does
not (necessarily) involve smuggling in its derivation, moving the relevant chunk
of the verb phrase. Rather, the lexical vP may be reduced in fare da and only
involve the verb and the DP/IA with the external argument introduced as an
adjunct PP; this analysis is inspired by the original proposal in Guasti (1993).
A related proposal has been put forth in Folli and Harley (2007), in which the
reduced constituent is analyzed as a nominal constituent; this gives further
plausibility to the introduction of the external argument as a PP adjunct by di-
rectly assimilating the process to the one operative in derived nominals
(Sheehan and Cyrino 2016 for a recent cross-Romance overview). Details aside,
according to this hypothesis the relevant portion of the structure of fare da
causatives would be as in (7) (same sentence as in 5):
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(7)

DP
PP

fare

da-DP/la mamma
il bambinopettinare

If the fare da portion in (7) is embedded below the caus voice as in the si-
causative passive in (5), this would open up the possibility of a derivation in
which the DP/IA could move directly from the object position into the subject
position of the clause; recourse to smuggling would not be necessary, with
movement of the chunk of the verb phrase illustrated in (5). This is precisely
the hypothesis suggested in Borga & Snyder (2016), based on similar data from
French. The relevant structure and the direct movement of the DP/IA are sche-
matically illustrated in (8) (all other processes remain the same as in (5) and
are not illustrated in (8) for clarity):

(8) TP

T
Acc vP

caus

PP

SI

DP da-DP/la mamma

fare

il bambinopettinare

SI = EA (of fare) Il bambino si fa pettinare dalla mamma
                                  the kid makes himself comb by the mum

Given the different status of the by-phrase in active fare da and in si-causative
passive clearly illustrated in (6), I leave it as an open question whether the bet-
ter representation of the derivation of si-causative passive should be along the
lines in (5) or along the lines in (8). If (5) is assumed, the conclusion must be
drawn that young children between age 4 and 5 can access the process of smug-
gling moving a chunk of the verb phrase, at least to some extent (Snyder and
Hyams 2015 for a partly different view); if (8) is assumed, as no smuggling is
involved this would be compatible with the stricter hypothesis that the young
children tested either still do not smuggle the verbal chunk or have an ex-
tended freezing effect, so that the DP/IA could not be extracted from the
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smuggled position (Snyder and Hyams 2015); yet they could access the si-
causative passive because it does not require smuggling altogether. In the latter
view, an explanation should be found as to why the status of the by-phrase is
different in si-causative passive and in fare da causative, given that the latter
structure is assumed to be part of the former in (8).

3 From reflexive passive to si-causative passive

Given the analysis developed in section 2, the crucial difference between reflex-
ive passive and si-causative passive is that only in the latter can the external
argument of the lexical verb be present, whereas in the former it is taken up by
si. Another possible difference is lack of smuggling in reflexive passive and its
possible presence in the computation of si-causative passive, depending on the
considerations at the end of the previous section. Let us discuss the two proper-
ties in turn: from the resulting picture the way how (/the reason why) the reflex-
ive passive could plausibly constitute a first route to passive should emerge.

Both the Case properties and the promotion of the internal argument to the
subject position are properties which the reflexive passive shares with different
types of passives in Italian, and cross-linguistically, as noted. Interestingly, the
fact that the passive morphology may correspond to/contain the reflexive mor-
phology is also a well-attested fact cross-linguistically. Hence, it is tempting to
speculate that in the course of acquisition, Italian-speaking young children ex-
ploit a grammatical possibility, by entertaining the hypothesis that also Italian
allows for a reflexive passive; as pointed out above, the hypothesis is also sup-
ported by other passive-like uses of si in Italian, such as in particular middle si
and the si marker of several unaccusatives. Belletti & Manetti’s (2018) results
describe a developmental path from age 4;1 to age 5;11 according to which the
reflexive passive option is abandoned by the children of the older group in
favor of the si-causative passive. This path finds a natural explanation in the
need to introduce a further argument different from si expressing the external
argument of the lexical verb (this was required in the elicitation condition of
the experiment, as described in the introduction). Recall that in the si-causative
passive an independent external argument of the lexical verb is present, which
is expressed through the by-phrase in the way illustrated in (5). In the reflexive
passive, in contrast, since the external argument of the lexical verb is si, no
other external argument is possible hence no by-phrase is possible in turn.
Thus, the possibility to introduce an external argument of the verb is available
in the si-causative passive through the expression of a by-phrase, but it is not
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available in the reflexive passive, which typically does not allow for the expres-
sion of a by-phrase.7

But why should the reflexive passive come first? If the proposed characteri-
zation of the developmental path is on the right track, one should ask: why
should children entertain the hypothesis that Italian allows for a reflexive pas-
sive to start with? As pointed out in Belletti (2017, fn. 10) presence of the reflex-
ive may in principle play some role in favoring this route, as reflexive anaphors
are known to be mastered rather early by young children (Hamann 2011 for
a general overview; Snyder and Hyams 2015 on French/Italian acquisition of re-
flexive clitics se/si). We can further speculate that, given the structure in (4)
with si the external argument of the lexical verb, the proposed derivation could
represent a less demanding path to directly promote the DP/IA into subject po-
sition, one crucial feature of the passive computation; specifically, blocking ac-
cusative Case through clitic si could constitute a more direct hence simpler way
to access this aspect of the passive morphosyntax, the first necessary step to
promote DP/IA as a subject.

In the analysis developed in (4) a further crucial property of the reflexive
passive is that it allows for movement of DP/IA directly from IA object position
without recourse to smuggling; no movement of a chunk of the verb phrase is
needed as impoverished si does not count as an intervener, as suggested above.
This aspect of the computation of reflexive passive could give a further reason
as to why this type of passive should have a privileged status for young chil-
dren. Following Snyder and Hyams (2015), smuggling is a costly operation for
young children, who may be just unable to smoothly access it in early stages of
acquisition (before age 5). Then, if a passive-type derivation can be put into
work without any need of smuggling, it is not surprising that young children
entertain this option first.

How about si-causative passive, the preferred option of older children
(5–5;11)? It seems natural to propose that it may constitute a natural way to intro-
duce the external argument of the lexical verb, while still implementing passive

7 The possibility to express a by-phrase in a reflexive passive may be limited cross-
linguistically to cases in which the reflexive is a grammaticalized marker of the passive voice.
As noted in Cinque (1988, fn. 11) reporting observations by Lepschy (1986) for Italian and
Ruwet (1972) for French, in special rhetorical registers the by-phrase is allowed to appear in
some si(/se) sentences. As Cinque observes the examples mentioned in the quoted references
were all cases of middle si, which could precisely count as a grammaticalized marker of the
passive voice as suggested above or as “non-argument” si in the terms of Cinque’s typology of
different types of Italian si. Interestingly, in Belletti and Manetti’s (2018) data only one child
expressed the by-phrase in one reflexive passive sentence only once.
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through si, which is the external argument of fare in this case according to the
analysis in (5).

In section 2.2.1 we have left open the question whether the smuggling opera-
tion is necessarily implemented in si-causative passive. If it is not, as suggested in
Borga and Snyder (2016) according to which this passive contains a fare da/faire
par causative (as in structure 8, for Italian), then in this respect the si-causative
passive should be as accessible to young children like a reflexive passive is, the
only difference between the two being the possible systematic presence of the ex-
ternal argument of the lexical verb in si-causative passive. We have pointed out in
2.2.1 a crucial clear difference in the nature of the by-phrase in the si-causative
passive compared to active fare da: only in the latter is by-phrase strongly agen-
tive, thus suggesting a different status of the by-phrase in the two constructions.
However, from the available data and results we are not in a position to determine
whether children at the relevant ages do make the relevant distinction between
the by-phrases in the si-causative passive and in the fare-da causative. Since all
the experimental sentences involved an agentive external argument of the verb
phrase, they are compatible with both a reduced structure along the lines in (8),
hence a derivation not implying smuggling of the chunk of the verb phrase, and
a complete structure along the lines in (5) implying the smuggling operation
along the lines described. It is impossible to tease apart what derivational op-
tion children would take on the basis of the available evidence so far.

It seems that the following scenario could fit the known results: the tested
children are precisely in the age in which they start trying out smuggling more
and more productively (as types of passive appear to be better mastered); at the
younger age 4 they still have this possibility only marginally (Snyder and
Hyams 2015 for similar considerations). Sometimes they fail, and resort to the
reflexive passive, which unambiguously does not involve the smuggling opera-
tion. Later, at age 5, they abandon this construction, as they need to describe
a transitive action not a reflexive one. They resort then to si-causative passive,
which, in the experimental conditions (in which all external arguments are
agentive) allows for both a derivation with no smuggling (as in 8) and one with
movement of the verbal chunk (as in 5).8

8 Clearly, if smuggling is necessarily at work in si-causative passive also in children’s gram-
mar, then one can think that this extra step is what makes the caus passive a bit more complex
and then come after the reflexive passive. Note however, that some causative passives are
present also in the productions of the children of the younger 4 year-old group, but to a very
limited extent, as noted (2%).

We can further speculate that smuggling through causative fare could be readily accessible
to children – hence somewhat privileged by them – also due to the overtness of the moved
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4 Conclusion

In this paper we have explored the idea that Italian-speaking children adopt
a reflexive passive route involving the reflexive clitic si as a step toward access to
(other forms of) passive. We have speculated that this route may count as simpler
for the younger children of the reported study (aged 4;1–4;11) both because it in-
volves the reflexive clitic and because it does not involve the smuggling operation
moving a chunk of the verb phrase. The reflexive passive is then abandoned in
favor of a systematic access to the si-causative passive in the reported results
from older children (5–5;11). The somewhat privileged status of si-causative pas-
sive in children confirms previous findings and can be interpreted as being due
to the fact that this type of passive combines the reflexive passive computation
with the causative computation, which allows for the introduction of an indepen-
dent external argument of the lexical verb. Since the age between 4 and 5 is the
one in which children get to properly master smuggling moving a chunk of the
verb phrase, access to si-causative passive may be favored (at least in part, foot-
note 8) by the possibility of analyzing it either through a smuggling derivation or
not; this possibility arises in the experimental conditions described since all rele-
vant external arguments were agentive in the stimuli utilized, hence they were
possibly realized either in a by-phrase of the active fare da causative type or in
a by-phrase of the si-causative passive type. Digging more on this issue is one
question left to future research.
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Andrea Calabrese

Irregular verbal morphology and locality

The irregular Latin perfect forms, their Proto-Indo-European
ancestors and their Romance outcomes

1 Introduction

In several recent papers, summarized and reanalyzed in Calabrese (2016a),
I argued that in Italian irregular verbal morphology conditioned by root infor-
mation is governed by locality and can occur only in athematic verbal forms,
i.e., when the root and the target morpheme are adjacent.

In this paper, I will try to show that the same locality principle governs the
development of perfective forms from Proto-Indo-European (PIE) to modern Italo-
Romance through Latin. The assumption is that by investigating how morphologi-
cal systems change, we can achieve a better understanding of the principles that
govern their structure: “Like an animal standing against the background of a for-
est, the outlines of a grammar can be thrown into sudden relief when something
changes. (Anderson 1988: 324).” The present paper thus provides further dia-
chronic support to the growing body of synchronic and typological evidence
showing that morphemic interactions in morpho-syntactic structures are governed
by Locality Principles (cf. Bobaljik 2012, Embick 2010, Moskal 2015, a.o.).

The article is organized as follows. In section 2, I will deal with the general
issue of the conditions under which irregular morphology, in particular root-
conditioned contextual allomorphy, is possible, and argue that the root dia-
critics necessary for the application of the rules accounting for the irregularity
can be accessed only in local configurations involving adjacency. Thus, root-
conditioned allomorphy in Italian perfect and past participle forms occurs only
when the root and the relevant aspect/tense node are adjacent, i.e., when these
forms are athematic. In section 3 we will see that irregular Latin perfect forms
are governed by the same locality principle. Root conditioned irregular allomor-
phy of the aspectual node occurs only when the root and the aspect node are
adjacent. The same structural condition also governs aspect allomorphy in PIE
(sect. 4) and is active in the development of irregular Latin perfect forms from
PIE (sect. 5) and in the development of irregular Italo-Romance forms from
Latin (sect. 6). A brief conclusion will close the article.

Andrea Calabrese, University of Connecticut
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2 Irregular morphology

When we talk of irregular morphology, we are dealing with morpheme-specific
morphology, i.e., with situations in which morphological operations are depen-
dent on morpheme specific information. In (1) I contrast a case of irregular mor-
phology with a case of regular morphology. On the one hand, we have the Italian
Imperfect marker, which is regular in being always the same across verbs. On the
other hand, we have the irregular Italian perfect marker /s/ which appears only
with certain verbal roots. In the case of this marker, we need a special vocabulary
item that includes reference to root information in the structural description. No
such contextual restrictions are needed for regular morphology.

(1) Regular morphology Irregular morphology
Italian Imperfect marker Italian perfect marker /s/
amavo/battevo/partivo persi
/-v-/ <--> [+imperfect] /-s-/ <--> [+perfect]/ roots ___ (roots =perd, etc.)

As for the cases of irregular morphology, one of the most typical ones involves
morphological operations dependent on root specific information, as the one men-
tioned above. Morpheme exponence dependent on root specific information can
be referred to as root conditioned contextual allomorphy. Root-conditioned con-
textual allomorphy is accounted for by: vocabulary items (VI) and morphophono-
logical (MP) rules1 including root-information in their structural description. In
this article, I will be dealing with root-conditioned contextual allomorphy.

In my work on irregular Italian perfect and past participle forms, I have ob-
served a striking correlation between presence vs. absence of regular morphol-
ogy and presence vs. absence of thematic vowels, respectively.

(2) Irregular: vs. Regular:
[[[[perd]root__ ]V -s-]T] i]AGR [[[part]root -iTV- ]V -Ø-]T-sti]AGR
pérsi ‘lose-Perf-1sg’ partisti ‘leave-Perf-1sg’
[[[[perd]root__ ]V -s-]T] o]AGR [[[part]root -iTV- ]V -t-]T-o]AGR
perso ‘lose-PstPart-MscSg’ partito ‘leave-PstPart-MscSg’
Athematic Thematic

1 As in Calabrese (2016b) I will refer to morpho-syntactically conditioned phonological rules
with the term MP rules, instead of readjustments rules, the term usually used in Distributed
Morphology
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It appears that root-conditioned contextual allomorphy is observed only in athe-
matic morphology. I have accounted for this basic fact by assuming, following
Embick (2010, 2013), that the transmission of information necessary for morpho-
logical operation application, and more generally any morpheme-to-morpheme
interaction, can occur only in a local configuration at the morphological level,
where locality involves adjacency, as stated in the principle below:

(3) a. Node αmorphologically interact with node β iff α, β are local.
b. α, β are local if no node intervenes (Adjacency).

Now, whereas in the case of thematic perfect/ past participle we have the struc-
ture in (4), in the case of the athematic perfect/past participle we have the
structure in (5), where I assume that the thematic vowel (TV) has not been in-
serted (see below for discussion).

(4) T⁰

T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰
|

v⁰ TV +perf
| | <+part>

am a Ø i (amai ‘love-Perf’) 
am a <  t > o (amato ‘love-PstPart) 

(5) T⁰

T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰
|

+perf
+part

korr s i (corsi ‘run-Perf’) 
korr s o (corso ‘run-PstPart)

Given (3), the tense morpheme can interact with the root in the structure in (5)
but not in the structure in (4). As shown diagrammatically in the configurations
in (6), root information can be accessed only in the former structure (see (6)a)
where root and T node are adjacent, but not in the latter (see (6)b)). Given that
root information cannot be transmitted across the thematic vowel, only default,
regular morphology can appear in this case.
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(6) a. Athematic b. Thematic

T0

T0 v0

v0 v0

|

Root T0 Root TV T0

(7) /s/ <--> [+Perf]T/ Roots ____(where Roots = korr, val, perd, met, etc.)

The analysis developed in this paper adopts Distributed Morphology (DM; Halle &
Marantz 1993). DM proposes a piece-based view of word formation, in which the
syntax/morphology interface is as transparent as possible

(8) The Grammar
(Syntactic Derivation)

Morphology

PF LF

DM crucially incorporates hierarchical structure into morphology; essentially, it
assumes the input to morphology to be syntactic structure. Features (or feature
bundles) are distributed over nodes forming morphemes, which in turn are sub-
ject to Vocabulary Insertion rules that add phonological material (exponents)
to these morphemes.

The derivation of all morphological forms takes place in accordance with
the architecture given in (8). Roots and other morphemes are combined into
larger syntactic objects, which are moved when necessary (Merge, Move). The
basic morpho-syntactic structure of Italian verbs is generated by root raising to
v0, verb raising to T⁰ and AGR insertion (see Halle and Marantz (1993)). Note
that head-movement here generates a morphological word (m-word), i.e., a (po-
tentially complex) head not dominated by further head-projections (Embick
and Noyer 2001).
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(9) TP

T⁰
AGR

T⁰ vP

v⁰ T⁰2 v⁰ √P

√am- v⁰ √am- . . .

2

The basic morphosyntactic structure of Italian verbs derived as above is given
in (10):

(10) T⁰

T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰
|

√Root v⁰

Embick (2010) proposes that non-overt category defining (lexical) nodes are
pruned away by the rule in (11). I will assume this operation here.

(11) XV

root X⁰

Application of (11) to (10) will generate (12):

2 A morphosyntactic change occurred in the development of the Romance languages as can
be seen in (i), where I compare the Latin pluperfect subjunctive in (ia) with the form that his-
torically derived from it in Italian, i.e., the Imperfect subjunctive (ib):
(i) a. laud - a: + u-i + s + s-e: + mus ‘praise-PlprfSubj1pl.’

b. lod -a- +ss-i- + mo ‘praise-ImpSubj1pl.’

In Italian, functional categories such as aspect, tense and mood are no longer represented as
independent morphological pieces as they were in Latin. Instead, a single morpheme appears
in their place. I will simply assume that the Asp, Tense and Mood nodes are fused together in
Italian (i.e., T=Aspect+Tense+Mood).
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(12) T⁰

T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰
|

√Root

As proposed by Oltra-Massuet and Arregi (2005), Embick and Halle (2005), every
functional/lexical projection in Latin and Romance has a Thematic Vowel.
Thematic Vowels (TV) are special “ornamental” morphological elements ad-
joined to certain functional heads in morphological structure by the rule in (13)3:

(13) X0 X0

X0 TV

After thematic vowel insertion, the structure in (12) is changed into that in (14).

(14) T⁰

T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰

v⁰ TV T⁰ TV
|

Root

(14) accounts for the morphological structure of the imperfect forms in (15):

(15) Italian imperfect indicative
AMARE ‘love’:
am-a-v-o am-a-v-i am-a-v-a am-a-v-a-mo am-a-v-a-te am-a-v-a-no
BATTERE ‘beat’:
batt-e-v-o batt-e-v-i batt-e-v-a batt-e-v-a-mo batt-e-v-a-te batt-e-v-a-no
PARTIRE ‘leave’:

3 In Italian, but not in Latin, the functional head must have an overt exponent, cf. Italian (23)
vs. Latin (55). I assume that this is due to an independent condition governing (13) in Italian.
I will not discuss this point further here.
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part-i-v-o part-i-v-i part-i-v-a part-i-v-a-mo part-i-v-a-te part-i-v-a-no
1 2 3 1 2 3
Singular Plural

In the simplest case, Morphology linearize the hierarchical structure generated
by the syntax by adding phonological material to the abstract morphemes in
a process called Vocabulary Insertion. During this process, the (abstract) mor-
pho-syntactic representation is the input to a morphological component that
assign phonological realizations to the terminal nodes (Late Insertion). In par-
ticular, individual Vocabulary Items – rules that pair a phonological exponent
with a morphosyntactic context – are consulted, and the most specific rule that
can apply to an abstract morpheme applies (in the so-called Elsewhere (Subset,
Paninian) ordering).

(16) Elsewhere condition:
Where more than one mutually exclusive rule may apply, (only) the most
highly specified rule applies.

The vocabulary items needed to account for verbal inflections in the Italian im-
perfect tenses of regular verbs are given below. (In the case of the thematic
vowels in (17), the Head can include a root or the head of a functional pro-
jection (cf. (19)). This accounts for the parallel behavior between roots and
inflectional heads; so both the root /am-/ and imperfect tense have /-a-/ as
a thematic vowel.):

(17) TV --> /-a-/ Head a ____
/-e-/ Head e ____
/-i-/ Head i ____

(18) AGR Suffixes:
a. /-mo/ <--> [+author, +plural]AGR
b. /-te/ <--> [+participant, +plural] AGR
c. /-no/ <--> [+plural] AGR
d. /-o/ <--> [+author]AGR / [-subjunctive] T _____
e. /-i/ <--> [+participant] AGR / [-subjunctive] T _____
f. /Ø/ <--> [-participant] AGR
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(19) Tense Exponents (the subscript -a indicates that the imperfect Thematic
Vowel is /a/ By (11)):
a. /-v a -/ <--> [+imperfect] tense

Application of Cyclic vocabulary insertion to (14) generates (20).4

(20) T⁰

T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰

v⁰ TV T⁰ TV
|

Root
/part-/ /-i-/ /-v-/ /-a-/ /-te/

Let us turn to the perfect of regular verbs Also in this case, no overt indepen-
dent exponent for Tense and the associated thematic vowel are present.

(21) AMARE ‘love’:
am-a-i am-a-sti am-o~ am-a-mmo am-a-ste am-a-ro-no
BATTERE ‘beat’:
batt-e-i batt-e-sti batt-e~ batt-e-mmo batt-e-ste batt-e-ro-no
TEMERE ‘be afraid’
tem-e-i tem-e-sti tem-e~ tem-e-mmo tem-e-ste tem-e-ro-no
PARTIRE ‘leave’:
part-i-i part-i-sti part- ì part-i-mmo part-i-ste part-i-ro-no

Given that both the present and the perfect display a null exponent, we can as-
sume that this is the elsewhere tense VI5:

4 In order to account for word surface phonological form of words, in addition to VI, we need
the application of morpho-phonological and phonological rules. In the present article I will
focus only on vocabulary insertion rules (see Calabrese (2016a,b, forthcoming) for discussion
of morpho-phonological rules). In the same way, I will not discuss the stress patterns of verbal
forms (again see the quoted works for discussion).
5 In Calabrese (2012) following Oltra-Massuet and Arregi (2005), I assumed that T and AGR are
fused in this case. This leads to derivational complications discussed in Calabrese (2015)
where I adopt the analysis presented here. This issue is irrelevant in the present article and
will not be considered further here.
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(22) VI for Perfect:
/-Ø -/ <--> [ ] tense

(23) T⁰
T⁰ AGR

v⁰ T⁰6

v⁰ TV
|

Root
batt e Ø ste
batt e Ø Ø

6

The vocabulary items for the AGR terminal node in the Perfect are given in (24):

(24) VIs for the AGR morpheme in the Perfect.
[+round]

|
a. <--> [+perfect] /TVa ]V _____ [-participant, -plural] AGR
b. /-mmo/ <--> [+author, +plural]AGR / [+perfect] ____
c. /-ste/ <--> [+participant, +plural]AGR / [+perfect] ____
d. /-sti/ <--> [+participant, -author]AGR / [+perfect] _____
e. /-i/ <--> [+author] / [+perfect] AGR _____
f. /-ro/7 <--> [-participant, +plural] AGR / [+perfect] _____
g. /-Ø / <--> [-participant] AGR = ((18) f)

We can now discuss irregular perfect forms. They show an overt morpheme for
this tense.8

(25) val-e val-s-e 'be worth'
ettʃell-e ettʃell-s-e [ettʃelse] 'excel’

6 As proposed in Footnote 3, in Italian a thematic vowel is not inserted if the functional head
is null.
7 The suffix /-no/ that appears in the 3rd pl. of regular Perfect forms is due to an operation
fissioning [+plural] in [-part, +plural, +Perf] in the context TV]V ___. Subsequent application of
(18)c) insert the default [+plural] /-no/ (see Halle 1997), Noyer 1992) on morphological fission).
8 In this article, I focus only on the distribution of the vocabulary items, /-s/ in this case.
I will not discuss all other morpho-phonological adjustments needed to account for the surface
allomorphy of the forms in (25), See Calabrese (2016a) for detailed discussion.
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korr-e korr-s-e [korse] 'run'
speɲɲ-e speɲɲ-s-e [spense] 'turn off'
perd-e perd-s-e [perse] 'lose'
vold3-e vold3-s-e [volse] 'turn'

These forms have the constituent structure in (26):

(26) T⁰

T⁰ AGR
T⁰

TV
v⁰ T⁰
|

Root
/-s-/ /-e-/ /-Ø/ (corse ‘run-Perf-3SG’)

/korr/[-TV]
/korr-/[-TV]

/-s-/ /-e-/ /-ro/ (corsero ‘run-Perf-3PL’))

As discussed in Calabrese (2016a), the crucial aspect of the structure in (26) is
the absence of the Verb Thematic Vowel, cf. Regular [[[[batt]V -e]ThV Ø]T -i]AGR
vs. Irregular [[[[corr]V -s]T -i]AGR / [[[[perd]V-s]T -i]AGR. To account for this, I as-
sume that these verbs are exceptions to the TV insertion rule. In particular, the
roots in these verbs are assigned a special diacritic [-TV] indicating that the rule
in (13) does not apply when the verbal head contains one of these roots and T is
[+perfect]. In these cases, therefore, the verbal TV is absent.9

The exponent /-s-/ for the [+past] Tense of some of the irregular perfect
forms is inserted by the Vocabulary Item in (27), which is crucially sensitive to
the root diacritic /s/:

(27) /-s-/ <--> [+Perf] T / Rootss ____ (where Roots = corr, val, perd, met, etc.)

As discussed above, the hypothesis is that morpheme-to-morpheme interac-
tions are local (see Embick 2010, 2013):

(28) a. Node αmorphologically interacts with node β iff α, β are local.
b. α, β are local if no node intervenes (adjacency).

9 In addition to /-s-/ (cf. val-e/val-s-e ‘be worth pres/Perf‘), irregular forms of the perfect dis-
play other exponents such as those observed in venne, root ven ‘come‘, kadde root kad ‘fall‘
nokkʷe, root nok harm’, vide root ved ‘see’ (see Calabrese (2016a) for detailed analysis and dis-
cussion). Here I will focus only on the exponent /-s-/.
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As observed above, the basic observation is that there is correlation between
presence vs. absence of regular morphology and presence vs. absence of the-
matic vowels in perfect forms. Root based contextual allomorphy occurs only
when the thematic vowel is absent.

(29) Irregular= Athematic vs. Regular=Thematic
[[[[perd]root__ ]V -s-]T] i]AGR [[[part]root -iTV- ]V -Ø-]T-i]AGR
persi ‘lose-Perf-1sg’ partii ‘leave-Perf-1sg’

(30) Athematic Thematic
T⁰

T⁰
T⁰ AGR

AGRT⁰ v⁰ T⁰
|v⁰ T⁰ v⁰ TV +perf|

+perf
perd s i part i Ø i ( persi)

My proposal here is that VI in (27) crucially refers to root information and there-
fore can apply only in a node adjacent to it. If this adjacency is disrupted by the
presence of a Thematic Vowel, only regular unmarked morphology will occur,
i.e., only the VI in (27) can apply.

(31) Athematic Thematic

T0

T0 v0

Root T Root TV T0

Given the linear adjacency requirements, (29) can apply only when the Thematic
Vowels are missing. Thus, it can apply in the structure in (30) but not in (31)
where the TV is present:

(32) a. [[[ korrS ]root +Perf ]T +part,-+auth, -pl ] AGR
b. [[[ korrS ]root s ]T i ]AGR

kor-s- i
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(33) a. [[[ korrS ]root TV ] +Perf ]T +part,-+auth, -pl ] AGR
b. [[[ korrS ]root e ] s ]T i ] AGR

*korr-e-s-i

In contrast, regular morphology is not dependent on root information and does
not need to appear in a local configuration with the root. Only root conditioned
irregular morphology like the VI in (27) does.10,11,12

It is to observe that the analysis developed above is not possible in
Affixless theories (Anderson 1992a, Aronoff 1976, 1994, Maiden 2004, Matthews
1972, Stump 2001 a.o) where the forms of words are derived by operations that
apply to representations consisting of roots and matrices of features as in (34)
(Embick (2013: 160)

10 A crucial aspect of the analysis developed in this paper is the assumption that thematic
vowels are generated in an independent morphosyntactic node. Therefore, morphological seg-
mentations that do not recognize the thematic vowel as an autonomous piece are unable to
account for locality effects in contextual allomorphy. In particular, TVs are not considered to
be independent pieces under the following two analyses
1. The TV is considered to be integral part of the piece including the root (=the stem,

cf. Bermudez-Otero (2013):
ama-i, batte-i, parti-i vs. kor(r)-s-i, vid-i, etc.

2. The TV is considered to be integral part of the desinence (cf. traditional grammars, also
Maiden (2010):
am-ai, batt-ei, part-ii vs. kor(r)-s-i, vid-i, etc.

Under both analyses, there is no way to account for locality effects in contextual allomorphy,
all roots/stems should behave in the same way:

T⁰

T⁰

T⁰

T⁰=Root/stem root/stem
korr
vid-

ama-
am-

11 See Calabrese (2012, 2016) for extensive discussion of the person-number conditioned alter-
nations (i.e., irregular: korsi/korse/korsero ‘run-1stSG/3SG./3PL’, vs. regular: korremmo/kor-
reste ‘run-1stPL, 2PL’) characterizing the Italian perfects.
12 Note that the correlation between presence vs. absence of regular morphology and pres-
ence vs. absence of thematic vowels appears to be relevant also in the case of derivational
morphology in the case of nominalizations such as the following: regular thematic: portatore/
venditore/spaccatura/battitura ‘bearer/seller/cleaving/threshing’ vs. irregular athematic: diret-
tore/divisore/rottura/chiusura ‘director/divisor/breaking/closing’. See Calabrese (2015) for
a preliminary analysis.
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(34)
±W

Root

Affixless theories

±X
±Y

As observed by Embick (2013), affixless theories make no predictions about the
locality of morpho-phonological interactions since all of the features are
equally local in representations like (34).

3 The Latin perfect forms

Latin is traditionally described as having four conjugations characterized by
different thematic vowels as shown in (35). The thematic vowel may be absent
in specific morphological categories such as irregular perfects or past partici-
ples and in specific verbs (e.g., su-mus/es-se).:

(35) Traditional Label Theme Vowel Example 1st Pl Infinitive
Conj. I -ā- laud-ā-mus laud-ā-re
Conj. II -ē- mon-ē-mus mon-ē-re
Conj. III -e- dūc-i-mus duc-e-re
Conj. IlI(i) -i- cap-i-mus cap-e-re
Conj. IV - -ī- aud-ī-mus aud-ī-re

The Latin verbal system is characterized by a basic aspectual opposition between
imperfective and perfective forms (Infectum vs. Perfectum) (The semantic charac-
terization of this opposition will not be dealt with here). Tense distinctions are
found in each of these aspectual categories, as shown below:

(36) Infectum vs. Perfectum13

[-perfect] [+perfect]
[-past] [+past] [+future] [-past] [+past] [+future]
Present Imperfect Future Present Pluperfect Future Perfect
amō amābam amābo amāvī amāveram amāverō

13 The perfectum is the conflation of PIE Aorist and Perfect as we will see later.
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Morpho-syntactic structure of Latin Verb forms is given below (Embick and
Halle 2001) (See Calabrese (2019) for detailed discussion of the realization of
voice in Latin:

(37) laud - a: + u-i + s + s-e: + mus ‘praise-Perf-Past-Subj-1st pl.’

(38) Mood⁰

Mood⁰ AGR

T⁰ Mood⁰

Asp⁰ T⁰ Mood⁰ TV

v⁰ Asp⁰ T⁰ TV

v⁰ TV Asp⁰ TV

√Root
Laud a: v i s e: mussØ

However, following Embick and Halle (2001), I assume that unmarked func-
tional categories such as [-passive]Voice, [-perfect]Asp, [-past]T, [-subjunctive
]Mood are either pruned away in the morphology, or simply not projected in the
syntax. So, the perfect (perfectum) present indicative has the structure in (39):

(39) Asp⁰

Asp⁰ AGR

v⁰ Asp⁰

Root [+perfect]

Aronoff (1994) shows that thematic vowels must be analyzed as pure structural
elements, ornamental morphology. In particular, they cannot be treated as deri-
vational suffixes, i.e., exponents of category-defining v-heads in the DM per-
spective adopted here. In Latin, there are many of these suffixes. Each of them
has a particular meaning and selects a different Thematic vowel.
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(40) Derivational verb suffixes
Suffixes Thematic vowel Meaning Example Gloss
-ur- ī Desiderative ēs-ur-ī-re ‘be hungry’
-it- ā iterative vīs-it-ā-re ‘see often’
-fic- ā causative ex-carn-ific-ā-re ‘flesh out’
-ic- ā iterative mors-ic-ā-re ‘bite continually’
-ess- e intensive cap-ess-e-re ‘seize’
-Ø- ā intensive iact-Ø-ā-re ‘throw hard’

Because all these suffixes are associated with a dedicated thematic vowel, under
the analysis of the thematic vowel as a v head, each one of them would have to
be analyzed as complex, consisting of a v head with a clear functional meaning,
followed by the “thematic vowel”, another v-head but without a functional
meaning. The theme vowel would essentially be a “redundant” v head as in (41):

(41) v⁰

v⁰
v⁰ v⁰

Root fic  a

According to Aronoff, the most adequate analysis is one in which the theme
vowel is considered a pure structural element, ornamental morphology.14 In the
theory adopted here, this structural element is inserted by Oltra-Massuet and
Arregi’s (2005) rule in (13)(repeated here in (43)), as in (42):

(42) v⁰

v⁰

v⁰ TV
| |

Root fic a

(43) X0 X0

X0 TV

14 But see Bertocci (2017, forthcoming) who argues that there are common morpho-syntactic
properties shared by the ā -conjugation involving a voice feature.
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After thematic vowel insertion, the structure in (39) is changed into that in (44).

(44) Asp⁰

Asp⁰ AGR

v⁰ Asp⁰

v⁰ TV Asp⁰ TV
+perf

Root
/am/ /-ā-/ /-v-/ /-i-/ /-sti/

The VIs for the Regular Perfect forms are given below:

(45) TV --> /-ā-/ Head a ____
/-ē-/ Head e ____
/-ī-/ Head i ____

(46) AGR Suffixes:
b. /-stis/ <--> [+participant, +plural] AGR / [+perfect]ASP_____
e. /-sti/ <--> [+participant] AGR / [+perfect]ASP _____
a. /-mus/ <--> [+author, +plural]AGR
d. /-Ø/ <--> [+author ]AGR / [+perfect]ASP _____
c. /-unt/ <--> [-participant, +plural] AGR
f. /-t/ <--> [-participant] AGR

(47) Regular Perfect (the subscript -i indicates that the perfect Thematic Vowel
is / i- /:
/-vi -/ <--> [+perfect] Asp

We thus have an account for perfect regular morphology:

(48) Present Perfect
laud-ā-mus laud-ā-v-i-mus ‘praise’
aud-ī-mus aud-ī-v-i-mus ‘hear
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(49) Asp⁰

Asp⁰ AGR

v⁰ Asp⁰

v⁰ TV Asp⁰ TV
+perf

Root
/am/ /-ā-/ /-v-/ /-i-/ /-sti/

Irregular perfect morphology is the standard case in Conjugations II and III. It
is also found, although unusually, in Conjugations I and IV. As already men-
tioned, irregular morphology is found only in athematic constructions.

(50) Allomorphy in Latin Perfects (from Embick and Halle (2004))
Conj. Verb Perfect Gloss. Type

a. I laud-ā-mus laud-ā-v-ī ‘praise’ Thematic + -v-
b. I crep-ā-mus crep-u-ī 15 ‘rattle’ Athematic + v-
c. I iuv-ā-mus iūv-ī ‘help’ Athematic + -Ø-

I – – – Athematic + -s-
I – – – Athematic + -Ø-+

Reduplication
d. II del-ē-mus del-e-v-ī ‘destroy’ Thematic + -v-
e. II mon-ē-mus mon-u-ī ‘warn’ Athematic + -v-
f. II sed-ē-mus sēd-ī ‘sit’ Athematic + -Ø-
g. II man-ē-mus man-s-ī ‘remain’ Athematic + -s-
h. II mord-ē-mus mo-mord-ī ‘bite’ Athematic + -Ø-+

Reduplication
i- III pet-i-mus petī-v-ī ‘seek’ Thematic + -v-
j. III vom-i-mus vom-v-ī ‘vomit’ Athematic + -v-
k. III vert-i-mus vert-ī ‘turn’ Athematic + -Ø-
l. III dūc-i-mus dūc-s-ī ‘lead’ Athematic + -s-
m. III cad-i-mus ce-cid-ī ‘fall’ Athematic + -Ø-+

Reduplication
n. III(i) cup-i-mus cup-ī-v-ī ‘desire’ Thematic + -v-
o. III(i) rap-i-mus rap-u-ī ‘seize’ Athematic + -v-

15 The alternation [u]/[v(=w)] is due to syllable structure: [u] appears after consonants, [v]
after vowels. For the sake of simplicity, I assume that the underlying form of the suffix is /v/
instead of a syllabically unspecified /U/.
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p. III(i) cap-i-mus cēp-ī ‘take’ Athematic + -Ø-
q. III(i) -spic-i-mus spec-s-ī ‘peer’ Athematic + -s-
r. III(i) par-i-mus pe-per-ī ‘bring forth’ Athematic + -Ø-+

Reduplication
s. IV aud-ī-mus aud-ī-v-ī ‘hear’ Thematic + -v-
t. IV aper-ī-mus aper-u-ī ‘open’ Athematic + -v-
u. IV ven-ī-mus vēn-ī ‘come’ Athematic + -Ø-
v. IV farc-ī-mus far-s-ī ‘stuff’ Athematic + -s-

IV – – – Athematic + -Ø-+
Reduplication

The basic cases are given below:

(51) Perfect forms:
a. mon-u-i-mus ‘remind’ Athematic forms with -v-
b. dūc-s-i-mus ‘lead’ Athematic forms with -s-
c. prand-Ø-i-mus ‘take breakfast’ Athematic forms with -Ø- (+ablaut)
d. to-tond-Ø-i-mus ‘shear’

(pres. tond-ē-mus)
Athematic forms with -Ø- +reduplication

No surface phonological generalization can account for the distribution of the
different allomorphs of the perfect. The exponent /-v-/ is found both after vow-
els and consonants, e.g. delēvī, monuī . The exponent /-s-/ is found both after
vowels and consonants: divīsī, scrīpsī

Generalizations can be captured only if the underlying morphosyntactic con-
figuration is accessed. Once this is done, one can observe that /-s-/ and /-Ø-/ are
found only after consonants. However, saying this is essentially saying that these
exponents are directly attached to a root, i.e., they occur in an athematic con-
struction.16 Furthermore, one also observes that only the exponent /-v-/ appears
after thematic vowels, whereas a variety of perfect exponents is found in athe-
matic conditions.

16 And still no root phonological property can select between them, and we still need to resort
to a root diacritic to do this.
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(52) Distribution of Perfect exponence
Perfect -v- / Thematic __

-v- / Athematic __
-Ø-
-s-
-Ø-+ Reduplication

We can now proceed to an analysis of Latin perfect forms. The absence of the
root thematic vowel is accounted for as before in Italian. Athematic verbs are
exceptions to TV insertion when Asp⁰ is [+perfect]:

(53) root[-TV] = curr, ed, scrib, leg, ser, etc.

Regular verbs, together with verbs such as those in (51)a0, form the Perfect
with the suffix /-v-/, which can be considered the elsewhere case. The verbs in
(51)b) form the Perfect with the suffix /-s-/, whereas those in (51)c,d) take the
suffix /-Ø-/. In (51)d) there is also root reduplication. Each of these [+perf]Asp
exponents is followed by the vowel -i-, which I assume is the realization of a TV
position attached to Asp⁰:

(54) a. /-Ø-/ <---> Perfect / RootØ ___, rootØ= leg, etc
b. /-s-/ <---> Perfect / Roots- ___, roots = scrib, etc.
c. /-v-/ <---> Perfect

(55) Asp⁰

Asp⁰ AGR

v⁰ Asp⁰

Asp⁰ TV
+perf

Root
/scrib/ /-s-/ /-i-/ /-sti/
/leg/ /Ø/ /-i-/ /-sti/

/mon/ /v/ /-i-/ /-sti/

Reduplication is due to a special Morpho-Phonological rule which is not dis-
cussed here. Also, I will not discuss the other Morpho-Phonological and phono-
logical rules needed to derive surface Latin irregular perfect forms (see Calabrese
(2013, forthcoming)
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(54)a,b) require access to root diacritics. Therefore, they can apply only in con-
dition of locality with the root, i.e., in nodes that are adjacent to it. Therefore,
as in Italian, irregular aspectual morphology can occur only in athematic con-
structions where this adjacency is found, as shown in (56).

(56) Locality in Latin Verbs

Athematic Thematic
Asp⁰

Asp⁰ v⁰

Root Asp⁰ Root TV Asp⁰

This explains the distribution of the perfect exponents in (50). It also follows
that complex ASP allomophy, i.e., a situation in which Asp⁰ is realized with dif-
ferent exponents, can be found only in athematic constructions.

4 PIE verbal morphology

I will now consider the development of Latin perfects from the reconstructed
verbal morphology of PIE.

PIE verbs are traditionally described as being organized into ‘systems‘
based on the different “stem” forms. The basic stem systems are the so-called
Present, the Perfect and the Aorist, which are distinguished in terms of aspec-
tual features. Here I will be unable to discuss the semantic differences of the
different aspect forms, and will simply assume that they are characterized by
the following features:

(57) Present Aorist Perfect
perfective – + +
stative – – +

Other traditional stem systems are the Future, the Passive, the Causative, the
Desiderative, the Denominative and the Intensive/Frequentatives. Some of
them will be considered later.
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Each system includes mood distinctions: indicative, subjunctive, optative,
imperative.

(58) Aspect Present Aorist Perfect
Perfective – + +
Stative – – +
Mood Ind Subj Opt Imp Ind Subj Opt Imp Ind Subj Opt Imp
irrealis – + + – – + + – – + + –
desiderative – – + + – – + + + + + +

The basic verbal morpho-syntactic structure of PIE verbs can be observed in the
following forms from Vedic Sanskrit and Classical Greek, where one observes
that voice and subject agreement Phi-features (person and number) are realized
as a single exponent, which also includes tense distinctions (+/-Past):

(59) a. kṛṇuyāt́a ‘make-Imperfective-Optative-Active-2PL Root: kar
[[[[kar]root nau]Aspect yā]Mood ta]Tense+Voice+AGR
δεικνύοιτε ‘point-Imperfective-Optative-Active-2PL Root: deik
[[[[ deik]rootnu]Aspectoi ]Mood te ]Tense+Voice+AGR

b. kṛṇávadhve ‘make-Imperfective-Subjuntive-Middle-2PL
[[[[kar]root nau]Aspect a]Mood dhve]Tense+Voice+AGR
δεικνύητε ‘point-Imperfective-Subjuntive-Middle-2PL
[[[[ deik]rootnu]Aspect e: ]Mood te ]Tense+Voice+AGR

I therefore assume that the basic morphosyntactic structure of PIE verbs, which
is essentially maintained in Sanskrit and C. Greek, is that in (60):

(60)
Mood⁰

Asp⁰

v
Root Asp Mood T+Voice+AGR

Skt. [[[kar
deik

]root nau]Aspect yāMood ta]Tense+Voice+AGR
Gk. [[[[ ]root nu]Aspect oi ]Mood ]Tense+Voice+AGRte
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Present (imperfect) aspect displays a wide variety of affixes (based on Ringe
(2006: 27–28), see also Rix et al. (1986), Szemerenyi (1996)).17,18

(61) Root presents. There is no overt suffixal element
*h1és-Ø- ∼ *h1s-Ø- ‘be’, Root: h₁es *h1ḗd-Ø- ∼ *h1éd-Ø- ‘eat’, Root: h₁ed

Presents with no overt suffixal element and reduplication with *Ce
*dʰé-dʰeh1-Ø- ∼ *dʰé-dʰh1-Ø- ‘be putting’, Root: dʰeh₁

Presents with no overt suffixal element and reduplication with with *Ci
*stí-steh2-Ø- ∼ *stí-sth2-Ø- ‘be getting up (in a standing position), Root: steh₂

Presents infixed with *né - *n:
*li-né-kw- ∼ *li-n-kw- ‘be leaving behind’, Root: leikʷ

Presents with suffix *néw - *nw/nu:
*tn-̥néw- ∼ * tn̥-nu- ‘be stretching’, Root: ten

Present with accented suffixal -e-19:
*wrg̥- é - ‘work’, Root: werg/wrg̥

Present with suffixal -e- and root accent:
*bʰér-e- ‘bring’, Root: bʰer/bhṛ

Present with suffixal -e- and reduplication with reduplicated with *Ci-
*si-sd-é- ‘be sitting down’, Root: sed

Presents in *-yé-
*wrg̥-yé- ‘be working’, Root: werg

Presents in *-yḗ (with accent on the root)
*gwhédʰ-ye- ‘keep asking for’, Root: gwhédʰ

17 Some of these affixes may have had different non-aspectual functional or derivational
properties originally in pre-PIE stages, cf. the causative flavor of the ne-affix (Bertocci, forth-
coming, Meiser 1993). Such properties can no longer be clearly identified at the PIE stage (see
Burrow 1955: 302). At this stage, these suffixes can only treated as aspectual markers.
18 I will not deal with accent and zero-grade alternations that are fundamental to understand
the complex morpho-phonology of the ancient IE language (see Calabrese (2019) for an analy-
sis of these alternations in Vedic Sanskrit). I will also put aside the so-called o-grade by which
vowel *-e- became -o- in determined morpho-phonological environment. For the sake of sim-
plicity, I will refer to this vowel as just /-e-/ in the examples.
19 In Calabrese (2019) I show that suffixal “thematic” /-a-/ of Sanskrit is just one of the expo-
nents of the ASP node like -nau-, -na- etc. not an ornamental “thematic” vowel like in Latin.
I assume that it is the same for PIE. As mentioned above, see also Calabrese (2019) for discus-
sion of the accentual and zero grade properties of this vowel: it is always accented – unless
preceded by another accented syllable, in which case it is the latter syllable to get ictus – and
never undergoes zero grade, whereas aspectual suffixes such as /-new-/, /-ne-/, even if they
can be assigned accent, may lose it, and then undergo zero grade, when followed by an ac-
cented suffix.
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Therefore, I propose that that the present allomorphs that form the different clas-
ses mentioned above involve root dependent realizations of [-perfect] aspect:

(62) Sanskrit PIE cf. Greek
[[bhav]Root - a]Aspect *- e] Aspect - e]Aspect
[[raudh]Root - na]Aspect *- ne] Aspect - ne]Aspect
[[pas]Root - ya]Aspect *- ye] Aspect - ie]Aspect
[[star]Root -nau]Aspect *- new] Aspect -nü]Aspect
[[ad]Root - Ø]Aspect *- Ø] Aspect - Ø]Aspect

Given (62), one can propose that [-perfect] aspect is realized through the differ-
ent root dependent VI listed below:

(63) a. /*-e-/ <--> [-perfect]Aspect / Root
-a-____

b. /*-ye-/ <--> [-perfect]Aspect / Root
-ya-____

c. /*-ne-/ <--> [-perfect]Aspect / Root
-na- ____

d. /*-new-/ <--> [-perfect]Aspect / Root
-nau-____

e. /*-Ø-/ <--> [-perfect]Aspect / Root
-Ø-____

In (63), we have a complex system of root-conditioned contextual allomorphy
in present aspect. Observe that the different VIs in (63) can apply only if they
have access to root-based information (root -diacritics). Therefore, they can
apply only when the root and the aspect node are adjacent, i.e., in a local con-
figuration that allows morphemic interactions:

(64) Locality in PIE Verb:
Asp⁰

Root Asp⁰

In contrast, mood and AGR suffixes never shows complex root-conditioned allo-
morphy: they only show a single exponent, i.e., subjunctive /*-e-/; optative /*-
yeH1-/, as expected since they are not in a local configuration with the root.
Exponent variation in this case can only be conditioned by Aspect.
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(65)

Mood⁰

Asp⁰

v⁰
Root Asp⁰ Mood T⁰ + Voice⁰+ AGR 

We can now consider the perfect and aorist system. There are two types of per-
fect: root perfects and reduplicated perfects:

(66) a. Root perfects:
*woyd-Ø- ∼ *wid-Ø- ‘know’ (root: weid)

b. Reduplicated perfects:
*me-món-Ø- ∼ *me-mn-Ø- ‘remember’ (root: men)

The aorist system stem has different formations. The simple aorist is taken di-
rectly from the root stem. The s-aorist is formed with the suffixation of /-s-/ to
the stem. The “thematic” aorist is formed with suffixal /-e-/ The reduplicating
aorist involves reduplication and suffixal /-e-/20:

(67) a. The root aorist with no overt suffixal element:
*gʷém-Ø- ∼ *gʷm-̥Ø- ‘step’ (root: gʷem)
*bʰuh2-Ø- ‘become’ (root: bʰeuh₂)

b. The /-s-/ aorist.
*dḗyk’-s- ‘point out’ (root: deikʼ)
*wḗg’ʰ-s- ‘transport’ (root: wegʰ)

c. The /-é-/ aorist (traditionally called the thematic aorist)
*h2ludʰ-é- ‘arrive’ (root: h₂leudʰ)
Reduplicating aorist
*wé-wk-e- ‘say’ (root wek)

I assume that the perfect and aorist have the morpho-syntactic structures in (68):

20 Some Indo-European languages such as Sanskrit and Greek display a prefixal vowel, the
so-called augment (Gr. ε-/ Skt. a-), in past tenses such as the aorist and the imperfect. Since it
is irrelevant in the analysis presented here, I will not consider it.
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(68)
Mood⁰

Asp⁰

v⁰
Root Asp⁰ T⁰ + Voice⁰ + AGR

|
Perfect: [+perfect, +stative]
Aorist: [+perfect, –stative] 

(Mood⁰)   

The VIs are given below. Reduplication is due to special MP rules which are not
discussed here.

(69) Perfect:
/*-Ø-/ <--> [+Perf. +stat]

(70) Aorist:
/*-Ø-/ <--> [+perfect, -stative] / RootØ ___
/*-s-/ <--> [+perfect, -stative] / Roots ___
/*-e-/ <--> [+perfect, -stative] / Roote ___

As in the case of the present, in the case of the perfect and of the aorist there is
a complex system of root-conditioned contextual allomorphy. I assume that
this is possible because the root and aspect node are adjacent

(71) Locality in PIE Verbs
Asp⁰

Root Asp⁰

To understand the development of the Latin conjugation system, one must con-
sider PIE derived stems. We have the following derived verbs:

(72) Statives in -eh1-
*h1rudh-éh1- ‘be red’ (*h1rewdh- ‘red’)
Factitives in -eh2-
*néwe-h2- ‘renew’ (*newo ‘new’)
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Causatives and iteratives in *-éye- (with o-grade root) from basic roots:
*sod-éye- ‘seat (someone)’ (*sed ‘sit down’)
*bhor-éye- ‘be carrying around’ (*bher ‘carry’)

Desideratives in *-sé, with and without reduplication Ci from basic roots,
*wéid-se- ‘want to see’ (*weyd ‘catch sight of’)
*k’i-k’l-̥se- ‘try to conceal’ (*k’el ‘hide’)

Denominatives in -yé- formed from nominals:
*h2k’h2ows-yé- ‘be sharp-heared (*h2ek ‘sharp’ and *k’h2éw-es ‘hear’)

Factitives in *-yé- formed from adjectives:
*prk̥to-yé- ‘frighten’ (*pr̥kto- ‘afraid’)

Originally verb-forming suffixes were associated with present (imperfect) aspect
and were incompatible with other aspectual markers (see Ridge (2006: 26–35),
Sihler (1995: 494) for discussion and possible historical motivation for this situa-
tion). Probably this indicates that the v⁰-node under which these derivatives
were inserted and the Asp⁰ node were originally fused together (see Calabrese
(2019) for discussion). But evidence from Vedic Sanskrit (a few cases (73)) and
Classical Greek (the regular situation (74)) show that verb-forming derivative suf-
fixes must have been able to co-occur with aspectual suffixes already in later
stages of the Proto-language:

(73) Aorist denominative/Causative in Vedic Sanskrit
pāp -ay-is-̣ from pāpa-ya- (denominative /-ya-/) ‘lead into evil (pāpa)’
vyath-ay-is- from vyath-aya- (causative /-aya-/) ‘disturb’
dhvan-ay-is- from dhvan-aya- ‘envelope’

(74) Aorist denominative/Causative in Greek (just stem, no augment)
-οἰϰ-η-σ- <*woik-eye-se ‘inhabit’ (Denominative from οἰϰos ‘house’)
-φορ- η-σ- <bhor-eye-se- ‘carry about/wear’ (Causative from φερω ‘bring’)

We can then assume that at later stages of proto-language the v⁰ node was no
longer fused with Asp⁰, and that these derivatives were independently gener-
ated under the v⁰ node. The derived verbs in (72) had thus the morpho-
syntactic structure in (75):
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(75)

Mood⁰

Asp⁰

v⁰

Root Caus/Des/Den/etc. T + Voice⁰ +  AGRAsp⁰ Mood⁰

This is the situation that can be reconstructed for pre-Latin, as discussed below.

5 The development of the Latin perfect system

The major change in the development of Latin Verbal System was the confla-
tion of the PIE aorist and Perfect. In this paper, I will not deal with the reasons
of this change or with its syntactico-semantic consequences, but only with its
implications for the verbal morphology of Latin.

As we saw in sect., the perfectum exponents of Latin are those in (76):

(76) a. /-Ø-/ <---> Perfect / RootØ ___, rootØ= vert, etc
b. /-s-/ <---> Perfect / Roots- ___, roots = scrib, etc.
c. /-v-/ <---> Perfect

The exponent /-v-/ cannot be traced back to PIE, is not found in other Italic lan-
guages and is peculiar to Latin.21 /-s-/ and /-Ø-/ can instead be traced back to
PIE. They, in fact, are etymologically related to the PIE VIs in (69) and (70), re-
peated in (77):

21 According to Sihler (1995: 585), the default exponent /-v (=[w])-/ for Aspect [+perf, +stat]
may have originally developed as a hiatus filler between the thematic vowel and vocalic
endings. If this is correct, one must assume that at one point there was a general use of /-
Ø-/ as the default exponent of ASP. Once the hiatus breaking /-w-/ was reanalyzed as an
exponent of ASP, as proposed by Sihler, /-Ø-/ became the exponent of ASP for roots not
taking /-s-/. See Sihler (1995: ibid.) for discussion of other accounts of the development of
this exponent.
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(77) a. Perfect:
/*-Ø-/ <--> [+Perf. +stat]

b. Aorist:
/*-Ø-/ <--> [+perfect, -stative] / RootØ ___
/*-s-/ <--> [+perfect, -stative] / Roots ___

Latin /-s-/ directly derives from PIE Aorist /-s-/. Latin /-Ø-/ instead derives from
both PIE Perfect and Aorist /-Ø-/. So we have perfect forms with reduplication
that underwent changes such as the following22 sēd-Ø-ī < *se-sd-Ø-> ‘sit’ (Sihler
(1995: 582). At the same time, we have aorist forms that were preserved in
Latin: fīd-Ø-ī < *bhʰeid-Ø-, Infectum present findō ‘split’ (cf. Skt. bhinátti 3sg
pres. vs. bhét /bháit-Ø-t 3sg. aor.), līqu-Ø-ī <leikw, Infectum present linquō
‘leave’ (cf. Skt. riṇakti 3sg pres. vs. riktám /rik-Ø-tam/ 2du Aor.)(see Sihler
(1995: 581–2) for more examples and detailed discussion).

The PIE derived verbs discussed above played a major role in the develop-
ment of Latin Verbal System and formed the bases for the regular verbal conju-
gations. In contrast, the original underived PIE verb forms became a closed,
relic class and gave rise to the third irregular conjugation.

In Pre-Latin, as in Greek, verb-forming derivatives were inserted under the
v⁰-node independently of Asp⁰ suffixes as in (75). Therefore, there could be an
overt suffixal piece such as the -eye- characteristic of causatives in PIE, the -ye
of denominatives, the -eH1- characteristic of statives, etc., between root and
ASP in all forms of the verb. In Latin, this overt piece became the thematic
vowel appearing between root and aspect in all forms of the verb, including in
the Perfectum forms (Ernout 1989, Sihler 1995).

The -ā- conjugation developed mostly from denominatives in -ye- whose bases
were the nominal stems of the -ā-(<*-eH2-) declension: /-ā-/ < *-eH2-ye: e.g. curō
‘cure’ (cf. curā ‘cure’).

The -ē- conjugation developed mostly from the stative suffix -ē-(<*-eH2-), or
from causatives in -*eye-( with o-grade of root): /-ē-/<*-eH1: e.g., sedeō‘I am sit-
ting’ (<*sed-eH1- (cf. sīdo (*si-sd-) ‘I sit down’, /-ē-/<*-eye: e.g. moneō ‘I warn’
(<mon-eye-) (cf. re-min-isc-or, root:men)

The -ī- conjugation developed mostly from from denominatives in -*ye-, /-ī-/
<*-denominative -*ye: e.g. f īnio ‘limit’ (cf. f īnis ‘end’). But also original stems in
-*ye-: venio ‘come’ (<*gwen-ye-).

22 The presence of /-Ø-/ is usually associated with root vowel lengthening. The reasons for
this and the relevant morpho-phonological rule governing this process are not discussed here
(see Sihler (1995: 582, Calabrese (2013, 2019) for discussion)
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In this way, thematic perfects such as those in (78) developed23:

(78) am-ā-v-ī
fīn-ī-v-i

Assuming that the thematic vowels were just ornamental phonology as dis-
cussed above, a crucial development in the history of Latin is then the change
by which the v-forming derivatives such as /-*eye-/, /-*ye-/, /-*eH1-/, etc., lost
their functional motivation as exponents of v0 and became purely structural el-
ements representing “ornamental” pieces inserted by the rule in (13)/(43):

(79) v⁰ v⁰

v⁰

root v⁰ root v⁰ TV
ā Ø ā

In contrast, in the case of PIE underived verbs, there was no overt piece between
root and aspectual exponent in all forms of the verb. These are the verbs that as
mentioned above gave rise to the third (irregular) conjugation. What appears to
have happened in the case of these verbs is that they acquired a thematic vowel
unless there was a root conditioned exponent in Asp⁰. So, the verbs of the third
conjugation have a thematic vowel in the forms such as the following24:

23 The thematic vowel /-ī-/ was shortened after roots such cap, giving rise to the third i-
conjugation. I will not discuss this process here.
24 Morr Halle (2018) observes that the thematic vowel that appears in the infectum forms of the
third conjugation shares properties both with the vowel /- ā-/ of the first conjugation and
with the vowel /-ī-/ of the fourth conjugation and of the third i-conjugation. On the one hand,
like /- ā-/, it deletes before initial suffixes (am-ā-ō→amō, cf. duc-TV-ō →ducō, vs. mon-ē-
ō→moneō, aud-ī-ō →audiō, cap-ī-ō →capiō). On the other hand, like /-ī-/, it triggers the insertion
of an ornamental piece /-ē-/ in the imperfect indicative (aud-ī-ē-bam →audiēbam, cap-ī-ē-
bam →capiēbam, cf. duc-TV-ē-bam →ducēbam, vs. am-ā-bam, vs. mon-ē-bam) and it selects /-ē-/
as an exponent of the future. Halle proposes the following rules to account for the phenomena
just discussed:
(i) TV deletion:

[-cons, +back]→Ø/ [ __ ]TV -V
(ii) Imperfect Augment:

Ø→ ē / [ +high ]TV __ [ b-, -perf., +past]
(iii) Future exponents

/-ē-/ <--> [+fut]/ [+high]TV __
/-b-/ <--> [+fut]
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(80) dūc-i-mus dūc-ē-bāmus dūc-ē-mus dūc-ā-mus dūc-e-remus dūc-i-te
Pres. Ind. Imperf. Ind. Fut. Ind. Pres. Subj Imperf. Subj. Imper
dūc-e-re
Inf.

However, a thematic vowel was never inserted if there was a root conditioned
exponent in Asp⁰.

(81) Athematic Perfects
dūc-s-īmus dūc-s-erāmus dūc-s-erimus dūc-s-erīmus dūc-s-issemus
(dūximus)25 (dūxerāmus) (dūxerimus) (dūxerīmus) (dūxissemus)
lēg-Ø-i lēg-Ø-erāmus lēg-Ø-erimus lēg-Ø-erīmus lēg-Ø-issemus

If the thematic vowel had been inserted in this case, the adjacency required for
these exponents would have been lost, and they would have been replaced by the
regular A exponent /-v-/. Given that this did not happen, we have to assume that
roots of third conjugation verbs were analyzed as having the diacritic [-TV]; there-
fore, they were considered to be exceptions to the TV insertion rule in the Perfect.

These innovations from PIE to Latin lead to a situation in which there was
irregularity in the athematic forms and regularity in the thematic forms. The
presence of the TV involved regular morphology. The thematic vowel appears
in all cases where there is no root-conditioned contextual allomorphy. If there
is root-conditioned contextual allomorphy, then there is no TV. Again, we can
assume that this follows from the fact that only in this case, the aspectual node
can access the root diacritics needed for the application of the specific VIs.

Note that forms were not simply preserved in the passage from PIE to Latin.
There was a major redistribution of exponents so that the use of /-s-/ was ex-
tended to new verbs. For example, this is what we find in the following cases

The special behavior of the third conjugation thematic vowel can be captured if it involves
a [+high] and [+back] vowel, i.e. [ɨ], which would be deleted by (i) and triggers the application
of (ii) and (iii). When it occurred before a consonant, and therefore it was not deleted, this
would be fronted by the rule in (iv) (cf. dūcimus, dūcite; the /e/ in dūceremus, dūcere is ac-
counted for by an independently needed rule lowering short [i] before rhotics.:
(iv) [-round]→[-back]/ [ __, -low]

If this analysis is correct, one can propose that the verbs of the third (irregular) conjugation
acquired the thematic vowel [ɨ] in the infectum.
25 The diacritic [-TV] was extended to the most of the roots of second and third i- conjugations
and also to some roots of the other conjugations (cf.(50)). The reasons for this extensions are
unclear to me. Further research is needed on this point.
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where the Ø-allomorph of the Perfect aspect is replaced by the /-s-/, especially
when there is a prefixal element. Crucially the redistribution occurred only in
athematic constructions:

(82) Redistribution of the exponents in athematic contexts:
a. iungō iunxī (<iugī, cf. vincō/vicī, frango/frēgi, rumpo/rūpī)

pingō pinxī (<pigī)
fingō finxī (<figī)
pangō panxī/pepigī

If there was a prefixal element:
b. momordī praemorsī (< prae-mord-)

pepercī compersī (< con-perd-)
pupugī compunxī (< con-pung-)
pepulī expulsī (< ex-pulg-)

c. ēmī dempsī (< de-em-)
iēcī amixī (< ami-iac-)
lēgī intellexī (< inter-leg-)

Observe that given that verbal derivatives such as /-*eye-/, /-*ye-/, /-*eH1-/,
etc., could occur with aspectual exponents, if root adjacency did not matter,
one could expect the development of forms in which a root conditioned allo-
morph such as /-s-/ could appear with a derivative, and eventually a TV. No
such a development took place in Latin. Whereas there are cases in which regu-
lar /-v-/ can be found in athematic contexts, there are no cases in which /-s-/
was extended to thematic contexts, despite the presence of surface forms that
display the sequence ī-s-ī (cf. divīsī <divid-s-ī), mīsī (<mitt-s-ī), rīsī (<rid-s-ī)26:

(83) moneō monuī
volō voluī
domō domuī
saliō saluī
aperiō aperuī
rapiō rapuī

(84) †sal-ī-s-ī, †rap-ī-s-ī

26 † indicates that such forms were never attested.
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Notice that nothing in principle could have prevented /-s-/ to appear with
a thematic vowel. However, the prediction is that if that had happened, /-s-/
also should have become a regular, non-root conditioned exponent.27 This did
not happen. The exponent /-s-/ remained root-conditioned, and therefore its
presence required a local configuration, i.e., node adjacency. It follows that it
could be found only in athematic forms

(85) Locality in Latin Verbs
Athematic Thematic

Asp⁰
Asp⁰ v⁰

Root Asp⁰ Root TV Asp⁰

This holds also for /-Ø-/. It thus also follows that allomorphic complexity, the
possibility of multiple root conditioned exponents for ASP is restricted to cases
in which ASP is adjacent to the root node, i.e. in athematic contexts.

Note that in all of these diachronic developments, the actual forms changed,
they were not preserved: there was no preservation of actual forms, what was
preserved, however, was a structural property: complex root-conditioned allo-
morpy was possible only under adjacency with the root.

6 From Latin to Romance perfects

As shown in Calabrese (2016a), the changes leading to the Romance perfects
appear to respect this principle. Putting aside the case in which athematic
verbs became thematic, i.e., regular, (86), the following changes occurred in
Italian (87)

(86) A number of verbs lost the diacritic preventing TV insertion. Thus they
became thematic, and displayed regular morphology in the past.
exigere exēgī --> esigere esigei/esigetti
potere potuī potere potei
debere debuī dovere dovei/dovetti
etc.

27 This may have actually happened in Classical Greek (see Calabrese (2019)).
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(87) Morphological Changes:
a. Redistribution of the exponents of the vocabulary items – where the

exponent
/-Ø-/ was replaced by either /-s-/ or /-v-/
accendere accend-Ø-ī --> accend-s-i Italian: accesi
legere lēg-Ø-ī --> leg-s-i lessi
absolvere absolv-Ø-ī --> absol-s-i absolsi
respondēre respond-Ø-ī --> respond-s-i risposi
movēre mōv-Ø-ī --> mov-s-i mossi
venīre vēn-Ø-ī --> ven-u-i venni
bibere bib-Ø-ī --> bib-u-i bevvi,
etc.

b. Loss of MP Rules. Reduplication was eliminated .The null exponent /-Ø-/
characteristic of the reduplicated forms was replaced by /-s-/ or /-v- /
mordere momordī --> morsi
currere cucurrī --> cursi
cadere cecidī --> cadui

In the same way, new creations with suffixal /-s-/28 are found in all other Italo-
Romance varieties that have synthetic perfect forms. Crucially, if a new form is
created, /-s-/ is attached directly to the root in an athematic construction. For
example, one has developments such as the following ones:

(88) Tuscan
dialects:

volsi (< vol-s-i) ‘turn’, salsi (< sal-s-i) ‘clim’, ʃersi (< ʃeʎ-s-i)
‘choose’, sensi (< sent-s-i) ‘feel’, morse (< mor-s-i) ‘die’,
viense, (< ven-s-i) ‘come’

Umbrian: krese (< kred-s-i) ‘believe’, tienzi (< ten-s-i) ‘hold’, morze
(< mor-s-i) ‘die’

Salentino: wesi/ose(< ol-i) ‘want’, krise (< kred-s-i) ‘believe’, morse
(< mor-s-i) ‘die’.

From what we see in (87) and (88), we can conclude that irregular morphology
in Italo-Romance varieties is restricted only to athematic constructions, as ex-
pected in the theory developed in this paper. Only in these type of construc-
tions, in fact, do we have the local structural configuration that allows root-

28 See Calabrese (2016a), for examples involving the other root-conditioned exponents of the
Latin perfect in other Italo-Romance varieties. As expected they appear only in in athematic
constructions.
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conditioned contextual allomorphy. Therefore, only regular morphology is pos-
sible when the verbal thematic vowels is present.

It is important to observe that there are indeed cases in which the special
suffix /-s-/ is found in thematic constructions. Crucially in this case, it has be-
come the regular exponent of the perfect (Rohlfs (1968)) Thus, the suffix /-s-/ is
found with regular verbs such as ‘eat’, ‘sing’, and ‘think’ in these varieties:

(89) Colle Sannita: vənize ‘he came’
morize ‘he died’
təneze ‘he kept’
faʧeze ‘he did’
maɲɲaze ‘he ate’

Melfi: kantaze ‘he sang’

San Bartolomeo in Galdo: faʧeze ‘he did’
diʧeze ‘he said’
penzese ‘he thought’
vendikeze ‘he avenged’

Despite the phonological diversity, we observe preservation across Romance29 of
the morphological system of Latin. Thus, in the development of Romance perfect
forms there is essentially preservation of the morphological properties of the
Latin perfect system: Irregularity in the athematic forms/ regularity in the the-
matic forms. Crucially, we are not dealing with a preservation of forms, but of
structural properties: contextual allomorphy is found only in local configura-
tions. Despite all of the morphological restructuring we have observed in 4 mil-
lennia of history from PIE to Romance, root-conditioned contextual allomorphy
in verbal forms has remained possible only in positions adjacent to the root.

7 Conclusions

As discussed by Kiparsky (1986), historical changes in grammatical structures
provide the best “window” on the actual composition of these structure in so far
as we expect that the components of the structures play a role in the changes.

29 In fact, this is not restricted to Italo-Romance. As argued in Calabrese (2016a), the dichot-
omy: irregularity in the athematic forms/ regularity in the thematic forms is a characteristic
feature of all Romance varieties.
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The morphological changes we observe in the historical development of the
Perfect from PIE to Romance are most adequately accounted when analyzed in
terms of morphosyntactic structures involving morphemes such as roots, the-
matic vowels, aspect and tense whose interactions are governed by a simple
locality principle involving adjacency. If this analysis is correct, it provides
further support to theories stating that all morphological interactions are local
(cf. Bobaljik (2012), Embick (2010), Moskal (2015), a.o.).30 Obviously only further
research on other branches of Indo-European, on other phenomena and other lan-
guage families will show that adjacency truly governs allomorphic interactions.
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Anna Cardinaletti and Giuliana Giusti

Multiple agreement in Southern Italian
dialects

1 Introduction

In Southern Italian varieties of Sicily, Calabria and Apulia, motion verbs enter
multiple agreement constructions like the ones listed in (1), in which V1 and V2
are inflected for the same Person and Tense features1:

(1) a. vɔ ˈmaɲdʒə (Martina Franca, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 690)
go.1p.sg eat.1p.sg

b. va[japp]igghio u pani (Marsala, Sicily, Cardinaletti & Giusti 2003: 32)
go.1p.sg a fetch.1p.sg the bread

c. vinni mu ti viju (Southern Calabria, Rohlfs 1969: 103)
come.past.1p.sg mu you.cl eat.1p.sg

d. vau ku mˈmaɲdʒu (Mesagne, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 692)
go.1p.sg ku eat.1p.sg

As noted since Rohlfs (1969: §761, §788, §789), the three connecting elements in
(1b–d) have a different diatopic distribution. A is attested in Sicily and Apulia,2

mu and its variants mi, ma, u and i are restricted to north-eastern Sicily and
Calabria,3 while ku is restricted to Apulia.

Anna Cardinaletti and Giuliana Giusti, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

Note: This paper is dedicated to Rita, a senior sister linguist for us. We have known Rita’s
name since our very first year of classes, as her paper on control was part of the syllabus of
our introduction to linguistics at Ca’ Foscari, 1980–81, taught by Guglielmo Cinque. Reading
and trying to understand that paper was probably our first experience of theoretical argumen-
tation; and knowing that it was by an Italian, and a young woman, was certainly of stimulus
for us to entertain our own professional career.

1 We report the data as they are found in the literature. The transcription of the examples will
therefore not be consistent throughout the paper.
2 Rohlfs (1969: §761) reports that the inflected construction has a wider distribution across the
dialects of Italy, especially in the imperative. This is outside the scope of this paper.
3 The following examples illustrate some variants of the linker mu:
(i) a. vaju i pigghiu u pani (Roghudi, Calabria, Maesano 2016)

go.1p.sg i fetch.1p.sg the bread
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In their broad account of Italian dialects, Manzini & Savoia (2005) discuss
all constructions in (1) and treat (1a–b) as “aspectual constructions with finite
verbs” (see Volume 1: 688–701) and (1c–d) as “subjunctive in place of infini-
tives” (see Volume 1: 650–673). Other authors have limited their attention to
one of the constructions. Cases like (1b) are analysed by Cardinaletti & Giusti
(2001, 2003) for Sicilian and Ledgeway (2016) for Apulia; cases like (1c) are ana-
lysed by Chillà (2011) for Calabrian; cases like (1d) are analysed by Calabrese
(1993) for Salentino. Cases like (1a) are mentioned in all works.

In all of these works, two generalizations emerge. First, it is often the case
that more than one construction in (1) can coexist in one and the same variety
(often together with the infinitive on V2). For instance, Cardinaletti & Giusti
(2003: 374) note that the Sicilian dialect of Milazzo displays both a and mi;
Manzini & Savoia (2005: 691–2) provide examples from the Apulian dialect of
Mesagne where both a and ku are possible. Second, the constructions in (1)
have a different degree of restructuring: when tested against the properties in
(2), (1a–b) display monoclausal behaviour, while (1c–d) have a biclausal
structure:

(2) a. Restricted class of V1
b. Restrictions on Person and Tense
c. Possible reduced morphology on V1 or on V2
d. Presence / absence of arguments of V1
e. Anaphoric vs. disjoint reference of the subject of V2
f. Presence / absence of clitic climbing onto V1

The aim of this paper is to apply the diagnostics in (2) in order to distinguish
systematically among the constructions in (1) from a structural point of view, as
outlined in (3). As in Cardinaletti & Giusti (2001: 374), we call (3a) the
“Inflected construction” to capture the fact that V1 is parasitically inflected on
the features of V2 (which we express by suggesting that V1 is merged in t,
a head immediately higher than T), and (3b) the “Finite construction” to cap-
ture the fact that V1 selects a reduced subordinate clause (FinP) with an inde-
pendent TP (parallel to the type of subordinate clause found in Balkan

b. vaju u cattu u pani (Siderno, Calabria, Maesano 2016)
go.1p.sg u fetch.1p.sg the bread

c. vaju mi pigghiu u pani (Milazzo, Sicily, Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001: 374)
go.1p.sg mi fetch.1p.sg the bread
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languages which replaces infinitival constructions, cf. Calabrese 1993).
Multiple agreement thus arises in different ways in the two constructions4:

(3) a. [tP V1 [a [TP V2 [VP V2 (Inflected construction)
b. [TP V1 [VP V1 [FinP mu / ku [TP V2 [VP V2 (Finite construction)

Our second aim is to provide a more general picture of their diatopic distribu-
tion and observe how the structures in (3) can be entered by other verbal ele-
ments such as aspectuals and modals.

The connecting element in (1b) triggers Raddoppiamento sintattico (RS) on
V2. This has also been discussed for the Apulian dialects by Ledgeway (2016),
as in (4a). When the connecting element is absent, its presence can be detected
by the presence of RS, as in (4b):

(4) a. vok a ffattsə (Putignano, Apulia, Ledgeway 2016)
go.1p.sg a do.1p.sg

b. lu va ffazzu (Mesagne, Apulia, Ledgeway 2016)
it.cl go do.1p.sg

In (1a), no RS on V2 is found. Thus, the connecting element is truly missing.
The presence of a can be optional, as is the case of Enna. A in (5a) triggers RS;
in (5b) a is absent, and no RS is found5:

(5) a. vaju / vignu a ppigliu u pani. (Enna, Sicily, Di Caro 2015: 84)
go.1p.sg / come.1p.sg a fetch.1p.sg the bread

b. vaju / vignu pigliu u pani (Enna, Sicily, Di Caro 2015: 84)
go.1p.sg / come.1p.sg fetch.1p.sg the bread

Absence of the connecting element as in (1a) will be shown to arise in either
construction in (3).

4 As discussed in detail by Cardinaletti & Giusti (2001, 2003) and Ledgeway (2016), the
Inflected construction is not a coordination structure although the connecting element a is
diachronically related to the Latin conjunction AC. Cardinaletti & Giusti (2001: 374, 409, fn. 3)
also exclude that the Inflected construction is a serial verb construction because of the lack of
object sharing between V1 and V2 and the presence of the connecting element a. Manzini and
Savoia (2005: 701) envisage the possibility that the Inflected construction be a serial verb con-
struction (also see Cruschina 2013).
5 In the dialect of Marsala, lack of a without RS is only found in the imperative form
(Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001: 412, fn. 19).
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2 Lexical and morphological restrictions

2.1 Restrictions on V1

Being merged in one and the same clause as the lexical verb V2, V1 in the
Inflected construction qualifies as a functional verb. Its functional status corre-
lates with a restriction on the type of verbs that can appear as V1. In western
Sicily, the Inflected construction is possible with the most basic andative verbs
(6a). In central Sicily, the Inflected construction also allows for two aspectual
verbs, (6b). The most restricted distribution is found in Apulia where the
Inflected construction is limited to go, stand and want (6c)6:

(6) a. Marsala (Western Sicily) (Cardinaletti & Giusti 1998, 2001, 2003):
motion verbs: go, come, send, come by.

b. Delia (Central Sicily) (Di Caro 2015):
motion verbs: go, come, send, come by, come back;
aspectual verbs: come back (= do again), start.

c. Apulia (Manzini & Savoia 2005: 689; Ledgeway 2016):
motion verbs: go (rarely come).
aspectual verbs: go, stand.
modal verbs: want.

The Finite construction is much more productive in that many more verbs can ap-
pear as V1, as already noted by Calabrese (1993) for Salentino andManzini & Savoia
(2005) for Calabrian. In the detailed overview of three geographically adjacent
Southern Calabrian dialects (in the province of Reggio Calabria), Maesano (2016) re-
ports that the Finite construction can be selected bymostmotion verbs and, in addi-
tion, by most aspectual and modal verbs (7a). For the Finite construction with ku in
the Apulian dialects, Manzini & Savoia (2005) provide examples with verbs of the
three classes listed in (7b):

(7) a. Galati/Roghudi (Southern Calabria) (Maesano 2016):
motion verbs: go, come, send, come by, come back, go out, go down,
go up, run, come in, jump, arrive, stretch out, hurry up;
aspectual verbs: start, begin, finish, try, keep;
modal verbs: want, can, must.

6 Cardinaletti and Giusti (2001: 372) define motion verbs occurring in the Inflected construc-
tion as “semi-lexical”, namely “lexical categories merged as functional heads”. This is to cap-
ture the fact that they preserve the andative meaning while losing the goal argument (ibid.:
392f).
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b. Alliste, Carmiano, Copertino, Mesagne, Nociglia, Torre Santa Susanna
(Apulia) (Manzini & Savoia 2005: 653–656, 692–695):
motion verbs: go, come, sit;
aspectual verbs: begin, stay, try;
modal verbs: want, must.

As already noted by Calabrese (1993) for Salentino (8), the Finite construction
is also possible as the complement of lexical verbs and alternates with the full
finite clause introduced by ka ‘that’. The same is true for Calabrian dialects
(9) with mi:7

(8) a. speru lu Karlu ku bbene kray (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese 1993: 46)
hope.1p.sg the Karlu ku come.3p.sg tomorrow

b. speru ka lu Karlu ene kray (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese 1993: 46)
hope.1p.sg ka the Karlu come.3p.sg tomorrow

(9) a. pensu mi partu dumani. (Roghudi, Calabria, D. Maesano, p.c.)
think.1p.sg mi leave.1p.sg tomorrow

b. pensu ca partu dumani. (Roghudi, Calabria, D. Maesano, p.c.)
think.1p.sg ca leave.1p.sg tomorrow

The restrictions seen in (6), which are typical of functional verbs, support the
peculiar monoclausal analysis proposed in (3a). In each variety, only a few
verbs are lexically marked for the possibility of being merged as the head of tP,
a functional projection higher than TP whose head copies the featural specifica-
tion of T, which we take to be a bundle of features including subject Agreement
(Agr).8 The full productivity of the Finite construction in (7)–(9) supports the
biclausal analysis proposed in (3b).

7 The finite construction is also found in other environments, such as adverbial and relative
clauses, which will not be discussed here (also see Chillà 2011).
8 Ledgeway (2016) criticizes Cardinaletti & Giusti (2003) by saying that their hypothesis of
a low AgrP is in conflict with hypotheses on the location of AgrP in current syntactic theory
(Cinque 1999). In that paper on page 36, we show that the lexical verb V2 raises to its usual
surface position preceding floating quantifiers and adverbs (Agr/T, which in Sicilian is as high
as in Italian) and suggest that the motion verb is first-merged immediately higher than that
position. No low AgrP is suggested in Cardinaletti & Giusti (2003) (or here). On the contrary,
a high merger of V1 parasitically copying the Agr/T features of V2 is proposed by us.
Ledgeway’s criticism actually applies to his own proposal which will be provided in (28b)
below, where V2 carrying [+Agr] remains inside VP and the Agr position in the clause is filled
by V1 which actually carries a [-Agr] feature.
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Strong support for this analysis comes from the observation that the Finite con-
struction refers to two different events, while the Inflected construction has single
event interpretation. By stating (10a) with the Inflected construction, the speaker
not only claims that she goes to buy chicory but, crucially, that she actually buys it
every day. For this reason, the continuation which implies that the event of buying
has not taken place is ungrammatical. This is not the case in the infinitival construc-
tion in Marsalese (10b) and in the Finite construction in Leccese (10c), where the
two verbs have separate Tenses (also cf. Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001: 386–8)9:

(10) a. Vaju a accattu a cicoria gnignornu (*ma unn’a trovu mai).
(Marsala, Sicily)
go.1p.sg a buy.1p.sg the chicory every day (but not it.cl find.1p.sg never)

b. Vaju a accattari a cicoria gnignornu (ma unn’a trovu mai).
(Marsala, Sicily)
go.1p.sg to buy.inf the chicory every day (but not it.cl find.1p.sg never)
‘I go to buy chicory every day, but I can never find any.’

c. Au cu cattu le cecore ogne giurnu (ma nu le trou mai).
(Lecce, Apulia, D. Cesiri p.c.)
go.1p.sg ku buy.1p.sg the chicories every day (but not them.cl find.1p.sg
never)

2.2 Restrictions on person and tense

The Inflected construction displays Person and Tense restrictions which are not
found in the Finite construction.

Cardinaletti & Giusti (1998, 2001, 2003) note for the dialect of Marsala that
the Inflected construction is possible in the three persons singular (11a,b,c) and
in the 3rd person plural of the present indicative (11f) and the 2nd person singu-
lar of the imperative (11g). The 1st and 2nd person plural of the indicative (11d,
e) and the 2nd person plural of the imperative (11h) are ungrammatical10:

9 Manzini & Savoia (2005: 698) observe that the events of the two verbs of the Inflected con-
struction share the same time reference; they however assume a biclausal analysis of the
Inflected construction, different from our hypothesis in (3a).
10 In the dialect of Marsala, as in most other Sicilian dialects, the Inflected construction coex-
ists with the infinitival construction also found in Italian. The persons which are ungrammati-
cal in the Inflected construction can only express the andative meaning with the infinitive on
V2, while the other persons display both the Inflected and the infinitival construction.
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(11) a. vaju / vegnu / passu / mannu a pigghiu u pani
b. vai / veni / passi / manni a pigghi u pani
c. va / vene / passa / manna a pigghia u pani
d. *imu / *vinimu / *passamu / *mannamu a pigghiamu u pani
e. *iti / *viniti / *passati / *mannati a pigghati u pani
f. vannu / vennu / passanu / mannanu a pigghianu u pani
g. va pigghia u pani
h. *iti pigghiati u pani

go / come / come by / send a fetch the bread

There are more liberal Sicilian dialects which display the Inflected construction
with other persons and tenses. For the dialect of Modica (Sicily), Manzini & Savoia
(2015) provide the full pattern in the present and imperfect indicative, and
Cruschina (2013: 274, fn. 9) reports to have personally checked that “the paradigm is
actually complete”. However, he does not provide examples, neither does he specify
whether the alleged complete paradigm refers to all moods (including subjunctive /
conditional, infinitival and gerund) and all tenses (including compound tenses). If
the dialect of Modica presents the same situation as Di Caro (2015) reports for the
dialect of Aci, another eastern Sicilian variety, Cruschina’s complete pattern should
be intended as being limited to simple finite tenses.11

The general picture obtained from these works is that the Inflected con-
struction manifests a mechanism of Person and Tense feature sharing between
V1 and V2 which display different morphological patterns in different dialects.

Cruschina (2013: 273) claims that “no morphosyntactic restrictions or semantic
principles can be considered responsible for the irregular distribution” of the
Inflected construction and reduces the defective paradigm of the Marsalese
Inflected construction to amanifestation ofMaiden’s (2004) N-pattern, which is typ-
ical of the morphological organization of verbal paradigms in Romance languages
(also see Dressler & Thornton 1991, Thornton 2007). This account is not incompati-
ble with the hypothesis put forth by Cardinaletti & Giusti (2001: 407–409 and 2003:
44) that the less marked forms of the verbal paradigm enter the Inflected construc-
tion in Marsalese: 1st, 2nd, 3rd person singular and 3rd person plural of the present
indicative plus 2nd person singular of the imperative. In fact, the N-pattern sorts out

11 An Inflected construction with a non-finite V1 is logically possible even if it cannot be de-
tected in Marsalese (cf. Cardinaletti & Giusti 2003: 48, fn. 19). For Apulian dialects, Ledgeway
(2016) provides examples with reduced infinitive sci’ instead of scire and reduced past partici-
ple sciu’ instead of sciuta, which can only occur when a V2 is also present; thereby, providing
a case for the Inflected construction in the infinitive and participle moods.
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morphologically less marked forms built on the bare stem of the verb from more
marked forms built on the theme and inmore complexways (cf. Thornton 2007).12

Many questions arise in Cruschina’s purely morphological account. First, since
many verbs in Marsalese display the N-pattern, why don’t other verbs (e.g. ‘go out’
or ‘stay’ and ‘sit’) enter the Inflected construction as V1? (Note that this is indeed
possible in other varieties, see (6) above). Second, why do regular verbs such as pas-
sari ‘come by’ andmannari ‘send’ only enter the Inflected construction in the same
persons andmoods as the verbs which have themorphological N-pattern and not in
the whole paradigm (see (11) above)? Third, what is the parameter that allows the
complete paradigm in dialects like Modicano (and thus also the persons and tenses
outside the N-pattern) but still limits the Inflected construction to very few selected
V1s? We believe that a syntactic account is still needed and should complement
a morphological account, as also suggested by Corbett (2015: 179–180), who brings
the Inflected construction as an example of externally relevant morphological irreg-
ularity in a paradigm.

Other issues are raised by the application of morphomic patterns to the
Inflected construction across dialects. In the Sicilian dialects of Marsala (12a) and
Delia (12b), viniri ‘come’ displays an L-pattern in Maiden’s (2005) terms (only 1st
person indicative and all persons in the present subjunctive).13 Yet, the person
split in the Inflected construction with this verb singles out the same persons and
moods as in the N-pattern in both Marsalese (cf. (11)) and Deliano (Di Caro 2015):

12 “Morphomic paradigms” are classified by Maiden (2004) with the letters of the alphabet
that most resemble the shape resulting by highlighting cells of the paradigm realized by
a certain allomorph. The 1st, 2nd, 3rd person singular and 3rd person plural of the present
indicative plus 2nd person singular of the imperative form an N:

indicative imperative

st sg nd sg rd sg st pl nd pl rd pl nd sg nd pl

vaju vai va imu iti vannu va iti

For the graphic representation of other patterns, see fn. 14 and fn. 15.
13 The L-pattern is exemplified by Portuguese poder ‘be able’ (Maiden 2004: 149):

st sg nd sg rd sg st pl nd pl rd pl

Indicative posso podes pode podemos podeis podem

Subjunctive possa possas possa possamos possais possam

Note that present subjunctive is independently absent in the dialects of Marsala (Cardinaletti
and Giusti 2001: 410, fn. 9), and Delia (Di Caro 2015). Thus, in these dialects, the L-pattern
only includes the 1st singular person of the present indicative.
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(12) a. vegnu, veni, veni, vinimu, viniti, vennu
b. vjignu, vjini, veni, vinjimmu, viniti, vjinnu

come.1p.sg, come.2p.sg, come3p.sg, come.1p.pl, come.2p.pl, come.3p.pl

Furthermore, the aspectual verbs turnari ‘do again’ and accuminciari ‘begin’
in Deliano display different morphomic patterns from one another, yet they
enter the Inflected construction only in the 1st person singular and 3rd person
plural indicative. These two persons remind us of Maiden’s (2005) U-pattern,
if we consider that present subjunctive is independently absent in this dialect
(see fn. 11)14:

(13) a. tuirnu / accuminciu a ddicu
b. *tuirni / *accuminci a ddici
c. *torna / *accumincia a ddici
d. *turnammu / *accuminciammu a ddiciimmu
e. *turnati / *accuminciati a ddiciti
f. tornanu / accumincianu a ddicinu

return / start a say

Lack of straight correspondence between the morphomic patterns of the para-
digms and the person restrictions in the Inflected construction shows that the
former cannot be the only and direct trigger of the latter.

In all the cases discussed above, the verb relevant for morphomic consider-
ations is V1. The dialect of Delia lets us uncover another morphological restric-
tion on the Inflected construction which is unexpected in Cruschina’s
morphomic account. In Delia, the Inflected construction is also possible in the
simple past. However, it undergoes different restrictions from those observed
for the present indicative. It is limited to ‘go’ and ‘come’ as V1 and is possible in
the 1st and 3rd persons singular and plural. This person split is not discussed in
Maiden’s (2005) overview of morphomic patterns in Romance. Following Di
Caro and Giusti (2016), we call it the W-pattern:

14 The U-pattern is exemplified by Old Tuscan potere ‘be able’ and other Central Italian varie-
ties (Maiden 2004: 149):

st sg nd sg rd sg st pl nd pl rd pl

Indicative posso puoi può potemo potete possono

Subjunctive possa possa possa possiamo possiate possano
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(14) a. jivu / vinni a bbitti
b. *jisti / *vinìsti a bbidìsti
c. ji / vinni a bbitti
d. jammu / vìnnimu a bbìttimu
e. *jìstivu / *vinìstivu a bbidìstivu
f. jiru / vìnniru a bbìttiru

go / come a see

Di Caro (2015) also observes that the Inflected construction in the past is only
possible in Deliano when both V1 and V2 are “rhyzotonic”, namely when the
main stress falls on the root. Thus, the morpho-phonological properties of V2
are also relevant:

(15) a. *jivu a mmangiàvu
b. *jisti a mmangiàsti
c. *ji a mmangià
d. *jammu a mmangiàmmu
e. *jìstivu a mmangiàstivu
f. *jiru a mmangiàru

go a eat.

Note that the stress on the root also characterizes the relevant forms in the
N-pattern. Building on this as well as other properties, Thornton (2007) sug-
gests that the N-pattern should be extended to regular verbs, where the three
persons of the singular and the 3rd person plural have a stressed verbal root,
while the 1st and 2nd person plural are “arhyzotonic”, namely they have an un-
stressed root. In this hypothesis, any verb can in principle enter the Inflected
construction in those varieties that display it. Since this is trivially not the case,
further specifications in the lexicon of each variety must be assumed as regards
which forms of V1 have the capacity to check their features parasitically on the
Tense+Agr features of V2.

In conclusion, the Sicilian facts discussed in this section argue against
Cruschina’s (2013: 273) assumption that “no morphosyntactic restrictions or se-
mantic principles can be considered responsible for the irregular distribution”
of the Inflected construction and suggest that an intricate interaction between
syntax and morpho-phonology is at stake.

Whatever the correct syntactic analysis of the peculiar restrictions on V1 (and
V2, see (15) in Deliano) in the Inflected construction should be, it is crucial to note
that no such restrictions have been pointed out for the Finite Construction in
Calabrian and and Apulian dialects (Calabrese 1993, Manzini & Savoia 2005,
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Ledgeway 2016, Maesano 2016). This is expected in the biclausal analysis of the
Finite construction, in which the superordinate and the subordinate clauses have
independent Tenses (see (3b) and (18) below). When the two verbs share the
same Agreement features, this is because the subject of V2 is anaphoric to the
subject of V1. But the two subjects may also be different, as in (8) above, in which
case V1 and V2 expectedly display different person agreement morphology. At
this point, it should be clear that in the Finite construction, multiple agreement is
only apparent. This is further supported by cases like (16), where the superordi-
nate clause contains an infinitival V1 which displays no agreement at all, while
V2 is a subjunctive-like form, namely u + indicative:

(16) pozzu iri u’ccattu u pani (Siderno, Calabria, Maesano 2016)
can.1p.sg go u buy.1p.sg the bread

2.3 Invariant or reduced forms of V1 or V2

V1 and V2 do not always display full inflection for Tense and Agreement. In some
dialects, it is possible / obligatory to find reduced inflection on either verb. The
Inflected construction allows for a reduced or invariant form of V1 and has full
Tense+Agr realization on V2 (17), while the Finite construction allows for
a reduced T (but full Agr) on V2 and has full Tense+Agr realization on V1 (18):

(17) a. (Tu) vai/va a pigghi u pani. (Marsala, Sicily, Cardinaletti & Giusti
2001: 383)

(you) go.2p.sg/go a fetch.2p.sg
the bread

b. lu sta fˈfattsu / fˈfatʃi / etc. (Mesagne, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia
2005: 691)

it.cl stay do.1p.sg / do.2p.sg / etc.
c. ti sta rispunˈnia (Copertino, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia

2005: 693)
you.cl stay answer.past.1p.sg

(18) a. uˈlia ku ˈmaɲtʃu (Alliste, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia
2005: 695)

want.past.1p.sg ku eat.1p.sg
b. potiva i pigghiu u pani (Galati, Calabria, Maesano 2016)

can.past.1p.sg i fetch.1p.sg the bread
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The patterns in (17) are expected under Cardinaletti & Giusti’s (2001, 2003) hy-
pothesis that in the Inflected construction, Agreement and Tense features are
checked parasitically by V1 sitting in t onto V2 sitting in T, as in (3a) above. If
V1 does not have autonomous Tense and Agreement features, it is not implausi-
ble that V1 has a more reduced feature realization than V2.

Cardinaletti and Giusti (2001, 2003) report that the only reduced V1 in
Marsalese is va ‘go’. More accurate field work, however, reveals that viniri
‘come’, passari ‘come by’, and mannari ‘send’ also display reduced forms, as
represented in the following paradigms which distinguish between elided and
invariant forms. Note that in some persons, the two forms cannot be distin-
guished phonologically, but we have inserted them for completeness. Note also
that the invariant forms are not possible in the 1st and 2nd person plural,
which never allow the Inflected construction in this dialect, see (11d,e) above:

(19) a. vegn(u) /*ven a pigghiu u pani
b. ven(i) / ven a pigghi u pani
c. ven(a) / ven a pigghia u pani
d. *imu / *ven a pigghiamu u pani
e. *iti / *ven a pigghia u pani
f. venn(u) /ven a pigghianu u pani

(20) a. pass(u) / pass a pigghiu u pani
b. pass(i) / pass a pigghi u pani
c. pass(a) / pass a pigghia u pani
d. *passam(u) / *pass a pigghiamu u pani
e. *passat(i) / *pass a pigghiati u pani
f. passan(u) /pass a pigghianu u pani

In both paradigms, it is clear that phonological elision of the ending vowel of
V1 triggered by adjacency with the vocalic connecting element a is always pos-
sible. In the 2nd and 3rd person singular forms of viniri in (19b,c) and in the
three persons singular of passari in (20a,b,c), the elided forms are homopho-
nous to the bare stem, ven- and pass-, respectively. However, the 1st person sin-
gular of viniri (19a) shows that only the elided form is possible and not the bare
stem. Differently from this, the 3rd person plural forms display both possibili-
ties (19f) and (20f). These data clearly show that phonological reduction should
be kept distinct from invariant forms, and that both may be possible in the
same persons of the verbal paradigm in one and the same variety. Thus, invari-
ant forms cannot be taken as the final step of grammaticalization due to “inflec-
tional attrition” (Ledgeway 2016) or “phonological erosion” (Cruschina 2013).
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The impossibility of the invariant form in (19a) also shows that the avail-
ability of invariant / uninflected forms in the dialect is independent of their use
in the Inflected construction. This is further confirmed by empirical evidence
going in both directions. On the one hand, the dialect of Marsala displays unin-
flected forms for the present perfect auxiliary ha ‘have’ and the progressive aux-
iliary sta ‘stay’ (cf. Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001: 384–5); however, sta does not
enter the Inflected construction. On the other hand, the dialect of Delia displays
an invariant form only for the progressive auxiliary sta ‘stay’ and not for va ‘go’
in the Inflected construction (Di Caro 2015). This means that the overt realiza-
tion of parasitic agreement is mandatory in some dialects (e.g. Delia), optional
in others (e.g. Marsala), and impossible in those dialects in which the Inflected
construction is only found with the invariant form of ‘go’ and ‘stay’ (e.g.
Mesagne (17b), cf. Manzini & Savoia 2005: 691–2).

The Finite construction presents a very different picture. As shown in (18),
not only is the reduced form on V2 and not on V1, but it is also of a different na-
ture in that it only regards Tense features while Person features are fully realized.
The patterns in (18), where V1 is past indicative and V2 is present indicative, are
expected if the V2 clause contains a Tense anaphoric to the Tense on V1, as is the
case of subjunctives (cf. Calabrese 1993: 46–48 and Manzini & Savoia 2005: 652),
and if this anaphoric tense is formed analytically with the morpheme ku/mu pre-
ceding the forms of the indicative, as suggested by Manzini & Savoia (2005).

Note finally that the patterns in (18) can also be found in the absence of ku.
Example (18), repeated in (21a), forms a minimal pair with (21b):

(21) a. uˈlia kuˈmaɲtʃu (Alliste, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 695)
want.past.1p.sg ku eat.1p.sg

b. uˈlia ˈmaɲtʃu (Alliste, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 695)
want.past.1p.sg eat.1p.sg

The optional realization of ku in (21) reminds us of the optional realization of
the complementizer in Italian when the subordinate clause contains a subjunc-
tive (or conditional or future indicative) verb (22) (Poletto 2001, Cardinaletti
2004: 129–131, Giorgi & Pianesi 2004):

(22) Credo (che) lo incontri domani.
think.1p.sg (that) him.cl meet.3p.sg tomorrow

This analysis will be supported by clitic placement discussed in section 3.3.2
below.
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3 Syntactic properties

So far, we have illustrated the different morphological properties which charac-
terize V1 in the Inflected construction: we have seen that in some dialects, V1
respects morphomic patterns and that in other dialects, different patterns are
found in this construction. We have also seen that V1 may appear in reduced
and invariant forms. In what follows, we show that independently of the mor-
phology of V1, the Inflected construction is a unitary syntactic phenomenon
that reacts consistently to syntactic diagnostics to detect monoclausal struc-
tures (2d–f) and it is different from the Finite construction.

3.1 Presence / absence of arguments of V1

If the Inflected construction is monoclausal with a single VP and a single TP,
unlike the Finite construction which has two independent VPs and two inde-
pendent TPs (see (3)), we expect that V1 behaves like an auxiliary and cannot
project its argument structure. This is in fact the case. The Inflected construc-
tion does not allow for arguments of V1 (such as locative arguments in (23) and
clitic clusters selected by the lexical motion verb ‘go’ in (24)), while they are
possible in the Finite construction (25)–(26)15:

(23) a. Va (*agghiri a casa) a mangia. (Marsala, Sicily, Cardinaletti & Giusti
2001: 377)

go.3p.sg (towards to home) a eat.3p.sg
b. Va (*alla scola) ffatìa. (Lecce, Apulia, Ledgeway 2016)

go.3p.sg (to-the school) work.3p.sg

(24) a. (*Minni) vaju a mangiu. (Marsala, Sicily, Cardinaletti & Giusti
2001: 377)

(me.cl-from-it.cl) go.1p.sg a eat.1p.sg
b. (*Se nde) va ccanta. (Lecce, Apulia, Ledgeway 2016)

(self.cl-from-it.cl) go.3p.sg sing.1p.sg

15 Daniela Cesiri (p.c.) points out that the form va in (23b) and (25b) is not used in the town of
Lecce, which displays ae, as in (i), but it is used in other Salentino varieties:
(i) a. Ae (*alla scola) ffatìa. (Lecce, Apulia)

b. Ae alla scola cu ffatìa. (Lecce, Apulia)
go.3p.sg to-the school ku work.3p.sg
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(25) a. Va a scola i/mi lavora. (Galati/Roghudi, Calabria, D. Maesano, p.c.)
go.3p.sg to school i/mi work.3p.sg

b. Va alla scola cu ffatìa. (Lecce, Apulia, Ledgeway 2016)
go.3p.sg to-the school ku work.3p.sg

(26) a. Sinni va a scola i/mi lavora. (Galati/Roghudi, Calabria, D. Maesano, p.c.)
self.cl-from-it.cl go.3p.sg to school work.1p.sg

b. Se nde va cu ffatìa. (Salentino, Apulia, D. Cesiri, p.c.)
self.cl-from-it.cl go.3p.sg cu work.1p.sg

It is incorrect to assume a biclausal structure in all cases in which V1 is fully in-
flected. We thus disagree with Ledgeway’s (2016) analysis of Apulian dialects. He
claims that in the northern dialects, the inflected V1 (stoc in (27a)) selects a CP, as
shown in the structural representation in (28a), while in Salentino, the invariant
V1 (sta in (27b)) gives rise to a monoclausal structure as in (28b):

(27) a. stoc’ a ffazzu (Northern Apulian, Ledgeway 2016)
stay.1p.sg a do.1p.sg

b. sta ffazzu (Salentino, Ledgeway 2016)
stay do.1p.sg

(28) a. [IP AgrPi STAND/GO[+Agri] [v-VP STAND/GO [CP a [IP AgrPj V[+Agrj
] ]]]]

b. [IP AgrPi STAND/GO[-Agr] [v-VP V[+Agri
] ]]

If the correct analysis of (27a) were (28a), we would expect V1 stoc to be-
have as a lexical verb and therefore occur with its arguments on a par
with (25)–(26), something which Ledgeway does not illustrate and to our
knowledge is unattested. We analyze both (27a) and (27b) as instances of
the Inflected construction, with a monoclausal structural analysis as in
(3a) above. This analysis is supported by the clitic placement facts dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.1 below.

3.2 Anaphoric vs. disjoint reference of the subject of V2

As already observed in (8), the ku construction has an independent subject po-
sition, which can but does not have to be anaphoric to the subject of the main
predicate:
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(29) a. oyyu ku mme ne bbau (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese 1993: 44)
want.1p.sg kume.cl from-it.cl go.1p.sg

b. oyyu ku bbene krai (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese 1993: 34)
want.1p.sg ku come.3p.sg

Different subjects and hence different agreement morphology on V1 and V2 are
never possible in the Inflected construction, even in the case of ‘send’ as V1,
whose causative meaning implies that the causer is necessarily different from
the external argument of V2:

(30) a. mannu a pigghiu u pani (Marsala, Sicily, Di Caro & Giusti 2016)
send.1p.sg a fetch.1p.sg the bread

b. *mannu a pigghia u pani
send.1p.sg a fetch.3p.sg the bread

The grammaticality is reversed in the Finite construction in (31). Coreference of
the two subjects is impossible due to the meaning of ‘send’ (31a); V1 and V2
necessarily display different subjects and hence different agreement morphol-
ogy in (31b)16:

(31) a. *mandu cu pigghiu lu pane (Lecce, Apulia, D. Cesiri, p.c.)
send.1p.sg ku fetch.1p.sg the bread

b. mandu figghiama cu pigghia lu pane (Lecce, Apulia, D. Cesiri, p.c.)
send.1p.sg daughter-my ku fetch.3p.sg the bread

Cliticization in (32) shows that figghiama ‘my daughter’ in (31b) is the accusa-
tive object of V1, confirming that V1 in the Finite construction has full argument
structure (see section 3.1)17:

(32) la mandu cu pigghia lu pane (Lecce, Apulia, D. Cesiri p.c.)
her.cl send.1p.sg ku fetch.3p.sg the bread

16 If the external argument of V2 is not expressed, the infinitival construction should be used:
(i) Mandu pigghiare lu pane (Lecce, Apulia, D. Cesiri, p.c.)

send.1p.sg fetch.inf the bread

17 In (32), cumay be missing, as already noted for the complement of ‘want’ in (21) above:
(i) La mandu pigghia lu pane. (Lecce, Apulia, D. Cesiri p.c.)

her.cl send.1p.sg fetch.3p.sg the bread
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Note that (32) with ‘send’ crucially differs from (33) with ‘want’. In (33), the
strong pronoun iɖɖa ‘she’ is the subject of V2 and not the object of V1, hence it
cannot be cliticized (33b):

(33) a. oyyu iɖɖa ku bbene krai (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese 1993: 36)
want.1p.sg she ku come.3p.sg tomorrow

b. *la oyyu ku bbene krai (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese 1993: 36)
her.cl want.1p.sg ku fetch.3p.sg the bread

Note that the position of the subject of V2 in (33) is above ku (34a). This makes
the Finite construction different from the embedded clause introduced the com-
plementizer ka, which occurs above the subject position (see (8) above). The
same holds of Calabrian (m)u in (34b):

(34) a. oju {lu Maryu} ku {*lu Maryu} bbene (Salentino, Apulia, Calabrese
1993: 34)

want.1p.sg {the Maryu} ku {the Maryu} come.3p.sg tomorrow
b. vogghiu {Giuvanni} u {*Giuvanni} parta (Calabrian, Chillà 2011: 25)

want.1p.sg {Giuvanni} u {Giuvanni} come.3p.sg tomorrow

Following Calabrese (1993: 36), we take the subject to be in the usual preverbal
subject position, where it receives nominative case (see the ungrammaticality
of (33b)). The connecting element ku / mu thus occurs in a position of the IP
field, which Roberts & Roussou (2003) takes to be MoodP, the same position as
infinitival to in English and subjunctive na in Greek.

3.3 The position of object clitic pronouns

Since clitic pronouns target the first T-layer above them, they provide a good
diagnostics of the presence or absence of an independent T. The diagnostics
works only in one direction: if we find clitic climbing onto V1, we can be sure
that there is no intervening T in the path, as in Italian (35a). If we do not find
climbing however, we have no direct indication that there is a lower indepen-
dent T, as the pronoun may cliticize on the lower verb V2 even in monoclausal
constructions, as is the case of infinitival constructions in Italian according to
Cinque (2006); see (35b):
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(35) a. [TP lo vado [subito [andP V [a [VP prendere
it.cl go.1p.sg immediately to fetch.inf

b. [TP vado [subito [andP V [a [VP prenderlo
go.1p.sg immediately to fetch.inf it.cl

3.3.1 Cliticization on V1

Clitic placement onto V1 only occurs in the Inflected construction with or
without the overt connecting element a, as in (36a)–(37a) and (36b)–(37b),
respectively:

(36) a. u vaju a pigghiu (Marsala, Sicily, Cardinaletti & Giusti 2001: 388)
it.cl go.1p.sg a fetch.1p.sg

b. u ˈvəju ˈcəmu (Umbriatico, Calabria, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 695)
it.cl go.1p.sg call.1p.sg

(37) a. lu ˈvɔɟɟ a vˈveku (Monteparano, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 692)
it.cl want.1p.sg a see.1p.sg

b. nɔl lu ˈvɔɟɟu ˈfattsu cˈcui (Torre S. Susanna, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia
2005: 693)

not it.cl want.1p.sg do.1p.sg any-more

Clitic climbing is possible with both agreeing (36)–(38) and invariant V1 (39)–(40):

(38) a. u vok a fˈfattsu (Putignano, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 689)
it.cl go.1p.sg a do.1p.sg

b. u stok a fˈfattsə
it.cl stay.1p.sg a do.1p.sg

(39) u va pigghiu (Marsala, Sicily)
it.cl go.1p.sg a do.1p.sg

(40) a. lu va ffattsu (Mesagne, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 691)
it.cl go.1p.sg do.1p.sg

b. lu sta ffattsu (Mesagne, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 691)
it.cl stay.1p.sg do.1p.sg
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The parallel behavior of agreeing and invariant forms confirms that the two
cases must be unified under the same syntactic analysis and is further evidence
against Ledgeway’s biclausal analysis of sentences like (27a) with agreeing
forms of V1, as depicted in (28a) above.

3.3.2 Cliticization on V2

In the Finite construction (41), the pronoun follows the connecting element and
procliticizes onto V2:

(41) a. vegnu i vi sconzu (Galati, Calabria, Maesano 2016)
come.1p.sg i you.cl disturb.1p.sg

b. viˈnia ku llu fattsu (Mesagne, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 692)
come.past.1p.sg ku you.cl do.1p.sg

(42) a. ˈstannu ku sse sˈkarfane ˈl akkwa (Nociglia, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia
2005: 694)

stay.3p.pl ku refl.cl warm.3p.sg the water
b. ˈvɛnɛ ku llu ˈviðe (Nociglia, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 694)

come.3p.sg ku him.cl see.3p.sg

Apulian dialects provide cases where the connecting element is absent and the
clitic pronoun is on V2:

(43) uˈlia llu ˈfattsu (Carmiano, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 693)
volevo lo faccio

This is clearly an instance of the Finite construction because V1 is fully inflected
for Agreement and (past) Tense, while V2 appears in the present form, following
the pattern seen above in section 2.2. We therefore hypothesize that (43) is
a Finite construction without an overt connecting element parallel to what we
have independently observed in (21) above for the Apulian dialect of Alliste.

In other cases, however, cliticization on V2 occurs with an invariant V1,
which characterizes the Inflected construction and differentiates it from the
Finite construction (see section 2.3). Our hypothesis forces us to take the cases
in (44) as instances of the Inflected construction:

(44) a. ʃta llu caˈmati (Melissano, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 695)
b. ˈva lli ˈkuntu ˈjɔu (Maglie, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 694)
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Thus, clitic climbing is not an obligatory feature of the Inflected construction
but depends on the properties of the language. As seen above in section 3.3.1,
clitic climbing is obligatory in Marsalese, but both options are possible in
Apulian dialects where microvariation is indeed observed. In particular, while
the Salentino dialects south of Lecce (Maglie, Nociglia, Alliste, Melissano) quite
robustly show procliticization on V2 (Manzini & Savoia 2005: 694–5), as in (44),
the main town Lecce requires climbing to V1 (Daniela Cesiri, p.c.).

This is not unwelcome as it may appear at first sight because optionality of
clitic climbing is found in monoclausal constructions in many Romance varie-
ties including Italian as in (44) (cf. Cardinaletti & Shlonsky 2004):

(45) a. lo ha dovuto andare a prendere
it.cl has had.to go to fetch

b. ha dovuto andarlo a prendere
has had.to go it.cl to fetch

c. ha dovuto andare a prenderlo
has had.to go to fetch it.cl

In the dialect of Brindisi (Apulia), the modal verb ‘want’ with the connecting
element a displays such an optionality. Note that a is present in both cases,
suggesting that both cases are instances of the Inflected construction:

(46) a. lu vɔl(i) a mˈmaɲdʒa. (Brindisi, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 693)
it.cl want.3p.sg a do.3p.sg

b. vɔl(i) a ssi lu ˈmaɲdʒa (Brindisi, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 693)

Other cases of procliticization on V2, where a is missing and V1 and V2 share
identical Agreement and Tense morphology, could in principle be ambiguous
in those varieties that have both the Inflected and the Finite constructions:

(47) a. ˈsta tʃi sˈkarfa ˈl akkwa (Nociglia, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 694)
stay.3p.sg. there.cl refl.cl warm.3p.sg the water

b. ˈvɛnɛ llu ˈviðe (Nociglia, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 694)
come.3p.sg him.cl see.3p.sg

c. vuˈlimu lu viˈtimu (Mesagne, Apulia, Manzini & Savoia 2005: 691)
want.1p.pl it.cl see.1p.pl

Note finally that the causative verb ‘send’, which unambiguously enters the
Inflected construction in Marsala and unambiguously enters the Finite con-
struction in Calabrian and Apulian, behaves consistently with respect to the
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diagnostics of clitic climbing. In Marsalese, the object of V2 must procliticize on
V1 (48a), while in Calabrian, the object of V2 remains on V2 (48b) (and the
obligatory object of V1 procliticizes on V1, see (32) above):

(48) a. u mannu a pigghiu (Marsala, Sicily, Di Caro & Giusti 2016)
it.cl send.1p.sg a fetch.1p.sg

b. a mandu m'u pigghia (Galati/Roghudi, Calabria, D. Maesano p.c.)
her.cl send.1p.sg mi it.cl fetch.3p.sg

4 Conclusions

The data discussed in this paper clearly show that in Southern Italian dialects,
there are two different multiple agreement constructions, which Cardinaletti
& Giusti (2001) call the Inflected construction and the Finite construction,
respectively.

The Inflected construction is a monoclausal / monoeventive structure where
V2 carries the fully fledged bundle of Tense and Agreement features and V1 is par-
asitic on V2. This accounts for the occurrence of a connecting element (a < AC)
which points to a conjunction of events, a restricted number of verbs which can
occur as V1, full Tense+Agr realization on V2, the possibility of reduced and invari-
ant forms as V1, lack of arguments of V1, and clitic climbing onto V1.

The Finite construction is a biclausal / bieventive structure where V1 carries
the fully fledged bundle of Tense and Agreement features and allows for
a reduced T on V2. This construction is similar to an independent infinitive in
Italian or subjunctive in Balkan languages. V1 selects for a clause introduced
by a complementizer typical of reduced CPs (FinP in Rizzi’s 1997 terms), shows
full Tense+Agr realization and cannot be reduced, has arguments, and does not
allow for clitic climbing.

Nothing prevents that the two constructions co-occur in one and the same
sentence. The Inflected construction can indeed occur in the embedded clause
of a Finite construction, as in (49):

(49) E ssu’ sciuti cu bba ffatìanu. (Matino, Apulia, Ledgeway 2016)
and are.3p.pl gone.ms.pl cu go worked.3p.pl

In (49), the fully inflected lexical verb ‘go’ (in the present perfect with agreeing
past participle sciuti) selects for the Finite construction introduced by cu, which
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contains an instance of the Inflected construction with invariant ‘go’ (bba) as
V1 and the fully agreeing lexical ‘work’ (ffatìanu) as V2.18

In conclusion, we hope to have somehow clarified the complex set of multi-
ple agreement data found in Southern Italian dialects. Much remains to be ex-
plained, among which the microvariation observed in the intricate interplay of
syntactic and morpho-phonological properties which allows a specific verbal
form to enter the Inflected construction.
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Carlo Cecchetto and Caterina Donati

Relabeling participial constructions

1 Introduction

Participial relatives show a considerable degree of morphosyntactic variation cross-
linguistically, with different structures and forms corresponding to different syntac-
tic derivations (Doron & Reintges 2007). The most well-known type is that of past
participial relatives in Romance, which display typical unaccusative/passive diag-
nostics in only allowing object relativeswithout an external argument (Burzio 1986).
In Italian, for example, past participle reduced relatives are acceptablewith passives
(1) andunaccusatives (2) but unacceptablewith active (3) andunergative verbs (4).

(1) Il ragazzo rimproverato (era arrivato tardi)
The boy reproach-PAST PART had arrived late

(2) Il ragazzo arrivato tardi (sarà rimproverato)
The boy arrive-PAST PART late will-be reproached-PAST PART

(3) * Il professore mangiato il panino
The professor eat-PAST PART the sandwich

(4) * Il professore telefonato ieri
The professor phone-PAST PART yesterday

We will explain these facts thanks to an extension of the (re)labeling analysis
proposed in Donati and Cecchetto (2011) and Cecchetto and Donati (2015) (C&D)
for other more articulated relative structures. In order to do so, we will first
briefly summarize C&D’s relabeling analysis (section 2); we will then review
other analyses that have been proposed for reduced relatives clauses, and dis-
card them (section 3). Going back to participial relatives, we will show how the
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relabeling approach can account for their properties (section 4). This approach
will allow us to predict the existence of a minimally different structure, namely
absolute participial clauses (Section 5).

2 The relabeling analysis of relativization

The starting point of C&D is the observation that a word, intended as the output of
the morphology module, plays a crucial role in labeling determination.
Uncontroversially, a word “projects” (provides the label) in head-complement con-
figurations. C&D claim that the same happens when various types of relatives are
formed, modulo the fact that labeling takes place after movement of the “head”.

In free relatives as in (5), for example, ‘what’, being a word, can provide
the label. If it does, the structure ends up being a DP, i.e. a free relative.

(5) I like what you read

Alternatively, C, being the probe of the wh-movement of ‘what’, can provide the
label, and the structure ends up being an interrogative clause.

(6) I wonder what you read

This potential labeling conflict explains the systematic ambiguity of the string
‘what you read’. Crucially, no ambiguity arises when a phrase is moved. In (7) only
the target C is bound to project. The reason is that only words have a relabeling
power, and ‘what book’ is a phrase (we refer to Cecchetto and Donati 2015: section
3.2 for an analysis of a class of ever-relatives, as “I will buy whichever book you
will buy”, which prima facie seem free relatives resulting from phrasal wh-
movement).

(7) a. I wonder what book you read
b. *I read what book you read.

We now illustrate the relabeling analysis for the wh-relative in (8):

(8) The book which John read

The derivation of (8) involves two movement steps: first, ‘which book’ moves as
a phrase to a dedicated position in the left periphery. This is an instance of
phrasal wh-movement (copies are indicated by strikethrough).
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(8’) [CP which book John read which book]

Second, the noun ‘book’ moves out of the phrase ‘which book’ and projects,
giving the N label to the structure. The movement of ‘book’, with its relabeling
property, derives the defining feature of relative constructions: that of involving
a clause with a nominal distribution.

(8’’) [NP book [CP which book John read which book]]

Finally, the external determiner selects the NP resulting from the relabeling
movement of the head noun.

(8’’’)The [NP book [CP which book John read which book]]

An obvious problem arises in cases like (9), where the antecedent of the relative
clause ‘destruction of the city’ should not be able to re-label the structure, since
in C&D’s approach only words (not phrases) have a relabeling property.

(9) the destruction of the city which you witnessed

C&D assume that whatever material modifies the head noun, crucially includ-
ing so-called complements of the noun (‘of the city’ in 9), can (and must) be
late-merged after the head noun has moved and has “relabeled” the structure.
See C&D (but also Adger 2013) for an articulated defence of the view that nouns
do not take complements the way verbs do.

The relabeling analysis can be straightforwardly expanded to an Italian that-
relative like (10), under the assumption that, as proposed by Manzini & Savoia
(2003, 2011), the counterpart of ‘that’ (che) is a wh-determiner, not a
complementizer.

(10) Il libro che Gianni legge
The book that Gianni reads

Under this assumption, the analysis of that-relatives, illustrated in (10’) is mini-
mally different from the analysis of wh-relatives.

(10’) Il [NP libro [CP che libro Gianni legge che libro]]

An advantage of this analysis of relative clauses is that it dissociates the raising of
the head from a specific feature or a specific cartographic position: what defines
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relative clauses is the nature of the movement operation itself, which, involving
a word, can relabel, and thus nominalize the structure. We will capitalize on this
feature of the relabeling analysis when it comes to participial relative clauses.

3 Participial relative clauses are reduced,
but not from full-fledged structures

Let us now turn to briefly review the analyses that have been proposed for par-
ticipial relative clauses. Historically, the term “reduced relatives” comes from
the first analyses that were proposed in generative grammar, by which these
structures were literally seen as reduced (elided) versions of full relative clauses
(cf. Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968: 204; Baker 1978: 12–3, a.o.). A variant of this
analysis is illustrated in (11), an Italian reduced relative.

(11) Il ragazzo [ che è arrivato tardi]
the boy that is arrive-PAST PART late

At the other extreme, we find another line of though, inaugurated by Burzio
(1986: 150), where reduced relatives are identified with various kinds of small
clauses (see also Pesetsky 1995: 296). In Burzio’s analysis, for example,
a reduced relative involves a null PRO, as in (12).

(12) il ragazzo [PRO arrivato tardi]
the boy arrive-PAST PART late

In more recent times, the idea of a full-fledged clausal structure assimilated to fi-
nite relative clauses has been revived. Participial relatives are analyzed as involv-
ing a relative operator which is licensed in the specifier position of a functional
projection headed by a complementizer-like functional head, as illustrated in (13).

(13) il [ragazzo] [FP Opi F° ti arrivato tardi]
the boy arrive-PAST PART late

Under this approach, the only peculiarity of participial clauses would be that
they do not contain a tense node. In Kayne (1994), the functional head is identi-
fied with C; in Siloni (1995, 1997) it is identified with D.

This recent revival of the literally reduced approach is partly related to
the cartographic framework, whereby structures are defined by dedicated
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functional projections: the defining feature of relativization is identified
with a functional projection hosting an operator (or the raising head in
Kayne’s terms): since participial relatives are relatives, they must contain
this position.

The relabeling approach we just summarized in the previous section is very
different, since it identifies the essence of relativization in the derivation itself,
more specifically in the relabeling movement, no matter whether it happens in
a full-fledged structure, as in full inflected relative clauses, or in a constituent
as small as a VP. We shall return to this.

Going back to previous accounts, an obvious problem with Kayne’s pro-
posal is that it does not explain why complementizers are systematically
banned from participial relatives. Furthermore, this incompatibility does not
hold only in Romance, but is robustly attested across languages and is indeed
a well-established typological observation (see Doron and Reintges 2013, and
the reference quoted therein and Manzini et al. 2016 for a related construction
in Punjabi). Another problem with a full-fledged structure for participial rela-
tives is that it does not explain Burzio (1986)’s observation, namely why these
relatives are only possible with unaccusatives and passives. This is why we
think that a relabeling approach might be worth trying.

4 Participial reduced relative clauses
are relabeled

All that is needed under the relabeling approach in order to build a relative
structure is a relabeling movement, i.e. the movement of a nominal head.

Consider as an illustration the structure in (14), containing a participial rel-
ative with a passive verb (unless indicated differently, examples are in Italian).

(14) Conosco [DP il [NP ragazzo [VP rimproverato ragazzo]]]
(I) know the boy reproach-PAST PART

Here the head of the reduced relative (‘ragazzo’) is external since it precedes
the verb, much like the head noun in full relatives. As in full relatives, we claim
that it is the movement of N which “relabels” the structure, and provides the
external determiner with the NP it needs to select. This amounts to saying that
the derivation in (14) is parallel to the derivation of a full relative but for two
aspects:
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– the landing site of N movement is a position in the VP periphery in reduced
relatives, while it is in the CP area in full relatives1;

– in (14) there is no manifestation of a D inside the relative. Participial relatives
never contain wh-determiners such as ‘which’ or the complementizer ‘che’,
which we analyzed as a wh-determiner following Manzini and Savoia’s work.

We take the absence of a D inside the reduced relative at face value, and we as-
sume that in (14) the participle ‘rimproverato’ (“scolded”) is merged directly with
the bare noun ‘ragazzo’. This assumption plays a crucial role in explaining
Burzio’s facts.

If the verb does not need to check/assign accusative as in passive and un-
accusative constructions, nothing goes wrong: the noun ‘ragazzo’ gets a the-
matic role from the past participle and gets a case from the main verb ‘conosco’
together with the external D after the noun has moved and has relabeled the
structure. Under this analysis, theta role assignment is not restricted to DPs, as
the past participle assigns a theta-role to the bare noun ‘ragazzo’. This is not
problematic, since there is independent evidence that nouns can receive theta
roles: this happens with adjectives.

In languages like Italian bare singular nouns do not get case (DPs do).
Therefore, an object past participle reduced relative as (15) is predicted to be
impossible: (15) is a case violation because the verb ‘eat’ needs to (but cannot)
assign accusative.2

(15) *Il [NP panino [vP Gianni mangiato panino]]
The sandwich Gianni eate-PAST PART

Let us now turn to subject relatives. Consider (16), an ungrammatical participial
relative with a transitive active verb.

(16) *Incontrerò [DP il [NP professore [v [VP visto il ragazzo]]
(I) will-meet the professor see-PAST PART the boy

1 We will not try to detail further what exact position in the vP/VP area this should be.
According to Alcázar and Saltarelli (2008) what they call adnominal participial clauses are as
small as VP, not vP.
2 The derivation (15) also involves a locality violation, since the movement of the object noun
‘panino’ skips a c-commanding N, the subject ‘Gianni’, in a typical Relativized Minimality vio-
lation configuration. See Cecchetto and Donati (2015: Chapter 4) for a detailed discussion of
intervention effects in object relative clauses in a relabeling framework.
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A first derivation is illustrated in (17’): the bare noun ‘professore’ becomes the
label when it is merged with the structure headed by v.

(17’) [NP professore [v [VP visto il ragazzo]]]

The problem with (17’) is that, if v does not provide the label, the configuration
for the Agent theta role assignment is not created (informally, the noun is not
in Spec,vP). Therefore, a theta violation occurs and the structure is out. In other
words, the relabeling configuration is incompatible with that for theta assign-
ment: as a result subject relatives with a transitive verb as (17’), where the two
configurations coincide, are ungrammatical. In principle, a different derivation
might be the source of the reduced relative in (16), namely (17’’).

(17’’)[NP professore [v professore [v [VP visto il ragazzo]]]]

In (17’’) the noun ‘professore’moves and relabels the structure after it has received
a theta role in Spec,vP. However, this derivation would be a case of vacuous move-
ment and, crucially, it would also violate anti-locality. The anti-locality principle is
a corollary of Last Resort that establishes that movement is allowed only if it cre-
ates a configuration in which some condition can be satisfied that could not be
satisfied before movement took place (cf. Abels 2003 and Grohmann 2000 for dis-
cussion about different versions of the anti-locality principle). For example, anti-
locality rules out movement of the complement of some head to the specifier of
that very same head. The reason for this is that the head-complement configura-
tion is the closest relation that can be established between two categories in syn-
tax, so all feature checking that involves these two categories should be satisfied
in the head-complement configuration. As a consequence, movement to the speci-
fier position of the same head is excluded because “useless”, since it does not
allow any further feature checking. We propose that the same rationale applies to
a case like (17’’): the noun “professore” might have labeled the structure before
movement (although ultimately this would have caused a theta-violation, as in
17’). So, it cannot move to create a relabeling configuration that was already possi-
ble without movement.3 The same reasons that blocks the derivations (17’) and
(17’’) blocks (18), with an unergative verb: in a nutshell, (18) either involves a theta
violation or an anti-locality violation. All in all the structure is out.

3 An alternative account, which might not be incompatible with the one proposed here, is to
assume that participial relatives are as reduced as VPs, therefore they do include the external
argument position: see Alcázar and Saltarelli (2008) for a detailed argumentation.
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(18) *Incontrerò [DP il [NP ragazzo [v [VP telefonato]]
(I) will-meet the boy phoned

Notice that auxiliary selection does not play any role in this account of past parti-
ciple reduced relatives. This explains why reduced relatives are possible with
passives but also with unaccusatives in English (cf. 19) and Spanish (cf. 20), even
if unaccusatives do not select for the auxiliary be in these languages.4

(19) The people recently arrived from the South

(20) Las chicas recién llegadas a la estación son mis hermanas.
the girls recently arrived at the station are my sisters.

5 Absolute participial constructions

An interesting feature of the relabeling approach is that it predicts a number of
structural ambiguities due to labeling, such as the ones we briefly discussed in
Section 1 in relation to free relatives. Let us start considering the minimally dif-
ferent structures in (21) and (22). (21) contains a reduced relative with a past
participle while (22) contains an absolute participial construction.

(21) Il ragazzo arrivato tardi (non si scusò neppure)
The boy arrive-PAST PART late (not himself apologized even)
‘The boy who arrived late did not even apologize’

(22) Arrivato il ragazzo (Gianni se ne andò)
Arrive-PAST PART the boy Gianni left
‘Since the boy arrived, Gianni left’

In (21) we have a preverbal noun and a relative clause distribution of a particip-
ial structure. In (22) we observe a a postverbal DP and a clausal (absolute) dis-
tribution of a participial structure. This alternation between reduced relatives
(nominal structures) and absolute participial constructions (clausal structures)
is expected under the relabeling hypothesis, as well as their word order

4 We acknowledge however that past participle reduced relatives with unaccusatives are not
fully productive at least in English, unlike what happens in languages like Italian. We do not
have an explanation for this.
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difference: what turns a verbal category (or a clause) into a nominal structure is
the relabeling movement of the noun and word order shows that noun move-
ment takes place in (21), not in (22).

Interestingly, as observed by Belletti (1990;1991) absolute participle con-
structions, just like reduced relatives, are possible with unaccusatives (21-22)
and impossible with unergatives (23-24).

(23) *Il ragazzo telefonato tardi (non si scusò neppure)
The boy call-PAST PART late (did not even apoligize)

(24) *Telefonato il ragazzo (Gianni se ne andò)
Call-PAST PART the boy (Gianni left)

As for unergative subjects, we already offered an account for why they are im-
possible in reduced relatives (cf. 18 above). As for the ungrammaticality of the
absolute participle construction (24), we claim now that the structure does not
include the Focus position in the vP periphery dedicated to postverbal subjects,
which has been identified by Belletti (2004).5 That this position is not available
is suggested by the fact that ‘il ragazzo’ in (25) cannot be interpreted as the
postverbal subject of a passive verb,6 namely (25) cannot mean “Having the boy
been scolded. . .”.

(25) Rimproverato il ragazzo (Gianni si mise a piangere)
Scold-PAST PART the boy, Gianni started to cry
‘Having scolded the boy, Gianni burst into tears’

The only interpretation for (25) is with ‘il ragazzo’ interpreted as the object, and
a null subject, arguably PRO, controlled by ‘Gianni’.

(25’) PRO rimproverato il ragazzo, Gianni si mise a piangere

The difference is here that PRO can sit in the preverbal position of the absolute
clause (arguably Spec, vP), where a lexical subject is disallowed.

5 As for why this low focus position is not available in this construction, we speculate that it
is related to because the fact that absolute small clauses as a whole express given information,
as indicated by translation (“having scolded the boy. . ...”).
6 This assumes that the postverbal subject of a passive verb does not surface in its argumental
position (the sister position of the verb) but must move to a dedicated position in the
vP periphery.
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More generally, interesting questions arise concerning Case assignment in
absolute participial constructions. The well-formedness of (22) repeated here as
(26), indicates that Case is correctly assigned/checked in this type of structure.

(26) Arrivato il ragazzo (Gianni se ne andò)

We know however that ‘arrivare’ is an unaccusative verb. In fact, we relied on
lack of case assignment by unaccusatives in the relabeling analysis of the re-
lated reduced relative construction. So, what is the case of ‘il ragazzo’ and
where does it come from in (26)?

As extensively discussed by Belletti (1990; 1992) there is evidence that the
subject of an unaccusative verb receives nominative case in the absolute partici-
ple construction: the contrast in (27) shows that the Case assigned to the post-
verbal lexical NP is nominative, which is visible in the personal pronouns of
first and second person singular, where the distinction nominative/non-
nominative is morphologically realized (Belletti 1990).

(27) a. Arrivato io/tu, Gianni tirò un sospiro di sollievo.
arrive-PAST PART I/you, Gianni was relieved
‘Since I/you arrived, Gianni was relieved’

b. *Arrivato me, Gianni tirò un sospiro di sollievo.
arrive-PAST PART meACC Gianni was relieved

Belletti claims that nominative assignment is evidence that V raises to C, by
sticking to the idea that a clausal structure needs a C to be a proper clause. It
has indeed been argued by Rizzi (1982) for Italian, and by Raposo (1987) for
Portuguese, that a nominative Case assigner can be present in the left periphery
of some nonfinite clauses in these languagse, on the basis of facts like those
illustrated in (28).

(28) a. Avendo Gianni/io chiuso il dibattito, la riunione è finita prima
Having Gianni/I close-PAST PART the debate, the meeting ended early
‘Since Gianni/I closed the debate, the meeting ended early.’

b. O Manel pensa terem os omigos levado o livro
Manel thinks have(3PL) the friends take-PAST PART the book
‘Mane1 thinks the friends have taken the book.’

We will not commit to this V to C analysis, since we believe there is no evidence
for the presence of a complementizer in these reduced structures. In addition, if
we assumed a full CP structure, it would become more difficult to explain why
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absolute participial constructions are not possible with unergatives. However,
we do assume that the participle moves to a functional head in the middle-field
from where it can assign nominative into a position to its right. Crucially, we
assume this position to be lower than the one that hosts preverbal subjects.7

Let us take stock: in our account both Italian reduced relatives and abso-
lute participial constructions are reduced in a structural sense (or are truncated
structures, following a terminology used in slightly different contexts). A re-
duced relative is a vP in which a noun (crucially, not a full DP) is generated.
The noun moves to the vP periphery, relabels the structure (which becomes an
NP) and is selected by the external determiner. An absolute participial con-
structions is also truncated. The internal argument is a full DP, unlike what
happens in reduced relatives. It receives nominative from the participle that
moves out of the vP, no relabeling movement occurs and the structure main-
tains a clausal (not a nominal) distribution.

The situation is slightly different in French. Belletti (1990) observes that the
structure equivalent to (22) is impossible, as illustrated in (29).

(29) *Arrivée Marie, la fête commença
Arrive-PAST PART Marie, the party started

Belletti explains the ungrammaticality of (29) as a Case filter violation, ulti-
mately due to the Head Movement Constraint: the French V does not move into
the Agreement position involved in participial agreement, so it cannot further
move to C. This prevents the Verb from accessing the position where the excep-
tional mechanism of nominative assignment takes place. We will stick to the
part of the explanation which does not commit ourselves to assuming a comple-
mentizer in this structure: simply, we will say that in French the verb cannot
move in the position where it can assign nominative Case to its right.

What Belletti does not discuss in much detail, though, is another possibility,
which indeed seems available in French. This alternative is illustrated in (30).

(30) Le train parti, on se dépêcha de sortir
The train left, we hurried up and exited
‘After the train left, we quickly went out’

7 The portion of the vP layer in the participle construction is big enough to include enclitics.
(i) Accusatolo, Gianni scoppiò a piangere

Accused-him, Gianni started to cry
‘Having accused him, Gianni started to cry’
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The difference here is that the DP is preverbal, not postverbal. This entails that
French displays the genuine ambiguity that we expect given the relabeling ap-
proach. The very same string, repeated in (31) can either be interpreted as
a (reduced) relative or as a (reduced) clause, depending on labelling.

(31) Le train parti
a. (On a pris) [DP le [NP train [VP parti train ]]

(We have taken) the train left
b. P [le train [VP parti le train ]], (on se dépêcha de sortir)

the train left (we hurried up and exited)

In one case (31a), the Noun alone moves in order to get Case and relabels the
structure. It shares Case with the external Determiner, and the result is a com-
plex NP, a relative.

In the other structure (31b), the entire DP moves in order to get case without
relabeling the structure. It gets case at the edge of the structure, probably from
some kind of a silent preposition, as in avec le train parti’ (‘with the train left’)
in (32).

(32) Avec le train parti, on peut aller prendre une bière8

With the train left, we can go get a beer

The difference between the two structures in (31) does not stem from cartography
or configuration, but from their derivation: in (a) N moves, and labels the struc-
ture, relativizing it; in (b) a phrase moves and does not label the structure, with
remains a (small) clause. Case is also assigned consequently: in (a) the structure
receives case as every NP does, through agreement with a determiner; (b) is
a configuration of exceptional case marking, probably from a null preposition.9

All in all the difference between Italian and French participial constructions

8 As expected, the subject of an absolute participial clause in French displays the case (accu-
sative) normally assigned by a preposition, as shown in (i), which contrasts with (ii) in Italian.
(i) (avec) moi parti, mes enfants s’amusent beaucoup.

(with) me left my kids have a lot of fun
(ii) Partita io, i miei figli si divertono molto

Left I, my kids have a lot of fun
9 In fact, the absolute participial construction of the French type is marginally available in
Italian as well:
(i) Con il treno partito, possiamo prenderci una birra

With the train left, we can go get a beer
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reduces to the case assigner: in Italian the Nominative case assigner is the past
participle itself, which moves to a dedicated functional position in the middle
field. In French, a possibly null preposition assigns Accusative.

6 Conclusion

The account of Romance reduced relatives proposed here has three welcome
features:
– it is minimally different from the analysis of full relatives but it does not

stipulate a fully-fledged silent clausal structure.
– it derives straightforwardly the impossibility of past participle reduced rela-

tives with active transitive verbs and ergative verbs.
– it predicts the existence of a minimally different structure, the absolute

participial construction, that obeys the same constraints but has a clausal
distribution.

To the best of our knowledge, no alternative account exists that combines all
these three features.
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Noam Chomsky

Puzzles about phases

I will assume here the framework of Chomsky (2013, 2015), and consider two re-
lated puzzles that appear in the two major (perhaps only) phases considered in
this approach: CP and v*P. In the former, a relation is established between C and
T (grounding Aux-raising), providing T with φ-features inherited from C, followed
by raising of the external argument EA to SPEC-T (in informal terminology). But
that series of operations is counter-cyclic, and requires a complex substitution op-
eration that is a sign of an error. The v* phase exhibits a puzzle that traces back
to Postal’s (1974) work on “raising to object.” Lasnik and Saito (1991) provide
a straightforward analysis in which the embedded subject raises to SPEC of the
matrix verb, which then raises to v*, yielding the empirical facts. The puzzle is
that the operations are not forced (as they should be) and pose a hopeless learn-
ability problem: they restore the original order while changing the hierarchy, and
the learner has no evidence for this strange process. Both puzzles are resolved if
the generative process adheres more strictly to principles of minimal computa-
tion, abandoning common assumptions about triggering of operations.

I would like to consider two puzzles that have been lurking in one or an-
other form for many years, and that arise in a particularly clear way within the
framework of Chomsky (2013, 2015), which I will assume here, including the
analysis of EPP-ECP and the analogues for the verb phrase, the discussion of
head movement, and the general principles proposed there: in particular, the
labeling theory and the phase-theoretic interpretation of strict cyclicity, with at
least (perhaps at most) two phases, CP and v*P, marked by the unvalued fea-
tures at the phase head. The core structures, then, are (1a, b) (R an uncatego-
rized root in the sense of Hagit Borer and Alex Marantz):

(1) (a) [C [ɑT XP]]
(b) [v* [ɑR, XP]]

Assume further that the features of the phase head are inherited by the next
lowest head, T and R respectively; that is where they are externalized and
under the labeling theory, enter into establishing the subject-predicate relation
and its VP analogue.

In passing, it should be noted that the existence of unvalued features is
rather surprising. Why should language have redundant features that do not

Noam Chomsky, MIT
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contribute to interpretation at the conceptual-intentional interface CI? One pos-
sibility is that their role is just to identify the phases, hence determining at
which points in a derivation what has been generated is “closed,” not subject
to further modification, a significant contribution to reducing computation, ar-
guably a “third factor” property.

In both CP and v*P phases, there is raising to SPEC-ɑ (EPP and its v*P
analogue).1 In both cases the operation is problematic.

One problem is that raising to SPEC-ɑ appears to be counter-cyclic. Thus in
CP, C is merged to TP, its features are inherited by T, and then the probe T finds
the external argument EA, triggering raising of EA to SPEC-ɑ. In the case of v*P,
analogously, v* is merged to RP, its features are inherited by R, and then the
probe R triggers raising of a nominal phrase to SPEC-ɑ.

Counter-cyclicity requires new and complex operations, a matter discussed
by Epstein et al. (2012), who also offer an ingenious solution, though I think
a simpler one is possible, outlined below. Another question is why EA raises
instead of remaining in situ, yielding long-distance agreement, as in “there will
[men [read books]],” analogous to unaccusatives; the same question arises with
(2). Still another question is how the resulting structure is labeled so that it is
legitimate at CI.

A particularly interesting case is ECM constructions, such as (2):

(2) John expects [β Bill to win]

Here the subject Bill, the EA of β, functions within the matrix clause, the phe-
nomenon of raising-to-object, explored by work tracing back to (Postal 1974).
One reason why this case is important is that the evidence is quite subtle,
surely unavailable in acquisition, so it serves as a particularly striking example
of poverty of stimulus (POS).2 In all POS cases, a methodological problem
arises. Insofar as the rule is unlearnable, the results must follow from rules that
independently exist and are learnable (or belong to UG or are “third factor”
properties). For that reason, POS problems are particularly enlightening as to
the nature of language. One task, then, is to show that this methodological con-
dition can be satisfied for raising-to-object.

A significant step in this direction was taken by Lasnik and Saito (1991).
Consider (3), the underlying structure of v*P in (2), R = expect:

1 Using the conventional term SPEC informally, meaning sister-of XP or of the head X of
XP = {X, YP}.
2 Contrary to what is often believed, the problem is ubiquitous, but I will leave that aside here.
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(3) v* [ɑ R [Bill [to win]]]

Keeping to independently existing rules, Bill raises to SPEC-ɑ and R raises to v*,
yielding the new structure but with linear order unchanged, posing the POS
problem in a sharp form: why should this happen, given the lack of empirical
evidence for the language learner, and the restructuring with order unchanged?

In accord with the probe-goal triggering mechanisms just discussed, first
v* is merged to ɑ and then R inherits the features of v* triggering the raising of
its goal Bill to SPEC- ɑ. The rules are the familiar ones, analogous to EPP in CP.
Hence the methodological problem of POS is overcome. But we face the prob-
lems that arise for EPP in CP: counter-cyclicity, explaining why the rules oper-
ate, and accounting for the legitimacy of the resulting structures.3

Let us first consider the question why raising takes place in CP and v*P. In
both cases, we have an XP-YP structure: {EA, v*P} and {EA, to-VP}, respectively.
These are unlabelable, so one or the other of XP, YP must raise. In both cases,
raising of YP yields an unlabelable structure (even under further successive-
cyclic movement), so it must be XP that raises; that is, EA in both cases.4 That
accounts for the necessary raising of XP, but it leaves the other problems
unresolved.

Consider next counter-cyclicity. The problems arise because of the assump-
tion that Internal Merge IM (“Move”) is triggered by a probe-goal relation.
While conventional, it has always been clear that the assumption cannot be
correct, if only because of successive-cyclic movement.5 The intuition behind
the assumption is that the end result must be what Luigi Rizzi calls a “criterial
position.” Restated within the labeling theory assumed here, a criterial position
is an XP-YP structure where the labels of XP and YP agree: subject-predicate,
wh-interrogatives, etc.6

3 The remaining distinction between CP and v*P is the necessary raising of R to v*, an inde-
pendent matter – and one that raises quite interesting questions, along with head-raising gen-
erally, an operation that does not fall within the traditional theory of movement, or the
radically simplified Merge system. See Chomsky (2015).
4 I put aside here the possibility that EA may remain in situ, with other modifications,
brought up (but not pursued) in Chomsky (2015).
5 Other reasons have to do with the “Activity Condition,” dubious for reasons discussed in
Nevins (2005). Thus the natural analysis of Topicalization does not assign an unvalued feature
to the topicalized phrase, which gains the interpretation as topic from the target position so
there is no probe-goal relation, as in the intermediate cases of successive-cyclic movement.
6 Note that the associated condition of criterial freezing seems dispensable: see Chomsky
(2015). The condition of agreement in addition to mere match, motivated there, might be over-
come by a more careful analysis of the relevant features, a matter I will put aside here.
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The guiding intuition can be preserved if we drop the triggering assump-
tion, and simply assume that Merge (both IM and EM) applies freely, like all
rules. Free application of rules can yield deviant expressions, but that is un-
problematic, in fact required. Deviant expressions should be generated with
their interpretations for reasons that go back to Chomsky (1956) and have been
amplified in subsequent years.7 It would radically complicate the generative
procedure if, for example, EM were required to yield non-deviant structures8;
redundantly, because the distinctions are made in any event at CI, and incor-
rectly, as just noted. There is no more reason to suppose that IM always must
yield non-deviant structures.

Dropping the triggering assumption, we eliminate the problems posed by
counter-cyclicity along with the failures of probe-goal triggering just men-
tioned. Rules apply cyclically. First, EA is raised to SPEC-ɑ in both CP and v*P
phases. The resulting EA-YP structure is unlabelable, a problem that must be
overcome before transfer at the phase level, and it is. EM introduces the phase
head (C, v*). AGREE then applies between the phase head and EA, by minimal
search, as usual. The features of the phase head are then inherited (by T, R,
respectively). The structure EA-ɑ is now labelable by shared and agreeing
φ-features, with the EA in its criterial position.

The puzzles raised earlier are now resolved. In both CP and ECM construc-
tions, raising to SPEC-ɑ is forced and its outcome is labeled, hence legitimate.
The rules are cyclic, so the counter-cyclicity problem is overcome. There are no
new rules required for ECM, overcoming the severe POS problem posed by rais-
ing-to-object.

Note that under this analysis, raising-to-object is obligatory. There are,
I think, other reasons to suppose that this is the case, among them the obliga-
tory application in ECM constructions of Principle B of the Binding Theory
(under whatever interpretation one gives to the phenomenon), which should be
a clause-mate condition under this analysis. However, there have been argu-
ments to the contrary (see Lasnik 2002). Hence a problem still remains.

A related question has to do with optional/obligatory raising of direct ob-
ject. Still assuming the same general framework, the question turns on whether
R is analogous to “weak” T as in English-type languages that require EPP. If it
is, then object-raising is obligatory to satisfy labeling requirements; if not, then

7 Among other reasons, in the highly productive study of varying kinds of deviance: subja-
cency vs. ECP violations, for example.
8 Even assuming that the concept can be defined in absolute terms, which has never been
obvious.
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object can remain in-situ, unlike the ECM constructions. The empirical question
has been debated.

Though these and many other questions remain unsettled, we can, it seems,
take some further steps towards approaching the Strong Minimalist Thesis SMT.
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Guglielmo Cinque

On the double-headed analysis
of “Headless” relative clauses

1 Introduction

A particular challenge for the generalized double-headed analysis of relative
clauses (RCs) proposed in Cinque (2003, 2008)1 is posed by “Headless” (or Free)
RCs, especially under the analysis which takes the wh-pronoun to be in the Spec,
CP of the RC, the so-called ‘COMP analysis’ convincingly argued for in Groos and
Riemsdijk (1981), Hirschbühler and Rivero (1983), Harbert (1983), Borsley (1984),
Grosu (1986/87, 1994, 2003a,b), Kayne (1994), Pittner (1995), Grosu and Landman
(1998), Benincà (2007, 2012), Gračanin-Yüksek (2008), and others.2

Guglielmo Cinque, University of Venice

Note: For discussion and/or comments to a previous draft of the paper I wish to thank Paola
Benincà, Chiara Branchini, Roland Hinterhölzl, Richard Kayne, Andrew Radford, Adam
Szczegielniak and an anonymous reviewer.

1 What is proposed there is that the different types of RCs attested in the languages of the
world (externally headed post-nominal, externally headed pre-nominal, internally headed,
double-headed, headless (or ‘free’), correlative, and adjoined – cf. Dryer 2005) can all be de-
rived from a single, double-headed, universal structure via different, independently justified,
syntactic operations (movement and deletion), under both a “Raising” and a “Matching” deri-
vation. See Cinque (to appear) for refinements and more detailed discussion. Under the as-
sumption argued for there that RCs are merged pre-nominally (arguably like every other
modifier and head of the extended projection of a lexical category – Cinque 2009) also the
“Matching” derivation is fully compatible with Antisymmetry (Kayne 1994).
2 The alternative ‘Head analysis’ which takes the wh-phrase to be outside of the RC CP, in the
external Head position (Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978, Larson 1987, 1998, Bury 2003, Citko 2002,
2008, 2009, among others), cannot account for the extraposition facts of German (and Dutch)
“Headless” RCs pointed out in Groos and Riemsdijk (1981), for the Case mismatches in certain
languages (Pittner 1991,1995, Grosu 1994), nor for the Croatian reconstruction and clitic facts dis-
cussed in Gračanin-Yüksek (2008). It also cannot easily account for such cases as (i) in English,
where the “NPmatrix is coreferential with whoever, but whoever is embedded in the larger NP who-
ever’s woods: [Whoever’s woods are these] is a good judge of real estate” (Andrews 2007, 214). As
Andrews points out, such sentences are less problematic if the phrase is preposed within the RC
than it would be if it were in the external Head position (also see fn. 28 below). For additional
arguments against the ‘Head analysis’ see Borsley (1984), Grosu (1994,Study I, Chapter 4) and
Jacobson (1995), among others. The obligatory presence of an overt antecedent in German when
the extraposed “Headless” RC is part of a PP (Der Reporter hat sich auf *(das) gestürzt [was man
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In following this analysis, which takes the CP containing the wh-pronoun to
be embedded in a larger DP structure, I specifically suggested in Cinque (2003)
that such a structure is a full DP with the RC CP merged in a specifier that modi-
fies a portion of the nominal extended projection which constitutes the external
Head ‘matching’ the internal one, as in every other RC type. Cf. (1)3:

(1) DP (was expensive)

D
THE CP

[Internal Head whati] 
EXTERNAL HEAD

C IP
we

bought

VP
ti

If so, the question arises as to the nature of the external Head in “Headless” RCs.4

2 Languages lacking “Headless” RCs

A first step toward answering the question of the nature of the external Head
in (1) is the observation that in many languages the ‘construction’ isn’t

ihm zeigte] ‘The reporter jumped on what one showed to him’ – Haider 1988,120) may suggest
that a silent DP is not sufficient to avoid a violation of the ban on preposition stranding.
3 Capitals indicate silent elements.
4 In the case of ‘–ever’ “Headless” RCs, which occur either as arguments (as in I’ll do [what-
ever you do]) or as clausal adjuncts (as in I won’t change my mind, [whatever you do]) only in
the former does the question arise. As shown in Izvorski (2000), where they are dubbed ‘Free
adjunct free RCs’, the latter are just CPs with no external Head. Setting these CP adjuncts
aside, the bare CP analysis of all “Headless” RCs suggested in Åfarli (1994), Rooryck (1994),
Vogel (2001) and others does not seem tenable. Their DP nature is clearly indicated by
a number of properties, which make them differ from both Free adjunct free RCs, and indirect
questions, pointing to a [DP [CP . . .]] structure: e.g., same distribution as DPs (Grosu 1994, 3f)
and strong island sensitivity (Alexiadou and Varlokosta 1996, §6, Branchini 2014, 77f). For fur-
ther properties distinguishing standard “Headless” RCs from Free adjunct free RCs see section
6 below and for differences between them and indirect questions Rizzi (1982, 75f, note32),
Daskalaki (2005), Benincà (2010, 2012) and Bertollo and Cavallo (2012, §4).
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Headless at all. In structures corresponding to the “Headless” RCs of English
or Italian several languages display an overt Head taking the form of one of
the functional/light nouns/classifiers ‘thing’, ‘person’, ‘place’, ‘time’, etc. This is
the case of the Gbe languages (see (2) from Gungbe, (3) from Gengbe, and, for
Fongbe, Lefebvre and Brousseau 2002,164)5; this is also the case of many lan-
guages of the Nilo-Saharan family6; and the same is true of several Papuan lan-
guages (see, e.g., (4) from Makasae, and Berry and Berry 1990,157ff for Abun,
and Davies 1989,§1.1.2. 3.6 for Kobon); of the Niger-Congo languages Obolo ((5))
and Mambay (to judge from Anonby 2011,§10.2.2.3), of the Austronesian language
Rapanui,7 and of Somali (Cushitic)8:

(2) Nú ɖĕ à ná mì wˋɛ nǎ yí
thing REL 2SG give 1SG FOC 1SG.FUT take
‘I will take whatever you give me.’ (Gungbe – Enoch Aboh, p.c.)

(3) Ame-ke gbe dzi be ye la ple gbɔ, yi-na asi ya me
person-REL ever desire that 3SG FUT buy goat go-CNT market that in
‘Whoever wants to buy goats comes to this market.’

(Gengbe – Huttar, Aboh and Ameka 2013, 118)

5 Enoch Aboh, p.c., conjectures that this may be a larger Kwa characteristic, pointing out the
case of Akan. See Saah (2010, §5.5), where examples like the following are reported:
(i) a. Nea [ɔ-kɔ ́ nsú] na ɔ-bɔ ́ ahiná.

person (that) 3SG-go water FM 3SG-break.PRES pot
“He who fetches water breaks the pot.”

To judge from Soubrier (2013, §15.5.2) for Ikposso and Obeng (2008, Chapter 12) for Efutu, in-
deed this property is shared by other Kwa languages.
6 See Hutchison (1976) for Kanuri: “In this sort of [“Headless”] construction, relative clauses
headed by the following set of nouns are used: kam ‘person‘ (who), awo ‘thing‘ (what), sa
‘time‘ (when), na ‘place‘ (where), dalil ‘reason‘ (why), futu/delfu ‘way‘ (how).” (p. 90f). For
Lango, Noonan (1992), giving examples like (i), explicitly states: “there are no ‘headless’ rela-
tives in Lango. [. . .] In Lango an overt noun must be present” (p. 220).
(i) márô gìn àmê cámô

3s.like.hab thing rel+part 3s.eat.hab
‘He likes what he eats’

Also see Walters (2015,§8.2.3.1) on Dazaga, Christiansen-Bolli (2010,§4.5) on Tadaksahak, and
Heath (1999,§8.3) on Koyra Chinii.
7 Du Feu (1996) states that in Rapanui “Headless relatives are not found. Instead a dummy
head is used: me’e ‘thing or person’, hora ‘time’, kona ‘place’, aŋa ‘action’”(p. 47).
8 See Lecarme (2008,§2.4), especially fn. 23.
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(4) Anu wa’a ana gi seluku ma rau ena ere bada
person REL people other MRK good see DEM friend MRK
na’u baunu
many
‘Whoever treats others well will have many friends’

(Makasae – Correia 2011, 157)

(5) Ḿkpó géèlék (èyí) îfùk (bé) (Ek(-mé)) ìkâmá
thing all (Rel) 3PSCPread (Rel) 3PS.NEG.like
‘Whatever she read, he didn’t like’ (Obolo – Faraclas 1984, 45)

The cases so far are all examples from languages with externally Headed post-
nominal RCs. “Headless” RCs with functional/light Heads are also attested in
languages with externally Headed pre-nominal RCs (see (6), from Afar –
Cushitic), in languages with Internally Headed RCs (see (7), from Lakhota –
Siouan), and in languages with double-headed RCs (see (8) from the Tibeto-
Burman language Ronghong Qiang – Huang 2008 – and (9) from the Chadic
language Mina – Frajzyngier and Johnston 2005).

(6) a’nu ge’d-a-kke ‘isin t-amaa’too-n-u ‘ma-dud-d-a-n
I go-impf-place you you-come-pl-juss neg-able-you-impf-pl
‘Where I am going you are not able to come’ (Afar – Bliese 1981, 29)9

(7) [ [ Mary [taku] kağe] ki] ophewathų
Mary something make the I.buy
‘I bought what Mary made’ (Lakhota –Williamson 1989, 188, note 4)10

(8) a. [[zəp iҩtҩimɑqɑ ʐɑwɑ tshu-tshu]RC(-tҩ) zəp tha-kua]NP
[[place usually rock drop-REDUP(-GEN)] place that-CL]
‘(the place) where rockslides often occur’

9 Functional nouns include ‘place’, ‘time’, ‘reason’, ‘something’, ‘amount’, ‘manner’ (Bliese
1981, Chapter 2).
10 Lakhota may in fact also drop the indefinite pronoun. Compare (10) with (i)
(i) [ [ Mary [e] kağe] ki] ophewathų (Lakhota –Williamson 1989,189note4)

Mary make the I.buy
‘I bought what Mary made’

For other such cases, see Culy (1990, 249f).
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b. [[mi qɑ nə-xeɹ-m]RC mi]NP-le: kə-ji
[[person 1SG DIR-scold-NOM] person]-DEF:CL go-CSM
‘(the person) who scolded me has gone’

(Ronghong Qiang – Huang 2008, 761, 762)

(9) [skə̀n [nàm dzán skəǹ syì]] há diyà gáy kà
[thing [1DU find thing COM]] 2sg put spoil POS

‘The thing we found, you are ruining it’
(Mina – Frajzyngier and Johnston 2005, 433)11

3 The double-headed structure
of “Headless” RCs

I take such functional nouns to also be present, if unpronounced, in the
“Headless” RCs of English (and English-type languages), as shown in (10).12 In
English each wh-pronoun is associated with a specific functional noun: what with
THING (or AMOUNT, or KIND), who with PERSON, where with PLACE (Kayne
2004), etc.13

11 Frajzyngier and Johnston (2005) explicitly say that “[t]he relativized object may be coded
twice, once at the beginning of the clause as the head of the relative clause, and the second
time after the verb, in the position of object.” (p.432f). Mina has also externally headed pre-
and post-nominal RCs.
12 Even though the argument may be more suggestive than conclusive, as Andrew Radford
(p.c.) points out (in that one could argue that languages lacking free relatives will resort to
headed relative structures, as semantically rather than syntactically equivalent), and even
though a single-headed analysis with “Raising” in a [DP D° [CP]] structure is conceivable for the
examples from (2) to (9), as well as for (10), I will sketch here what a double-headed analysis
with “Raising” would look like for them.
13 Possibly all NPs are always merged as modifiers of one such (silent) functional/light noun,
whether the NP contains a proper name or a common noun: [John [PERSON]], [dog [ANIMAL]],
[table [THING]], etc. – cf. Kayne’s (2007 Appendix) theoretical arguments. This is rendered ad-
ditionally plausible by the existence of languages where some such functional/light nouns/
classifiers are actually pronounced (see, e.g., (i), from the Australian language Yidiɲ):
(i) bama:l yabuɽuŋgu miɲa gangu:l wawa:l (Dixon 1977, 480)

Person-erg girl-erg animal-abs wallaby-abs see.past
Lit. ‘the person girl saw the animal wallaby’ (‘the girl saw the wallaby’)
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(10) a. (We gave him) [DP THE [CP what THINGi [ C [ we bought ti ]]] (SUCH)
THING]

b. (He weighs) [DP THE [CP what AMOUNTi [ C [ you weigh ti ]]] (SUCH)
AMOUNT]

c. (I hate) [DP THE [CP who(ever) PERSONi [ C [ ti does that to me ]]]
(SUCH) PERSON]14

d. (This is) [DP THE [CP where PLACEi [ C [ they slept P ti ]]] THERE PLACE]15

e. (He was born) [DP THE [CP when TIMEi [ C [ I was born P ti]]] THEN TIME]
f. (This is) [DPTHE [CP how MANNERi [ C [we would like him to behave

P ti]] (SUCH) MANNER]

The structures in (10) represent the double-headed structure of Merge of
“Headless” RCs in English. Within the (pre-nominal) RC the internal Head
moves to Spec,CP, licensing the non-pronunciation of the external Head in
what amounts to a ‘Raising’ derivation, the external Head remaining in situ.16

14 Bare who “Headless” RCs are generally quite marginal, if possible at all. Richard Kayne, p.
c., tells me that for him the otherwise impossible *I‘ll invite who you want me to invite improves
if exactly is added (?I‘ll invite exactly who you want me to invite). The normal way is to use
a ‘light-headed’ RC: he who. . . For recent discussion see Patterson and Caponigro (2016). In
certain languages the ‘functional’ noun PERSON associated with the interrogative pronoun
‘who’ is actually pronounced. See the case of the Western Malayo-Polynesian language Bih:
(i) Sei mnuih hiar lăm nei? (Nguyen 2013, §6.2.1.1)

who person cry LOC PROX
‘Who has cried in here?’

15 See again Bih for the pronunciation of the ‘generic/functional’ noun PLACE:
(i) ti anôk ŏng dôk? (Nguyen 2013, §6.2.1.5)

where place you stay
‘Where are you?'

For arguments that where, when, how are necessarily merged with a silent preposition stranded
by wh-movement, see Caponigro and Pearl (2008, 2009). They assume that preposition strand-
ing may be possible with silent prepositions even in languages like Italian that do not allow it
with overt (non-axial) prepositions. This may be confirmed by sluicing cases such as Stava
parlando con qualcuno. Non so chi/con chi ‘He was talking with someone. I don’t know who/
with whom’.
16 In the ‘Matching’ derivation of post-nominal externally Headed RCs, the external Head
raises to a position to the left of (above) the RC CP (a consequence of the general head-initial
word order property that raises constituents containing the lexical NP to the left (above) its
modifiers), licensing the total (that relatives) or partial (wh-relatives) non pronunciation of the
internal Head. There is some similarity here with “VP-Deletion”, except that one of the two
Heads has in most languages to be silent. In some the two Heads can however be both pro-
nounced. See Cinque (2011).
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The overt part (what, etc.) of the Head (what THING, etc.) is a wh-proform (also
used in interrogatives and other constructions – see Caponigro 2003,Chapter 3
for the specific semantic contribution compatible with all of its uses) which does
not need a c-commanding antecedent in contrast with relative wh-proforms.

In certain languages, the silent determiner of (10) is pronounced, as in
Yucatec Maya (cf. (11), from Gutiérrez-Bravo 2013, 29)17:

(11) [le [ba’ax k-in tsikbal-t-ik-Ø te’ex]-a’
det what HAB-ERG-1SG chat-TRNS-IND-ABS.3SG 2PL-CL
‘This (thing) which I’m telling you about’

I take the structures in (10) to underlie both definite “Headless” RCs (Il mese
prossimo sposerò proprio chi(*-unque) mi hai presentato l’anno scorso ‘Next
month I will marry precisely who(*-ever) you introduced to me last year’, ‘..the
very person who..’; Sarà ammesso alla festa solo chi(*-unque) porterà una botti-
glia di vino ‘Only he who brings a bottle of wine will be admitted to the party’;

See section 4 below for possible evidence, from Polish and Croatian, that a “Matching” der-
ivation is needed (in addition to a “Raising” one). ‘Raising’ derivations in RCs are typical of
amount/maximalizing RCs (for the maximalizing nature of “Headless” RCs, see Carlson 1977,
Grosu 1994,§3.2, Grosu and Landman 1998, Caponigro 2003). The non existence of non-
restrictive uses of “Headless” RCs (Emonds 1979, 232, Kayne 1994, 114) is taken here to be re-
lated to their maximalizing (hence “Raising”) nature and to the exclusively “Matching” nature
of non-restrictive RCs (Cinque to appear).
17 Also see Chomsky (2013, 46) on the presence in Spanish and French “Headless” RCs of
a determiner possibly reduced in English (ce que..‘what..’; ce à quoi.. ‘to what..’). Nakamura
(2009, 342) cites one example from English (cf. (i) below) in which an overt determiner co-
occurs with Free relative what, but Andrew Radford, p.c., and other speakers find it completely
unacceptable:
(i) Florence Griffith-Joyner’s death is a stark warning of the what drugs do (The Observer,

Sep 27, 1998).

In other languages the determiner is present while both the external and the internal Heads
can be silent, as in the Lakhota example (i) of fn.10. In still others the determiner and the two
Heads can all be silent. See (ii)a. and b. from Sinhala (Indo-Aryan) and Turkish Sign
Language, respectively (in (ii)b. capitals stand for the corresponding signs):
(ii) a. [redi hodǝnǝ] Nuwanwǝ taraha æwisuwǝ (Walker 2005, 170)

clothes wash-PRES-REL Nuwan-ACC anger induce-PST
‘The one washing the clothes made Nuwan angry.’

b. [ENGLISH KNOW] PRIZE WIN (Branchini 2014, 166)
‘the one who knows English won the prize’

Also see de Vries (2002, Chapter 2, §6.3).
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I left when Daniel arrived ‘.. at the very time that..’)18 and universal/free choice
“Headless” RCs (I see him when(ever) I can ‘..every time I can’) (Dayal 1997, von
Fintel 2000, Caponigro 2003, Riemsdijk 2005,§5.2).19

For a discussion of the interpretational possibilities of bare and ‘-ever’
“Headless” RCs, see Larson (1987), Jacobson (1995), Grosu (1994,1996), Dayal
(1997), Pancheva Izvorski (2000), von Fintel (2000), Caponigro (2003),
Tredinnick (2005) and references cited there.

As to Modal Existential wh Constructions like (12) (Grosu 1994, 2004) they
differ from standard “Headless” RCs in several respects. They are not maximal-
izing, they do not require category and Case matching, they disallow complex
wh-‘ever’ phrases, they allow multiple wh-fronting in languages which allow it
in questions,20 and they are not strong islands. See Izvorski (1998), Pancheva
Izvorski (2000,Chapter 2) and Grosu (1994, Study I, Chapter 5; 2004), where
they are in fact analyzed as bare CPs (even if there is possibly a silent object,
THING, PERSON, etc., of ‘have’, ‘there is’). Also see Šimík (2011).21

18 A ‘definite’ what as the associate of a there existential construction in English is in gen-
eral impossible: *There is what you ordered on the desk (Wilder 1999,686). When possible
(There is what you need: wine in the cellar and food in the fridge) it may be compatible with
Kayne’s (2016) analysis if the definite determiner is actually embedded within the associ-
ate, as in some of the cases that he discusses (There is [THE what KIND] THING(S) you
need).
19 That the definite reading is made impossible by the presence of ‘–ever’ is pointed out in
Dayal (1997), who gives contrasts like the following (also see Jacobson 1995, Caponigro 2003,
112 and Tredinnick 2005, 2):
(i) What(*ever) Mary bought was Barriers. (Dayal 1997, 103)
(ii) What(*ever) Mary is cooking, namely ratatouille, uses onions. (Dayal 1997, 109)
For the possibility that the apparent universal/free choice reading of wh- and wh-‘ever’ re-
duces to a maximal (plural) definite reading, see Jacobson (1995, §5).
20 For multiple wh-pronouns also in the standard “Headless” RCs of Bulgarian, which has no
special ‘-ever’ wh-forms, see Dimova (2014) and references cited there.
21 The conclusion that they are distinct from standard “Headless” RCs may find some support
from Italian, at least that spoken in the Northeast of Italy, where che cosa ‘what thing’, or che
‘what’, or cosa ‘thing’, have interrogative but no standard “Headless” RC usages (Cinque
1988,497; Benincà and Cinque 2010,§4.5; Bertollo and Cavallo 2012,§3, Cecchetto and Donati
2015,48f). The reason is that in such irrealis/existential “Headless” RCs, cosa sounds possible
(just as in wh-interrogatives):
(i) a. Finalmente avrei cosa fare

Lit.: At last I would have what to do
b. Per noi, adesso, ci sarebbe cosa dire

Lit.:For us now there would be what to say
(in other regional varieties of Italian cosa, or che can apparently be used in standard
“Headless” RCs as well -cf. Caponigro 2003,26 and Manzini 2010,171).
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As for the ‘identifier’ of the particular functional noun postulated in (10)/
(11), I follow Grosu (1986/87, 47) in taking the wh-phrase of the “Headless” RC
to be “the only reasonable candidate for the role of formal identifier [of the ex-
ternal Head]”.22

(12) a. Maria are [cu cine să voteze] (Grosu 1994, 138)
Maria has with whom SUBJ vote
‘Maria has (someone) for whom to vote’

b. Ima koj kâde da me zavede (Pancheva Izvorski 2000, 41)
have.3sg who where Partsubj me take.3sg
‘I have someone to take me somewhere’

c. Non ha con chi parlare (Caponigro 2003, Chapter 3)
not he.has with whom to talk
‘He doesn’t have anyone to talk to’

4 The phrasal nature and the position
of the wh- in “Headless” RCs

The present analysis, which takes the wh- to be a phrase in the Spec of the RC
CP, is not compatible with Donati’s (2006), Donati and Cecchetto’s (2011),
Cecchetto and Donati’s (2015, Chapter 3) proposal (see fn. 3 of their 2011 article
for precedents of this idea) that “Headless” RCs only involve a bare (X-bar)
head which raises and projects, as a determiner, to DP23:

There is another indication that they may be just CPs. As noted in Rizzi (1982,75f,note32)
embedded interrogative CPs but no standard “Headless” RCs (which are DPs) permit Gapping.
Interestingly, Modal Existential wh Constructions, like embedded interrogative CPs allow
Gapping: C’è chi preferisce la pasta e chi il riso, lit.‘there is who prefers pasta and who rice’.
22 Also see van Riemsdijk’s (2005, 363) and Assmann (2013).
23 In their system if C rather than the raised wh- projects the result is a standard interrogative
CP rather than a “Headless” RC, which leaves to be seen how best to capture Benincà’s (2007,
2012) finding that despite the morphological similarity of the wh-forms in the two construc-
tions, the target of the wh- in (Italian) “Headless” RCs is higher (above Topics) than that of the
wh- in interrogatives (below Topics).
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(13) DP

D CP
what

TPC

you saw what 

For one thing, as already mentioned, some languages provide direct evidence
that the wh-phrase in “Headless” RCs is within the RC CP, not outside. In partic-
ular, a structure like (13) would lead one to expect that the corresponding
German wh-free relative pronouns could not extrapose together with the rest of
the “Headless” RC, contrary to fact.24 Secondly there are two constructions
which appear to front to Spec, CP complex wh-phrases; the ‘paucal’ relatives in
sentences like (14), and the wh-‘ever’ relatives in sentences like (15)25:

(14) a. What beer we found was flat (Andrews 1975, 75)
b. Fred hid what (few) weapons were on the table (Andrews 1975, 76)
c. We gave him what little money we had (Kayne 1994, 154 note13)
d. [I]t begins to fit with what little we know about history (Chomsky

2015, 74)26

(15) a. I shall visitwhatever town you will visit (Donati and Cecchetto 2011, 552)
b. I’ll read whatever book(s) he tells me to read (Jacobson 1995, 451)

24 Cable (2005 and 2010, §6.3) acknowledges that this is a serious challenge for the Move-and
-Project analysis though he also advances some speculations on how it could be resolved.
25 The discussion in Andrews (1975, §1.1.2.2) provides evidence that what he calls ‘paucal’
(free) relatives cannot be taken to be wh-‘ever’ relatives with a silent ‘-ever’. Apart from their
special meaning of insufficiency, ‘paucal’ (free) relatives, as opposed to wh-‘ever’ phrases, can
only be used with mass or plural nouns (*Fred hid what weapon was on the table vs. Fred hid
whatever weapon was on the table). Also, they are compatible with paucal modifiers like few
and little, but not with multal or numeral quantifiers (*I saw what many/three people arrived
early), while exactly the opposite holds for wh-‘ever’ phrases (*I greeted whatever few people
came to the door vs. I hid the coats of whatever three people he brought). Should they co-occur
with a different (‘paucal’) silent element (possibly LITTLE/FEW), this would likely be within
CP, like ‘–ever’, given the German extraposition facts to be mentioned below concerning the
German w- immer auch phrases (the analogues of wh-ever phrases in English), which necessar-
ily extrapose with the rest of the “Headless” RC.
26 Which we take to be: .. with [THE [what little AMOUNT (THAT) we know . . .] (SUCH)
AMOUNT]. In the next page, the following variant is used: . . . with the little that we know
(i.e.,. . .with [the [(WHAT) little AMOUNT that we know] (SUCH) AMOUNT]. For the degraded
status of overt that if what is also overt see footnotes 28 and 30.
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Donati and Cecchetto (2011) may be right in suggesting that in some languages
(some) wh-‘ever’ phrases can also be Heads of Headed RCs (see the Italian –
unque case in (16)a, from Battye 1989, 230, where such sentences are dubbed
‘pseudo-free relatives’, and the English ‘-ever’ case in (16)b, from Chierchia and
Caponigro 2013, 7)27:

(16) a. Chiunque a cui tu avessi parlato ti avrebbe dato la stessa risposta
‘Whoever to whom you had spoken would have given you the same reply’

b. John would read whichever book that he happened to put his hands on

There are however indications that the same does not hold for other languages
and possibly for other wh- forms in English (for some speakers). Citko (2008,
930ff) points out three phenomena with respect to which RCs with wh-‘ever’
phrases pattern with standard “Headless” RCs (with bare wh-words in COMP)
rather than with Headed RCs. They are: incompatibility of most forms with
overt ‘complementizers’ in English (cf. (17)),28 strict Case matching in Polish
(cf. (18)),29 and RC extraposition in German (cf. (19)).

27 The contrast between (16)a, grammatical with a slight pause between chiunque and a cui,
and its English translation, ungrammatical, is to be related to the possibility of using chiunque,
but not whoever, as an indefinite pronoun (= anyone). See Parlerebbe con chiunque ‘He would
speak with anyone (lit. whoever)’ – Cecchetto and Donati 2011 Appendix) vs. *He would speak
with who(m)ever. For the special status of –unque “Headless” RCs in Italian and their
Romanian analogues, see Caponigro and Fălăuş (2016).

(16)a–b should be kept distinct from the apparently similar cases found in ‘doubly-filled
COMP’ languages like Middle English (Benincà 2007,§5.2) and Paduan (Benincà 2012,36f), where
both the wh-phrase and the ‘complementizer’ are within the (split) CP. Indeed it remains to be
seen whether (16)b isn’t also a case of a doubly filled COMP if the same speakers who accept it
also accept that with an interrogative wh-phrase, as Andrew Radford does (see fn. 30 below).
28 On the general inability of bare wh-‘ever’ phrases to be ordinary arguments in Head position in
English, see Jacobson (1995,460). Also see Groat’s (2012) example I’d like to meet whoever’s books
(*that) sell over a million copies. For such cases Groat assumes that it is the wh- at the edge that
enters into an agree relation with the external antecedent. One can get even deeper embedding:
(i) [[Whoever’s father’s family] has a lot of money] will get rich.

The problematic status for the Head analysis of these examples (and that in fn. 2 above) is also
pointed out in Jacobson (1995, 462). The relation between whoever and the external silent anteced-
ent in (i) appears to be the same as that holding between whose and the overt antecedent in cases
like The boy [[whose father’s family] has a lot of money] will get rich. Also see Citko (2009, 61f).
29 Wh–kolwiek (wh-‘ever’) RCs require Case matching, like simple “Headless” RCs, and unlike
Headed RCs.
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(17) a. We’ll hire whichever man (*that) you recommended to us
(Citko 2009, 931)30

b. I’ll read whatever book (??that/which) you’ll read
(Jacobson 1995, 461)

(18) a. Zatrudnimy [któregokolwiek studenta nam polecisz tACC]ACC
Hire.1PL whichever.ACC student.ACC us recommend.2SG

(Citko 2008, 931)
‘We’ll hire whichever student you recommend to us’

b. *Zatrudnimy [któremukolwiek studentowi ufamy tDAT]ACC
hire.1PL whichever.DAT student.DAT trust.1PL

(Citko 2008, 931)
‘We’ll hire whichever student we trust’

c. *Zatrudnimy [któregokolwiek studenta [ufamy tDAT]]ACC
31

hire.1PL whichever.ACC student.ACC trust.1PL
‘We’ll hire whichever student we trust’

(19) a. Der Hans hat zurückgegeben [welches Geld auch immer
The Hans has returned which money even ever
er gestohlen hat]
he stolen has
‘Hans has returned whatever money he has stolen’

30 The same is true of ‘paucal’ “Headless” RCs. See (i), from Andrews (1975, 78),
(i) I drank what beer (*that) was on the table/we found.

though he finds the ungrammaticality of (i) less severe than that with ordinary free relatives
with that (*I ate what that he brought). Andrew Radford, p.c., who generally accepts both wh-
‘ever’ and paucal wh- followed by a nominal to co-occur with that (see exercise 7.4 of
Radford 2016), still finds a difference between What little beer that was left, he drank (perfect)
and the much worse What (little) that was left, he drank. The fact that he has a similar con-
trast in wh-interrogatives (I wonder what *(kind of celebration) that he has in mind) may sug-
gest that even in the Free RC construction the wh-‘ever’ or paucal phrase and that are for him
both in CP.
31 Which should be good, given the well-formedness of
(i) Zatrudnimy [tego człowiekaACC [któremu ufamy tDAT]ACC (Citko 2008, 931)

hire.1PL this.ACC man.ACC whom.DAT trust.1PL
‘We’ll hire the man that we trust.’
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b. *Der Hans hat welches Geld auch immer zurückgegeben
The Hans has which money even ever returned
[er gestohlen hat]32

he stolen has

Borsley (1984, 11f) discusses another case from Polish which suggests that wh-
‘ever’ phrases, like bare wh-pronouns, and unlike the Head of Headed RCs, are
located in Spec,CP.

The possessive anaphor swój must occur in the same local domain (IP/CP)
as its antecedent. When inside the wh-phrase of an embedded interrogative it
can only be bound (under reconstruction) by an antecedent inside the embed-
ded interrogative (cf. (20)a.), and cannot be bound by an antecedent in the ma-
trix clause (cf. (20)b.). When inside the Head of a Headed RC swój must instead
be bound from an antecedent located in the matrix clause (cf. (21)a.), not by
one located in the relative clause (cf. (21)b.)33:

(20) a. Jan zapytał [[którą ze swoichi piosenek]k proi lubisz tk]
John asked which from self.poss songs you.like
‘John asked which of your songs you liked’

b. *Jani zapytał [[którą ze swoichi piosenek]k lubisz tk]
John asked which from self.poss songs you.like
‘John asked which of his songs you liked’

(21) a. Jani zaśpiewa [[każda ze swoichi piosenek] jakąk wybierzesz tk]
John will.sing each from self.poss songs which you.will.choose
‘John will sing each from his songs that you choose’

b. *Jan zaśpiewa [[każda ze swoichi piosenek]k, jaką tyi wybierzesz tk]
John will.sing each from self.poss songs which you.will.choose
‘John will sing each from his songs that you choose’

32 Also see the following, provided by Henk van Riemsdijk, p.c.:
(i) a. [[Wessen Buch auch immer] von Reich Ranicki gelobt wurde]

whose book even ever by Reich Ranicki praised was
hat sich immer sehr gut verkauft
has REFL always very well sold
‘Whoever’s book was praised by Reich Ranicki always sold very well’

b. **[Wessen Buch auch immer] hat sich immer sehr gut verkauft, von Reich Ranicki
gelobt wurde

33 This appears to show that the RC Head cannot reconstruct inside the RC pointing to the
presence of a “Matching”, rather than a “Raising”, derivation in (21).
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Crucially, when swój is contained inside the wh‘-ever’ phrase of a “Headless”
RC, it cannot be bound by an antecedent in the matrix clause (cf. (22)a.); it can
only be bound by one within the RC (under reconstruction) (cf. (22)b.), as when
it is contained within a wh-phrase in the Spec,CP of an embedded interrogative
clause (cf. (20) above).

(22) a. *Janj zaśpiewa [[którąkolwiek ze swoichj piosenek]k
John will.sing whichever from self.poss songs
proi wybierzesz tk]
(you) will.choose
‘John will sing whichever of his songs you choose’

b. Jan zaśpiewa [[którąkolwiek ze swoichi piosenek]k
John will.sing whichever from self.poss songs
proi wybierzesz tk]
(you) will.choose
‘John will sing whichever of your songs you choose’

This clearly suggests that wh‘-ever’ phrases (in Polish) are in the COMP of the
“Headless” RC, not in an external Head position.34

The same pattern is displayed by the Croatian possessive anaphor svoj
(Gračanin-Yüksek 2008). When svoj is within the wh-phrase of an embedded
wh-question it can only be bound by an antecedent within the embedded wh-
question (under total reconstruction), not by one in the matrix clause:

(23) Ivank ne zna koje je svojej/*i/*k slike Vidi mislio
Ivan not know which Aux self’s pictures Vid thought
da je Danj poslao na natječaj
that Aux Dan sent on contest

34 For Citko (2009, §3.3) ‘however many’ wh-phrases in Polish free relatives also allow for
non-reconstructed interpretations. Adam Szczegielniak informs me that for certain speakers
swój can also function as a pronominal, so that for them no comparable clear contrasts should
be expected to exist. Nonetheless he himself finds the contrast between a headless RC ((i)a)
and a headed one ((i)b) striking:
(i) a. Jann zaśpiewa [[którąkolwiek ze swoichi/*n piosenek]k proi wybierzesz tk]

John will.sing whichever from self.poss songs (you) will.choose
‘John will sing whichever of your songs you choose’

b. Jann zaśpiewa [którąkolwiek ze swoich*i/n piosenek] [[którąk proi wybierzesz tk]
John will.sing whichever from your songs which (you) will.choose
‘John will sing whichever of your songs which you choose’
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‘Ivank doesn’t know which pictures of himselfj/*i/*k Vidi thought Danj sent
to the contest’

The opposite holds in Headed RCs. Svoj can only be bound by an antecedent in
the matrix clause, not by one within the RC. See (24)35:

(24) Vidi će negraditi ono svojei/*j dijete koje Danj preporuči
Vid will reward that self’s child which Dan recommends
‘Vidi will reward the one of hisi/*j children that Danj recommends’

Wh-‘ever’ phrases of “Headless” RCs behave like wh-phrases in wh-questions.
The possessive anaphor svoj contained within them can only be bound (under
total reconstruction) by an antecedent within the RC, not by one in the matrix
clause (thus pointing to their location in the Spec,CP of the “Headless” RC)36:

(25) Vidi će negraditi koje god svojej/*i dijete Danj preporuči
Vid will reward which ever self’s child Dan recommends
‘Vidi will reward whichever of hisj/*i children Danj recommends’

Other languages show that even Definite “Headless” RCs (those that plausibly
do not involve a silent ‘-ever’, as seen above) can be introduced by complex wh-
expression who/what/which + NP.

One such case is provided by Chuj (a Mayan language from Guatemala)
(see (26), from Kotek and Erlewine (2015, §5.2.3), who explicitly say that they
“may include overt nominal domains” (p. 34).37

35 “[R]econstruction of the head NP into the relative clause is impossible. The head NP and
the matrix subject seem to belong to the same clause.” (Gračanin-Yüksek 2008, 281) (which, as
noted, points to a “Matching” rather than “Raising” derivation). The only exception is “H
[eaded] R[elative]s denoting degrees” (Gračanin-Yüksek 2008, fn. 8) (which since Carlson 1977
are taken to involve a “Raising” derivation).
36 The clitic second syntax of Croatian also shows conclusively that they cannot have raised
out of Spec,CP (Gračanin-Yüksek 2008, §3), and that “move-and-project analyses [. . .] cannot
be the right account of Croatian FRs” (Gračanin-Yüksek 2008, fn. 22).
37 Another appears to be Melchor Ocampo Mixtec (Caponigro, Torrence and Cisneros 2013,
§4.3 and §5.6).

Cecchetto and Donati (2015, 51) point out that there appear to be no “Headless” RCs with
in-situ wh-pronouns (cf. also Kayne 1994, 158note30) and that this follows from the need for
the free relative CP to project into a DP via raising of the wh-pronoun/determiner (a case in
point could be French: *[Tu as rencontré qui] est malade ‘who you have met is sick’ vs. Tu as
rencontré qui? ‘Who have you met?’). In the present context this might instead be related to
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(26) a. Ix-Ø-w-ilelta [FRmach (winh unin) ix-Ø-ulek’-i].
PRFV-B3-A1S-meet who (CL.MASC boy) PRFV-B3-come-ITV
‘I met (the boy) who came.’

b. Ko-gana [FR tas (libro-al) ix-Ø-s-man waj Xun].
A1P-like what book-NML PRFV-B3-A3-buy CL.NAME Juan
‘We like the book that Juan bought.’

Thus, a raising and projection of the wh-form in “Headless” RCs does not seem
viable.

5 The lack of “Headless” reduced RCs

“Headless” reduced RCs appear not to be possible. See (27), explicitly noted in
Jacobson (1995, 460) (and confirmed by other speakers):

(27) a. *What(ever) lurking outside my windows scares me.38

b. *What(ever) displayed in this windows will be sold by midnight.
c. *Whatever house cheaper than mine will sell quicker.

The pattern follows if no Case is assigned to Spec,IP as a consequence of
the lack of finite Tense within the reduced RC (cf. Kayne 1994, §8.4), and

the non existence in French (and languages like French) of in-situ relative wh-pronouns (what-
ever the principle is that forces their movement). The ban on in-situ “Headless” wh-phrases
may not be completely general if the correlative structures of Burushaski (isolate) ((ii)a.) and
Konḍa (South-Central Dravidian) ((ii)b.) (and other Dravidian languages) are left dislocated
“Headless” RCs with in-situ wh-pronouns:
(ii) a. šon gukúr biṭáne bésan sénuma ke ité

Shon-Gukur shaman.ERG what.indef.sg.abs say-adjvlz=Q LINK that.abs

sahíi maními (Yoshioka 2012, 199)
correct become.NPRS.3rdsg
‘What Shon Gukur had said turned out to be true’

b. maa kiidu inika manadoo daani peru veRtu (Lakshmi Bai 1985, 185)
our in.hands what to.be its name tell
‘Tell us the name of what we have in our hands’

38 The ungrammaticality of (27)a should be contrasted with the grammaticality of Anything
lurking outside my windows scares me (Andrew Radford, p.c.).
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if there is no other way of assigning Case to the wh-phrase from the
outside.39

The same seems true for Italian:

(28) *Chi invitato alla festa dovrà portare una bottiglia
who invited to the party will have to bring a bottle.

Apparent exceptions, like (29), can be accounted for if, as suggested in Donati
and Cecchetto (2011, Appendix), qualunque cosa and chiunque can be external
Heads, which receive Case in the matrix clause (see (30), where they stand by
themselves):

(29) a. Qualunque cosa persa da uno di voi non verrà ricomprata
whatever thing lost by one of you will not be bought again

b. ?Chiunque sorpreso a rubare verrà multato
whoever caught stealing will be fined

(30) a. Farei qualunque cosa per aiutarti
I would do whatever thing to help you
‘I would do anything to help you’

b. Parlerebbe con chiunque
(S)he would talk with whoever
‘(S)he would talk with anyone’

39 On the IP nature of reduced RCs see Cinque (2010,§4.2 and §5.1), where evidence from
Fanselow (1986) is cited for the presence of a PRO subject with both present and past partici-
ples (pace Siloni 1995). The fact that “Headless” reduced RCs appear not to be possible even
where no Case licensing is plausibly at issue (cf. (i)), may suggest that they contain no CP ca-
pable of hosting a wh-phrase:
(i) a. *Il lavoro sarà recensito dove pubblicato.

the paper will be reviewed where published
b. *Quando addormentata Gianna si mise a russare.

when fallen asleep, Gianna started snoring
(vs. Appena addormentata,. . . ‘Once fallen asleep,..’, where appena is an AdvP plausibly in IP).

The absence of a CP in reduced RCs should also account for the impossibility of *the book
which recently sent. . . (cf. Kayne 1994, 98). Also see Siloni (1995) for the different structure to
be attributed to present and past participle reduced RCs in French and Italian, IP and
ParticipialP, respectively. If she is right that these categories are contained within an extra DP
layer, no ‘government’ issues should arise for the presence of a PRO.
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For the same reasons we take newspapers in (31)a–b to be an external Head,
assigned Case in the matrix clause. If it could receive, in Spec,CP (or Spec,IP),
the Case assigned by the matrix Tense to the matrix DP containing the CP (IP),
we would expect the “Headless” RCs in (27) and (28) to also be possible, con-
trary to fact.40

(31) a. The [newspapers [recently arrived]] were eagerly read by everyone
b. The [[recently arrived] newspapers] were eagerly read by everyone

6 Wh-‘ever’ in argument and in adjunct clausal
position

As mentioned in fn.4, there are reasons to distinguish argument ‘Headless’ RCs
from Free adjunct free RCs (Izvorski, 2000, Riemsdijk 2005, §5.1, Rawlins 2008),
which are close in meaning to no matter clausal adjuncts (even if the two may
share a common semantics at a more abstract level – cf. Hirsch to appear).

As noted in Riemsdijk (2005, §5.1) argument “Headless” RCs (as opposed to
Free adjunct Free RCs) do not yield natural paraphrases with no matter conces-
sive clauses (cf. This dog attacks whoever/?*no matter who crosses its path.).41

Free adjunct Free RCs also differ from standard argument “Headless” RCs in re-
quiring ‘–ever’(Co*(kolwiek) się stanie, jedziemy jutro do Paryża/ What*(ever)
happens,we are going to Paris tomorrow – Citko 2010, 238).42

Here are listed a few additional phenomena which show that wh‘-ever’
phrases in argument and adjunct positions behave differently.

40 By the same reasoning, differently from Cinque (2010, 56), the Head headway of a reduced
RC like The headway made so far is not negligible must be an external Head (the coindexed PRO
within the reduced RC perhaps satisfying the idiom requirements). See Cinque (to appear) and
references cited there for the doubtful diagnostic nature of idiom chunks for “Raising”.
41 He also notes that there is no standard argument “Headless” RC that corresponds to no matter
whether Free Adjunct Free RCs (such as No matter whether Carl talks or not, he will be convicted).
Andrew Radford, p.c., however, finds This dog attacks no matter who crosses its path grammatical.
42 Among the “Headless” wh-phrases of Italian quant- ‘what,who.pl’ cannot take the ‘-ever’
suffix –unque (cf. Donati and Cecchetto 2011, 552) and, as opposed to those that do, they can-
not be used in Free adjunct Free RCs (*Quanto succederà, noi ce ne andremo ‘What will hap-
pen, we will leave’).
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6.1 No relative pronouns in Free adjunct free RCs

Although –unque wh-phrases in Italian “Headless” RCs may (also) be external
heads followed by a relative pronoun, as seen in (16) above, they cannot be fol-
lowed by a relative pronoun in Free adjunct free RCs. This is expected if these
are bare CPs, with no external Head:

(32) *Qualunque cosa di cui lui si vanti, noi non ci lasceremo impressionare

Whatever thing of which he may boast, we won’t let ourselves be impressed
(vs. Di qualunque cosa lui si vanti, noi non ci lasceremo impressionare ‘Of what-
ever thing he may boast, we won’t let ourselves to be impressed’)

6.2 German Free adjunct free RCs in Vorvorfeld

To judge from German, Free adjunct free RCs also appear to occupy positions dif-
ferent from the positions occupied by arguments, where standard “Headless”
RCs are internally merged. While the latter, as DPs, target ordinary DP positions,
argument or topic and focus positions in the left periphery, counting as occupiers
of the first position and yielding V2 (cf. (33)), Free adjunct free RCs occupy an
adverbial position higher than topics and foci, forcing the finite verb to be in
third position (cf.(34)), like other ‘conditionals of irrelevance’ ((35))43:

(33) Wen auch immer du einlädst, wird Maria gut erhalten
Who also ever you invite, will Maria welcome

(34) a. Wen auch immer du einlädst, Maria wird nicht kommen
Who also ever you invite, Maria will not come

(d’Avis 2004,141)
b. *Wen auch immer du einlädst, wird Maria nicht kommen

(d’Avis 2004, 148)

(35) Ob es regnet oder nicht, wir gehen spazieren (d’Avis 2004, 141)
Whether it rains or not, we go for a walk

43 I thank Roland Hinterhölzl for discussing this point with me.
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6.3 Free adjunct free RCs in Appalachian English

In Appalachian English (AppE) the ‘-ever’ of Standard American English (SAE)
precedes the wh-phrase (see Johnson 2015), rather than following it44:

(36) a. You should return ever-what you have finished reading to the library.
(AppE)

b. You should return what-ever you have finished reading to the library.
(SAE)

This ordering is however banned in Free adjunct free RCs. Cf. (37):

(37) *You will win the competition, ever-who judges the final round.

7 (Morphological) Case (mis)match
in “Headless” RCs

The (morphological) Case matching requirement holding of “Headless” RCs has
been the object of intensive research, which has come to distinguish essentially
three types of languages: (1) fully matching languages (like Polish, English,
Italian, etc. – Grosu 1994, Citko 2000) where the Case of the wh-phrase in Spec,
CP and the Case assigned to the external DP have to exactly match,45 (2) non-
matching languages where case conflicts between the internal and external
Case are resolved in favor of the internal Case (certain varieties of German –
Pittner 1991, 1995, sometime referred to as German B – Vogel 2001), and (3)
nonmatching languages where case conflicts are resolved in favor of the exter-
nal Case (like Classical Greek, Gothic, etc. – Harbert 1983). See the discussion

44 We may take Standard English wh-ever phrases to be complex phrases derived by raising of
the wh- part, from a structure essentially like the Appalachian English ever-wh (which possibly is
itself complex: AT ever(y) TIME wh-) across –ever. Thinking of Kayne’s (1994) analyses of ’s and -
ever, Whoever’s pictures would be derivable from [ever [who [’s [ pictures with who raising above –
ever. Whosever pictures, in those variants that prefer it to whoever’s pictures, could be derived from
the same structure with pictures raising above who[’s before the merger of –ever followed by rem-
nant movement of who[’s above –ever. Thanks to Richard Kayne for relevant discussion.
45 Andrew Radford (2016, 468), however, reports cases of non-matching like (i) even in English:
(i) [Whomever you elect] will serve a four-year term.
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and references in the above works as well the general discussions in Grosu
(1994) and Riemsdijk (2005), Daskalaki (2011).

Here I won’t add to these discussions except for a proposal meant to derive,
in addition to the matching ones, the generalization holding of the nonmatching
type 2) (where the Case conflict is resolved in favor of the internal Case).46 The
nonmatching type 2) appears to obey the following generalization: when differ-
ent from the Case assigned externally, the wh-phrase can bear the Case as-
signed within the relative clause (as expected if it is in Spec,CP) provided that
such Case is lower in the Case hierarchy (NOM > ACC > GEN > DAT > OBL) than
the Case assigned externally (cf. Pittner 1995,211).47 (38) and (39) provide some
illustrative examples from German B:

(38) a. Sie lädt ein→Acc[FR wemDat sie zu Dank verplichtet ist]
she invites to.whom she to thanks obliged is

(Pittner 1995, 208) (ACC [FRDAT]])
‘She invites who she is obliged to’

b. Jeder muss tun, wofür er bestimmt ist
everybody must do what-for(PP) he destined is

(Pittner 1995, 208) (ACC [FRBENEF])
‘Everybody must do what he is destined for’

c. [FRWenAcc MariaNom mag→Acc]Nom wird eingeladen
who.acc Maria likes is invited

(Vogel 2001, 903) (NOM [FRACC])
‘Who Maria likes gets invited.’

(39) a. *Er zerstört →Acc [FR werNom ihm begegnet]
he destroys who him meets

(Vogel 2001, 904) (ACC [FRNOM])
‘He destroys he who meets him’

46 For type 3), and its complexities, see Harbert (1983) and especially Grosu (1994, Study I,
Chapter 4) in terms of Case Attraction, which in some languages also holds of the correspond-
ing Headed RCs.
47 The generalization appears to hold independently of the differences which may exist
among the selective nonmatching languages with respect to which structural positions admit
nonmatching: left dislocated positions (in German but not French – Harbert 1983, §4), subject
positions, if distinct from clitic left dislocated positions in null subject languages (Spanish and
Catalan – Hirschbühler and Rivero 1982 – but not Italian).

This recalls the possibility of Inverse Case Attraction in Headed RCs in left dislocated and
subject positions in certain languages (Farsi varieties and Albanian dialects), analysed as
“Raising” relatives in Cinque (2007, 99ff) and references cited there.
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b. *Ich vertraue →Dat [FR wenAcc ich einlade]
I trust who I invite

(Vogel 2003, 283) (DAT [FRACC])
‘I trust whom I invite’

In a double-headed configuration like, say, Vmatrix [DP D [CP [XP what THING]i
Vembedded ti] (SUCH) THING]], the matrix V assigns Case to DP (which percolates
to the external Head (SUCH) THING). The internal Head, [what THING] instead
receives Case from the embedded V.

Such double-headed configuration allows one to derive the full matching
case and the nonmatching case where the Case conflict is resolved in favor of
the internal Case without having to resort to non-local relations spanning over
two maximal projections, DP and CP.

The parametric variation between fully matching languages like English (but
see fn.45), Polish, or Italian and nonmatching languages like German B appears
to be expressible in terms of Caha’s (2009, §1.6) Universal (Case) Containment
(40), which is motivated by Case syncretism and other generalizations:

(40) Universal (Case) Containment
a. In the Case sequence, the marking of Cases on the right can morpholog-

ically contain Cases on the left, but not the other way around.
b. The Case sequence: NOM – ACC – GEN – DAT – INS – COM

Each Case in the sequence contains the Cases to its left though not those to its
right, NOM being the poorest, for ex.: [AccP ACC [NomP NOM]].

In fully matching languages the raised internal Head licenses the non-
pronunciation of the external Head, which it c-commands (under Kayne’s 1994
definition), only if the category and (morphological) Case of the two Heads are
identical. In German B type languages, the licensing is less strict. For the non-
pronunciation of the external Head it is enough (for identification) that the in-
ternal Head, which c-commands it, has a Case which contains the Case of the
external Head.48

48 (38)a–c are thus fine as DAT/BENEF contains ACC (and NOM) and ACC contains NOM. If the
opposite is the case ((39)a–b), an ungrammatical result obtains, presumably for lack of Case re-
coverability. See Assmann (2013) for a similar treatment in terms of Case features containment,
though she takes Nominative to be “richer” than Accusative, which is richer than lower Cases.

Within analyses which do not assume an external Head (as in [DP D [CP]]) it is not clear why
in the selective nonmatching cases it is enough for the Case of the wh-phrase (say, DAT) to
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8 By way of conclusion

Evidence was reviewed above that renders it at least plausible to conceive of
a double-headed analysis even for “Headless” RCs, where the external Head of
the bare wh-forms (what, who, etc.), or, for that matter, complex wh-‘ever’ forms,
is one of the functional/light nouns/classifiers THING, AMOUNT, PERSON,
PLACE, TIME, etc., also silently present with the wh-forms (what THING, whatever
book THING) raised to the Spec,CP of the RC.
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Gloria Cocchi

Bantu class prefixes: Towards
a cross-categorial account

Abstract: Bantu verbal forms are notoriously complex from a morphological
point of view, in that they consist of several morphemes, some of which are
obligatorily present, and others optionally. Nominal forms, on the contrary,
look much simpler and less structured.

Following a long line of research which started from Abney (1987), the aim
of the present paper is to devise a strict parallelism between the structure of
Bantu nouns and verbs, which is crucially based on the important role played
by class prefixes. Moreover, in line with Manzini and Savoia’s recent work (e.g.
2008, 2011), I will argue that the same set of inflectional projections are to be
assumed at both syntactic and morphological levels; indeed Bantu languages,
which feature a very rich morphology, are the perfect candidates to show how
morphology mirrors syntax.

Finally, I will briefly investigate adjectives and (some) prepositions, as also
these categories – even the latter – present functional projections which in-
volve agreement.

1 Introduction

Descriptive works on Bantu languages (cf. Guthrie 1967‒71; Van Bulck 1952;
Alexandre 1981; see also Cocchi 2014) assume that most Bantu words are
formed by agglutination, according to a fixed prefix + root + suffix pattern.
The root is invariable and generally has a CVC structure. Some roots are bi-
functional and can form either a verb or a noun stem,1 depending on the in-
flectional suffix that is added at the end of the word; others are, however,
mono-functional and can only perform one of these functions. Prefixes are
crucial for instantiating agreement relations, either between a verb and its

Gloria Cocchi, Università di Urbino

1 The two notions of stem and root are often used as synonyms. In this paper, with root we
will intend the basic, indivisible lexical morpheme, while with stem we will indicate the root +
the final inflection, which generally consists of a single vowel (indeed, in the literature on
Bantu, it is often referred to as final vowel).
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subject (pronominal prefixes), or between a noun and its modifiers, determin-
ers and adjectives (nominal prefixes).

This brief description, besides highlighting the morphological complexity
of Bantu words, already contains an important insight, which has received
a growing attention in the Generative literature since the seminal work of
Abney (1987), i.e. the strict parallelism in the structure of nouns and verbs and
their extended functional projections. It is exactly on this parallelism that we
will speculate in the present work, also extending the proposal to other catego-
ries, like adjectives and prepositions, and showing that even for them we can
assume the existence of similar extended functional projections.

This work proceeds as follows. In section 2 we will describe the main aspects
regarding the morphological structure of the different categories of words in
Bantu languages. In section 3 we will discuss some interesting phenomena that
emerge from the data, which deserve a further investigation. In section 4 we will
try to analyse the structure of Bantu verbs and nouns within Manzini and
Savoia’s (2005, 2008, 2011) framework, which seems to be the most adequate to
account for these data, given the many similarities that can be traced between
Bantu and Romance languages, as already suggested by Cocchi (2000a) and re-
lated work. Finally, in section 5 we will tentatively extend the proposed analysis
also to adjectives and prepositions.

When not indicated otherwise, we will discuss data from Tshiluba, a core
Bantu language spoken in the Kasayi region of Congo-Kinshasa.2

2 The morphological structure of Bantu words

2.1 Verbs

Verbal forms are often more complex than the basic pattern indicated in the
Introduction above, and generally involve a higher number of morphemes.
According to Alexandre (1981: 361), a Bantu verb may comprehend as many as
the following elements:
– Pre-prefix
– Pronominal prefix (also known as subject prefix)
– Tense/aspect infix

2 Data from Tshiluba are in part personally collected, and in part drawn from Willems (1949)
and Burssens (1946, 1954). We have discussed several aspects of this language in previous
work; see the References section.
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– Object infix(es)
– ROOT
– Verbal extension(s)
– Inflectional suffix
– Post-suffix

Besides the root, two of these elements are (almost) always present: the subject
prefix3 and the inflectional suffix; however, also the tense/aspect (T/A) infix ap-
pears in most finite forms, though in some languages we may find an unmarked
form which lacks it, usually corresponding to a present or generic tense.

Object infixes emerge when a (direct or indirect) object is expressed by a
pronoun4; in some languages – the so-called asymmetrical languages, like
Swahili – only one object infix may be present at a time, while in other lan-
guages – the symmetrical ones, like Tshiluba – we may have the co-occurrence
of two or even more object infixes in marked constructions, such as the applica-
tive sentence given in (1)5:

(1) a. mukaji u-sumb-il-a muana tshimuma
cl.1-woman cl.1-buy-appl cl.1-boy cl.7-fruit
‘the woman bought fruit for the boy

b. mukaji u-tshi-mu-sumb-il-a
cl.1-woman cl.1-cl.7-cl.1-buy-appl
‘the woman bought it for him’

Verbal extensions are used when required to form derivates, such as causative,
applicative, reciprocal or passive (cf. Schadeberg 1982; Cocchi 2009); they are
infixed between the root and the final inflection, as also shown in (1a-b) above.

3 The subject prefix is absent only in imperatives; besides, it is substituted by a nominal prefix
in infinitives and in forms, which Willems (1949) calls nominal forms, roughly corresponding
to our participles.
4 Not only direct or indirect objects can be expressed by an object affix, but also the causee in
causative constructions and the applied object (beneficiary) in applicative constructions; see,
among the many, Baker (1988). On locatives, see the discussion later on.
5 Bresnan and Moshi (1990) call symmetrical the languages like Kichaga (which they investi-
gated) or Tshiluba, where the two (or more) objects in a dative shift, causative or applicative
construction behave in the same way (e.g. all objects can be substituted by a pronominal infix,
even two or more at the same time, or become the subject of the corresponding passive
clause), and asymmetrical those languages – like Swahili or Chichewa – where, in the men-
tioned contexts, only one of the objects exhibits the mentioned properties, while the ‘second’
object (generally the patient/theme) loses them.
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There may be more inflections at the same time, e.g. if an applicative sentence
like (1a) is passivized.

Finally, other morphemes appear in a very restricted number of cases, i.e.
the pre-prefix mainly emerges in negative verbal forms, and the post-suffix in
the plural imperative, as well as – in symmetrical languages – in order to ex-
press a second object pronoun, or even a post-verbal subject pronoun.

2.2 Nouns

Bantu noun morphology is generally regarded to be much simpler, in that a noun
generally consists only in a stem (root + final vowel) preceded by a class prefix. All
nouns are in fact divided in classes, which nowadays simply represent different
agreement patterns, without any semantic correlation, except for classes 1/2 which
contain nouns indicating humans.6

In Table 1 below we see the complete scheme of class prefixes/classifiers in
Tshiluba (from Burssens 1954, also reported in Cocchi 2014); in the left column
we find prefixes for singular nouns (or classes containing nouns which admit
no plural), and in the right column the corresponding plural prefixes7:

The prefix represents part of the noun and it is inseparable from the stem:
while adjectives or verbs change their prefixes according to, respectively, the
noun or subject they agree with, nouns do not change their prefix; in fact, in dic-
tionaries (e.g. De Clercq 1937; Willems 1960) nouns are listed according to the
prefix, while verbs and adjectives are listed according to the stem. Nonetheless,
there are several nominal stems which are compatible with more prefixes, and
their meaning remains constant. For example, the stem -luba indicates one per-
son or more people belonging to the Luba ethnic group when preceded by 1/2
class prefixes (muluba/baluba), but it indicates the language spoken by such
a group when preceded by class 7 prefix (tshiluba); analogously, the stem -bote

6 Indeed in Proto-Bantu there was a clearer semantic division according to classes, which has
virtually gone lost in modern languages, except for classes 1/2 which homogeneously indicate
humans. Traces of such a division, however, remain, e.g. classes 9/10 contain many nouns
indicating animals, and classes 7/8 many nouns of inanimate beings. See Der-Houssikian
(1974) for more details.
7 For classes 9/10 prefixes are traditionally indicated with N, which means that the words
begin with a nasal sound, which, according to the consonant that follows, is spelled out as
[n], [m] or [η].
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indicates banana(s) if preceded by class 7/8 prefixes (tshibote/bibote), and ba-
nana tree(s) when preceded instead by class 5/6 prefixes (dibote/mabote).8

2.3 Adjectives

Adjectives are formed out of a stem preceded by a nominal prefix, which means
that the prefix of the noun they modify is copied onto the adjective, which always
follows the noun: e.g. tshibote tshinene ‘big banana’.

However, pure adjectival roots are very limited in number: Willems (1949:
10‒11) lists only 15. Many adjectives are indeed formed out of a verbal root preceded
by a nominal prefix instead of a pronominal one, like -kole ‘strong’, which derives
from the verb kukola ‘to grow up, to get stronger’. Notice that the final inflection is
-e rather than -a, and this roughly corresponds to the participial -ed inflection. The
form thus obtained, in fact, roughly corresponds to a past participle:muntu mukole
[cl.1] ‘strong man’ < ‘a man who has grown stronger’. Indeed, even in European lan-
guages, participles are traditionally considered as the “adjectival” forms of verbs.

Table 1: Class prefixes in Tshiluba.

Class nom. pref. pron. pref. Class nom. pref. pron. pref.

 mu-/ø u-  ba- ba-
 mu- mu- (u-)  mi- i-
 di- di-  ma- a-
 tshi- tshi-  bi- bi-
 N-/mu- u-  N-/mi- i-
 lu- lu-  N-/mi- i-
 ka- ka-  tu- tu-
 bu- bu-  ma- a-
 ku- ku-
 pa- pa-
 ku- ku-
 mu- mu-

8 As regards Tshiluba class prefixes, in this work we will follow Burssens’s (1954: 58) classifi-
cation, which follows the traditional Bantu numbering system and partially differs from
Willems (1949: 8).
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Also demonstratives, possessives, numbers and indefinite quantifiers follow
the noun (with few exceptions) and agree with it by means of a nominal prefix.
Definite or indefinite articles are absent in Bantu languages.

2.4 Prepositions and locative markers

Finally, a brief description of prepositions, as some cases are particularly interest-
ing to discuss.

To start with, there is a widely used prepositional element, more or less corre-
sponding to English of, which descriptive works on Bantu call “connective” or “as-
sociative”, in that it links two nouns, often – but not always – expressing
possession. This is rendered with -a preceded by a pronominal prefix; thus the
preposition agrees with the noun that precedes, as if it were a verb agreeing with
its subject. In other words, the preposition agrees with the owned thing/person,
and not with the possessor:

(2) a. tshimuma tshia mfumu
cl.7-fruit cl.7-of cl.1-chief
‘the fruit of the chief’

b. bana ba mukaji
cl.2-boy cl.2-of cl.1-woman
‘the woman’s children’

Another interesting case is represented by locatives. This type of relation is in fact
generally expressed by means of (one or different) prepositions, but, in Bantu lan-
guages, locatives are typically expressed by class prefixes, i.e. they behave as nom-
inal elements (cf. Stucky 1976; Cocchi 2000b). Three specialized locative classes
have been reconstructed for Proto-Bantu (Guthrie 1967‒71), and in Tshiluba they
are perfectly preserved: cl. 16 pa-, ‘on, above’; cl. 17 ku- ‘at, by, towards’, and cl. 18
mu- ‘in, inside’. The peculiar fact concerning locatives is that the locative prefix
virtually “demotes” the original prefix of the noun, and governs all agreement rela-
tions in its place. Crucially, a locative noun can even represent the subject of
a clause and agree in class (the locative class) with the inflected verb, as in the
following example:

(3) mu nzubu mudi bantu
cl.18 cl.9-house cl.18-be cl.2-person
‘at home there are people’
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In (3), indeed, the copula -di ‘be’, not only does not agree with cl.2 bantu ‘peo-
ple’ (as it does in English, cf. translation), but agrees with cl.18 locative prefix,
rather than with the cl.9 regular prefix of the noun nzubu ‘house’. Therefore, it
looks uncertain whether to classify locative prefixes as prepositions, in line
with the relation they express, or as nominal elements, as their morphology
would suggest.

A similar consideration can be made for the Tshiluba preposition ne ‘with’,
which, once associated to the copula -di, yields ‘have’, similarly to the well-known
Latin construction mihi est (cf. Benveniste 1966), as in (4a) below. Interestingly
in Swahili, where the copula is reduced to the invariant form ni, which is used
(in the present tense) for all persons, we witness the corresponding preposition,
na, directly adjoined to the subject prefixes (with no trace of the copula) to yield
‘have’, as in (4b):

(4) a. muana udi ne mukanda (Tshiluba)
boy cl.1-be with book
‘the boy has (< is with) a book’

b. mtoto ana kitabu (Swahili)
boy cl.1-with book
‘the boy has a book’

3 Considerations on the data: categorial
ambiguity

The data described above point to some interesting considerations.
To start with, roots do not seem to be clearly divisible into lexical categories.

We have already mentioned the fact that many adjectives are formed out of verbal
roots. Much work on Bantu also mentions the existence of roots which can be ei-
ther nominal or verbal; for instance, Alexandre (1981: 360) reports an example
from Lingala, where the root -sal- ‘work’ can be used both as a verb and as a noun,
if merged with different prefixes and inflectional suffixes. For Swahili, Perrott
(1957: 134‒35) maintains that many verbs and nouns share the same root, and re-
ports some ways of forming nouns out of verbs by affixing a nominal prefix to the
stem and sometimes changing the final inflection from -a to -i9:

9 Though Swahili has fewer noun classes with respect to Tshiluba, we maintain the traditional
Bantu numbering system, given for Tshiluba in Table 1. Thus infinitives are homogeneously
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(5) a. kupika
cl.15-cook
‘to cook’

b. mpishi
cl.1-cook
‘a cook’

Besides, we could speculate on the role of infinitives, which also traditional
grammars consider as the “nominal” forms of verbs.10 This is even more evident
in Bantu languages, where infinitives, from a morphological point of view, are
at the same time verbs – as they can be formed out of any verbal stem – and
nouns – since such stems are preceded by a specialized nominal prefix (in
Tshiluba it is class 15, ku-), which can govern subject agreement.

This is not an original result, as similar phenomena emerge in most lan-
guages; see e.g. the many English roots like love, which are at the same time
nominal and verbal: the distinction into categories is indeed often determined
by syntactic distribution, as well as by morphological considerations, i.e. which
inflectional elements are associated with the root.

The latter criteria is however only partially valid in Bantu, given that not
only roots, but also inflections can be categorially ambiguous. First of all, identi-
cal prefixes are often used for nouns/adjectives on the one side, and verbs on the
other. In other words, the so-called nominal and pronominal prefixes have the
same morpho-phonological shape in most classes. Indeed, in Tshiluba, out of 18
agreement classes (see Table 1 above), 12 exhibit identical prefixes for nominal
and pronominal functions. Only prefixes which start with a nasal sound – [m],
[η] or [n] – tend to lose this sound when employed as subject prefixes in verbal
forms, while they maintain it on nouns and all of their agreeing modifiers (adjec-
tives, demonstratives, possessives, etc.): mu- vs. u- [classes 1 and 3]; mi- vs. i- [cl.
4]; ma- vs. a- [cl. 6]; N- vs. u- [cl. 9]; N- vs. i- [cl.10].11

However, this is nothing more than a tendency, as there are exceptions. For
instance, the initial m- does not get lost in the locative subject prefix mu- [cl.

class 15, even if Swahili lacks classes 12 and 13, while classes 11 and 14 merge into a single class
prefixed by u-.

Besides, in (5b) palatalization has applied, turning [k] + [i] into [ʃ]. Similar phonological
phenomena are common across Bantu; see also Cocchi (2014) for similar effects in Tshiluba.
10 Indeed, in languages like Italian, they can be preceded by an article.
11 The morpho-syntactic value linked to this initial nasal sound, which gets lost in pronomi-
nal prefixes, certainly deserved a more detailed investigation, that is however postponed to
future work.
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18], as seen in (3) above. Besides, for class 3, though the older descriptions of
the language only report the form u- as a pronominal prefix (cf. also Willems
1949), in nowadays’ language the form mu- tends to be used in its place; mother
tongue speakers report (p.c.) that this is due to the necessity to distinguish
class 1 (humans) and class 3 (non-humans) subject prefixes.

Furthermore, as regards the final inflection, i.e. the element which converts
a root into a stem, in the vast majority of inflected words (nouns, verbs and ad-
jectives) this is homogeneously represented by an -a, or sometimes another vo-
calic morpheme (generally -e), with few exceptions.

Last but not least, when we hinted at the existence of post-suffixes, which
are employed to form the plural imperatives (cf. 2.1. above), there may be some-
thing similar (and sometimes homophonous) which attaches to nouns: for in-
stance, in Swahili, the same post-suffix -ni, which forms the plural imperative,
also attaches to a noun stem to express the locative (Perrott 1957: 25; 46), since
locative class prefixes have disappeared in this language:

(6) a. nyumba ‘house’ vs. nyumbani ‘at home’
b. soma ‘read! (2.sg.)’ vs. someni ‘read! (2.pl.)’

Finally, as concerns prepositions, which are generally uninflected elements across
languages, they do not exhibit a homogeneous behaviour in Bantu, as seen above:
together with a few invariant elements, on the one side we have connective/asso-
ciative -a, which is inflected with a pronominal prefix, as if it were a verbal root;
on the other we have locative class prefixes (pa-, ku- and mu-), hence nominal ele-
ments, which behave as prepositions, or perhaps as locative Case markers, though
Bantu languages are generally regarded as caseless varieties.

4 Bantu verbal forms: how morphology mirrors
syntax

Much work in the generative tradition, ever since Abney (1987), has reflected
on the strict parallelism in the structure of verbs and nouns and their extended
functional projections, with the determiner which plays for the noun the same
role performed by inflection for the verb. The data on Bantu that we have just
presented, and crucially the fact that, on the one side, not all roots have
a categorial specification, and, on the other, the same (or very similar) prefixes
are employed to provide grammatical information to both verbal and nominal
(as well as adjectival) elements, seem to point in the same direction.
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More recently, Manzini and Savoia (2008, 2011) further speculate on such
a parallelism in the structure of nouns and verbs. Moreover, they assume that
“the same structures and categories underlie both syntax and morphology”
(2011: 152). This means that the inflectional elements which combine with
a root (with predicative content) in morphology correspond to the arguments
which are projected by the same root in syntax.12

4.1 Subject pronouns

This parallelism between morphology and syntax clearly emerges in null sub-
ject languages like Italian, where verbal inflection has six differentiated forms
which encode person and number features. We can thus assume, in line with
Manzini and Savoia (1997 and subsequent work), that the verb has morphologi-
cally incorporated the subject pronoun; hence there is even no need to posit
the existence of an empty category like pro to saturate the verb’s argument
structure13: verbal inflection itself is the subject.14

In more recent work, Manzini and Savoia (2011: 153-155) further reflect on
the internal structure of Italian verbs and assume that, in a transitive sentence
like lavo la macchina ‘I wash the car’, the root lav- combines with an inflection,
-o, notated as D, as it represents the incorporated 1st person singular subject
pronoun io ‘I’, hence a D°, even though the two elements may not be morpho-
phonologically related.15 The inflectional suffix thus represents the (external)
EPP argument. The internal argument of the verb is instead the DP la macchina
‘the car’, where the root macchin- (which has no intrinsic nominal properties,
according to these authors) combines with the nominal inflection -a, which pro-
vides the categorial specification N. In turn, this nominal is turned into an argu-
ment of the verb by the determiner la (which agrees with the noun, in that it
also contains the ‘nominal’ morpheme -a). Thus the two D’s saturate the argu-
ment structure of the predicate, as in (7):

12 On the parallelism between syntax and morphology, and its effects on Bantu, see also
Baker’s (1985, 1988) Mirror Principle.
13 On the null subject pronoun pro, see Jaeggli and Safir (1990) and related work.
14 In this framework agreement is thus a result of incorporation, rather than a feature check-
ing process in the sense of Chomsky (1995 and related work).
15 Indeed the same derivation would work also for a form like lavi ‘you (sg.) wash’, where there
does not seem to be any morpho-phonological relation at all between the inflection -i and the
covert subject pronoun tu.
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(7)

√ D D N
lav(x,y) ox lay

√
macchin

N 
ay

Crucially, Bantu languages add further empirical evidence to such a theory.
Indeed, they are also null subject varieties, where tonic subject pronouns are
very seldom used.16 Hence, in a transitive sentence like usumba mukanda ‘s/he
buys the book’, we can assume that the verb has incorporated the subject, as
any finite verb shows six inflected forms, differentiated by the subject prefix, or
better many more than six, as there are as many third person subject prefixes
as there are noun classes.17

Moreover, in Bantu verbs the subject prefix, which performs the same role
as the final inflection in Italian, is indeed morphologically connected to the
nominal subject it replaces, or better to its class prefix, which can be seen as its
functional part, thus its D-extended projection. We have in fact noticed, in sec-
tion 3, how most subject prefixes are identical – or very similar – to the nominal
prefixes of the corresponding nouns. The final inflection, on the contrary, does
not have argument status in Bantu, but it has the important role of converting
a root (which is not intrinsically belonging to any category) into a verbal stem,
hence we will notate it as V.

The structure of an inflected verbal form like usumba ‘s/he buys’ will thus
have the following structure:

(8)

D
√ Vux
sumb(x,y) a

Therefore, as in the Italian example in (7), the verb has incorporated its EPP-
argument (external argument in the two cases at hand).

16 Bantu languages have tonic pronouns, which are used mainly in focussed or left-
dislocated structures. In Tshiluba they are: meme (1st sg.), wewe (2nd sg.), yeye (3rd sg.), tuetu
(1st pl.), nuenu (2nd pl.), bobo (3rd pl.). However, if the 3rd person pronoun does not refer to a
(/more) human being(s), different pronouns formed out of the subject prefixes of the various
classes will be used instead; cf. Willems (1949: 44‒45).
17 Notice however that, in Bantu, human subjects (and sometimes even animals) take the sub-
ject prefixes corresponding to classes 1/2 (u- / ba-) even when they belong to different classes.
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4.2 Object pronouns

As concerns the internal argument, mukanda ‘the book’, the derivation hypoth-
esized by Manzini and Savoia for la macchina, seen above, can be easily
adapted. Indeed, as said above, Bantu languages have no articles, but the class
prefix can be seen as the extended projection of the noun stem, thus as a D.
Hence we can assume that, analogously to the Italian example, the inflectional
suffix -a adds nominal categorization to the root -kand- (which is not intrinsi-
cally nominal), while the class 3 prefix mu-, attached to the nominal stem, rep-
resents the D-head, through which the noun gets argument status. Thus the
direct object mukanda, together with the subject prefix u-, saturates the argu-
ment structure of the predicate, as in (9) [cf. (7) above]:

(9)

D  D N 
ux V muy√

sumb(x,y) a √ N 
kand ay

Furthermore, as described in 2.1, a direct object in Bantu can be replaced by an
object infix. Therefore, in a complex verbal form like (10) below, the transitive
verb has morphologically incorporated both arguments, not only the EPP one,
and can be structured as in (11):

(10) u-mu-sumb-a
cl1.su-cl3.obj-buy-infl
‘s/he buys it’

(11)

ux D
muy √ V 

sumb(x,y) a

D

Indeed, also in Italian we may have something comparable to (10‒11), once we
replace the direct object with a clitic pronoun, as in la lavo ‘I wash it’. In previ-
ous work (Cocchi 2000a), we have already speculated on the strict parallelism
between Bantu bound affixes and Romance free clitics: though the latter, un-
like the former, are independent words from a morphological point of view,
they are nonetheless unstressed elements which form a single phonological
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word together with the verb they cliticize onto. Thus, they do not behave very
differently from Bantu affixes, which are morphologically bound, and the two
groups of elements can be accounted for with a unitary analysis.

Building on Sportiche’s (1996) original intuition, Manzini and Savoia
(2004, 2005 and related work) crucially assume that Romance clitics are not
generated in argument positions within VP (i.e. where we would find the corre-
sponding DPs), but rather they are directly merged where we see them, i.e. in
specialized inflectional positions above VP. In this way we can better account
for the attested restrictions in co-occurrence, as well as for the fixed order they
exhibit, which may differ from the order of post-verbal DP-arguments.

Bantu languages give further empirical support to this thesis: since object
infixes are bound morphemes rather than independent words, it would be
much more logical to assume that they are morphologically generated within
the verbal form rather than moving there; furthermore, even Bantu infixes
show restrictions in co-occurrence and have a fixed order.18 The Thsiluba struc-
ture in (12a), thus, corresponds to the Italian one in (12b), though in Tshiluba
the direct object infix obligatorily precedes the indirect object one, like in
French (je la lui donne ‘I give it to him’), while Italian exhibits the reverse order
of the two clitics:

(12) a. u-tshi-mu-sumb-il-a (muana) (tshimuma)
1.su-7.do-1.io-buy-appl-infl (cl.1-boy) (cl.7-fruit)
‘s/he buys it for him (the fruit for the boy)’

b. gliela compra (la frutta) (al ragazzo)
3sg.io-3sg.do buys the fruit to.the boy
‘s/he buys it for him (the fruit for the boy)’

Hence, the complex verbal form in (12a-b) has incorporated all of the three ar-
guments: the subject, the direct object and the indirect/applied object. In
Romance languages, clitic pronouns are assumed to be D-heads which (more or
less) coincide with the articles of the DPs they substitute (cf. (7) above); simi-
larly, in Bantu, pronominal affixes (more or less) coincide with the class pre-
fixes of the nouns they substitute. Thus, in both groups of languages, these
elements are to be analysed as determiners when attached to a nominal stem,
and arguments when affixed/cliticized onto a verbal stem.

18 Obviously this is valid only for symmetrical languages like Tshiluba, where two object in-
fixes may co-occur.
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Indeed in Tshiluba, as in Italian, infixes/clitics and full DP-objects are mu-
tually exclusive; when present, the DP-objects in a sentence like (12a) are to be
intended as right-dislocated elements, as in the corresponding Italian sentence
(12b).19 A similar situation has been reported to hold for other Bantu languages,
like Chichewa (cf. Bresnan and Mchombo 1987; Labelle 2008). In this case the
object infix can rightfully be analysed as the internal argument of the verb.

However, a problem may arise in other Bantu languages, like Swahili,
which are said to admit object infix-doubling; for instance, Perrott (1957:
38‒40) assumes that the object infix must be expressed, in the presence of the
DP-object, whenever the object is definite; cf. (13a) vs. (13b). Anyway, Perrott
herself underlines the fact that, in the spoken language, “doubling” object in-
fixes tend to be omitted, even with definite objects; they are mainly used only
when we want to emphasize a particular thing, and their use becomes obliga-
tory when the object is mentioned first, as in (13c):

(13) a. umeleta kitabu ?
2nd.su-T/A-bring-infl cl.7-book
‘have you brought a book?’

b. umekileta kitabu ?
2nd.su-T/A-7.do-bring-infl cl.7-book
‘have you brought the book (the particular one I wanted)?’

c. kitabu changu umekileta ?
cl.7-book cl.7-my 2nd.su-T/A-7.do-bring-infl
‘my book, have you brought it?’

Thus, also a language like Swahili preferably admits the co-occurrence of the
object infix and the full DP-object when the latter is emphasized and regarded
as a topic, i.e. a left- or right-dislocated element, exactly as in Tshiluba; in non-
marked constructions the object infix tends instead to be omitted “especially
where the object is a thing” (Perrott 1957: 40). In this we may see a parallelism
with Spanish, a language which, unlike Italian, allows clitic-doubling, but this
phenomenon is generally restricted to human objects.20

19 Also full DP-subjects, which always co-occur (when present) with subject prefixes, can be
analysed as topics; such an account has been proposed also for null subject languages like
Italian. This assumption is reinforced by the fact that Bantu tonic subject pronouns are always
topics; cf. fn. 16 above.
20 On clitic doubling see Anagnostopoulou (2006), which discusses the main theories on this
phenomenon.
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Therefore, though many more data on different languages would be necessary,
we may provisionally conclude that Bantu languages, exactly like Romance ones,
diverge on the acceptability and restrictions on clitic/affix-doubling. The availabil-
ity of doubling seems thus to be a matter of parameter setting. However, if we
want to offer a unitary analysis for all Bantu (as well as Romance) languages,
we may assume, following Sportiche (1992) and related work, that the clitic/
infix – generated in the extended projection of V, as in (11) above – always
represents the incorporated internal argument of the verb and, in ‘doubling’
languages, the full DP – generated VP-internally in argument position –
undergoes covert movement to the clitic/infix specifier position.21

5 Extending the analysis to other categories

We will now try to extend the analysis sketched in section 4 to some of the in-
teresting cases that we have described in sections 2 and 3 above. Of course
a more detailed investigation will be needed, but it is our opinion that the line
of research we have pursued till now looks promising.

5.1 Adjectives

As we have seen, adjectives always agree in class with the noun they refer to.
Besides verbs, adjectives can be predicates too; however, there may be a copula
or not between the noun and the predicative adjective. In Tshiluba, the copula
is formed out of the invariable root -di preceded by a subject prefix. Indeed,
when the copula is absent, the adjective can be interpreted either as an attri-
bute or as a predicate22:

(14) a. muntu udi munene
cl.1-man 1.su-be cl.1-big
‘the man is big’

21 This analysis, thus, differs from Uriagereka (1995), which assumes that the clitic is a D°-
head generated VP-internally in argument position, while the doubled DP is generated in its
specifier, and gets stranded by clitic movement to inflection.
22 The zero option of the copula is limited to the present / generic tense (default case). In
other tenses the copula will be present, but it cannot be formed out of the root -di, which is
invariant (it comes from the Proto-Bantu defective verb li, cf. Guthrie 1967-71), but rather out
of the root of the verb kuvua ‘to become’. On copulas in Bantu see also Cocchi (2003).
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b. muntu munene
cl.1-man cl.1-big
‘the big man / the man is big’

Thus we can assume that also adjectives are composed of a root, a final inflec-
tion and a functional part, the prefix, which has argument status in case the
adjective is used as a predicate. Moreover, if we consider the so-called deverbal
adjectives, such as mukole ‘strong’, discussed in 2.3., we confirm the thesis that
adjectives are formed out of an unspecified root which merges with a special-
ized inflectional suffix (different from the one employed when the root func-
tions as a verb), which gives it categorial specification, and with a nominal
prefix, as in (15):

(15)

mu
√ N

D N

kol e

Notice that, in (15), we have assumed that the final inflection is categorially N,
rather than A. Indeed, in this work we will posit that the basic categorial fea-
tures are only N and V, as also traditional analyses assumed.23 Furthermore,
also Bantu descriptive works (e.g. Willems 1949) call “nominal forms” those ob-
tained when a verbal stem combines with a nominal prefix.

5.2 Preposition-like elements

As regards the connective -a, which attaches to a subject prefix to form posses-
sive (or similar) constructions, we can analyse it as a verb-final inflection, thus
as a morpheme which is intrinsically verbal (cf. (11) above), like the final inflec-
tion which attaches to an unspecified root in order to convert it into a verbal
stem; not accidentally, most verbs have an -a morpheme as an inflection, at
least in the infinitive and in the present tense.

23 Beside nouns [+N; -V] and verbs [-N; +V], adjectives were analysed as [+N; +V] and prepo-
sitions as [-N, -V], thus all main categories were rephrased in terms of ±N and ±V. This under-
lines how N and V were assumed to be the most “primitive” categories.
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The structure of the connective, given in (7a) above, would thus be the
following:

(16)
D V 
tshi a 

The fact that the connective -a requires a pronominal rather than a nominal pre-
fix underlines its verbal nature: if it were simply to be analysed as a noun modi-
fier, we would expect a nominal prefix instead, as for adjectives, demonstratives,
etc. The pronominal prefix in (16), thus, qualifies as an EPP argument.

An analysis along the same lines might perhaps be extended to the Swahili
have-construction seen in (4b) above. Indeed, also in this case a pronominal
prefix attaches to what is otherwise considered as a preposition, na. However,
since there is no trace of the copula anymore (which survives in the more con-
servative Tshiluba language), we could even assume that the particle na has
reanalysed (in Baker’s 1988 terms) as a verb, hence the use of a pronominal
prefix.24

As for locatives, we have seen that, in most Bantu languages, the element en-
coding the locative information does not behave as an independent preposition,25

but rather as a nominal prefix: it attaches to a noun stem, controls subject agree-
ment, and can be used as an object infix too. In this, again, we see a parallelism
with Romance languages, where we find locative clitics (e.g. Italian ci ‘there’) to-
gether with direct and indirect object ones, with the possibility of clustering. For
this reason, Manzini and Savoia (2004 and subsequent work) assume the exis-
tence of a specialized Loc projection within the inflectional layer above VP, where
locative clitics are merged.

Indeed, an element like mu nzubu ‘at home’, discussed in 2.4, behaves as a
real DP-argument: it can be a clause subject, which agrees with the verb, as in
(3) above, or a ‘direct’ object, in which case it can even appear as an object
infix. Therefore, we tentatively propose the following structure, which also
underlines the fact that the locative prefix has demoted the original noun class
prefix:

24 Indeed, verbs and prepositions have often been assumed to have something in common,
as they are case assigners, while nouns and adjectives are not.
25 Willems (1949: 177) states that Tshiluba does not have prepositions like European languages;
the information these elements generally convey in our languages are rendered with the connec-
tive -a, locative prefixes, the applicative construction or other devices. Notwithstanding, we can
find some invariant words, which recall our prepositions, like the mentioned ne ‘with’, or bua
‘for’.
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(17)

mu D
D

n N 
zub u 
√

More difficult to account in these terms is the Swahili locative construction
nyumbani ‘at home’, which makes use of a post-suffix instead of a locative pre-
fix, as locative classes have disappeared in this language. However, in Manzini
and Savoia’s framework (2004 and subsequent work), the whole set of clitic
projections posited for Romance languages is assumed to occur recursively in
different domains, not only in the inflectional one. In his regard, in previous
work on Bantu (Cocchi 2003), we have argued that post-verbal subject or object
affixes in Tshiluba may occupy such specialized positions in the predicative
layer, i.e. below inflection. Thus, we tentatively assume that the Swahili loca-
tive post-suffix, which is a D° like the Tshiluba locative prefix in (17), may
occur in such an environment as well, though this phenomenon certainly de-
serves further investigation.

6 Conclusions

In this work we have discussed several interesting phenomena which character-
ize Bantu languages, and especially what concerns class prefixes, i.e. elements
which are strictly connected with nominal stems and control agreement on
verbs, adjectives, as well as (what might be called) prepositions.

We have come to the conclusion that class prefixes are D°-elements which,
when merged with a noun stem, have the same function of the (definite) ar-
ticles that we find in other languages, and which Bantu typically lacks; on the
other side, these elements can be interpreted as pronouns, when they attach
instead to verbal stems, in the form of a subject prefix or an object infix. In this
we see a parallelism with Romance determiners, which can be interpreted ei-
ther as definite articles (as in the Italian example la macchina ‘the car’) or as
clitic pronouns (la lavo ‘I wash it’). Indeed, the many connections between
Romance clitics and Bantu affixes have already been noticed since Cocchi
(2000a).

In this perspective, a theoretical framework like Manzini and Savoia’s
(2008, 2011), which argues that the same set of inflectional projections are
to be assumed at both syntactic and morphological levels, seem to provide
the most adequate answers for the complex set of Bantu data. Indeed,
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Bantu class prefixes have at the same time a morphological function (as
they are inflectional affixes) and a syntactic one (since they have argument
status).

Finally, an analysis of this type could also help overcome the traditional
subdivision of words into lexical categories, as most roots prove to be catego-
rially unspecified, and even affixes may have a multiple function. Therefore the
structures that we assume in order to analyse the extended projections of
nouns and verbs, and even adjectives and prepositions, are substantially the
same.
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Marcel den Dikken

Differential object marking
and the structure of transitive clauses

The functional structure of a transitive clause accommodates a position for the
object outside VP, lower than the lowest structural position for the external argu-
ment, and mapped outside the nuclear scope of the object. This is the position
for specific and generic objects, available, in languages with differential object
marking, only for those objects that have the appropriate formal marking. The
relation between differential object marking and specificity/genericity is not
a biunique one, however. Following the long trail of the literature on a-marking
of objects in Spanish, and taking important cues from Manzini & Franco’s (2016)
recent analysis of differential object marking, this paper (a) pinpoints the lo-
cation of the low VP-external position for objects, (b) specifies the connection
between occupancy of this position, the presence of differential object mark-
ing, the semantics of specificity/genericity, and the syntax of secondary predi-
cation, (c) explains why differential object markers are absent in passives,
and (d) derives a link between the status of the differential object marker as
a preposition or as inflectional material and the distribution of object agree-
ment in DOM constructions.

Nominal objects of verbs are often inside VP. For non-specific ones, this is
the object position par excellence. But specific and generic objects like to be
outside the minimal VP, outside the domain of existential closure (Diesing
1992). If there is precisely one domain of existential closure in the structure of
the clause, this leads to paradoxes of the following sort.

As first observed by Ter Beek (2008: 68), a ‘scrambled’ object can be within
the nuclear scope for the subject quantifier, but can nonetheless receive a spe-
cific or generic interpretation even when the subject is clearly non-specific. One
of Ter Beek’s Dutch examples is reproduced in (1a) (along with the context that
she provides for it); I have added another example of the same type, and from
the same language, in (1b). Both examples have a bare-plural or existentially
quantified subject that is the associate of expletive er and therefore necessarily
stands within the domain of existential closure, and a bare-plural object that has
‘scrambled’ across an adverb (meteen ‘immediately’, hartgrondig ‘wholeheart-
edly’; I do not have space to address the syntax of adverbial modification — see
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Cinque 1999) and is interpreted generically, that is, outside the domain of exis-
tential closure.

(1) a. [a dangerous virus has been discovered, spread by insects looking like
mosquitoes]
dat er mensen muggen meteen doodslaan kan ik me
that there people mosquitoes immediately dead.hit can I me
dus goed voorstellen
therefore well imagine
‘I can well imagine, therefore, that some people kill mosquitoes right
away’

b. ik vrees dat er altijd wel iemand generativisten
I fear that there always AFF someone generativists
hartgronding zal verachten
wholeheartedly will despise
‘I fear that there will always be someone who despises generativists
wholeheartedly’

If there were just a single bipartition of the clause into a nuclear scope and
a restrictor, and this bipartition were made at the juncture between TP and
vP, as is customary, it would be hard to imagine how (1a,b) could support the
particular interpretations that they do: how could the object be lower than
(hence to the right of) the subject, which is interpreted inside the domain of
existential closure, yet itself be interpreted outside the domain of existential
closure?

There are two logically possible responses to this. One would be to reject
the Diesing-style ‘zonal’ approach to the mapping of syntax onto interpreta-
tion, and to adopt instead an outlook in which there are no fixed zones (see
e.g. Reinhart 2006): scrambling of the object is what induces its specific or
generic interpretation; the fact that the subject in (1) has not moved leads it
to be interpreted non-specifically. The alternative is to revise the zonal ap-
proach by abandoning the hypothesis that there is just a single cut-off point
between vP and T to mark the split between the nuclear scope and the restric-
tor, for all quantificational expressions in a sentence: instead, there are sepa-
rate bipartitions into a nuclear scope and a restrictor for subjects and for
objects. In this short essay, I will explore the feasibility and merits of an ap-
proach along the latter lines.

If there is to be a designated position for specific/generic objects, that posi-
tion must be independent of the position earmarked for objects that measure
out or delimit the event: the specific/non-specific distinction for objects is not
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co-extensive with the telic/atelic distinction for events (i.e., specific objects do
not only occur in telic constructions). On the plausible assumption that event
delimitation is the province of vP, and that objects that measure out the event
are in SpecvP, it follows that the position of specific/generic objects cannot be
SpecvP: it must be lower.

If the verbal root can itself accommodate a specifier position for the object
to be merged in, (2a) will provide SpecVP as the position for specific/generic
objects, with the division between the restrictor and the nuclear scope lying,
for the object, between SpecVP and the rest of the VP. But if the projection of
the verbal root cannot harbour a specifier (for instance, if the root is not
a RELATOR in the sense of Den Dikken 2006), we need some head to project
a phrase between v and VP, with the head’s specifier position serving as the
location for specific/generic objects, and with the nuclear scope/restrictor divi-
sion made at the juncture between VP and H in (2b).

(2) a. [TP 〈SUBJECT〉 [T [VoiceP 〈SUBJECT〉 [Voice [vP v [VP 〈OBJECT〉 [V 〈OBJECT〉]]]]]]]
b. [TP 〈SUBJECT〉 [T [VoiceP 〈SUBJECT〉 [Voice [vP v [HP 〈OBJECT〉 [H [VP V 〈OBJECT〉]]]]]]]]

Selection of the option in (2b) raises the nature of the head ‘H’ as an interesting
research topic. The syntax of differential object marking (DOM) is highly rele-
vant in this connection. Manzini & Franco (2016) argue that certain types of ob-
jects are dependent on a functional that mediates a predicational relationship
of set inclusion (usually ⊆ but occasionally ⊇). This head is by its nature
a RELATOR in the sense of Den Dikken (2006). In Manzini & Franco’s structures
for DOM datives, their head ‘Q(⊆)’ projects in the complement of V and takes
the object as its complement — which easily accounts for the linear order found
in DOM constructions (as in Spanish (3b), below, with Q(⊆) spelled out as a a),
but does not let the head establish a relation between two terms. Placing the
head outside VP, in the position of ‘H’ in (2b), and accommodating the DOM-
object in SpecHP has two advantages: it gives the head two terms to relate (the
VP in its complement and the object in its specifier), and it structurally assimi-
lates the treatments of the subject and the object — for both, the structurally
higher position is the specifier of a functional head. If differential object
markers such as Spanish a were literally the spell-outs of the head in question,
the placement of this head outside VP would raise the same linearity and con-
stituency questions that Kayne’s (2004) ‘prepositions as probes’ hypothesis
does. Instead, for languages in which they clearly form a constituent with the
object, I treat these markers as belonging directly to the object; the connection
between H and the marker is that only those objects that bear the marker have
the licence to occupy the specifier of H.
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Adapting Manzini & Franco’s (2016) proposal along these lines, I will iden-
tify the head ‘H’ as a RELATOR of the set-inclusion (part-whole) relationship be-
tween the object and the VP. I will label it ‘R⊆’, for ‘RELATOR of an inclusion
relation’. I thus update (2b) as in (2b′).

(2b′) [TP 〈SUBJECT〉 [T [VoiceP 〈SUBJECT〉 [Voice [vP v [RP 〈OBJECT〉 [R⊆ [VP V 〈OBJECT〉]]]]]]]]

The projection of what I am calling R⊆ in DOM constructions is ‘required
by the referential properties of the internal argument’ (Manzini & Franco
2016:219) — their animacy, their person specification, their specifity, or
a combination of these. DOM in Spanish (see Jaeggli 1982, Torrego 1999, i.a.)
specialises towards [+human] objects, and exhibits a distribution with inten-
sional verbs such as buscar ‘seek, look for’ that points in the direction of
a connection between the differential object marker a and a [+specific] read-
ing for the object: in the absence of a, as in (3a), we find only a de dicto read-
ing; the de re interpretation for the object (i.e., there is a particular secretary
that Juan is looking for) requires the presence of the differential object marker
a on the object in (3b).

(3) a. Juan busca una secretaria
Juan seeks a secretary

b. Juan busca a una secretaria
Juan seeks DOM a secretary
both: ‘Juan is looking for a secretary’

The waters seem to be muddied by the fact that (3b) is not categorical in its de
re reading for the object: a non-specific reading is possible as well. This is
shown particularly clearly by the distribution of mood in a relative clause modi-
fying the object (Jaeggli 1982: 56, Brugè & Brugger 1996: 31f.). While indicative
mood in the relative clause signals specificity, subjunctive mood forces a non-
specific reading. With this in mind, consider (4).

(4) a. Juan busca una secretaria que {hable/ *habla} francés
Juan seeks a secretary that speaks.SUBJ/ speaks.INDIC French

b. Juan busca a una secretaria que {hable/ habla} francés
Juan seeks DOM a secretary that speaks.SUBJ/ speaks.INDIC French

In (4a) the distribution of mood is exactly as expected if in the absence of
a the object is in the VP and if this position is correlated with a non-specific
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interpretation: the indicative is excluded. But the grammaticality of (4b) with
subjunctive mood indicates that it is possible for an a-marked object to be as-
signed a non-specific reading.

The ambiguity of (3b) regarding specificity need not deter us from pursuing
the path we set out on in (2b′), however: as long as it is possible to derivation-
ally link the two object positions (i.e., as long as it is possible for an object situ-
ated in the VP-external SpecRP position to bind a lower copy in the VP), the
fact that (3b) supports a non-specific reading for the object can be accounted
for in the same way that Diesing (1992) accounts for the well-known ambiguity
of English (5) — via reconstruction. We thus conclude that (6) is a grammatical
representation: the object in the ‘DOM position’ can bind a copy inside the VP.

(5) firemen are available

(6) [VoiceP Voice [vP v [RP OBJECT [R⊆ [VP V OBJECT]]]]]

Placing the object in the DOM position (whether via Internal Merge, as in (6), or
via External Merge, with R⊆ as the RELATOR of the minimal VP predicate and the
object) allows it to be interpreted outside the nuclear scope. For Spanish, the
element that makes placement of the object in SpecRP possible is a preposition:
dative a. But when the verb selecting the object is passivised, the object is pro-
moted to subject and the dative marker does not show up.1 This is very much
unlike what we find in the case of goal datives, in ditransitive constructions:
these cannot be promoted to subject; the dative marker never disappears in
passives of ditransitives. This contrast between DOM datives and goal datives
is one of the puzzles (by no means specific to Spanish) that Manzini & Franco
(2016) highlight prominently in their discussion of DOM.

1 Manzini & Franco (2016: 220–1) contrast (ib) (an ungrammatical attempt at constructing an
impersonal passive with a DOM dative, mi) and (ii) (a grammatical impersonal si-construction).
Apparently the non-periphrastic impersonal construction allows for a DOM dative clitic; but
the periphrastic passive never does.
(i) a. io vengo colpito

I am hit

b. *mi è stato colpito
me is been hit

(ii) mi si colpisce
me SE hits
‘one hits me/I am hit’
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They themselves say in this connection that the constraint that requires cer-
tain objects to combine with what they call ‘Q(⊆)’ (as distinct from the ‘P(⊆)’ of
ditransitives, which is required for structural reasons) does not apply when
movement of those objects to SpecTP takes place: the copy left behind by such
movement is just a bound variable at LF (the level at which the constraint in
question is assumed to be active), and this bound variable lacks the properties
that would force ‘Q(⊆)’ to be present. But this does not yet explain how the
properties of the object that, in the active, require ‘Q(⊆)’ to be merged are li-
censed when this object is promoted to subject in the passive.

From the perspective on DOM and specificity unfolded here, the absence
of a differential object marker in the passive falls out if in the passive, the
functional structure outside vP takes proper care of the licensing of the deep
object, and the distinction between specific and non-specific objects can be
made at the T/vP juncture in the way familiar from Diesing’s (1992) work.
There are (at least) two subject positions in the structure: one outside VoiceP
(SpecTP), and one further down the tree (SpecVoiceP for unergative and tran-
sitive predicates, and a position inside the complement of Voice for unaccusa-
tives and passives). In the passive, the special quantificational properties of
DOM objects are associated with SpecTP; there is no need to call upon a head
projecting between v and VP to license these properties of the object in the
passive: (7) is sufficient.

(7) [TP OBJECT [T [VoiceP Voice [vP v [VP . . . OBJECT . . .]]]]]

If R⊆ is to the object what T is to the subject of the clause, parallels in distribu-
tion between preverbal subjects (in SpecTP) and DOM objects are naturally ex-
pected to manifest themselves. Such parallels do indeed exist. Take, for
instance, the restrictions known to exist on bare-plural subjects in Spanish:
they resist the preverbal structural subject position unless they are restrictively
modified. The contrast in (8) (Leonetti 2003; cf. Laca 1996) illustrates this. What
is relevant for our purposes here is that a parallel contrast presents itself in the
object domain: (9), again from Leonetti (2003), illustrates that a bare-plural ob-
ject can be a-marked only if it has a restrictive modifier.

(8) {??/*guerilleros/ ✓guerrilleros de las FARC fuertemente Armados}
guerillas guerillas of the FARC strongly armed
atacaron ayer un puesto de policia
attacked yesterday a post of police
‘heavily armed FARC guerillas attacked a police post yesterday’
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(9) conocemos a {??profesores/ ✓profesores que se pasan
we.know DOM teachers/ teachers that SE pass
el fin de semana trabajando}
the weekend working
‘we know teachers who spend the weekend working’

Even more interesting is the fact that the distribution of DOM in Spanish has an
effect on the interpretation of constructions in which the object is followed by
an agreeing adjective. For instances of V that allow both nominal and small-
clause complements and for instances of A that are stage-level, the string in
(10) is ambiguous in Spanish between a reading in which the AP is mapped
into the object as an attributive modifier (Spanish has postnominal attributive
adjectives), as in (10a), and one in which it is a secondary predicate of the ob-
ject, which is depicted in (10b).

(10) V N A
a. V [DP D [NP AP]]
b. V [DP D [NP]] [AP]

Because inteligente ‘intelligent’ is an individual-level predicate, it does not
make a parse of the string in (11) as in (10b) possible; so all of una mujer muy
inteligente ‘a very intelligent wife’ has to be mapped into a DP, as in (10a).
Manzini & Franco (2016: 225) suggest that (11) is ungrammatical with a because
tener and a would play the same role (of marking set inclusion) twice, redun-
dantly: tener is itself a relator of predicational set inclusion (part-whole) rela-
tions; so a is not needed.

(11) Juan tiene (*a) una mujer muy inteligente
Juan has DOM a wife very intelligent
‘Juan has a very intelligent wife’

Assuming that possessive tener is a relator of a predicational set inclusion rela-
tion, between the possessor (i.e., the subject) and the possessum, we expect
that the latter must usually be mapped onto the complement-of-V position with
possessive tener, and DOM is impossible. Now consider what happens when
the object of tener is marked with a and must sit in the higher object position.
This should be grammatical provided that something other than the object gets
placed in the complement of V. The projection of a stage-level predicate such
as enfermo ‘sick’ in (12) should be a candidate.
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(12) Juan tiene a un hermano enfermo
Juan has DOM a brother sick
‘Juan has a brother sick’

This is exactly right: when tener grammatically co-occurs with the differential
object marker a, a (10b)-type parse is forced (Laca 1987, Leonetti 2003); to get
a (10a)-type parse, the object must not be adorned with a (as in (11)). When en-
fermo is inside the DP of hermano, and this DP is marked with a and occupies
the higher object position, as in (13a), the complement-of-V position remains
empty, and tener fails to play its relator role. But with the AP of enfermo
mapped onto the complement-of-V position (as in Larson’s 1988 and Hale &
Keyser’s 1993 approach to (certain) cases of secondary predication), as in (13b),
(12) converges with un hermano in the higher object position, introduced by a,
and tiene enfermo as a complex predicate. Thus, combining tener with DOM is
in fact grammatical, but the result only allows a reading along the lines of
(10b), with the stage-level adjective as a secondary predicate of the a-marked
object.

(13) a. *[vP v [RP a un hermano enfermo [R⊆ [VP tiene]]]]
b. [vP v [RP a un hermano [R⊆ [VP tiene [AP enfermo]]]]]

While possessive tener is inherently a relator of a predicational set inclusion
(part-whole) relation, and therefore is in need of a complement, other verbs are
not. So it is not predicted that we should find the effects shown for tener with
every verb in the lexicon. It is also not necessarily expected that the presence of
a secondary predicate will irrevocably force specificity onto the object (and, in
DOM languages, force it to be combined with the relevant marker). The syntax
of secondary predication is appreciably more complex than the few remarks
made in the previous paragraph might lead one to suspect.

In light of the structural discussion of DOM and specificity laid out above,
one would expect that whenever the object cannot arrive in SpecRP via move-
ment but can only be base-generated there, reconstruction of the object into the
VP should be impossible and the specific/generic reading should be the only
one available. This expectation arises in the context of Diesing’s (1992) discus-
sion of the difference between stage-level and individual-level predicates — the
difference, that is, between the ambiguity of (5) and the generic-only interpreta-
tion of (14).

(14) firemen are intelligent
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For Diesing, the subject of an individual-level predicate is externally merged in
SpecTP; it does not bind a lower copy of itself further down the tree, so recon-
struction is impossible and no existential reading can arise for firemen in (14).
When we transplant this to the object domain, we expect that whenever the VP
portion of the structure cannot harbour a lower copy for the object, only
a specific or generic reading should be available for the object, and the object
should be marked with a whenever it is [+human]. This is certainly true for (15),
with individual-level inteligentes, where the bare-plural noun phrase gets
a generic interpretation and a-marking is obligatory.

(15) considero inteligentes *(a) profesores que trabajan el fin de semana
I.consider intelligent DOM teachers that work the weekend

But a-marking is also obligatory in stage-level (16) (Luis López, p.c.), which
supports an existential interpretation on a par with English I consider firemen
available or (5). Just as in (3b), the presence of a on the [+human] accusative
noun phrase does not in itself force a specific or generic interpretation: when-
ever a position lower in the structure is available in which a silent copy of the
noun phrase can be postulated, reconstruction can deliver the existential
reading.

(16) considero disponibles *(a) profesores que trabajan el fin de semana
I.consider available DOM teachers that work the weekend

What does this tell us about the relationship between the marker a and the
head ‘R⊆’ in the structure outside VP in (2b′)? The presence of the marker is
what makes it possible for an object to be realised in the VP-external SpecRP
position for specifics and generics. The distribution of a is not co-extensive
with that of R⊆: a is not itself the spell-out of R⊆. But when R⊆ is present and
a [+human] object occupies its specifier position, that object must be marked
with a: the head R⊆ in (2b′) is not what licenses a; it is the presence of a that
licenses the placement of a [+human] object in SpecRP. So for [+human] objects
in Spanish, placement in SpecRP in (2b′), outside the domain of existential clo-
sure for the object, is legitimate only in the presence of the marker a.

This marker a is formally a preposition, projecting a PP. PPs are well
known to differ from DPs in not triggering φ-feature agreement with a predicate
head. For Spanish, verifying that the a-marked object of a DOM construction
behaves like a bona fide PP in this respect is impossible: even DP-objects fail to
agree with the verb in the language. But in Hindi, the PP-status of a DOM object
can be tested and confirmed.
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The suffix -ko in the Hindi DOM example in (17b) is usually treated as
a case particle. But Ahmed (2006) (from whose paper the example in (17b) was
taken) credits Beames (1872–79) with the observation that the earliest attestions
of -ko (which in turn probably originates from a noun) involved the marking of
the recipient goal of ditransitive verbs — very much like Spanish a. The marker
-ko still serves this function in Hindi today. Taking the marker of the goal of
a ditransitive construction to be a P (see Den Dikken 1995), I translate this ob-
servation into the statement that -ko is a P. So saddaf-ko in (17b) is a PP — one
whose distribution is tied to the head labelled ‘R⊆’ in (2b′). Concretely, saddaf-
ko in (17b) occurs in the higher object position, SpecRP, in (2b′). Participle
agreement is often (though by no means exclusively) controlled from specifier
positions, so saddaf-ko is in the right kind of syntactic position to bring about
φ-feature agreement with the participle. But because it is a PP rather than a DP,
and since PPs cannot control φ-feature agreement, the participle does not take
on the feminine singular specification of saddaf. While the ‘plain’ object in
(17a) agrees with the perfect participle, the object marked with -ko in the DOM
case in (17b) does not; the participle bears default masculine singular
inflection.

(17) a. anil-ne kitaabē becīī
Anil-ERG book.FPL sell.PRF.FPL
‘Anil sold (the) books’

b. anjum-ne saddaf-ko dekhaa
Anjum.FSG-ERG Saddaf.FSG-DOM see.PRF.MSG

‘Anjum saw Saddaf’

There are languages closely related to Hindi but differing fom it in having the
DOM object control φ-feature agreement with the predicate head. Manzini &
Franco (2016: 232–3) mention the Rajasthani dialects of Indo-Aryan as a case in
point. Though I cannot pursue the matter in detail due to a lack of relevant in-
formation, what is interesting here is that the so-called differential object
marker in these dialects (-nai) shows a clear resemblance to the ergative parti-
cle of Hindi (-ne), and in at least one Rajasthani dialect (Harauti) is used as
a factotum particle that adorns ergative and experiencer subjects, DOM-objects,
and indirect objects (Verbeke 2008, via Phillips 2014: 107). While it is possible
that all of these functions are marked with the aid of a P, the discussion in the
present paragraph and the previous one leads us to surmise that Harauti’s gen-
eralised marker -nai is not of the category P, but instead is an inflectional ele-
ment that leaves DP’s categorial status untouched and hence does not interfere
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with the relationship between the object-DP and the predicate head. If this con-
jecture can be substantiated, the fact that in the Rajasthani dialects of Indo-
Aryan the DOM object controls φ-feature agreement with the predicate head is
unsurprising.

Manzini & Franco (2016) treat the Italian first and second person object pro-
nouns mi and ti, for the singular, and ci and vi, for the plural, uniformly as da-
tives, instead of assuming syncretism for accusative and dative in the first
and second person. If their analysis is correct, then Italian has systematic DOM
for first and second person objects. The fact that past participle agreement for
number is grammatical (though not obligatory) with ci and vi when these serve
as direct objects (as in (18), taken, along with (19), from Manzini & Franco 2016:
234) then indicates that these first and second person objects behave nomi-
nally, not like PPs: unquestionable PP-uses of ci and vi never give rise to parti-
cipial agreement (see (19)).

(18) a. ci ha colpito/colpiti
us he.has hit.MSG/MPL

b. vi ha colpito/colpiti
youPL he.has hit.MSG/MPL

(19) a. ci ha parlato/*parlati
us he.has talked.MSG/MPL

b. vi ha parlato/*parlati
youPL he.has talked.MSG/MPL

Italian, then, is another language in which DOM objects (restricted in this lan-
guage to first and second person) are nominal. Indeed, there is nothing about
the form of the clitics ci and vi that suggests that they are PPs.2 But pan-
Romance a is indubitably a P. So for dialects of Italian that (a) extend DOM to
full third-person DPs (such as the Sasso di Castalda dialect mentioned in the
introduction of Manzini and Franco’s paper) and (b) have past participle agree-
ment, I would expect it to be case that an object can trigger participial agree-
ment only when not marked with a.

If this is confirmed, it tells us that in languages in which the differential
object marker is a P-element that forms a constituent with the object, this P is

2 I assume that the fact that the form ci also occurs in Italian as a locative proform glossed as
‘there’ is a historical accident, a true case of accidental homophony, not compelling us to
a locative treatment of the ci glossed as ‘us’.
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not the spell-out of the functional head (labelled ‘R⊆’ in (2b′)) that licenses the
DOM object but instead the projector of a PP containing the object, licensed in
a structural relationship (Spec-Head agreement) with the head that introduces
the higher object position.

I offer this paper to Rita Manzini on the occasion of her 60th birthday, in great appreciation
of the profoundly original and insightful analytical and descriptive work that she has en-
riched generative linguistic theorising with for decades.
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Elisa Di Domenico

Countability and the /s/ morpheme
in English

1 Introduction

It is well known that English inflection/agreement employs the /s/ morpheme,
in various syntactic environments1:

(1) a. three books
b. John loves Mary
c. Mary’s in the garden
d. Mary’s going home
e. Mary’s got two dogs
f. John’s book
g. That book is yours
h. A book of John’s
i. His book

If we strictly adhere to a tradition first systematized in the Téchnē Grammatikḗ by
Dionysios Thrax, (170–90 B.C) in his parepómena (concurrent features), the
English /s/ morpheme expresses quite different feature values in these environ-
ments, such as ‘plural number’, as in (1.a), ‘third person singular present’, as in
(1.b), (1.c), (1.d), (1.e) ‘genitive case’, as in (1.f), (1.g), and (1.h), (1.i).

A first possibility is to think that different syntactic/semantic features hap-
pen to be spelled out in an identical fashion (morphological syncretism), i.e.
through a unique, extremely opaque, morpho- phonological exponent.

Elisa Di Domenico, Università per Stranieri di Perugia

Note: I thank an anonymous reviewer for helpful comments and suggestions. All errors and
shortcomings are of course my own.

1 I will consider /s/ subsuming both its –s and ’s variant, leaving open the possibility that
these variants are not merely orthographic but reflect a difference in the derivation of the syn-
tactic structure to which they pertain. Adopting Borer’s (2005) terminology, I will consider /s/
an f- morph with a morphologically free and a morphologically bound variant.
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Another possibility, the one pursued in this work, is to think that the /s/
morpheme in English is instead the expression of a unique feature heading its
own functional projection. This feature, that has to be identified perhaps be-
yond traditional labels, can be thought of as a sort of lowest common denomi-
nator of the feature values that can be ascribed to /s/ following traditional
labels. This functional head will have the further characteristics of being pres-
ent in different syntactic domains, /s/ having different merging sites, as
shown in (1): various kinds of simple and complex DPs, various kinds of
clauses.

Two interrelated problems must be solved to maintain this perspective:
– a first problem is to demonstrate the equivalence, at the syntactic-interpretive

level, of the various kinds of /s/ in (1. a – i). This will allow us to maintain the
view that /s/ is the exponent of one and the same functional head.

– a second problem is to properly identify the underlying featural content of
the functional head expressed by /s/.

The proposal which I will outline in what follows, in line with a suggestion that
Rita Manzini (p. c.) made for the Latin –s morpheme, is that the /s/ morpheme
in English expresses [countability]. I will further argue that the expression of
this feature is a necessary requirement of DPs and clauses in inflectional lan-
guages, whenever person is not expressed. I will discuss previous linguistic
analyses confined or not to the English /s/ morpheme, (Kayne 1989, 1993, 1995;
den Dikken 1998,1999; Bernstein and Tortora, 2005; Manzini and Savoia 2011),
as well as data coming from the acquisition of English as a first (Brown, 1973)
and second (Di Domenico, 2013) language. In Section 2 I’ll start examining
Kayne’s (1989; 1993) proposals, which establish an equivalence among the vari-
ous occurrences of /s/ in (1.b – g) under the assumption that /s/ is an agree-
ment morpheme expressing singular number. A problem with this analysis (i.e.
the compatibility of ‘genitival’ /s/ with both singular and plural antecedents)
will be the starting point of Section 3, where acquisitional evidence strengthen-
ing the ’s = is equivalence will be introduced, previous proposals to solve the
‘singular/ plural compatibility’ problem will be discussed, and the idea that /s/
expresses a feature which can characterize only non- first/non- second person
arguments, but connected to number, will be sketched. In Section 4, Manzini
and Savoia’s (2011) work on the Latin –s morpheme will be briefly summarized,
in order to shed light (through relevant comparative data and their analysis) on
some aspects of the English /s/ morpheme, to which I will go back in Section 5.
In Section 6 I’ll draw some conclusions and I’ll mention some residual prob-
lems to be left for further research.
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2 Genitival, copular, auxiliary and verbal /s/
That have (auxiliary and main verb) should be analyzed as be plus an abstract
(dative) preposition, is a familiar, widely shared conception after Kayne’s
(1993) seminal work on auxiliary selection.2 Kayne’s analysis starts from the as-
sumption that possessive DPs are included in possessive sentences with have.3

Possessive sentences such as:

(2) John has three sisters/a sister

contain, at D-structure, a copula (BE) with a single DP complement, inside
which is the possessor:

(3) BE [DPSpec D
o] [DPposs]]

4

Further detailing the possessive DP, Kayne (1993) argues that the English ’s is
akin to AGR0, followed by NP or QP. Thus, the fuller D- structure of a possessive
sentence in English will be:

(4) BE [DP Spec D° [DPposs [AGR°QP/NP]]]
John ’s three sisters/sister

He suggests that ’s is not only AGR but actually substantially the same as the
morpheme –s found on verbs and that, like the latter, it requires a singular
antecedent.5

2 Kayne follows Benveniste (1966) for the idea that (the evolution of) auxiliary have and main
verb (i.e. possessive) have should be thought of in parallel fashion, and Freeze (1992) for the
idea that have should be analyzed as an instance of be to which an abstract preposition has
been incorporated.
3 ‘If a proper understanding of auxiliary have depends on a proper understanding of main
verb have, then it is essential to have a clear idea of the syntax of possessive constructions’
[Kayne,1993:3]. For possessive constructions, Kayne (1993) draws on the essentials of
Szabolcsi’s (1981; 1983) analysis of Hungarian possessive constructions.
4 The structure in (3) is thought of as ‘intuitively clear to an English speaker given the almost
acceptable sentence’ in (i):
(i) There is (exists) a sister of John’s
5 In Kayne (1989) the value attributed to -s is indeed ‘singular number’. We’ll come back more
in detail to this proposal, noting for the moment that for Kayne (1993) this explains the incom-
patibility of ’s with (regular) plural possessors as in (i):
(i) *The kids’s mother
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Kayne notes that when D° is definite, it must be phonetically unrealized in
English (*the John’s sister), for reasons that are not clear.

When D° is indefinite, English moves QP/NP to Spec and inserts an overt
preposition under D° to Case license DPposs:

(5) BE [DP Spec D° [DPposs [AGR°QP/NP]]]
three sisters/a sister of John ’s6

English has a non-overt prepositional (oblique) D° in possessive constructions,
represented as D/Pe, to whose specifier DPposs is allowed to move, after D/Pe
has incorporated to BE7:

(6) DPposs/i D/Pe/j+BE [DP [ei] [D/P e]j [[ei]. . .

D/Pe + BE is spelled out as HAVE:

(7) Johni has [DP [ei] D/P° [[ei] [AGR° 3 sisters]]]

Auxiliary have is essentially the same as possessive have, the difference lying
in the fact that auxiliary have has a DP complement containing a participial
substructure, whereas possessive have, as we have seen, has a DP complement
containing a QP/NP structure.

Let’s now go back to the content of ’s. As we saw above, for Kayne (1993) ’s
is akin to –s, which in turn, following Kayne (1989), is specified for ‘singular
number’. Kayne (1989) further argues that -s contains no specification of person
(contrary to what commonly assumed).

He first considers the contrast in (8):

A problem with this account, as we shall see, is however the full acceptability of ’s with irregu-
lar plural possessors:
(ii) The children’s mother
6 Kayne assumes that the indefinite article a must be of category Q, and not of category D as
the definite article the. Ungrammaticality of:
(i) * the sister of John’s
follows, with the and of competing for the same position.

It is unclear to me, however, why, under this analysis, you can have:
(i) John’s three sisters
but not:
(ii) John’s a sister
7 As a result of incorporation to BE, its Spec becomes an A-position, hence a position where
DPposs can move.
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(8) a. You sing well
b. He sings well

Assuming you to be grammatically plural, the contrast between sing and sings
can be taken to be one between plural and singular, that is, to be one of number.

He then considers I and the fact that it does not take the –s form despite
having singular reference. His suggestion is that English treats I as being gram-
matically unmarked for number. From this, the conclusion is made that the –s
form occurs with grammatically singular NP subjects, while the bare form oc-
curs elsewhere.

Turning to the verb be, he assumes that is can then be taken to be ‘singular
number’ like the –s form of all other verbs. He further argues that are is not
marked as ‘plural’, but is an elsewhere form which occurs whenever is and am
cannot be used.

From this brief examination of Kayne (1993) and Kayne (1989) we can
conclude that if ’s = -s (Kayne, 1993) and is = -s (Kayne, 1989), it must
also be that ’s = is:8

(9) ’s = -s = is

All instances of /s/ in (9) have, according to Kayne, the value ‘singular num-
ber’, i.e. require a singular antecedent.

As far as ’s is concerned, however, there are some reasons to doubt on this
characterization of its featural content. Let’s consider the examples below:

(10) Those children’s mother9

(11) Two friends of theirs

(12) Jack and Jill’s brothers

In these cases ’s appears indeed to be compatible with a plural antecedent.
Perhaps a solution can be found assuming that the value of ’s is not exactly

singular number and then extending this characterization to the other instantia-
tions of /s/ . This would allow us to maintain the equivalence proposed by Kayne
(1993; 1989) with respect to the various instantiations of /s/ in (9), and could have

8 Furthermore, assuming (7), we are also led to take has to be have + ’s.
9 Kayne’s (1993: fn.9) example. Kayne observes that an open question is why plurals un-
marked with -s are compatible with ’s but not with the verbal –s.
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the further advantage of leaving more space to the possibility of including the –s
in (1.a) (apparently indicating plural number), as well as the -s in (1.i), as part of
the family.

3 The ’s = is Hypothesis and the content of ’s

In Di Domenico (2013) I have presented some data coming from the acquisition
of English as a second language that indicate that the ’s in Genitive construc-
tions and copular is (in its contracted form ’s) are considered as one and the
same element by the experimental subjects. This suggested the ’s = is
Hypothesis in (13):10

(13) Is and ’s are allomorphs of one and the same morpheme that can be
merged DP internally and clause internally

In discussing about the content of this element, and in order to overcome the
problems in (10), (11), (12) I have proposed (Di Domenico, 2015) that ’s is not
specified for number (neither singular nor plural) but for (third) person only.
This explains not only its compatibility with plural and singular antecedents,
but also the fact that ’s Genitive constructions always have third person
(non – pronominal) possessors. In all other cases, a possessive pronoun is
employed:

(14) a. John’s book
b. my book
c. your book etc.

My account for the presence of a person feature in possessive DPs was the follow-
ing. Starting from Benveniste’s generalization, i.e. the observation that a person

10 Work from den Dikken (1998, 1999) draws the explicit conclusion that the ’s found in English
Saxon Genitive constructions is indeed a copula, in turn the expression of a functional projection
FP, whose specifier is the target of possessor movement in prenominal possessive constructions.
A detailed comparison of Kayne’s and den Dikken’s analysis of English ’s Genitive constructions
in connection with Hungarian possessive constructions, however, would lead us too far afield.
Support for the ’s = is Hypothesis comes also from the acquisition of English as a first language,
where, as from Brown’s (1973) seminal work, possessive and (non contractable) copular /s/ are
acquired at nearly the same MLU (Mean Length of Utterances): 6.33 and 6.50 respectively.
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feature is present in verbs and in pronominal DPs, 11 I proposed, a long time ago,
what I called the Denotation Principle:

(15) Every lexically expressed argument (be it a noun phrase or a sentence)
must be denoted. The expression of denotation is the person feature
[Di Domenico, 1994:5]

While a person feature is expressed in pronouns, in non- pronominal DPs the de-
terminer (or raising to D for proper names, as in Longobardi, 1994) performs the
same role: making the nominal expression argumental (Longobardi, 1994) or refer-
ential (Rizzi, 1986), or, in Higginbotham’s (1983) terms, discharging its theta role.

In subject-verb agreement the person feature (correlated to a tense feature,
Guéron and Hoekstra, 1992) discharges the Eventive variable (Higginbotham,
1983) of the sentence. I further argued, in Di Domenico (2004), that the tense/
person indication in finite sentences, as well as the person feature on pronouns (or
the determiner in non-pronominal DPs) has the function of placing the sentence/
argument with respect to the speech event.12 Let’s then reformulate (15) as (15)’:

(15)’ Every lexically expressed argument (be it a noun phrase or a sentence)
must be denoted/placed with respect to the speech event.13 The expression
of denotation/placement is the person feature.

In English ’s Genitive constructions, as I argued in Di Domenico (2015), the per-
son/denotation feature of these complex DPs is expressed by ’s, which, coher-
ently, is in complementary distribution with the determiner of the possessum
(i.e. the head noun):

(16) *the John’s house

If (third) person is the content of ’s, and ’s=is, then is as well expresses (third)
person.

The extension to the –s of the verbal domain can follow without further
stipulations.

11 “Le verbe est, avec le pronom, la seule espèce de mots qui soit soumise à la catégorie de la
personne” [Benveniste, 1966:225]
12 Expressing what the relation is between what is said and the speech event, in turn related
to the possibility of implementing Displaced Reference in human language, is not required in
imperative clauses. See Di Domenico (2004) for further details.
13 At the sentence level, as we said, person is connected to tense.
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Indirect support to this view, as we shall see in Section 4, also comes from
work by Manzini and Savoia (2011) which assume that the Latin and Romansh –s
ending (in traditional terms, a case ending) is associated with denotational oper-
ator properties.

We are left now with the following situation:
– when /s/ is realized as ’s it is compatible with singular and (irregular) plu-

ral antecedent, but not with regular plural antecedents (* the kids’s mother)
– when /s/ is realized as –s it is compatible only with singular (third person)

antecedents, and alternates with a bare morpheme
– when /s/ is realized as is it is compatible with singular (third person) ante-

cedents and alternates with a plural form (are) and with a form for first per-
son singular (am).

These problems have been solved in different ways by different authors. As for
den Dikken (1998,1999), which considers ’s and is only, assuming (see fn. 10
above) an identity between the two (i.e. assuming that ’s is indeed a copula),
the cases in which ’s is compatible with plural antecedents are considered in-
stances of anti- agreement, characterizing non-pronominal DPs but not pro-
nouns, as in Welsh clauses (Rouveret, 1991): 14

(17) a. the man’s ill
b. the men are ill

(18) a. he’s ill
b. they’re ill

(19) a. the man’s illness
b. the men’s illness

(20) a. he’s (→his) illness
b. they’re (→their) illness

Bernstein and Tortora (2005) assume instead that ’s is not a copula, but a singular
number morpheme akin to –s, the copula having two different forms, one for the
singular (is) and one for the plural (are). A copula is present instead, according to

14 The same full DPs/pronouns asymmetries in anti- agreement is found in Hungarian posses-
sive constructions, with the same difference between possessive constructions and full clauses
attested in English.
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the authors, in possessive pronouns, which have a singular and a plural form.15

In their analysis, however, the compatibility of ’s with irregular plural antecedents
(as in (10) – (12)), is admittedly still a problem.

As for Kayne (1989; 1993), as we have seen, the equivalence ’s = –s= is is
made under the assumption that their value is singular number. With respect to
’s, Kayne (1993: fn.9) argues that an open question is why plurals unmarked
with –s are compatible with ’s. Perhaps, he suggests, this is related to the fact
that ’s does not alternate with a zero morpheme as –s.16

The fact that ’s is compatible with irregular plurals remains thus an open
question if we assume that it expresses singular number (Kayne 1993; Bernstein
and Tortora, 2005); this question has been solved by den Dikken (1998) assum-
ing cases like (19) above to be an instance of anti-agreement. As Bernstein and
Tortora (2005) argue, however, this does not explain why regular plurals are
incompatible with ’s.

My proposal (i.e. ’s (= –s = is) as (third) person, unspecified for number)
allows us to dispense with anti- agreement to solve the puzzle of the compati-
bility of ’s with both singular and irregular plural antecedents.17

The incompatibility of ’s with regular plurals, at this point, still remains
a problem for my analysis.

In this respect, Bernstein and Tortora (2005) convincingly show that the
incompatibility of ’s with regular plural antecedents, like (21) below, cannot be
due to phonological or morphological reasons:

(21) * The kids’s mother

They report that for many speakers (22.b) is worse than (22.a), although in (22.
b) the plural marker is separated from the possessive marker by other material:

(22) a. the kid from New York’s mother
b. ?* the kids from New York’s mother

15 We’ll come back to possessive pronouns in Section 5.
16 Kayne (1989) assumes that –s alternates with a bare form. The latter is free to co-occur with
any subject NP, but given a choice between an inflected form and a bare form, the inflected
form must be taken. As for the verb be, where is (+sg as –s) in the present tense alternates
with am and are, while am is assumed to be specified for first person, are, which might appear
to be +plural, is considered in the spirit of the article, as unmarked, hence usable whenever is
or am are not.
17 As I argued in Di Domenico (2015) anti-agreement is problematic because what you really
see is anti-agreement in number, but not in person.
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The fact that (22.b) is felt deviant, thus, cannot be explained assuming a phono-
logical or morphological incompatibility of the two instances of /s/.18 Under
their view, the incompatibility is due to the fact that the –s of kids is a plural
marker, while ’s expresses singular number.

I would like to pursue a different path, and assume that the two instances
of /s/, in (21) as well as in (22.b), are incompatible because they express indeed
the same featural content, which cannot be expressed twice. With this in mind,
let’s turn to the precise characterization of the feature in question.

On one side, for what we saw in Section 3, this feature must have denota-
tional properties, i.e. must be connected to person. On the other side, however,
this feature must be connected to number, since it differentiates singular from
plural DPs (the kid/the kids). For this reason, following a suggestion that Rita
Manzini (p.c.) made for the Latin and Romansh –s morpheme, I propose that
the English /s/morpheme expresses [countability].

Before examining how a characterization in terms of [countability] can ac-
count for the distribution of the English /s/ morpheme, we’ll briefly examine
Manzini and Savoia’s (2011) characterization of the Latin and Romansh –s
ending.

4 The Latin and Romansh –s as denotation

As we mentioned in Section 3, Manzini and Savoia (2011) assume that the
Latin –s ending is associated with denotational operator properties, and does
not indicate case, as in traditional accounts, since case is not a primitive of
grammar (Chomsky, 2008; Pesetsky and Torrego, 2007). They observe that –s
appears in different environments, as exemplified in (23) for the (non – neuter)
third class, such as the nominative singular, the genitive singular and the nom-
inative and accusative plural:

(23) a. Canis currit
dog.SG.NOM runs
‘The dog runs’

b. canis cauda
dog.SG.GEN tail
‘The dog’s tail’

18 A morphological explanation has been proposed by Zwicky (1987) and Aronoff and
Fuhrhop (2002).
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c. Canes currunt/ video
dogs.PL.NOM/ACC run/ I see
‘The dogs run/ I see the dogs’

[adapted from Manzini and Savoia, 2011:154]

The fact that –s shows up as a plural (as in 23.c), leads the authors to postulate
that –s can be identified with a quantificational feature Q, plurality being
a quantificational property. This seems in contradiction with the occurrence
of –s as a singular (23.a and b). This apparent contradiction is solved assuming
(as in Pesetsky, 1985), that Q elements have scope properties: the plural reading
of a Q element like–s corresponds to a noun internal quantificational scope;
the singular reading of –s corresponds to a scope wider than the noun.

As for the genitive (23.b), Manzini and Savoia argue that it roughly corre-
sponds to a quantificational inclusion relation: the scope of –s as a so-called gen-
itive specification is the entire noun phrase: ‘the genitive argument is interpreted
as ‘including’ the referent of the head noun’. [Manzini and Savoia 2011: 156].

In the singular nominative (23.a), the scope of –s is sentential: agreement
with the finite verb characterizes the nominative context, and the authors’ pro-
posal is that quantificational specifications are required to satisfy this syntactic
context, involving the EPP argument: –s as a Q morphology is specialized for
the satisfaction of the syntactic EPP environment.

The authors then consider –s in the Romansh variety of Vella (Lumnesia
Valley, Grisons). In this variety –s, a nominative ending for masculine singular,
characterizes masculine singular adjectives and participles in predicative con-
texts, but not in attributive contexts:

(24) a. kwai om ai kwərt-s
that man is short- m.sg
‘that man is short’

b. in om kwərt
a man short
‘a short man’ [adapted from Manzini and Savoia 2011: 159–160]

In contexts like (24.a) -s provides, according to the authors, the quantifica-
tional/definite closure for the argument slot that the adjectival base is associ-
ated with: the D/Q closure, provided by determiners and quantifiers when the
adjectival base is embedded in a noun phrase (24.b), is not provided in predica-
tive contexts as (24.a), and the –s thus provides it.

The similarity of the Latin –s and the English /s/ morpheme is extremely
interesting, and the analysis provided by Manzini and Savoia (2011) for the
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Latin –s is particularly revealing to characterize the English /s/ more in details.
The conclusion that –s expresses a quantificational feature (Manzini and
Savoia 2011) naturally leads to the suggestion that it expresses indeed [count-
ability] (Rita Manzini, p.c), a suggestion which I will explore for the English /s/
morpheme in the following section.

5 The English /s/ morpheme as countability

Going back to English, in the light of what we saw in the previous sections,
I can now reformulate (13) as (25):

(25) Is, ’s and –s are allomorphs of one and the same morpheme /s/ that can
be merged DP internally or clause internally. /s/ expresses [countability],
a denotational feature.

Let us also keep in mind (15)’, here repeated as (15)’’ for convenience:

(15)’’ Every lexically expressed argument (be it a noun phrase or a sentence)
must be denoted/placed with respect to the speech event. The expression
of denotation/placement is the person feature.

Following Benveniste (1966) and Bianchi (2006a), (see also Forchheimer, 1953),
I will assume that pronouns are inherently specified for person. I will further
assume, that [countability] is expressed, and with the same denoting/placing
role, whenever person is not: personal referents are, in a peculiar sense,
unique, non – replicable, hence they are not ‘countable’.19

We can now derive the fact that /s/, at the sentence level, occurs where per-
son is not expressed:

(26) a. I go to work by train
b. John goes to work by train
c. We go to work by train

19 Harley and Ritter (2002) assume that there is no genuine first person plural, since we never
speak in choruses. Wechsler (2004) extends a similar claim, together with some evidence, to sec-
ond person. In Di Domenico (2004), I extended the claim to third person pronouns: ‘they’ does not
mean ‘several instances of (s)he’, but rather ‘(s)he plus someone else’. See also Bianchi (2006b) for
independent evidence setting apart pronominal and non-pronominal DPs in this respect.
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d. You go to work by train
e. They go to work by train20

English so-called third person singular and plural pronouns seem to differ in
this respect. While they seems to express person in that the sentence where it is
the subject does not require /s/, singular third person pronouns do not, in that
sentences where he/she/it are the subject do require /s/:

(27) He goes to work by train

So-called third person singular pronouns in English do not seem to express per-
son also in other respects, as we shall see in a moment.

Considering the verb be, we can observe that is occurs where person does
not occur:

(28) a. John is tall
b. She is tall

Let’s take, with Kayne (1989), the position that are instantiates the ‘elsewhere’
form, which we now understand as the form that occurs with personal argu-
ments.21 Let’s further assume, as in Bernstein and Tortora (2005), that posses-
sive pronouns are personal pronouns plus a copula: here again we find the
asymmetry mentioned above, with he/it taking the /s/ form,22 and they (as we,
you) taking the ‘elsewhere’ form:

(29) a. his
b. their
c. our
d. your

Accordingly, the paradigm of possessive constructions in English is derived:
they contain either a specification of person or of [countability]:

20 A missing member in (26) is surely a sentence with a third person plural non-pronominal
subject, such as:
(i) The kids go to school by train
We’ll discuss such cases in (33) and fn. 23 below.
21 Why I does not take are remains a problem for my analysis.
22 As in Bernstein and Tortora (2005) we take possessive her (omophonous to the accusative
form e.g. I saw her) to be a suppletive form.
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(30) a. John’s book
b. my book
c. your book
d. his book
e. their book

Let’s go now to the contrast in (31) (where (31.a) corresponds to (30.c) and (31.b)
to (1.g):

(31) a. your book
b. That book is yours

I will assume, along the lines of Manzini and Savoia (2011) for the Romansh
variety of Vella, that the predicative use of possessive pronouns requires an
extra specification of denotation/placement with respect to their attributive
use, and that this specification is provided by /s/, as in (31.b). This naturally
extends to partitive genitives like (32.b) below, or (1.h) above, here repeated
for convenience:

(32) a. your book
b. a book of yours

(1.h)’ A book of John’s

As we said in Section 3, a determiner, at the DP level, can perform the role of
denoting/placing it in non-pronominal DPs: this accounts for the incompatibil-
ity of determiners and ’s in ’s Genitive constructions which we have seen in (16)
(here repeated for convenience as (16)’:

(16)’ *the John’s house

In simple non- pronominal DPs denotation is expressed by a determiner or by /s/
(expressing countability): this is in turn related to the fact that ‘plural’ DPs in
English can be bare.23

23 They do not have to be bare, however. It seems to me, anyway, that when /s/ and a deter-
miner co-occur, the determiner is devoid of its denotational function and expresses instead
other features commonly associated to the D category, as in (i):

(i) a. This is not suitable for kids
b. This is not suitable for the kids
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With this in mind, we can go back to /s/ at the sentence level, where either /
s/ is expressed as a feature on the verb or on the subject DP:

(33) a. Dogs bark
b. The dog barks

If /s/ is one and the same morpheme, with a unique feature specification, we
can account for why a double specification of /s/, as in (22), here repeated for
convenience as (22)’, discussed at the end of Section 3, is not grammatical:

(22)’ * the kids’s mother

6 Conclusions

In this work I have proposed that the various instantiations of the /s/ mor-
pheme in English exemplified in (1) are not to be considered a case of syncre-
tism: /s/ is one and the same morpheme (i.e. has the same featural content) in
all cases. I have identified in [countability] the featural specification of /s/, fol-
lowing a suggestion that Rita Manzini (p.c.) made for the Latin –s ending.
I have further argued that [countability] performs the same role that person /D
performs: placing an argument (be it a DP or a CP) with respect to the speech
event. In English, [countability] is expressed whenever person/D is not. This de-
rives all instantiations of /s/ in (1) without further stipulations, and also ac-
counts for the occurrence of other morphemes or of bare forms in different
environments, as discussed in Section 5.

My analysis also predicts why cases like (22) and (16), problematic or un-
clear for other analyses (as we saw in Section 3 and Section 1 respectively) are
ungrammatical. There are however some residual problems to solve.

An indefinite determiner (Q) like a seems sufficient to denote/place
a simple DP like a definite determiner:

(34) a. A dog
b. The dog

Still, an indefinite determiner, or Q, seems compatible with /s/, as (32.b) and (1.h)’
show, unlike a definite determiner, as (16) shows, in ’s Genitive constructions. The
incompatibility of a definite determiner with /s/ in ’s Genitive constructions, fur-
thermore, does not hold as a requirement, but just like a possibility, in simple DPs
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(The dogs) as we noted in fn. 23 above. Perhaps a more fine- grained analysis of
the Q, D, and [countability] features is needed, to solve these problems. I leave
this issue to future research, and to future research I also leave a deeper concern
with respect to the interesting analogies that the Latin –s and the English /s/ mor-
pheme show. 24
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Ludovico Franco

(Im)proper prepositions in (Old and Modern)
Italian

1 Introduction

In this paper we will show that the structural (and terminological) partition op-
erated within the set of Italian prepositions between proper/simple and im-
proper/complex ones does not seem to presuppose an unspoiled syntactic
reality. On the basis of syntactic tests and diachronic evidence, we will show
that, within the subset of so called proper/simple preposition (Rizzi 1988, Salvi
& Vanelli 2004, Tortora 2005, among others), two morphemes, specifically su,
on, tra (fra), between/among, could be better characterized as Axial Parts (in
the sense of Svenonius 2006; henceforth AxP), namely lexical items whose se-
mantic function would be to identify a region (a set of points/vectors in space,
cf. Zwart 1995; Kracht 2002), based on a Ground item (i.e. the complement DP
of P, in a Figure/Ground configuration, Talmy 1991; 2000).1 AxP has a some-
what mixed behaviour, sharing some properties with nouns - often AxP is ho-
mophonous with Relation Nouns (RelN) (as opposed to Sortal nouns, e.g.
a child of someone vs. *a person of someone, cf. Jackendoff 1996, Hagege 2010:
162ff, Barker 1995, 2011), denoting body parts (Roy 2006) or other nominal
items with spatial relevance.

Svenonius (2006), based on a set of diagnostics (e.g. AxPs contra homopho-
nous RelNs commonly do not have articles, do not pluralize, do not take modi-
fiers, can be specified by a measure phrase, etc.) argues against the idea that
AxPs (items like front, beside, behind and so on) are nothing else but a subclass
of nouns, precisely RelNs. It has been argued that AxP can be seen as an inde-
pendent category, which is in between nouns and prepositions (cf. Pantcheva
2006, 2010, Fabregas 2007, Cinque 2010, Franco 2016, among many others).

Ludovico Franco, Università di Firenze

1 (Proto)typical AxParts refer to the front, back, top, bottom, sides, and middle of an object,
though further zones projected by a pivotal Ground can be defined as well (cf. Zwart 1995, Roy
2006, Fabregas 2007, Svenonius 2008, Cinque 2010, Franco 2013, 2015, 2016 among others for
ideas and taxonomies). Axial Part would be a grammatical category which identifies a specific
part of the Ground (the reference landmark for a location), which in turn can be taken as
a spatial axis to locate the Figure (an object whose location is at issue) (cf. Talmy 2000,
Svenonius 2006).
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In Svenonius (2006), the AxP is located in a position within a functional
layer which is immediately dominated by a locative preposition (Place) and
is above the DP that introduces the Ground. Svenonius uses the descriptive
label K(ase) to indicate the item linking the AxP to the Ground. He assumes
what Borer (2005) calls ‘Neo-constructivism’, namely the working hypothesis
that some dimensions of meaning are shaped by syntactic structure, while
other dimensions come directly from the lexical content of the item intro-
duced into the syntactic module. The AxP vs. RelN dichotomy is a case in
point. An item like English front is ambiguos. Inserted under an N node in
a syntactic derivation, front will express a noun, combining with plural
morphology, determiners, etc. Inserted under an AxP node it will be possi-
bly part of the functional skeleton of the extended projection of P (or an
abstract Place N, according to Terzi 2008, Cinque 2010, cf. also Van
Riemsdijk 1990). Basically, RelN and AxP enter different syntactic configura-
tions, which following the representation given in Svenonius (2006), are il-
lustrated in (1).

(1) (a). Axpart > front

PlaceP D

PlaceP

(b). RelNoun > (the) front

in

Axial Part

KP

of DP of DP

the watchthe watch

front KPfront

in the N

The present contribution is structured as follows. In the remaining part of
this introductory paragraph, we will introduce the canonical partition oper-
ated in Italian -at the syntax-lexicon interface level- between proper and im-
proper adpositions. In section 2, on the basis of synchronic and diachronic
evidence, we will show that two members of the canonical set of proper/sim-
ple preposition might be actually ‘improper’ from the viewpoint of syntax, as
they share the same syntactic structure/interpretive content with complex
adpositions. Actually, we will see that su has all the morphosyntactic traits
pertaining to a complex preposition while tra/fra shows a mixed behaviour.
In section 3 we will provide a syntactic characterization of these empirical
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facts, based on a two-tiered syntax of adpositions (matching that of transitive
VPs, in the spirit of Hale and Kayser 1993, Chomsky 1995). The conclusion
follows.

Traditionally, in Italian, a partition between two distinct sets within the
realm of adpositions has been operated. In fact, it is customary to distinguish
between simple/proper and complex/improper prepositions (Rizzi 1988).
Simple/proper adpositions include a small set of monosyllabic unstressed
items (‘di’ of, ‘a’ to, ‘da’ from, ‘in’ in, ‘con’ with, ‘su’ on, ‘per’ for, ‘tra/fra’ be-
tween) that can be often ‘inflected’ by the determiner, which introduces
a complement DP Ground (e.g. dalla spiaggia, from.det.f beach, sulla spiaggia,
on.det.f beach, della spiaggia, of.det.f beach, etc.).

Complex adpositions in turn are at least bimorphemic, are stressed and
form quite a big inventory (see Rizzi 1988, for an extensive description).
They often require or optionally take a simple preposition in order to be
linked to their DP complement, that is what we label here the DP Ground
(see again Rizzi 1988, who precisely subdivides complex preposition into
three classes, based on the obligatory, optional or impossible presence of
a simple preposition, cf. Tortora 2005, Ursini 2015, Garzonio & Rossi 2016,
for an interpretation of the distribution of the simple preposition in this pre-
cise configuration). Examples are ‘davanti (a)’, in front of, prima (di), before
of, sopra (a/di), above/on top of, etc. Such items can be broadly classified
as AxPs, as argued in Cinque (2010), specifying a relative frame of reference
for the ground DP (cf. also Jackendoff 1996). In what follow, we will show
that there is enough evidence to change the perspective on this dichotomy.
In particular we will illustrate that the adpositions su and tra/fra in Italian,
despite being monosyllabic like the other proper/simple prepositions, are
actually far from being unequivocally proper/simple with respect to their
syntactic behaviour.

2 Refining the partition: su and tra/fra as Axial
Parts

There are many facts that show that su and tra/fra differ from the other
components of the set of simple prepositions. First, they present a person
split of sort, because contrary to the other members of their set allow (for
some native speakers require) the presence of a (further) simple adposition
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(di, of) when introducing a pronominal DP Ground. Consider the examples
provided in (2).2

(2) a. *di di noi ‘of us’
b. *a di noi ‘to us’
c. *da di noi ‘from us’
d. *in di noi ‘in us’
e. *con di noi ‘with us’
f. su di noi ‘on/above us’
g. *per di noi ‘for us’
h. tra/fra di noi ‘between us’

From this viewpoint su and tra/fra pattern with complex adpositions, which
allow/require the presence of a functional item sandwiched between them and
the DP Ground (here a pronoun) they introduce, as illustrated in (3).

(3) a. sopra (di) noi ‘above us’
b. dentro ?(di) noi ‘inside us’
c. sotto ??(di) noi ‘below us’

Personal pronouns are not the only items that are selected by a simple preposi-
tion following su and tra/fra. In some stages/registers of Italian also demonstra-
tives (either pronouns or adjectives) are/have been introduced by means of this
functional layered skeleton (4). In Contemporary Italian, according to our
judgements, the use of tra in such context is quite marked, despite still attested,
as shown in (4b).

(4) a. lo spazio voto che tra di quelle rimarrebbe [. . .]
the space empty that between of that.f.pl remain.prs.cond.3sg
‘the empty space that between them would remain. . .’

(Galileo Galilei, 1638)

2 Note that the same behaviour is attested for those complex adpositions which, according to
Rizzi (1988), do not take simple preposition when introducing a Ground complement. Consider
the examples in (i):
(i) a. dopo di me vs. dopo *della/*alla/la partita

‘after me’ ‘after the macht’
b. senza di te vs. senza *della/*alla/la cucina

‘without you’ ‘without the kitchen’
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b. Kurosawa è tra di quei pochi registi
K. is between of that.m.pl few.pl filmmakers
che hanno tentato [. . .]
that have.prs.3pl tried
‘Kurosawa is one of the few filmmakers that have tried. . .’
(retrieved from Google)

c. perché su di quelle l' azione del
because on of those.f.pl the action of.the
Governo si può esercitare. . .
Government cl.refl can practiced
‘because the action of the government can be practiced on those
(things). . .’ (Giovanni Giolitti, 1901)

d. vorremmo che si esprimessero su di quei
want.prs.cond.1pl that cl.refl express.sbjv.3pl on of those.m.pl
punti.
points.m
points.m‘we wish that they would take their stance on those points’

(Matteo Renzi, 2014)

Note that in various stages of Italian the presence of di after tra (fra) and su was
not restricted to personal pronouns and demonstratives, involving also bare
DPs, as illustrated in (5a) with an Old Florentine example and in (5b) with an
example dated back to the first half of the 19th century.

(5) a. Tra di danari e di promesse di mercatanti
between of money.pl and of promises of merchants
‘between the money and promises of merchants’
(Giovanni Villani, Cronica 1348, L. 9, cap. 306)

b. sostanze sperimentate su di uomini sani
substances tested on of men healthy
‘substances tested on healthy men’(Effemeridi di Medicina Omiopatica,
1829)

A second test that provide us with some further evidence that the same syntax
is involved when considering at least su and improper prepositions in Italian is
that su contra other simple prepositions can be used intransitively, without the
presence of an overt DP complement, as illustrated in (6).
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(6) a. Vieni dietro, davanti, sopra
‘come behind/in front of/over’

b. Vieni su/*per/* di/*in/*con/*da/* tra(*fra)/*a
‘come on/*for/*of/*in/*with/*from/*between/*to(at)’

Nevertheless, the fact that tra/fra does not allow an intransitive reading in
Italian is not sufficient to set it apart from complex adpositions. Indeed, there
are some complex items, which do not display a ‘stand-alone’ behaviour, as
illustrated in (7).

(7) Vieni *presso/* durante/*verso
‘come near, during, toward’

More straightforward evidence comes from diachronic facts. In Old Italian (Old
Florentine/Old Tuscan, cf. Salvi and Renzi 2010) complex prepositions were
commonly sandwiched in a layered sequence, comprising a functional/simple
preposition above and one below them (cf. also Delfitto and Paradisi 2009).
Such constructions are still widely attested for some items of Contemporary
Italian, e.g. ‘in mezzo a’, in the middle of, and they are widespread in dialectal
varieties (e.g. Modena, M. Rita Manzini, p.c., de dre a la ca, ‘behind the
house’). Consider the Old Italian examples in (8) taken from the OVI (Opera del
Vocabolario Italiano) database.

(8) a. di dietro al cavaliere (Tristano Ricc. XIII ex. Fior cap.44)
of behind at.det.m. knight
“behind the knight”

b. di sotto alla tavola (Milione, tosc. XIV, cap. 80)
of under at.det.f table
“under the table”

c. in sommo de la bocca (Dante, Commedia, Purgatorio. 6)
in top of the mouth
“on top of the mouth”

d. in sovra a ciò (Alberto della Piagentina, 1322/32 fior. L. 1 Cap. 4)
in above at this
“on top of this”

e. siede Rachel di sotto da costei (Dante, Commedia, Paradiso
XXXII:8)

sits Rachel of under from her
“Rachel sits under her”
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Crucially, the same behaviour is attested with tra, fra, and su, as reported in
(9), but does not uphold for the other simple/proper prepositions.3

(9) a. in tra di sè medesimo
in between of himself
“to himself” Alberto della Piagentina, 1322/32 L. 5, cap. 6 (fior.)

b. l’ acqua in su d’ ogni riviera
the water in on of every coast
“the water on every coast” Guinizzelli, Tosc. a. 13. V.4 1276

Comparing (8) and (9), it is quite clear that historical/variational evidence point
to a similar syntactic status of complex preposition and the monosyllabic mor-
phemes tra/fra and su. They can both enter a layered adpositional structure, in
which they are sandwiched between two simple adpositions.

Also, consider that in Old Italian practically all simple/proper prepositions
can be employed in the configuration sketched above, namely a simpleP-AxP-
simpleP-Ground configuration, with the notable exception of su and tra/fra.
Consider at this regard, the examples provided in (10) which show that an item
like in (hence, not only di, a, da, cf. examples in (8)) can link a complex pre-
position to a Ground DP), and compare them with the ones in (11) and (12), for tra/
fra and su, respectively. Tra/fra and su are never attested, according to the data
we have collected from OVI, Opera del Vocabolario Italiano On-line (cf. gattoweb.
ovi.cnr.it/), as simple Ps in a layered simpleP-AxP-simpleP-Ground configuration.

(10) a. arse dal Ponte vecchio in fine in Mercato vecchio.
burn.pst.3sg from.the Ponte vecchio in until in Mercato vecchio
“It burned from Ponte Vecchio to Mercato Vecchio” Gesta Florentin.
(ed. Hartwig), XIV pm. (fior.)

b. lo contado in fine alle mura
the peasantry in until to.the walls
“the peasantly up to the walls” Gesta Florentin. (ed. Hartwig), XIV pm.
(fior.)

3 Note that tra/fra morphemes have been topped of by a simple preposition (most often the
stative morpheme in, in/at) in various stages/registers of Italian, just consider the example in
(i). Note also that often intra/infra are spelled out as a single word:

(i) Egli alto ride al vomero che splende in tra le brune zolle (Giosué Carducci, Rime nuove).

“He smiles upon the plough-share, damp with dew, among brown earthern clods”

English translation by Laura Fullerton Gilbert (1916).
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c. assai di sotto dal Caucaso
much of under from.the Caucasus
“Much under the Caucasus” Bono Giamboni, Orosio, a. 1292 (fior.)

d. uno ramo di fuoco l’ entrava di sotto nel
a branch of fire cl.dat.3g.f enter.ipfv.3sg of under in.the
corpo e rescivale per la bocca
body and re-exit.ipfv.3sg.cl.dat.3g.f for the mouth
“a tongue of fire entered in her body and went out again from her
mouth” Conti morali (ed. Segre), XIII ex. (sen.)

(11) a. questa terra gli debbo rendere in fra in
this.f land cl.dat.3sg must.prs.1sg give.back.inf in among in
due years
two anni
“I must give back this land to him by two years” Cavalcanti 1315 (fior.)

b. crede sia gioia stata infra di noi l’
believe.prs.3sg be.subj.3sg joy been.f in.among of us the
omo che vi savete
man that you.pl know.prs.2pl
“the man that you know believes that there has been joy between us”
Neri de' Visdomini (ed. Panvini), XIII sm. (fior.)

c. et queste cose farò in fra a uno mese
and these things do.fut.1sg in between to a month
“And I will do these things in a month” Stat. sen., 1309–10 (Gangalandi)

(12) a. li due re si pigliano per mano et
the.pl two kings cl.refl take.prs.3pl for hand and
assettansi in su ‘n due ricche sedie d’ avorio
sit.prs.3pl.cl.refl in on in two rich.pl chair.pl of ivory
“the two kings join their hands and sit on two rich ivory chairs” Tavola
Ritonda (XIV sec., first half, Fior.)

b. non puote trapassare e andare in su a la
not can.prs.3sg trespass.inf and go.inf in on a the
regione calda del fuoco
region hot of fire
“It cannot trespass and go into the hot region of the fire”
Metaura volg., XIV s.-t.d. (fior.)
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Furthermore, coming back to the synchronic evidence, at least the preposition
su patterns with complex adpositions, when it follows the simple preposition
con, as shown in (13). Here tra as shown in (13d) patterns with simple
prepositions.4

(13) a. il comodino con su la mensola
the night.table with on the.f.sg shelf
“the night table with the shelf on it”

b. il comodino con sopra/davanti/dietro. . . la mensola
the night.table with above/in front of/behind. . . the shelf
“the night table with the shelf above in front of/ behind it”

c. il comodino con *in/*di/*per la mensola
the night.table with *in/*of/*for the shelf
“ the night table with the shelf in/of/for it”

d. il comodino con *tra la mensola
the night.table with *between the shelf
“the night table with the shelf between it”

Also, in Italian su may easily stand as a head noun as in the example in (14).

(14) il su del vestito
‘the upper-part of the dress’

Even if it is somewhat more marked, it not uncommon to find also tra as an
head-noun, as in the example in (15).

(15) il tra dell’incontro
(lit.) ‘the between/among of the meeting’
(Primavera Fisogno, Incontro al dialogo, Franco Angeli, Milano, 2012)

4 Con (with) may be seen as expressing a relation parallel to that of the verb have (cf. Harley
1995, Levinson 2011). Franco and Manzini (2017) have recently assumed that with-like items
express, cross-linguistically, a relation which is the mirror image to that of genitives/datives.
This behaviour seems to be maintained in the spatial domain. Consider the symmetrical sen-
tences in (i), where the preposition con (ia) alternates with the dative a in (ib):

(i) a. il comodino con sopra la mensola
‘the night table with the shelf on it’

b. la mensola sopra al comodino
‘the shelf above (to) the night.table’
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This behaviour is very common for improper prepositions (cf. il sopra del ves-
tito, the upper-part of the dress matching example (14)), as predicted for items
functioning as AxPart (cf. the discussion in section 1 on the similarities be-
tween RelNs-AxPs), while it is impossible for simple preposition. Consider (16)
below:

(16) i pro e i contro della riforma /* i per e i contro della riforma
‘the ups and down of the reform’ (literally ‘the for and against of the reform’)

Normally per and contro stand as opposites in Italian, as in the pair in (17):

(17) a. ho votato per lui
‘I voted for him’

b. ho votato contro di lui
‘I voted against him’

Nevertheless, contro, being a complex preposition, can be easily turned into
a nominal item, while the simple preposition per cannot be employed as a nom-
inal element. This is the reason that we find the item pro, which is never used
as a preposition in Italian, and not per in the example in (16).

Moreover, su patterns with complex prepositions in allowing terms of DP
complement cliticization, as illustrated in (18)-(19):

(18) a. è seduto su di lui/lei/un sasso
be.prs.3sg seated on of him/her/a stone
“He is seated on him/her/a stone”

b. gli/le/ci è seduto su
cl.dat.m/cl.dat.f/cl.dat.n be.prs.3sg seated on
“He is seated on him/her/it”

(18’) anima vene in corpo come taula lavata, che nulla cosa
soul come.prs.3sg in body like table cleaned that no thing
elli su
is.cl.dat.3sg on
“the soul comes into the body like a cleaned table, on which there’s
nothing”Old Florentine (Ar. Orl. 13, 42, 1308)

(19) a. è seduto sopra di lui/lei/un sasso
is seated on/over of him/her/a stone
“He is seated on/over him/her/a stone”
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b. gli/le/ci è seduto sopra
cl.dat.m/cl.dat.f/cl.dat.n be.prs.3sg seated on/over
“He is seated on/over him/her/it”

Concerning this diagnostics, tra behaves again like simple Ps and disallow ex-
traction, as shown in (20) and (21).

(20) a. ho una casa tra gli ulivi
have.prs.1sg a house among the olive trees
“I have a house among the olive trees”

b. *ci/*gli ho una casa tra
cl.dat.m/cl.dat.f/cl.dat.n have.prs.1sg a house between

(21) a. ho votato per lui
“I have vote for him”

b. ho votato contro di lui
“I have voted against him”

c. *gli ho votato per
cl.dat.m have.prs.1sg voted for

d. gli ho votato contro
cl.dat.m have.prs.1sg voted against
“I have voted against him”

Finally tra/fra and su have a quite fixed semantic range when compared with
the other simple preposition in Italian.5 Just to give an example, consider for
instance a rough sketch (cf. Franco & Manzini 2017) of the range of fundamen-
tal meanings associated with Italian con ‘with’. These include possession in
(22a), the comitative in (22b), ambiguous in that Maria can be with the speaker
or Maria can be with Gianni; the same is true in (instrumental/possession) sen-
tences of the type The boy saw the girl with the binoculars, as is well known in
psycholinguistics (Frazier and Fodor 1978, and subsequent literature). The ex-
ample in (22c) illustrates the instrumental meaning of con, (22d) illustrates the
cause meaning. In (22e) con introduces a manner adverbial and can be effec-
tively paraphrased by a sentence including the manner adverb efficacemente
‘efficaciously’.

5 Note that Andreose (2009) argues that in Old Italian (up to Dante’s Commedia) the semantic
values expressed by tra and fra do not overlap, namely tra expressed only a sub-set of the val-
ues of fra, who was e.g. the only lexical item capable to convey the temporal meanings
‘within’, ‘by’. Such distinction is now completely lost.
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(22) a. Ho incontrato un ragazzo con gli occhiali
“I have met a boy with the eye-glasses”

b. Ho incontrato Gianni con Maria
“I have met Gianni with Maria”

c. Mangio la pizza con le posate
“I eat the pizza with the cutlery “

d. Gianni ha perso il lavoro con la crisi
“Gianni has lost his job with the crisis”

e. Gli antibiotici agiscono con efficacia
“Antibiotics act with efficacy”

Conversely, su and tra/fra have a more fixed meaning, being roughly interpreted
as ‘above’/’over/on’ and ‘between/among’ respectively, despite non-literal uses
are widely attested (as is the case also of complex prepositions).6 Consider some
examples of tra in (23):

(23) a. abito in una casa tra gli ulivi
live.prs.1sg in a house between the olive.trees
“I live in a house surrounded by olive trees”

b. gli studenti torneranno presto tra (di) noi
the.pl students come.back.fut.3pl soon among of us
‘the students will soon come back among us’

c. il pranzo sarà pronto tra dieci minuti.
the lunch be.fut.3sg. ready in ten minutes
“the lunch will be ready in ten minutes”

d. è il più bravo tra (di) noi
be.3sg the most good among of us
“He is the best among us”

Despite it could be possible to propose a functionalist taxonomy for the exam-
ples in (23), tra seems to have a basic ‘medial’ value, as in (23a,b), where the
state vs. motion axis is determined by the verbal predicate (see section 3 below,
cf. Wood 2015). Note that meaning shifts from space to time, as illustrated
in (23c), are common in the realm of temporal complex prepositions, as illus-
trated in Haspelmath (1997), Roy and Svenonius (2009), Franco (2013, 2015).

6 In Italian for instance, “essere/stare vicino a qualcuno” “to be near/close to someone” can
either have a literal meaning, which indicates that the Figure DP is located in the proximity of
the Ground DP (qualcuno “someone”) or it can have a figurative meaning having to do with
“emotional closeness” between people.
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Furthermore the partitive value that can be ascribed to (23d) might be easily ex-
pressed by means of ‘medial’ axial parts (e.g. ‘è il più bravo in mezzo a noi’ “he
is the best among (all) of us”, (cf. Roy 2006, Dekany 2012). 7

Another piece of evidence in support of our claim that (at least) su is best
analysed in terms of Axial Parts comes from Italian dialects. In particular, in
contemporary Sicilian su is not lexicalized. What we find instead is the corre-
sponding prototypical Axial Part/complex preposition supra ‘on/above’ in all
the relevant contexts where Standard Italian resorts to su.8

To sum up, we have tried to show that su and tra (fra) have the morpholex-
ical/syntactic status of complex prepositions (Axial Parts). As for the mixed
behaviour of tra ‘between’ we can only speculate that tra has undergone a pro-
cess of grammaticalization (cf. e.g. Svenonius 2006 on Finnish adpositions)
and this is the reason why it behaves in various contexts as a simple P in con-
temporary Italian.9 In any event, the evidence we have examined seems to sug-
gest that in synchrony both su (quite safely) and tra (more residually) retain
their original (spatial) meaning. In this respect, they pattern with complex
prepositions/Axial Parts.

7 A clear example of a morphologically transparent medial Axial Part conveying a partitive
meaning is the English preposition amid(st).
8 As pointed out by Giulia Bellucci (p.c.), in the Sicilian-Italian dictionary edited by Traina
(1868) the equivalent su is attested; we find the basic forms form susu (matching old Italian
item suso, that altenated with su in adverbial/intransitive contexts). Nsusu is also attested
meaning ‘upwards’. Nevertheless, the aforementioned lexical items are not present in the
Vocabolario Siciliano edited by Piccitto (1977), only supra is attested in the relevant contexts. It
is worth mentioning that our analysis of su in Italian as an Axial Part actually predicts the
existence of a language like Sicilian. The fact that present-day Sicilian only resorts to the lexi-
cal item supra to express the same range of spatial meanings is not surprising if we assume
that su ‘up/on’ on the one hand and sopra ‘on/above’ on the other hand are formally identical,
namely they are both Axial Parts.
9 As suggested by an anonymous reviewer, some peculiarities of tra/fra can be a consequence
of the fact that it defines a spatial relation with potentially more than one Ground: when there
are two explicit Ground elements they are expressed by a coordination of DPs (and not PPs),
as in (i):

(i) a. Tra noi e loro
b. Tra (??di) noi e (*di) loro

‘between us and them’
This suggests that the lower part of the functional structure with tra/fra can be more complex.
In English, for instance, the difference between a simple and a complex Ground corresponds
to a different lexicalization of the AxPart item (between vs. among).
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3 A Figure-Ground syntax and the position
of su and tra: Axial parts and whole

In this paragraph we will introduce the syntactic configuration in which we as-
sume that su and tra, given the evidence provided in the previous section, are
couched. Before doing that we need to provide some background on the spatial
concepts of Figure & Ground and the way they have been applied to syntactic
investigation. The terms ‘figure’ and ‘ground’ have been introduced by Leon
Talmy (1985, 1991) and were adopted following insight from Gestalt psychology
(cf. Svenonius 2003: 433). Talmy (1985: 61) defines Figure & Ground as follows:
i). The Figure is a moving or conceptually movable object whose path or site is

at issue.
ii). The Ground is a reference-frame, or a reference-point stationary within a

reference-frame, with respect to which the Figure’s path or site is characterized.

The concepts of Figure and Ground are relational, as originally assumed in
Svenonius (2003, 2006, 2007). Indeed, Figure and Grounds are positioned with
respect to each other and it is very likely to assume that the adpositions that
connect them are sort of relators/predicates. For example, in the expression the
keys on the table, the keys is the figure, and it is positioned with respect to the
ground, the table, by the predication denoted by the adposition on (cf. Wood
2015: 173, from which the examples in (24) are taken). The figure can be in mo-
tion, as in (24a), or at rest, as in (24b).

(24) a. John threw the keys on the table.
b. John saw the keys on the table.

In (24a), the keys, acting as the Figure, are understood to traverse a path, the
endpoint of which is on the table, which acts as the Ground. In (24b), the keys
are at rest in a position on the table. Still, their relational content is expressed
by means of the adposition on.

Svenonius (2003, 2008, cf. also Levinson 2011, Wood 2015, among others) as-
sumes that the Figure has properties reminiscent of external arguments, while
the ground has properties reminiscent of internal arguments.10 Svenonius (2003,

10 Many of these properties are comparable to the asymmetries tearing apart subjects and ob-
jects observed in the generative literature (at least from Marantz 1984). For instance, adposi-
tions exhibit c-selectional restrictions on the ground and determine its case in a way that they
do not with the figure (see also Svenonius 2002 on inherent case assignment to internal
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2007) assume that figures are introduced by a functional head p in a way that is
analogous to the introduction of external arguments by v, along the lines of Hale
and Keyser 1993, Chomsky 1995 (or maybe Voice, according to Kratzer 1996).11

We propose here a simple refinement of this basic model, assuming that
what are traditionally labelled as complex prepositions are best character-
ized as Axial-Parts, in the sense of Svenonius (2006, cf. Cinque 2010). We
assume that the projection of such elements is the ‘external argument’ of the
lower P projection responsible of introducing a Ground complement (in
Italian normally, the genitive di or the dative a, in English commonly the
genitive of, etc.). The relation between AxPart and the complement of the
genitive predicate is a kind of ‘part-whole’ relationship (cf. Fabregas 2007),
notated here as (⊆), following Manzini and Franco (2016), Franco et al.
(2016), among others. This is precisely the same relation Manzini and Franco
(2016) assume is entertained by the two internal arguments of a ditransitive
structure, which can be conceived to be a possessum (Theme) – possessor
(Goal) relation.

In a Figure/Ground configuration à la Talmy the Ground-complement of (⊆)
is the possessor of the axis (axial Part P) taken to evaluate the location of the
Figure, standardly introduced by means of the pP node. A rough sketch of the
model we propose is represented in (25b) for example (25a).

arguments, cf. Manzini and Franco 2016, Garzonio & Rossi 2013, 2016). Furthermore the inter-
pretation of the ground is much more dependent on the adposition than the figure is. For in-
stance, on specifies that its ground be interpreted as a surface-ground, whereas in specifies
a container-ground. Nevertheless, alternating between on/in has no interpretive effect at all on
the figure (Wood 2015).
11 The idea of a layered p-P structure matches the quite standard assumption that the PP do-
main is quite rich and articulated (cf. e.g. Koopman 2000, den Dikken 2010 on Dutch,
Holmberg 2002 on Zina Kotoko, Svenonius 2004, 2007, 2010, crosslinguistically) comprising at
least what can be labelled Place (associated with stative locational meanings) and what is
commonly called Path (associated with directed motion) (cf. also Pantcheva 2011, Romeu 2013
for more layered ideas). Place elements would give information on the physical configuration
of the relation between the Figure and the Ground (the reference landmark for the location of
the Figure). This is illustrated in (2a), where the elephants are the Figure and the boat is the
Ground. On the contrary, Paths would provide information about a trajectory; Path elements
may specify whether a Place is a Goal (2b) or a Source (2c), and may also give information on
the orientation of a trajectory (2d) (Pantcheva 2011). (Examples from Svenonius 2010).

(2) a. The elephants remained in the boat.
b. They cast a wistful glance to the shore.
c. The boat drifted further from the beach.
d. Their ears sank down several notches.
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(25)

DP (figure)
the plates

pP     

on ( )P

( )P

( )
the table

DP (ground)
of

top 
Axial Part P 

Note that Axial Part has been taken to be a semi-lexical or properly functional
category (cf. Svenonius 2006, Franco 2015), but in many languages they retain
full nominal properties (cf. John and Thurgood 2011 for Inuktitut and Uzbeki,
Franco et al. 2016, for Uralic languages, Ursini and Long 2018 on Chinese).
Hence it is quite reasonable that Axial Parts and Grounds may stand in a
possessum-possessor configuration (see also the data in section 2 pointing to
the possibility of employing the items under scrutiny as relational nouns,
cf. (14)-(15)).12

Hence, our proposal here is that tra/fra and su, whose behaviour and syn-
tactic configuration parallel those of complex/improper preposition in Italian,
may be characterized as Axial Parts, potentially entering a relation with the
Ground by means of a genitive/dative (⊆) device acting as a relator/elementary
predicate. According to Manzini and Savoia (2011), which we follow here, the
languages where dative is lexically different from genitive (including English of
and to, Italian di ‘of’ and a ‘to’, etc.) display contextual sensitivity in the reali-
zation of the (⊆) category, which is externalized as dative ‘to’ when attached to
sentential projections, while it is externalized as genitive ‘of’ when it is at-
tached to nominal categories. Very interestingly the relation between AxPs and
Grounds is instantiated in Italian by both a (e.g. sotto al fiume, ‘below to-the
river’) and di (sotto di te, ‘below of you’). This may be related to a sensitivity
to the animacy hierarchy (i.e. di is the obligatory choice with pronouns)
(cf. Fábregas 2015 a,b). When the relator is not spelled out (e.g. sotto il fiume,
below the river) we simply assume here that we are dealing with a silent cate-
gory, following Kayne (2004a,b, 2007 and subsequent works) (but see Tortora
2005, Garzonio and Rossi 2013, 2016 for principled explanations). The relevant

12 Franco et al. (2016) have shown that in the Uralic family the device employed to link Axial
Parts and grounds, and Part-whole/inalienable possession proper is consistently the same and
may involve oblique case morphemes, juxtaposition, possessive inflections.
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structure for su is illustrated in (26) for (9b). The same structure may be con-
ceived for the complex adpositions of (Old and Modern) Italian.

(26)

pP
l’acqua

in 

DP (figure)

( )P 

Axial Part P ( )P
su 

)( DP(ground)
d’ ogni riviera

In short, we impute an interpretive content to the item which links Axial Parts
and Grounds, which Svenonius (2006) descriptively characterizes as K (case).
This content is predicative, and it can be realized by prepositions (Italian,
English), or by nominal inflections (Uralic, Indo-Aryan, cf. Franco et al. 2016).
The (⊆) content is primitive but it is not a case; it is an elementary predicate. The
inflectional realization of the (⊆) predicate is conventionally called a case. But in
present terms, case is definable at most as the crossing of the more elementary
notions of atomic predicate and inflectional realization. As originally argued in
Fillmore (1968), we see no differences between (oblique) case and adpositions.13

13 Actually oblique cases can be in principle reduced to Chomsky’s (2001) agreement model of
case, if we assume that there are abstract heads, such as Appl heads (Pylkkänen 2008), endowed
with uninterpretable features and that oblique cases are a byproduct of Agree with these heads.
However the morphosyntactic reality is that cases are uniquely represented in the morphology
of nouns (and nominal constituents) and not on the verb or verbal constituents. Therefore, in-
spired by Manzini and Savoia (2011), Manzini and Franco (2016), we follow a different tradition
of studies, represented in formal approaches originally by Fillmore (1968), in which oblique
cases are inflectional counterparts of Ps, i.e. elementary predicates. Specifically, we take the
basic oblique case of natural languages to correspond to the part-whole elementary predicate,
notated (⊆); so a ‘possessor’ (genitive, dative) is essentially a ‘whole’ including a ‘part’ (the pos-
sessee). Following Belvin and den Dikken (1997), we assume possessors as ‘zonally including’
the possessee. The part-whole or zonal inclusion relation is wide-ranging, encompassing at least
partitives, inalienable and alienable possession. We may construe locatives as a specialization
of the part-whole relation, roughly ‘x included by y, y a location’, where different locatives intro-
duce different restrictions on inclusion (cf. Franco et al. 2016). This could be the characterization
of the Italian preposition in. Furthermore, this is compatible with the expression of (certain
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For what concerns the syntactic layer above the Axial Part, we have main-
tained the descriptive characterization p, in a way that is analogous to the intro-
duction of external arguments by v. We leave a more detailed characterization of
the p layer for future research. Nevertheless, taking in consideration, for in-
stance, the shape of the examples in (8)-(11) for Old Italian14 the ‘inclusion’ layer
appears to be ‘reduplicated’,15 pointing to the idea that the node above the AxP
may have the same morpho-lexical status of the lower P/K, namely that of an
elementary predicate (⊆) (by which arguably the Figure is ‘included’ in the AxP-
Ground predication by the means of this upper (⊆) elementary predicate), lead-
ing to a revised structure as in (27) for the representation provided in (26).

types of) possession as locations, for instance alienable possession in Palestinian Arabic accord-
ing to Boneh and Sichel (2010).
14 Actually, this pattern, namely an AxP sandwiched between two (identical) (⊆)-like predicates
is cross-linguistically widespread. Just consider the examples from Catalan (i) (Romance),
Pashto (Iranian) (ii), Wandala (iii) (Chadic, Afro-Asiatic), Mongsen Ao (Sino-Tibetan) (iv).

(i) La rata va sortir de sota de la taula

‘the rat came out from under the table’ Catalan, (Hualde 1992)

(ii) də mez-Ø də pās-a kitāb-una zmā
of table-M.OBL of top-M.ABL book-PL.M.DIR 1SG.STR.POSS
ná day
NEG be.CONT.PRS.3SG.M‘The books on top of the table are not mine’ Pashto, David
(2014)

(iii) ká kàt á-fk-á ordinater
2.SG be PRED-face-GEN computer
‘you are in front of computer’ Wandala (Frajzyngier 2012)

(iv) nuksənsaŋ-pàʔ nə taŋ nə wa-lıkàʔ
PN-M ALL side ALL go-CONTEMP
‘When [the son-in-law] had gone to Noksensangbaʔ’ Mongsen Ao (Coupe 2008)

15 As suggested by the preceding considerations (cf. fn. 10), we roughly assume that in natu-
ral languages, a locative may be construed as a specialization of the part-whole relation,
roughly ‘x included by y, y location’. We assume that the layer above the the AxP may be pre-
cisely a (locative specialization of) the elementary relator (⊆).Consider the trivial pair in (i).

(i) a. Sono almare
‘I’m at the sea’

b. Sono inmare
‘I’m in the sea’

We may dub in as proper inclusion (containment) and a as contact/vicinity-inclusion. But in
any event both morphemes compete for the lexicalization of an inclusion relator (⊆) node.

Specifically, in the pair above, (ia) means that I’m zonally included by the sea, but not
necessary contained by the sea; on the contrary, (ib) says that I’m zonally included by the sea,
properly contained by it. Hence, we assume that Italian a/di and in express different flavours
of the very same (⊆) relation.
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Alternatively one may say that locative nouns-AxPs project, and a new inclusion
relation is directly established between it (as a spatial part of the Ground) and
the Figure.

(27)

DP (figure) )P     (

(

( ) AxPP
in 

Axial Part P )P

)

su

( DP(ground)

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have shown that the structural (and terminological) parti-
tion between proper/simple and improper/complex adpositions operated for
Italian does not presuppose an unspoiled syntactic reality. Indeed, on the
basis of syntactic tests and diachronic evidence, we have shown that –
within the subset of so called proper/simple preposition (Rizzi 1988, Salvi &
Vanelli 2004, Tortora 2005, among others) – two morphemes, specifically su,
on and tra (fra), between, might be better characterized as Axial Parts (fol-
lowing Svenonius 2006 and subsequent literature), namely lexical items
whose semantic function would be to identify a region (a set of points/vec-
tors in space, cf. Zwart 1995; Kracht 2002) based on a Ground item (i.e. the
complement DP of P, in a Figure/Ground configuration, cf. Talmy 1991;
2000), which is optionally introduced in Italian by means of a genitive/
dative (i.e. oblique) relator/elementary predicate (Manzini & Savoia 2011,
Manzini & Franco 2016).
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Jacopo Garzonio

Not even a crumb of negation:
on mica in Old Italian

1 Introduction

In this article I compare the syntactic properties of the postverbal negation mica
in Old and Modern Italian. According to many current analyses of the doubling
stages of the Jespersen cycle, new negation markers start as lexical items bearing
an uninterpretable Negative feature. Gradually these items become interpretable
as Negative, which eventually allows them to replace the older sentence negation
marker. I analyze the distribution of the postverbal negation mica in Old and
Modern Italian and argue that the observed changes are not a consequence of
a change in the interpretability of the Negative feature. Adopting the idea that
negation is not directly represented in the syntactic spine, I analyze the dia-
chronic development of mica in terms of a different parametric setting in the lexi-
calization and attraction properties of Focus and Existential projections.

The Jespersen cycle is a diachronic process where an originally non-
negative lexical item undergoes a grammaticalization path becoming a new
marker of sentential negation. A classic example (Jespersen 1917) is found in
the history of English, where the preverbal negative marker ne is at first accom-
panied by the reinforcer not (in origin a quantifier, nāwiht ‘nothing’; cf. Willis,
Lucas and Breitbarth (2013: 7)) and then replaced by it. In the original formula-
tion, it was assumed that the position of not in Present-day English before the
lexical verb (but under do) is the same position of Old English ne.

(1) a. ic ne secge (Old English)
b. I ne seye not (Middle English)
c. I say not (Early Modern English)
d. I don’t say (Present-day English)

It is now generally accepted that the processes that lead to the grammaticaliza-
tion of new negative markers do not follow necessarily all the steps originally
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proposed by Jespersen. For instance, in some cases there is no evidence for the
existence of a doubling stage where the combination NEG-V-NEG, as in (1b), is
the standard sentential negation and not some type of emphatic construction
(Larrivée 2011). Nevertheless, cases of discontinuous negation are not rare. The
examples in (2) display some cases from Italo-Romance varieties and Celtic lan-
guages (Bernini and Ramat 1996: 18).

(2) a. Sta donna ki la nem pyaz miga. (Emilian)
this woman here she=not=me pleases not
‘I do not like this woman.’

b. Kwela funna li no me pyas miga. (Western Lombard)
that woman there not=me=pleases not
‘I do not like that woman.’

c. . . .ni chyffroai ef ddim. (Middle Welsh, Willis, 2011)
not stir.3SG he not
‘. . .he didn’t stir.’

d. Ne lavaro ket kement-se. (Breton)
not say.FUT.3SG not all-that
‘He will not say it.’

The analysis of doubling stages is crucial not only for a theoretical account of
the Jespersen cycle, but more in general for a theory of negation (and polarity
as a modal feature), the categorial status of negative items and the exact nature
of n-words. A formal account of the Jespersen cycle in minimalist terms is of-
fered by Roberts (2007: 64–80), who has considered negation in French.
According to his proposal, the main change in the cycle regards the interpret-
ability of a Neg-feature on the items involved in sentential negation. The pre-
verbal marker ne “goes from having an interpretable Neg-feature to having an
uninterpretable one, possibly via a period of variation. The postverbal element
pas undergoes a partially reverse development, ultimately acquiring an inter-
pretable Neg-feature” (Willis 2011: 95). According to this view the cases of dis-
continuous negation are not all the same. In some cases (the “older stage”
looking at the cycle) the new negation is not intrinsically negative, while in
other cases (the “more recent stage”) it is the old negation that is not intrinsi-
cally negative, so that it becomes optional and then disappears.

In this article I take into exam the changes in the syntactic distribution of
the item mica, generally considered a negative adverb (but see Manzini and
Savoia 2002), occurred from Old Tuscan (or Old Italian) varieties to Modern
Italian. In origin it was a quantity noun (derived from Latin mica(m) ‘crumb’),
presumably used in the direct object position of predicates, in order to express
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the smallest conceivable portion of the event.1 This usage is already lost in the
earliest attested stages of Tuscan varieties. The development of mica cannot be
considered a standard example of the Jespersen cycle since it has not replaced
the preverbal negation non as the standard negative marker. In fact, both in
the Old Tuscan and the Modern Italian stages, mica is used to deny an explicit
or implicit discourse assumption. In this sense it is called sometimes “presup-
positional negation” (Cinque 1977) or “emphatic negation” (Wallage 2016).
Nevertheless, Modern Italian displays cases where mica is the only negation
and is found in preverbal position:

(3) Mica ci vado.
not there=go.1SG
‘I’m not going there.’

Such examples can be interpreted as evidence of a complete cycle of mica. In
other words, it seems that mica has become inherently negative and can appear
in the same position of non. I will argue that a similar intuition is not on the
right track. In what follows I will show that there are differences between the
two stages taken into exam, but these differences are not a product of a change
in the syntactic encoding of sentential negation, but rather in the “internal
micro-morpho-syntax” (Déprez 2011: 222) of the negative item. More precisely,
I will argue that mica is not inherently negative neither in Old Tuscan nor in
Modern Italian.

For the Old Tuscan data I have used the database of the OVI project,
a searchable collection of Italo-Romance texts from the first attestations to the
beginning of the XV century.2 I have searched for all the occurrences of the
form mica (and the “northern” variant with intervocalic voicing miga) in texts
tagged as Florentine, Sienese and generically Tuscan. As chronological limit of

1 Minimizers are a very common source of new negative markers (see among many others
Willis, Lucas and Breitbarth, 2013). For some Italo-Romance varieties there are early attesta-
tions of items derived from mica(m) used as quantity nouns both in negative and positive envi-
ronments (cf. Parry 2013). The example in (i) shows the latter case for Old Milanese:

(i) On sté de scisceri e miga de vin d’intrà
one bushel of chickpeas and miga of wine of income
‘One bushel of chickpeas and a little of wine as income. . .’ (Lancino Curti 6.14)

2 The OVI database (searchable online at https://artfl-project.uchicago.edu/content/ovi) has
been created mainly for lexicographic research, so it allows only limited grammar-driven in-
quiries. Nevertheless, with 1960 texts, 22.3 million words and 456,000 unique forms it is a very
rich textual resource.
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the inquiry I have chosen the middle of the XIV century, since after that the lan-
guage displays many substantial changes (like the loss of verb second syntax).

2 On the syntax of mica in Modern Italian

In Modern Italian, mica is not a marker of standard sentential negation. As
shown by Cinque (1977), it is used to deny a presupposition and its distribution
has pragmatic restrictions. The reasons why mica has not been reinterpreted as
a neutral, non-emphatic marker of negation are beyond the goals of this paper
(see Willis, Lucas and Breitbarth (2013: 22–23) on the possible reasons why the
Jespersen cycle gets slower or stops). However, it can be argued that mica is not
intrinsically negative. To put it simply, mica is an n-word (like for example the
quantifier niente ‘nothing’ or the adverb mai ‘never’), which means that in
a language like Italian it is a free variable interpreted in the scope of a higher
operator (on this, see among many others Rizzi 1982: 122; Acquaviva 1994). This
operator can be a sentential negation, like in (4), but also an interrogative oper-
ator, like in (5), where no negative meaning is implied:

(4) a. Non mangia mica.
not eats not
‘S/he is not eating.’

b. Non mangia niente.
not eats nothing
‘S/he eats nothing.’

c. Non mangia mai carote.
not eats never carrots
‘S/he never eats carrots.’

(5) a. Hai mica mangiato?
have.2SG not eaten
‘Have you eaten?’

b. Hai mangiato niente?
have.2SG eaten nothing
‘Have you eaten anything?’

c. Hai mai mangiato carote?
have.2SG never eaten carrots
‘Have you ever eaten carrots?’
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The main argument to show that mica is an n-word is that, while in non-
interrogative contexts it cannot surface after the verb without the preverbal
negative marker non, a configuration that can be considered an instantiation of
negative concord, in questions, as shown in (5a), postverbal mica is perfectly
acceptable without non.3

A possible counterexample to the hypothesis that mica is not intrinsically
negative is provided by examples like those in (6), where it is found in the pre-
verbal space and no other negative element surfaces. From this position mica
can license another n-word in postverbal position (7). It should be pointed out
that this option is marginal for some speakers, but is nevertheless accepted.

(6) a. Mica mangio carote.
not eat.1SG carrots
‘I do not eat carrots.’

b. Mica ci sono andato.
not there=am gone
‘I have not gone there.’

(7) Mica ho visto nessuno che parlava con lui.
not have.1SG seen noone that spoke with him
‘I have not seen anyone speaking to him.’

However, from this point of view mica is not any different than other n-words,
like niente or mai, which can surface before the verb as the only negative item
in a sentence. Furthermore, contrary to other n-words, from the preverbal
space it cannot license some polarity adverbs like mai ‘never’ or ancora ‘yet’.
This last property does not seem related to some kind of semantic clash, since
mica can co-occur with these adverbs when it is postverbal:

3 As pointed out by Pescarini and Penello (2012) a polar question can display both non andmica:

(i) Non hai mica mangiato?
not have.2SG not eaten
‘Haven’t you eaten?’

Reversing somehow their argumentation (since they discuss the optionality of mica in these
cases), the presence of non in (i) does not influence the acceptability of the postverbal mica,
but rather triggers the interpretation that the speaker considers less likely (and would be sur-
prised by) a positive answer. I will not deal here with problems related to the polarity of yes/
no questions (cf. Holmberg 2016).
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(8) a. *?Mica ci sono mai andato.
not there=am never gone
‘I have never been there.’

b. *Mica l’ho ancora fatto.
not it=have.1SG yet done
‘I have not yet done it.’

c. Non ci sono mica mai andato.
d. Non l’ho mica ancor fatto.

This suggests that preverbalmica cannot be considered simply as a pragmatically
marked alternative to the standard preverbal negation non. There are two other
facts pointing to this conclusion. With a modal verb, non can be interpreted both
as scoping over and in the scope of the modal, while preverbal mica can be inter-
preted only as having scope over the modal (Pescarini and Penello 2012).

(9) a. Non deve guidare.
not must.3SG drive
‘It is not necessary that he drives.’ (¬□)
‘It is necessary that he does not drive.’ (□¬)

b. Mica deve guidare.
not must.3SG drive
‘It is not necessary that he drives.’ (¬□)
*‘It is necessary that he does not drive.’ *(□¬)

Further evidence suggesting that preverbal mica is not like non comes from ex-
amples like the following ones:

(10) A: Nella salsa che hai preparato manca qualcosa.
in-the sauce that have.2SG prepared is-lacking something

‘The sauce you prepared lacks something.’
a. B: Non il sale. . . forse il pepe.

not the salt perhaps the pepper
b. B: Mica il sale. . . forse il pepe.

not the salt perhaps the pepper
‘Not the salt. . . perhaps the pepper.’

(11) a. Nella salsa ho dimenticato non il sale, ma il pepe.
in-the sauce have.1SG forgotten not the salt but the pepper
‘I forgot to add the pepper to the sauce, not the salt.’

b. *Nella salsa ho dimenticatomica il sale ma il pepe.
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In corrective focus constructions the negated constituent can be introduced by
both non and mica if the structure is elliptical, like in (10). However, if the ne-
gated object is found in its position in a complete sentence, only non can be
used. Following Manzini and Savoia (2011: 81), this distribution can be straight-
forwardly analyzed assuming that fragments like those in (10) are the product
of ellipsis of a whole sentence. Interestingly, a constituent can be negated by
mica if it is in the left peripheral focus position, so it is likely that (10b) is the
elliptical version of (12).4

(12) Mica il sale ho dimenticato.
not the salt have.1SG forgotten
‘It is not the salt that I have forgotten.’

Summarizing, preverbal mica does not require the preverbal negative marker,
exactly like focalized n-words like niente or nessuno; as a constituent negation
it can only appear in focus position or in fragments; it has always scope
over modals. All these properties can be accounted for assuming that preverbal
mica always occupies a focus position (like FocusP in the CP, in Rizzi’s (1997)
terms, or one of the lower positions proposed by Benincà and Poletto 2004).
Interestingly, the fact that it can license argumental n-words but not adverbs
like mai or ancora can be considered evidence that its negative concord proper-
ties are computed at the vP level and not at the Tense/Aspect layer. In other
words, it can interact with arguments, as expected if it is a nominal category
(Manzini and Savoia 2002). In any case, focalized n-words only marginally can
license adverbs like mai or ancora when they are not subjects:

(13) a. ?*Nessuno ho mai visto qui.
nobody have.1SG never seen here
‘I have seen nobody here.’

b. *Niente ho ancora fatto.
nothing have.1SG yet done
‘I have done nothing yet.’

This distribution can be accounted assuming that mica, since it has to be licensed
like other n-words, can either appear under the preverbal negative marker non

4 As Brunetti (2004, 111) argues, the movement to the left periphery of a non contrastively
focused constituent is not explicitly visible, because ellipsis of post-focal material generally
applies. The contrast between examples like (10), (11) and (12) is a possible clue that all ellipti-
cal chunks as those considered here are in fact the product of movement to the left periphery.
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(14a) or surface in a left peripheral focus position (14b). The latter possibility is an-
other case of the phenomenon labelled by Garzonio and Poletto (2015) as “syntac-
tic parasitism”: a lexical item with a given feature inventory (mica in this case) can
surface in a structural position normally encoding one of the different features it is
associated with (Focus in this case). As Garzonio and Poletto (2015: 147) point out
discussing the grammaticalization of neca in Sicilian from negative cleft to CP neg-
ative marker, “across languages negation can be encoded by different lexical items
and in different positions in the clause structure. This is not only true typologically
but also at a micro-comparative level. This is a potential problem for any syntactic
theory based on the idea that semantic features have a one-to-one structural coun-
terpart. The case of neca, that is the case of an element associated with [focus] en-
coding negation, is one of many cases suggesting that negation is not a simple
element (that is a simple [neg] feature or a unique NegP position) but a complex
one, formed as the result of the interaction of several abstract processes.”

(14) a. [ non [T [mica [VP]]]]
b. [Focus mica [T [VP ]]]

The fact that mica can be used as constituent negation only in elliptical con-
texts (where T is not expressed and therefore there cannot be a preverbal non)
or in the left periphery, but crucially not in situ under T, confirms this analysis.
Again, mica is lexicalized in a focus position.

(15) [Focus mica [DP il sale]([T ho [VP dimenticato ]]])

In the next section I will show how the behavior of mica in an earlier stage of
Italian distributes according to similar factors.

3 On the syntax of mica in Old Tuscan texts

In this section I compare the syntactic behavior of Modern Italian mica to its
counterpart mica/miga in Old Tuscan texts. In general, exactly like in Modern
Italian, mica usually surfaces in postverbal position. As discussed by Mosegaard
Hansen and Visconti (2009), there seem to be two competing forms: bare mica
and né mica, which displays the same morpheme ne- found also in Old and
Modern Italian forms like neanche, nemmeno ‘not even’, even if in this case it is
usually written separate. This ne- is the same formant found on many n-words
(like nessuno ‘no one’) and presumably derives from Latin nĕ, the older form of
negation in Latin (already used in Latin in items grammaticalized as negative
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indefinites; see Gianollo 2016), or the negative coordinator nĕc. As pointed out by
Mosegaard Hansen and Visconti (2009) né mica seems to be the older form, grad-
ually substituted by the simplemica. This conclusion is based on the observation
that the construction non . . . né mica is found in the 48% of the earlier examples
they have considered (while non . . . mica is found in the 40%). In later texts
non . . . mica prevails: it is found in the 63% of the examples, while non . . . né
mica is found only in the 33% (and finally disappears after the XVI century). The
two forms, however, seem to have a different distribution already in the earlier
texts. In the corpus that I have considered, there are 40 instances of postverbal
mica (16a) and 24 instances of postverbal né mica (16b) used in contexts where
there is sentential negation.

(16) a. La grandezza delle magioni non cessa mica la febbre,
the largeness of-the houses not extinguishes not the fever
secondo che Orazio dice. (Tesoro volgarizzato, 7.68)
as Horace says
‘The large size of a home does not extinguish the fever, as Horace says.’

b. Dio non ajuta nè mica per preghiera se l’opera
God not helps not due to prayer if the=deed
non seguita la prieganza. (Trattato di virtù morali, 17)
not follows the prayer
‘God does not help due to a prayer if there is no deed following it.’

In all these cases there is a preverbal negation, like non or the negative coordina-
tion né. Furthermore, there is one case where postverbal né mica appears in
a conditional environment, without a preverbal negation, which is impossible
with mica in Modern Italian.5 In any case, this is further evidence that at this stage
this item was not inherently negative, even when it appeared with the né prefix.

5 It should be pointed out that a comparable problem arises with other n-words in Modern
Italian. While some speakers accept cases, like those in (i), where a postverbal n-word is
licensed by the conditional operator, other speakers consider similar examples ungrammatical
and can use only existential quantifiers in these contexts:

(i) a. Se succede niente, chiamami.
if happens nothing call=me
‘If anything happens, call me.’

b. Se vedi nessuno di sospetto chiamami.
if see.2SG nobody of suspicious call=me
‘If you see anyone suspicious, call me.’
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(17) se ‘l prenze dell’oste di questo [. . .] dottasse né mica
if=the prince of-the=army about this doubted not
ch’elli non fusse leale. . . (Reggimento de’ principi volgarizzato, 3.3.11)
that=he not was loyal
‘If the leader of the army had any doubt about the loyalty of this man. . .’

However, a different picture emerges if the preverbal space is considered. In
the whole corpus that I have taken into exam there is no instance of preverbal
mica, while there are 5 examples of preverbal né mica, as in (18):

(18) a. . . .che’ defecti né mica son ne le donne viçi.
since flaws not are in the women vices
‘. . .since vices are not a flaw in women.’

(Francesco da Barberino, Documenti d’Amore, 1.12)
b. Federigo di Stuffo già né-mica par

Frederick of Hohenstaufen already not seems
che si celi. . . (Monte Andrea, Rime, tenz. 8, son. 1)
that REFL=hides
‘It already seems that Frederick of Hohenstaufen is not hiding. . .’

This is a striking asymmetry considering that in Modern Italian and other Italo-
Romance varieties mica can appear in preverbal position as the only marker of
sentential negation. Even more interesting is the fact that in the corpus there
are 17 cases of corrective structures (considered by Mosegaard Hansen and
Visconti (2009) as the origin of the modern “presuppositional” meaning of
mica) and all present either né mica or a complex form where mica is preceded
by another negation (non or no)6:

(19) a. E qui s’intende di riso sfrenato e del
and here IMPERS=mean of laugh uncontrolled and of-the
continovato, non miga della faccia rallegrare
not not of-the face amuse continued

6 In (19) all examples display both the negated constituent and the corrective chunk. There
are also cases where only the negated part is explicit, like in (i). Again, in all these cases the
form of the negation is either né mica or no(n) mica.

(i) extima tuoi valor’ non mica degni
prize.IMP your merits not not worthy
‘Do not consider adequate your merits.’ (Francesco da Barberino, Documenti d’Amore, 8.1)
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‘And here one means uncontrollable and persisting laugh, not just
brightening.’

(Francesco da Barberino, Reggimento e costumi di donna, 1.6)
b. sopr’ un braccio del chiaro ruscelletto,

over an arm of-the clear stream
tese avean reti, e non miga in pantano.
stretched had nets and not not in bog
‘They stretched the nets over an arm of the clear stream, and not in a bog.’

(Boccaccio, Caccia di Diana, 8)
c. quelli che vuole essere amato non dé essere

that that wants be.INF loved not has-to be. INF
né mica avaro, ma molto largo
not mean but very prodigal
‘Who wants to be loved must be very prodigal, not mean.’

(Volgarizzamento del De Amore di Andrea Cappellano, 1.13)

There are also a couple of cases where the form né mica is used as a negative
focalizer, roughly corresponding to ‘not at all’, where the negated constituent is
not contrasted but presented as an alternative:

(20) dond’elleno sono meno vergognose e quasi né mica vergognose
so=they are less shy and almost not-at-all shy
‘So that they are less shy or almost not shy at all.’

(Reggimento de’ principi volgarizzato, 2.2.19)

As said in the methodological premise, I have not conducted a quantitative sur-
vey of the texts from the second half of the XIV century, but the tendency to
have a complex form and not the simple mica/miga in corrective structures is
very strong in later texts too.

(21) Pensa e stima chi tu se’, e
think.IMP and prize.IMP who you are and
non mica dove tu fosti nato.
not not where you were born
‘Think about and prize who you are, not the place where you were
born.’ (Volgarizzamento della prima deca di Tito Livio, 1.41)

The distribution of the different forms in Old Tuscan seems to be regulated by
the same factors observed for the distribution of mica in Modern Italian, with
an important difference. While even in the earlier texts the simple form mica is
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attested, it seems that it cannot be used before T. Similarly, it cannot be used as
constituent negation unless it is preceded by another negation. The form né
mica does not have these limitations. This state of things is represented in (22).

(22) a. [ non/né [T [(né) mica [VP]]]]
b. [*(né) mica [T [VP]]]
c. [*(né/non) mica [DP/PP/VP ]]

Thus, it appears that in Old Tuscan it is the form né mica (or non mica) that has
the same complete distribution of mica in Modern Italian. In the next section,
building on this generalization I will propose an analysis for the development
of the syntactic behavior of mica in Italian and, more in general, of its relation
with the phenomena grouped under the label ‘Jespersen cycle’.

4 Discussion

I will assume that mica is a quantificational polar item which takes scope over
events when it appears in a sentence structure. The structural counterpart of
this intuition is assuming that the standard post-verbal position of mica is an
Existential projection.7 More precisely, given that it has to precede all aspectual
adverbs, this ExistP is located in the functional spine of the sentence structure
and immediately dominates an AspectP (b)8:

(23) a. Non ho mica ancora mangiato.
not have.1SG not yet eaten
‘I have not eaten yet.’

b. [ non [T ho [Exist mica [Aspect ancora [VP mangiato ]]]]]

7 I use the label Existential only to indicate that mica is a type of quantifier operating on the
event (similarly to ever in English). Minimizers (and NPIs) have been analyzed in different
ways concerning their quantificational nature (see Espinal 2000 on this), but since in Old
Tuscan the argumental use of (né) mica is very marginal and it is a sentential element, I do not
treat here the problem of its quantificational category.
8 Manzini and Savoia (2002) have pointed out that in some Italo-Romance dialects aspectual
adverbs can precede postverbal negations similar to Italian mica. This variation could derive
from a parametrized difference regarding the syntactic category selected by ExistP, but it can
also be seen as evidence that items like mica are always generated in the VP and moved only
in some varieties (like Italian) to a functional position in the sentence structure. Given the in-
teractions between these negations and arguments (triggering of genitive objects, etc.) the lat-
ter hypothesis seems more likely.
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This analysis is compatible with the standard cartographic theory of the split
IP/TP layer (Cinque, 1999), where some of the Apectual specifiers can accom-
modate quantificational items (like tutto ‘everything’ in one the two Completive
projections).

In Old Tuscan varieties the standard postverbal position is the only one
that allows the free alternation of the form mica and the complex form né mica.
Observable optionality can be considered a possible indication of a change in
grammar (Kroch, 1989). As said in the previous section Mosegaard Hansen and
Visconti (2009) argue that né mica is the older form. This can also be confirmed
by the fact that there are some cases of né mica used as a quantifier (24), while
there are not comparable cases with the simple mica. From this point of view né
mica is similar to other items derived from a negated minimizer grammatical-
ized as negative quantifiers (like Old Lombard negota ‘nothing’, from ne(c)
gutta(m) ‘not a drop’).

(24) ellino mettarebbero il loro reame in pericolo
they would.put.3PL the their kingdom in danger
per piccola ragione o per né mica.
for small reason or for none
‘they would put their kingdom in danger for a little reason or none at
all.’ (Reggimento de’ principi volgarizzato, 1.3.6)

In any case, at the earliest attested stage both né mica and mica can be found
in the sentential ExistP projection. From a synchronic point of view, this alter-
nation is reminiscent of similar alternations regarding the negative concord
phenomenon. For instance, in some negative polarity contexts the direct object
can be the bare item cosa ‘thing’, like in (25a-b), while in other cases cosa is
paired to a negative quantifier, like in (25c).

(25) a. . . .né mai non dissi cosa
and-not never not said.1SG thing
che disinore fosse di mio zio
that shame was of my uncle
‘I never said anything that could disgrace my uncle.’ (Novellino, 65b)

b. . . .ma elli non ardirà di pensare cosa
but he not will-dare of thinking thing
che no la possa predicare in palese.
that not it=could.3SG teach in open
‘. . .but he will not dare to think about anything that he could not openly
teach.’ (Fiori e vita di filosafi)
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c. . . . non temerai neuna cosa che induca la morte.
not will-fear.2SG no thing that brings the death
‘You will not fear anything that brings death.’ (Fiori e vita di filosafi)

The alternation in (25) is parallel to the mica/né mica alternation described
above, with the difference that in the case of mica/né mica the optional nega-
tive quantification is expressed by né. As discussed in the previous section, the
likely origin of this né is the Latin negative coordination particle nĕc, as
straightforwardly shown by the fact that it is effectively homophonous with the
Italian negative coordinator né ‘neither’. I will take this etymological clue as an
indication that né lexicalizes a negative additive Focus feature in the functional
structure of mica.

(26) [Focus né [Exist mica ]]

A similar analysis has been developed by Franco et al. (2015) for negative focal-
izers like neanche or nemmeno ‘not even’, formed by ne- plus anche ‘too’ and
meno ‘less’, with a slightly difference: while they argue in the case of neanche
that anche is found in a Focus position and ne- lexicalizes a coordination fea-
ture (the projection is labelled ‘&P’), I would rather propose that ne- (like né in
né mica) is always the lexicalization of the negative additive Focus feature. It is
well known from the typological literature that coordination particles are often
used as additive focalizers (see König 1991: 63–64, who cites several cases9). In
other words, negation cannot be expressed by the means of a neutral coordina-
tion, but can be derived from the semantic operation of negative addiction,
which is a type of Focus (see also Hendriks 2004, on the idea that either and
neither are not conjunctions but Focus particles). Furthermore, Old Tuscan dis-
plays many cases of né as the first item of a sentence even in contexts where
there is no possible coordination interpretation. It is tempting to consider these
instances of né as the negated counterpart of the coordinative particle e ‘and’
used as a pragmatic marker (see Poletto 2014: 22–27, on this).

The next point of my proposal is to explain the free alternation of mica and
né mica in the postverbal ExistP position on the basis of two different licensing

9 “In many languages, the same expression can be used in both functions, i.e. in the sense of
English ‘also/too’ and in the sense of ‘and’. Examples are Lat. et(iam), Gk. kαí, Russ. i, Norw.
og(så), Lezgian -ni, Manam -be, Zulu na-, Sesotho le, and Malayalam -um. This affinity may
also show up in expressions of emphatic conjunction. English both . . . and corresponds to ex-
pressions whose literal translation is too . . . too in Amharic (-mm . . . -m), Turkish (de . . . de),
Japanese (mo . . . mo), Mandarin (ye . . . ye), Hebrew and Kannada”.
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configurations: in the case of né mica, I assume that the preverbal negation
agrees with the negative additive Focus (following Giannakidou’s (1998) termi-
nology, I call this case “anti-veridical” concord), while in the case of bare mica
the preverbal negation can license the postverbal existential item like any other
non-veridical operator.

(27) a. [ non [T [Focus né [Exist mica [VP ]]]]] Anti-veridical concord
b. [ non [T [Exist mica [VP ]]]] Non-veridical licensing

This analysis entails the idea that negation per se is not a grammatical feature,
but can be considered a composite of different combined features, among
which there are at least Focus and Existentiality (Poletto 2008). A further conse-
quence of this proposal is that negative concord could be seen as a complex
phenomenon, comprising different types of concord, involving different types
of features. I do not concentrate here on the preverbal negation non, but it has
been argued by Manzini and Savoia (2011, 128ff.) that in Italo-Romance (and
possibly in the whole Romance domain) the preverbal negation patterns with
NPIs from many points of view and, therefore, it is the counterpart in the clitic
space in T of postverbal negations in the verb domain. For this reason I do not
use the label NEG in the syntactic representation of sentential negation.
Nevertheless, the idea that (né) mica is not negative is compatible also with
a more standard analysis where preverbal non corresponds to the negative op-
erator (as, for instance, in Zeijlstra’s (2004) model).

When used in corrective constructions or in preverbal position, the only
possibility for Old Tuscan mica is to display the morpheme né or the standard
constituent negation non. In other words, when mica is not in the scope of the
preverbal negation and the constituent negation non is not used (as in 28a), the
negative additive Focus head must be lexicalized, providing a non-veridical en-
vironment for the licensing of the Existential polar feature of mica (28b). It can
be argued that in cases like (28a), which is the structure I propose for examples
like (19a) or (21), Focus is expressed by syntax (Merge of mica with negation)
and not by morphology, but here I leave aside the relation between Focus and
the standard negative marker non.

(28) a. [ non [Exist mica [T/DP/VP]]]
b. [Focus né [Exist mica [T / DP /VP]]]

Consider now what happens in Modern Italian. As discussed above, the form né
mica is absent in Modern Italian. From the point of view of the internal mor-
pho-syntax of mica this development can be interpreted as a raising in the
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morpho-syntactic functional spine, a process involved in grammaticalization,
as proposed by Roberts and Roussou (2003). So, the diachronic change consists
in a different lexicalization, where mica surfaces in the Focus position in the
internal functional layer:

(29) [Focus mica [Exist mica ]]

This explains why mica appears in Focus positions in the sentence structure
(and in elliptical structures) and why in such case it does not need to be li-
censed by a separate constituent negation or by a morpheme like né. Compare
(30) with (23).

(30) a. Mica ho mangiato.
not have.1SG eaten
‘I have not eaten.’

b. [Focus [Focus mica] [T ho [Exist mica [VP mangiato ]]]]]

I leave open the problem of deciding if mica is generated in the postverbal
space and then moved to the left periphery in examples like (30a), as repre-
sented in (30b), where it is moved through feature attraction, or is directly in-
serted in the surface position. However, in the case of elliptical chunks, if mica
is analyzed as always generated under T, it must be argued that this type of
ellipsis allows the PF cancellation of the base position of moved items (see van
Craenenbroeck 2004 about two different types of sentential ellipsis). On the
other hand, given that preverbal mica cannot license postverbal NPI adverbs
like ancora ‘yet’, it can be assumed that it is not generated in [ExistP] but rather
inside or at the edge of the verbal lexical layer.

The data I have considered in this article are empirically very interest-
ing for the understanding of the Jespersen cycle. Minimizers are one of the
main sources for new negative markers and at a first glance the evolution of
mica could be seen as a prototypical case of the Jespersen cycle. However,
it cannot be argued that mica has become inherently negative in Modern
Italian, as it can appear in non-negative contexts like questions. Even more
interestingly, cases where it seems to behave as a true negation (preverbal
position, constituent negation in ellipsis) are already attested in Old Tuscan
texts, where, however, it must be preceded by another constituent negation,
or display the morpheme né, which I argued to be a marker of negative
additive Focus. So, summarizing, what has changed in the history of mica
is not the interpretability of a [Neg] feature, but the lexicalization properties
of a Focus component present in the semantics of negative constructions.
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This idea has some consequences for the analysis of the Jespersen cycle in
general.

A first element to point out is that items like mica change their position in-
dependently from the expression of the negative feature. I have argued that
both in Old and Modern Italian mica is normally found in postverbal position,
but it can be optionally moved to the preverbal space, and that this option is
not linked to negative semantics per se. A similar development can be assumed
for varieties like the Southern Italian dialect of Rionero in Vulture: here manco
(in origin a focalizer meaning ‘not even’), has become obligatorily preverbal
without a doubling stage and is now the standard negation. It can also license
a postverbal emphatic negation similar to mica:

(31) Mankə hai mica vistə i mii amicə? (Garzonio and Poletto 2014: ex. 29)
not have.2SG not seen the my friends
‘You have not seen my friends by chance, have you?’

Similar facts strongly suggest that a “NegP free” approach is preferable for
a formal analysis of the Jespersen cycle, as proposed by Breitbarth (2014).10 In
particular, it appears that the surface position of a negation correlates with
other features, like Focus in the case discussed here.

Furthermore, the diachronic development of the distribution of mica is
clearly related to the loss of the morpheme né. In this case, it seems that there
is a cycle regarding the morphosyntactic expression of the semantic compo-
nents of (emphatic) negation. This process, which is similar and is related to
the standard Jespersen cycle, but is something different, can be observed in
other cases, like in the development of the Latin preverbal negation non (from
an unattested ne oinom ‘not a single one’), or the Modern Greek den, from
Classical Greek u de hen ‘not even one’ (Willmott, 2013). In general, there is
a link between the internal morphosyntax of these items and their surface posi-
tion in the clause structure, which again suggests that this position is not exclu-
sively dedicated to the expression of negation or polarity.

Finally, even if there are some attestations in Old Tuscan of né mica as
a negative quantifier, like in (24), this possibility has been lost: in the case of
mica the grammaticalization process has begun when there was already an al-
ternation between forms with and without the morpheme né. So, it seems that,

10 “Under an analysis without a functional projection NegP, the locus of cross-linguistic or
historical variation in the expression of negation lies in the morphosyntactic properties of indi-
vidual lexical items, not in the position, structure, or availability of a functional projection
NegP” (Breitbarth, 2014, 127).
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differently from other cases of postverbal negations developed from negative
quantifiers (like English not or Piedmontese nen), the formation of a negative
quantifier is not a key step of the cycle and, on the contrary, appears to be
completely secondary.
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From brain noise to syntactic structures:
A formal proposal within the oscillatory
rhythms perspective

. . . The whole burden of philosophy seems to consist in this, from the phenomena of motions to
investigate the forces of nature, and from these forces to demonstrate the other phenomena.

Newton, 1687/1726

Abstract: The neurobiology investigation of language seems limited by the impos-
sibility to link directly linguistic computations with neural computations. To ad-
dress this issue, we need to explore the hierarchical interconnections between the
investigated fields trying to develop an inter-field theory. Considerable research
has realized that event-related fluctuations in rhythmic, oscillatory EEG/MEG activ-
ity may provide a new window on the dynamics of functional neuronal networks
involved in cognitive processing. Accordingly, this paper aims to outline a formal
proposal on neuronal computation and representation of syntactic structures
within the oscillatory neuronal dynamics. I briefly present the nature of event-re-
lated oscillations and how they work on the base of synchronization and de-syn-
chronization processes. Then, I discuss some theoretical premises assuming that
reentrant (hierarchical) properties of synchronized oscillatory rhythms constitute
the biological endowment that allow the development of language in humans
when exposed to appropriate inputs. The main rhythms involved in language and
speech processing are examined: i.e. theta, alpha, beta, and gamma bands. A pos-
sible formal representation of the syntactic structures on the base of these oscil-
latory rhythms is discussed: in this model, the theta-gamma rhythms are cross-
frequency coupled into the alpha-gamma-beta and into the gamma-beta-theta
rhythms to generate the sentence along reentrant cortico-thalamic pathways
through Merge, Label and Move operations. Finally, I present few conclusive re-
marks within an evolutionary perspective.
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1 Introduction

The neurobiology investigation of language seeks to uncover the relation be-
tween the linguistic computations and its representations in the brain. In doing
this, we need to coherently correlate linguistic ontologies – e.g., phoneme, sylla-
ble, morpheme, lexicon, syntax and their operations – with neurophysiological
ontologies – e.g., neuron, dendrites, spines, synapses, action potentials and their
operations. This is a not effortless task, since the two entities seem not directly
commensurable. Furthermore, linguistic computation involves a number of fine-
grained levels and explicit computational operations – that is how phonemes are
combined together to form syllables and words, and how words are combined
together to form sentences – whereas neuroscientific approaches to language op-
erate in terms of broader conceptual distinctions (e.g., what areas of brain are
deputed to phonology and what to syntax, etc.). These represent what Poeppel &
Embick (2005) call, respectively, the Ontological Incommensurability Problem
and the Granularity Mismatch Problem (see also Embick & Poeppel 2015;
Grimaldi 2012). Thus, a direct reduction of the linguistic primitives into neurobio-
logical primitives is a limitation in the progress of an integrated study of lan-
guage and brain.

These issues may be solved if we assume that our description of the world is
founded on various hierarchies. At one end we have concepts and words we use
to capture some facts of the world, at the other end we have the fundamental
laws of physics (Feynman 1967). For example, when we say ‘heat’, we are using
a word for a mass of atoms which are jiggling, and when we say ‘salt of crystal’
fundamentally we are referring to a lot of protons, neutrons, and electrons. So,
we may describe the world using ordinary language ignoring the fundamental
laws. When we go higher up from this, we found words as ‘phoneme’ or ‘syntax’
to capture some computational properties of human language: (i) the fact that
we use contrastively specific acoustic-articulatory features of sounds to generate
words (as, for instance, the sounds [k] and [r] in [ˈkæt] cat vs. [ˈræt] rat); (ii) and
the fact that sentences are characterized by particular relation among words,
also at long distance: e.g., The book that was lying under all the other books is the
most interesting. As we go up in this hierarchy of complexity, we get words as
‘neurons’ and ‘synapse’ that refer to sophisticated chemical and electrical pro-
cesses in the physical world and that control such computational properties of
human language. In brief, we use different concepts and notions (or ontologies)
to understand the world at an ever higher level.

How to correlate these different levels of the world knowledge? The best
way is to investigate the world at various hierarchies, looking at the whole
structural interconnection of the levels. So, we cannot draw carefully a line all
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the way from one end of the hierarchy to the other looking at the world in term
of monolithic entities “[. . .] because we have only just begun to see that there is
this relative hierarchy [. . .]. The great mass of workers in between, connecting
one step to another, are improving all the time our understanding of the world,
both from working at the ends and working in the middle, and in that way we
are gradually understanding this tremendous world of interconnecting hierar-
chies” (Feynman 1967: 125–126).

I think this view presupposes the development of an inter-field theory
that integrates and bridges fields rather than establishing one complete, uni-
fied theory. Inter-field theories can be generated when two fields share an in-
terest in explaining different aspects of the same phenomenon in order to
build solid knowledge and relations between the fields. This perspective advo-
cates integration rather than reduction (see for example Murphy & Benitez-
Burraco 2017). Accordingly, an inter-field theory should interconnect well-es-
tablished linguistic computational primitives with neurophsysiological com-
putations responsible for representational processes at the light of the
knowledge reached within each research area. This demanding task will lead
us to progressively create epistemological bridges between different disci-
plines. More precisely, the task ahead is to characterize this kind of linked
computations and find out how they work in concert producing linguistic be-
haviors: and step by step it is probable that the ‘neurobiology of language’
may stand on its own feet integrating the two research traditions and produc-
ing an inter-theoretic framework.

Recently, considerable research has achieved that event-related fluctua-
tions in rhythmic, oscillatory electroencephalography (EEG)/magnetoencepha-
lography (MEG) activity may provide a new window on the dynamics of the
coupling and uncoupling of functional neuronal networks involved in cognitive
processing (Sauseng & Klimesch 2008; Canolty et al. 2010; Donner & Marcus
2011; Hanslmayr et al. 2016). This perspective, as we will see, offers the possibil-
ity to directly explore the interconnection between linguistic ontologies and
neuronal ontologies. In this work, I aim to sketch a proposal on neuronal com-
putation and representation of syntactic structures within the oscillatory neuro-
nal dynamics along the line of previous studies (Murphy 2015a, 2016; Boeckx &
Theofanopoulou 2014). Therefore, I will present and discuss a new representa-
tion of syntactic structures reinterpreting the classical tree-diagram according
to oscillatory rhythms principles.
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2 Electroencephalography, event-related
potentials, and event-related oscillations

Electrodes placed in different areas of the scalp provide recording of the brain’s
electrical activity and noninvasive sensitive measures of brain functions in hu-
mans. Regardless of whether an individual receives sensory information or per-
forms higher cognitive processes, the brain exhibit measurable electrical
activity. By recording this activity with numerous electrodes, researchers have
developed different approaches to determine when (and at least where) in the
brain information processing occurs.

A first approach uses to monitor neural phenomena in the continuous EEG/
MEG recording of brain activity when the subject is at rest and not involved in a
task. It reveals the sum of the random activity of millions of neurons that have
similar spatial orientation in the brain. This activity typically fluctuates in wave-
like patterns, and depending on the frequency of these patterns, one distin-
guishes different brain waves called: delta (~0.5–4 Hz), theta (~4–10 Hz), alpha
(~8–12 Hz), beta (~12–30 Hz), and gamma (~30–100 Hz) rhythms. Traditionally,
variations in the patterns of these brain waves can indicate the level of con-
sciousness, psychological state, or presence of neurological disorders.

A second approach consists to record the EEG/MEG while subjects are per-
forming a sensory or cognitive task. Thereby stimuli are presented to subjects
and markers are set into the EEG trace whenever a stimulus is presented. Then
a short epoch of EEG/MEG around each marker is used to average all these seg-
ments. This is based on the logic that in each trial there is a systematic brain
response to a stimulus. Practically, this means that one typically repeats a
given experimental paradigm a number of times (say, >30 times), and then one
averages the EEG/MEG recordings that are recorded time-locked to the experi-
mental event. However, this systematic response cannot be seen in the raw
EEG, as there it is overlaid by a lot of unsystematic background activity (which
is simply considered as noise). By averaging all the single epochs that are time-
locked to the experimental event, only the systematic brain response should re-
main (i.e., those generate neural action potentials related to the stimuli), but
the background EEG/MEG should approach zero (Sauseng & Klimesch 2008).
The noise (which is assumed to be randomly distributed across trials) dimin-
ishes each time a trial is added to the average, while the signal (which is as-
sumed to be stationary across trials), gradually emerges out of the noise as
more trials are added to the average. These brain responses are named event-
related potentials (ERPs) and event-related magnetic fields (ERMFs) reflecting
the summated activity of network ensembles active during the task.
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ERPs/ERMFs are characterized by specific patterns called ‘waveforms’ (or
‘components’), which are elicited around 50–1000 ms starting from the onset of
the stimulus and show positive (P) and negative (N) oscillatory amplitudes (i.e.,
voltage deflections). For instance, P100, N100, P200, P300, N400, P600 are the
principal components elicited during language processing starting from sound
perception to semantic and syntactic operations. So, this technique provides
millisecond-by-millisecond indices of brain functions and therefore provide ex-
cellent temporal resolution.

It is important to realize that the amplitude of an oscillation is, roughly speak-
ing, the size of its (positive or negative) peak deflection relative to some baseline
(that is, how big the oscillation is). There is, however, another notion that we need
to consider: the phase of an oscillation. Roughly speaking, the phase is the slope
(or direction) of the signal at a given one point in time, which is equivalent to the
left–right shift of the oscillation. In this respect, ERPs are time- and phase-locked
to the event (i.e., the experimental stimuli) that generated the oscillatory activity.

Although the ERP approach has opened an important window on the time
course and the neural basis of speech and language processing, more than 100
years after the initial discovery of EEG activity, researchers are turning back to
reconsider another aspect of EEG, that is the event-related oscillations. This is be-
cause an increasing number of researchers began to realize that an ERP only rep-
resents a certain part of the event-related EEG signal. Actually, there is another
aspect of extreme interest for the study of cognitive functions: the event-related
fluctuations in rhythmic, oscillatory EEG/MEG activity. This view, indeed, might
provide a new window on the dynamics of the coupling and uncoupling of func-
tional networks involved in cognitive processing (Varela et al., 2001). In fact, sub-
stantial literature now indicates that some ERP features may arise from changes
in the dynamics of ongoing EEG rhythms/oscillations of different frequency
bands that reflect ongoing sensory and/or cognitive processes (Başar 1998; Başar
et al. 2001; Buzsaki 2006). More precisely, the EEG oscillations that are measured
in a resting state become organized, amplified, and/or coupled during cognitive
processes. It has been argued that ERP does not simply emerge from evoked, la-
tency–fixed polarity responses that are additive to and independent of ongoing
EEG (Sauseng et al., 2007): instead, evidence suggests that early ERP compo-
nents are generated by a superposition of ongoing EEG oscillations that reset
their phases in response to sensory input, (i.e., the external or internal stimuli
generating cognitive activities). Therefore, event-related oscillation, further than
to have the time-locked EEG information, permits to retrieve the non-phase
locked EEG information related to the cognitive activity induced by the stimulus.

Within this perspective, ongoing cerebral activity can no longer be thought of
as just relatively random background noise (the non-phase EEG activity) that must
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be removed in order to see the event-related responses, but as a whole containing
crucial information on the dynamical activity of neural networks: thus, the EEG
and ERP are the same neuronal event, as the ERP is generated because of stimu-
lus-evoked phase perturbations in the ongoing EEG. A fundamental feature of the
phase-resetting hypothesis is that following the presentation of a stimulus, the
phases of ongoing EEG rhythms are shifted to lock to the stimulus. From this, it
follows that during pre-stimulus intervals, the distribution of the phase at each
EEG frequency would be random, whereas upon stimulus presentation, the phases
would be set (or reset) to specific values (for each frequency). The resetting of the
phases causes an ERP waveform to appear in the average in the form of an event-
related oscillation (Makeig et al. 2002; Penny et al. 2002; Klimesch et al. 2004): cf.
Fig. 1.

Unlike ERP (based on the analysis of components), event-related oscillation is
based on the time-frequency analyses (e.g., Gross, 2014). One such method is
wavelet analysis.

40Hz
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Fig. 1: Simulated EEG data illustrating the difference between phase-locked (evoked) activity
and non-phase-locked (induced) activity. (A): Single-trial EEG time courses showing two
consecutive event-related responses (an amplitude increase at 10 Hz). The first response is
phase-locked with respect to the reference time-point (t = 0), and as a result this evoked
response is adequately represented in the average ERP. The second response is time-locked,
but not phase-locked to t = 0, and as a result this induced response is largely lost in the
average ERP. (B): time-frequency (TF) representations of each single trial, with red colors coding
for the amplitude increase at 10 Hz. Crucially, the average TF representation contains both the
phase-locked and the non-phase-locked responses. (C): simulated data illustrating the principle
of phase resetting. Three single trials are shown whose phases are not aligned initially. Red
arrows indicate the point in time at which an event-induced phase reset occurs. The bottom
trace shows what the average ERP would look like if a sufficient number of such trials
(in practice >30 trials) are averaged. Adapted from Bastiaansen, Mazaheri & Jensen (2012).
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The general idea is that not all relevant EEG activity is strictly phase-locked (or
evoked) to the event of interest (Buszáki, 2006). Obviously, this activity shortly be-
fore stimulus onset is mostly not visible in ERPs due to cancellation; nevertheless,
this pre-stimulus baseline activity may have a crucial impact on the observed ERPs
(Klimesch, 2011). Time-frequency analyses enable us to determine the presence of
oscillatory patterns in different frequency bands over time. Thus, with wavelet
analyses, it can be established whether oscillatory activity in a specific frequency
band, often expressed in power (squared amplitude), increases or decreases rela-
tive to a certain event, as represented in Fig. 1.

The importance in considering the non-phase locked event-related oscilla-
tions consists in the fact that, contrary to phase-locked responses as ERPs, they
reflect the extent to which the underlying neuronal activity synchronizes.
Synchronization and de-synchronization are related to the coupling and uncou-
pling of functional networks in cortical and subcortical areas of the brain (see, e.
g., Varela et al., 2001). This aspect, of course, is related to how different types of
information, which are stored in different parts of the network, are integrated
during computational and representational processes. Importantly, elements per-
taining to one and the same functional network are identifiable as such by the
fact that they fire synchronously at a given frequency. This frequency specificity
allows the same neuron (or neuronal pool) to participate at different times in dif-
ferent representations. Hence, synchronous oscillations in a wide range of fre-
quencies are considered to play a crucial role in linking areas that are part of the
same functional network. Importantly, in addition to recruiting all the relevant
network elements, oscillatory neuronal synchrony serves to bind together the in-
formation represented in the different elements (Gray et al. 1989).

3 Theoretical premises

Inspired by Başar (2011), I assume that cognitive computational and representa-
tional processes are intrinsic to brain oscillatory activity. This oscillatory activ-
ity is characterized by coherent cooperation between distant structures through
different oscillatory phases. Thus, according to Lasheley (1929), the brain oper-
ates as a “whole” thanks to rhythmic oscillations that are selectively distributed
in the whole brain: it is the coordination and coherence of oscillations that gen-
erate parallel sensory-cognitive processing. Research has shown that neural
population in cortical and subcortical areas (e.g., cortex, hippocampus or cere-
bellar cortex) are all tuned to the very same frequency ranges (Steriade et al.,
1990; Başar, 1998). These findings support the hypothesis that all brain net-
works communicate by means of the same set of frequency codes of rhythmic
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oscillations. This presupposes that the intrinsic oscillatory activity of each sin-
gle neuron shapes the natural frequencies of neural assemblies, that is the
delta, theta, alpha, beta, and gamma frequencies.

As noted above, ERP components seem generated by a superposition of on-
going EEG oscillations that reset their phases in response to sensory input: this
superposition principle suggests that there exists synergy between oscillations
during performance of sensory-cognitive tasks. Accordingly, integrative brain
function necessary for sensory-cognitive processing may be obtained through
the combined action of multiple oscillations. Also, the superposition principle
is crucial for memory functions directly correlated with all brain functions,
and, in particular, with speech and language functions. This is a crucial point,
because memory-related oscillations must have dynamic properties evolving in
different hierarchical states that take place along a continuum where the
boundaries of memory states integrate into each other. In line with Murphy
(2015a), I assume that such property plays a key role in the basic computations
that characterize the Faculty of Language: that is, Merge, Label, Move and its
correlated Spell-Out operations (Chomsky 1995, 2001, 2013). Actually, these
computational operations need that ‘mnemonic objects’ – concepts, words and
related information determining, for example, agreement and case, etc. – are
dynamically manipulated thanks to bidirectional exchange of signals along re-
ciprocal axonal fibers linking two or more brain areas from thalamus to cere-
bral cortex and back.

According to Edelman (1989, 1993, 2004) a large and diverse body of evi-
dence suggests that intermittent signaling along reentrant paths is critical to a
variety of neural functions in vertebrate brains, ranging from perceptual categori-
zation to motor coordination and cognition. Reentry takes on a variety of forms
enabling many different processes. These processes facilitate the coordination of
neuronal firing in anatomically and functionally segregated cortical areas. By
these means they bind cross-modal sensory features by synchronizing and inte-
grating patterns of neural activity in different brain regions. Reentrant signaling
is a ubiquitous and dominant structural and functional motif of vertebrate tele-
ncephalons. Reentry has, conversely, rarely, if ever, been characterized in an in-
vertebrate nervous system, and it may be a relatively recent evolutionary
innovation. Reentrant processes are those that involve one localized population
of excitatory neurons simultaneously both stimulating, and being stimulated by,
another such population: the structural architecture that generates this process
is likewise referred to as reentrant. Experimental evidence converges to indicates
that processes of reentry play widespread and essential roles in vertebrate brain
function, evolution, and development (Edelman & Gally 2011). The reciprocal ex-
change of signals among neural networks in distributed cortical and cortico-
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thalamic areas – when combined with appropriate mechanisms for synaptic plas-
ticity – results in the spatiotemporal integration of patterns of neural network ac-
tivity (cf. Fig. 2). This process may be considered a kind of neural recursion that
allows the brain to categorize sensory input, remember and manipulate mental
objects, generate motor commands and/or cognitive activity. In particular, it has
been suggested that the hippocampal declarative memory system may control
cognitive functions that require on-line integration of multiple sources of infor-
mation, such as on-line speech and language perception and production process-
ing (Duff & Brown-Schmidt 2012).

Within the cortico-thalamic pathway, the basal ganglia assume strategic
function for speech and language processing. Thanks to the thalamus, the
basal ganglia, the cerebellum, and the hippocampus interface with the cortex
in a reciprocal fashion (Theofanopoulou & Boeckx 2016; Hickok 2012). The
basal ganglia process information indirectly in a set of loops, whereby they re-
ceive input from the cortex and return it to the cortex via the thalamus. In that
way, the basal ganglia modify the timing and amount of activity that leaves the
cortex and travels down the pyramidal pathway effectively modulating the neu-
ral activity for motor and cognitive processes (cf. Fig. 2).

In particular, basal ganglia dysfunction in humans can result in a subcortical
dementia where an afflicted individual will perseverate, finding it difficult, in

Cerebral cortex

Forebrain

Hypothalamus

Amygdala

Cerebellum

Hippocampus

Thalamus

Basal ganglia

Fig. 2: Cortical and cortico-thalamic structures forming reentrant synchronized pathways.
Adapted from http://www.proprofs.com/flashcards/story.php?title=intro-mind-and-brain–
topic-2-foundation-brains.
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some cases impossible, to change the direction of a thought process (Flowers
& Robertson 1985), or comprehend sentences that has moderately complex
syntax (Lieberman et al. 1992). Furthermore, the basal ganglia are also in-
volved in associative learning (Lieberman 2009). Although it is clear that
basal ganglia are not directly involved in core semantic operations (their le-
sion does not generate semantic syndrome), they are recruited in the intention
to retrieve lexical items during word generation regardless of the semantic
category (Crosson, Benjamin, Levy 2007).

In generating sentences, we access to the knowledge system (KS): that is,
the complex of processes represented by the long-term memory system together
with the procedural and perceptual system (Klimesh 2012). The basic idea is
that the KS interacts with the working memory (a multi-component system that
holds and manipulates information in short-term memory) in a way that traces
stored in the KS are used for short-term storage (Klimesch, Schack 2003). This
is possible thanks to the synchronization property of neurons according to
which different brain (cortical and sub-cortical) regions may be synchronized
through phase amplitude cross-frequency coupling whereby phases of lower
frequencies modulates the power of higher frequencies: for instance, the
coupling between the phase of theta and the power of gamma (Hanslmayr
et al. 2016).

I assume that synchronization reflects a basic computational principle that
underlies the dynamic control of effective interactions along selective subsets
of the anatomically possible neuronal connections. In other words, selectively
distributed oscillatory rhythms act as resonant communication networks
through large populations of neurons, with functional relations to memory and
integrative functions. The implication is that the cross-frequency synchroniza-
tion between oscillatory rhythms reflects the interaction between working
memory and the KS. Thus, the access to the KS and the computations generated
are a continuous process dynamically organized; furthermore, the memory
functions from the simplest sensory memories to the most complex semantic
and episodic memories are manifested in distributed multiple oscillations in
the whole brain. On this biological mechanism is grounded the acquisition of
natural languages. The reentrant (hierarchical) properties of synchronized os-
cillatory rhythms constitute the biological endowment that allow the develop-
ment of grammar in human beings when exposed to some appropriate inputs.
Inputs generating computations and representations are structured in memory
according to universal biological constrains and some degrees of freedom (op-
tions) that the neural system presents: these optionality is at the basis of varia-
tion (and micro-variation) characterizing natural languages.
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4 From oscillatory rhythms to syntactic
structures

4.1 Functionality of rhythms for language and speech
processing

Theta oscillations can be found in the human cortex, the hippocampus, and the
hypothalamus. Theta oscillations seem to be important for a variety of cognitive
functions. It was shown that hippocampal and cortical theta activity is associ-
ated with virtual navigation, declarative memory processes, successful memory
encoding, the amount of information held in memory, and episodic memory
processing (Sauseng & Klimesch 2008). Theta power increases during language
processing have been related to the retrieval and encoding of lexical semantic
information (Bastiaansen, et al. 2008; Bastiaansen & Hagoort 2015).
Additionally, working memory-load-dependent increase of theta activity has
been suggested: i.e., when the amount of encoded information increases, theta
activity grows stronger (Jensen & Tesche 2002). Weiss et al. (2005) found higher
anterior–posterior theta coherence over the left hemisphere during the process-
ing of relative clauses and suggest it may be related to the initiation of linguis-
tic analysis since coherence during linguistic analysis is higher in the left
hemisphere. Thus, it seems that theta activity could be a correlate of control
processes when multiple items have to be held in working memory to be man-
aged or bound in comprehensive memory entry (Lisman & Idiart 1995). Indeed,
recent studies suggest that higher gamma frequency oscillations can be nested
into theta cycles. This seems to reflect organization of multiple items into se-
quential working memory representations or integration between sensory bot-
tom-up and top-down memory representations (Sauseng et al. 2010).

Gamma oscillations, on the other hand, are cortically generated and arise
from intrinsic membrane properties of interneurons or from neocortical excit-
atory-inhibitory circuits (Sauseng & Klimesch 2008). Actually, synchronization
phenomena of this brain rhythm were related to binding of information. More
recently, effects at human gamma frequency were also reported for the encod-
ing, retention and retrieval of information independent of sensory modality. It
has also been discussed that gamma binds large-scale brain networks (Kahana,
2006). Recently, Bastiaansen & Hagoort (2015) have clearly showed that gamma
band neuronal synchronization is involved in sentence level semantic unifica-
tion operations. This gamma-band effects have maxima over the left posterior
temporal and the left frontal scalp, which is well compatible with the notion
that semantic unification is a result of a dynamic interplay between left
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posterior superior/medial temporal gyrus and inferior frontal gyrus.
Interestingly, a recent ECoG study (Rapela 2016) showed that rhythmic speech
production (i.e., sequence of syllables) modulates the power of high-gamma os-
cillations over the ventral sensory motor cortex, a cortical region that controls
the vocal articulators, and the power of beta oscillations over the auditory cor-
tex (due to the auditory feedback necessary control acoustic-articulatory out-
puts). He found significant coupling between the phase of brain oscillations at
the frequency of speech production and their amplitude in the high-gamma
range (i.e., phase-amplitude coupling, PAC). Furthermore, the data showed
that brain oscillations at the frequency of speech production were organized as
traveling waves and synchronized to the rhythm of speech production.

The functional relevance of alpha oscillations is very widespread. There is
strong evidence that alpha amplitudes are related to the level of cortical activa-
tion. A strong alpha activity is associated with cortical deactivation or inhibi-
tion, but it is also involved in highly specific perceptual, attentional, and
executive processes functions in working memory processes as in responding
selectively to semantic task demands (Klimesch et al. 2005; Bartsch et al. 2015).
Actually, Klimesch (2012) argues that alpha-band oscillations reflect the tempo-
ral structure of one of the most basic cognitive processes, which may be de-
scribed as ‘knowledge-based consciousness’ and which enables ‘semantic
orientation’ via controlled access to information stored in the knowledge sys-
tem. Furthermore, Benedek et al. (2011) found frontal alpha synchronization
during convergent and divergent thinking only, under exclusive top-down con-
trol (high internal processing demands), suggesting that these rhythms are re-
lated to high internal processing demands which are typically involved in
creative thinking. Finally, Strauβ et al. (2015) demonstrated that alpha phase –
both before and during the presentation of word or word-like stimuli – predicts
the accuracy of lexical decisions in noise.

As alpha rhythms, also beta oscillations are cortically generated, due to
their local strictness, although widespread cortical beta networks in humans
have been shown (Gross et al. 2004). From a functional perspective beta oscilla-
tions have mainly been associated with motor activity, but beta has also been
suggested to play an important role during attention or higher cognitive func-
tions (Razumnikova 2004), as for binding mechanisms during language proc-
essing (Weiss & Mueller 2003). Indeed, it was also proposed that beta
frequencies are used for higher-level interaction between multimodal areas
involving more distant structures and the binding of temporally segregated
events, which is especially important for language processing (Donner &
Siegel 2011; Lam et al. 2016). Generally, it has been shown that target words
for syntactically (Davidson & Indefrey 2007; Bastiaansen et al. 2010; Pérez
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et al. 2012; Kielar et al. 2014) and semantically (Luo et al. 2010; Wang et al.
2012; Kielar et al. 2014) acceptable sentences beta power was higher than tar-
get words resulted in syntactic or semantic incongruities. Accordingly, Lewis
& Bastiaansen (2015) and Lewis et al. (2016) suggest that the increased beta
activity reflects the active maintenance of the current neurocognitive network
responsible for the construction and representation of the sentence-level
meaning. It may also indicate a greater reliance on top-down predictions
based on that sentence-level meaning (i.e., the increased activity may be re-
lated to greater weighting of the top-down signal based on the current genera-
tive model), in order to actively try to integrate the new linguistic input into
the current sentence-level meaning representation. Along this line, beta syn-
chronization has been correlated with the binding of semantic features of dif-
ferent lexical categories (Weiss & Mueller 2003). Crucially, Bastiaansen &
Hagoort (2015) performed an elegant experiment showing that beta-band
power is strictly related to syntactic structure building at the sentence level
with a maximum around the vertex. Weiss et al. (2005), on the other hand,
suggest that while theta changes may be associated with memory processes
and gamma with attentional effort, beta bands may be activated with seman-
tic–pragmatic integration.

All in all, (i) theta rhythms seem involved in retrieving lexical semantic in-
formation and controlling processes with multiple items. This process may be
supported by the nesting of gamma frequency oscillations into theta cycles re-
flecting organization of multiple items into sequential working memory repre-
sentations or integration; (ii) gamma-band neuronal synchronization on the
one hand seems related to sentence level semantic unification, on the other
hand to speech production; (iii) alpha phase acts not only in decisional weight-
ing, but also in semantic orientation, in creative thinking, lexical decisions; (iv)
beta synchronization serves to bind distributed sets of neurons into a coherent
representation of (memorized) contents during language processing, and, in
particular, to building syntactic structures. It is important to note that it is im-
possible to assign a single function to a given type of oscillatory activity (Başar
et al. 2001). It is thus unlikely that, for instance, theta has a single role in lan-
guage processing. In fact, theta’s role and its varying patterns of coherence as a
function of task demands may be better seen in its relationship to beta and
gamma (and same thing is true for the other oscillatory rhythms). Accordingly,
it may be important to consider the simultaneous changes in the coherence pat-
terns in the different frequency ranges.
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4.2 An inter-field model for syntactic structure generation

The challenge now is to develop an inter-field model that coherently intercon-
nect and integrate neural computations (i.e., those intrinsic to oscillatory
rhythms) with syntactic computations assumed as primitives within linguistic
theory. The best candidate to sketch an interconnected neurobiological model
is the fundamental structure-building operation of natural language syntax
(Chomsky 1995, 2002, 2013): i.e., Merge and Label – or, according to Hornstein
(2009) – Concatenation plus Label. Merge is an operation that takes a number
of syntactic objects (lexical items) and join them together to form a unit. Merge
strings together two elements when one selects the other and the element
which projects (assigns the label to the whole structure) is the selector. The se-
lector is also called the “head” of the construction. Note that Merge is recursive:
so, we can string together multiple instances of Merge to create ever larger
structures. For instance, image to realize the sentence in (1):

(1) The cat lays on the carpet

Merge takes the two lexical items the and cat and form a new object: [the cat].
The new unit has a label, which is inherited from one of the merged elements,
i.e. the determiner, forming the Determiner Phrase (DP) [DP the cat]. The lexical
items on the carpet fall on the same operation: in this case the element that as-
signs the label to the structure is the preposition on forming the Prepositional
Phrase (PP) [PP on the carpet] which also contains the DP [DP the carpet]. The
item lays is then merged with the PP [on the carpet] generating the Verbal
Phrase (VP) [VP lays on the carpet]. The VP is merged with the DP [DP the cat].
Then the VP is merged with the Inflectional Phrase (IP) – a phrase that have
inflectional properties – generating the sentence in (1): [IP [DP the cat [VP lays [PP
on [DP the carpet]]]]].

According to the picture above outlined, I assume that cyclic, dynamic,
and hierarchical oscillations cross-frequency coupling synchronize sub-cortical
and cortical regions generating a functional neuronal network and ensuring
bottom-up and top-down computations and communication. The strength of
phase-amplitude cross-frequency coupling differs across brain areas in relation
to cognitive processes accomplished: while high-frequency (beta, gamma)
brain activity reflects local domains of cortical processing, low-frequency
(theta, alpha) brain rhythms are dynamically entrained across distributed brain
regions by both external sensory input and internal cognitive events. Thus,
cross-frequency coupling may serve as a mechanism to transfer information
from large-scale brain networks operating at behavioral timescales to the fast,
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local cortical processing required for effective computation and synaptic modi-
fication, integrating functional systems across multiple spatiotemporal scales
(Canolty & Knight 2010).

In generating a sentence, I suggest the following neuronal operations con-
trolled by oscillatory rhythms in generating syntactic structures:
– First of all, a speaker needs to access to the knowledge system where long-

term memory interacts with working memory in retrieving conceptual ob-
jects (within the hippocampal and hypothalamic structures) mapping them
onto lexical items (at the cortical level within fronto-temporal structures):
this step is controlled by nested theta-gamma oscillations which organize
multiple items into sequential representations between sensory bottom-up
and top-down memory representations. So, following Jensen and Lisman
(1998) and Murphy (2016a), I postulate that theta and gamma interact in
the process of storing lexical representations in declarative memory.

– Cyclic coupling of alpha-gamma-beta rhythms are involved in merging and
labelling lexical items. In particular, alpha oscillations (implicated in lexical
decision) control what lexical items, selected to realize an appropriate sen-
tence, may be grouped into units identifying phrases typologies; gamma
rhythms, on the other hand, rule the overall process of merging and labelling
(this process probably needs high frequency oscillation in order to rapidly
control and concatenate a large number of lexical items, where also morpho-
logical information are computed); finally, beta bands control processes con-
cerning inflectional properties of the syntactic structures generating a
coherent representation of sentences. These rhythms are likely responsible
for the Spell-Out transfer operation to conceptual-intentional (CI) interface.

– Gamma-beta-theta oscillations are deputed to supervise the Spell-Out trans-
fer to sensory-motor (SM) interface. More precisely, this cross-frequency
bands may control the production of sequence of syllables: they may have
a crucial role in cyclic interacting with long-term memory and working
memory. Actually, for what concerns speech perception processing, it has
been suggested that a remarkable correspondence between average dura-
tions of speech units and the frequency ranges of cortical oscillations
exists: phonetic features are associated with high gamma and beta oscilla-
tions, and syllables and words with theta oscillations (Giraud & Poeppel
2012). So, I hypothesize that the same mechanism can be reflected at the
production level to control the speech perception-production interface
(as recent data suggest: Rapela 2016). In other words, the conceptual ob-
jects retrieved by speakers from long-term memory – where I hypothesized
the theta-gamma oscillation are involved – should contain not only lexical
and morpho-syntactic information but also phonetic and phonological
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information. At a certain point of the computational and representational
processes the former are Spelled-Out to CI interface and the latter to SM
interface resorting to cyclic cross-frequency synchronization.

For what concerns the SM interface, it should be interesting for future research to
test whether also delta bands are involved a suggested by recent perceptive data
(Giraud & Poeppel 2012). In fact, low-frequency oscillations at the delta (1–3 Hz)
band seem to correspond to slower modulations such as phrase level prosody
(Ghitza 2011). It is well known, indeed, that prosodic patterns drive the syntactic
derivation and the formation of the prosodic representation in compliance with
the T-model of grammar (e.g., see Bocci 2013; Hauser, Chomsky, Fitch 2002).

The formal proposal here outlined may be represented through a neuronal tree,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. The hypothesis is that the neuronal tree has a bottom-up
generation in line with the idea that sub-cortical oscillations are cyclically and
selectively cross-frequency structured with upper cortical oscillations forming a
neuronal network and allowing the brain to operate as a “whole” in real time: as
above noted, this mechanism ensures bottom-up and top-down computations. If
we want to develop an inter-field model aiming to integrate neural computation
with those computations assumed to play a crucial role in syntactic structures,

KS

IP

DP VP

PP

DP

The cat
lays

on

the carpet

γ-β-θ
γ-β-θ

γ-β-θ

γ-β-θ

θ-γ

α-γ-β

α-γ-β

α-γ-βα-γ-β

α-γ-β

Fig. 3: Neuronal tree representation of the
sentence The cat lays on the carpet. Hypothesized
oscillatory rhythms involved in computational
and representational processes are highlighted.
KS = knowledge system; IP = Inflectional Phrase;
DP = Determiner Phrase; VP = Verbal Phrase;
PP = Prepositional Phrase. Starting from the KS,
the θ-γ rhythms are cross-frequency coupled into
the α-γ-β and into γ-β-θ rhythms to generate the
sentence along reentrant cortico-thalamic
pathways through Merge, Label and Move
operations. The vertical arrows between the nodes
indicate the ascending information conveyed by
thalamic nuclei while the horizontal arrows
between the nodes indicate the descending
information from fronto-temporal cortical areas.
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we need to link the neuronal primitives with the linguistic primitives as much as
possible.

Accordingly, I propose to start representing the retrieval of the conceptual ob-
jects from the KS (in the thalamic nuclei) where cross-frequency coupling of theta-
gamma oscillations evaluate and broadly organize them into lexical times. Then,
phase resetting (cf. Fig. 2) synchronizes the coupling of alpha-gamma-beta
rhythms generating Merge, Label and Inflectional computations together with the
representation of the structure (a transfer to CI interface is possible at this point).
Finally, a subsequent phase resetting into gamma-beta-theta rhythms projects syn-
tactic structures to SM interface. The arrows in Fig. 1 represent the idea that
computational and representational processes are guided by a cyclic principle that
ensures ongoing communication between sub-cortical and cortical area along the
entire process. The cyclic principle is also suitable to account for long-distance re-
lations, movements and recursion.

5 Conclusion and further remarks

Based on the idea that language computational and representational processes
are intrinsic to brain oscillatory activity, I developed a (preliminary) interdisci-
plinary formal proposal attempting to narrow the gap between linguistic and
neuroscience for what concern the primitives assumed in syntactic computa-
tions (along the line of previous proposals: Murphy 2015a, 2016). This role as-
signed to oscillatory rhythms is justified by diverse body of evidence that
signaling along reentrant cortical and cortico-thalamic areas paths is critical to
cognition. Accordingly, within the model syntactic structures are derived by the
specific functions assigned to cross-frequency coupled oscillatory rhythms:
starting from the KS, the theta-gamma rhythms are cross-frequency coupled
into the alpha-gamma-beta and into the gamma-beta-theta rhythms to generate
the sentence along reentrant cortico-thalamic pathways through Merge, Label
and Move operations. Crucially, this kind of model permits that both linguistic
primitives and neurobiological primitives may be coherently investigated (an
empirically tested) within a neurobiological perspective. The ultimate goal is to
demonstrate whether cognitive brain functions are really represented by its os-
cillatory activity. This is probably the paradigm change that Mountcastle (1998)
had announced for brain sciences toward the end of the last century, pace
Chomsky (2000).

This perspective offers the basis to further reflect on the issue concerning
what is special about language and its evolutionary genesis. Hauser, Chomsky
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& Fitch (2002: 1573) suggest that the Narrow Language Faculty – the computa-
tional mechanism of recursion – is recently evolved and unique to our species
(recursion referring to a procedure that calls itself, or to a constituent that con-
tains a constituent of the same kind). They propose that Narrow Language
Faculty comprises only the core computational mechanisms of recursion as
they appear in narrow syntax and the mappings to the interfaces with concep-
tual knowledge (and intentions) and perception-production mechanisms (see
Pinker & Jackendoff 2005 for a critical discussion). More precisely, what the au-
thors suggested is that a significant piece of the linguistic machinery entails re-
cursive operations (Merge at least), and that these recursive operations must
interface with SM and CI (and thus include aspects of phonology, formal se-
mantics and the lexicon insofar as they satisfy the uniqueness condition of
Narrow Language Faculty). Thus, the hypothesis focuses on a known property
of human language that provides its most powerful and unusual signature: dis-
crete infinity (Fitch, Hauser & Chomsky 2005: 182). The question is: how this
property emerged? Is it an adaptive phenomenon – shared with other species
and underwent refunctionalization at a certain evolutionary stage – or is
unique to human language faculty and emerged by evolutionary selection?
According to Hauser, Chomsky & Fitcht (2002), the latter hypothesis seems the
more plausible.

As I have above discussed (cf. Section 3), reentrant neuronal activity leads
to a kind of neuronal recursion: this represents a fundamental feature of tha-
lamo-cortical activity characterizing only vertebrate nervous system (that is hu-
mans and other species). Reentrant activity represents not simple feedbacks
but functions in a network as recursive multiple pathways, which update itera-
tively and hierarchically on a time scale of tens to hundreds of milliseconds,
rapidly converging to the dynamic core’s synaptically connected neuronal net-
work. It implies that computations in the brain assume primarily the form of
interaction (if we accept early theoretical ideas that computation is interaction:
Feynman 1996): i.e., intracellular interactions that generate recursive and inte-
grated action potentials. Hence, it seems that recursive property is not exclusive
to human brain and, most importantly, to human language.

If this primary mechanism is shared with non-human species, what is special
to human language? What is absent in non-human vertebrate brains is the possi-
bility to synchronize neuronal activity along a functional cortico-thalamic net-
work: that is, for what concerns language computations, the synchronization of
fronto-temporo-parietal cluster of neurons among themselves and with the tha-
lamic nuclei (Edelman & Tononi, 2000). Reentrant activity per se is sufficient to
generate primary conceptualization and categorization of the world (i.e., primary
consciousness). However, high-order conceptualization and categorizations are
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possible only when long-term memory may be synchronously integrated with
working memory to result in continuous computational and representational pro-
cesses (i.e., secondary consciousness). This evolutionary specialization may be
ascribed to functional synchronization and de-synchronization (coupling and un-
coupling) of oscillatory rhythms that recursively bind together different concep-
tual objects (the words and all the relevant information) in a specie-specific
recursive mechanism: that functional to build syntactic structures. So, some
properties of the vertebrate brain may have been functionally reused during the
emerging of unique cognitive abilities related to specific properties of natural lan-
guages: this may represent the Narrow Language Faculty recently evolved. While
the hierarchy of brain rhythms themselves may be preserved, it is crucially their
cross-frequency coupling relations which are at the basis of human language
specialization (Murphy 2016b). I cannot address here the question whether
Merge, Label or Concatenation plus Label (Hornstein 2009) represent the compu-
tational core of syntax computation, for which see Murphy (2015a,b; 2016a,b).
But from the perspective outlined it seems problematic to exclusively assign to
Merge the single computation operation, unique to language, to distinguishing it
from other cognitive domains

To conclude, it is probable that synchronization of oscillatory rhythms has
contributed to the emersion of a new connectivity that interconnected specific
brain regions forming a fronto-temporo-parietal circuit that provides a more com-
plete mechanism for richer representational capacities, viz. recursive capacities
(Boeckx in press), together, of course, with the thalamo-basal ganglia loop.
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Kleanthes K. Grohmann

When seem wants to control

1 Introduction

The framework of Prolific Domains, which partitions the clause into three separate
parts – relating to thematic, agreement, and discourse properties, respectively –
makes a number of predictions for movement within a clause and across clause
boundaries (Grohmann 2000 et seq.). One such prediction concerns the interaction
of control and raising structures combined against the background of a PRO-less
theory of control (e.g., Hornstein 1999, Manzini and Roussou 2000). This chapter
revisits and expands earlier suggestions that an embedded raising predicate itself
embedded in a control structure makes available a non-canonical thematic layer.
Relating to the honoree of the present volume, the core of the paper addresses
some central data for an alternative approach to control within the context of
Prolific Domains, spanning over three decades of research since the seminal
Manzini (1983).

Rita Manzini has been at the forefront of research on control and related phe-
nomena for a very long time, covering at least the three decades between
Manzini (1983) and Manzini (2009) – and she continues to be so (e.g., Manzini
and Savoia 2016). This chapter revisits an issue first raised by myself (Grohmann
2000), around the time Manzini and Roussou (2000) appeared, which fell into
a very productive period of formulating alternative approaches to the classic
Control Theory of Chomsky (1981), such as Hornstein (1999) and a host of papers
that came out of that research program (Hornstein 2003, 2007 but also precursors
ranging from Bowers 1973 to Martin 1996 and O’Neil 1997) or Landau (1999).
After a series of back-and-forths, the heated debates culminated, at least for the
time being, in Boeckx et al. (2010) on the one hand (see also Hornstein and
Polinsky 2010), and adverse views in Landau (2015) on the other (but see also
Davies and Dubinsky 2007), with Manzini and Roussou (2000) perhaps some-
where in between (see also Bowers 2006). These perspectives, and many other
issues, are also expertly illuminated in the research overviews by Davies and
Dubinsky (2004) and Landau (2013), for example.

As Manzini (2009: 133) recaps, she originally suggested to reduce control to
Binding Theory (Manzini 1983), “but le[ft] open the question as to why within
a given domain an argument would be chosen as the obligatory controller
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rather than another, yielding in particular subject vs. object control” (see also
Manzini 1986, Manzini and Roussou 2000). She continues:

Since Chomsky’s (1995) minimalism adopts the GB theory of PRO and pro, it also inherits
these problems. In addition to these, the ad hoc character of PRO and pro within minimal-
ism, notably the fact that they are effectively empty lexical elements, endowed with such
features as null Case has often been remarked upon (Manzini and Roussou (2000) on
PRO, Manzini and Savoia (2005, 2007) on pro, and references quoted there).

(Manzini 2009: 133)

Leaving aside Manzini and Savoia’s (2005, 2007) and other authors’ work on
pro (recently summarized by Herbeck 2013, as cited by Landau 2015), a
Manzini-style binding-theoretic approach identifies the controlled subject
(obligatory PRO) “as a null anaphor, whose binding domain is the clause imme-
diately dominating the nonfinite complement” (Landau 2013: 54). It thus re-
quires neither PRO nor displacement, which would derive the controlled
subject as a residue of movement.

Some of the existing approaches to control can be illustrated analytically
with a straightforward structure such as John hopes to win the race, with cop-
ies/traces marked with strikethrough and CP left out. (1a) would arguably repre-
sent a modern version of classic Control Theory with a PRO subject (Chomsky
1995), (1b) a PRO-less alternative theory of construal (Manzini and Roussou
2000), (1c) the original movement theory of control (Hornstein 1999), and (1d)
the alternative to the movement theory of control championed here (Grohmann
2000). A crucial ingredient of the movement theory of control is the possibility
of argument movement into theta-positions (e.g., Bošković 1994), which will
also be addressed briefly in section 2.

(1) a. [TP Johni T [vP Johni hopes [TP PROi to [vP PROi win the race]]]]
b. [TP John

θθ T [vP __
θhopes [TP __ to [vP __

θwin the race]]]]
c. [TP John T [vP John hopes [TP John to [vP John win the race]]]]
d. [TP John T [vP John hopes [TP __ to [vP John win the race]]]]

As somewhat of an outsider to the larger debate of control structures, I take as
one core aspect underlying the rationale to rethink Control Theory the attempt
to reduce rather than expand GB-style modules of the grammar. Thus, when
Manzini (1983) proposed to integrate control within Binding Theory (also Manzini
1986), a welcome side effect was the abandonment of control as a separate mod-
ule in a highly modular conception of the grammar, itself something of a literal
adaptation of Fodor’s (1983) modularity of mind to the theory of grammar. For
further reflections, see the collection of papers in Webelhuth (1995) for early
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minimalist perspectives on the status of GB-modules as well as Hornstein (2001)
and Hornstein et al. (2005) for slightly more recent discussion. In this line of rea-
soning falls also Hornstein’s frequently expressed lamentation that a PRO-theory
of control constitutes the last remnant of D-structure in minimalist analyses, most
recently voiced on his Faculty of Language blog (http://facultyoflanguage.blog
spot.com/2016/07/gg-re-education-camp.html). This gives just one flavor of re-
ducing control to other parts of the grammar; additional models build on
predication, movement, or the operation Agree within minimalist approaches,
not to mention alternatives from other frameworks. And it is arguably a
syntactico-centric approach; for an explicit syntax–semantics interface theory
of obligatory control, see for example Landau (2015). Whatever the underlying
motivation, it can be reasonably held that “there is no [single] ‘theory of con-
trol’, but rather, there are ‘subtheories of control’” (Landau 2013: ix). It is in
this sense that he later concludes that “the disintegration of ‘the theory of
control’ is really the advancement of other grammatical theories” (Landau
2013: 258).

In this paper, I will add to that disintegration and advance one such alter-
native theory. Restricting myself to illustrate this idea with instances of obliga-
tory control only, I will in particular consider the underlying derivations of the
following pair:

(2) a. John seems to hope to win the race.
b. John wants to appear to win the race.

In current terminology, (2a) could be described as an instance of an infinitival
control structure (to hope to win the race) embedded under a finite raising verb
(seems), and (2b) as an infinitival raising structure (to appear to win the race)
embedded under a finite control verb (wants). In the generative context
(starting with Rosenbaum 1967), such cases were discussed very early on by
McCawley (1970), among others, to provide evidence for the ‘cycle’: The two rel-
evant transformations, Equi-NP-deletion and Subject-raising, must be part of
the cycle (as opposed to being pre- or post-cyclic rules). Moreover, “Subject-
raising on a lower sentence must apply before Equi-NP-deletion on a higher
sentence, and Equi-NP-deletion on a lower sentence must apply before Subject-
raising on a higher sentence” (McCawley 1970: 287). Also, additional interac-
tions may complicate the picture further, where raising (‘Subject-raising’) feeds
control (Equi-NP-deletion) followed by further raising – as in (3a), which was
also briefly discussed by McCawley – and where control feeds raising followed
by further control – as in (3b), for example, which was not; more permutations
can easily be thought up.
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(3) a. John seems to hope to appear to win the race.
b. John wants to appear to hope to win the race.

For reasons that will become obvious presently, the remainder of this brief
chapter will address structures like (2), but also (3) to some extent, where sub-
ject control structures and other fully lexical verbs interact with apparent sub-
ject raising.

2 What’s the issue?

When I originally considered cases like those in (2) and (3) above (Grohmann
2000 and subsequently published in Grohmann 2003a, 2003b), I did so in the
context of the Anti-Locality Hypothesis (for a more recent exposition, see
Grohmann 2011, which much of the present section is taken from; see also e.g.
Putnam 2007, Boeckx 2008: chap. 5, Grohmann 2013, Funakoshi 2014, Haddad
2014). This framework is most dominantly expressed through the existence of
very special ‘cycles’ in the syntactic derivation (as opposed to, say, phases of
Chomsky 2000 et seq.): Prolific Domains (ΠΔs). A ΠΔ is a contextually defined
part of the computational system which, on the one hand, provides the interfaces
with the information relevant to that context and, on the other, consists of inter-
nal structure interacting with derivational operations (Grohmann 2007: 183).

Following from the Anti-Locality Hypothesis provided in (4), the framework
is grounded in the ban on too-close movement within a relevant domain
sketched abstractly in (5).

(4) Anti-Locality Hypothesis (Grohmann 2003b: 26)
Movement must not be too local.

(5) Ban on Domain-Internal Dependencies (Grohmann 2007: 183)
[AP|α| XP A0

|α| . . . [ZP|α| XP . . . ]]

In other words, if XP and ZP in (6) belong to the same relevant domain, YP can-
not move as indicated here (Grohmann 2011: 273):

(6) *[XP YP [X' X (. . .) [ZP YP [Z' Z . . . ]]]]

The notion of Prolific Domain then replaces the “relevant domain” from
above. Restricting ourselves to the realm of clauses (for nominal structures,
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see Grohmann and Haegeman 2003), this leads to a formal tripartition with
three such ΠΔs:

(7) Clausal Tripartition (Grohmann 2003b: 74)
i. Θ-Domain: part of derivation where thematic relations are created
ii. Φ-Domain: part of derivation where agreement properties are licensed
iii.Ω-Domain: part of derivation where discourse information is established

Structures contained within each of these ΠΔs share that “common context” –
i.e. |α| in (5) – where the specific context is |Θ|, |Φ|, or |Ω| for Theta-Domain
(ΘΔ), Agreement-Domain (ΦΔ), and Discourse-Domain (ΩΔ), respectively. The
resulting clausal structure is thus highly reminiscent of the traditional verbal
projection line of V–Infl–Comp (i.e. VP–TP–CP; cf. Platzack 1991). Thematic
relations correspond to the kinds of argument structure known to be created
within vP and projections contained within it (at least VP, but possibly addi-
tional projections such as inner aspect or high and low applicatives). In turn,
agreement properties correspond to the kinds of structural configurations
known to be licensed within TP and projections contained within it (agree-
ment, outer aspect, negation, and possibly other projections in a ‘split Infl’).
And, finally, discourse information corresponds to the kinds of semantically
and/or pragmatically prominent elements, including quantification and other
scope-relations, known to be established within CP and projections contained
within it (such as TopP, FocP, and possibly further projections in a ‘split
Comp’).

This yields a clausal tripartition into a finer articulated vP, a finer articu-
lated TP, and a finer articulated CP, where I leave open for now the possibility
of filling the “finer articulation” with additional projections (as just mentioned)
or in some other way (such as multiple specifiers). Further details of the ΠΔ-
driven framework are not relevant for present purposes, such as specific defini-
tions of Spell-Out and Transfer assumed to make the Condition on Domain
Exclusivity work, the postulation that any syntactic object in the phrase-marker
must have an exclusive ‘address identification’ (roughly, one occurrence per
ΠΔ), which then may give rise to Copy Spell-Out.

One relevant consequence of this framework, however, is the following. By
assumption, the derivation unfolds successively by Prolific Domain. Thus, each
occurrence of a displaced syntactic object in a given clause must have an ad-
dress identification in the next lower ΠΔ, all the way down to its base-
generated position. This assumption leads to a condition on clause-internal
movement in (8), which can best be illustrated with wh-movement, as in (9),
spanning all three ΠΔs:
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(8) Intra-Clausal Movement Generalization (adapted from Grohmann 2003b: 251)
Movement within a clause must target the next higher Prolific Domain ΠΔ:
[βΔ XP . . . [αΔ . . . XP . . . ]], where β >> α

(9) [ΩΔ what did [ΦΔ John what [ΘΔ John read what ]]]

In more traditional clause-structural terms, the relevant derivational analysis
would look as follows, where it does not matter here whether ‘AgrOP’ stands
indeed for object agreement, an outer specifier of vP, or some other phrase (see
Grohmann 2011 for further discussion); for a suggestion how vP could belong to
both Θ-Domain and Φ-Domain, see Funakoshi (2014):

(10) [CP what did [TP John T [AgrOP what AgrO [vP John v [VP read what]]]]]

Movement across clause boundaries leads to an extended reformulation of tra-
ditional successive cyclicity: A position within one clause is taken to be the
stepping stone to movement to the same position one clause up, as in succes-
sive-cyclic wh-movement (SpecCP to SpecCP) or subject-to-subject raising
(SpecTP to SpecTP), for example. But, it is argued, “same position” should bet-
ter be understood as the same contextual type of position (i.e. same ΠΔ) – and
this understanding of successive cyclicity should also be extended to the the-
matic layer. The arising generalization is given in (11):

(11) Inter-Clausal Movement Generalization (adapted from Grohmann 2003b: 253)
Movement across clauses must target the next higher ΠΔ of the same type:
[αΔ XP . . . ‡ . . . [αΔ . . . XP . . . ]], where ‡ = clause boundary

An illustration of successive-cyclic movement into theta-positions, taking the
cue from Hornstein (2001) and precursors that paved the way (Bošković 1994,
Lidz and Idsardi 1998 within minimalism, but also Bowers 1973, 1981, 2006),
comes from the movement theory of control (see especially Hornstein 1999,
Boeckx et al. 2010, Hornstein and Polinsky 2010) – with the non-trivial proviso
that the EPP can be dispensed with (as in Castillo et al. 1999, Grohmann et al.
2000 and references, including Manzini and Roussou 2000, Bošković 2002;
see also Castillo et al. 2009 for a more recent update). As discussed in the
works just cited, movement into theta-positions is not as wild an assumption
as it may seem at first glance. After all, with the dispense of non-interface lev-
els, especially D-structure, the Theta Criterion has a seriously outdated feel to
it. In fact, neither the Theta Criterion nor classic Control Theory sit particu-
larly well with the minimalist syntactician, as Norbert Hornstein never tires to
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highlight (Hornstein 1999 et seq., but see also e.g. Bowers 2006). Thus, inter-
clausal movement is not restricted to the familiar instances of successive-
cyclic A- and A’-movement but may apply to successive-cyclic θ-movement as
well. (12) provides one relevant derivation for a double control structure ex-
tending (1):

(12) [TP John T [vP John hopes [TP to [vP John try [TP to [vP John win the race]]]]]]

The subject moves from its base-generated thematic position in the most
deeply embedded clause, receiving a θ-role from win, to the thematic subject
position in the next higher clause where it gets a second θ-role from try and
then to the main clause thematic subject position to be assigned a third θ-role
from hope. After two steps of successive-cyclic θ-movement (inter-clausal
movement), John then moves from the matrix Θ-Domain to the Φ-Domain
(intra-clausal movement). Since only one copy can be spelled out under nor-
mal circumstances, it is the top-most copy of John that is pronounced but all
lower copies are relevant for interpretation, providing the illusion of ‘control’
(see Grohmann 2013 for discussion on copy spell-out rules and further
references).

As a side note, this conception of ‘cycles’ in clausal derivations is clearly
different from Phase Theory (Chomsky 2000 et seq.), where each of the two
clausal phases, headed by v and C, constitute a cycle. And in order to get out
of one, the moving syntactic object must go through the edge of its current
cycle – thus, “it is not only [inter]-clausal movement that is successive-cyclic,
but also intra-clausal movement” (Keine 2015: 2). Whereas each phase is
a cyclic structure, no such claim needs to be made for Prolific Domains (con-
tra Grohmann 2003b: 236), though that also depends on how ‘cycle’ is defined
and what such cycles do for the computation. It rather looks like Prolific
Domains are much closer to the Williams Cycle (Gereon Müller, p.c.), referring
to hierarchy-governed ordering (Williams 1974, 2003 but also Müller 2014 and
then Georgi 2014), which would lead to a similar clausal partition as presently
assumed: S’ > S > Pred > VP or roughly CP > TP > vP > VP (and certainly sub-
suming ΩΔ > ΦΔ > ΘΔ). Concerning the relevance of intra- and inter-clausal
movement for computational operations, Davies and Dubinsky (2003: 231) ob-
serve that Chomsky (1973) already “adopts the then-radical notion that deri-
vational rules are not themselves marked as intra-clausal (e.g., passive) and
inter-clausal (e.g., wh-movement)” and that instead “he proposes that rules
may all, in principle, apply anywhere, and that they are ‘conditioned’ by the
context of their application.” Over the past five decades, the relevant
contexts, conditions, and corollaries have arguably changed. Currently, the
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number of ‘cycles’ entertained alone ranges from two (Chomsky) or three
(Grohmann) to four (Williams) – or as many as there are projections (Epstein
and Seely 2002 but also Müller 2011 and related work).

Let us finally return to (2) and (3), repeated here for convenience.

(2) a. John seems to hope to win the race.
b. John wants to appear to win the race.

(3) a. John seems to hope to appear to win the race.
b. John wants to appear to hope to win the race.

First off, it should be noted that none of these constructions appear to pose
a challenge to the contender theories of control exemplified in (1a–c). Classic
Control Theory dissociates the different subject positions with the help of
a phonetically empty PRO for each controlled subject which receives a theta-
role (Theta Criterion) and moves to the grammatical subject position (EPP) –
SpecIP (Chomsky 1981) or SpecTP ((13a); Chomsky 1995); this PRO can also
move to the grammatical subject position in the raising clauses. In the PRO-
less construal alternative to control, the only subject is one instance of John
in the matrix SpecTP which attracts all theta-roles by construal, also without
assuming the EPP ((13b); Manzini and Roussou 2000). And the original move-
ment theory of control simply sees John move from theta- to subject- to theta-
position, repeatedly and irrespective of there being a raising structure in
between, in which case it would simply move successive-cyclically from
SpecTP to SpecTP ((13c); Hornstein 1999). The three derivations are provided
here for (2a):

(13) a. [TP Johni T [vP Johni seems [TP PRO1i to [vP PRO1i hope
[TP PRO2i to [vP PRO2i win the race]]]]]]

b. [TP John
θθ T [vP seems [TP to [vP

θhope [TP to [vP
θwin the race]]]]]]

c. [TP John T [vP seems [TP John to [vP John hope
[TP John to [vP John win the race]]]]]]

However, in the ΠΔ-driven framework, the following issue arises: If obligatory
control is the result of movement from a position within the Θ-Domain of one
clause to a position within the Θ-Domain of the next higher clause, and at the
same time raising involves movement from a position within the Φ-Domain of
one clause to a position within the Φ-Domain of the next higher clause, how
can they be combined?
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3 Can seem ever want?

A raising verb without a Θ-Domain embedding a fully lexical verb (see
Kambanaros and Grohmann 2015 on this term), as in (2a), cannot easily interact
with a thematic subject coming from the lower clause. So, the obvious answer
to give is that a raising verb like seem just makes available a non-canonical the-
matic layer in the right non-canonical circumstances. Generalizing, a raising
verb embedding a control structure comes equipped with a Θ-Domain to attract
the controlled subject by movement.

Before exploring this further, (14) illustrates the present assumptions for
simple control and raising structures:

(14) a. [TP John T [vP John hopes [TP __ to [vP John win the race]]]] [cf. (1d)]
b. [TP John T [vP __ seems [TP John to [vP John win the race]]]]

The theta-marked subject moves from the embedded Θ-Domain to the matrix Θ-
Domain, skipping the embedded Φ-Domain (SpecTP, no EPP) before ending up
in the matrix Φ-Domain (say, for case and agreement); due to the two theta-
roles, it now counts as controller and controllee. Assuming that a simple raising
verb does not have a full-fledged Θ-Domain to theta-mark a subject, the raised
subject can only end up in the matrix Φ-Domain if it comes from the embedded
Φ-Domain, hence the first movement step is from embedded Θ-Domain to em-
bedded Φ-Domain. Without the EPP motivating this movement, it must be the
Intra- and Inter-Clausal Movement Generalizations that are responsible. Without
this movement step, the subject could not reach its final matrix position, a rea-
soning reminiscent of Lasnik’s (1995) view of Greed as Enlightened Self-Interest:
“Movement of α to β must be for the satisfaction of formal requirements of α or
β” (Lasnik 1999: 128).

In turn, (15) provides the relevant assumed derivational histories for (2)
and (3).

(15) a. [TP John T [vP __ seems [TP John to [vP John hope
[TP __ to [vP John win the race]]]]]]

b. [TP John T [vP John wants [TP __ to [vP John appear
[TP __ to [vP John win the race]]]]]]

c. [TP John T [vP __ seems [TP John to [vP John hope [TP __ to [vP John appear
[TP __ to [vP John win the race]]]]]]

d. [TP John T [vP John wants [TP __ to [vP John appear [TP __ to [vP John hope
[TP __ to [vP John win the race]]]]]]
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In order for the subject to target a matrix theta-position before ending up in
matrix SpecTP, as in (15b,d), it must move through embedded theta-positions –
and, by the Inter-Clausal Movement Generalization, only through embedded
theta-positions: from embedded Θ-Domain to embedded Θ-Domain, all the way
to the matrix Θ-Domain. If the raising predicate is in the matrix clause, this
issue arises only partially, as in (15c), which also contains an embedded raising
verb; in (15a), the subject John moves from the most deeply embedded Θ-
Domain to the next higher Θ-Domain (by inter-clausal movement), then targets
the Φ-Domain of that clause (intra-clausal movement) before landing in the ma-
trix Φ-Domain (inter-clausal movement again).

The question that arises, then, is: Where does the full-fledged Θ-Domain
around embedded raising verbs come from which makes available a the-
matic subject position here but is absent from regular raising structures? In
other words: How can seem (or rather, appear in (15b–d)) ever look like
want?

For starters, this type of intermingling inter- and intra-clausal movement
is not problematic per se: Movement through SpecTP in infinitival environ-
ments of obligatory control is not ruled out by force – it is simply ruled out by
economy considerations in the typical case. This movement step can only
apply if needed for convergence, that is, when needed for locality reasons,
and as such it may apply when necessary, as in (15a), for instance. While it
may seem that the generalized conditions on successive cyclicity advocated
here break down, this need not be so. If we consider the meaning expressed
in the relevant structures more closely, we can observe that seem or appear
act like a clear, pure raising predicate in (15a) – but perhaps not so in (15b–d).
I used this point to address the following questions (from Grohmann 2003b:
261f.): What is a “pure raising predicate” – and how does it differ from an im-
pure one? And how can seem be a pure raising predicate in one, but not the
other case? After laying out my answers below and some additional musings,
I will briefly consider the possibility of an independent test for raising purity
at the very end.

To get a grip on these questions, consider the following paradigm, where
(17a–f) are meant to be semantic equivalents to (16a–f):

(16) a. John seems to kiss Mary.
b. John seems to be sick.
c. John seems sick.
d. John wants to seem sick.
e. John wants to seem to be sick.
f. John wants to seem to kiss Mary.
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(17) a. It seems that John kisses Mary.
b. It seems that John is sick.
c. *It seems that John sick.
d. *It seems that John wants sick.
e. #It seems that John wants to be sick.
f. #It seems that John wants to kiss Mary.

Aspects of these patterns are well known from Edwin Williams’ work on
predication structures (see Williams 1994: 1–2, 46–47 for brief discussion
and further references), such as the relevance of John seems sick for issues
relating to raising, control, and predication. Williams takes the complex
[seems sick] as the relevant predicate, “by virtue of the predicate sick” (p. 2).
In other words, seem does not serve a purely raising function void of any
theta-structure, as opposed to John seems to X, as in (16a–b). One of the
properties of such pure raising predicates, I take it, is allowing for an equiv-
alent expletive structure, as shown in (17a–f). These are well-formed and se-
mantically synonymous to (16a–b), but ungrammatical for (16c–d). The
interesting case for present purposes concerns (16e–f): The expletive equiva-
lents are grammatically well formed, but not synonymous. (A reviewer points
out that “the scopal relations are inverted” in my (16e–f) and (17e–f), and,
one could add, possibly (16d)/(17d) as well. The reviewer suggests to replace
them with John wants for it to seem that he is sick and John wants for it to
seem that he kisses Mary, respectively. This would add additional material,
however, which I am not completely happy with as I briefly address at the
end of this section.)

One way to interpret this state of affairs is to say that seem in (16e–f) is
not a raising verb, but some other predicational element – possibly a control
verb under the current understanding, in the sense that it makes available
its own Θ-Domain. This is obviously the route I want to suggest for the cases
in (15b–d) above: Just as John cannot be a ‘seemer’ in pure raising con-
texts, he may be a ‘seemer’ when embedded under a control predicate. This
amounts to saying that seem has two lexical entries, one without an exter-
nal argument (in which case the subject may be an expletive) and one
with an external argument (in the relevant cases considered here, a ‘seemer’
or an ‘appearer’ of X is someone “who is trying to give the impression
that X”).

As a side note concerning the relation between (16f) and (17f), it looks to
me as if seem embedded under want may actually constitute a possible perfor-
mance issue when uttered. That is, when I found the quote in (18), my first in-
terpretation was that Barrington meant to say (19):
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(18) “Everybody wants to seem to crown me for no reason,” Barrington said, via
the Packers’ official website. (http://www.nfl.com/news/story/
0ap3000000499619/article/sam-barrington-everybody-wants-to-crown-me)

(19) It seems that everybody wants to crown me for no reason.

Now, of course, one could object to the preceding discussion and raise yet a
different alternative. If raising verbs can have a full-fledged thematic layer,
why do they not always have one? That is to say that the subject John could
move from Θ- to Θ-Domain even in (15a,c) and only target the Φ-Domain in the
very last step, in the matrix clause. The obvious answer would be the standard
arguments for identifying raising predicates as special stemming from expletive
insertion, preservation of meaning under passivization, or the ability to raise
from idiom chunks (for a fuller list, see Landau 2013: 8–28). Still, as noted by
a reviewer, there should be discourse-dependent instances of John seems to be
sick with a ‘control reading’ of sick, with John the instigator of appearances or
something like that.

In our attempt to rid the grammar of the EPP (see also Grohmann et al.
2000), Castillo et al. (1999) observed the following data (from the more and
freely accessible Castillo et al. 2009: 97):

(20) a. The men seem to appear to want to leave.
b. The men ‘seemta’ ‘appearta’ ‘wanna’ leave.

As we argued, “[i]f there are no traces in the specifiers of the intermediate non-
finite T’s (since there are, we claim, no such specifiers), then the contraction
possibilities follow directly without having to make any stipulations about
traces vs. PRO vs. Case-marked traces of wh-movement (e.g., *who do you
wanna vanish?)” (Castillo et al. 2009: 97). And indeed, in the present framework
it can also be argued that the contraction in (20) is possible because nothing
intervenes between each of the verb–to sequences – all the way down to the
most deeply embedded control predicate want to. In the context of Hornstein
(1999) vs. Manzini and Roussou (2000), we were also quick to state that “we
actually have reason to favor the Manzini & Roussou account” (p. 99). Either
way, (20) can also be accommodated in the present ΠΔ-driven framework.

In Grohmann (2003a), I pointed out that the present framework not only
supports Bošković’s (2002) approach to ridding the grammar of the EPP (see
also Castillo et al. 1999, Grohmann et al. 2000, and references cited as well as
Castillo et al. 2009 with more recent references), it also captures the following
contrast:
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(21) a. All the students seem to know French.
b. All the students try to know French.

(22) a. The students seem all to know French.
b. *The students try all to know French.

Regardless of the ultimate analysis of ‘floating’ quantifiers (see Bošković 2001
and especially Bobaljik 2003 for discussion and references), the possibility of
‘stranding’ all in the current context would point to only one state of affairs: The
intermediate subject position, non-finite SpecTP, is involved in raising but not in
control structures. Taking one popular approach, Sportiche’s (1988) stranding
analysis can be neatly applied to capture this difference – once we assume the
Inter-Clausal Movement Generalization in (11): If the controlling subject starts
out in the embedded Θ-Domain and moves in one fell swoop to the matrix
Θ-Domain, as in (22b), the possibility of stranding the quantifier somewhere in
between does not even arise. A raising subject, however, passes through one
such position and may strand the quantifier, hence the grammatical (22a).

As Castillo et al. (1999) mentioned already, Manzini and Roussou (2000)
can handle the contrast, too – however, they would need to analyze all as
a floating rather than a stranded quantifier (see Castillo et al. 2099: 97 fn. 36 for
references, starting with the seminal Postal 1974). It should be noted that under
a less radical departure from traditional derivations, of the sort Bošković (2001,
2002) pursues, this contrast can arguably not be captured quite as easily, since
it is not at all clear what happens to non-finite SpecTP in control environments
(see also the relevant type of derivational history offered by Hornstein 1999 and
related work within the movement theory of control). While floating quantifiers
in raising structures can be accounted for without evoking the EPP, it is not
ruled out for control structures. The present proposal does not face such
complications.

In the current context of apparent interaction of raising and control struc-
tures, Hagstrom (2006) provides (23e) below, which “sounds to [him] about as
bad as [(22b)]”, though he hastens to add that “like [(22b)], its ungrammatical
status would also follow from the traditional analysis of control with PRO”
(Hagstrom (2006: 226). Note that the full paradigm in (23) certainly does receive
a straightforward analysis in the present ΠΔ-based framework driven by the
Intra- and Inter-Clausal Movement Generalizations:

(23) a. All the students try to seem to know French.
b. The students all try to seem to know French.
c. *The students try all to seem to know French.
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d. The students try to all seem to know French.
e. *The students try to seem all to know French.
f. The students try to seem to all know French.

With all its faults, we now have ways to determine when apparent raising verbs
make available a full Θ-Domain – though arguably with a post-hoc character,
that is, there is no independent test for the purported control-character of rais-
ing verbs. A reviewer raised two interesting suggestions. I will not discuss the
first one here, which relates to binding into experiencers (e.g., John seems to
himself to . . . ), since I take the syntactic properties of and claimed concomitant
independent evidence provided by experiencers problematic in this context
(see e.g. Castillo et al. 2009: 93–96 for some critical discussion). But the
reviewer’s second suggestions strikes me as a good start for an independent
test for the ‘controlhood’ or ‘raising purity’ of raising verbs: intentionality ad-
verbs. Consider the two sentences in (24):

(24) a. John deliberately seems to be sick.
b. Mary intentionally appears to win the race.

As recently summarized by Migliori (2016: 66): “Non-agentive verbs are gener-
ally not compatible with adverbs expressing intentionality, typical of agentive
contexts (Cinque 1999, Levin & Rappaport Hovav 2005).” In a raising reading,
(24a–b) are out; acceptability requires an intentional subject, hence Θ-Domain.

4 Concluding remarks

Perhaps somewhat self-aggrandizing, though not meant to be, this brief contri-
bution presented an old analysis of mine of interleaving raising and control
structures from the framework perspective of Prolific Domains (Grohmann 2000
et seq.). As such, it was concerned with a topic that has been close to the honor-
ee’s linguistic heart for much longer, syntactic approaches to control at large
(cf. Manzini 1983). Specifically, the discussion revolved around the analytical
conundrum that a raising verb which embeds a control structure must make
available a non-canonical thematic layer. While trying to justify this step, I would
be equally happy, if not more so, to conclude that under an alternative, yet still
PRO-less theory of control, this difficulty does not even arise. Thus, the core data
that motivated this chapter may receive a perhaps more straightforward analysis
under the theory laid out by Manzini and Roussou (2000) and developed in other
work by this festschrift’s jubilee . . . #M.RitaManzini
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Richard S. Kayne

Some thoughts on one and two
and other numerals

1 Introduction

The term ‘numeral’ is a familiar one. It gives the impression that one, two,
three . . ., etc. form a homogeneous class of elements. In this paper, I will try to
show that numerals do not form a homogeneous class, and that there are three
major subclasses. Numeral one is the only member of its subclass. Numeral one
is associated with a classifier, and is necessarily accompanied by (a possibly
silent counterpart of) single or only. With two, three and four, coordinate struc-
tures are involved. From five on up, a silent counterpart of set is necessarily
present.

2 Only one one (anti-homophony)
In many languages, what we think of as numeral one has the same form as the
indefinite article (e.g. French un). In English, though, what we think of as nu-
meral one is distinct in form from the indefinite article a(n). To apparently com-
plicate things further, English prenominal one is itself not always numeral-like,
as we can see from:

(1) John has written only one paper this year.

(2) Mary has just written one hell of a paper.

The numeral interpretation perceived in (1) is absent in (2). Other examples of
a similarly non-numeral prenominal one are found in:

(3) There’s one John Smithfield here to see you.

(4) One day, he’ll realize that we were right.

(5) At one time, they were friends.

Richard S. Kayne, New York University
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Perlmutter (1970) took prenominal one to be the same element in both (1) and
(2). In support of Perlmutter’s unified approach to these two instances of one is
the fact that all of (1)-(5) are equally incompatible with plural nouns:

(6) *He’s written only one papers this year.

(7) *She’s just written one hell of papers.

(8) *There’s one John Smithfields here to see you.

(9) *One days, he’ll realize that we were right.

(10) *At one times, they were friends.

The fact that one is the same element in (1) as in (2)-(5) can itself be taken to
follow from a general principle that bars homophones. The formulation given
in Kayne (2017), originating in a discussion of English there, was (for languages
with an English-type orthography)1:

(11) If X and Y are functional elements and are homophones, then X and
Y cannot have the same spelling.

The appeal to orthography in (11) should be interpreted as a stand-in for an
appropriate notion of abstract phonology.2 For example, (11) allows English
to have, as accidental homophones, to and two, which differ orthographi-
cally, but also almost certainly differ phonologically, given the -w- in two,

1 I am grateful to Thomas Leu for insightful discussion bearing on this questions. English
there at first glance has (at least) four identities:
i) There’s a problem with your analysis. (expletive there)

ii) Don’t go there! (locative there)

iii) That there book ain’t no good. (deictic there, non-standard)

iv) They spoke thereof this morning. (referential non-locative there, productive in Dutch,
German)

The proposal in Kayne (2004; 2017) takes all of (i)-(iv) to have the same there, with the appar-
ent differences traceable to differences in the syntactic environment, including the presence of
one or another silent element. The expectation is that all cases of merely apparent homophony
will be amenable to similar treatment (as, for example, in Kayne (2010a) on English that and
French/Italian que/che).
2 Cf. Chomsky and Halle (1968, 69, 184).
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whose phonological presence is supported by its being pronounced in twelve,
twenty and twin.3

It should be further noted that (11) leads to the conclusion that prenominal
one, in addition to being one and the same element in all of (1)-(5), must be the
same element as the one of both of the following:

(12) a blue one

(13) blue ones

The one of (1)-(5) and the one of (12)-(13) cannot be accidental homophones.4

3 One is a determiner

The one of (1)-(5) looks like a determiner of some sort. And Perlmutter (1970)
and Barbiers (2005; 2007) did take there to be a close relation between prenomi-
nal one and the indefinite article. Perlmutter (1970: 234) more specifically took
English to have, as a source for the indefinite article, “a rule which obligatorily
converts unstressed proclitic one to an”.5

Perlmutter’s formulation/rule was not immediately able, as he himself
noted, to account for generic-like a/an, given the absence of a comparable ge-
neric prenominal one that would be its source6:

3 In addition, the non-pronunciation of the w in two is arguably a consequence of English
never allowing word initial /twu. . ./ (and similarly for other stop consonants). The coexistence
of to and too might be linked to their different spelling; alternatively the difference in spelling
does not reflect any abstract phonological difference in this case and they are in fact the same
element, as may be suggested by a link between too and (in addition) to (cf. German dazu
(‘there-to’)).
4 For evidence supporting this conclusion, see Kayne (2017).
5 Left open by this reference to stress is the fact that English sometimes allows a stressed in-
definite article, as in:
i) I can’t give you the book (you want), but I can give you a book.

in which a rhymes with say. This stressed a does not license NP-ellipsis:
ii) *. . .but I can give you a.
suggesting that Borer’s (2005, 111n) primarily phonological account of the impossibility of (ii)
with unstressed a is not general enough.
6 I am setting aside the reading in which one spider can correspond to one type of spider, ar-
guably as ‘one TYPE OF spider’.

Perlmutter suggests that generic a/an might perhaps derive from any one, but note:
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(14) A spider has eight legs and many eyes.

(15) One spider has eight legs and many eyes.

The generic-like reading of (14) does not carry over in any exact way to (15).
The rule that Perlmutter suggested was meant to treat pairs like:

(16) That was a hell of a paper.

(17) That was one hell of a paper.

as involving, respectively, an unstressed and a (somewhat) stressed variant of
the same element a/one, with the same interpretation. As just noted, the kind
of pairing that holds for (16) and (17) does not hold for (14) and (15). In part
similarly, the intended pairing breaks down for:

(18) too long a book

which has no counterpart with one7:

(19) *too long one book

A third such problem for Perlmutter’s conversion rule lies in:

(20) a few books

(21) *one few books

where, again, the indefinite article has no one counterpart to serve as a plausi-
ble source. A fourth problem for the pairing of a and one can be seen in:

(22) They’re selling one-drawer desks in the back of the store.

(23) *They’re selling a-drawer desks in the back of the store.

i) Any/*A spider whatsoever would be able to eat that insect.
ii) Hardly any/*a spider would eat that insect
iii) Not just any/*a spider could have done that.

7 Possibly related to this is:
i) a half a day

ii) *a half one day.

On (i), see Wood (2002).
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in which, this time, prenominal one is possible, but cannot be replaced by a/
an. Despite these several discrepancies between one and a/an, I will, in partial
agreement with both Perlmutter and Barbiers, take there to be a significant re-
lation between a/an and one, to be broached in the next section.

4 One is a determiner associated
with a classifier

Let me try to execute the idea that a/an is a reduced form of one in a different
way from Perlmutter (and Barbiers). Let me start from the generic-like (14) and
in particular from the fact that the contrast between (14) and (15) is reminiscent
of a fact from Chinese. According to Cheng and Sybesma (1999, 533–534; 2012,
640), a singular classifier in Chinese cannot occur within a generic DP (whether
or not yi (‘a/an/one’) is present).8

This leads me to think that one cannot occur in (15) with the generic-like
reading of (14) for the same reason that singular classifiers are excluded from
Chinese generic DPs. This leads in turn to the following proposal:

(24) An English DP with one contains a singular classifier. (Conversely, an
English DP with a/an can (perhaps must) lack a classifier.)

The idea that one is always associated with a singular classifier has something
in common with Perlmutter’s idea that a/an is a phonologically ‘reduced form’
of one, though by reinterpreting the notion of ‘reduction’ as the more specific
notion of the absence of a classifier, we are able to formulate an account of (14)
vs. (15) that Perlmutter’s less specific proposal was unable to do. More specifi-
cally put, the phrase one spider in (15) must, by (24), be associated with
a singular classifier. But, judging from Chinese, singular classifiers are incom-
patible with generic readings. Therefore, (15) cannot be a generic type of sen-
tence in the way that (14) can be.

8 Cf. Simpson et al. (2011, 188) on Vietnamese; also Simpson and Biswas (2015, 7) on Bangla.
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5 Back to one and its classifier

In Cardinaletti and Starke’s (1999) terms, we might try to relate the fact that
one is associated with extra syntactic material (the singular classifier) to the
fact that one is morphophonologically ‘bigger’ than a/an. We could do this
as follows. One is to be is to be understood as bimorphemic and in particu-
lar as ‘w∧ + n’, where w∧- is the classifier and -n an indefinite article.9

The necessary pronunciation of the n of one even before a consonant, as
opposed to the necessary dropping of the n of an before a consonant, might
just be phonology. Or it might also be related to syntax, especially if the
order ‘classifier – indefinite article’ (‘w∧ + n)10 is produced by leftward
movement from a structure in which the indefinite article precedes the
classifier.11

From this perspective, the additional contrasts (beyond the generic one)
mentioned earlier between one and a/an look as follows. The contrast in:

(25) a. We have a few days left.
b. *We have one few days left

could be attributed to a clash between the classifier w∧- that is part of one and
the silent noun NUMBER (capitalization will indicate silence) that accompanies
few.12 That NUMBER is important here is supported by the existence of similar
effects with overt number, as seen in:

(26) a. We have (only) a small number of days left.
b. *We have (only) one small number of days left.

as well as in:

9 Consideration of ?a whole another N might support taking -n itself to be an indefinite article,
as suggested to me a while back by Thomas Leu (p.c.), with subsequent questions about the
status of a. An alternative that I will not pursue here would be to take one to be monomorphe-
mic and to cooccur with a silent classifier.
10 Cf. Ghosh (2001, chap.3) on some Tibeto-Burman having ‘CLF Numeral Noun’ order.
11 Cf. Leu (2015, 116) on German ein being moved across.
12 Cf. Kayne (2002; 2005a); sometimes few can be accompanied by overt number, as in:

i) Of all the students, it’s John who’s written the fewest number of papers this year.
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(27) a. Mary has written (quite) a number of papers this year.13

b. *Mary has written (quite) one number of papers this year.

In all of (25)-(27), number/NUMBER is not allowed to cooccur with the classifier
associated with one. In the variants of (25)-(27) with a, there is no comparable
classifer, just the indefinite article, and so no clash.14 As for:

(28) too long (of) a book

(29) *too long (of) one book

it may be that the classifier in question blocks the preposing of the degree
phrase.

Finally, the reverse type of restriction seen in:

(30) They’re selling one-drawer desks in the back of the store.

(31) *They’re selling a-drawer desks in the back of the store.

may be linked to:

(32) They’re real Brooklyn-lovers.

(33) They’re real (*the) Bronx-lovers.

via a prohibition against bare articles appearing within compound-like struc-
tures, with one’s classifier protecting it, in a way that remains to be spelled out,
from this prohibition.15

In conclusion, then, one, always the same element, is associated with a
(singular) classifier in all of its occurrences.

13 In a rather different interpretation, one can to some extent have:
i) ?Mary has written one number of papers, John another

14 The clash in question may in turn be related to the classifier-like status of number/
NUMBER itself in these sentences – cf. Liao (2015).
15 Why one acts differently here from demonstratives remains to be understood. Relevant to
the formulation of the prohibition in question is:
i) two (beautiful) (*the) seventh inning home runs
vs.
ii) ?two (beautiful) top of the seventh inning home runs.
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6 Numeral one

By (11), what we think of as numeral one must, since it is spelled the same and
has the same (abstract) phonology, be the same element as the non-numeral
prenominal one of (2)-(5) and the same element as the non-prenominal one of
(12)-(13). Examples of numeral one are:

(34) John has written three papers. Two are on phonology and one is on syntax.

(35) There are three books on the table. Only one is worth reading.

In allowing its associated noun to remain silent, as in (34) and (35), numeral
one behaves like other numerals. This may at first seem unsurprising, but
Barbiers (2007) has emphasized that one is quite different from other numerals
in some ways, in particular in not lending itself (in a great many languages) to
regular ordinal formation:

(36) The first/*oneth chapter is the most interesting.

Similarly, in many Romance languages one is the only numeral that shows
agreement in gender. In addition, in French complex numerals that are multi-
ples of 100 (or 1000), one is the only numeral that cannot appear, as seen, for
example, in:

(37) deux cents (‘two hundred’), trois cents (‘three hundred’). . .

(38) cent

(39) *un cent (‘one hundred’)16

French also displays a striking asymmetry between one and other numerals in
that in the additive compound numerals 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71, an overt coordinat-
ing element et (‘and’) is necessary, e.g.:

16 With 1000, French has:
i) (*un) mille linguistes (‘a thousand linguists’)
Possible, with a complex numeral containing one as a subpart, is:
ii) trente-et-un mille linguistes (‘thirty and one thousand linguists’)
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(40) vingt-et-un livres (‘twenty-and-one books’)

whereas with 22, 23, . . . 32, 33 . . . no coordinating element appears, e.g.: 17

(41) vingt-deux livres (‘twenty-two books’)

7 The analysis of numeral one

It may appear paradoxical that numeral one should be the same element as the
non- numeral one of (2)-(5), repeated here as (42)-(45), insofar as numeral one
and non-numeral one are felt to be distinct:

(42) Mary has just written one hell of a paper.

(43) There’s one John Smithfield here to see you.

(44) One day, he’ll realize that we were right.

(45) At one time, they were friends.

A proposal that comes to mind that dissolves this paradox is that sentences
with numeral one such as:

(46) John has two brothers and one sister.

have the analysis:

(47) . . .and one SINGLE sister.

with a silent adjective corresponding to single.18 Whereas examples (42)-(45) do
not contain SINGLE.

17 Though there may be a silent et present, to judge by the obligatory pronunciation of the
final consonant of vingt in 22, 23. . .
18 There is a point of similarity here with Borer’s (2005, 196) proposal that Hebrew ’exád (‘one’)
is an adjective interpreted as ‘single’. In some cases, one is natural with a following overt single:
(i) You haven’t written one single paper this year.
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The term ‘numeral one’ picks out those instances of one that occur in a syn-
tactic context whose overall interpretation lends itself to contrast with other nu-
merals. If (47) is correct, then that context will necessarily include an adjective
like single/SINGLE. In some cases, only is very natural:

(48) John has two brothers but only one sister.

Silent ONLY might be present in other cases. Whatever the correct details, it
seems extremely likely that the language faculty consistently treats numeral 1
as not being a primitive, and that something like (47) will hold for numeral 1 in
all languages.

One is in fact in all its guises a complex determiner. It is always associated
with a singular classifier. As a numeral, it is in addition accompanied by
SINGLE or single (and/or by ONLY or only).

8 A note on ordinals

The idea that numeral one is to be understood as in (47) is in partial agreement
with Barbiers’s (2005; 2007) claim that one is very different from two and nu-
merals higher than two. He took numeral one to be a stressed, focussed version
of the indefinite article.19 The present proposal doesn’t rely directly on the no-
tion of ‘focus’, using instead the presence of SINGLE.20

As mentioned earlier, Barbiers emphasized the relative systematicity of the
cross-linguistic absence of a regularly formed ordinal based on one:

(49) Mary was the first/*oneth linguist to have proposed that.

From the present perspective, the impossibility of *oneth must reflect the inability
of ordinal – th to combine with ‘one SINGLE’ (and similarly for other languages),
as suggested by:

19 As mentioned in an earlier footnote, this view of one faces a challenge dealing with stressed
a, as in:
(i) We don’t need some chocolates, we need a chocolate.
with a pronounced to rhyme with say.
20 Presumably, the numerals from two on up (perhaps apart from complex numerals having 1
as a subpart) do not (necessarily) involve SINGLE.
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(50) *the (one) single-th linguist

Why ordinal -th differs in this way from the suffixal -ce of once,21 which can
combine with numeral one, as in:

(51) We’ve been there only once.

remains to be elucidated.

9 Two: Introduction and proposal

If what we think of as numeral one is complex in the way outlined above and is
not a syntactic (or a semantic) primitive, what about two (and three and four
and five)?

In some varieties of English, two is paralleled by both, in cases like:

(52) the two of us

(53) the both of us

Although not as ordinary as (52), (53) seems to be fairly common. Quite a bit
less common than (53), though attested, is:

(54) the both boys

in what appears to be the sense of:

(55) the two boys

The point of bringing in both here is that both also occurs in English with
coordination:

(56) both this book and that book

A comparable use of two is not possible:

(57) *two this book and that book

21 On once, see Kayne (2014).
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Consider, however, the following proposal. Although impossible in (57),
two can occur in coordinate structures in a way that partially tracks both, but
only with coordinated bare indefinites, as in:

(58) *two book and book

which is itself ill-formed, but becomes, in this proposal, well-formed if part of
the coordinate structure is silent22;

(59) two book AND BOOK

Now (59) gives the impression that English should allow two book rather than
two books.

In fact, English allows both types, depending on the syntactic environment:

(60) This file cabinet has two drawers.

(61) This is a two-drawer file cabinet.

In addition some speakers (myself not included) allow:

(62) You owe us two pound.

The proposal indicated in (59) should be interpreted as saying that (59) repre-
sents the only way in which two can combine with a noun. What we think of as
simple phrases like two book(s) are actually instances of (minimal) coordination.

10 Three and four

There is no word in English that is to three as both is to two:

(63) both books; both Mary and John

22 Or perhaps ‘two BOOK AND book’; in addition, classifiers will need to be integrated, as will the
appearance of the preposition de in French in dislocation examples like (cf. Kayne (1975, sect. 2.7):
i) Elle en a trois, de frères. (‘she thereof has three, of brothers’)
Something like this de appears in Moroccan Arabic even without dislocation – cf. Harrell (1962,
206); see also the discussion of Romanian in Kayne (2006).
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(64) *t(h)roth books; *t(h)roth Mary and John and Susan

Therefore, the preceding discussion of two cannot be transposed mechanically
to three. Let me instead try to get at three using both itself, in combination with
either, which in some cases is, like both, clearly linked to two23:

(65) either of those two/*three books

Let me begin by constructing a three-argument coordinate counterpart to (56),
using both and either:

(66) We should hire either Mary or both John and Bill.

This example is reasonably acceptable, and suggests the following picture
for three (books), modeled on (59) (and abstracting away from constituent
structure)24:

(67) three book AND BOOK AND BOOK

Let me assume now that the well-formedness of (67) tracks the acceptability of
(66) (even though (67) does not contain an overt both or an overt either), at
least to the extent that the well-formedness of (67), and hence of three book(s),
depends on (66) not being strongly unacceptable.

In the spirit of (67), four book(s) can be thought of as:

(68) four book AND BOOK AND BOOK AND BOOK

whose well-formedness will depend on the (partial) acceptability of25:

(69) ??We should hire both Jim and either Mary or both John and Bill.

Similarly, five book(s) would potentially be:

23 As are suffixes indicating dual number, which at least in some languages seem clearly to be
related to numeral ‘two’ itself – cf. Harlow (2006, 111) on Maori and Pearce (2015, 24) on Unua.
24 Following Kayne (1981; 1994), I take coordination to be built solely on binary branching
structures.
25 Gertjan Postma (p.c.) notes that the following is more acceptable than the text example:
i) We should hire either both John & Bill or both Mary and Sue.
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(70) five book AND BOOK AND BOOK AND BOOK AND BOOK

with the well-formedness of (70) depending, however, on whether or not the
following is acceptable at all:

(71) *We should hire either Ann or both Jim and either Mary or both John and
Bill.

It seems to me that there is a sharp dropoff in acceptability from (69) to (71).26

I conclude, needless to say, not that five book(s) is impossible, but rather that
five book(s) does not and cannot have a coordinate-like derivation of the sort
that is arguably available to two book(s), three book(s) and (to some extent)
four book(s).

If so, then the smooth generation of the set of natural numbers via Merge
that was suggested by Chomsky (2008) (and Watanabe (2016)) is not appropriate
for the language faculty, at least not for the case in which numerals are associ-
ated with nouns or noun phrases. (Conceivably, the language faculty might have
a distinct counting mechanism, though that would depend on the non-obvious
assumption that in counting there is no silent noun or noun phrase present.)

11 Five and up

One might wonder if smooth generation via Merge could hold for five and
above even if not appropriate for the entire set of numerals. Let me address this
question by jumping to ten and to the notion of numerical base.

Surely one of the most striking things about numerals in languages like
English is how few there are that are monomorphemic. If the first part of this
paper is on the right track, then one may well not be monomorphemic. Two may
not be, either, if tw- is one morpheme (as seems virtually certain, given twelve,
twenty, twin) and if -o is another. That leaves the numerals from four to ten as

26 The deviance of the latter might perhaps, depending on its exact constituent structure, be
linked to Chomsky and Miller’s (1963) discussion of center embedding. For relevant discussion
of the constituent structure of coordination, see den Dikken (2006). For a possible alternative
to Chomsky and Miller (1963), see Kayne (2000a, chap. 15, Part III).

Sentences like We should invite either J or M or S or A or P or. . . may involve sentential,
rather than DP, coordination. Luigi Rizzi (p.c.) raises the additional possibility that the cutoff
between 3 and 5 might be linkable to subitization vs. counting, as discussed in Dehaene
(2011).
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very likely to be monomorphemic,27 plus hundred and thousand. (Twelve is al-
most certainly not, given tw-; eleven is less clear, but the -el(e)v- that it shares
with twelve suggests that it, too, may not be monomorphemic.) (Million, billion,
trillion and the imprecise zillion suggest factoring out -illion, in which case none
of them are monomorphemic, either.)

There are, then, approximately ten monomorphemic numerals. Why are
there so few? A partial answer is that English has, starting at least with 13, com-
posite numerals such as 423, based on addition and multiplication and powers
of 10, instead of having a larger number of monomorphemic numerals. But why
does English (and similarly for many other languages) have recourse to such
composite numerals so soon? Why does it not wait until 100, say?

Part of the answer to this question must be related to the discussion above,
to the effect that the coordinate strategy is available only as far as (three or) four.

Another part has to do, I think, with the question of the linguistic instantia-
tion of the notion ‘numerical base’. In earlier work,28 I suggested that in
a language in which the base is 10 (and similarly for languages with a different
base), any multiple or power of 10 must have 10 (or that power of 10) accompa-
nied by a silent counterpart of the noun set (silence will again be indicated by
capitalization). Thus 306 is:

(72) three hundred SET and six

to be understood as ‘three hundred-sets and six’ or as:

(73) three sets of a hundred, plus six

In, say, 76, we have:

(74) seven ty SET AND six

in which ty is a form of 10 and and is silent, in addition to set being silent. (74),
that is, 76, is then to be understood as:

(75) seven sets of ten, plus six

27 Guglielmo Cinque points out (p.c.) that the bimorphemic character of three may be sup-
ported by thrice, thirteen, thirty, all of which lack the -ee of three.
28 Cf. Kayne (2006).
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When there is no ‘and’-component to the numeral, we have, say for 70:

(76) seven ty SET

understood as:

(77) seven sets of ten

and we call these ‘round numbers’.29

12 Semi-round numbers

Let me now jump to the hypothesis that there is a linguistically significant no-
tion of semi- round number, based on half the numerical base. The semi-round
numbers in English and in other languages with base 10 are, then:

(78) 5, 15, 25. . .

That semi-round numbers have a special status is supported by facts from
French, which has a robust use of approximative expressions that correspond
to some extent to English hundreds of books, which French readily allows in the
singular: 30

(79) une centaine de livres (‘a 100-aine of books’ = ‘a hundred or so books’)

(80) une soixantaine de livres (‘a 60-aine of books’ = ‘sixty or so books’)

The French numerals from 11 through 16 are arguably additive:

(81) onze, douze, treize, quatorze, quinze, seize

29 In English, this term extends to additive numerals whose last part is ‘round’, e.g. 350.
30 Though additive numerals in which the larger component comes first (e.g. in English
thirty- one vs. thirteen) are subject to a restriction in French (brought to my attention by
Michal Starke (p.c.)) that prohibits adding -aine to them (with the exact range of cases varying
depending on the speaker):
(i) *une centdizaine de livres (‘a 110-aine of books’)
(ii) *une vingtcinquaine de livres (‘a 25-aine of books’)
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with 10 expressed by the suffix -ze. If we abstract away from the special case of
12 (douze, special in English, too, given dozen), we can note a clear difference
between semi-round 15 and its neighbors:

(82) une quinzaine (‘a 15-aine’)

(83) *une treizaine, *une quatorzaine, *une seizaine

With 15, the -aine form is straightforwardly acceptable as an approximative, as
opposed to 13, 14 and 16.

Semi-round numbers thus have a special status. In languages with 10 as a
numerical base, 5 and odd multiples of 5 (as in (78)) will have this special status.
Let me now generalize the relevance of silent SET discussed above, as follows31:

(84) All round and semi-round numbers (and only those) are associated with
silent SET.

This formulation is intended to cover 10 and 5 themselves, as well as higher
multiples of 10 and 5.

If (84) is correct, then we find ourselves with an abrupt transition between
4 and 5. The numeral 4 has an analysis involving coordination, along the lines
of (68). The numeral 5 does not have an analysis involving coordination. 5 is
rather ‘5 SET’. (And 4 is not ‘*4 SET’, since 4 is not round or semi-round.)

13 Semi-round vs. unround

In a language with numerical base 10, there will thus be a semi-round vs. un-
round distinction between 5 (semi-round) and 4 (unround). This brings to mind
the well-known morphological case distinction found in Russian between 2,3,4
on the one hand, and 5,6,7 . . . on the other.32 With 5 and above,33 the associ-
ated noun shows genitive plural, whereas with 2, 3 and 4, there is different case
morphology, often called genitive singular. From the present perspective, we

31 Silent SET is to be kept distinct from the silent NUMBER discussed in section 5 above. For
discussion relevant to whether NUMBER cooccurs with (some) numerals, see Zweig (2006).
32 For recent relevant discussion, see Pesetsky (2013).
33 6 will now be ‘5 SET AND ONE’, with questions arising as to how the pieces are spelled out,
and similarly for 7, 8, 9.
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can say as a first approximation that Russian has genitive plural if the numeral
is associated with SET.

Many French speakers make a similar cut with tous (‘all’), in cases like the
following (as already noted by Grevisse and Goosse (2011, §660bis))34:

(85) Tous deux/trois/quatre/*cinq ont réussi. (‘all 2/3/4/*5 have succeeded’)

For such speakers tous plus numeral is possible only in the absence of SET.
(English readily allows all five/seventeen of us, in a way possibly related to all
five/seventeen books vs. French *tous trois livres (‘all three books’).) English has
something similar in:

(86) twosome, threesome, foursome, *fivesome

with ‘numeral + -some’ possible again only in the absence of SET. For many
speakers, there is also the fact that the series:

(87) bilingual, trilingual, quadrilingual

stops with 4. In addition, the denominator of fractions has an irregular form
(without -th) only with 2,3,4:

(88) one half, one third, one quarter

14 Cutoffs near 4 vs. 5

On the other hand, there are French speakers who make the cutoff in (85) between
3 and 4, i.e. who accept tous trois but not tous quatre. This recalls English:

(89) once, twice, thrice, *fice

A cutoff between 3 and 4 (in a language with base 10) cannot be due solely to
the presence vs. absence of SET, but must presumably involve some further
sensitivity to complexity-like distinctions of the sort illustrated by the full ac-
ceptability of (66) vs. the lesser acceptability of (69). The same holds for cutoffs

34 Cf. Postma (2015) on Dutch.
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between 2 and 3, as in colloquial English having only once and twice, but not
thrice,35 and similarly for:

(90) half the books; *third the books

as well as for the earlier mentioned:

(91) both books; *t(h)roth books.

15 Languages with few numerals

Distinctions of the sort seen in (85)-(91), as well as the Russian one alluded to
briefly, recall the fact that some languages, such as Mundurucu,36 have few nu-
merals. From the present perspective, such languages (for reasons that remain
to be elucidated) lack numerals based on silent SET, and lack a corresponding
numerical base, though they appear to have numerals based on the coordina-
tion-related syntax seen earlier with 2,3,4.37

16 Other species

Hauser, Chomsky & Fitch (2002, 1577) mention the existence of a precise number
sense in non-human animals that is limited to 1,2,3,4. This limitation recalls the
distinctions discussed above, both for languages like Mundurucu and within
English-type languages, between low numerals and the higher ones starting with
5. This point of similarity between non-human animals and human language
suggests in turn that some non-human animals may have coordination-like

35 Though there is a clear difference between:
i) ?a thrice-held conference
and:
ii) *a conference that has been held thrice
36 Cf. Pica et al. (2004). On the question whether Mundurucu has number words that are
exact, see Izard, Pica, Spelke and Dehaene (2008) and Pica and Lecomte (2008).
37 Pica and Lecomte (2008) emphasize the relevance of coordination (and reduplication) for
Mundurucu numeral expressions.
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derivations of low numerals, of the sort alluded to in the discussion of (56)-(71).
If so, then those non-human animals must have access to Merge.38

The fact that non-human animals seem to lack other aspects of human lan-
guage might then be attributed to their lacking verbs and other categories that
take arguments. They could still have (simple) nouns as objects of coordination,
if Kayne (2008) is correct to take nouns never to have arguments of any sort.39

17 Conclusion

Phrases of the form ‘numeral + noun’ never involve direct merger of numeral and
noun. In every case, derivations are more complex than that. With one, there is,
in addition to a classifier, the necessary presence of single/only, whether pro-
nounced or silent. With 2–4, coordinate structures are involved. With 5 on up,
silent SET is necessarily present (in addition to whatever structure is required to
express addition and multiplication and powers of the numerical base).

*This paper is closely based on a talk presented at the Lorentz Center
Workshop in Leiden in March, 2016.
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Rosangela Lai

Stress shift under cliticization
in the Sardinian transitional area

1 Introduction

Sardinian dialects display stress shift under cliticization in imperative and gerund
forms. Differences can be found across dialects with respect to stress placement
(Lai 2016). Up to three enclitic pronouns are acceptable and the combination
thereof can generate different stress shift patterns. Here, I will focus on the behav-
iour of the Sardinian dialect of Villagrande Strisaili (Sard. Biddamánna Strisáili),
from the eastern transitional area between Campidanese and Nuorese Sardinian.
All combinations of enclitics will be taken into account to define the conditions
under which stress shift applies in the Sardinian transitional area.

2 The eastern Sardinian transitional area

Sardinian is an endangered Romance language spoken on the island of
Sardinia (Lai 2017a, 2018). Two main varieties can be find: Campidanese in
the southern areas and Logudorese-Nuorese in Central-Northern Sardinia.1 In
this work, I will focus on the eastern transitional area, which roughly coin-
cides with Northern and Central Ogliastra. More precisely, the patterns exam-
ined here are observed in a few villages that border the Nuorese to the north
and the Campidanese varieties to the south. These transitional varieties differ
from both macro-areas in peculiar ways. One peculiarity is their pattern of

Rosangela Lai, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen
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stress shift under cliticization, which is different from Sardinian patterns ob-
served elsewhere.2

3 Clitics in the eastern transitional area

3.1 A sketch of personal, locative and partitive clitics

Sardinian clitics, transitional area included, appear in a fixed order both in
proclisis and enclisis. The eastern transitional area has personal, partitive and
locative clitics.3 The personal clitic forms are listed in Table 1.4

In addition to the personal clitic forms in Table 1, Villagrande Strisaili displays
the following clitics: (i)nʧe and (i)nde. (i)nʧe is from Latin HINC while (i)nde
derives from Latin INDE.5 (i)nʧe is a locative while (i)nde is a partitive.6

3.2 Data: Enclisis and proclisis

Sardinian dialects display three different patterns of stress shift with pronominal
enclitics (Lai 2016, 2017b; Bafile and Lai 2018). The southern areas (Campidanese
Sardinian dialects) have a peculiar pattern in which some enclitics induce a stress

Table 1: Personal clitics in the eastern transitional area.

st p.s. nd p.s. rd p.s. st p.p. nd p.p. rd p.p.

m. f. refl. m. f. refl.

acc. mi ði ɖɖu ɖɖa si nosi/si osi/si ɖɖos ɖɖas si
dat. mi ði ɖɖi ɖɖi si nosi/si osi/si ɖɖis ɖɖis si

2 An overview of the main patterns of stress shift in Sardinian is presented in Lai (2016) and
Bafile and Lai (2018).
3 Reflexive si patterns with 1st and 2nd person pronouns.
4 It must be borne in mind that some speakers for the 3rd person clitics prefer a geminate
voiced alveolar stop instead of a geminate voiced retroflex stop. Note also that the fricative [ð]
is the result of intervocalic lenition.
5 See Bentley (2004).
6 See Jones (1993: 218) and Manzini and Savoia (2005, 2007) for further details. On the syntax
of Old Sardinian clitics see Lombardi (2007).
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shift to the final syllable of the verb-clitic sequence, while other clitics do so to
the penultimate syllable. The central-northern areas handle single clitics differ-
ently compared to clitic clusters (Lai 2017b). The transitional area between south-
ern and central-northern dialects has a consistent behaviour in which all
enclitics, no matter their number or combination, cause stress shifts to the penul-
timate syllable. For space limitations, I will focus on the transitional area pattern,
exemplified by Villagrande Strisaili. The same pattern is found in other villages of
central-northern Ogliastra (i.e., Arzana, Talana and Urzulei), Lower Barbagia and
Barigadu (Blasco Ferrer 1988; Pisano 2016: 51). The transitional area pattern is
similar to the Lucanian pattern discussed in studies by Kenstowicz (1991),
Monachesi (1996) and Manzini and Savoia (2017) and the Formenteran Catalan
pattern analysed in Torres-Tamarit (2008) and Bonet and Torres-Tamarit (2011).
The data reported in Tables 2 and 3. are the results of fieldwork conducted by the
author herself and refer to Villagrande Strisaili. To understand the condition
under which Villagrande Strisaili displays stress shift under cliticization, I take
into consideration the kind of enclitics available in the dialect in question
and all their possible combinations, reported in Table 2.

In the first column, I report the imperative form of battire (‘bring to the
speaker’). In the second column, I conflate 1st and 2nd p. accusative and dative
clitics (i.e., mi, ði).7 The third includes the locative and partitive clitics (i.e., nʧɛ,
ndɛ, respectively). The fourth column hosts 3rd p. accusative and dative clitics
(non reflexives), (i.e., ɖɖa, ɖɖa(s), ɖɖu, ɖɖo(s), ɖɖi, ɖɖi(s)).8 For simplicity, I only
exemplify one clitic in each column. In the second column, mi is the 1st p. accusa-
tive/dative clitic. In the third, ndɛ is a partitive.9 In the fourth column, ɖɖa and
ɖɖu are the 3rd p. accusative clitics (feminine and masculine clitics, respectively).
We can find the same distribution for ɖɖi (3rd p. dative clitic) as well as for the
plural forms ɖɖas, ɖɖos and ɖɖis. Every time a single clitic or a clitic cluster is
added to the verbal host, stress shifts to the penultimate syllable of the sequence
verb plus clitic(s), (e.g., bátti + mi → battími). The last column hosts a sample of
combinations of clitics from different categories (e.g., 1st, 2nd p. clitics plus loca-
tive or partitive clitics; 1st, 2nd p. clitics plus 3rd p. clitics; locative or partitive
clitics plus 3rd p. clitics, etc.).

7 Notice that the bilabial nasal [m] in the 1st person singular pronoun mi is usually pro-
nounced long [mmi]. In the examples in Table 2, I have preferred the form mi over mmi,
adopted by other authors, because consonantal length cannot be assessed by phonological cri-
teria. See Lai (2015) for discussion.
8 For an analogous classification but from a syntactic point of view, see Manzini and Savoia
(2005, 2007, 2017).
9 Cf. Jones (1993: 214), Manzini and Savoia (2005).
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In Table 3 below, different kinds of proclitics and the distribution thereof are
listed. As one can see by comparing Table 2 with Table 3, the clitic sequence and
the stress assignment coincide both in the case of proclisis and in the case of
enclisis.

In the first column (Table 3), we find the present indicative of the 3rd per-
son singular of battire (i.e., (b)áttiði ‘bring to the speaker’). In the 2nd, 3rd, and
4th columns the preverbal clitics are listed, whereas the last column indicates
the proclitics (a single clitic or a clitic cluster) and the present indicative. It is
also to be noted that in this area the order of the clitic string coincides both pre-
verbally and post-verbally. There is also another peculiarity: proclitic clusters

Table 2: Stress placement in enclisis.

host (imperative form) st, nd p.
Acc./Dat.

Locative,
Partitive
clitics

rd p.
Acc., rd p.
Dat.

Result (host+clitic(s))

one clitic

bátti + mi battími
bring.IMP.SG=DAT.SG

bátti + ndɛ battínde
bring.IMP.SG=LOC

bátti + ɖɖa, ɖɖu battíɖɖa, battíɖɖu
bring.IMP.SG=ACC.SG

two clitics

bátti + mi ɖɖa, ɖɖu battimíɖɖa, battimíɖɖu
bring.IMP.SG=DAT.SG-ACC.SG

bátti + ndɛ ɖɖa, ɖɖu battindέɖɖa, battindéɖɖu
bring.IMP.SG=LOC-ACC.SG

bátti + mi ndɛ battimínde
bring.IMP.SG=DAT.SG-LOC

three clitics

bátti + mi ndɛ ɖɖa, ɖɖu battimindέɖɖa,
battimindéɖɖu
bring.IMP.SG=DAT.SG-LOC
-ACC.SG
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bear stress and the stress placement after cliticization coincides both in the
case of enclisis and in the case of proclisis. Several cases of Romance languages
that display stress shift under cliticization have been reported in the current
body of literature. However, in most cases proclitics do not bear stress while
enclitics do (Peperkamp 1997: 97).

Table 3: Stress placement in proclisis.

Host
(present
indicative,
rd p. s.)

st, nd p.
Acc./Dat.

Locative,
partitive
clitics

rd p. Acc.,
rd p. Dat.

Result (clitic(s)+host)

one clitic

(b)áttiði mi mi attiði
DAT.SG=bring-PRES.
IND.SG

(b)áttiði (i)ndɛ indɛ attiði
LOC=bring-PRES.IND.SG

(b)áttiði ɖɖa, ɖɖu ɖɖa attiði, ɖɖu attiði
ACC.SG.F/M=bring-PRES.
IND.SG

two clitics

(b)áttiði mi ɖɖa, ɖɖu míɖɖa attiði, míɖɖu
attiði
DAT.SG=ACC.SG.F/
M=bring-PRES.IND.SG

(b)áttiði (i)ndɛ ɖɖa, ɖɖu indέɖɖa attiði, indéɖɖu
attiði
LOC=ACC.SG.F/M=bring-
PRES.IND.SG

(b)áttiði mi (i)ndɛ míndɛ attiði
DAT.SG=LOC=bring-PRES.
IND.SG

three clitics

(b)áttiði mi (i)ndɛ ɖɖa, ɖɖu mindέɖɖa attiði, mindé
ɖɖu attiði
DAT.SG=LOC=ACC.SG.F/
M=bring-PRES.IND.SG
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4 Clitics and stress shift in the literature

In addition to Sardinian, stress shift with enclitics is also attested in other lan-
guages such as Balearic Catalan, Neapolitan, Lucanian and Occitan dialects.
The resulting stress patterns are similar for sequences of clitics but differences
emerge in the case of one a single clitic. Many authors have brought various
stress shift patterns triggered by the adjunction of enclitics to the general atten-
tion of the research community. Nespor and Vogel (1986) claim that besides the
traditional prosodic constituents, one further constituent called Clitic Group
must be assumed in the prosodic hierarchy between the Prosodic Word (PW)
and the Prosodic Phrase (PP). Clitics, they say, have the status of PWs.
Together with their host, they form a clitic group.

Kenstowicz (1991) relies on metrical phonology and analyses the behaviour
of a number of languages with respect to enclisis and stress shift, among these,
Italian, Lucanian and Neapolitan dialects. Italian does not show stress shift, re-
gardless of the number and nature of the enclitics adjoined to the host.
Lucanian dialects have stress shift both with one clitic and a clitic cluster:
stress always shifts to the penultimate syllable of the sequence verb plus clitic
(s). Neapolitan only shows stress shift with clitic clusters, while with one en-
clitic the stress keeps its original position.

Neapolitan is also discussed in Bafile (1994). Bafile (1994) builds on the
idea that clitics can be inserted into the prosodic structure via adjunction, ei-
ther to the prosodic word or to the prosodic phrase. The difference between the
two is that by the former the clitic is integrated into the metrical prosodic struc-
ture of the prosodic word, and thus induces stress shift. According to Bafile
(1994), stress shift with two enclitics is due to a readjustment of sequences that
are metrically ill-formed: in Neapolitan, the unmarked word stress pattern is
the paroxytone one.

Monachesi (1996) proposes to do without the notion of a Clitic Group alto-
gether, and that cliticization must be reduced in some cases to affixation and in
others to morphological compounding. In comparing the Neapolitan and Italian
data, Monachesi concludes that in the case of one clitic adjunction, the clitic and
the host form one prosodic word. In the case of two or more clitics, these unite in
a prosodic word, which then adjoins to the verb, in what resembles a compound.

Similarly, Peperkamp (1997) proposes that clitics can enter the prosodic
structure in different ways. She proposes that whenever there is no stress shift,
the clitics must be adjoined at the Prosodic Phrase level (the Italian case).
When stress shift is observed, there are two subcases to consider. When one
clitic induces stress shift (as in Lucanian dialects), it must have been incorpo-
rated at the Prosodic Word level. The Neapolitan pattern, in which only clitic
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clusters of two or more clitics cause the shift, is analysed by assuming that the
clitics are adjoined recursively to the prosodic word.

Unlike Bafile (1994), Monachesi (1996) and Peperkamp (1997), Loporcaro
(2000) rejects the idea that in languages without stress shift, clitics should be
regarded as adjoined to the Prosodic Phrase. The lack of stress shift is not suffi-
cient evidence to posit two different types of adjunction (to PW and to PP).
Clitics can be thought of as always adjoining at the PW level, the result being
a post-lexical prosodic word that includes the verb and the enclitics.

In Manzini and Savoia (2005: §7.3.1) different typologies of stress shift in encli-
sis are discussed. The authors cover a range of dialects from the following groups:
Western Ligurian, Campanian, Provencal, Franco-Provencal, Corsican, Sardinian,
Calabrian and Lucanian. Because the variation is remarkable, the authors focus
on some differences between the paradigms of enclisis and proclisis that are ob-
served in many dialects. Only some Romance languages have stress shift in encli-
sis. In order to explain the shift of some Sardinian dialects, the authors propose
that 3rd person clitics must be endowed with a prosodic/stress-related feature that
induces stress assignment to the preceding syllable. In the case of one enclitic,
this amounts to stress reassignment to the final syllable of the host. In the case of
two clitics, the prosodic feature stresses the first clitic. 1st and 2nd person clitics
have different forms depending on the dialects. In some dialects, these clitics
have intrinsically stressed forms, which are only used when they are the only en-
clitics. In clusters, their allomorphs are stressed only if followed by 3rd person or
locative clitics, which are endowed with the above mentioned prosodic feature.

Ordoñez and Repetti (2006, 2014) claim that phonology cannot explain the
whole range of stress shift data, so they resort to a syntactic explanation. In
their analysis, pronouns widely regarded as clitics must be actually classified
into two different categories: true clitics and weak pronouns (contra Manzini
and Savoia 2014; Pescarini 2016). The observed patterns must then be reduced
to a difference between clitics and weak pronouns. Weak pronouns affect stress
assignment, while clitics do not.

Bonet and Torres-Tamarit (2011) compare and analyse data from three
Catalan dialects: Central Catalan, Majorcan Catalan and Formenteran Catalan.
Their analysis is formulated within the Optimality Theory framework. The two
dialects from the Balearic Islands display stress shift, unlike Central Catalan. In
Formenteran Catalan, clitics produce stress shift and the stress always moves to
the penultimate syllable. In Majorcan Catalan, stress moves to the final syllable.
In the former case, a moraic trochee is formed to the right of the clitic cluster,
while in the latter case a moraic iamb is formed instead. According to their
analysis, in cases of stress shift, the two Balearic varieties have a tendency to
conform to these two metrical patterns.
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Manzini and Savoia (2017) discuss in turn the alternations in enclisis and
proclisis in Occitan, Lucanian, Corsican and Ligurian dialects. The presence of
stress shift and lack thereof is one of the differences between enclisis and pro-
clisis, respectively. The authors argue that these differences cannot be ex-
plained by phonology. The differences must be due to allomorphy. This
allomorphy is connected with the interpretive properties associated to the encli-
sis, insofar as it externalizes imperative modality. In particular, they claim that
stress properties are directly embedded in the enclitics. In Occitan varieties,
they assume, enclitics are stressed. In Lucanian dialects, partially analogous
to the Sardinian transitional area, they propose that stress assignment is due to
a prosodic feature [FOOT]. This feature codifies a requirement that applies to
a post-lexical domain that includes the verb plus the enclitics. The feature dic-
tates that a final trochee (a leftward binary foot) be formed starting from the
final vowel of the post-lexical string.

Compared to the literature surveyed so far, Kim and Repetti (2013) choose
an entirely different methodology rooted in experimental phonetics. The so-
called stress shift, they say, is not actually such: rather, a variation in pitch ac-
cent is responsible for the pattern.

5 Stress in Sardinian varieties

Sardinian is a language with variable stress. Differences can be found across
dialects. In central-northern areas, for example Nuorese Sardinian, the stress
system allows for paroxytone and proparoxytone words, with paroxytone
words being the most common (Pittau 1972: 20 and J-P Lai 2002: 52). Thus,
while central-northern areas accept paroxytone and proparoxytone words, in
the southern areas most words are paroxytones. Bolognesi (1998) presents
quantitative data on stress position in a random sample of items taken from
a Campidanese dictionary (Porru 2002) and finds that 85.2% are paroxytones,
13.7% are proparoxytones and 1.1% are oxytones. Oxytones, though, are either
loanwords or cultivated words. As already pointed out by a number of authors
(Wagner 1941, Pittau 1972, Virdis 1978, Bolognesi 1998, among others),
Southern Sardinian also shows a degree of aversion to oxytones. Historically,
oxytone loanwords from Catalan, Spanish and Italian developed a paragogical
vowel e.g., caffè (It.) → caffei (Sard.). There are no quantitative assessments of
stress for the transitional area. It is fair to claim, though, that its stress system
patterns more closely with the southern area, with a clear preference for paroxy-
tone words.
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6 Stress shift with clitics in the Sardinian
transitional area

According to Spencer and Luís (2012), clitics lack inherent stress. However,
clitics can receive stress when they attach to a host. This is the case of
Sardinian and the other Romance languages mentioned in Section 4. From our
data in Table 2, we can see that in the transitional area, clitics can trigger stress
shift when in enclisis. In particular, when a single clitic (of any kind) or a clitic
cluster (in any combination) is added to the host there is stress shift and the
original primary stress of the hosting verb becomes a secondary stress. In the
case of a single clitic, the stress moves to the right and it is the same verb that
receives stress (e.g., bátti + mi → battími). In the case of a clitic cluster, the
stress shifts to the cluster (e.g., bátti + minde → battimínde, bátti + mindɛɖɖa →
battimindέɖɖa). Note that no difference is found with single clitics, two-clitic
clusters or three-clitic clusters, in each case the resultant pattern is the paroxy-
tone one. We can thus say that in the transitional area the reassignment of
stress under cliticization replicates the prevalent stress pattern of the language:
the paroxytone.

7 Prosodic representation of clitics

As for the representation of single clitics we will follow the assumptions and
reasoning of Monachesi (1996), Peperkamp (1997) and Loporcaro (2000).
Loporcaro (2000) argues that in all Romance languages clitics are adjoined to
the prosodic word. The variation in terms of stress assignment depends on
a parametric choice available in the grammar. In some languages, the grammar
of clitics involves a postlexical re-assignment of the stress, while in others
clitics have no effect on the stress of their verbal host. Stress re-assignment in
stress shift varieties is presumably due to the need to avoid uncommon stress
sequences (see Bafile 1994 for Neapolitan).

Let us now come back to our variety. We can say that the Sardinian transi-
tional area is subjected to the postlexical stress re-assignment. We will adopt
the representation in (1) as the representation for single clitics in the transi-
tional area.
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(1) Representation of single clitics (adjunction to the PW)

PP

PW

PW

host clitic

Clitic groups are characterised by a peculiarity that suggests that they might
have a different prosodic representation. In Section 3, we mentioned the fact that
our Sardinian variety displays both proclitics and enclitics. In the literature, sev-
eral languages are attested in which enclitics can be stressed when attached to
their host (cf. Section 4, this paper). However, to the best of our knowledge, the
literature fails to report a peculiar phenomenon pertaining to this variety, namely
that proclitics can receive stress as well. Another interesting aspect is that clitic
clusters in the case of proclisis have the same stress pattern of clitic clusters
when in enclisis (see Tables 2 and 3).

This peculiarity is of great importance in our analysis. An important objec-
tion to the idea that clitic clusters can constitute a prosodic word on their own is
represented by the different stress behaviour of clitic clusters in proclisis and en-
clisis (Peperkamp 1997: 191). In fact, the languages studied in the literature are
characterised by stressed clitics in enclisis, yet the same clitic sequence lacks
stress when in proclisis. This discrepancy is regarded by Peperkamp (1997: 191)
as evidence to reject the hypothesis stating that clitic sequences constitute an in-
dependent prosodic word on their own. Taking into account the data in Tables 2
and 3, it may be argued that the prosodic representation of our clitic clusters
(both in the case of enclisis and in the case of proclisis) is as follows:

(2) Representation of postverbal and preverbal clitic clusters

a. postverbal clitic clusters b. preverbal clitic clusters
PW PW

PW

verbal
host

verbal
host

clitic
cluster

clitic
cluster

PW PW PW

These representations are modelled after Monachesi (1996). Monachesi (1996)
proposes that two clitics form an independent unit (a prosodic word on their
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own) and that this unit merges with the verbal host in a compound structure.
As previously mentioned, Peperkamp (1997: 191) rejects the analysis in
Monachesi by arguing that if clitic clusters formed a prosodic word, a symmetry
between proclitics and enclitics is expected. This was however not the case for
the data reported by Monachesi. An identical stress pattern in the case of pre-
verbal and postverbal clitics may be found in association with the present data:
Peperkamp’s prediction is then borne out in the clitic clusters from the
Sardinian transitional area.

However, in order to argue that the prosodic structures in (2) are the ones
that best describe our data, we need to prove that clitic clusters are under
stress. Kim and Repetti (2013: 267) suggest that in the case of Sardinian clitics
there “is not a change in the word level stress, but variation in the association
of the pitch accent”. The authors present an experimental phonetic analysis of
the sequences of verbs plus enclitics in Sardinian and conclude that, in spite of
appearances, word stress stays in situ. It is furthermore argued that the so-
called stress shift is not actually as such: rather, a variation in the pitch accent
would be conducive to the pattern. We believe that this is not the case:
Sardinian clitic clusters are actually under stress. Evidence is derived from
a well-known phonological phenomenon that applies regularly to our enclitic
clusters, namely the Sardinian metaphony.

Sardinian metaphony raises the mid-low vowels [ɛ] and [ɔ] to the mid-high
vowels [e] and [o] respectively, when followed by high vowels, e.g., /bɔnu/
good (masc.) → [bonu] but /bɔna/ good (fem.) → [bɔna]. Metaphony only applies
to stressed vowels. If word stress were in situ, as suggested by Kim and Repetti
(2013), we would expect the following result: *báttindɛɖɖu, in which the mid-
low vowel /ɛ/ of the clitic is not raised. Nevertheless, the observed result is
battindéɖɖu characterised by a regular application of metaphony. The presence
of metaphony is indicative of the fact that the clitic is actually stressed.10 For
the purpose of this study, it is important to emphasise that metaphony applies
regularly even in the case of proclitic clusters, e.g., mindέɖɖa attidi (‘s/he
brings it.FEM. there for me’) but mindéɖɖu attidi (‘s/he brings it.MASC. there for
me’) constitutes evidence that proclitic clusters are under stress. This supports
the prosodic representations in (2) in the case of both enclitic and proclitic
clusters.

10 Sardinian metaphony is a well-studied phenomenon, see Wagner (1941), Virdis (1978),
Bolognesi (1998), Loporcaro (2005), Savoia (2015), among others. Works reporting Sardinian
data indicative of stress shift in the case of enclisis include among others: Wagner (1941),
Pittau (1972), Virdis (1978), Blasco Ferrer (1988), Jones (1993), Bolognesi (1998), Manzini and
Savoia (2005, 2007), Ordoñez and Repetti (2014).
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From a broader perspective, metaphony in proclitic clusters provides evi-
dence for two conclusions. Firstly, it casts further doubt on the viability of Kim
and Repetti’s reduction of the facts to pitch accent association. Secondly, it
makes it necessary to reconsider the commonly held view that enclisis and pro-
clisis are fundamentally different and, most importantly, that no stress shift
phenomena would exist in proclisis. Instead, the account of enclitic and pro-
clitic clusters should preferably be as unified as possible (cf. Manzini and
Savoia 2017).

8 Conclusions

In the Sardinian transitional area, if we focus on the combination of host plus
clitic clusters and host plus clitic, a recurrent pattern may be identified indi-
cating that the stress always falls on the penultimate syllable. It is widely
known that in the case of Romance languages the stress obeys to the so-called
‘three-syllable window’: stress falls on one of the last three syllables of the
word (cf. Spencer and Luís 2012: 84–85). The paroxytone pattern can be as-
sumed to be the unmarked pattern in the Sardinian transitional area, judging
by the fact that in the relevant dialects stress falls almost regularly on the
penultimate syllable. Thus, we might assume that the stress shift is due to the
adjustment of sequences that the speakers regard as being overly marked (cf.
Bafile 1994). Thus, according to the analogous analyses of the Neapolitan and
some Catalan and Lucanian dialects (Bafile 1994; Bonet and Torres-Tamarit
2011; Manzini and Savoia 2017), it may be argued that also in the case of the
Sardinian transitional area, stress placement responds to a reassignment
mechanism that generates a trochaic foot starting from the right edge of
the word.
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Adam Ledgeway

The causative construction in the dialects
of southern Italy and the phonology-
syntax interface

1 Introduction

It is customary in typological studies on causatives (see Comrie 1985: 165–184)
to distinguish on the one hand between analytic constructions such as the
English example in (1a), where the causative predicate make and the verbal
complement fall constitute two independent words, and morphological con-
structions such as the Chichewa example in (1b) on the other, where the causa-
tive morpheme -ets- is directly combined with the verbal root -gw- ‘fall’:

(1) a. Mary made John fall. (Eng.)
b. Mtsikana a-na-u-gw-ets-a mtsuko. (Chichewa)

girl ACC.SUBJ.-PST.-ACC.OBJ.-fall-CAUS-ASP jug
‘The girl made the jug fall.’

However, it is well known (cf. Kayne 1975; Zubizarreta 1985; Burzio 1986; Alsina
1992; 1996; Guasti 1993; Sheehan 2016) that within this typology most Romance
varieties occupy an intermediate position between the analytic and the mor-
phological types.1 In particular, the Romance causative, although superficially
of the analytic type transparently combining two independent predicates
(cf. fece ‘did’ and cadere ‘to fall’ in 2a), nonetheless mimics the morphological
type in that the causative predicate and lexical infinitive appear to form
a single verbal complex (Vincent 2016: 43–44). As a consequence of the tight

Adam Ledgeway, University of Cambridge

Note: I would like to thank Rita Manzini for her insightful comments on an earlier oral version
of this article presented at the 39th meeting of the Incontro di Grammatica Generativa held at
the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia 2013. It is to her that I dedicate this article as a
scholar of outstanding ability.

1 An obvious exception here is Romanian and many dialects of the extreme south of Italy
where, due to the general avoidance of infinitival complementation, the causative is generally
expressed by a bi-clausal structure involving a finite subjunctive complement (Ledgeway 2013,
2016b: 1023–1027; Ciutescu 2015; Squillaci 2017; Ledgeway, Schifano, and Silvestri in press).
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structural cohesion exhibited by both verbal components of the verbal com-
plex, it proves impossible to interpolate material such as Gianni in (2b) and
local operations such as clitic climbing from the embedded infinitive to the
higher causative predicate are readily licensed (2c).2

(2) a. Maria [V fece cadere] Gianni. (It.)
Maria made fall.INF Gianni
‘Maria made Gianni fall.’

b. *Maria fece Gianni cadere. (It.)
Maria made Gianni fall.INF

c. Maria lo fece cadere(*lo). (It.)
Maria him= made fall.INF=him
‘Maria made him fall.’

Furthermore, in analyses of the Romance causative it is standard, following the
seminal work of Kayne (1975), to recognise two causative subtypes. In the so-called
faire-infinitif construction (3a) we witness a complex predicate that selects for three
arguments, the causer (Marie), the caused event (nettoyer les toilettes), and a com-
posite argument (Jean) simultaneously realizing the Recipient of the causation and
the Agent of the caused event which is marked either as a direct or an indirect ob-
ject in accordance with the intransitive vs transitive nature of the lexical infinitive.
In the faire-par construction (3b), by contrast, the complex predicate manifests just
two arguments, the causer (Marie) and the caused event (nettoyer les toilettes).
However, unlike the faire-infinitif construction, the infinitive in the faire-par con-
struction assumes a passive reading, despite the absence of typical passive mor-
phology, with backgrounding of the Agent which, if expressed, is introduced by
an oblique by-phrase on a par with the canonical passive construction.

(3) a. Marie fait nettoyer les toilettes à Jean. (Fr.)
Marie makes clean.INF the toilets to Jean
‘Marie makes Jean clean the toilets / Marie forces Jean to clean the toilets.’

b. Marie fait nettoyer les toilettes (par Jean). (Fr.)
Marie makes clean.INF the toilets by Jean
‘Marie has the toilets cleaned (by Jean).’

2 Some Spanish and Catalan varieties also (optionally) allow a bi-clausal ECM structure in
which clitics fail to climb and the infinitival subject intervenes between the causative and the
infinitival verb (Sheehan 2016: 985–993). According to Davies (1995), the bi-clausal ECM op-
tion represents a relatively recent innovation in the history of Ibero-Romance.
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If we now consider the dialects of southern Italy, these largely appear to pattern
on a par with standard Romance varieties such as French and Italian (Lombardi
1997; Ledgeway 2009: 896–900). For instance, we can distinguish once again
between the faire-infinitif (a examples) and faire-par (b examples) construc-
tions, although there is some lexical variation across dialects, as in the canoni-
cal passive, in relation to the choice of preposition that introduces the demoted
Agent (viz. DE+AB ‘from, by’ vs DE ‘of’).

Neapolitan
(4) a. Papà facette accuncià ’a machina a Ciccio. (faire-infinitif)

dad made repair.INF the car to Ciccio
‘Dad made Ciccio repair the car.’

b. Papà facette accuncià ’a machina (’a Ciccio). (faire-par)
dad made repair.INF the car by Ciccio
‘Dad had the car repaired (by Ciccio).’

c. Papà nce ’a facette (*nce ’a) accuncià /Papà ’a facette
dad to.him= it=made to.him= it= repair.INF dad it=made
(*l’)accuncià (’a Ciccio).
it= repair.INF by Ciccio
‘Dad made him repair it/had it repaired (by Ciccio).’

Cosentino (northern Calabria)
(5) a. Maria fa pulizzà u cessu a Cicciu. (faire-infinitif)

Maria makes clean.INF the toilet to Ciccio
‘Maria makes Ciccio clean the toilet.’

b. Maria fa pulizzà u cessu (‘i Cicciu). (faire-par)
Maria makes clean.INF the toilet of Ciccio
‘Maria has the toilet cleaned by Ciccio.’

c. Maria cc’ ’u fa (*cc’ ’u) pulizzà / Maria
Maria to.him= it= makes to.him= it= clean.INF Maria
u fa (*u) pulizzà (‘i Ciccio).
it= makes it= clean.INF of Ciccio
‘Maria makes him clean it/has it cleaned (by Ciccio).’

Mussomelese (south-western Sicily)
(6) a. Maria fa puliziari i gabbinetti a Giuwanni. (faire-infinitif)

Maria makes clean.INF the toilets to Giovanni
‘Maria makes Giovanni clean the toilets.’
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b. Maria si fa puliziari i gabbinetti
Maria self= makes clean.INF the toilets
(di Giuwanni). (faire-par)
of Giovanni
‘Maria has the toilets cleaned (by Giovanni).’

c. Maria ci -i fa puliziari(*ci-i) /Maria s’
Maria to.him= them= makes clean.INF=to.him=them Maria self=
’i fa (*’i) puliziari (di Giuwanni).
them= makes them= clean.INF of Giovanni
‘Maria makes him clean them/has them cleaned (by Giovanni).’

Furthermore, in all the southern varieties above clitics dependent on the lexi-
cal infinitive are required once again to climb to the causative predicate
(cf. c examples). In this respect, it is interesting to note that the usual
Romance variation observed in the grammaticality or otherwise of clitic climb-
ing (Kayne 1991; Manzini and Savoia 2005, III: 383–385; Cinque 2004, 2006;
Tortora 2014: 135), as exemplified in the contrast between modern French
and Italian in (7a-b), is systematically absent in the causative where in all
varieties – though for some possible exceptions, see Tortora (2014: 150–153)
and footnote 2 above regarding the Ibero-Romance ECM construction – clitics
obligatorily climb to the causative predicate even in varieties such as modern
French (8a-b).

(7) a. Marc (*le) doit le corriger tout de suite. (Fr.)
b. Marco lo deve correggere(lo) subito. (It.)

Mark it= must it=correct.INF=it at.once
‘Mark must mark it at once.’

(8) a. Marc le fera (*le) corriger tout de suite. (Fr.)
b. Marco lo farà correggere(*lo) subito. (It.)

Mark it= will.make it= correct.INF=it at.once
‘Mark will have it corrected at once.’

Limiting ourselves just to the facts of clitic climbing, we interpret the otherwise
exceptional obligatory nature of climbing in the Romance causative as a super-
ficial reflex of a restructuring process (though see Cinque 2004 2006 for an al-
ternative analysis), whereby an underlying biclausal construction consisting of
two distinct predicates (9a) is transformed into a monoclausal construction su-
perficially characterized by a single verbal complex (9b).
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(9) a. [Luca fece + [Ugo aggiustare la macchina]] (It.) ⇒
Luca made Ugo repair.INF the car

b. [Luca [V fece aggiustare] la macchina a Ugo] (It.)
Luca made repair.INF the car to Ugo
‘Luca made Ugo repair the car.’

As a consequence of such restructuring, we observe that (i) the respective argu-
ment structures of the two predicates are merged into one (cf. dative marking of
the logical subject of the infinitive a Ugo ‘to Ugo’ in 9b); (ii) with the exception of
some VP-adverbs, nothing can intervene between the causative predicate and
the lexical infinitive (cf. 2b); and (iii) clitic pronouns semantically dependent on
the embedded infinitive must climb to the causative predicate (cf. 8a-b). In light
of these facts, we now turn to examine the causative construction in the impera-
tive, the principal focus of our discussion in the remainder of this article.

2 Faire-infinitif vs faire-par in the imperative

Beginning with Italian, we note that, on a par with the other paradigms ob-
served hitherto, any clitics in the imperatival causative construction must also
raise to the causative predicate (10a), and are not allowed to remain on the in-
finitive, either in proclitic or enclitic position (10b):

(10) a. Fatemela raccontare bene! (It.)
make.IMP.2PL=me=it tell.INF well

b. *Fate mela raccontare bene! / *Fate raccontarmela
make.IMP.2PL me=it= to.tell.INF well make.IMP.2PL tell.INF=me=it
bene! (It.)
well

c. ‘Make/Let me tell it properly!’ (faire-infinitif)
d. ‘Have it told to me properly!’ (faire-par)

Furthermore, as expected, we note a formal ambiguity in example (10a) between
the faire-infinitif and faire-par interpretations. More specifically, the cliticme ‘me’
can be understood either as the Agent or the Recipient of raccontare ‘to tell’, re-
spectively licensing the faire-infinitif (10c) and the faire-par (10d) readings.

Turning now to the dialects of southern Italy, we observe that, in some dia-
lects at least, in the imperative clitics may continue to climb to the causative
predicate (11a) or remain on the embedded infinitive (11b). This is unambiguously
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revealed in the Cosentino examples (11a-b) by the allomorphic alternation ob-
served in the clitic clusters involving the third-person forms derived from ILLE:
whereas the lateral is preserved in enclitic position (viz, -mílla ‘=me.DAT=it.F.
ACC’), it is absent in proclitic position (namely,m’’a ‘me.DAT=it.F.ACC’).

(11) a. Facitimílla cuntà bbona! (faire-par; Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL=me=it tell.INF well
‘Have it told to me properly!’ (??‘Make/Let me tell it properly!’)

b. Faciti m’’a cuntà bbona! (faire-infinitif; Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL me=it= tell.INF well
‘Make/Let me tell it properly!’ (*‘Have it told to me properly’)

As the translations in (11) highlight, such variation in clitic placement is, how-
ever, not free, but serves to mark a formal distinction between the faire-infinitif
and faire-par interpretations: when enclisis to the causative predicate obtains
as in (11a), the argument encoded by -mi- can only correspond to the Recipient
of cuntà ‘to tell’,3 whereas when the clitic cluster attaches proclitically to the
embedded infinitive as in (11b), the argument encoded by m’ marks the Agent
of cuntà.

Superficially, on the basis of these facts we might be tempted to conclude
that, in contrast to the faire-par construction in which clitics regularly climb to
the causative predicate following a restructuring process (12a), the faire-infinitif
construction instantiates a case of failed restructuring in which, given a bi-
clausal construction, clitics remain on the embedded infinitive (12b).

(12) a. [Facitimílla cuntà bbona!] (Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL=me=it tell.INF well

b. [Faciti + [m’’a cuntà bbona!]] (Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL me=it= tell.INF well

3 The faire-infinitif reading with clitics in enclitic position as in (11a) is not entirely excluded
for some speakers, especially those of the younger generations, although even these consider
it to represent the least natural and genuinely dialectal option. We therefore take this option
to be due to influence from the grammar of Italian, in which younger speakers generally show
a greater degree of active competence. Revealing in this respect is the observation that while
these (typically younger) speakers do not entirely exclude the faire-infinitif reading in exam-
ples like (11a) in accordance with the corresponding Italian structure, they never associate the
faire-par reading with structures like (11b) where pronouns appear in proclisis to the infinitive
since this is an exclusively dialectal construction without any parallel in Italian.
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In what follows, we present a complete description of the syntax of the south-
ern Italian imperatival causative construction, a structure which to date has vir-
tually gone unnoticed in the literature. On the basis of this description, we
shall assess the evidence for the claim that the imperatival faire-infinitive con-
struction involves a biclausal structure in which restructuring has failed to take
place. In the final section we then outline a structural analysis of the southern
Italian causative construction that is able to account for the structural distinc-
tion between the two causative constructions and the differences in clitic place-
ment witnessed in the imperative.

3 Characteristics of southern causative
in the imperative

3.1 Distribution

We begin by considering the lexical distribution of the southern Italian causa-
tive construction. Besides the prototypical causative predicate derived from
FACERE ‘make’ (13a), many Romance varieties also license a monoclausal con-
struction in conjunction with causative LAXARE ‘let’ (13b) and, to a lesser extent,
with verbs of perception which, alongside a monoclausal construction (13c),
also license a biclausal structure (13d).

(13) a. [La feci aprire a Ugo]. (It.)
it.F.ACC= I.made open.INF to Ugo
‘I made Ugo open it.’

b. [La lasciai aprire a Ugo]. (It.)
it.F.ACC= I.let open.INF to Ugo
‘I let Ugo open it.’

c. [La vidi aprire a Ugo]. (It.)
it.F.ACC= I.saw open.INF to Ugo
‘I saw Ugo open it.’

d. [Vidi [Ugo aprirla]]. (cf. also Lo vidi aprirla)
I.saw Ugo open.INF=it.F.ACC him= I.saw open.INF=it.F.ACC
‘I saw Ugo open it (I saw him open it).’

Judging by the facts of clitic placement alone, in the dialects of southern Italy,
however, an apparently biclausal causative construction is found with reflexes
of FACERE (14a) and LAXARE (14b), but never with verbs of perception (14c):
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(14) a. Facimu ’u ricoglia! (Cos.)
make.IMP.1PL him= return.INF
‘Let’s make him come back!’

b. Lassa ’u dorma! (Cos.)
let.IMP.2SG= him= sleep.INF
‘Let him sleep!’

c. Guardalu ballà / *Guarda ’u ballà! (Cos.)
watch.IMP.2SG=him dance.INF watch.IMP.2SG him= dance.INF
‘Watch him dance!’

As for its geographic distribution, investigations to date reveal that the biclausal
causative construction is found in dialects of northern Calabria (15a–c; Ledgeway
and Lombardi 2000) and the dialects of Campania 16a-c; Bichelli 1974: §191;
Ledgeway 2009: 901–903).

(15) a. Lassa ’i sta na picca! (Cos.)
let.IMP.2SG them= stay.INF a little
‘Let them be for a while!’

b. Faciti cc’’u spiegà chiru ca è succiessu! (Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL him=it= explain.INF that which is happened
‘Make him explain what happened!’

c. Facimu ’a scinna subbitu! (Cos.)
make.IMP.1PL her= descend.INF at.once
‘Let’s make her come down at once!’

(16) a. E facit’ ’o parlà! (Nap.)
and make.IMP.2PL him= speak.INF
‘And make him speak!’

b. ’Ass’ ’e ffa’! (Nap.)
let.IMP.2SG them= do.INF
‘Let them do (it)!’

c. Facite menn’ j’! (Nap.)
make.IMP.2PL me=thence= go.INF
‘Let me leave!’

The construction is not, however, universally available throughout the South, in-
asmuch as it appears to be absent from many other southern dialects including,
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for example, Abruzzese, Pugliese and Sicilian varieties such as Ariellese (17a–b),
Barese (18a–b) and Mussomelese (19a–b)4:

(17) a. Falle servì! (Arielli (CH); faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2sg=him serve.INF
‘Make him serve / Have him served!’

b. Facetemele accundà bbone! (Arielli (CH); faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=me=it tell.INF well
‘Let/make me tell it properly! / Have it told to me properly!’

(18) a. Facìtue sèrve! (BA; faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=him serve.INF
‘Make him serve! / Have him served!’

b. Fàmmela chend’ bbune! (BA; faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2SG =me=it tell.INF well
‘Let/make me tell it properly! / Have it told to me properly!’

(19) a. Facitilu serviri! (Mussomelese (CL); faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=him serve.INF
‘Make him serve! / Have him served!’

b. Fammìlla cuntari bbona!
make.IMP.2SG=me=it tell.INF well

(Mussomelese (CL); faire-infinitif/faire-par)
‘Let/make me tell it properly! / Have it told to me properly!’

In what follows, however, we shall restrict our attention to the northern
Calabrian dialect of Cosenza, since it is the variety for which we currently have
most data, although the empirical and theoretical generalizations that hold for
Cosentino appear a priori to hold of other northern Calabrian dialects and some
Campanian varieties.

4 I thank Roberta D’Alessandro, Luigi Andriani and Silvio Cruschina for supplying the
Ariellese, Barese and Mussomelese data, respectively. It should not, however, be concluded
on the basis of these superficial investigations that the apparently biclausal causative con-
struction is systematically absent from all dialects of these regions. For example, Antonio
Lupis (p.c.) informs me that the construction is found in numerous dialects spoken in the prov-
ince of Bari.
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3.2 Structural distinctions between faire-par
and faire-infinitif

Having identified a formal distinction between the faire-par and faire-infinitif
imperatival construction in Cosentino, we must now consider how this distinc-
tion is overtly manifested. As observed above, the most immediate formal indi-
cation of the distinction surfaces in the allomorphic variation witnessed in the
third-person pronouns (< ILLE) which mark an overt distinction between enclitic
and proclitic variants through the respective presence and absence of the lat-
eral. This pronominal allomorphy is exemplified in Table 1 and the examples in
(20)–(22):

(20) a. Facitila serva! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=her serve.INF
‘Have her served!’

b. Facit’ ’a serva! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL her= serve.INF
‘Make/Let her serve!’

(21) a. Fanníllu vida! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2SG=us=it see.INF
‘Have it shown to us!’

b. Fa n’’u vida! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2SG us=it see.INF
‘Make/Let us see it!’

(22) a. Lassalu fà! (Cos.; faire-par)
let.IMP.2SG=it do.INF
‘Let it be done!’

Table 1: Allomorphic variation in clitic paradigms.

Enclitic position Proclitic position

sg +  acc V + -míllu / -mílla / -mílli m’’u- / m’’a- / m’’i + V
sg +  acc V + -tíllu / -tílla / -tílli t’’u- / t’’a- / t’’i + V
 acc V + -lu / -la / -li ’u- / ’a- / ’i- + V
 dat +  acc V + -ccíllu / -ccílla / -ccílli cc’’u- / cc’’a- / cc’’i + V
pl +  acc V + -níllu / -nílla / -nílli n’’u- / n’’a- / n’’i + V
pl +  acc V + -víllu / -vílla / -vílli v’’u- / v’’a- / v’’i + V
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b. Lassa ’u fà! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
let.IMP.2SG him= do.INF
‘Let him do (it)!’

It follows from this that whenever the imperatival causative construction occurs
in conjunction with the distinctive enclitic pronominal forms in Table 1, the
Agent of the caused event can only be realized as a by-phrase (23a), while their
proclitic variants only prove compatible with a faire-infinitif structure in which
the Agent is variously realized as direct or indirect object in accordance with
the transitivity or otherwise of the embedded infinitive (23b).

(23) a. Facitila serva ’i Giuvanni! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=her serve.INF of Giovanni
‘Have her served by Giovanni!’

b. Facit’ ’a serva (*’i Giuvanni)! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL her= serve.INF of Giovanni
‘Make/Let her serve (*by Giovanni)!’

The two constructions are further distinguished by the fact that in the causative
construction unergative infinitives are compatible with the proclitic forms of the
pronouns, but not their enclitic variants (24a–c). This observation finds an imme-
diate explanation in the fact that the passive necessarily acts on the underlying
direct object (internal argument), whereas we have seen that the enclitic pronom-
inal form is identified with the faire-par causative, in essence a passive construc-
tion and hence incompatible with an intransitive infinitive which fails to select
an internal argument. The presence of a proclitic pronoun, on the other hand,
identifies, as we have seen, an active faire-infinitif structure whose compatibility
with inergative infinitives is fully expected since the single external argument of
the latter corresponds to the Recipient of the caused event.

(24) a. Facit’ ’a ballà! / *Facitila ballà! (Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL her= dance.INF make.IMP.2PL =her dance.INF
‘Make/Let her dance! / *Have her danced!’

b. Facim’ ’u dorma! / *Facimulu dorma! (Cos.)
Make.IMP.1PL him= sleep.INF make.IMP.1PL=him sleep.INF
‘Let’s make/let him sleep! / *Let’s have him slept!’

c. Lassa ’i cada! / *Lassali cada! (Cos.)
let.IMP.2SG them= fall.INF let.IMP.2SG =them fall.INF
‘Let them fall! / *Let them be fallen!’
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Finally, another area in which the distinction between the two causative con-
structions surfaces regards anaphor binding (Burzio 1986; Sheehan 2016:
988–989). In Italian, for example, anaphors like the third-person singular ana-
phor suo ‘his, her, its’ can be bound by the Agent of the faire-infinitif causative
construction (25b), but not by the Agent of the faire-par construction (26b)
where the Agent is realized as an oblique by-phrase. As highlighted by the un-
derlying structural representations in (25a, 26a), this distinction is a conse-
quence of the fact that only in the faire-infinitif construction is the anaphor
preceded by its antecedent Ida which occurs in an appropriate position from
which it can c-command and bind the coreferential possessive.

(25) a. [Feci] + [[Ida]i chiamare il [suo]i avvocato] (It.)⇒
I.made Ida call.INF the her lawyer

b. Feci chiamare il [suo]i avvocato [a Ida]i (It., faire-infinitif)
I.made call.INF the her lawyer to Ida
‘I made [Ida]i call [her]i lawyer’

(26) a. [Feci] + [chiamare il [suo]i avvocato [da Ida]i] (It.)⇒
I.made call.INF the her lawyer by Ida

b. *Feci chiamare il [suo]i avvocato [da Ida]i (It., faire-par)
I.made call.INF the her lawyer by Ida
‘I had [her]i lawyer called [by Ida]i’

In a similar vein, these same considerations hold for the Cosentino examples in
(27) where we observe that the third-person possessive sua can be bound by
a proclitic (viz. cci ‘to her’) that references the Agent of the faire-infinitif con-
struction (27a), but not by an enclitic (viz. nni ‘by her’) which references the ob-
lique Agent of the faire-par construction (27b).

(27) a. Faciti [[cc’]i ’u] chiamà a ll’avvucatu
make.IMP.2PL to.her= him call.INF to the.lawyer
[sua]i! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
her
‘Make/Let her call her lawyer!’

b. *Faciti[[nní]i llu] chiamà a ll’avvucatu
make.IMP.2PL=by.her=him call.INF to the.lawyer
[sua]i! (Cos.; faire-par)
her
‘Have by her her lawyer called!’
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3.3 Properties and restrictions

Moving on to examine in greater detail other properties and restrictions of the
Cosentino imperatival causative construction, we begin by observing that the for-
mal distinction between the two causative subtypes surfaces in all three grammati-
cal persons:

(28) a. Faccíllu dicia (’i Maria)! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2SG=to.him=it say.INF of Maria
‘Have him told it (by Maria)!’

b. Fa cc’’u dicia! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2SG to.him=it= say.INF
‘Make/Let him say it!’

(29) a. Facimula cucinà (’i Maria)! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.1PL =it cook.INF of Maria
‘Let’s have it cooked (by Maria)!’

b. Facimu ’a cucinà! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.1PL her= cook.INF
‘Let’s make/let her cook!’

(30) a. Facitila vesta (’i mamma)! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=her dress.INF of mum
‘Have her dressed (by mum)!’

b. Facit’ ’a vesta! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL her= dress.INF
‘Make/Let her get dressed!’

However, an important exception which concerns all three grammatical per-
sons is the negative imperative where the distinction between the two causative
constructions is neutralized, inasmuch as all clitics are invariably required to
climb to the causative predicate:

(31) a. Un cc’’u fa (*cc’’u) dicia! (Cos.; faire-par / faire-infinitif)
not to.him=it= do.INF to.him=it say.INF
‘Don’t have it told to him! / Don’t make him say it!’

b. Unn’ ’a facimu (*’a)
not it.F.ACC= make.IMP.1PL it.F.ACC=
cucinà! (Cos.; faire-par / faire-infinitif)
cook.INF
‘Let’s not have it cooked! / Let’s not let her cook!’
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c. Unn’ ’a faciti (*’a) vesta! (Cos.; faire-par / faire-infinitif)
not her= make.IMP.1PL her= dress.INF
‘Don’t have her dressed! / Don’t let her get dressed!’

More generally, the distinction between the two causative constructions is not
only neutralized in the negative imperative, but is also absent from all other
paradigms outside of the positive imperative, witness the representative exam-
ples in (32a-c):

(32) a. ’U facìa (*’u) vesta. (Cos.)
him= I.made him= dress.INF
‘I used to have him dressed.’ (faire-par)/‘I used to make him get dres-
sed.’(faire-infinitif)

b. Cc’’a facissiru (*cc’’a) cuntà bbona. (Cos.)
to.him=it= they.would.make to.him=it tell.INF well
‘They would have it told to him properly.’ (faire-par)/‘They would make
him tell it properly.’ (faire-infinitif)

c. ’A facìi (*’a) rapa. (Cos.)
it= you.made him= open.INF
‘You would have it opened.’ (faire-par)/‘You made her open (it).’
(faire-infinitif)

Another interesting restriction concerns unaccusatives which only generally
prove compatible with the active faire-infinitif construction (33a), but not with
the passive faire-par construction (33b). At first sight, this distribution seems
somewhat puzzling given the obvious similarities between unaccusative and
passive structures which might otherwise lead us to expect unaccusative predi-
cates to actually favour the faire-par construction.5

5 Among other things, in Romance both unaccusative (i.a) and passive (i.b) structures vari-
ously display non-Agentive subjects, unmarked postverbal position of the subject, selection
of auxiliary BE, and participial agreement for number and gender with the surface subject
(cf. Ledgeway 2012: 294–301):
i a È affondata la nave durante una burrasca. (It.)

is sunk.FSG the.FSG ship.F during a storm
‘The ship sank during the storm.’

b Fu fondata la nave dalla marina italiana. (It.)
was sunk.FSG the.FSG ship.F by.the navy Italian
‘The ship was sunk by the Italian navy.’
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(33) a. Facit’ ’u trasa / saglia / scinna / parta
make.IMP.2PL him= enter.INF ascend.INF descend.INF leave.INF
/ nescia / vena! (faire-inf.)
exit.INF come.INF

b??Faciti lu trasa / saglia / scinna / parta
make.IMP.2PL =him enter.INF ascend.INF descend.INF leave.INF
/ nescia / vena! (faire-par)
exit.INF come.INF
‘Make/Let him enter / go up / come down / leave / go out / come!’

In light of the preceding examination of the principal characteristics of the
Calabrian causative and assuming clitic climbing to be an overt reflex of the
application of restructuring, we might be tempted to conclude that the impera-
tival faire-infinitif construction in the dialects of southern Italy represents the
result of a failed process of restructuring (cf. 12b), namely the superficial output
of a biclausal structure along the lines of the English analytic causative in (1b).
However attractive this analysis might initially seem, it would be rash to con-
clude that the absence of clitic climbing in such structures is the superficial
reflex of a biclausal structure, as highlighted by the following considerations.
First, if the relevant structures involved a biclausal, non-restructured con-
struction, then we should expect the logical infinitival subject (namely, the
Recipient of the causation and the Agent of the event) to be able to occur before
the embedded infinitive not only when realized as a pronominal clitic (34a),
but also when realized as a full lexical DP, contrary to fact (34b).

(34) a. Facit’ ’a vesta! (Cos.)
make.IMP.2PL her= dress.INF
‘Make/Let her get dressed!’

b. *Faciti a Maria vesta! (= Faciti vesta a
make.IMP.2PL to Maria dress.INF make.IMP.2PL dress.INF to
Maria!; Cos.)
Maria
‘Make Maria get dressed!’

Second, whereas in declaratives (35a) and in imperatival faire-par structures
(35b) pre-VP-adverbs such as sempre ‘always’ (Cinque 1999; Ledgeway in press a)
can readily intervene between the causative predicate and embedded infinitive,
it is surprising to observe that these same adverbs cannot be placed between
the causative predicate and the embedded infinitive in the imperatival faire-
infinitif construction (35c). Indeed, if in the positive imperative the faire-infinitif
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construction instantiates a biclausal construction (cf. 12b), then we should, on
the contrary, expect the causative predicate situated in the higher clause to dis-
play an even greater degree of separability with respect to the embedded infini-
tive situated in the lower clause, including a concomitant greater accessibility of
intervening adverbs. By the same token, given the presupposed monoclausal
structure of examples such as (35a–b) we should also expect the causative predi-
cate and embedded infinitive in such cases to exhibit a higher degree of struc-
tural cohesion.

(35) a. ’A faciti sempe serva. (Cos.) ⇒
her= you.make always serve.INF
‘You have her always served.’ (faire-par)
‘You make/let her always serve.’ (faire-infinitif)

b. Facitila sempe serva! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=her always serve.INF
‘Have her always served!’

c. *Faciti sempe ’a serva! (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL always her= serve.INF
‘Make/Let her always serve!’

Finally, another observation which highlights that we are dealing with a
monoclausal construction comes from a consideration of the case properties
of the imperatival faire-infinitif construction. More specifically, in a biclausal
causative construction like that exemplified in (36a) for English, the case of
the logical subject of the infinitive and that of the object of the latter are
licensed by two separate verbs, namely by the causative predicate make and
by the infinitive call, respectively. This explains the presence of two accusa-
tive-marked arguments (viz. him) within the same sentence. In the Italian
monoclausal construction (36b), by contrast, the case of the subject and
that of the object are licensed compositionally by the single verbal complex
[fece+chiamare]. As a consequence, the former is marked dative (glie-) and the
latter accusative (lo) according to a pattern which obtains in all Italian causa-
tive constructions, not just in the imperative. In light of these observations,
we cannot fail to note that the case properties of the southern causative con-
struction in (36c) do not replicate those of the English biclausal structure in
(36a) but, rather, those of the Italian monoclausal construction in (36b), inas-
much as the subject and object of the infinitive bear dative (cc’) and accusa-
tive (’u) case, respectively.
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(36) a. [Make him [call him]]! (Eng.)
b. Faglielo! chiamare! (It.)

make.IMP=to.him=him call.INF
c. Fa cc’’u chiamà! (Cos.)

make.IMP to.him=him call.INF

4 Structural analysis

Having excluded the possibility that in the case of proclisis to the infinitive the
southern causative construction instantiates an underlying biclausal structure,
we shall now sketch a structural analysis of the southern Italian causative
which takes account of the formal distinction between the faire-par and faire-
infinitif constructions in their imperatival uses. We begin by asking what is spe-
cial about the nature of the positive imperative such that the formal distinction
between the two causative constructions surfaces only in this particular con-
text. The solution that we propose here rests on the idea widespread in the liter-
ature (Rivero 1994a,b; Graffi 1996; Zanuttini 1997; Manzini and Savoia 2005, III:
388) that imperatival clauses display a reduced functional structure. In particu-
lar, while declaratives are standardly argued to project a full array of functional
projections associated with the T-domain (37a), imperatival clauses (37b) are
assumed to lack this same series of functional projections (cf. also Tortora 2014:
ch. 3, §6). Not by chance, the absence of T-related functional projections in sec-
ond-person singular imperatival clauses is correlated with the frequent tradi-
tional observation that one of the most notable characteristics of the imperative
is its absence of any inflectional marking or, at the very least, very minimal in-
flectional marking in accordance with a widespread cross-linguistic tendency
(Pott 1859: 613; Bybee 1985: 173; Floricic 2008: 10; Ledgeway 2014; cf. however
Auwera and Lejeune 2011). In theoretical terms and, in particular, in relation to
phase theory discussed below, we can interpret the observed inflectional
impoverishment of the imperative in terms of the mechanisms of feature trans-
mission and inheritance (Chomsky 2007; 2008). Whereas phi-features that orig-
inate on the phase head, viz. C°, are usually ‘transferred’ down to T° in root
declaratives, in the absence of T° in imperatives these same features fail to be
passed down – or, to borrow Ouali’s (2008) terminology are ‘kept’ – such that
the imperatival verb is forced to raise to C° to licenses its inflectional features
(see immediately below).

In the absence of the projection of T-related functional structure we there-
fore propose, following Manzini and Savoia (2005, III: 388), that the imperatival
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verb raises to the only available functional projection, namely the C° head (cf.
also Rivero, 1994a,b; Rivero and Terzi 1995). As a consequence, any clitics are
stranded in situ within the v-VP complex from where they subsequently encliti-
cize, not syntactically, but phonologically at PF to the imperatival verb now
raised to C°. Not by chance, this structural analysis corresponds to the analysis
of absolute participle constructions such as (37c) which display the same super-
ficial properties as imperatives, in that they too fail to exhibit any TP structure
and require the participial verb to raise to C° (cf. Belletti 1990, 2005;
D’Alessandro and Roberts 2008: 485–488).

(37) a. (So [CP che) [TP gli avete [v-VP servito la
I.know that to.him= you.have served the
cena]]]. (It.)
dinner
‘(I know that) you served him dinner.’

b. [CP Servite [v-VP gli servite la cena!]] (It.)
serve.IMP.2PL =to.him the dinner

‘Serve him dinner!’
c. [CP Servita [v-VP gli servita la cena]], cominciai. . . (It.)

served =to.him the dinner I.began
‘Having served him dinner, I began. . .’

Another important factor in our analysis concerns the active vs passive distinc-
tion which, we have seen, transparently surfaces in the distinction between the
faire-infinitif and faire-par causative constructions. In current theory this voice
distinction is generally understood in terms of phase theory (Chomsky 2000,
2008; Frascarelli 2006; Gallego 2010): in contrast to active vPs which involve the
projection of an external argument and hence are argued to be thematically and
phi-complete, passive vPs fail to project an external argument and are said to be
defective in the relevant sense. From this it is argued that active vPs are phases
which constitute autonomous structural domains for the operation of phonosyn-
tactic rules, whereas passive vPs are non-phasal and are necessarily inserted in
the phonosyntactic domain of the entire clause, namely the CP phase. This dis-
tinction can be transparently seen in the Abruzzese dialect examples from Arielli
in (38a-b), where in the present perfect auxiliary BE is licensed in the first
and second persons and auxiliary HAVE in the third persons (D’Alessandro and
Ledgeway 2010; D’Alessandro and Roberts 2010) according to a pattern wide-
spread in the dialects of central and southern Italy (Ledgeway 2012: 297–299, in
press b). As Biberauer and D’Alessandro (2010) highlight, while in the passive
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example (38b) the passive auxiliary si ‘are.2SG’ licenses consonantal lengthening
of the following passive participle viste (namely, [v:]iste), in (38a) the homopho-
nous active auxiliary si fails to trigger consonantal lengthening of the following
active participle, even though the auxiliary apparently continues to occur line-
arly adjacent to the participle.6

(38) a. [TP Si [vP viste [VP viste la casa]]]. (Ariellese)
you.are seen the house

‘You have seen the house.’
b. [TP Si [vP vviste [VP viste allà]]]. (Ariellese)

you.are seen there
‘You are seen there.’

Adopting a cyclical approach to Spell-Out in terms of the phase theory sketched
above, these facts immediately find a natural explanation. In the active exam-
ple (38a) consonantal lengthening fails to obtain because active auxiliary and
participle are sent to PF in separate cycles: whereas the active participle is
transferred to PF in the lower cycle upon completion of the lower vP phase, the
active auxiliary raises to T° within the higher CP phrase from where it is sent to
PF in the subsequent cycle. In the passive (38b), by contrast, both passive aux-
iliary and participle are contained within the same higher CP phase and are
sent to PF together in the same cycle where the auxiliary, raised to T°, can li-
cense consonantal lengthening of the adjacent passive participle.

Similar considerations allow us to understand the observed distribution
of enclisis and proclisis in conjunction with the imperatival uses of the faire-
infinitif and faire-par causative constructions. In particular, we have estab-
lished that in the absence of a T-domain the imperatival verb is forced to raise
to the vacant C° head (39a), stranding any clitics within the v-VP complex
(cf. Ledgeway and Lombardi 2005). Given the unmistakably active and passive
values of the faire-infinitif and faire-par constructions, respectively, it is legiti-
mate to assume that the v-VP complex constitutes a phase in the former case,
but not in the latter. Structurally, therefore, in the faire-infinitif construction
clitics necessarily surface proclitically to the infinitive within the vP (39b),
since the infinitive and any clitics are sent to PF together in the lower cycle,
while the causative predicate facit’ under C° is spelt out subsequently in the
higher phasal cycle. In the faire-par construction, by contrast, clitics surface

6 Cf. also D’Alessandro and Roberts’ (2008) analysis of (Italo-)Romance participle agreement.
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enclitically on the causative predicate under C° (39c) since they are sent to PF
within the same single cycle.7

(39) a. [CP. . . [TP ’a faciti [v-vP (l)a serva]]]. (Cos.)
her= you.do serve.INF

‘You make her serve/have her served’ (faire-infinitif/faire-par)
b. [CP Faciti’ [vP ’a [VP serva!]]] (Cos.; faire-infinitif)

make.IMP.2PL her= serve.INF
‘Make her serve!’

c. [CP Faciti [vP -la [VP serva!]]] (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL =her serve.INF

‘Have her served!’

Although unaccusatives are known to share many similarities with passive
structures (cf. note 5), it will be recalled from examples (33a-b) that they prove
incompatible with the faire-par construction. The evidence from the southern
causative construction therefore highlights that there exist significant differen-
ces between unaccusatives and passives. According to the classic formulation,
passivization involves the suppression and absorption of the external argument

7 It remains to be explained why in this case clitics must encliticize phonologically to the
causative predicate, but cannot procliticize phonologically to the infinitive. The phase theory
presented in the text only excludes the possibility of enclisis in the imperatival uses of the
faire-infinitif construction, but not the possibility of both enclisis and proclisis in the case of
the faire-par construction. However, in the northern Calabrian dialect of Verbicaro (G. Silvestri
p.c.), this prediction is in fact borne out, inasmuch as enclisis to the causative predicate (i.a)
and proclisis to the infinitive (i.b) are both found in the faire-par construction:

i a Faciǝtǝla sèrǝvǝ! (Verbicarese)
do.IMP.2PL=it.F.ACC serve.INF

b Faciǝt aa serǝvǝ!
do.IMP.2PL it.F.ACC= serve.INF

c ‘Have her served!’ (faire-par)
d ‘Make her serve!’ (faire-infinitif)

Verbicarese also differs from Cosentino in that, alongside proclisis to the infinitive in (i.b), it
also allows enclisis to the causative predicate (i.a) in the faire-infinitif construction (i.d), hence
the double reading observed in (i.a-b) above. This possibility is predicted, though not forced,
by the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) which allows the raising of the clitic to the causa-
tive predicate on condition that it passes through the left edge of the infinitival phase. See also
the discussion in note 11.
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with obligatory movement (and/or co-indexation) of the internal argument to
the surface subject position in the absence of accusative. Arguably, suppression
of the external argument in the passive might be taken to indicate the failure of
vP to project in line with our conclusion above that passive verb phrases are
non-phasal, witness the modified representation of (39c) in (40a). By contrast,
unaccusative structures are active, and not passive, and can legitimately be ar-
gued not to involve the suppression of the external argument position. Rather,
unaccusative structures are characterized by an empty external argument posi-
tion, hence the projection of the vP layer and their phasal status, as illustrated
in (40b).

(40) a. [CP Faciti [VP -la serva!]] (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL =her.ACC serve.INF

b. [CP Facit’ [vP ’a [VP serva!]]] (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
malke.IMP.2PL her.ACC= serve.INF

In this way, the absence vs presence of a vP layer and concomitant non-phasal
vs phasal status now associated with the passive and unaccusative verb
phrases in (40a-b) provides a straightforward explanation for the otherwise
puzzling incompatibility of the faire-par construction with unaccusatives (41a)
and their restriction to the faire-infinitif construction (41b).

(41) a. *[CP Faciti [VP -la trasa la!]] (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL =her.ACC enter.INF her.ACC

b. [CP Facit’ [vP ’a [VP trasa la!]]] (Cos.; faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL her.ACC= enter.INF her.ACC
‘Make/Let her come in!’

It now remains to explain our observation in (31a-c) above that proclisis to the
embedded infinitive is excluded in the negative imperative, where the distinc-
tion between the faire-par and faire-infinitif constructions is neutralized
through generalized enclisis to the causative predicate. This observation finds
an immediate explanation in the presence of the sentential negator itself,
a functional head whose presence in the clause necessarily forces the projection
of the T-domain, otherwise absent in positive imperatives. As a consequence of
the presence of the negator, negative imperatival clauses are therefore predicted
to be inflectionally richer than affirmative imperatival clauses since they auto-
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matically come with T-related functional positions to host the inflected verb and
any accompanying clitics, as exemplified by the Italian example in (42).8

(42) [CP. . . [TP Non la servite [v-VP ’a servite!]]] (It.)
NEG her= you.serve

‘Don’t serve her!’

Further direct proof of this analysis can be seen in numerous Italian dialects
where, in contrast to the positive imperative, the T° head is exceptionally lexi-
calized in the negative imperative through an overt auxiliary (Zanuttini 1994,
1997: 105–154; Manzini and Savoia 2005, III: §7.2). As illustrated in the follow-
ing examples taken from Manzini and Savoia’s (2005, III: 453–461) wide-
ranging survey, this auxiliary may in accordance with dialect variation be
a reflex of STARE ‘stand’ (43), IRE ‘go’ (44) or ESSE(*RE) (45).

(43) a. sta miɑ ʧaˈmar-ɐl (2sg; Revere, Mantua)
stemɑ miɑ ʧaˈmar-ɐl (1pl; Revere)
stɛ miɑ ʧaˈmar-ɐl (2pl; Revere)
STARE NEG call.INF=him

b. nɔn sta l ʧaˈmɛ (2sg; Alfonsine, Ravenna)
nɔn staˈzɛɐ l ʧaˈmɛ (1pl; Alfonsine)
nɔn staˈzi l ʧaˈmɛ (2pl; Alfonsine)
NEG STARE him= call.inf

c. ni stɛ l ʧaˈmɛ (2sg; Sassello, province of Savona)
ni stum le ʧaˈmɛ (1pl; Sassello)
ni stɛ l ʧaˈmɛ (2pl; Sassello)
NEG STARE him= call.INF

d. nu ʃta lu a ʧaˈma (2sg; Favale di Malvaro, Genoa)
nu ʃtɛme lu a ʧaˈma (1pl; Favale di Malvaro)
nu ʃtɛ lu a ʧaˈma (2pl; Favale di Malvaro)
NEG STARE =him to call.INF

8 In this connection, consider also the distribution of do-support in modern English where, in
contrast to affirmative declarative clauses (i.a), the presence of the negator not triggers the
obligatory lexicalization of T° through the use of pleonastic do (i.b):

i a She (*does) dance
b She *(does) not dance
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(44) a. nɔ lu ʃi caˈmannə (2sg; Acerenza, Potenza)
nɔ lu ʃəmə caˈmannə (1pl; Acerenza)
nɔ lu ʃətə caˈmannə (2pl; Acerenza)
NEG him= IRE call.GER

b. nɔ ɔ ʃʃi caˈmannə (2sg; Gravina di Puglia, Bari)
nɔ ɔ ʃʃimə caˈmannə (1pl; Gravina di Puglia)
nɔ ɔ ʃʃitə caˈmannə (2pl; Gravina di Puglia)
NEG him= IRE call.GER

c. nɔ ɔ ʃɛ caˈmannə (2sg; Taranto)
nɔ ɔ ʃəːmə caˈmannə (1pl; Taranto)
nɔ ɔ ʃəːtə caˈmannə (2pl; Taranto)
NEG him= IRE call.GER

(45) a. nɔ ɔ si caˈmannə (2sg; Minvervino Murge, Barletta)
nɔ ɔ simmə caˈmannə (1pl; Minvervino Murge)
nɔ ɔ sɛitə caˈmannə (2pl; Minvervino Murge)
NEG him= ESSERE call.GER

b. na wə si caˈmɛnnə (2sg; Giovinazzo, Bari)
na wə seːmə caˈmɛnnə (1pl; Giovinazzo)
na wə seːtə caˈmɛnnə (2pl; Giovinazzo)
NEG him= ESSERE call.GER

c. na u si camannə (2sg; Ruvo di Puglia, Bari)
na u sɔmə camannə (1pl; Ruvo di Puglia)
na u sɔːtə camannə (2pl; Ruvo di Puglia)
NEG him= ESSERE call.GER
‘Don’t (let’s) call him!’

In the light of this evidence, we can conclude that in the faire-infinitif con-
struction (46) it is the presence of a TP projection in the negative imperative
which, once introduced by the presence of the negator, obligatorily attracts
any clitics (as well as the imperatival verb) which in the positive imperative
(cf. 39b) otherwise remain within the lower vP phase in the absence of the pro-
jection of TP.

(46) [CP. . . [TP Unn’ ’a faciti [v-VP ’a
NEG her= make.IMP.2PL

serva]]] (Cos.; faire-infinitif(/-par))
serve.INF
‘Don’t have her serve(d)!’
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4.1 Outstanding question

One final question which we still need to consider concerns the difference be-
tween northern Calabrian and Campanian dialects (47) on the one hand and all
other Romance varieties (48)-(49) on the other which fail to formally distin-
guish between the faire-par and faire-infinitif constructions in the positive
imperative.

(47) a. Facitilu serva ’i ll’ atri! (Cos.; faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=him serve.INF of the others
‘Have him served by the others!’

b. Facit’ ’u serva! (Cos.; faire-infinitive)
‘make.IMP.2PL him= serve.INF
‘Make him serve!’

(48) a. Faites-moi ( /Laissez-moi) servir (par les autres)! (Fr.)
make.IMP.2PL=me let.IMP.2PL=me serve.INF by the others
‘Have me (/Let me be) served by the others! (faire-par)
‘Make (/Let) me serve!’ (faire-infinitive)

b. *Faites (*/Laissez) me servir (Fr.; faire-infinitive)
make.IMP.2PL let.IMP.2PL me= serve.INF

(49) a. Facitilu serviri! (Mussomelese, Sicily; faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL=him serve.INF
‘Have/Let him (be) served! (faire-par)
‘Make/Let him serve!’ (faire-infinitive)

b. *Faciti u serviri! (Mussomelese, Sicily; faire-infinitif/faire-par)
make.IMP.2PL him= serve.INF

The relevant facts can be explained by appealing to independently established
differences in V-movement and clitic placement in the two groups of varieties.
As argued in Ledgeway and Lombardi (2005) and Ledgeway (2009: 319–320;
2016a: 265), in southern varieties such as Calabrian and Campanian lexical
verbs and clitics exhibit very low movement in that they remain in the lower
adverb space (informally labelled here as vP) before the clitic can cliticize to
the verb. This is shown in examples such as (50a) where: (i) the clitic and verb
follow most low adverbs (Cinque 1999) such as ggià ‘already’ which mark the
left margin of the verb phrase; and (ii) clitic and verb are separated from each
other by the interpolation of lower adverbs of this same class such as ammalap-
pena ‘hardly’ (for a different analysis of these facts, see Manzini and Savoia
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2005, III: 537–541). In other varieties such as Italian (50b) and French (50c), by
contrast, the lexical verb has to raise together with the clitic (which already cli-
ticizes to the verb within the vP as shown by the ungrammaticality of interpola-
tion structures) to T°, as shown by the fact that the verb and clitic must always
precede all low adverbs.

(50) a. [TP Maria Ø [vP ggià mi ammalappena
b. [TP Maria mi parla [vP già a malapena
c. [TP Maria me parle [vP déjà à peine

Maria me= speaks already me hardly
[VP parra mi]]]. (Cos.)
[VP [mi parla] mi]]]. (It.)
[VP [me parle] me]]]. (Fr.)

speaks
‘Maria already hardly speaks to me.’

Quite independently, these facts therefore highlight a significant structural dif-
ference concerning the nature of clitics in the two groups of languages: while
clitics in languages like Italian and French must always vacate (together with
the lexical verb) the vP to cliticize to a higher functional head, this is not the
case in southern varieties like Cosentino where clitics usually remain within
the vP.9 It follows that also in the positive imperative of the faire-infinitif con-
struction clitics in varieties such as Italian and French are forced to cliticize
to a head above vP, namely the causative predicate under C° to which they pho-
nologically encliticize from the left margin of the vP in accordance with the
locality restrictions imposed by the Phase Impenetrability Condition,10 whereas

9 In southern varieties such as Cosentino, clitics only vacate the v-VP complex if T° is lexical-
ized by a functional predicate (or by negation):
i a [TP Maria mi pò / addi [vP ggià mi [VP parrà mi]]] (Cos.)

Maria me= can must already speak.INF
b [TP Maria m’ a / avìa [vP ggià mi [VP parratu mi]]] (Cos.)

Maria me= has had already spoken
c [TP Maria mi fa / facìa [vP ggià mi [VP parrà mi]]] (Cos.)

Maria me= makes made already speak.INF

10 The Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky 2008) predicts that a constituent of a lower
phase may only be available to, and feed, phonosyntactic processes of a higher phase if it tar-
gets, and possibly passes through, the left edge (Head or Specifier positions) of its own con-
taining phase.
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in Cosentino they legitimately continue to remain within the vP where they pro-
cliticize phonologically to the infinitive.11

5 Conclusions

In this article we have highlighted a phonosyntactic peculiarity of the
Romance causative construction limited to the positive imperative which, in
specific Calabrian and Campanian dialects of southern Italy, formally distin-
guishes between the faire-par and faire-infinitif constructions by means of an
enclitic vs proclitic alternation of clitics on the causative predicate and em-
bedded infinitive, respectively. Despite appearances, we have shown that pro-
clisis in the case of the faire-infinitif construction is not the outcome of
a process of failed restructuring but, rather, continues to represent to all in-
tents and purposes a monoclausal structure. In particular, the enclitic vs pro-
clitic alternation observed in the two causative constructions has been shown
to relate to the voice distinction between the two constructions which, in
turn, directly correlates with the structural architecture and possible opacity

11 From this perspective, modern Verbicarese behaves, not like Cosentino, but more like
Italian, such that any clitics usually raise, together with the lexical verb, to the T° head above
vP (i.a-b; G. Silvestri p.c.). This observation explains, in part, the possibility of enclisis to the
causative predicate in the Verbicarese faire-infinitif construction observed in note 7 above,
whereas possible proclisis to the infinitive in the same context is most probably to be under-
stood as a residue of a more archaic Cosentino-style Calabrian grammar in which clitics and
verbs could remain within the vP. Indeed, given a grammar in which it is increasingly more
natural for clitics to raise to T°, original proclisis to the infinitive in cases like (ii.a) can be
readily reinterpreted as an example of enclisis to the causative predicate (ii.b) with concomi-
tant reanalysis of originally exclusively proclitic forms such as aa ‘her.ACC=’ now also as (op-
tionally) enclitic forms, namely ‘=her.ACC’.
i a [TP Maria mǝ chiamǝ [vP sempǝ [VP [mǝ chiamǝ]]]] (Verbicarese)

Maria me= calls always
b [TP Maria u sapiva [vP ggià [VP [u sapiva]]]] (Verbicarese)

Maria him.ACC= knew already

ii a Faciǝt [vP aa serǝvǝ!] (Verbicarese, faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL her.acc= serve.INF

b Faciǝt-aa [vP aa serǝvǝ!] (Verbicarese, faire-infinitif)
make.IMP.2PL=her.ACC serve.INF
‘Make/Let her serve!’
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of the verbal domain containing the infinitive and any clitics. On the one
hand, the verbal domain of passive clauses is characterized by a reduced
clausal structure, namely a simple lexical VP constituting a permeable phono-
syntactic domain such that in the faire-par construction clitics dependent on
the embedded infinitive are able to enter into a syntactic dependency with el-
ements situated outside of the VP, witness the observed enclisis to the causa-
tive predicate. On the other, the verbal domain of active clauses involves the
projection of a richer clausal structure, namely a vP constituting an imperme-
able phonosyntactic phasal domain, such that in the faire-infinitif construc-
tion clitics dependent on the embedded infinitive are unable to enter into
syntactic dependencies with elements outside of the vP, hence the observed
proclisis to the embedded infinitive. Finally, the distinction between these
southern Italian dialects and other Romance varieties was interpreted as
a consequence of an independent property regarding the low placement of
clitics in northern Calabrian and Campanian which generally remain within
the verbal domain.
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Paolo Lorusso

Lexical parametrization and early subjects
in L1 Italian

1 Introduction

The distribution of overt/null subjects in Italian spontaneous is linked to the
morpho-syntactic features of the lexical elements found in each sentence. Overt
subjects in Italian are more likely to be found with unaccusative verbs (Lorusso
2017; Lorusso, Caprin and Guasti 2005) in postverbal position and with 3rd per-
son indefinite subject (Lorusso 2014). We will propose and update the analysis
of Lorusso (2017) on the distribution of the overt null subject as generated by
the parametric variation across the lexical items that are inserted in the mor-
pho-syntactic derivation (Chomsky 2001, Borer 1984, Manzini and Wexler 1987,
Wexler and Manzini, 1987). Different interacting lexical parameters seem to be
at work to account for the spontaneous speech of Italian children.

In this paper we will show that the distribution of overt subjects in Italian is
linked to the morpho-syntactic features of the lexical elements found in each
sentence. Italian allows subject drop, however overt subjects in Italian are more
likely to be found with unaccusative verbs (Lorusso, Caprin and Guasti 2005) in
postverbal position and with 3rd person indefinite subject (Lorusso 2017,2014).
This pattern of distribution of overt subjects seems to be generated by the
parametric variation across the lexical items that are inserted in the morpho-
syntactic derivation (Chomsky 2001, Borer 1984, Manzini and Wexler 1987,
Wexler and Manzini, 1987). The Lexical Paremetrization Hypothesis (Manzini and
Wexler 1987, Wexler and Manzini, 1987) seems to be at work in the acquisition
of Italian since the parametric variation between lexical items is acquired early
on. We describe a corpus of spontaneous speech of four children and their pa-
rents and caregivers. Although the pro-drop parameter is set early on, different
lexical and morpho-syntactic features influence the distribution of overt sub-
jects. Indefiniteness has a central role within the different lexical parameters
that interact in the determining the pattern of distribution of overt subjects. The
definiteness of the subject DPs represents a subset condition for the postverbal
subject with unaccusatives especially in child grammar. While in section 2 we
resume the background studies on the characteristics of the pro drop parameter
in Italian and its early settings, in section 3 we propose the general data about
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the subject drop in the corpus of spontaneous speech. The dropped subjects are
not found at the same rate in all sentences. There are pragmatic reasons, such
as the informativeness and the recoverability of the subject DPs, that influence
the pattern of omission in the spontaneous speech (Serratrice, 2005, Serratrice &
Sorace, 2003). However, the pragmatic principles at work in the information
structure operate within the boundaries imposed by grammar (Serratrice and
Sorace, 2003). In section 4 we will show that the pattern of distribution of overt
subjects depends on the lexical-syntactic class of the verbs they are found with.
The loci of generation of the subjects within the VP shells (external /internal ar-
gument) influence the likelihood that a subject DP is overt. Furthermore, the per-
son morphology (1st and 2nd person vs. 3rd person) and the definiteness of the
subject DPs play a central role in the appearance of overt postverbal subjects.
This will lead us to propose that a subset condition is at work with indefinite
subjects, especially in the earliest stages of the acquisition of Italian in section 5.
Section 6 is devoted to conclusive remarks: the Lexical Parameterization
Hypothesis is internal structure of the grammar and represent a powerful cogni-
tive mechanism in the acquisition of language.

2 Background on pro drop parameter in Italian

Italian is a null subject language. The central idea is that languages allow pro
drop to the extent that their verbal agreement paradigm expresses the φ-
features necessary for local recovery of the content of dropped arguments (see
Taraldsen 1978, Rizzi 1986 among others). Italian allows null subjects due to
the rich verbal morphology that permit their identification through the overt
features of person and number.

Children from the very early stage correctly fix the pro-drop parameter
(Lorusso et al. 2005, Serratrice 2005, Hyams 2007, Orfitelli 2008). Early null sub-
jects in Italian have been a matter of investigation especially in a comparative
perspective with English. It is well known (Hyams 1986, Bloom 1990, Valian
1991, Rizzi 1993/1994, among others) that young children learning English may
omit referential subjects, albeit English is a non-pro-drop language, however the
two types of subject drop are linked to different phenomena.1

1 Valian (1991), for instance, compared the percentage of early null subjects in English with
Italian productions. She found out that while in English early null subjects are the 30% in
Italian they are the 70% . The difference in ratio between the two languages was taken by
Valian as a proof of the fact that the two types of null subjects were linked to different
phenomena.
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Different studies have focused on the distribution of null subjects in the
spontaneous speech of Italian learners (Lorusso et al., 2005, Serratrice 2005).
Children from the very early stage correctly fix the pro-drop parameter. In Tab. 1
we report the data from Lorusso (2014) on the longitudinal corpus of spontane-
ous productions of four Italian children aged between 18 and 36 months
(Calambrone corpus (Cipriani et al 1989): Diana, Martina, Raffaello, Rosa.
CHILDES database, MacWhinney and Snow 1985): the production of null subjects
is similar between adults and children (as also in Lorusso 2014, Serratrice 2005).

Besides the general data in Tab. 1, the distribution of overt/null subjects in
Italian has often been claimed to be determined by the pragmatics. Serratrice
(2005) found out that children, after the MLUW stage of 2.0, use null and overt
subjects in a pragmatically appropriate way: she catalogued subjects on the
basis of their informativeness. The subjects that are the most informative are
realized overtly and conversely those that are the least informative are null.
She investigated three parameters of informativeness: (1) the informativeness
of the person morphology: 3rd person subjects are more likely to be realized
overtly than first or second ones2; (2) the activation state of referents3; (3) dis-
ambiguation of the referent.4

Tab. 1: General data about the distribution of Null /Overt subjects across children and adults
(Lorusso, 2014).

Null Subjects Overt Subjects

Number Percentage Number Percentage Total num.

Diana  ,%  ,% 

Martina  ,%  ,% 

Raffaello  ,%  ,% 

Rosa  ,%  ,% 

Children  ,%  ,% 

Adults  ,%  ,% 

2 We will argue that the split between 1st / 2nd person vs. 3rd person is a grammatical and
cognitive split and not only a pragmatic one (see section 3 for data and discussion).
3 1st and 2nd person referents are always active by definition, while 3rd person are inactive/
semi-active referents. (see Serratrice 2005, Serratrice and Sorace 2003).
4 3rd person active referents with more than one antecedent are more likely to be be realized
overtly than 3rd person unanmbiguous active referents.
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By the point of view of the acquisition of grammar, data like the ones in Tab. 1
can confirm that children early uses null pro element: the Italian rich verbal mor-
phology permit their identification through the overt features of person and num-
ber. In other words, the Empty Projection Principle EPP (Chomsky 1981) is satisfied
from the very first stage of the acquisition of Italian by the presence pf the null pro
element. The discussion about the existence of pro has been a central topic in
recent year (Barbosa 1995, Nicolis 2005, Holmberg, 2005 among others) especially
within the minimalist framework of Chomsky (1995). Ruling out the presence of
pro is under the scope of the present work, but in our respect the inflection of the
finite verb has two roles: it identifies the phi –features of the referential subjects
and satisfies the EPP principle in language in Italian.

In the terms of Manzini and Savoia (2007), the EPP property corresponds to
a D(efiniteness) closure requirement: the subjects DP or the finite verb morphol-
ogy have the denotational content D(efiniteness).5 If we use the D(efinitiness)
feature we can define the pro drop parameter as how different languages realize
this feature (Manzini and Savoia, 2007). The D position of the sentential
I domain can be lexicalized by a specialized head (such as subject clitics in
northern Italian dialects), by a full noun phrase (English) or by either
a specialized head or a full phrase (French). By contrast, in a language like
Italian the D position of the sentential I domain is not lexicalized, while the
D argument is lexicalized only at the morphological level by the inflection of
the finite verb. In terms of the parametric condition on the lexicalization of the
D properties, Manzini and Savoia (2007) propose a schematization like in (1).
The divide between (a) and (b) in (1) corresponds to the classical divide be-
tween null subject languages and non-null subject ones.

(1) Lexicalization of the D properties of the sentential I domain:
a. i by clitic (e.g. northern Italian dialects)

ii by clitic or noun phrase (e.g. Ladin dialects, French)
iii by noun phrase (e.g. English)

b. no lexicalization (e.g. Italian)

In our respect the pro drop parameter can be restated in the terms of Lexical
Paremetrization: the parameter is given depending on how the D feature are
lexicalized.

5 Following Manzini and Savoia (2005, 2007, 2011) D is, in fact, the same category that we
find in the highest position of nominals, where so called definite articles are inserted.
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So, Italian children seem to acquire early on that the D feature are given.
Nevertheless, the distribution of overt subjects in Italian is not homogeneous
across syntactic frames (Serratrice 2005, Lorusso 2007, 2014), other lexical and
morpho-syntactic features, which are in a Subset relation to the general pro drop
(D) parameter, influence the distribution of the overt subjects: (1) the verb classes;
(2) the scope discourse semantics implied by the pre or post verbal position of the
overt subjects; (3) the person morphology; (4) the (in)definiteness of the subject
DPs are the lexical(-syntactic) features. We will consider each of them in the next
sections. We will start by showing in the next section that verb classes imply dif-
ferent use of overt subject both in adults and children’s spontaneous speech.

3 Null subjects and verb classes

The general data about overt null subject in the spontaneous speech shows
that children omit subjects at the same rate of the adults from the very earliest
stage of the acquisition of Italian. However, the distribution of overt subjects is
not uniform across all the sentences of the spontaneous speech. The first ‘sub-
set’ that we analyze is the verbal class. We differentiate verb classes for the pro-
jection of an external argument in the vP. Unaccusative do not project external
arguments (2), while unergatives (3) and transitives (4) do project an external
argument in spec vP.

(2) Unaccusatives
[vP ___v [VP DP [VP V XP]] ]

(3) Unergatives
[vP DP v [VP DP [VP V XP]] ]

(4) Transitives
[vP DP v [VP DP [VP V XP]] ]

External arguments are not true arguments (Pylkannen 2002, Kratzer 1996). In
other words, Pylkkanen and Kratzer argue that the external argument is not intro-
duced by the verb, but by a separate predicate, which Kratzer calls ‘Voice’.6 Voice
is a functional head denoting a thematic relation that holds between the external
argument and the event described by the verb; it combines with the VP by a

6 We represent Voice as a vP following Chomsky (1995).
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rule called Event Identification. Event Identification allows one to add various
conditions to the event that the verb describes; Voice, for example, adds the con-
dition that the event has an agent (or an experiencer or whatever one consider
possible thematic roles for external arguments). Verbs are supposed to be param-
eterized in the lexicon whether they project an external argument or not.

Children (and adults) show a systematic behaviors depending on whether
the subject is an external argument or an internal argument. In Tab. 2 we report
the data of Lorusso (2014) about the distribution of overt subjects across verb
classes in children and adults.

The general results in Tab. 2 show a tendency in both adults and children in
produce less overt subjects with transitives and unergatives than with unaccu-
sative. Children significantly (p< 0.05) produce more overt subjects with unac-
cusative than with other verb classes (χ2= 36,21 df=2 for P-Value = 0.00001).7

Each verb is stored in the lexicon with the information on whether it projects
an external argument or not. The lexical information about verb class influen-
ces the syntactic configuration of the VP shells and has an effect on the pattern
of distribution of overt subjects for both children and adults. Children seem to
be sensitive to the lexical parameterization of verbs. But why should the verb

Tab. 2: General data about the distribution of Overt subjects across verb classes in
children and adults’ productions (absolut numbers and percentage) (Lorusso 2014).

Overt Subject across Verb Classes

Unergatives Transitives Unaccusatives

N. % N. % N. %

Diana  ,  ,  ,
Martina  ,  ,  ,
Raffaello  ,  ,  ,
Rosa  ,  ,  ,

Children  ,  ,  ,

Adults  ,  ,  ,

7 If we look at each child, we notice that the pattern of more overt subjects with
Unaccusatives is confirmed: the data is statistically relevant for Diana (χ2= 6,04; df=2 for P-
Value = 0.048801), Raffaello (χ2= 21,16; df=2 for P-Value = 0.000067) and Rosa (χ2= 14,8; df=2
for P-Value = 0.000611), while for Martina there is a strong tendency although not statistically
relevant, since it is relevant at P <0.10 (χ2= 3,9; df=2 for P-Value =0,142274).
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class influence the pattern of distribution of overt subjects? Our hypothesis is
that the lexical parametrization of verbs has an effect on the syntactic deriva-
tion and interacts on the one side with the position of the overt subjects and on
the other with the morpho-syntactic features of the overt subject DPs. In order
to confirm this general hypothesis, we will check the position (preverbal or
postverbal) of overt subjects in the spontaneous speech, since each lexical-
syntactic verb class involves different syntactic derivation for pre or post verbal
overt subjects.

4 Overt subject position

Following the formulation of the pro-drop parameter of Rizzi (1982, 1986),
a pro-drop language, like Italian, also allows: (1) the possibility of free inver-
sion of the subject and (2) the possibility of extracting a subject across a that-
type complementizer. For the purpose of the present analysis we will focus
mainly on the fata about free inversion in Italian. For what concerns the rela-
tion between the null subject parameter and the free inversion, different au-
thors (Gilligan 1987, Holmberg, 2005, Newmeyer 2005, Nicolis 2005, Manzini
and Savoia 2007, D’Alessandro 2015 among others) have shown that the null
subject parameter and the free inversion of the overt subjects are independent
or at least they stand in a subset relation (Manzini and Savoia 1997, 2007).

Children have already acquired that Italian is a null subject language
(Tab. 1), since the D feature are lexicalized at the morphological level by the
inflection of the finite verb. Internal arguments, as the subject of unaccusatives,
are more likely to be produced overtly (Tab. 2). But are they produced in
a preverbal or postverbal position? On the one side, the postverbal subject may
be read (Cinque 1993; Zubizarreta 1998) in the scope of the Nuclear Stress Rule
of Focus and in a language like Italian any inverted D element closes off the
focus domain. On the other side, the lexicalization of the preverbal subject,
which in Italian, by the hypothesis of Manzini and Savoia (2007) in (1), does
not satisfy a syntactic requirement on the D position of the inflectional domain,
corresponds to its interpretation as a topic. So, while the postverbal subject re-
ceives a focused reading, the preverbal subject is included within the topic ma-
terial of the sentence. When children use preverbal and postverbal subjects are
lexicalizing the scope discourse semantic properties of topicalization and focal-
ization respectively. Lorusso (2014) checked whether children acquire early on
the free inversion and if it is linked to the verb classes and their VP shells. In
Tab. 3 we report the overall data (Lorusso 2014) about the percentage of
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preverbal and postverbal subjects across verb classes. We can see that the gen-
eral tendency is producing preverbal subjects SV with unergatives and transi-
tives and postverbal subjects with unaccusatives.

The general data is quite clear: all children and adults show a pattern of
preferential SV order with unergatives and VS for unaccusatives. Furthermore,
the percentages are very similar: both children and adults use in around the
70% of cases preverbal subjects when it is projected in the external argument
position, while in the 65% of cases, postverbal subjects when it is projected in
a direct object position. This distribution is statistically relevant for Children for
p<0,05 (χ2= 41,80107122 df=1 for P-Value = 0.00001)8 and Adults (χ2= 15,948
df=1 for P-Value = 0.00001).

Preverbal topicalized overt subjects are found with all verb classes.
Unaccusatives are also produced with preverbal subjects, albeit fewer, showing
that the Unique Check Constraint (UCC) Wexler (1998) does not apply: children
are able to move outside the vP domain the intermal subject DP.9

Tab. 3: General data about the distribution of postverbal and preverbal subjects across verb
class in both Italian children and adults’ spontaneous production (Lorusso 2014).

Overt Subject Position across Verb Classes

Unergatives Transitives Unaccusatives

SV VS SV VS SV VS

Diana  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)
Martina (,%)  (,%)  (%)  (%)  (,%)  (,%)
Raffaello  (,%) (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (%)  (%)
Rosa  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)

Children  (,%)  (,%)  (%)  (%)  (,%)  (,%)

Adults  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)  (,%)

8 Each child show a statistically relevant preference (p< 0,05) for preverbals with unergatives
and postverbals with unaccusatives: Diana (χ2= 4,275 df=1 for P-Value = 0.038677), Martina
(χ2= 11,39 df=1 for P-Value =0.000738), Raffaello (χ2= 9,446538893 df=1 for P-Value =
0.002116) and Rosa (χ2= 4.6476 df=1 for P-Value =0.038677).
9 Following Borer and Wexler. (1987) and more recently Wexler (1998), HIrsch and Wexler
(2007) children’s problems with passive or raising predictes are due to a deficit in teh creation
of an A chain or in more minimalist term children may interpret vP as a phase so that at spell
out they are not able to raise Subject DPs for passives and unaccusatives. For a a discussion
on the problems with th Chain A deficit hypothesis and the UCC with unaccusatives see Becker
(2014) and Lorusso (2014).
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Postverbal focused overt subjects, once more are found with all verb classes,
but the higher number with unaccusatives suggest that these postverbal subjects
may be left in situ. Following the original analysis of Belletti (1988), the position
of licensing of the Object (an AgrOP position) is available. The case assigned in
this position is not a proper nominative, but in terms of Belletti (1988) it is
a partitive: the verb selects an indefinite meaning for the argument in internal
argument position. In more recent analysis (Belletti 1988, 2001, 2004, Bianchi &
Belletti 2014) Belletti proposes that the postverbal subjects with unaccusatives
are licensed in situ through a Functional projection F that carries [gender] and
[number] probe, independent of the I layer. This functional projection FP is a
probe for the object F agrees (probe) in gender and number with the internal ob-
ject and then is probed by the number agreement of the finite verb I.

(5)

F0

DP

V

V

PP

VP

FP

IP

I0

Due to characteristics of the agree mechanism of this postverbal position, nomi-
native case is not assigned since the VP barrier blocks it. The features assigned
by the FP in the VP periphery assign only an indefinite reading (6) since these
postverbal subjects represented a property of the event denoted by the
Unaccusative verb and not a mere participant.

(6) All’improvviso è entrato un uomo /*l’uomo/*ogni uomo dalla finestra.
Suddenly is entered a man/ *the man/ *every man from the window

(Bianchi & Belletti, 2014)

Manzini and Savoia (2007, 2011) analogously proposes that postverbal subject
may undergo some (in)definiteness restrictions and different patterns of
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agreement found across languages depends on the split of definiteness (as in
Sardinian, Manzini and Savoia 2005, 2007, will be back on their analysis in sec-
tion 5). In order to understand the subset relation instantiated by the different
lexical parameters that have a role in the distribution of overt subjects we now
introduce the concept of informativeness that is encoded in the subject DPs
which interacts with the discourse semantic interface of focus and topic: that
is, the person morphology. Person morphology has a preferential pattern of dis-
tribution depending on the position of the overt subjects and consequently, as
seen above, on the verb class. The informative status of 1st and 2nd person vs.
3rd person interacts with the lexical parametrization of verb classes.

4.1 Person morphology and overt subject

Different authors have showed that person marking across languages under-
goes some morpho-syntactic pattern linked to the referential status of the per-
son (Benveniste, 1966, Harley & Ritter, 2002 Bobalijk, 2008, Manzini and
Savoia 2005,2007, 2011, Legendre, 2010, among others). In our respect, it is
worth to remark that languages are sensitive to the person split between 1st
and 2nd singular person and 3rd person.10

According to Manzini and Savoia (2005, 2007, 2010, 2011), the person split,
in its various manifestations, depends on the fact that the speaker and the
hearer (1st and 2nd persons) are anchored directly in the universe of discourse,
independently of their role within the event; on the other hand, non-
participants in the discourse (3rd persons) depend directly for their characteri-
zation on the position assigned to them within the structure of the event.

So 1st and 2nd persons are discourse anchored variables. In our respect
they are easily recoverable from the universe of discourse. 3rd persons are
event anchored variables. They are event participants but they are non-
participants in the discourse, so they are mainly recoverable by the linguistic
sentence context. In the distribution of overt subjects in Italian we expect that
1st and 2nd person subjects are omitted more than 3rd person subjects, since
discourse anchored participants are more recoverable by the discourse than 3rd
person subjects.

10 Manzini and Savoia 2007 showed that the person split is relevant, for example, in the mor-
phological make-up (gender and Case distinctions) or in the agreement properties of the object
clitics in Italian and the subject clitic in Northern Italian dialects or in the or in the lexical
selection involved by the auxiliary selection in many Italian dialects.
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Serratrice (2005) (as Allen 2000, Serratrice and Sorace, 2003 among others)
defines 1st and 2nd overt subjects as uninformative since they can be recovered
by the discourse. 3rd person subjects are defined informative since there is no
discourse cue to identify them. She finds very clear results: after the MLUW
stage of 2.0, 3rd person (informative) overt subjects were produced two times
more than of 1st or 2nd (uninformative) person subjects. We checked in the
same corpus and we analyzed the spontaneous speech of the parents and the
caregivers (Calambrone corpus (Cipriani et al 1989): CHILDES database.
MacWhinney and Snow 1985). In the chart in Fig. 1 we resume the results about
the production of overt subject depending on the person in the adults ‘sponta-
neous speech. Infomative 3rd person subjects are produced overtly in the 33%
of the sentences, while uninformative ones (1st and 2nd person are produced
overtly only in the 17% of the sentences.

Then we checked we if there was any difference for the person of the overt sub-
jects depending on the verb class. Children seem to use more informative sub-
jects with unaccusatives. In Fig. 2 we report the data about the distribution of
the person of the overt subjects across the verb classes.

While adults use more informative subjects with both unergatives and un-
accusatives, children show a strong preference in using 3rd person informative
subject just in the case of internal argument. The verb class seems to influence
the co-occurrence with 3rd person overt subjects. The lexical parametrization of
verbs (whether they project an external or an internal argument) seems to influ-
ence the general distribution of overt/null subjects (as in Tab. 2) on both chil-
dren and adults. However, children, not adults, use more 3rd person overt
subjects just with the internal arguments of the unaccusatives. But why should

17%
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UninformativeOv
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Fig. 1: General data about the distribution of overt informative (3rd person) and uninformative
(1st and 2nd person) subjects in the spontaneous production of Italian adults.
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the argument structure of unaccusatives influence the appearance of more in-
formative overt subjects? The answer is linked to the preferred postverbal posi-
tion found for overt subjects with unaccusatives (see Tab. 3). We have been
arguing that postverbal subjects are focalized and represent new information in
a scope discourse semantic perspective. We checked the person morphology of
the postverbal subjects in the spontaneous speech and we found that both chil-
dren and adults use almost 3rd person for postverbal subjects with unaccusa-
tives, but not with other verb classes. In Fig. 3 we report the data about the
distribution of 3rd person postverbal subjects across verb classes in the sponta-
neous speech of adults and children.

So, the preferential position of overt subjects found with the different verb clas-
ses shows that the scope discourse semantics overlap the aktionsart of verbs.
External (agentive) argument are more likely to be old information and they are
expressed preverbally or omitted, they are more likely to be recovered by the
context: for the very same reason in children’s speech informative and uninfor-
mative person are found at the same rage for the subjects of unergatives and
transitives (Fig. 2). Internal arguments are more likely to be expressed overtly
and in postverbal position, they are part of the eventive structure of the verb
and they are strictly linked to the linguistic context, they can not be inferred by
the discourse. Both children and adults, in fact, use mainly 3rd person DPs for
postverbal subjects with unaccusatives (Fig. 3).

Nevertheless, the 3rd person postverbal subjects are not linked only to the
scope disourse semantic but other grammatical features seem to be involved.
While 1st and 2nd person are definite DPs 3rd person DPs can be indefinite. The

0% 10%

3rd person postverbal subjects and verb classes

20% 30% 40%

33%

46%

58%

65%

86%
90%

Adults Children

Unaccusatives

Transitives

Unergatives

50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Fig. 3: General data about the distribution of overt informative (3rd person) postverbal
subjects across verb classes in the spontaneous production of Italian children and adults.
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split of definiteness can have a role in explaining the pattern of early overt sub-
jects in the Italian children’s spontaneous speech (which is different from
adults’ productions): unaccusatives are found with more 3rd person subjects
than other verb classes. Next section is devoted to some data and considera-
tions on the indefinite postverbal subjects in children’s speech and to the
parametric variation that implies the split of definiteness which in a subset rela-
tion to the pro drop parameter.

5 (In)definiteness of the postverbal subjects

The data of the preferential use of 3rd person overt subjects with unaccusatives
is linked to the argument structure of unaccusatives. The internal argument is
part of the event expressed by the predicate: it measures out the event and it de-
termines an eventive closure (Ritter and Rosen 1998, Mateu 2002, among others).
In other words, the theme or the patient arguments are ‘stucked’ in the eventive
relation predicated by the verbal head. Postverbal subjects with unaccusatives
are a crucial element in the configuration of the unaccusative verb class: their
(in)definiteness plays a central role in the definition of the the eventive structure.

Chomsky (1995), about the expletive construction in a non pro drop lan-
guage like English points out that a definite associate is connected to
a different interpretation than an indefinite one. Thus, an indefinite associate
gives rise to the typical existential reading in (7a), while a definite associate
gives rise to the list interpretation, as in (7b). Furthermore, in English the exple-
tive constructions are restricted to unaccusatives.

(7) a. There is somebody outside
b. There is John for a start

For what concerns Italian, postverbal indefinite subjects are possible with all verb
classes, but just with unaccusatives they may represent a closure of the event de-
noted by the predicates. Lorusso (2014, 2017) found out that children in the corpus
of spontaneous speech of the earliest stage of acquisition of Italian (18–36
months), use indefinite postverbal subjects just with unaccusatives. They never
use a postverbal indefinite DP with unergatives and transitives as in Tab. 4. While
adults do use indefinite postverbal subjects (in few cases) also with other verb
classes.

Similar results are found also in a sentence repetition task (Vernice &
Guasti, 2014) with older children (4;2 to 5;11 years of age): when children were
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presented with an unaccusative verb and indefinite subject, they showed
a preference in repeating it in a VS order. The same pattern was not found with
definite subject and with other verb classes.

The learning component of the Subset Principle, “which orders parameter
values according to the subset relations of the languages that the values
generate . . . (Manzini & Wexler, 1987: 414)” states that children must pick up
the smaller subset of the language. Italian infants assume that the verb inflec-
tion introduces the D argument and satisfies the EPP principle. Then, with post-
verbal subjects with unaccusatives they pick up the smaller subset of the
language, “..the variable introduced by the verb inflection is existentially
closed [. . .] the identification of the variable by the argument in focus requires
the argument itself to be compatible with existential quantification. An indefi-
nite noun is straightforwardly predicted to satisfy this requirement, as it is itself
in the scope of existential closure” (Manzini and Savoia 2007:75). So, children
set the agree mechanism with postverbal indefinite subjects just for unaccusa-
tives that project internal arguments. Recall that following also Belletti (2004)
and Bianchi and Belletti (2014) these postverbal subjects represented a property
of the event denoted by the unaccusative verb and not only a participant. The
subset principle at work is that indefinites are allowed in postverbal position
just when they denote a property of the event or are under the scope of the exis-
tential closure represented by the D properties of the verbal morphology
(Manzini and Savoia 2007): that is, when they are internal argument of the verb
and they represent a predication rather than a chain identification relation.

This kind of data follows by a real parametric option found across Romance
languages. There is, in fact, a parametric variation involving null subject lan-
guages: the presence or absence of agreement of the I with postverbal subjects
depending on the (in)definiteness of the postverbal DP.

Manzini and Savoia (2007,2011) reports that data coming form many dialects
which display (some degree of) interaction between the agreement pattern and

Tab. 4: Absolute numbers and percentage of indefinite postverbal subjects across verb
classes (Lorusso 2014).

Distribution of Definite Subjects in SV or VS order accross Verb Classes

Preverbal Subjects Postverbal Subjects

Indefinite Definite Indefinite Definite

Unergative  (%)  (%)  (%)  (%)
Unaccusatives  (%)  (%)  (%)  (%)
Transitives  (%)  (%)  (%)  ( %)
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the (in)definiteness of the postverbal subject. In (8) we report about the dialect
of Monreale where a definite postverbal plural subjects agree with the I (8a)
while an indefinite postverbal subjects do not (8b). Auxiliary selection may also
vary depending on the instantiation for the predicative relation instantiate by
the indefinite subject: in the Sardinian variety of Orroli the agreeing postverbal
definite subject is introduced by the be auxiliary (9a) while the non-agreeing
post verbal indefinite subject is introduced by the have auxiliary (9b).

(8) Montereale (Friuli)
a. i ’ veN i no fi’oi

ClS come the our children
‘Our children come’

b. a ’veN ka’nais
ClS comes children
‘Children come’ (Manzini and Savoia 2007:72)

(9) Orroli
a. funti e’niuzu is pittSCk’kEdduzu

are come the children
‘The children came’

b. dui a Be’niu pittSCk’kEdduzu
here has come children
‘Children came here’ (Manzini and Savoia 2007:73)

Indefinite postverbal subjects agree11 with the D properties of the verb although
there is no lexicalization of the D properties within the postverbal indefinite DP
(no chains identification): the postverbal indefinite can be the existential clo-
sure of the inflectional D morphology. The predicative relation between the un-
accusative verbs and their internal argument is taken by children as the only
syntactic environment where indefinite postverbal subject can be inserted.
With unergatives and transitives there is no such a predicational relation within
the subject and the event denoted by the verb.

11 Or not, in languages like the ones in (8) and (9) where the absence of D properties within
the postverbal DP may determin parametric variation on the agreement mechanism, for
a detailed discussion on it see Manzini and Savoia 2007, 2011.
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Children have set the pro-drop parameter: D properties (1) of the sentential
I domain have no lexicalization in Italian other than the inflectional morphol-
ogy of the verbs. Then, the argument structure of verbs influences the distribu-
tion of the overt subjects: the predicative relation between unaccusative verbs
and their internal argument is the only syntactic environment where children
allows overt indefinite postverbal subject since the event expressed by the un-
accusative requires an existential quantification. The argument structure of un-
accusatives and the indefiniteness of DPs defines a restrictive subset for the
distribution of overt postverbal subjects in child Italian.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we accounted for the distribution of early and adult null subjects
following the statement of the Lecial Parametrization Hypothesis (Manzini and
Wexler, 1987) The lexical parameterization hypothesis states that: “values of
a parameter are associated not with a particular grammar but with particular
lexical items” (Manzini and Wexler 1987: 424) by children. By the data we have
reported in the present work we found out that children set early on the prod-
drop parameter, formulated as in (1) that we repeat here in (10), in the sense
that they do not assign the D properties of the sentential to any lexical item
other than the same inflectional morphology of the verb.

(10) Lexicalization of the D properties of the sentential I domain:
a. i by clitic (e.g. northern Italian dialects)

ii by clitic or noun phrase (e.g. Ladin dialects, French)
iii by noun phrase (e.g. English)

b. no lexicalization (e.g. Italian)

Although children acquire early on the pro-drop parameter, it does not mean
that the distribution of overt subject DPs is random. The lexical parameter asso-
ciated with different lexical items intervenes in the creation of subset condition
which allows to account for the distribution of overt subject in Italian. We have
collected old and new data to account for the distribution of overt subjects as
a reflex of different lexical parameters that interacts.

The first lexical parameter at work is linked to the verb classes. When the
verb projects external argument the omission of the subject DP is favoured in
the spontaneous spoeech, conversely when the verb projects an internal argu-
ment, subject DPs are more likely to be produced overtly (Tab. 2). The preverbal
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and postverbal position of overt subjects seems to be inherently linked also to
their loci of generation within the VP shells: overt external argument are found
preferentially in a SV order, while overt internal arguments are found preferen-
tially in a VS order in the spontaneous speech of both Italian children and
adults.

This pattern matches the scope discourse semantic interface requirements:
preverbal subjects are topic-like information while postverbal subjects are
focus-like information. Agentive subjects found with unergatives and transi-
tives are more likely to be omitted and recovered by the discourse than theme
and patient subjects found with unaccusatives which measures out the event
and are recoverable. The data about the informativeness of the person of the
subject DPs (Serratrice 2005) also confirms that theta roles assigned to the sub-
ject by each verb influence the pattern of omission. While external argument in
children’s spontaneous speech are found with both uninformative (1st and 2nd
singular) and informative (3rd singular) person, internal subjects of the unaccu-
satives are preferentially 3rd person DPs which are event related and not recov-
erable by the discourse. So informative persons are found with DPs that are
focus-like: postverbal subject funs with unaccusatives, insfact, are mainly 3rd
person DPs (around 90%).

The last lexical parameter is linked to the definiteness of the DP. Children
produce indefinite postverbal subjects just with unaccusatives. In child Italian
indefinite are allowed only when they are in the scope of the D properties and
they are part of the eventive structure of the verb, that is, when they are not
derived through event identification (Pylkannen 2002, Kratzer 1996) like the ex-
ternal arguments: they measure out (Ritter and Rosen, 1998) the event denoted
by the verb and they allow a mechanism of agreement which does not involve
the replication D properties on the indefinite DP, language may vary on the
agreement mechanism with the postverbal indefinite DPs.

Lexical parametrization seems to be a predictive and powerful mechanism
to account for the acquisition of a language for two main reasons. First because
the parameters seem to be associated not with a particular grammar but with
particular lexical items. In our respect for the distribution of overt subjects dif-
ferent paremeter are set on lexical items: D properties on the verb morphology
allow the omission of the subjects, the loci of projection of the arguments and
the definiteness of the DP influence the pattern of distribution of the overt sub-
jects depending on the informativeness as it results by the morpho-syntactic
properties of each overt nominal element.

Least but not last, the parameters associated with each lexical items defines
some syntactic domains in a given language where lexical items are allowed (or
not). They allow to have a subset of the sentences of the languages in which
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a given lexical item is allowed or banned. In our respect the interaction be-
tween verb classes and the (in)definitiness determines a subset within the
Italian sentences. Children selects the value of a parameter that generates the
smallest language that is compatible with the data (as for the Subset principle)
so that indefinite postverbal subjects are found only with unaccusative.
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Ana Madeira and Alexandra Fiéis

Inflected infinitives in Portuguese

1 Introduction

Inflected infinitives in European Portuguese (EP) differ from their uninflected
counterparts in several respects: they exhibit overt person/number morphol-
ogy,1 may occur with nominative subjects and are restricted to a subset of the
contexts in which infinitives are allowed (namely, subject, adjunct and certain
complement clauses). In most of these contexts, the inflected infinitival subject
may be null or overt, and it is referentially free (see example in [1]).

(1) Os teus pais chegaram cedo para (tu) poderes
the your parents arrived-IND.PAST-3PL early for (you) be-able-INF-2SG
sair [EP]
leave-INF
‘Your parents arrived early so you could go out’

Most analyses of the EP inflected infinitive (Madeira 1994; Martins 2001;
Sitaridou 2002; Cowper 2002; Pires 2006; Gonçalves, Santos, and Duarte 2014)
build on Raposo’s (1987) proposal, according to which the inflected infinitive is
made possible by two conditions: a syntactic condition (i.e., a positive value for
the Null Subject Parameter, which allows for the morphological realization of
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1 In Portuguese, the inflected infinitive exhibits the following inflectional paradigm:
falar (‘speak’)
(eu) falar [1st sing]
(tu) falares [2nd sing]
(ele/ela) falar [3rd sing]
(nós) falarmos [1st pl]
(vós) falardes [2nd pl]
(eles/elas) falarem [3rd pl]
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the φ-features of I) and a morphological condition, the I(nfl)-parameter, re-
sponsible for the association of a complete set of φ-features to a [-Tense]
I. Furthermore, this [-Tense] I must itself be Case-marked in order to be able to
license nominative subjects, thus deriving the fact that inflected infinitival
clauses are restricted to Case positions, unlike their uninflected counterparts.
However, this assumption makes the incorrect prediction that we should expect
inflected infinitival clauses in all Case positions where infinitival clauses may
appear, which is not the case (subject control, etc.) (e.g. Madeira 1994:185–186;
Mensching 2000:79–80).

Similarly, Cowper (2002) proposes that, in null subject languages, I may be
associated with an uninterpretable Case feature, regardless of finiteness.
Hence, from a minimalist perspective, in the case of the inflected infinitive, the
uninterpretable Case feature on the infinitival I establishes an AGREE relation
with a probe in a higher clause and, after feature valuation and deletion, the
infinitival I acquires the ability to value and delete the Case feature of its sub-
ject and to spell out φ-features. The fact that, in standard EP, the inflected in-
finitive is excluded from certain positions – e.g., it reportedly never occurs
embedded under modal verbs or temporal and aspectual auxiliaries (2), or as
a complement to desiderative and other obligatory subject control verbs (3) – is
attributed by Raposo (1987) to selectional restrictions (in selected contexts, the
inflected infinitive is allowed only if the verb selects either a tensed or
a nominal complement).

(2) *Os meninos devem / começaram a tocarem
the boys must-IND.PRS.3PL / start-IND.PAST.3PL to play-INF.3PL
guitarra [EP]
guitar
‘The boys should / started to play the guitar’

(3) *Os meninos querem tocarmos guitarra [EP]
the boys want-IND.PRS.3PL play-INF.1PL guitar
‘The boys want us to play the guitar’

However, it has been observed that there is some variation regarding the accep-
tance of constructions with inflected forms of the infinitive among speakers,
both in standard EP and in other varieties of the language. Some aspects of the
distribution and properties of the inflected infinitive are not predicted by the
analyses described above. In this squib, we consider data from corpora of stan-
dard and nonstandard EP, Brazilian Portuguese (BP) and African varieties of
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Portuguese and show that the properties and distribution of the inflected infini-
tive may differ in these varieties. These facts raise interesting questions regard-
ing the morphosyntactic conditions which make a marked option such as the
inflected infinitive possible and lead us to propose that the various occurrences
of inflected infinitives observed do not constitute a unitary phenomenon, as
they may be associated with different degrees of finiteness: in addition to the
inflected infinitive described by Raposo (1987), we also find, on the one hand,
an inflected infinitive which presents characteristics that are typical of finite
verb forms and, on the other hand, another one which behaves like an unin-
flected infinitive, the so-called “pseudo-inflected infinitive” (Gonçalves,
Santos, and Duarte 2014).

Hence, in the next section, we examine the distribution and properties of
inflected infinitives in different varieties of Portuguese. Our primary focus is on
describing the phenomena and identifying some of the questions which are of
major interest in this domain. We consider that the data described here have
potentially interesting implications for an understanding of the concept of
finiteness, an issue which we touch on briefly in the final section of the squib.

2 The inflected infinitive: a non-unitary
phenomenon

2.1 Inflected infinitives in finite contexts

Inflected forms of the infinitive, i.e. verbal forms which bear infinitival mor-
phology associated with agreement inflection and license overt nominative sub-
jects, are found in certain root contexts in standard EP, namely, in interrogative
and exclamative contexts (4), in which the inflected infinitive bears a modal in-
terpretation and may be associated with an exclamative intonation (cf. Ambar
1992; Ambar & Jiménez (2017); among others). These so-called ‘independent in-
finitives’ have been argued by Ambar (1992) and Ambar and Jiménez (to ap-
pear), among others, to involve a null modal operator which licenses Tense in
C (assuming the verb to be in C).

(4) a. Telefonarmos à mãe hoje ou amanhã? [EP]
phone-INF.1PL to.the mother today or tomorrow
‘Should we phone mum today or tomorrow?’ (Oliveira 2014:80)
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b. Dizeres-me tu uma coisa dessas!2 [EP]
tell-INF.2SG-me you-NOM a thing of.those
‘(Imagine) you telling me a thing like that!’

In other varieties of Portuguese we find inflected infinitives in finite embedded
contexts, standing for a subjunctive. See the examples in (5) from Angolan
Portuguese (AP), where the inflected infinitive replaces the future subjunctive
and the present subjunctive, respectively. Hence, in these contexts, the in-
flected infinitive appears to be associated with a mood specification, contrary
to what has been argued by e.g. Pires (2006).

(5) a. se fazermos um balanço global dos [AP]
if make-INF.1PL a balance global of.the
dois últimos anos, achamos que [. . .]
two last years, think-IND.PRS.1PL that [. . .]
‘if we make a global balance of the last two years, we think that [. . .]’

(African Varieties of Portuguese Corpus)
b. para que [. . .] ficarmos sossegados, sem

for that [. . .] become-INF.1PL calm, without
vestígios do passado [AP]
traces of.the past
‘so that [. . .] we can rest, without traces of the past’ (Jornal de Angola)

Examples (4) and (5) show that, in contemporary Portuguese, the inflected in-
finitive can be found in contexts where we would expect a finite form of the
verb. This is reminiscent of what we find diachronically, namely, in Old
Portuguese, where it occurred mainly in independent domains with an impera-
tive/optative interpretation, alternating with the subjunctive (Martins 2001).3

However, its distribution is not uniform across varieties of Portuguese and that
is what we will show in 2.2.

2 Subject-verb inversion is optional in these contexts.
3 Regarding the AP examples, a reviewer suggests that the inflected infinitive may have
changed its category and is actually a subjunctive in this variety, in which case these examples
should simply be considered finite verb forms. We leave this question for future research.
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2.2 The “standard” inflected infinitive

As described in the introduction, the inflected infinitive standardly occurs in
certain dependent non-finite contexts, where it can license a freely referring
nominative subject. However, the distribution of the inflected infinitive bearing
these properties appears to differ across varieties of Portuguese. For example,
this inflected infinitive may appear in the complement position of certain sub-
ject control verbs in BP (see (6), where the inflected infinitival subject is inter-
preted as referentially disjoint from the matrix subject), but not in standard EP,
and it is found with propositional verbs in EP (see [7]), but not in BP (Modesto
2010a).

(6) Eui prefiro elesj ficarem lá mesmo [BP]
I prefer-IND.PRS.1SG they meet-INF.3PL there right
‘I prefer for them to stay right there’ (Modesto, 2014)

(7) O presidente afirmou reunirem-se os ministros
the chair say-IND.PAST.3SG meet-INF.3PL SE the ministers
sempre às 6 [EP]
always at.the 6
‘The chair said that the ministers always meet at 6’

As shown by Pires (2006), the inflected infinitive in these constructions dis-
plays properties which differ from those of control infinitives and are identical
to those of finite verbs. For example, unlike its uninflected counterpart in (8b),
the inflected infinitival subject in (8a) does not require a local c-commanding
antecedent:

(8) a. Os rapazesi disseram que os amigosj
the boysi say-IND.PAST.3PL that the friendsj
lamentam [-]i/j/k terem mentido [EP]
regret-IND.PST.3PL [-]i/j/k have-INF.3PL lied
‘The boys said that their friends regret that they lied’

b. Os rapazesi disseram que os amigosj
the boysi say-IND.PAST.3PL that the friendsj
lamentam [-]j ter mentido [EP]
regret-IND.PST.3PL [-]j have-INF lied
‘The boys said that their friends regret that they lied’
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Moreover, unlike obligatory control uninflected infinitives (see [9b]), which
trigger a sloppy reading under ellipsis, inflected infinitives only allow a strict
interpretation, as shown in (9a).

(9) a. Eu lamento (eles) terem mentido e a
I regret-IND.PST.1SG (they) have-INF.3PL lied and the
Joana também [EP]
Joana too
‘I regret that they lied and Joana does too’
(= Joana regrets that they lied)

b. Eu lamento [-] ter mentido e a
I regret-IND.PST.1SG [-] have-INF lied and the
Joana também [EP]
Joana too
‘I regret that I lied and Joana does too’
(= Joana regrets that she lied)

2.3 The inflected infinitive in control structures

Contrary to what was claimed by Raposo (1987), inflected infinitives may be
found embedded under subject control verbs in standard EP. However, their
distribution in these contexts appears to be highly restricted and, when they
occur, they seem to display control properties, not allowing a freely referring
subject (in contrast to the BP example in (6) above), as shown in (10)4:

(10) a. ??Eu prefiro (eles) irem ao cinema [EP]
I prefer-IND.PRS.1SG (they) go-INF.3PL to.the cinema
‘I prefer that they go to the cinema’

b. *Eu decidi (eles) irem ao cinema [EP]
I decide-IND.PAST.1SG (they) go-INF.3PL to.the cinema
‘I decided that they should go to the cinema’

4 In these contexts, there seems to be some variability regarding the acceptability of inflected
infinitives, which appears to be determined by the matrix verb, as illustrated in the examples
in (10).
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According to Sheehan (2014), in sentences like those in (11), if the two
subjects are correferential, only the uninflected form is allowed (11a), al-
though some speakers may accept the inflected infinitive if an argument
intervenes between the two subjects (11b). Similarly, if a partial control
reading obtains, i.e., if the reference of the matrix subject is included in
the reference of the infinitival subject, the inflected infinitive is acceptable
for some speakers (11c), particularly in the presence of an intervening ar-
gument (11d).

(11) a. Preferias chegar(*es) a tempo [EP]
prefer-IND.IMPF.2SG arrive(-*INF.2SG) on time
‘You would prefer to arrive on time’

b. Prometemos à professora chegar(%mos)
promise-IND.PAST.1PL to.the teacher arrive(-%INF.1PL)
a tempo [EP]
on time
‘We promised the teacher to arrive on time’

c. O João preferia reunir(%em)-se
the John prefer-IND.IMPF.3SG meet(-%INF.3PL)-SE
mais tarde [EP]
more late
‘João would prefer to meet later’

d. O Pedro prometeu à Ana
the Pedro promise-IND.PAST.3SG to.the Ana
reunir%(em)-se em Braga [EP]
meet(-%INF.3PL)-SE in Braga
‘Pedro promised Ana to meet in Braga’ (Sheehan 2014)

According to Modesto (2010b), the inflected infinitival complements of proposi-
tional verbs also exhibit the properties of control structures. Hence, contrary to
what happens in EP, where the subject may be lexically realized and inter-
preted as disjoint from the matrix subject, as shown in (7) above, the subject of
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these complements cannot be lexically realized5 in BP and must have a partial
control reading, as in (12)6:

(12) O presidentei afirmou [-]i+ se reunirem
the chairi say-IND.PAST.3SG SE meet-INF.3PL
(sempre) às 6 [BP]
(always) at.the 6
‘The chair said that they (always) meet at 6’ (Modesto 2010b)

Furthermore, it appears that some speakers of standard EP both accept and pro-
duce inflected infinitives with subject control verbs with a correferential read-
ing in the presence of a local controller. In these cases, the subject is not
realized lexically. For instance, Pires, Rothman and Santos (2011) found signifi-
cant acceptance of inflected infinitives with volitional verbs (e.g., querem irem
‘want-IND.PST.3PL go-INF.3PL’). Similarly, an analysis of the CETEMPúblico cor-
pus7 reveals a number of examples, as illustrated in (13) below.8 Similar exam-
ples are found in other varieties of the language – see (14), from oral
Mozambiquean Portuguese (MP).

(13) se não querem serem [. . .] apoiantes
if not want-IND.PRS.3PL be-INF.3PL [. . .] supporters

5 There appears to be some variation regarding the possibility of lexically realized subjects in
this context in BP. Hence, Mensching (2000) notes that not only are they possible for some
speakers, but, unlike in EP, where subjects are obligatorily postverbal in this context, they
may also be acceptable in preverbal position, as shown in (i):
(i) ?O aluno compreendeu [isto ser inútil]

the pupil understood this be-INF-3PL useless
‘The pupil understood that this was useless.’
Mensching (2000:29)

6 A disjoint reading is possible in certain cases, e.g., if the subject has undergone wh-
movement (Modesto 2010):
(i) Que estudantes o Pedro acredita [-] terem passado?

‘Which students does Pedro believe to have[INF.3PL] passed?’
7 The CETEMPúblico is a 180-million-word European Portuguese corpus, made up of texts ex-
tracted from the daily newspaper Público.
8 Only one example with a referentially disjoint subject was found in our analysis of this cor-
pus, which involved a wh-moved subject:
(i) (. . .) «distorções, erros e injustiças» (. . .) que diz não desejar virem «a beliscar minimamente

a vitória do PS»
(. . .) ‘“distortions, mistakes and injustice” (. . .) which he says that he does not wish (them)
to come[Inf-3pl] “to affect PS’s victory minimally”’ (CETEMPúblico)
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de um [. . .] governo corrupto [EP]
of a [. . .] government corrupt
‘if they do not want to be [. . .] the supporters of a [. . .] corrupt government’

(CETEMPúblico)

(14) até alguns já tencionavam fazerem
even some already intend-IND.IMPF.3PL make-INF.3PL
atentados físicos aos professores [MP]
attempts physical to.the teachers
‘even some were already intending to assault their teachers’

(Spoken Corpus Mozambique)

There are other constructions in standard EP that allow infinitives which, despite
being associated with agreement inflection, do not license nominative subjects.
This is the case, for instance, of complements to object control verbs (15) and
Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) complements to causative and perception verbs
(16). In the case of object control, the subject has to be null and is obligatorily
controlled by the matrix object. In the case of ECM structures, on the other hand,
the subject may be realized but it surfaces with accusative Case (Martins 2018).

(15) O Pedro convenceu os filhos a (*eles)
the Pedro convince-IND.PAST.3SG the children to (*they)
estudarem [EP]
study-INF.3PL
‘Pedro convinced his children to study’

(16) O Pedro viu- os estudarem [EP]
the Pedro see-IND.PAST.3SG them-ACC study-INF.3PL
‘Pedro saw them study’

Unlike standard inflected infinitives, controlled inflected infinitives display the
same properties as uninflected infinitives selected by control verbs (Modesto
2010b; Sheehan 2014), e.g. they require a local c-commanding antecedent
(cf. [17] and [18]) and trigger a sloppy reading under ellipsis (cf. [19]):

(17) *O Pedro acha que eu preferia
the Pedro believe-IND.PRS.3SG that I prefer-IND.IMPF.1SG
reunirem-se mais cedo [EP]
meet-INF.3PL-SE more early
‘Peter believes that I preferred that they meet earlier’ (Sheehan 2014)
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(18) a. %[A chefe do Joãoi]j preferia reunirem-se sem
the boss of.the João prefer-IND.IMPF.3SG meet-INF.3PL-SE without
elei [EP]
him
‘João’s (female) boss would prefer to meet without him’

b. *[A chefe do Joãoi]j preferia reunirem-se sem
the boss of.the João prefer-IND.IMPF.3SG meet-INF.3PL-SE without
elaj [EP]
her
‘João’s (female) boss would prefer to meet without her’ (Sheehan 2014)

(19) a. Ele decidiu irem ao cinema e eu
he decide-IND.PAST.3SG go-INF.3PL to.the cinema and I
também [EP]
too
‘He decided that they would go to the cinema and so did I’
(= I decided that I/we would go to the cinema)

b. Nós preferimos irmos ao cinema e eles
we prefer-IND.PRS.1PL go-INF.1PL to.the cinema and they
também [EP]
too
‘We prefer to go to the cinema and so do they’
(= they prefer to go to the cinema)

These facts confirm that, unlike the inflected infinitives described in the previ-
ous sections, which take overt or null (pro) nominative subjects, the infinitival
constructions described in this section are control structures with PRO subjects
(“pseudo-inflected infinitives”, according to Gonçalves, Santos, and Duarte
2014). As argued by, for example, Gonçalves, Santos, and Duarte (2014), these
structures are evidence for a dissociation between overt agreement inflection
and nominative Case licensing.

2.4 The inflected infinitive in raising structures

Inflected infinitives may also be found with modal verbs (which, following
Wurmbrand 2001, we assume to be raising predicates) in standard EP (20), dia-
lectal EP (21), and AP (22), either in coordination with an uninflected infinitive
or not. The example in (22b) apparently differs from the other examples, in that
the subject of the second conjunct does not coincide with the subject of the first
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conjunct (although it includes it). However, it may be assumed that, in this
example, the modal in the second conjunct has undergone ellipsis (“podem
juntar-se-nos e (podemos) fazermos uma lista de consenso” = ‘(they) may join
us and (we can) make a consensual list’), in which case this example does not
actually differ from the other ones.

(20) A necessidade de os pais deverem
the need of the parents have.to-INF.3PL
verem televisão com os filhos [EP]
watch-INF.3PL television with the children
‘the need for parents to watch television with their children’

(CETEMPúblico)

(21) Então podem levar um panito caseiro do
So can-3PL take-INF a bun homemade from.the
forno, e levarem coentros [EP]
oven and take-INF.3PL coriander
‘So you can take a homemade bun from the oven and take coriander’

(Cordial-SIN)

(22) a. para que possamos viver em paz e
for that can-SUBJ.PRS.1PL live-INF in peace and
fazermos uma luta política [AP]
make-INF.1PL a fight political
‘for us to be able to live in peace and undertake a political fight’

(Jornal de Angola)
b. podem juntar-se-nos e fazermos uma lista de consenso [AP]

can-3PL join-INF-SE-us and make-INF.1PL a list of consensus
‘(they) may join us and (we can) make a consensual list’

(African Varieties of Portuguese Corpus)

Finally, inflected infinitives may also be found embedded under aspectual verbs –
see the examples below for standard EP (23), oral MP (24) and BP (25). In all of
these cases, there is agreement between the aspectual verb and the infinitive.

(23) os holandeses continuam a puxarem pela sua
the Dutch continue-IND.PST.3PL to pull-INF.3PL for.the their
equipa [EP]
team
‘the Dutch keep rooting for their team’(World Cup TV commentary)
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(24) estavam lá os escravos reunidos fazerem
be-IND.IMPF.3PL there the slaves gathered do-INF.3PL
lá nas suas reuniões [MP]
there in.the their meetings
‘the slaves were gathered there having their meetings’

(Spoken Corpus Mozambique)

(25) quando os filhos de vocês começarem a serem
when the children of you-PL start-SUBJ.PRS.3PL to be-INF.3PL
mal-tratados [BP]
ill-treated
‘when your children start being abused’ (Modesto 2014)

Like the controlled inflected infinitive described in 2.3., the inflected infinitive
which appears embedded under modal and aspectual auxiliaries does not li-
cense an overt nominative subject. Given that it has been shown that inflected
infinitives do not allow A-movement of the embedded subject (Quicoli 1996)
and are thus excluded from raising structures, we may conclude that the infini-
tive which appears in these contexts in Portuguese bearing morphological per-
son/number inflection displays the characteristics of what Gonçalves, Santos,
and Duarte (2014) term as a “pseudo-inflected infinitive”, i.e., a verbal form
which is morphologically an inflected infinitive, but does not exhibit the syn-
tactic properties of ‘real’ inflected infinitives.

In a nutshell, it is clear that the inflected infinitive is allowed in Portuguese
in a wider number of contexts than is generally recognised. On the one hand, it
is also found in certain finite contexts (subjunctive clauses in AP and exclama-
tive and interrogative clauses in standard EP). On the other hand, both in stan-
dard and nonstandard EP, as well as in the other varieties of Portuguese
considered (BP, and the Angolan and oral Mozambiquean varieties), inflected
infinitives may be found embedded under subject control, modal and aspectual
verbs. At least in some of these contexts, the inflected infinitive appears to ex-
hibit different properties from those which it typically displays, regarding the
lexical realization of the subject and its interpretation.

3 Final remarks

The characterisation of the Portuguese inflected infinitives (i.e., infinitives asso-
ciated with agreement morphology) provided in section 2 shows that they are
found in a wider number of contexts than observed by Raposo (1987) and,
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moreover, that they display different properties in each of the contexts in
which they are found. We considered four contexts:
(1) independent clauses (restricted to contexts with a modal value): in these

clauses, the inflected infinitive licenses an overt subject which bears nomi-
native case;

(2) embedded clauses (complements to propositional and factive verbs, and
subject and adjunct clauses) in which the inflected infinitive licenses an
overt subject which bears nominative case and may be referentially disjoint
from the matrix subject;

(3) obligatory control complements: in these contexts, the inflected infinitive
does not license an overt nominative subject and the implicit infinitival
subject is either interpreted as correferential with the matrix subject (or ob-
ject) or its reference must include that of the matrix subject/object;

(4) raising complements: in this case, the inflected infinitive does not license
an overt nominative subject and the implicit infinitival subject is inter-
preted as correferential with the matrix subject.

Controlled inflected infinitives are assumed by Gonçalves, Santos, and Duarte
(2014) to behave as “pseudo-inflected infinitives” and the person-number in-
flection on the infinitive is argued to correspond to the spell-out of an AGREE
operation between infinitival T and a higher functional head (see also Landau
2000). The properties of this “pseudo-inflected infinitive” clearly indicate that
morphological person/number agreement does not necessarily correlate with
a positive specification for φ-features associated with uninterpretable Case fea-
tures responsible for licensing nominative subjects. This conclusion has
a bearing on our understanding of the concept of finiteness, which has stan-
dardly been correlated, among others, with syntactic context – morphologically
non-finite verb forms are assumed to be excluded from independent contexts –,
the presence of tense/agreement morphology and the presence of lexical nomi-
native subjects. These are properties, as we have seen, regarding which the
four types of inflected infinitives that we have described differ. Whereas the
forms which appear in the contexts standardly described by Raposo (1987), as
well as the forms found in independent contexts, exhibit all the hallmarks of
finiteness, those found in control and raising structures do not – although they
have morphological agreement inflection, they do not show the syntactic prop-
erties of finite verb forms, in particular, they do not license overt nominative
subjects. Hence, as Ledgeway (2007:352) states, “finiteness may surface in ap-
parently conflicting ways across different areas of the grammar”. Hence, the
picture which emerges from the description of the variation observed in the dis-
tribution and properties of the inflected infinitive could be argued to follow
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straightforwardly from a view of finiteness as a scalar, rather than
a dichotomic, notion (Ledgeway 1998, 2007; Vincent 1998; Landau 2004). Thus,
the facts described in this paper raise interesting questions for the definition of
finiteness, in particular, regarding the relationship between the presence/ab-
sence of inflectional morphology and the morphosyntactic and semantic prop-
erties of (non-)finite verbs. These are questions which will be addressed in
future work.
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Guido Mensching

Some notes on the Sardinian
complementizer systems

1 Aims and background

The aim of this squib is to assess some of the Sardinian data provided by Rita
Manzini and Leonardo Savoia (2003; 2005, vol. I, chap. 3; 2011), particularly
their reconstruction of the complementizer systems in several varieties of this
language. I will first comment on the value of Manzini and Savoia’s work for
Sardinian linguistics, then summarize their reconstruction of the Sardinian
complementizer system and their theories on complementizers in general, also
contextualizing it within the study of Sardinian (Sections 2 and 3). Next, I will
discuss the data and theories that the authors advance, building on Sardinian
and Italian dialect data, in particular in Manzini and Savoia (2005, 2011). More
precisely, I will focus on the alignment of the Sardinian complementizers ca
and chi with mood (Section 4) and the complementizer structures used in
causal clauses (Section 5). I will finish with some remarks on Sardinian wh-
items and their relationship to complementizers (Section 6).

In contrast to Sardinian morphology, which has been the subject of scholarly
work since Wagner (1938/1939), the first serious studies on Sardinian syntax did
not appear until the end of the 1980s with some articles by Michael Allan Jones
(1988, 1992) and his seminal Sardinian Syntax (Jones 1993). This book, which has
ever since been the basis of further studies in this field, describes just one
Sardinian variety, namely the central Sardinian (Nuorese) dialect of Lula (Sard.
Lùvula). Jones briefly addresses the question of whether the study of one local
variety can be representative for Sardinian syntax as a whole. Concerning this
issue, he offers the following remarks:

From a syntactic point of view Sardinian appears to be much more homogeneous [than
phonology, morphology, and lexis], though this perception may be due in part to the fact
that the syntax of Sardinian has not been investigated as extensively as other aspects of
the language and to the more general fact that syntactic differences are less amenable to
direct observation. (Jones 1993: 6)

In subsequent years, other authors contributed to our knowledge of Sardinian
syntax (e.g., La Fauci and Loporcaro 1997; Loporcaro 1998; Bentley 2004, 2011;
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Floricic 2003, 2009; Remberger 2006, 2009, 2010; Padovan and Penello 2006
[within the ASIt initiative]; Mensching and Remberger 2010a, 2010b, 2016;
Mensching 2005, 2012, 2016, 2017). In some of these works, diatopic syntactic
variation plays a certain role, but this issue has never been the focus in the
study of Sardinian syntax. As far as I can see, Manzini and Savoia (2005) is the
only work that provides data and classifications of a greater number of phe-
nomena of syntactic variation in Sardinian, which show that Sardinian syntax
is much less uniform than it previously appeared.

Hence, the Sardinian complementizer systems – the subject of the following
pages – remained largely unknown before Manzini and Savoia (2003) presented
a substantial amount of data and a first classification, which was then completed
in Manzini and Savoia (2005, 2011). Apart from some rather obscure remarks by
Wagner ([1951] 1997: 326–327) and DES I: 251, s.v. ca), the phenomenon was men-
tioned in greater detail by Blasco Ferrer (1986: 195–196), according to whom (i) the
Logudorese varieties (including Central Sardinian) use the complementizer chi,
whereas a distinction between two complementizers (ca and chi, from Lat. QUID

and QUIA, respectively) is mostly restricted to Campidanese; and (ii) in the varieties
that have the double complementizer system, ca appears after verba dicendi, sen-
tiendi, and putandi and chi after verba timendi and volitional verbs, usually trig-
gering the indicative and the subjunctive, respectively.

2 Sardinian complementizer systems:
Typology and geographic distribution

The great accomplishment of Rita Manzini and Leonardo Savoia is not only to
have provided, for the first time, a large amount of data concerning the geolin-
guistic and syntactic distribution of the Sardinian complementizers ca and chi,
but also to have included other elements and phenomena commonly attributed
to the complementizer phrase (CP), namely wh-items, relative clauses, and the
complementizers meaning ‘if’. They thus arrive at a much more differentiated
view leading to four different systems, which can be schematized as shown in
Figure 1.

It is a general property of all Sardinian varieties that the complementizers
meaning ‘that’ (chi/ca)1 are not identical and not even similar to the wh-

1 For the representation of Sardinian varieties, I use the orthographic system of the Limba
Sarda Comuna (LSC) proposed by RAS (2006). The item ca is pronounced [ka], with the
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element meaning ‘what’, which is ite (var. iti and ita, unlike most other
Romance languages, cf. It. che, Fr. que, Sp. que/qué). A first basic subdivision is
the distinction already introduced in Section 1 (one vs. two complementizers).
System I, which only has chi, corresponds to the Logudorese and most of the
Central Sardinian/Nuorese areas. On the basis of the data in Manzini and
Savoia (2005) and some other data (see Mensching 2012), we conducted further
fieldwork and reconstructed the isogloss shown in Figure 2 (cf. Bacciu and
Mensching 2018: 355, map 12.5; for a previous version, see Mensching and
Remberger 2016: 280, map 17.3) Extending from above Dorgali in a southwest
direction, the isogloss traverses the Barbagia di Ollolai and then enters the so-
called Arborense area, both zones in which a broad bundle of other, mostly his-
torico-phonetic isoglosses separate Logudorese and Nuorese on the one hand
from Campidanese on the other (cf. Virdis 1988: 908; Bacciu and Mensching
2018). The varieties above the isogloss shown in Figure 2 have system I of
Figure 1. Places immediately below the isogloss, such as Dorgali, Fonni,
Ardauli, and Paulilatino, seem to have system II. More southern localities tend
to have system III or IV, with the latter extending to the extreme south of the
island. Following Manzini and Savoia (2005: 414–417, 452–455, 464–469,
496–503), the varieties that correspond to systems III and IV employ chi in

C≠‘what’ 

I one complementizer
(chi)

two complementizers
(chi - ca)

II relative clauses
introduced by chi 

relative clauses
introduced by chi or ca

III ‘if’ = si IV ‘if’ = chi

Figure 1: Sardinian complementizer systems.

exception of the Barbagia dialects of the so-called Fonni group, where /k/ is usually articu-
lated as a glottal stop (cf. Wolf 1985), and of Dorgali, where ca appears as [xa]. In some
Campidanese varieties, chi has become ci ([tʃi]).
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restrictive and ca in appositive relative clauses (systems I and II show chi for all
relative clauses). In addition, system IV also uses chi in the sense of ‘if’.

3 Sardinian complementizers within Manzini and
Savoia’s (2003, 2005, 2011) theory

The interesting theory within which Manzini and Savoia interpret the data, in
particular as presented in Manzini and Savoia (2011), cannot be discussed in de-
tail here. In a nutshell, the authors assume that complementizers are nominal in
nature, i.e., they are considered as nominal heads merged above C°, which is ver-
bal (and can thus host verbs, e.g., in V2 structures). Complementizers correspond
to – or rather project – propositions, whereas regular nouns represent individu-
als (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 30). As wh-items, which are often identical or at
least very similar to complementizers (such as It. che, Fr. que, Sp. que/qué), are
also nominal, they in principle have the same position as complementizers. Both
types of elements are operators introducing a variable, with “the main difference
between them being the nature of the variable. This ranges over individuals for
the wh-phrase che [. . .], while for complementizer che it ranges over situations/
possible worlds” (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 16). The content of the propositional
variable introduced by “the finite k-type complementizer in Romance languages”
is restricted by the subclause (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 54–55).

Now, for the Sardinian complementizer systems II–IV and similar Italian
systems, the authors assume that ca is definite and chi is indefinite. The former
introduces a definite description, whereas the latter “introduces a propositional
variable subject to existential closure” (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 55). Among
other arguments, they derive the distribution of the indicative (with ca) and the
subjunctive (with chi) from the idea that ca introduces a description outside the
scope of polarity operators, which amounts to a “propositional definite descrip-
tion,” whereas chi is within the scope of polarity operators, thus introducing an
indefinite propositional variable (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 57). As definiteness
is not compatible with wh-elements and wh-elements also introduce variables
subject to existential closure, this theory predicts that in double complementi-
zer systems, “it is always the indefinite complementizer that overlaps with
a wh-quantifier” (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 55). The Sardinian system diverges
from the latter generalization, a point to which I will return.

As mentioned in Section 2, systems III and IV use chi for restrictive relative
clauses and ca for non-restrictive (appositive) ones (Manzini and Savoia 2005: I,
464–466). The basic idea is that the variable in appositive relatives is an
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individual variable, whereas it is an indefinite variable in restrictive relative
clauses (Manzini and Savoia 2003: 104–105; 2011: 64). Although this would have
required further explanation, it is an interesting attempt to explain the distribu-
tion of ca and chi in relative clauses of these Sardinian varieties. In particular,
the authors argue that an appositive relative clause “is introduced by the definite
sentential operator, i.e. ka” (Manzini and Savoia 2003: 105). Finally, an addi-
tional property of most Campidanese varieties (i.e., those of type IV) is that they
employ chi for both conditional and interrogative ‘if’. According to the authors,
this is because, like interrogatives, conditional subclauses restrict a propositional
variable. The difference is that in interrogatives, the variable is licensed in the
scope of a question operator (Manzini and Savoia 2011: 68–69). Thus, ‘if’ has “in-
definite quantification properties” (Manzini and Savoia 2003: 106), which pre-
dicts the choice of chi and not of ca. Finally, it is important to note that the
overlap of the items meaning ‘if’ and ‘that’ seems to be typical for Sardinian
(namely the type-IV varieties) and is not found elsewhere in Italo-Romance
(Manzini and Savoia 2011: 66).

Manzini and Savoia’s discovery of the basic typology of the Sardinian com-
plementizer systems and syntactic variation within Sardinian has tremendously
stimulated the work of my research group in recent years (see Mensching 2012,
2015–2017; Bacciu and Mensching 2018; Kellert (2019)).2 Caroline Bacciu has re-
cently begun working on a PhD thesis that aims to identify further parameters
of morpho-syntactic variation in Sardinia, including geolinguistic mapping,
using both traditional and dialectometric methods of linguistic geography.
Some of the issues concerning the Sardinian complementizer systems that have
arisen in these studies and might help to further elaborate Manzini and
Savoia’s theories are sketched in Sections 4 to 6 below.

4 Alignment of the complementizers ca and chi
with mood

Systems II–IV in Figure 1 can be further subdivided into systems in which ca
and chi, when used for introducing complement clauses, show a stable

2 In addition, I directed the BA thesis by Janina Vahl (2012) and the MA thesis by
Gabriele Kampmann (2010). The former investigates the ca–chi system in the Alta Ogliastra
area (also cf. Blasco Ferrer 1988), whereas the latter is an attempt to put the most important
parameters of syntactic variation in Sardinian from Manzini and Savoia (2005) on geographic
maps.
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correlation with the subjunctive (ca) and the indicative (chi) and others in
which they do not. An example for the latter is Làconi (system IV, Manzini and
Savoia 2011: 54, 60), where the verb crèiri ‘to believe’ is shown to select either
chi or ca, which can both appear with either mood:

(1) Làconi (cf. Manzini and Savoia 2011: 60)
a. dɛɔ krɛɔ ka/tʃi issu βuru / kraza 'eniði

I believe that he too tomorrow comes-IND
‘I believe that he will come as well/tomorrow.’

b. dɛɔ krɛɔ ka/ tʃi issu βuru / kraza 'ɛɳdʒaða
I believe that he too / tomorrow comes-SUBJV
‘I believe that he will come as well/tomorrow.’

However, it is unclear whether this is triggered by the special structure in the
examples, with a focused element following the complementizer, particularly
because Manzini and Savoia’s (2005: I, 467) examples (26a/a.’) neatly distin-
guish between ca+indicative and chi/ci+subjunctive. A better example is the
one from Baunei (also system IV), provided by Damonte (2006), where ca ap-
pears with the subjunctive:

(2) Baunei (from Damonte 2006: 77, adapted to the LSC orthographical
system)
Mi paret ca custas cadiras sient meda comodas.
me= seems that these chairs are-SUBJV very comfortable
‘It seems to me that these chairs are very comfortable.’

Such systems must not be confused with those that show a stable correspon-
dence in complement clauses with ca selecting the indicative and chi the sub-
junctive.3 This is exemplified by Paulilatino (system II) (see Manzini and Savoia
2005: I, 465; 2011: 53–54). In my own inquiry at Dorgali within the ASIt initia-
tive, I was able to replicate the same stable system with much more data
(cf. Bacciu and Mensching 2018). These data show that deontic, volitional, and
directive predicates always select complement clauses with chi and the verb in
the subjunctive, whereas strong assertive predicates and epistemic predicates

3 Except for apustis chi ‘after’ and primma chi ‘before’, which systematically select the
indicative.
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expressing certainty trigger ca with the indicative mood. My data from Dorgali
confirm that it is not the matrix predicate itself that triggers these properties
(for mood, see Manzini 2000; Manzini and Savoia 2011: 57). Thus, doxastic
predicates such as pàrrer(e) ‘to seem’ and pessare ‘to think’ can select either ca
+indicative or chi+subjunctive, depending, as I believe, on the speaker’s degree
of certainty:

(3) Dorgali (from Bacciu and Mensching 2018: 336–337)
a. Mi paret ca in custas cradeas s’ istat bene.

me= seems that in these chairs REFL= stays-IND good
‘It seems to me that these chairs are comfortable.’

a.’ Mi paret chi apat abboghinau calincunu.
me= seems that has-SUBJV called someone
‘It seems to me that someone has called.’

b. Totus an pessau ca proiat.
all have thought that rained-IND
‘Everybody thought that it would rain.’

b’. Pesso chi los apan aprovaos totu.
think-1SG that them= have-3PL-SUBJV approved all
‘I think that everybody has passed (the exam).’

It is important to note that the alignment of mood with the complementizer re-
mains stable. An interesting issue for future research is whether this stability is
typical for system II (to which both Paulilatino and Dorgali belong) and the in-
stability is typical for system IV, attested for Làconi and Baunei. The idea that
system IV is particularly unstable with respect to the complementizer–mood
alignment may be corroborated by the fact that the same kind of instability has
also been documented for Arzana (about 25 kilometers southwest of Baunei, cf.
Mensching 2012), also a type-IV system. This raises the additional question of
whether this is really a property related to the parametric division that we have
discussed or whether it is a geolinguistic phenomenon typical of that area.

5 Ca and chi and causal clauses

A fact that has not been considered in the theory sketched by Manzini and
Savoia (2011) is that in all varieties of Sardinian (i.e., systems I–IV), ca is also
the canonical causal conjunction meaning ‘because’. An example is given
in (6):
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(4) Ittiri (from Manzini and Savoia 2005: 453)
sɔɛ 'essidu ka vu fat'tɛndɛ 'kaððu
am gone-out because was doing hot
‘I went out because it was hot.’

This example figures in Manzini and Savoia (2005: 453) as a correspondence to
It. Sono uscito che era facendo caldo, which gives the impression that ca here
corresponds to the Italian complementizer che. This would be odd, as Ittiri be-
longs to system I, where the complementizer is always chi. Instead, it introdu-
ces a regular causal adjunct clause. As this type of clause is factive, examples
such as (4) would still fit into Manzini and Savoia’s theory in that ca is definite –
we would just have to state more precisely that in varieties of type I, the definite
complementizer is specialized to a causal meaning. Causal ca can optionally be
preceded by other prepositions or adverbs, such as pro (‘for’) or sicomente
(causal ‘since’) in (5)4:

(5) a. Non bi semus andaos pro ca pessavamus (Orgosolo, type I)
not LOC= are-1SG gone for that thought-1PL
chi aèret pròiu.
that had-SUBJV rained
‘We didn’t go there because we thought that it had rained.’

b. Sicomente ca aiat acabbau su tùcaru, (Dorgali, type II)
since that had-3SG finished the sugar
nde l’ apo imprestau.
of.it= him/her= have-1SG lent
‘Since he had finished the sugar, I lent him some.’

The situation is more complex and needs further research: when sicomente
(log. sigomente, camp. sigomenti) is present, the complementizer is optional,
and it seems that it is chi in varieties of type I and ca in the others, but note
that Blasco Ferrer (1986: 201) quotes a Campidanese example with chi. As for
(5a), unless the verb is in the infinitive, ca is obligatory with pro (camp. po) and
the complementizer cannot be changed to chi, as pro chi introduces a final
clause with the subjunctive and means ‘so that’, ‘in order to’. Another option is
proite/poita (lit. ‘for what’, similar to It. perché, Sp. porque), which can stand
alone without a complementizer. If present, the complementizer behaves as
with pro, i.e., it is chi for final and ca for causal subclauses (Blasco Ferrer 1986:

4 The examples are taken from my own inquiry using the ASIt-sud questionnaire.
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200; Jones 1993: 248–249). The exact diatopic distribution of these and other
constellations is subject to future research. Here, I just observe that the ele-
ments preceding causal ca have a different status. For example, whereas proite
is surely located in what is treated as the left periphery of the complementizer
in Manzini and Savoia (2011: Section 1.2), pro is clearly a preposition that se-
lects the CP (2011: 30–31). When the complementizer is ca, it can have a causal
interpretation alone, but when it is chi, it cannot, regardless of the type of com-
plementizer system.

6 Observations on Sardinian wh-items

All varieties of Sardinian are characterized by the fact that the wh-item meaning
‘what’ (ite) does not coincide with the complementizer(s) (chi/ca), although
other interrogative elements clearly do belong to the k-series (chie, var. chine
and chini ‘who’, cale ‘which’, cf. Manzini and Savoia 2005: 415; 2011: 33).
However, it is interesting to note that, diachronically, the item ite originally did
belong to the k-series. Ite and its variants iti and ita derive from *QUID DEU, lit.
‘what/which God’ (Meyer-Lübke 1902: 36; DES I: 349–350), and are documented
in medieval texts as kit(t)eu or git(t)eu. The modern form ite is already docu-
mented in the Statuti Sassaresi (fourteenth century) as itte, along with the ear-
lier form itteu. In this document, the element already appears in adjectival use,
too, in the sense of ‘what [kind of] N’ (Manzini and Savoia 2003: 464–465).

Against this background and within a kind of nanosyntactic approach, one
might ask whether the features [+definite] and [-definite] assumed by Manzini
and Savoia are in reality encoded in the segments /a/ and /i/, respectively, and
not in the full items ca and chi. This might also account for the difference be-
tween ite + N and cale + N, the former meaning ‘what [kind of] N’ and the latter
‘which N’. The item cale is D-linked and might therefore be argued to be defi-
nite, whereas ite is clearly indefinite.

Apart from these rather speculative ideas, it is worth noting that ite has
been further grammaticalized to become a marker for direct yes/no questions in
some places, as witnessed in the following examples (see Mensching 2012,
2015, 2017):

(6) a. Ite as intopadu unu pitzinnu piliruju? (Ittiri, system I)
Q have-2G met a boy red-headed
‘Have you met a red-headed boy?’
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b. Ite azes bisonzu de unu teracu? (Nuoro, system I)
b.’ E ite tenies bisongiu de unu seracu? (Perdasdefogu, system IV)

and Q have-2PL need of a worker
‘(And) do you need a worker?’ (data from VIVALDI)

In Mensching (2016), I analyze this use of ite within a cartographic approach
(cf. Rizzi 1997, 2001), showing that it must occupy the specifier of FocP. This
is in conformity with the observation that yes/no questions in Sardinian usu-
ally show the activation of FocP via focus or predicate fronting (also cf. Jones
2013). Hence, the varieties that allow the structures in (6) seem to have devel-
oped an expletive that is inserted when no fronting occurs.5 These data and
my focus-related interpretation in Mensching (2016) are highly compatible
with the framework of Manzini and Savoia, who hypothesize (for similar data
with che in Fiorentino) “that the insertion of ke in yes–no questions corre-
sponds to the presence of a focalization bearing on the main verb, paralleling
the focalization on the wh-constituent in wh-questions, but consistent with
the yes–no interpretation.” (2011: 36).

This use of ite as a question marker must be kept distinct from the question
marker a (< Lat. AUT, cf. DES I: 34; Jones 1993: 24–25; Remberger 2010), which
Mensching (2015) has shown to exclusively encode non-standard yes/no ques-
tions (i.e., “special” questions in the sense of Obenauer 2004, 2006). Within the
framework established by Rita Manzini and Leonardo Savoia and considering
my speculations above, it might be worth-while asking whether the occurrence
of /i/ (in ite encoding standard yes/no questions) versus /a/ (= a encoding spe-
cial yes/no questions) might fit into the system. In any case, the fact that a wh-
item is identical with a yes/no-question marker is predicted in Manzini and
Savoia’s system (2011: 15, 17, 36).
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Léa Nash

Structural source of person split

1 Introduction

Many ergative languages exhibit splits based on the nominal type of main argu-
ments. The most typical manifestation of this type of split involves marking of
3rd person arguments (3P pronouns and full noun phrases, henceforth 3PA) ac-
cording to the ergative case-schema (ergative case on transitive subjects and
nominative/absolutive case on intransitive subjects), but not of 1st and 2nd per-
son arguments (henceforth 1/2PA), which follow nominative case- alignment
(nominative case on all subjects).

Dyirbal is a typical case of an ergative language with nominal split, where
a transitive sentence containing 1/2P subject does not show evidence of ergative
case-alignment. In (1a–b), the subject of the transitive and intransitive clauses
is marked alike, nyurra. Once the arguments are 3P, as in (2a–b), the language
follows the ergative pattern and marks alike the transitive object and the intran-
sitive subject yabu.

(1) a. nyurra nana-na bura-n
you-all.NOM we all-ACC see-NONFUT
‘You all saw us’

b. nyurra banaga-nyu
you-all.NOM return_NONFUT
‘You all returned’

(2) a. yabu ŋuma-ŋgu bura-n
mother.ABS father-ERG see-NONFUT
‘The father saw the mother’

b. yabu banaga-nyu
mother.ABS return-NONFUT
‘The mother returned’ (Dixon 1994:14)

A number of questions arise with respect to the pattern in (1–2) in Dyirbal, as
opposed to Basque (3), where all types of transitive subjects are marked with
ergative.
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(3) a. zu-k ni ikusi n-au-zu
you-ERG me.ABS see 1A-AUX-2E
‘You have seen me’

b. gizona-k Miren ikusi du
child-ERG Miren.ABS see 3A-AUX-3E
‘The child has seen Miren’

(i) Is the case-shift observed in (1–2) motivated by structural differences of
clauses with 1/2PA and 3PA?

(ii) Is person split a more superficial phenomenon that has no structural
source? Is the ergative morphological marking incompatible with certain
feature specifications of 1/2PA?

(iii) Can person split receive a unitary explanation in languages where it is
manifested?

1.1 Previous accounts of nominal splits

Person split has received considerable attention within functional and formal
frameworks of theoretical linguistics. Silverstein (1976) proposes a functionalist
explanation in terms of Nominal Hierarchy. According to this hierarchy in (4),
arguments in the leftmost part are most likely to function as transitive subjects,
and arguments in the rightmost part are most likely to be transitive objects.
Ergative and accusative cases are morphologically marked cases, as opposed to
nominative, they are hence most likely to signal the lowest and the most
marked functions of nominal constituents. 1/2PA are not marked with ergative
because they are typical Agents, functionally.

(4) 1st person 2nd person Demonstratives Proper
pronoun pronoun 3rd person pronouns names
Common nouns:
Human Animate Inanimate
<-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Nominative Ergative

Accusative
(adapted from Dixon 1994:85)

Dixon (1994) proposes a cognitive explanation of person split: as the speaker
sees himself as a prototypical “quintessential” agent, it is superfluous to further
stress this basic fact by special morphological means. Diachronic explanations
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of person split have also been proposed, which account for the appearance of
ergative only on inanimate nominals (the lowest nominal type on Silverstein’s
hierarchy) in some languages in terms of its diachronic reanalyses from an in-
strumental preposition (Garrett 1990).

Within the generativist tradition, person split has been extensively investi-
gated. The analyses propose syntactic or morphological explanations of the
phenomenon. Structural accounts focus on differences in functional categories
present and activated in clauses with each type of nominal arguments, while
morphological explanations focus on the parallel syntactic behaviour of 1/2PA
and 3P/A and attribute the split to post-syntactic mechanisms which delete the
ergative marking on 1/2PA.

Structural accounts base their argumentation on different discourse proper-
ties of 1/2PA and 3PA which motivate either (i) different argument licensing
sites of each nominal type in the clause, or (ii) different feature makeup of pred-
icates or functional categories that licence each nominal type.

Proponents of (i) hold that 1/2PA are inherently discourse presupposed as
they denote participants in the speech act, as opposed to 3PA, and are hence
licensed outside vP. (Jelinek 1993, Nash 1995, 1997, Manzini and Savoia 1998,
a. o.). This idea that 1/2PA are special types of arguments, subject to special
licensing conditions, is not restricted to ergative systems, and is promoted by
Bianchi (2003) who claims that 1/2PA must be directly merged in a special
ParticipantP in the left(er) field of the clause, between T and C. As ergative case
is widely assumed to be assigned in vP, either as an inherent case (Woolford
2006, a.o.) or as a dependent case (Nash 2017, Baker 2014), the “high” discourse-
related 1/2PA escape this marking. This type of reasoning tacitly admits that
1/2PA are not subject to the same thematic licensing requirements as 3PA argu-
ments, which can be viewed as a weakening of Theta theory: discourse con-
straints should not interfere in establishing predicate argument relations. Coon
and Preminger (2012) try to overcome the aforementioned weakness and argue
that all arguments are projected within vP, yet a special Part(icipant)P, which
serves as a locus for 1/2PA, is merged between v and V. PartP splits vP into two
phases leading to a modification of case assignment modalities. Again, this anal-
ysis still allows discourse parameters to reshape the structure of vP, which is nor-
mally composed according to thematic and Aktionsart instructions.

Advocates of (ii) avoid the projection of special positions for speech-act par-
ticipants, and propose that the features of v vary according to the person specifica-
tion of its argument. In nominative languages, v case-licenses the object and T the
subject, while in ergative systems the little v directly licenses the transitive subject,
via ergative case marking. Yet, when the 1/2PA hold the agent role, they are li-
censed by Tense, due to their mutual feature compatibility. In such circumstances,
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v, free from its licensing responsibilities acquires a nominative behaviour,
(cf. Müller 2004, Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 2006, D’Alessandro 2012).

In an attempt to combine the advantages of (i) and (ii), Merchant (2005) ar-
gues that all transitive subjects in ergative languages are licensed alike in vP, but
in languages where person split is manifest, 1/2PA must also move to special
PersonP above vP, resulting in double licensing or in double case. The upper
case-marker provokes the morphological deletion of the lower ergative case affix.

All structural accounts of person split share the idea that 1/2PA entertain
a closer relation with T than 3P arguments, because 1/2PA designate speech-act
participants and T (or other functional head associated with it in the left field)
plays an important role in anchoring events in speech situations. This link is
captured by Béjar and Rezac’s (2003) Person Licensing Condition (PLC), which
states that “interpretable 1st/2nd person features must be licensed by entering
into an Agree relation with an appropriate functional category”, and more di-
rectly by Nash’s (1997) Tense-Person Generalisation which attributes person
split to the accessibility of 1/2PA to T in some ergative languages.

On the other side, Legate (2014) contests the validity of syntactic explana-
tions of person split and presents robust cross-linguistic evidence for the paral-
lel syntactic behaviour of distinctly case-marked 1/2PA and 3PA. She argues
that if 1/2PA structurally lack ergative they are expected to trigger non-ergative
case agreement. But if the absence of ergative marking is purely morphological
then agreement mismatches between the ergativeless argument and its modi-
fiers are expected. Cross-linguistic evidence confirms the latter prediction:
while 1/2PA are not marked with ergative, any modifier in their local domain,
or any constituent coindexed with them, such as floating quantifiers or apposi-
tive clauses, is marked ergative, (5).

Moreover, coordination constructions in the same languages reveal that 1/2PA
can coordinate with 3PA regardless different case-markers, which would be ex-
cluded if different case- marking reflected different underlying structures, (6).

Marathi
(5) case-concord

Mi bicharii-ne sagla kaam ke-la
I.NOM poor-ERG all work do-PERF.3SG
‘Poor little me did all the work’

(6) coordination
Liki-ne ani mi keli kha-ll-i
Liki-ERG and I.NOM banana.NPL.NOM eat-PERF-NPL
‘Liki and I ate bananas’ (Legate, 2014: 194–195)
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Legate concludes that person split cannot have a structural source and must
therefore be accounted for in terms of superficial morphological factors, such
as case syncretism. The motivation for case syncretism lies in markedness: the
more specific is the feature makeup of a personal pronoun the more resistant it
is to the special case-marking. The postsyntactic rule (7), (adapted from
Legate’s ex. 50:205) entails that arguments endowed with person features repel
the ergative marking.

(7) postsyntactic rule: ERG—>ø [+participant; -/+singular]

Legate acknowledges in a footnote that her analysis does not in principle bar
the existence of ergative languages where person split is structurally motivated,
and predicts that in these languages the modifier of 1/2PA will bear nominative
case in case agreement configurations, rather than ergative. Deal (2016) pro-
vides an analysis of exactly such a language, Nez Perce, where 1/2PA cannot be
modified by ergative modifiers and cannot coordinate with 3PA, in which case
the language has recourse to the commitative strategy.

1.2 Introducing person split in Georgian: Outline of the
proposal

The phenomenon of person split is attested in Georgian: 1/2P pronouns have
invariant forms while 3PA are distinctively marked with nominative, accusative
or ergative cases. When the language manifests ergative alignment, only 3P
transitive subjects are marked with ergative (8), which makes Georgian look
akin to Dyirbal and distinct from Basque.

(8) a. ekim-ma nax-a pilm-i
doctor-ERG see-AOR.3SG film-NOM
‘A/The doctor saw a/the film’

b. čven(-*ma) v-naxe-t pilm-i
we-ERG 1-see.AOR-pl film-NOM
‘We saw a/the film’

However, the behaviour of 1/2PA reveals two contradictory patterns. On the one
hand, 1/2P and 3P transitive subjects and 1/2P and 3P unaccusative subjects
constitute distinct natural classes in Georgian with respect to case agreement.
Example (9b) reveals that when a caseless 1P plural pronoun functions as
a transitive subject it triggers the same agreement on the coindexed floating
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quantifier as the ergative nominal in (9a), similar to the situation reported in (5)
in Marathi. But when the 1P plural pronoun is the subject of an unaccusative
verb in (10b), it triggers nominative case-agreement with the quantifier.

(9) a. ekim-eb-mai pilm-i q’vela-mi/ *q’vela(-n-i)I naxe-s
doctor-pl-ERG film-NOM all-ERG/ all-pl-NOM see-AOR.3PL
‘Doctors all saw the film’

b. čveni pilm-i q’vela-mi/ *q’vela(n-i)i v-naxe-t
we film-NOM all-ERG/ all-pl-NOM 1-see.AOR-PL
‘We all saw the film’

(10) a. ekim-eb-ii ik q’vela(n-i)I / *q’vela-mi

doctor-pl-NOM there all-pl-NOM/ all-ERG
da=i-Karg-nen
prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3PL
‘Doctors all got lost there’

b. čveni ik q’vela(n-i)i/ *q’vela-mi da=v-i-Karge-t
we there all-pl-NOM/ all-ERG prev=1-nonact-lose.AOR-pl
‘We all got lost there’

On the other hand, 1/2P transitive subjects and 1/2P unaccusative subjects con-
stitute a natural class in triggering the identical person agreement on the verb,
manifesting thus a typical behaviour of nominative languages.

(11) a. čven da=v-saje-t levan-i
we prev=1-punish.AOR-PL Levan-NOM
‘We punished Levan’

b. čven da=v-i-Karge-t
we prev=1-nonact-lose.AOR-PL
‘We got lost’

With respect to the two syntactic phenomena – case agreement and person
agreement – Georgian 1/2PA simultaneously display ergative syntax and nomi-
native syntax, which constitutes a serious challenge to structural and morpho-
logical accounts alike.

The aim of this paper is to contribute to the investigation of person split by
putting forth an analysis for the mixed behaviour of 1/2PA in Georgian which
manifest both ergative and nominative properties when they function as transi-
tive subjects in ergative environments. A close investigation of three types of
1/2PA – (i) 1/2P pronouns, (ii) constructions with 1/2P pronominal determiners
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of type we linguists (Postal 1969) dubbed 1/2Pron-N, and (iii) superficially stan-
dard nominals triggering person agreement on the verb, 1/2P-N – leads to the
conclusion that person split is best accounted in structural terms. It is con-
ditioned by structural differences of nominal constituents rather than by
structural asymmetries of clauses containing them. 1/2PA and 3PA are not
structured alike: only 1/2PA are endowed with person features bundled in the
category Person and projected in the specifier positions of their maximal projec-
tions. The two key properties – absence of case-marking and uniform person-
agreement on the verb – are directly correlated with the presence of Person.
Externally, it Agrees with the similar person specification on T yielding person
agreement on the verb.

Internally, when Person occupies Spec,DP, it supplies in D-domain the nec-
essary deictic specification for Person+D to function as a pronominal demon-
strative determiner, as well as the necessary phi-features for the same
Person+D to function as a strong indexical pronoun, hence making it possible,
albeit not mandatory, for D to be intransitive. Georgian 1/2PA with intransitive
D are spelled out as 1/2P pronouns, whereas 1/2PA with transitive D are spelled
out as (pronoun-)noun constructions, 1/2Pron-N. As case-marking in Georgian
only appears on the final nominal head, its absence is expected on constituents
with intransitive D (1/2P pronouns), but not on constituents with nominal struc-
ture (1/2Pron-N). Person can be merged as the specifier of nominals with
smaller, NumP structures, yielding 1/2P-N. While it does not affect the form of
the nominal internally, Person in NumP induces interpretative effects: plural
sets must include a speech-act participant as one of their variables.

Unlike 1/2P pronouns, 3P pronouns must be case-marked. Like 1/2P pro-
nouns, they are strong indexical elements in Georgian. Their indexical property
is not surprising as they are derived from demonstrative determiners. I argue
that demonstrative DPs are formed by movement of the deictic spatial adjective
from nP to DP (cf. Giusti 1997 a.o.). As the deictic adjective does not carry any
phi-features – Georgian adjectives do not agree in number with the modified
noun – the ellipsis of nominal structure NumP-nP-NP is disallowed in cases of
pronominalisation: in spite of the deictic specification, the material in DP is not
strong enough, in the sense of Lobeck (1995), to identify its discourse referent.
Therefore, Georgian 3P pronouns, unlike 1/2P pronouns, must be headed by
a transitive D, and include the nominal structure in their representation. This is
transparently signalled by the addition of case and number morphemes to the
demonstrative determiner in contexts of pronominalisation. The present analy-
sis reveals that while all the grammatical information in 1/2P pronouns is avail-
able in the local domain of D, the required features of 3P are distributed in two
domains, D-domain and nominal domain (cf. Manzini 2015). The systematic
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presence of the nominal layer in the structural representation of 3P pronouns
and in a subclass of 1/2PA is the reason why ergative case marking (or any case
marking) is present on these arguments.

The most important conclusion of the present analysis is that person split
in Georgian is directly correlated with the presence of the nominal structure in
the structural representation of arguments. When nominal structure is instanti-
ated, case-marking is obligatory, when it is absent, the corresponding argu-
ment is not marked for case.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the description of
main properties of 1/2PA. I first show that person split, unlike aspect split, does
not affect case-alignment patterns of the language. Then person agreement is
exposed which despite its clear nominative properties is triggered by 1/2P sub-
jects that manifest ergative syntax and even ergative case-marking in Georgian.
Section 3 details structural and interpretative differences of three types of
1/2PA: 1/2P Pron(ouns), 1/2Pron-N (pronominal determiner-noun construc-
tions), and 1/2P-N (noun constituents that trigger person agreement). It is
shown that person agreement, as well as the absence of case-marking on 1/2P
pronouns, cannot be adduced to the overt or covert movement of a pronominal
argument to T: 1/2P-N trigger person agreement but do not contain a pronoun
or a pronominal determiner. Section 4 introduces the notion of Person and its
role in person agreement and in shaping the form and the meaning of the three
types of 1/2PA. Section 5 is devoted to the analysis of 3P pronouns, offering an
account of their obligatory case-marking. Section 6 concludes.

2 External properties of 1/2PA

2.1 Aspect split vs. person split

Before tackling the issue of person split in Georgian, it is important to bear in
mind that the language manifests another typical split of ergative systems,
whereby the case-alignment shifts from ergative to nominative in certain tense-
aspect systems. In the aorist and the subjunctive tenses, Georgian follows erga-
tive case-alignment, whereas in imperfective tenses or in tenses derived from
them, such as the conditional and the future, the language follows the nomina-
tive case-alignment. (cf. Nash 1995, 2017).1 Following Nash (2017), I will refer to

1 Nash (2017) provides an account of aspect split in terms of clausal functional complexity be-
tween vP and TP. Clauses in nominative tenses contain a functional category Event above
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the former tense-aspect systems as ergative tenses and to the latter as nomina-
tive tenses. The direct object is morphologically distinct from the nominative
subject in nominative tenses and bears the accusative case affix –s (12b).

(12) a. ekim-ma xaT-a saxl-i
doctor-ERG draw-AOR.3SG house-NOM
‘A/the doctor drew a/the house’

b. ekim-I xaT-av-d-a saxl-s
doctor-NOM draw-imperf-PAST-3SG house-ACC
‘A/the doctor was drawing a/the house’

In ergative tenses, 1/2P pronouns and 3PA are not case-marked alike. While
the former are invariable (13), all other arguments must carry the ergative case-
suffix –ma (-m after vowel ending roots) when they function as transitive subjects,
and the nominative marker –i when they are subjects of unaccusative verbs, (14).
3P pronouns behave like full referential expressions and have distinct forms de-
pending the valency of the predicate: e.g. is/igi is the third person singular nomi-
native pronoun and man/magan is its ergative variant, (15) (cf. Section 5.1.).

(13) a. šen/*šen-ma es saxli da=ø-xaTe
you/you-ERG this house-NOM prev=2-draw.AOR
‘You drew this house’

b. šen/*sen-ma da=ø-i-Karge
you/you-ERG prev=2-nonact-lose.AOR
‘You got lost’

(14) a. ekim-ma/*ekim-i es saxl-I da=xaT-a
doctor-ERG/doctor-NOM this house-NOM prev=draw-AOR.3SG
‘A/the doctor drew this house’

b. ekim-i/*ekim-ma da=i-Karg-a
doctor-NOM/doctor-ERG prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3SG
‘A/the doctor got lost’

vP which (i) thematically licenses the external argument and (ii) expresses the view-point as-
pect. As this category is absent in ergative tenses, the two arguments of transitive verbs are
case-licensed inside vP. Tense is the only direct case-licenser for both arguments, and their
case is determined by the dependent case algorithm: the higher of the two competing nomi-
nals is marked with the dependent ergative case. (Marantz 1991, Baker and Vinokurova 2010,
Bobaljik 2008).
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(15) a. man/ *is/ *ig-i es saxl-i
3SG.ERG/ 3SG.NOM/ 3SG-NOM this house-NOM
da=xaT-a
prev=draw-AOR.3SG
‘(S)he drew this house’

b. is/ ig-i/ *man da=i-Karg-a
3SG.NOM/ 3SG-NOM/ 3SG.ERG prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3SG
‘(S)he got lost’

As already observed in (12b) and repeated in (16a), direct objects are
marked with accusative in nominative tenses. When a 1/2P pronoun func-
tions as a direct object in the same tenses, marking it with accusative is
banned, (16b).

(16) a. levan-i saxl-s xaT-av-s
Levan-NOM house-ACC draw-imperf-PRES.3SG
‘Levan is drawing a/the house’

b. levan-i šen/*šen-s g-xaT-av-s
Levan-NOM you/you-ACC 2O-draw-imperf-PRES.3SG
‘Levan is drawing you (your portrait)’

We conclude that 1/2P pronouns are not marked for accusative or ergative cases,
neither for nominative, as nominals with consonant ending roots are followed by
an overt nominative suffix –i, absent on 1/2P pronouns (cf. šen in 13b), but pres-
ent on 3P pronouns (cf. ig-i in 15b). The forms of four invariable 1/2P pronouns
are summarized in (17).

(17) 1 2
SG me šen
PL čven tkven

2.2 Case agreement

The absence of case-marking on 1/2P pronominal subjects does not affect the
case-marking of 3P direct objects: in ergative tenses, 3P direct objects are al-
ways nominative/absolutive regardless the presence of the actual case affix on
the agent.
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(18) a. ekim-ma da=xaT-a saxl-i/*saxl-s
doctor-ERG prev=draw-AOR.3SG house-NOM/house.ACC
‘A/the doctor drew a/the house’

b. šen da=ø-xaTe saxl-i/*saxl-s
you prev=2-draw.AOR house-NOM/house-ACC
‘You drew a/the house’

Person split does not affect case-alignment in the same way as aspect split
does, in Georgian. The absence of the ergative case on transitive subjects in im-
perfective tenses entails the presence of accusative on the corresponding direct
objects, yet the absence of the ergative on 1/2P pronouns does not ensue in the
presence of the accusative on the direct object in ergative tenses. As case-
alignment directly depends on the properties of licensing heads, T or v, we con-
clude that their properties remain intact when one of the main arguments in
the clause is 1/2P, contra Müller (2004).

The absence of ergative case-marking on 1/2P pronouns seems to be illu-
sory in (18) from the point of view of case alignment mechanisms. Under the
theory of dependent case which I adopt in this work following Nash (2017)
(cf.fn.1), the two arguments of transitive verbs in ergative tenses have one
case-licenser, Tense. The 3P direct object, which we saw to be uniformly
marked with nominative, must “see” both 1/2P and 3P agents as its case- com-
petitors. The phenomenon of case agreement confirms this hypothesis: 1/2P
and 3P transitive subjects pattern alike in triggering ergative case agreement
on secondary nominal predicate modifiers in (19), coindexed floating quanti-
fiers in (21) and appositive NPs in (23). Likewise, in identical syntactic envi-
ronments, 1/2P and 3P subjects of unaccusative verbs trigger nominative case
agreement, (20, 22, 24).

Depictive secondary predicates

(19) a. ekim-ma da=xaT-a saxl-i sruliad mtvral-ma/
doctor-ERG prev=draw-AOR.3SG house-NOM completely drunk-ERG/
*mtvral-i
drunk-NOM
‘The doctor drew a house completely drunk’

b. me da=v-xaTe saxl-I sruliad mtvral-ma
I prev=1-draw.AOR house-NOM completely drunk-ERG/
/*mtvral-i
drunk-NOM
‘I drew a house completely drunk’
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(20) a. ekim-i da=i-Karg-a sruliad mtvral-i/
doctor-NOM prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3SG completely drunk-NOM/
*mtvral-ma
drunk-ERG
‘The doctor got lost completely drunk’

b. me da=v-i-Karge sruliad
I prev=1-nonact-lose.AOR completely
mtvral-i/*mtvral-ma
drunk-NOM/drunk-ERG
‘I got lost completely drunk’

Floating quantifiers

(21) a. kal-eb-mai saxl-i q’vela-mi/ *q’velai da=xaTe-s
woman-pl-ERG house-NOM all-ERG/ all.NOM prev=drawAOR-3PL
‘The women all drew a house’

b. čveni saxl-i q’vela-mi/ *q’velai da=v-xaTe-t
we house-NOM all-ERG/ all.NOM prev=1-drawAOR-PL
‘We all drew a house’

(22) a. kal-eb-ii kutais-ši q’vela(n-i)i/ *q’vela-mi

woman-pl-NOM Kutaisi-in all-pl-NOM/ all-ERG
da=i-Karg-nen
prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3PL
‘The women all got lost in Kutaisi’

b. čveni kutais-ši q’vela(n-i)i/ *q’vela-mi da=v-i-Karge-t
we Kutaisi-in all-pl-NOM/ all-ERG prev=1-nonact-lose.AOR-PL
‘We all got lost in Kutaisi’

Appositive nominal expressions

(23) a. levan-ma, čveni sopl-is ekim-ma/ *ekim-i, saxl-i
Levan-ERG our village-GEN doctor-ERG/ doctor-NOM house-NOM
da=xaT-a
prev=draw-AOR.3SG
‘Levan, our village’s doctor, drew a house’

b. šen, čveni sopl-is ekim-ma/ *ekim-i, saxl-i
you our village-GEN doctor-ERG/ doctor-NOM house-NOM
da=ø-xaTe
prev=2-draw.AOR

‘You, our village’s doctor, drew a house’
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(24) a. levan-i čveni sopl-is ekim-i/ *ekim-ma, kutais-ši
Levan-NOM our village-GEN doctor-NOM/ doctor-ERG Kutaisi-in
da=i-Karg-a
prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3SG
‘Levan, our village’s doctor, got lost in Kutaisi’

b. šen, čveni sopl-is ekim-i/ *ekim-ma, kutais-ši
you our village-GEN doctor-NOM/ doctor-ERG Kutaisi-in
da=ø-i-Karge
prev=2-nonact-lose.AOR
‘You, our village’s doctor, got lost in Kutaisi’

The parallel behaviour of 1/2P pronouns and 3PA in case concord configura-
tions prompts Legate (2014) to view person-split as a superficial phenomenon
that masks the fact that all nominal types display the same underlying ergative
syntax in their agent role, as opposed to unaccusative subjects (cf. Section 1.1).

But concluding that 1/2P transitive subjects do not behave as 1/2P unaccu-
sative subjects seems compromised given that 1/2P subjects of transitive or un-
accusative predicates trigger the identical person agreement on the verb,
manifesting thus a typical behaviour of nominative systems where all subjects
are marked with the same case and trigger the same person agreement. The
next section is devoted to person agreement in Georgian, triggered by three
types of 1/2PA: 1/2Pron(ouns), 1/2Pron-N (1st or 2nd pronominal determiner-
noun constituents of type we linguists) (cf. Postal 1969), and 1/2P-N (1st or 2nd
person-noun constituents) that represent NPs lacking all overt signs of 1/2P
morphology but triggering person agreement on the verb.

2.3 Person agreement

Georgian is a pro-drop language with rich verb agreement. 1/2PA agree in per-
son with the finite verb.2 I limit the discussion to subject person agreement,
putting aside contexts where is always a prefix and the number marker a suffix;
(ii) allowing only one “slot” for the direct object is (also) 1/2P. Switching from

2 The morphological mechanism of person agreement with 1/2PA objects is quite complex; it
implies: (i) distributing the person exponent and the number exponent of each argument on
different sides of the inflected verb (except for 1P plural object marker gv-), the person marker
person exponent in contexts when both main arguments are 1/2P, and one “slot” for number
exponent in contexts where both main arguments are plural. (cf. Bejar 2003, Bejar and Rezac
2009, Nash-Haran 1993, Halle and Marantz 1993, Wier 2011).
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ergative to nominative tenses does not affect person agreement, all 1/2P sub-
jects of eventive predicates in nominative and ergative tenses trigger the same
person agreement on the verb, (25–28). When the subject is 1P, the affix v- is
present on unaccusative and transitive verbs, in ergative and nominative
tenses alike, and in case of 1P plural, the plural suffix –t is added, as summa-
rized in (29).3

(25) a. me v-xaTe es saxl-i
I 1-drawAOR this house-NOM
‘I drew this house-NOM’

b. me v-xaT-av am saxl-s
I 1-draw-imperf.PRES this house-ACC
‘I am drawing this house’

(26) a. me da=v-i-Karge
I prev=1-nonact-lose.AOR
‘I got lost’

b. me v-i-Karg-ebi
I 1-nonact-lose-imperf.PRES
‘I am getting lost’

(27) a. čven v-xaTe-t es saxl-i
we 1-draw.AOR-PL this house-NOM
‘We drew this house’

3 3PA do not agree in person. 3P subjects agree in number but the form of the plural- agreement
marker on the verb depends on the valency of the predicate and on case-alignment system. In
ergative tenses, ergative subjects trigger –es plural agreement, while nominative subjects of un-
accusative verbs trigger –(n)en agreement:
(i) ekim-eb-ma Čam-es/ da=xaT-es

doctor-pl-ERG eat-AOR.3PL/ prev=draw-AOR.3PL
‘Doctors ate/drew (something)’

(ii) ekim-eb-i da=i-Karg-nen/ mo=Kvd-nen
doctor-pl-NOM prev=nonact-lose-AOR.3PL/ prev=die-AOR.3PL
‘Doctors got lost/died’

It is worth noting that in some Western dialects of Georgian, the plural agreement in the aorist is
unified as –en, regardless the case of the subject and the (in)transitivity of the predicate.
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b. čven v-xaT-av-t am saxl-s
we 1-draw-imperf.PRES-PL this house-ACC
‘We are drawing this house’

(28) a. čven da=v-i-Karge-t
we prev=1-nonact-lose.AOR-PL
‘We got lost’

b. čven v-i-Karg-ebi-t
we 1-nonact-lose-imperf.PRES-PL
‘We are getting lost’

(29) 1 2
SG v— ø,x—
PL v—t ø,x—t

Given the fact that 1/2P pronominal subjects trigger the same agreement in er-
gative and nominative contexts, it can be argued that they always occupy a spe-
cial syntactic position where they do not need to be case-marked and where
person agreement with the verb is triggered. As mentioned in Section 1.1.,
Merchant (2005) argues for the obligatory movement of person arguments into
designated Person positions above vP where the original ergative case-marking
is “erased” from the arguments and a second case, Nominative, is assigned.

However, this approach, or any other analysis that maintains that 1/2PA
are licensed in higher functional layers of the clause, fails to account for the
behaviour of case-marked noun phrases that contain a 1/2P pronoun acting as
a determiner, of type we linguists (Postal 1969), which I will refer to as 1/2Pron-
N, as well as of case-marked noun phrases that do not contain an overt 1/2P
pronoun or determiner but still trigger person agreement, 1/2P-N. Their proper-
ties are exposed in the next section.

2.4 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N

Generally, 1/2Pron-N are plural, they are marked with ergative marker when
they function as transitive subjects in ergative tenses and they trigger the same
person agreement on the verb as 1/2P Pron(ouns), (30).

(30) a. čven ekim-eb-ma da=v-xaTe-t es saxl-i
we doctor-pl-ERG prev=1-draw.AOR-PL this house-NOM
‘We doctors drew this house’
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b. tkven geograpi-is sTudenT-eb-ma da=ø-male-t
you geography-GEN student-pl-ERG prev=2-hide.AOR-PL
ruk-eb-i
map-pl-NOM
‘You geography students hid the maps’

The italicised sequences in (30) can be easily shown to function as one constitu-
ent and do not present a case of apposition of two nominals [NPwe][NPdoctors]
akin to configurations in (23–24). In Georgian, left-adjacency to the verb is one of
the main strategies for focussing a constituent. Additionally, focalised constitu-
ents can be modified by the adverb marTo ‘only’ or by the additive suffix –c ‘too’
(Nash 1995). Examples in (31–32) clearly demonstrate that 1/2Pron-N pattern with
regular NPs with an adjectival modifier with respect to focalisation, while appos-
itive constructions and a 1P singular pronoun followed by a modified noun fail
the test and are composed of two juxtaposed constituents. This leads to conclu-
sion that a plural 1/2 pronoun followed by a noun can function as a constituent
whereas a singular 1/2 pronoun and its nominal complement cannot.

(31) a. marto prang-ma ekim-ma da=xaT-a saxl-i
only French-ERG doctor-ERG prev=draw-AOR.3SG house-NOM
‘Only a French doctor drew a/the house’

b. marTo čven prang-ma ekim-eb-ma da=v-xaTe-t saxl-i
only we French-

ERG
doctor-pl-
ERG

prev=1-draw.AOR-
PL

house-
NOM

‘Only we French doctors drew a/the house’
c. *marto Vano-m prang-ma ekim-ma da=xaT-a

only Vano-ERG French-ERG doctor-ERG prev=draw.AOR-3SG
saxl-i
house-NOM
‘Only Vano, the French doctor, drew a/the house’

d. *marto me prang-ma ekim-ma da=v-xaTe saxl-i
only I French-ERG doctor-ERG prev=1-drawAOR house-NOM
‘Only I, the French doctor, drew a/the house’

(32) a. prang-ma ekim-ma-c da=xaT-a saxl-i
French-ERG doctor-ERG-too prev=draw-AOR.3SG house-NOM
‘The French doctor too drew a/the house’

b. čven prang-ma ekim-eb-ma-c da=v-xaTe-t saxl-i
we French-ERG doctor-pl-ERG-too prev=1=draw.AOR-PL house-NOM
‘We French doctors too drew a/the house’
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c. *Vano-m prang-ma ekim-ma-c da=xaT-a saxl-i
Vano-
ERG

French-
ERG

doctor-ERG-
too

prev=draw.AOR-
3SG

house-
NOM

‘Vano, the French doctor, too drew a/the house’
d. *me prang-ma ekim-ma-c da=v-xaTe saxl-i

I French-ERG doctor-ERG-too prev=1-draw.AOR house-NOM
‘I, the French doctor, too drew a/the house’

The existence of 1/2Pron-N constituents marked with ergative makes it difficult to
justify that arguments denoting speech-act participants move to designated pro-
jections where ergative case does not need to be assigned. They also illustrate
that person agreement can be triggered by nominals bearing ergative case,
which calls to reconsider the idea that person agreement follows the nominative
pattern because it is triggered by arguments whose form does not shift according
to case-alignment requirements of the clause and the valency of the predicate.
And finally the existence of ergative 1/2Pron-N shows that person features on an
argument do not ban the ergative case marking by a mechanism of morphologi-
cal markedness, as proposed by Legate (2014) and illustrated in (7).

However, these conclusions can be countered by an analysis that treats
pronouns and pronominal determiners in 1/2Pron-N as structurally identical (a
version of which will be defended below) and argues for their covert movement
to ParticipantP outside vP where person agreement on the verb is triggered.
Such a conclusion may even constitute a welcome step in view of the behaviour
of standardly looking noun constituents that trigger person agreement, which
I refer to as 1/2P-N to distinguish them from 1/2Pron-N. In what follows, 1/2P-N
will be translated in English with the pronoun in superscript. Examples (33a–b)
contain 1/2P-N, while (33c–d) illustrate that the same constituents trigger the
expected third- person agreement.

(33) a. ekim-eb-ma da=v-xaTe-t es saxl-i
doctor-pl-ERG prev=1-draw.AOR-PL this house-NOM
‘We doctors drew this house’

b. geograpi-is sTudenT-eb-ma da=ø-male-t ruk-eb-i
geography-GEN student-pl-ERG prev=2-hide.AOR-PL map-pl-NOM
‘You geography students hid the maps’

c. ekim-eb-ma da= xaTe-s es saxl-i
doctor-pl-ERG prev=draw-AOR.3PL this house-NOM
‘(The) doctors drew this house’

d. geograpi-is sTudenT-eb-ma da= male-s ruk-eb-i
geography-GEN student-pl-ERG prev=hide-AOR.3PL map-pl-NOM
‘(The) geography students hid the maps’
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Similar constructions exist in Spanish and Greek, among other languages. But
unlike Spanish and Greek, Georgian 1/2P-N do not contain a determiner, as
Georgian has no articles.

(34) Las organizadoras entrevist-amos a muchos candidatos.
the organizers interview-1.PL many candidates
‘We organizers interview many candidates’
(adapted from Torrego and Laka 2015)

The phenomenon, whereby a nominal expression triggers either a 3P agreement or
a 1/2 person agreement on the verb, was named by Hurtado (1985) as unagree-
ment. A number of researchers working on unagreement in Spanish and in Greek
note that this phenomenon is only observed in null subject languages and propose
that nominals in (33–34) and 1/2Pron-N, which are much largely attested cross-
linguistically, represent the same structures yet differ in form as 1/2P-N contain the
silent variant of the overt pronoun in 1/2Pron-N, (35). (Torrego and Laka 2015,
Höhn 2016).

(35) (Nosostros) las organizadoras entrevist-amos a muchos candidatos.
We the organizers interview-1.PL many candidates
‘We organizers interview many candidates’

For Torrego and Laka, pronouns in 1/2Pron-N and their silent variants in 1/
2P-N are full constituents with articulated internal structure that function in-
dependently of their NP complement. The overt variant nosostros ‘we’ is bi-
morphemic composed of the person part nos and the number part ostros.4

Transposing this idea to Georgian 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N, one could maintain
that the pronoun in the former covertly raises to a position above vP in and

4 Ackema and Neelman (2013) correctly point out that this type of approach presupposes that
the pronoun somehow stands in apposition relation to the noun. This analysis is problematic
for unagreement contexts as it is highly unusual for a pronoun to be null or even weak in ap-
position structures. French has weak and strong 1/2P pronouns but only the latter can be em-
ployed in apposition structures, (i). Furthermore, clitics, the weakest pronominal elements,
cannot be used in appositive structures either, (ii).
(i) a. *Je, une vraie social-démocrate, je n’accepterai jamais ça

b. Moi, une vraie social-démocrate, je n’accepterai jamais ça

‘I, a true social-democrat, will never accept this.’
(ii) a. *Paul m’a vue, une vraie social-démocrate, pleurer comme une gamine

b. Paul m’a vue moi, une vraie social-démocrate, pleurer comme une gamine

‘Paul saw me, a true social-democrat, crying as a little girl’.
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so does its covert counterpart in (33a–b). This covert raising of overt and co-
vert pronominal elements yields person agreement on the verb.

Importantly, any analysis that adduces the same structure to 1/2Pron-N and
to 1/2P-N implies that they share the same meaning. In the next section I show
that the two constructions have different referential properties and that 1/2P-N
do not contain the silent homologue of the overt pronoun or overt determiner.
In fact, 1/2P-N do not contain a definite determiner at all and cannot be ana-
lysed as DPs. On the basis of theses conclusions, I will claim that person agree-
ment is not triggered by pronominal constituents.

3 Internal properties of 1/2P-N, 1/2Pron-N
and 1/2Pron

We have seen in the previous sections that 1/2P person agreement on the verb
can be triggered in Georgian by 1/2P pronouns not marked for ergative case,
but also by 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N constructions marked for ergative.
Examples in (36) further illustrate that the three types of 1/2PA trigger the
same person agreement when they function as subjects of unaccusative verbs,
irrespective of the presence of the nominative case marker on 1/2Pron-N and
1/2P-N and its absence on 1/2Pron.

(36) a. čven da=v-brundi-t [1/2Pron]
we prev=1return.AOR-PL
‘We returned’

b. čven kal-eb-i da=v-brundi-t [1/2Pron-N]
we woman-pl-NOM prev=1-returnAOR-PL
‘We women returned’

c. kal-eb-i da=v-brundi-t [1/2P-N]
woman-pl-NOM prev=1-returnAOR-PL
‘We women returned’

Although it is tempting to attribute the uniformity of person agreement to case-
lessness of 1/2P pronouns by claiming that they make part of the three con-
structions at hand, my aim in this section is to show that 1/2P-N do not contain
a pronoun nor are headed by the same functional category D as the other two
types of 1/2PA.
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3.1 Meaning asymmetries between 1/2P-N and 1/2Pron-N

1/2P-N exhibit the following properties: they can (i) contain quantifiers (37), (ii)
cannot be preceded by a demonstrative article (38), (iii) cannot be a 3P pronoun
(39), (iv) cannot contain coordinated singular proper names (40), but (v) can
contain coordinated singular common nouns (41).

(37) sam(-ma)/ bevr(-ma)/ q’vela / arcert(-ma)/ qovel(-ma) kal-ma
three-ERG/ many-ERG/ all/ none-ERG/ each-ERG woman-ERG
v-tkvi-t
1-say.AOR-PL
‘We three/many/all/no/each women said (something)’

(38) *am/mag kal-eb-ma v-tkv-i-t
this/that woman-pl-ERG 1-say.AOR-PL
‘We these women said (something)’

(39) *mat/ mag-at-ma v-tkv-i-t
they.ERG/ that-pl-ERG 1-say.AOR-PL
‘We they said (something)’

(40) *?lia-m da keto-m v-tkv-i-t
Lia-ERG and Keto-ERG 1-say.AOR-PL
‘We Lia and Keto said this’5

(41) kal-ma da Kac-ma v-tkvi-t
woman-ERG and man-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL
‘We woman and man said (something)’

5 A variant of (40) with two coordinated singular names can marginally trigger 2P plural person
agreement (i), presumably due to the speech act context where the speaker addresses two individ-
uals by isolating them from a larger salient group: (Out of you’ll), you Lia and Keto said this. Such
an utterance is infelicitous with the 1P plural agreement, as it is infelicitous to refer (by the
speaker) to the speaker by name (cf. Ackema and Neelman 2013:17). This relates to an interesting
pragmatic asymmetry whereby it as common to address an individual by her name as by the 2P
pronoun, yet impossible to refer to oneself in a speech-act by the name instead of the 1P pronoun.
(i) ?lia-m da keto-m ø-tkvi-t es

Lia-ERG and keto-ERG 2-say-AOR-PL
‘You Lia and Keto said this’.
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1/2P-N can contain more than a quantifier and a noun and be heavily modified
by adjectival and possessive constituents, (42).

(42) [ket-is sam(-ma) or-i c’l-is uK’an vena-ši
Keti-GEN three-ERG two-NOM year-GEN ago Vienna-in
gacnobil(-ma) amxanag-ma] v-tkv-i-t es
presented-ERG friend-ERG 1-say.AOR-PLl this.NOM
‘We Keti’s three friends presented (to her) in Vienna two years ago said
this’

In spite of their meaning similarities, witnessed by the English translations,
1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N have partially overlapping properties. Both constructions
are incompatible with demonstratives (43), with 3P pronouns (44) and with co-
ordinated singular proper names (45). Both types can contain adjectival and
genitive modifiers (46).

(43) (*čven) am/mag (*čven) kal-eb-ma v-tkv-i-t es
we this/that woman-pl-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL thisNOM
‘*We these women said this’

(44) * čven mat/ mag-at-ma v-tkv-i-t es
we theyERG/ that-pl-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM
‘*We they said this’

(45) * čven lia-m da keto-m v-tkv-i-t es
we Lia-ERG and Keto-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL thisNOM
‘*We Lia and Keto said this’

(46) [čven ket-is sam(-ma) or-i c’l-is uK’an vena-ši
we Keti-GEN three-ERG two-NOM year-GEN ago Vienna-in
gacnobil(-ma) amxanag-ma] v-tkv-i-t es
presented-ERG friend-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM
‘We Keti’s three friends presented (to her) in Vienna two years ago said this’

However, 1/2Pron-N cannot contain coordinated singular common nouns in
(47), unlike 1/2P-N in (41). The difference in meaning between the two senten-
ces is salient: example (41) entails that a set contextually isolated from a larger
set contains two individuals belonging to different classes (women and men)
one of which is the speech act participant; the nouns here function as predi-
cates and denote two different properties attributed to each of the individuals.
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As opposed, in example (47), the coordinated group contains two definite ex-
pressions one of which is the speaker. Similarly to what is said in fn.5, it is infe-
licitous for the speaker to refer to herself by means of a definite description,
unless we deal with an appositive construal ‘I, the woman’.

(47) *čven kal-ma da Kac-ma v-tkvi-t es
we woman-ERG and man-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM
‘*We woman and man said this’

Furthermore, most quantifiers seen in (37) cannot be employed in 1/2Pron-N, (48).

(48) cven ok sam-(-ma)/ ok q’vela/ ?*zog(-ma)/ ??ramodenime/
we three-ERG/ all/ some-ERG/ several/
??bevr-ma/ ?*umravles(-ma)/
many-ERG /most-ERG/
??qovel(-ma) kal-ma v-tkvi-t es
each-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM
‘We three/all/some/several/many/most/each women said this’

Interestingly, sequences with 1/2P plural pronouns followed by a QP are judged
as grammatical by some speakers, but in these cases they are interpreted as ap-
positive constructions. When the same sequences are modified by the additive
focus affix –c ‘too’ (cf. (32)) their acceptability is degraded even for these speak-
ers, which proves that the italisized sequences in (49) do not function as single
constituents.6

(49) a. ??čven zog(-ma) kal-ma-c v-tkvi-t es
we some-ERG woman-ERG-too 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM
‘We some women too said this’

b. ?*tkven bevr-(ma) ekim-ma-c ga=ø-sinje-t
you many-ERG doctor-ERG-too prev=2-examine.AOR-pl
avadmq’op-i
patient-NOM
‘You many doctors too examined the patient’

6 The similar incompatibility of quantifiers with pronominal determiners in unagreement contexts
is reported for Greek and Spanish (Ackema and Neelman 2013, Höhn 2016). Ackema and Neelman
point out that this asymmetry undermines analyses based on the assumption that 1/2P-N contain
a pronominal element like 1/2Pron-N, in agreement to the view defended in this work.
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Notice that the numeral quantifiers are equally licit in 1/2Pron-N and in 1/
2P-N, due to their dual status of quantifiers and adjectival numeral modifiers.
(cf. Höhn 2016:31). The same holds of q’vela ‘all’ which also functions as
a group modifier.

(50) a. čven q’vela sam-ma kal-ma-c ga=v-imeore-t
we all three-ERG woman-ERG-too prev=1-repeat.AOR-PL
es
this.NOM
‘We all three women too repeated this’

The different behaviour of 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N in coordinated configurations
and with respect to quantifiers suggests that the former denote definite descrip-
tions, identified as groups containing speech-act participants, while the latter
denote quantificational constituents where quantified or plural sets contain
one variable identified as the speech-act participant.7 This difference in mean-
ing becomes clearer when we compare the two sentences in (51). In (51a), each
conjunct contains a different set, [three women] and [four women] – the only
property that they share is that each of these sets contains the same speech-act
participant, namely the speaker, otherwise the two sets are formally distinct
and can hence be contrastively coordinated. On the other hand, (51b) sounds
as a contradiction as the set [we three women] is a definite group which con-
tains a speech-act participant and other individuals and so is the set [we four
women]. Each definite group must bear a distinct referential index, therefore
in the same speech situation the determiner we cannot confer two different indi-
ces. The same meaning constraint can be observed in the following sentence We
arrived early and then we cooked. The sentence entails that the group of “we”-
early arrivers in the first conjunct and the group of “we”-cooks in the second is
identical. The only plausible, but improbable, way to render the two groups
of “we” formally distinct would be if the speaker gestually designates the
first group of early arrivers by including herself, and then gestually desig-
nates a different group of cooks also including herself. Under a similar im-
probable scenario, the three women and the four women in (51b) can be
formally different definite descriptions, and the outcome felicitous.

7 Ackema and Neelman (2013) refer to these readings as referential and quantificational, re-
spectively. They argue that in the first, speech act participants restrict the reference of the
noun phrase, while in the second, speech participants act as a restriction on a variable, as in
quantifier-bound variable relations (Heim and Kratzer 1998).
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(51) a. sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkvi-t es da otx(-ma)
three-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM and four-ERG
kal-ma v-tkv-i-t is
1-sayAOR-PL that.NOM woman-ERG
‘We three women said this and We four women said that’

b. #čven sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkv-i-t es da čven
we three-ERG woman-ERG 1-say-AOR-PL this.NOM and we
otx(-ma) kal-ma v-tkv-i-t is
four-ERG woman-ERG 1-say-AOR-PL that.NOM
‘#We three women said this and we four women said that’

As expected, example (52) is well-formed because each definite group denoted by
1/2Pron-N is formally distinct as each conjunct contains a different speech partic-
ipant, the speaker in the first group and the addressee in the second group.

(52) čven sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkvi-t es da tkven
we three-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM and you
otx(-ma) kal-ma ø-tkvi-t is
four-ERG woman-ERG 2-sayAOR-PL that.NOM
‘We three women said this and you four women said that’

Consider now (53), where a 3P pronoun the second conjunct contrasts with 1/
2P-N in the first conjunct in (53a), and with 1/2Pron-N in (53b). In (53a) the con-
trast is construed against a set: 1/2P-N in the first conjunct contains a numeral
quantifier which ranges over a class of women picking up random three mem-
bers including the speech-act participant and is contrasted with another set,
which cannot be from the same class. However, in (53b) the pronoun contrasts
with a definite expression. As 1/2Pron-N in the first conjunct refers to a definite
group of three women including the speech-act participant, the referent of the
pronoun in the second conjunct can refer to any other definite group, com-
prised of women or not.

(53) a. sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkvi-t es da magat-ma
three-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM and 3pl-ERG
tkv-es is
say-AOR.3PL that.NOM
‘We three women said this and they said that’
they: other individuals/*other women
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b. čven sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkv-i-t es da magat-ma
we three-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this and 3pl-ERG
tkv-es is
say-AOR.3PL that.NOM
‘We three women said this and they said that’
they: other individuals/other women

Examples in (54) further confirm that 1/2P-N are true QPs while 1/2Pron-N ex-
press definite descriptions: only the latter can be felicitously focused in con-
trast with another definite referent.8

(54) a. ??sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkvi-t es, magat-ma Ki ara
three-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM 3pl-ERG and not
‘We three women said this, THEY did not.’

b. čven sam(-ma) kal-ma v-tkvi-t es, magat-ma
we three-ERG woman-ERG 1-sayAOR-PL this.NOM 3pl-ERG
Ki ara
and not
‘We three women said this, THEY did not’
they: a definite group of other individuals/women

Evidence put forth above convincingly demonstrates that 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N
do not have the same meaning, and consequently, their structure must be dif-
ferent too.

3.2 Structural asymmetries of 1/2PA

1/2Pron-N are best analysed as DPs that denote definite descriptions, or more
specifically definite plural groups, while 1/2P-N have smaller structures. In line
with much research on the functional structure associated with noun phrases,
I contend that the nominal layer selected by D in (55) has an articulated struc-
ture whose functional spine above the lexical N is comprised of the classifier
n (Borer 2005) and the quantifying category Number (Ritter 1991). For the ease
of exposure I will continue to refer to the material embedded under D as the
nominal (instead of Num-n-N) layer.

8 The acceptability of (54a) improves if the noun kalma ‘woman’ is emphasized. In that case,
the pronoun they in the second conjunct must refer to members of another class (e.g. men).
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The lexical category N names a property. The categorizer n is endowed with
the [class] feature that indicates whether the noun belongs to a class of com-
mon or mass nouns, and hence is individualisable/divisible. (cf. Borer 2005).
Number specifies the quantity of individuals of the class that it ranges over, (cf.
Borer’s 2005 #P).9 And finally, D provides a referential index to the quantified
set of individuals defined by Number.

(55) [DP D [NumP Num [nPn [NP N]]]]

As 1/2P-N refer to indefinite plural or quantified sets, it is natural to view them as
NumP: they denote individuated sets of entities where one of the variables is iden-
tified as the speech- act participant. Further confirmation for their asymmetric
structures comes from variable binding capacity of 1/2P-N and 1/2Pron-N.

Déchaine and Wiltschko (2002, 2015) argue that pronominal elements
that have a fixed denotation and fail to function as bound variables should
be structurally represented as DPs since the locus of indexicality is in D.
Referentially dependent elements that function as bound pronouns due to their
indexical variability are to be analysed as smaller structures, ϕPs (the locus of all
phi-features such as number, person, gender). In the present analysis,

1/2Pron-N are analysed as DPs and should function as strong indexicals,
while 1/2P-N have a smaller structure and should allow a bound variable read-
ing. Moreover, as 1/2P pronouns are identical in form with the pronominal

9 As plural marking on nouns in Georgian is generally mutually exclusive of quantifiers,
I attribute the same structural origin to quantifiers and to the pluralizer -eb. Some quantifiers
marginally tolerate plural nouns, but numerals and the quantity wh-word ramdeni ‘how
much/many’ strictly require the singular noun as their complement:

(i) bevri kal-(?-eb)-i / zogi kal-(?*-eb)-i / sami kal(*-eb)-i
many woman-pl-NOM / some woman-pl-NOM// three woman-pl-NOM

what-quantity-NOM woman-pl-NOM
ram-den-i kal-(*-eb)-i
‘many women, some women, three women, how many women’

Notice that 3P plural agreement on the verb is only triggered by nominals formally marked as
plural, (iia–b).
(ii) a. kal-eb-i dadi-an/ *dadi-s

woman-pl-NOM walk-PRES.3PL/ walk-PRES.3SG
‘(The) women walk’

b. bevr-i kal-i dadi-s / *dadi-an
many-NOM woman-NOM walk-PRES.3SG/ walk-PRES.3pl
‘Many women walk’.
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determiner in 1/2Pron-N they also should allow only fixed readings. The evi-
dence presented below confirms this prediction.

Consider first English, where 1P and 2P pronouns do not always have a fixed
denotation and can function as bound pronouns. Example (56) is felicitous under
two scenarios: when nobody understood the question that they got (bound read-
ing), and when nobody understood the question that I got (indexical reading).

(56) Only I got a question that I understood (nobody else did)
i) (. . .nobody else got a question that I understood)
ii) (. . .nobody else got a question that they understood)

In Georgian, 1/2P pronouns are not ambiguous as their English counterparts
and always denote a fixed referent, (57a). On the other hand, in pro-drop con-
texts bound readings are available, (57b).

(57) a. marTo čven ga=gv-axsend-a rom čven is
only we prev=1plO-recall-AOR.3SG that we that.NOM
pilm-i uKve v-naxe-t
film-NOM already 1-sawAOR-PL
‘Only we recalled that we saw that film’
≠ noone else recalled that he saw the film
= no one else recalled that we saw the film

b. marTo čven ga=gv-axsend-a rom is pilm-i
only we prev=1Opl-recall-AOR.3SG that that.NOM film-NOM
uKve v-naxe-t
already 1- seeAOR-PL
‘Only we recalled that we already saw that film’
= no one else recalled that they saw the film
= no one else recalled that we saw the film

Examples in (58) illustrate that 1/2Pron-N have only indexical reading while
1/2P-N allow bound variable readings.

(58) a. marTo čven ga=gv-axsend-a rom čven kal-eb-ma
only we prev=1Opl-recall-AOR.3SG that we woman-pl-ERG
is pilm-i uKve v-naxe-t
that.NOM film-NOM already 1-seeAOR-PL
‘Only we recalled that we women already saw this film’
≠ noone else recalled that they saw this film
= no one else recalled that we women saw this film
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b. marTo čven ga=gv-axsend-a rom kal-eb-ma
only we prev=1Opl-recall-AOR.3SG that woman-pl-ERG
is pilm-I uKve v- naxe-t
that.NOM film-NOM aleady 1-seeAOR-PL
‘Only we recalled that we women already saw this film’
= no one else recalled that they saw this film
= no one else recalled that we women saw this movie

These binding facts serve as an important proof against the unified structural
treatment of 1/2P pronouns, 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N. Only one type, 1/2P-N allows
bound variable readings and should not be analysed as DP.

To conclude, in ergative tenses, subject person agreement is triggered by
caseless 1/2P pronouns but also by case-marked constituents, 1/2Pron-N and 1/
2P-N. In order to locate the structural source of person agreement and at the
same to correlate this source with the absence of case on personal pronouns, it is
tempting to propose that the three nominal types comprise an overt or covert pro-
noun that is licensed in a high position above vP, where case-marking require-
ments do not apply and where person agreement with the finite verb is triggered.
Such a conclusion is not warranted: despite the fact that the form and the index-
icality of 1/2Pron and 1/2Pron-N are similar, 1/2P-N do not share the meaning
and the structure with either of them. 1/2P-N behave as quantified expressions
and have a smaller structure, NumP, whereas 1/2Pron and 1/2Pron-N are indexi-
cally rigid DPs that refer to definite descriptions. In the next section, the common
property that makes all 1/2PA person agreement triggerers is identified. It con-
cerns the feature bundle (or the category) Person, merged in the specifier of nom-
inals of different structural complexity. This feature is indirectly tied to the
absence of case-marking on 1/2P pronouns as it allows their D head to be intran-
sitive. As only arguments that contain nominal structure can be case-marked in
Georgian, the absence of case on DPs with intransitive D ensues.

4 Person

In this section, I propose an analysis of person agreement in Georgian which is
not based on the movement or base-generation of 1/2P pronouns in the func-
tional domain of the clause. This reasoning is based on the outcome of the pre-
ceding section: pronominal arguments cannot be the source of 1/2P person
agreement because 1/2P-N do not contain pronouns but agree in person with
the verb.
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I contend that the three types of constituents, 1/2P-N, 1/2Pron-N and 1/2Pron
share one structural property regardless of their functional complexity: they all
carry person features. Following Harley and Ritter (2002) and a long linguistic
tradition summarized in that work, I identify the grammatical concept of Person
to express speech-act participants, the speaker and the addressee, and larger
groups of individuals that contain them. Importantly, the notion of 3rd person is
not defined in terms of the grammatical concept of Person (cf. Benveniste 1966).
1st and 2nd singular person are only specified for the speech-act participant fea-
ture [speaker] or [addressee]. However, 1st and 2nd plural person are more com-
plex notions and denote groups that encompass the speech act participant: the
feature bundle of Person in this case is made up of the number feature and the
speech-act participant feature but these are compositionally arranged rather
than listed, the number including the participant (Harbour 2011).10 Concretely, 1P
plural is composed of number which expresses individuation of entities, yet
these entities are not ‘speakers’ but rather individuals of some unspecified
(though contextually familiar) class to which the speaker is added: [group
(x+speaker)]. The representation of 2P plural parallels that of 1P plural, except
for the value of speech-act participant, [group (x+addressee)]. The notion of num-
ber in persons and in nouns has different meanings: whereas in common nouns
it makes sense to distinguish between singular and non-singular sets, the same
reasoning cannot be extended to persons. A plural person does not represent an
augmented number of participants but the addition to the speech act participant
of the augmented or non-augmented sets of referents. In short, number in
Persons entails coordination rather than standard quantification (cf. Vassilieva
and Larson 2005). I henceforth propose that singular persons, albeit conceptually
expressing one individual do not grammatically correspond to a singleton of
some set, and hence are not specified for grammatical number; they are featur-
ally minimal and just name the speech-act participant.

Adapting an idea from van Koppen (2012) (cf. also Choi 2014), I propose
that the feature bundle Person is projected in the specifier of the highest func-
tional category heading a noun expression. In 1/2P-N constructions, Person oc-
cupies Spec,NumP, while in 1/2Pron-N and 1/2Pron, it is merged in Spec,DP.11

In (59), I identify possible values for Person: s stands for speaker, a for addressee,
g for group (i.e. plural number) and x for added variable(s) in case of plural

10 In Harley and Ritter’s (2002) representations, the two features of plural persons are listed
[Speaker, Group/Indiv(iduation]).
11 It is important to bear in mind that under this approach Person corresponds to a feature
bundle, and not to a maximal projection. This deficient syntactic category has no selectional
properties and does not count itself as an argument but rather as a modifier of an argument.
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persons. Notice that only Person specified for number can surface in structures
that also contain the nominal structure, such as 1/2P-N and 1/2Pron-N.

(59) a. [NumP[PERSON g(x+s/a)] Num [nP n. . .]] 1/2P-N
b. [DP [PERSON g(x+s/a)] D [NumP Num [nP n. . .]]] 1/2Pron-N
c. [DP [PERSON g(x+s/a)] D] 1/2Pron PLURAL
d. [DP[PERSON s/a] Det ] 1/2Pron SINGULAR

Person features percolate from the specifier position to the maximal projection
of the noun phrase and define it as a personal argument. From the left-
periphery of the nominal constituent, this bundle may rise to T as a clitic, yield-
ing person agreement on the verb (cf. Nash-Haran 1993, Halle and Marantz
1993). Alternatively, following Georgi (2013), person agreement can be viewed
as an outcome of the operation Agree by which an unvalued person feature on
a functional head T is valued against Person’s features of the argument, (60).
The two mechanisms capture the basic idea shared by standard approaches to
person split (cf. Section 1.1.): 1/2PA entertain a closer relation with T than 3P
arguments, because Tense and Person are directly related to speech-acts:
Person denotes speech-act participants and T serves as a mediator in anchoring
the event time to the speech act situation.

(60) T[Person]i. . .. . .[XP[Person]i X. . .]

4.1 Person in DPs vs. Person in NumP

Person affects the interpretation of NumP and DP in different ways: in the former,
it applies to a plural set denoted by NumP and identifies one variable thereof as
the speech-act participant, while in the latter it provides a deictic proximal speci-
fication to the definite description by identifying it either as the speech-act partic-
ipant or as the contextually unique group containing the speech act participant.
I will first elaborate on the role of Person in NumP and then turn to DPs.

In NumP, Person specifies that a plural/quantified set of individuals con-
tains one variable which corresponds to the speaker or the addressee. The func-
tional category Number which selects nPs is intrinsically specified for the
individuation feature. I propose that the number values of plural Person and
Number match and the final number value percolated to the maximal projec-
tion NumP includes the participant feature, by virtue of its inclusion in the
number specification of Person, cf. (59a–c). Concretely, the denotations of three
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women and we three women differ only in the sense that the number value [3] in
the latter must contain the speaker and be read as a coordination [3speaker+2].
Van Koppen (2012) proposes that the features of 1/2 plural pronouns can split
and be distributed on different syntactic sites. My proposal shares the spirit of
her analysis, in the sense that the number specification of plural persons must
strictly match, via Spec-head agreement, the similar value of Number. Notice
that the feature matching mechanism fails if Number is modified by the singu-
lar Person as the latter is not endowed with grammatical number features.

I turn next to the role of Person in Spec,DP in 1/2Pron-N and 1/2Pron. The
combination of D features and Person features is morphologically spelled out
as a person pronoun, which in Georgian is clearly bi-morphemic. All 1/2P pro-
nouns are composed of two morphemes, one for Person and the invariant –
n spelling out the determiner. I reproduce below a modified version of (17). The
modification concerns the 1st person singular pronoun: even if it does not carry
the affix –n in Standard Georgian, the suffix is reported to be present on the
pronoun in some Eastern dialects, and was also encountered in Old Georgian
texts (Martirosov 1964).

(61)(=17) 1 2
SG me(-n) še-n
PL čve-n tkve-n

A clear evidence for the determiner status of –n comes from the fact that the
affix is omitted when the pronoun accompanies expressive epithets in vocative
contexts.

(62) a. sad mi=di-x-ar, še(*-n) mTirala(v)!
where prev=go-2-be.PRES you crybaby.VOC
‘Where are you going, you crybaby?’

b. mo-ø-di-t ak, tkve(*-n) sazizγr-eb-o!
prev=2-go-PL here you disgusting-pl-VOC
‘Come here, you despising ones!’

Following Longobardi (1994) and much subsequent work on vocatives (cf. D’Hulst
et al 2007), I propose that the noun raises to D when marked for vocative, yielding
a configuration where only Person part of the adnominal pronoun is spelled out.12

12 If Person is analysed as a clitic fleshed out as person agreement on the verb, the actual
strong pronouns in (61) are to be analysed as the pronunciations of D which acquires the
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Semantically, the role of Person in 1/2Pron-N is to supply deictic informa-
tion that links the definite description to the speech-act situation by specifying
that the speech-act participant makes part of the referents of the definite de-
scription. In this sense, the pronominal determiner in 1/2Pron-N behaves as
a demonstrative rather than a definite determiner, which are not instantiated in
Georgian. A similar observation is made for parallel English constructions by
Sommerstein (1972), (cf. Höhn 2016), concerning Postal’s (1969) treatment of
pronominal determiners. When reporting the example (63a), the expression you
troops must be replaced by those troops rather than by a standard DP in (63b).

(63) a. YOU troops will embark but the other troops will remain.
b. He said that (those/*the) troops would embark but the other troops

would remain.

Furthermore, pronominal determiners are cross-linguistically compatible with
the definite article but not with the demonstrative determiner, e.g. in Spanish
and in . (Choi 2014, Höhn 2016)

(64) a. Standard Modern Greek
(*aftoi) emeis (*aftoi) oi glossologoi (*aftoi)
dem.pl we the linguists
‘we linguists’

b. Spanish
(*esos) nosostros (*esos) los lingüistas (*esos)
dem.pl we the linguists
‘we linguists’

These facts lead to the conclusion that Person and D are distinct categories,
D supplies a referential index to a description, and Person further restricts
that index by deictic proximal specification. This conclusion resonates with
Elbourne’s (2005) analysis of determiners whereby the difference between
D and demonstratives involves the presence on the latter of a proximal feature
in addition to the index. This proximal feature in 1/2Pron-N is provided by
Person, in the present analysis.

features of Person through feature sharing resulting from Spec-head agreement. An alternative
view would consist in viewing the pronoun as the spell-out of Person to which D attaches as
an enclitic. The evidence from (62) makes the second hypothesis more attractive.
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The representation in (65) summarizes the structure of 1/2Pron-N, where the
feature combination of Person and Determiner is spelled out as a person pronoun.

(65) [DP Person D [NumP Num [nP n [NP N]]]] 1/2Pron-N

Finally, I turn to full pronouns. Given that they are analysed as DPs on par with
1/2Pron-N, the question is to understand which property distinguishes person
pronouns from pronominal demonstratives in 1/2Pron-N. As shown in (57), per-
son pronouns in Georgian are strong emphatic elements, easily pro-dropped.
They are felicitously employed in all contexts where only strong pronouns are
expected cross-linguistically: deictically, accompanied by gestural pointing, in
focus positions, as answers (66) and in coordination structures (67):

(66) Q: vin ici-s sad aris zaza?
who know-Pres.3SG where is Zaza.NOM
‘who knows where is Zaza?’

A: me!/ čven !
‘I! / we!’

(67) nino da šen x-ar-t mosKov-ši
Nino.NOM and you 2-be-PL Moscow-in
‘You and Nino are in Moscow’

I propose that DPs containing the demonstrative pronominal determiner and
1/2P pronoun only differ in the valency of D: in pronouns, D is intransitive
(68), whereas in 1/2Pron-N, D is transitive and selects the nominal comple-
ment NumP, (65).

(68) [DP [Person] D] 1/2Pron

An optional instantiation of the nominal layer in the structures of 1/2PA is al-
lowed because the feature inventory of the local D-domain modified by
Person is rich enough in order to refer to an argument in the clause. In the
case of the 1st person singular pronoun, Person only carries the feature
[speaker] which is added to the denotational index of D: the speaker is the
definite argument in the sentence. The similar mechanism holds for the 2nd
person singular pronoun. As for 1/2P plural pronouns, Person, specified for
the number feature, and D contribute the necessary and sufficient information
in order to identify a discourse salient group (i.e. non-atomic entity) that in-
cludes the speech-act participant. If we return to the list of person pronouns
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in (61) we observe that 1st person plural and 2nd person plural pronouns
share the phoneme –v-. This fact can be thought as irrelevant for the morpho-
syntax of pronominal forms, but interestingly the same pattern of behaviour,
where the 1st and 2nd person pronouns are morphologically maximally identi-
cal, is observed in other South Caucasian languages: in Svan: 1pl næj, 2pl
sgæj (Tuite 1998), in Megrelian 1pl čki/čkə, 2pl tkva. And finally, it is signifi-
cant to note that the morpheme v- spells an indefinite animate individual in
interrogative and indefinite pronouns v-in ‘who’, v-inme, v-igac ‘someone’.
I hypothesize that the morphological representation of 1/2P plural pronouns
in Georgian transparently spells out the number feature too and should be
rather considered tri-morphemic consisting of the participant morpheme,
number morpheme, and the definite index: č-v-en, tk- v-en.13

When D selects NumP, a singleton or a group gets the definite index. If
D selects a singleton set it cannot be specified by 1st singular person: an expres-
sion referring to some nominal class cannot simultaneously grammatically de-
note the speech-act participant. In such cases, the language has recourse to the
apposition structure I, the linguist.14 But when D marks plural sets with the
index, the number specification of 1/2 plural persons, whose range is only par-
tially specified or saturated, matches the number of the definite group. The un-
saturated number value of Person, fleshed out by the morpheme –v- in the
pronoun, is fully valued by the same feature of Number. In other words, in we
linguists, the unspecified set of individuals [other(s)] that are added to the
speaker in the denotation of the 1P plural [weI+other(s)] is identified as the indi-
viduals which NumP ranges over: [other(s)]=[NumPlinguists]. To put differently,
[class] features are incompatible with [speaker/addressee] in Georgian, unless
the latter are embedded under the number feature in Person.

To summarize, 1/2Pron-N and 1/2Pron are DPs specified by Person, and 1/2P-
N is NumP specified by Person. The role of Person varies in DPs and NumPs. In
DPs, Person is deictic, akin to the demonstrative determiner in definite descrip-
tions. In NumPs, Person is partitive because it identifies one member of the set as

13 Typologically, the same phenomenon is widely attested, e.g. nos-ostros, vos-ostros, in Spanish.
(Vassilieva and Larson 2005, Torrego and Laka 2015).
14 Interestingly, if the singular definite description is not formally a referring expression, as
in the case of epithets, specifying it with Person yields a grammatical outcome:

i) me meTicara-m v-tkvi is
I bragger-ERG 1-say.AOR that.NOM
‘I bragger said that’

Notice further that epithets are illicit in 1/2P-N, as they may not function as quantified
expressions.
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the speech act participant. The fact that the Person (in combination with D) is
pronounced in DPs as a pronoun but not in NumPs can be ascribed to the blend-
ing of number features of plural Person and the head of NumP, which bans their
double spellout.

4.2 Interim conclusion

In this section, I presented an analysis of 1/2Pron, 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N in
Georgian, which share the property of triggering person agreement on the verb.
I showed that this agreement results from Agree relation between T and Person
present in the three types of nominals. The presence of Person does not affect or
determine the structural size or identity of these nominals, it is merged in the
specifier of DP in 1/2Pron and 1/2Pron-N and in the specifier of NumP in 1/2P-N.
Out of the three nominal types, only 1/2Pron are not marked for case. The only
other property that sets 1/2Pron aside from both 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N is the ab-
sence of the nominal structure. I correlate these two properties and argue that
the absence of case on 1/2Pron is due to the absence of the nominal layer in their
structure. The question that we must address now is why the nominal layer can
be absent in some types of 1/2PA, namely in 1/2Pron, but must be present in 3P
pronouns. In order to elucidate this issue, a closer investigation of the properties
of 3P pronouns is in order. I show in Section 5 that 3P pronouns share strong
indexicality with 1/2P pronouns and must be analysed as DPs. The deictic and
phi-feature content of 1/2Pron is provided by Person in the D-domain, making it
possible to dispense with the nominal complement of D. On the other hand, the
spatial deictic information in 3P pronouns as well as their necessary phi-features
are located in the nominal layer, making it impossible to sever the complement
of D. Hence, obligatory case-marking of 3P pronouns is the direct consequence of
their internal structure which must include the nominal layer below D.

5 Structure of 3P pronouns

In this section, I present an account of person-split which hinges on the pres-
ence of the nominal layer in the structural representations of pronominal argu-
ments in Georgian. The conclusion reached in the last section is that 1/2P
pronouns are not case-marked because they are headed by intransitive D. As 3P
pronouns are case-marked, the question arises as to why they cannot be struc-
tured as 1/2P pronouns. If the absence of the nominal referent is the property
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that unites all the pronouns, 3P pronouns are also expected to be headed by
intransitive D (cf. Abney 1987). In what follows, I show that the intransitivity
of D cannot be the unifying feature of all pronouns in Georgian. 3P pronouns
are derived from demonstrative determiners, which is a widely attested cross-
linguistic strategy of pronoun formation, but in Georgian a morphologically re-
duced nominal structure is not elided after the demonstrative determiner in
cases of pronominalisation. Its presence in 3P pronouns is obligatory as it pro-
vides to the demonstrative determiner the necessary phi-features, and most sig-
nificantly the number and the class features, enabling the resulting pronominal
constituent to function as a phi-complete argument.

5.1 3P pronouns and demonstrative determiners

Georgian 3P pronouns, just as 1/2P pronouns, are strong emphatic elements
that can be easily dropped when their referent is familiar in discourse.15

Unsurprisingly, they disallow, just like their 1/2P counterparts, bound-
variable readings (cf. Section 3.4.).16

(69) marTo vano-s ga=axsend-a rom man nax-a
only Vano-DAT prev=recall-AOR.3SG that 3SG.ERG see-AOR.3SG
es pilm-i
this film-NOM
‘Only Vano recalled that he saw this film’
≠ no one else recalled that they saw this film
=no one else recalled that Vano saw the film

Georgian has a number of 3P pronouns, some of which belong to the written lit-
erary register and others used in colloquial and dialectal registers. The leftmost

15 Although 3P pronouns can be easily dropped in Georgian, they are obligatory in donkey
anaphora contexts, in line with the analysis of these constructions by Elbourne (2005) that
takes pronouns to stand for deictic definite descriptions.

(i) q’ovel-i Kac-i vis-ac vir-i h-qav-s
every-NOM man-NOM who.DAT-rel donkey-NOM 3-have-PRES.3SG

*(ma-s) xsirad (s)cem-s
it-ACC often 3-beat-PRES.3SG
‘Every man who owns a donkey often beats it’.

16 The bound reading of 3P pronouns becomes easier to obtain if the pronoun is formally de-
focalised in the sense that it occurs with another focalised constituent.
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pronoun given for each case in (70) corresponds to the most standard form. 3P
pronouns are not specified for gender and only show number and case distinc-
tions. As (70) shows, most singular pronouns are distinctly marked for case (-i for
nominative, -n for ergative, and –s for dative/accusative), while plural pronouns
all contain plural markers –n, -t, which are archaic markers not productive any
more to pluralise nouns in modern Georgian. We also observe that in some plural
forms the case- affix syncretises with the plural affix in ergative and accusative,
ma-t. Importantly, 3P pronouns that have mag as their base systematically show
distinct case and number morphemes for every form in the paradigm.

(70) THIRD PERSON PRONOUNS
SG PL

3-(Case) 3-Num(-)/(,)Case
NOM is, ig-i, mag-i is-in-i, mag-en-i
ERG (i)ma-n, mag-an (i)ma-t, (i)ma-t-ma, mag-at-ma
ACC/DAT (i)ma-s, mag-as (i)ma-t, mag-at

3P pronouns are clearly derived from demonstrative determiners, as shown in (71):

(71) DEMONSTRATIVE DETERMINERS
NOM es ekim-i/ekim-eb-I

this(here) doctor-NOM/doctor-pl-NOM
eg/mag ekim-i/ekim-eb-i
this(there) doctor-NOM/doctor-pl-NOM
is/ig ekim-i/ekim-eb-i
that doctor-NOM/doctor-pl-NOM

ERG am ekim-ma/ekim-eb-ma this(here)
doctor-ERG/doctor-pl-ERG
mag ekim-ma/ekim-eb-ma
this(there) doctor-ERG/doctor-pl-ERG
im ekim-ma/ekim-eb-ma
that doctor-ERG/doctor-pl-ERG

ACC am ekim-s/ekim-eb-s
this(here) doctor-ACC /doctor-pl-ACC
mag ekim-s/ekim-eb-s
this(there) doctor- ACC /doctor-pl-ACC
im ekim-s/ekim-eb-s
that doctor-ACC/doctor-pl-ACC
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Comparing the two tables, we observe that unlike pronouns, demonstrative
determiners are never marked for number. As for case distinctions, they only
distinguish between nominative and non-nominative forms. But even nomina-
tive demonstratives are not formally marked with the case affix -i: the demon-
strative mag is invariable regardless the case of the noun phrase, ig lacks the
nominative –i when it functions as a demonstrative but not when it functions
as a pronoun. To summarize, Georgian demonstrative determiners do not ex-
hibit number agreement with the noun, nor strict case agreement.17

Although they are not decomposed in (71), demonstrative determiners are
clearly bimorphemic: they comprise the deictic morpheme a/e-, ma-, i-, (proxi-
mal, medial, distal, respectively) and the suffix -g (-s in nominative contexts,
-m in non-nominative contexts). I take -g and its allomorphs to spell the deter-
miner base. Notice also that in certain Western dialects of Georgian, -g, or -s,
can be dropped in demonstratives.

(72) a. ra u-nd-od-a, ma dedakal-s?
what.NOM APPL-want-IMPERF.3SG that woman-DAT
‘What did that (here) woman want?’

b. i Kac-i rodis mova?
that man-NOM when come.FUT.3SG
‘When will that (there) man come?’

5.2 Differences between pronominal and demonstrative
determiners

The decomposition of demonstratives reveals that their internal makeup resem-
bles that of pronominal demonstratives in 1/2Pron-N: both types contain a D-
index and a deictic morpheme that anchors the referential expression in the
speech-act situation. Deictic affixes in (71) spatially relate the discourse referent
to the speaker or the addressee. Proximal deictic specification a/e- stands for
‘near the speaker’, medial m(a)- for ‘near the addressee’, and distal i- reflects
‘not near the speech participants’. The same morphemes are used to form de-
monstrative adverbs: a-k ‘here’, ma-k ‘there-proximal’, i-k ‘there-distal’.18 This

17 In Old Georgian, demonstrative determiners were postnominal and fully agreed with noun
in case and in number.
18 It is worth noting that nominative and ergative case-endings –i and –ma are homophonous
with distal and medial deictic morphemes. This similarity could point to the spatial/deictic
source of case distinctions in Georgian. It can be hypothesized that the nominative marks the
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parallelism between pronominal determiners and demonstrative determiners
begs the following question: why can 1/2P pronouns and pronominal demonstra-
tives share the form while 3P pronouns and standard demonstratives, albeit mor-
phologically related, have different forms? Notice that both 1/2P pronouns and
pronominal demonstratives show number distinctions, in fact pronominal de-
monstratives are felicitous only when they are plural. As for 3P pronouns and
demonstrative determiners, only the former is marked for number. I take this
property, namely the absence of number distinction in standard demonstra-
tives, to be the source of structural asymmetry between pronominal demon-
stratives and demonstrative determiners. The deictic component in 3P
demonstratives denotes place, which conceptually is insensitive of number,
while the deictic component in pronominal demonstratives, Person, is inher-
ently specified for number in plural persons. As a consequence, when a
demonstrative determiner is pronominalized, the absence of number specifi-
cation at D-level requires the presence its complement NumP, whereas when
a pronominal determiner is pronominalised, Person provides number features
to D heading pronominal determiners, rendering superfluous the presence of
D’s complement.

There is a long tradition in linguistic theorizing that views demonstratives
as adjectival elements (Bernstein 1997, Elbourne 2005, Giusti 1994, 1997, Bruge
1996). Giusti, among others, argues that demonstratives are generated low in
the nominal structure as adjectival modifiers and move to the left periphery,
above D. Leu (2007), endorsing the low generation analysis of demonstratives,
considers their meaning to be built from the abstract (and silent) locative adjec-
tive HERE. I follow these analyses and take the deictic locative markers a-/e-,
ma-, i- to flesh out the concept of HERE and to function structurally as adjecti-
val predicates. They move from the nominal domain to the left periphery of D,
and the result of their merger yields a demonstrative determiner that has both
adjectival and determiner properties.

argument which is distal to the speech-situation and the ergative the closer one. Notice also
that in Old Georgian, the ergative marker was -man, which in Modern Georgian is homopho-
nous to the ergative 3P pronoun. So if case affixes are fundamentally spatial-deictic in
Georgian, it is expected not to find them on 1/2P pronouns which are intrinsitically person-
deictic. The present analysis formalizes this intuition by claiming that person deixis and spa-
tial deixis have different mutually exclusive sources, the former is directly merged in the
upper functional domain of the argument, while the latter has its source lower, in the nominal
layer. Notice that the spatial/deictic part of the English determiner th- may be at heart of its
incompatibility with the pronominal determiner, yielding ungrammatical *we the linguists, in
contrast with their Spanish or Greek homologues (cf. (64)).
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(73) a. [DP HERE+D [NumP Num [nP n [ADJHERE][NPN]]
b. HERE+D—>ma-g, i-g, e-s. . ..

5.3 Adjectives in NP ellipsis and 3P pronouns

Indeed, demonstrative determiners and adjectives have many properties in
common: both are prenominal, both disallow number agreement with the noun
(74), and both show deficient

case agreement. Examples in (75) show that case agreement is required in
nominative, optional in spoken Georgian in ergative, and banned in accusa-
tive. Furthermore, all case- agreement is banned when the adjective ends in a
vowel, (76).

(74) *tbil-eb-i Pur-eb-i/ *tbil-eb-ma Pur-eb-ma /
warm-pl-NOM bread-NOM/ warm-pl-ERG bread-pl-ERG/
*tbil-eb-s Pur-eb-s
warm-pl-ACC bread-pl-ACC
‘warm breads’

(75) NOM: tbil-*(i) Pur(-eb)-i
ERG: tbil(-ma) Pur(-eb)-ma
ACC: tbil-(*s) Pur(-eb)-s
‘warm bread(s)’

(76) axalgazrda(*-i/*-m/*-s) ekim(-eb)-i/-ma/-s
young-NOM/ERG/ACC doctor-pl-NOM/ERG/ACC
‘young doctor(s)’

In NP ellipsis (NPE) environments, adjectives exhibit an entirely different be-
haviour, where they mandatorily carry number and case markers, (77–78).

(77) moxuc(-ma) ekim-ma tkv-a es, axalgazrd-eb-ma
old-ERG doctor-ERG say-AOR.3SG this.NOM young-pl-ERG
Ki ara
yes no
‘The old doctor said this, not the young ones’
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(78) Q: am kab-eb-idan romel-i-a nino-s-i?
this dress-pl-from which-NOM-be.3SG Nino-GEN-NOM
‘From these dresses, which one is Nino’s?’

A: tetr-i/ tetr-eb-i
white-NOM/ white-pl-NOM
‘The white one. / The white ones.’

On the basis of a cross-linguistic comparison of NPE configurations, Lobeck
(1995) proposes that languages such as French can license a phonologically
empty NP after fully inflected adjectives, while languages such as English, with
uninflected adjectives, have recourse to the pronominalisation strategy and em-
ploy the pro-noun one. (cf. Postal 1969, Panagiotidis 2003a,b, Kayne 2003).
What is interesting about Georgian is that it stands somewhere in between the
two language-types with respect to NPE: adjectives do show rich case and num-
ber agreement, but this agreement only occurs on adjectives in NPE contexts.
I propose that Georgian employs the English-style pronominalisation strategy
in NPE, yet unlike English, the grammatical counterpart of one is a morphologi-
cally deficient enclitic The enclitic comprises of a null nominal categorizer
n endowed with class feature and a number morpheme: n moves to Number
and the resulting n-Num cliticizes to the adjective. (Cf. Corver and van Koppen
2011). In this respect, what is lacking in NPE contexts in Georgian is the nomi-
nal root that provides the name to the class identified by the categorizer n, (79).

(79) ([DPD) [NumP [ADJtetr] n-Num [nP [ADJtetr] n [NP √Nø]](])
tetr-ø-eb-ma [NP√Nø]

(80) white-n-pl-ERG
‘(the) white ones’

The feature makeup of adjectives in NPE contexts as in (80) is quasi identical to
that of 3P pronouns in (70). In order to refer to plural antecedents, the number
marking is obligatory in both types, as the italicised forms show in (81a–b).

(81) a. did bavšv-eb-ma es pilm-i mosKov-si nax-es
big child-pl-ERG this film-NOM Moscow-in see-AOR.3PL
PaTar-eb-ma Ki Kiev-ši
small-pl-ERG yes Kiev-in
‘The big children saw this film in Moscow but the small ones in Kiev’

b. mag bavšv-eb-ma es pilm-i mosKov-ši nax-es
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that child-pl-ERG this film-NOM Moscow-in see-AOR.3PL
im-at-ma Ki Kiev-ši
DEM-pl-ERG yes Kiev-in
‘These children saw this film in Moscow but those ones/they in Kiev’19

Georgian 3P pronouns are derived from demonstrative determiners in the simi-
lar manner as adjectives in NPE constructions, the only difference being that
instead of the lexical adjective in (80) or (81a), the demonstrative determiner
resulting from the merger of the deictic HERE and D hosts the pronominal en-
clitic comprised of the classifier n and Num (82–83).

(82) [DPHERE+D [NumP n+Num [NP [ADJHERE] n [NP√Nø]]]

(83) ma-[g-ø-at]-ma [NP√Nø]
HERE-D-n-pl-ERG
‘they’

Georgian 3P pronouns are ‘one-word’ renditions of English demonstratives in
NPE contexts this/that one. The difference between English and Georgian lies in
the locus of number features: in English, the demonstrative and the pro-noun
agree in number: these ones; in Georgian, the number is uniformly carried by
the pro-nominal part and does not spread to the demonstrative. In this respect,
Georgian shows more parallelism between adjectives and demonstratives in
NPE contexts than English, where plural agreement is allowed for demonstra-
tives but not for adjectives.

5.4 Nominal structure of 3P pronouns

At this point, we are able to provide an answer to the question in the beginning
of this section: why does the structural representation of 1/2P pronouns contain
an intransitive D, which is the property responsible for the absence of their
case-marking, while 3P pronouns must contain a transitive D and hence be
case-marked? Recall that Person in 1/2P pronouns is generated in Spec,DP and
supplies to D-domain a deictic speech act participant feature, and additional

19 In (81b), the italisized form imatma is ambiguous between a demonstrative in NPE and
a pronoun; it can refer to another contextually salient group of children, or to any group, not
necessarily made up of children.
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number information, in case of plural pronouns. This constitutes, with the defi-
nite index on D, all the necessary and sufficient information to form a referen-
tially dependent expression which can function as an argument in a clause, i.e.
a pronoun. D therefore need not take a complement in such contexts as all the
above-mentioned features are generated and retrieved above D.

In 3P pronouns, no structure is generated higher than D. Unlike Person in 1/2P
pronouns, the deictic specification in 3P pronouns comes from the nominal layer,
in the guise of the adjectival spatial HERE. This element is not endowed with any
feature other than its categorial adjectival feature and spatial content. Importantly,
unlike Person, it is not specified for the necessary phi-features to identify the refer-
ent previously mentioned in the discourse. While 3P pronouns do not carry person
features, they show number distinctions (the concept of grammatical gender is not
instantiated in Georgian). Grammatical number must by definition apply to a class
of entities, as it is impossible to quantify vacuously. 3P pronouns refer to singular
or plural classes of entities but omit their lexical content (book vs. girl vs. com-
puter). Following insights of Bernstein (1993), Alexiadou and Gengel (2011) and
Borer (2005), I propose that among phi-features that a 3P pronoun must be en-
dowed with in a language which differentiates between plural and singular pro-
nouns, the most crucial ones are number and class, as the former entails the latter.
The loci for these features are n and Num, respectively, which renders the presence
of the nominal layer, complement of D, mandatory in 3P pronouns.

Coming back to the main objective of this work – the analysis of person
split – I conclude that the phenomenon under study can receive a structural ex-
planation in Georgian and is conditioned by the presence of the nominal layer in
the structural representation of pronominal arguments. When this layer is instan-
tiated, in all referential expressions, in 3P pronouns, and in a subclass of 1/2PA
(1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N), the argument is marked with case. When the layer is not
instantiated, in 1/2P pronouns, the argument appears without case- marking.
Hence, even if the actual spelling of (ergative) case-marking is a matter of mor-
phology, in line with Legate’s (2014) conclusion, it remains strictly conditioned
by the structural representation of (pro)nominal expressions. In this sense, the
role of morphology is to interpret the structure, rather than to explain it.

6 Conclusion

At the outset of the present work, three questions were formulated concerning
the phenomenon of person split:
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(i) Is the case-shift motivated by structural differences of clauses with 1/2PA
and 3PA?

(ii) Is person split a more superficial phenomenon that has no structural
source? Is the ergative morphological marking incompatible with certain
feature specifications of 1/2PA?

(iii) Can person split receive a unitary explanation in languages where it is
manifested?

The conclusions of the present analysis of Georgian person split offer the affir-
mative answer to (i). Yes, caseless 1/2PA, namely 1/2P pronouns, are the only
argument type that lack the nominal layer in their structural representation
and are headed by intransitive D. As morphological case in Georgian only
marks nominal arguments, the absence of all case marking is expected on 1/2P
pronouns. This conclusion is very different from many previous attempts of per-
son split that located the source of the split in the differences of clause architec-
ture between sentences that contain speech-act participants and those that
don’t. The present analysis identifies the source of the division in the structural
representation of the (pro)nominal arguments themselves. Another important
conclusion has emerged from the present analysis: the division of argument
types into expressions referring to speech act participants and expressions that
refer to any other type of event participants is not warranted in order to account
for person-split. We saw that some arguments, such as 1/2Pron-N and 1/2P-N,
refer to speech-act participants, by virtue of inclusion of Person in their struc-
tural representation, but they are marked for case. What determines the pres-
ence of case on the argument is not its semantic-pragmatic type or its discourse
role but rather its structure: if Person cohabitates in the same maximal projec-
tion with the nominal layer, the argument will be marked for case.

The answer to (ii) is more nuanced. Clearly, case-marking in Georgian is sen-
sitive to the presence of the nominal structure in the argument. If one has to con-
sider the issue from the point of view of feature (in)compatibility, it is true that
case-marking is sensitive to the nominal feature [class]. When this feature is in-
cluded in the overall representation of an argument, case-marking follows.
Generally, the feature [class] is non-separable from [number], especially for com-
mon nouns that are divisible and countable. However, [number] can be intrinsi-
cally associated with [participant] in the same feature bundle, Person, in
Georgian, as we have seen for plural persons. Therefore, the key factor that repels
case- marking is the absence of [class] feature (provided by n) on an argument.

Finally, the answer to (iii) is yes and no. I have identified the source of
case-marking to reside in the nominal domain of arguments, and more con-
cretely in the categorizer n, which I take to be valid for every language.
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However, careful investigation of (pro)nominal systems is necessary in order to
account for person split. Cardinaletti and Starke (1999) and Déchaine and
Wiltschko (2002) convincingly argue that pronouns are not structurally built in
the same fashion cross-linguistically. Georgian pronouns are strong emphatic
elements that disallow bound variable readings, which entails that they are
DPs. But there are languages where all person pronouns are NPs, e.g. Japanese
(cf. Déchaine and Wiltschko 2002). It is an open issue to understand how the
same category Noun (or n) can host both [participant] and [class] feature which
as we saw were distributed on different categories in Georgian. But the present
analysis makes a prediction that an ergative language where pronouns are
structured as NPs, as in Japanese, will not be sensitive to person split and will
mark all (pro)nominal arguments in the same fashion.

On a more general note, recent attempts have been made to account for erga-
tive splits and for the division of language systems into ergative and nominative
types in terms of structural complexity (Laka 2006, Coon and Preminger 2012,
Nash 2017). These authors have differently arrived at the conclusion that complex
(in terms of the number of functional projections) functional architecture of the
clause above the lexical domain guarantees its nominative status. Nash (2017)
shows that the impoverishment of the functional spine between vP and TP shifts
Georgian from the nominative type into the ergative type. The conclusions of the
present analysis of person split in Georgian resonate with the logic of the struc-
tural complexity accounts of ergative splits. The more complex is the functional
structure above D, as in 1/2PA in Georgian where Person is merged, the higher is
the probability that the argument can dispense with the nominal lexical compo-
nent below D and surface without ergative case. Yet when an argument is headed
(i) by D that needs the nominal complement from which to draw the deictic mate-
rial and the phi-features, or (ii) by any category lower than D, along the func-
tional hierarchy D>Num>n>N, the ergative case will surface.
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Ad Neeleman and Hans van de Koot

The non-existence of sub-lexical scope

1 Introduction

There is a body of literature that suggests that simplex causative verbs must be
syntactically complex since they appear to allow modification of parts of their
lexical semantics. In what follows we argue (i) that simplex causative verbs
never allow modifiers to take scope over part of their lexical semantics, and (ii)
that where scope appears to be sub-lexical, this is a consequence of the con-
struction of a presupposition in which not all the material in the scope of
a modifier is used.

There are two theories of causative verbs that we will consider. In the the-
ory we advocate, the semantics of causation is contained in a single terminal
(see, for example, Pinker (1989), Jackendoff (1990), and Rappaport Hovav and
Levin (1998)). In the alternative theory, the semantics of causation is distrib-
uted across several syntactic heads (see, for example, Hale and Keyser (1993),
Pylkkänen (2008), and Ramchand (2008)). Each of these theories comes in vari-
ous flavours, depending on one’s assumptions about the semantics of causa-
tion. It is most commonly assumed that causative events consist of a causing
event, a process or become event, and a resultant state, which is the culmina-
tion of the become event. For concreteness sake, we adopt this standard as-
sumption in what follows, although nothing hinges on this.1 Thus, we will
compare two proposals, one in which lexical verbs are simplex heads with

Ad Neeleman, Hans van de Koot, (UCL)

Note: We are delighted to contribute to this volume in honour of our erstwhile colleague Rita
Manzini. We remember Rita’s time at UCL as highly stimulating, with conversations in which
we agreed with her on all preliminary steps in an argument, but typically ended up with differ-
ent conclusions. We suspect that the same would happen if we were to discuss lexical decom-
position and therefore offer the material in this paper as a new area in which to test this
generalization. We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for useful comments that
prompted a comprehensive revision of the first version of this paper. We would like to thank
the editors for the invitation to contribute to this volume.

1 We have elsewhere defended the view that causative verbs have very sparse semantics and
lexically encode only a process and a culmination, enriched with an external argument (see
Pietroski (2003, 2005) and Neeleman and Van de Koot (2012)).
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a semantics as in (1a) and one in which they are the amalgamation of three
heads, as in (1b).2

(1) a. vVcauseb= λy λx λem ∃e1 ∃e2 [em = CAUSE(e1, e2)∧ subject (x,e1)
∧ e2 = BECOME(RESULT(y))]

b. [CAUSEP DP CAUSE [BECOMEP DP BECOME [RESULTP (DP) RESULT]]]

On the standard assumption that adverbials modify the node to which they at-
tach, the theories in (1a) and (1b) make very different predictions. The latter
predicts that modification can in principle target three different constituents.
An adjunct can be adjoined to CAUSEP, BECOMEP or RESULTP. By contrast, the
theory in (1a) only allows modification of the causative verbs as a whole, which
is equivalent to modification of CAUSEP under syntactic decomposition.

The problem we address in this paper is that neither of these theories
seems correct. On the one hand, there is evidence from manner, locational and
temporal adverbs suggesting that causative verbs should not be syntactically
decomposed. On the other hand, there is evidence from presuppositional ad-
verbs that does seem to require such decomposition. In particular, example (2)
is ambiguous between a repeated action and a restitutive reading. (In the litera-
ture the former is sometimes referred to as the repetitive reading.) Of particular
interest here is the restitutive reading, which seems to require that the adver-
bial modifies sub-lexical material.

(2) John opened the window again.
i. Agent’s action is repeated (repeated action reading)

again (CAUSE (John, BECOME (OPEN (the window))))
ii. Resultant state is restored (restitutive reading)

CAUSE (John, BECOME (again (OPEN (the window)))))

In section 2 we review the evidence from non-presuppositional adverbs. We show
that such adverbs are unable to modify sub-lexical material, as predicted by the

2 To be sure, when we use the term ‘simplex head’ what we mean is a single base-generated
X0-category. This is not to deny that certain simplex causatives are derived from adjectives.
We would analyze the verb open, for example, as a V0-category that contains the A0-category
open and a silent suffix. This V0-category is not derived by movement, but base-generated. Its
argument structure is composed on the basis of the semantics of its parts, and in this composi-
tion the external argument variable of the adjective open becomes the internal argument vari-
able of the verb. An analysis along these lines makes it possible to capture observed
regularities in pairs like openA-openV without the need for syntactic decomposition.
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theory in (1a). Additional hypotheses that can capture these facts in a theory like
(1b) also rule out a syntactic account of the restitutive reading of again.

In section 3 we reinterpret the data involving again in terms of a specific
procedure by which a presupposition is constructed. On this reinterpretation,
the theory in (1a) can capture the data. In fact, we will demonstrate that it pro-
vides more insight into the phenomenon of apparent sub-lexical scope than
theories based on syntactic decomposition.

2 The scope of non-presuppositional modifiers

2.1 Manner modifiers

A well-known piece of evidence against the syntactic decomposition theory
comes from manner modification (see Fodor (1970), Fodor and Lepore (1997),
and Pylkkänen (2008)). In example (3a), John rather than Bill is associated with
an action that takes place in a grumpy manner. This suggests that the syntactic
structure of this example does not contain a constituent corresponding to an
embedded become event “Bill become awake” that grumpily could take scope
over. Yet, in (3b) and (3c), grumpily modifies the very event that cannot be tar-
geted by manner modification in (3a) (see also Higginbotham (2000)).

(3) a. John awoke Bill grumpily.
b. Bill awoke grumpily.
c. John caused Bill to awake grumpily.

Similarly, in (4a) the GP rather than the patient is associated with an action
that takes place in a dignified manner, while in (4b) and (4c) in a dignified man-
ner modifies the become event that is apparently inaccessible in (4a).

(4) a. The GP killed the patient in a dignified manner.
b. The patient died in a dignified manner.
c. The GP caused the patient to die in a dignified manner.

None of the examples in (3) and (4) allows a reading involving modification of
the state in which their event culminates. This is, however, less informative,
since states seem to resist manner modification:

(5) a. *John was awake grumpily.
b. *The patient was dead in a dignified manner.
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2.2 Locational modifiers

We next turn to data involving locational modifiers. Consider the scenario in
(6). What happened can be felicitously reported using (6a), but not using (6b).
This suggests that (6b) does not contain a constituent corresponding to the be-
come event “John died in UCLH” or a constituent corresponding to the state
“John (is) dead in UCLH”. Rather, the modifier scopes over a constituent that
represents the entire causative semantics, but this does not fit the context. Yet,
in (6c) and (6d), the locational modifier takes scope over the very event that it
could not target in (6b). The examples in (6e, f) indicate that locational modifi-
cation of the state “John (is) dead” is not altogether impossible. Their marginal-
ity is presumably due to dead being an individual-level predicate: if a person is
dead in location X, then that person is dead anywhere. However, a reading of
(6b) as “A roof tile caused John to undergo an event that culminated in his
being dead in UCLH” must be unavailable, or the example would have a status
comparable to (6f).

(6) [Context: John steps out of his house in Whetstone, north London, and
gets hit on the head by a falling roof tile. An ambulance transports him to
UCLH, a hospital in central London, where he dies.]
a. A roof tile killed John in London.
b. #A roof tile killed John in UCLH.
c. John died in London.
d. John died in UCLH.
e. ?John was dead in London.
f. ?John was dead in UCLH.

In the scenario we turn to next, we explore the use of a causative verb (namely
fill) expressing a stage-level resultant state. This allows us to test the extent to
which locational modification can reach into the lexical semantics of
a causative verb. Suppose John uses a machine that fills buckets. It works as
follows. One places an empty bucket on a circular moving track that runs
from point A to points B, C and D and then back to collection point E (which is
right next to point A). At points B, C, and D, a volume of water equal to 1/3 of
the volume of the bucket is added. The full bucket then continues to point
E for collection. A picture of the machine appears in (7). Now consider which
of the examples (7a–d) can be used to talk about what happened when John
has filled a bucket using this machine.
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(7)

a.    John filled the bucket in location F.
b.  #John filled the bucket in location D.
c.   The bucket filled in location D.
d.   The bucket was full in location D.

The appropriateness of (7a) is unsurprising. The infelicity of (7b) is surprising
on the decompositional approach, given that (7c) and (7d) are completely felici-
tous. It suggests that simplex causatives do not have an attachment site for lo-
cational modifiers at the level of the caused event or the resultant state,
something which comes for free in non-decompositional theories.

2.3 Temporal modifiers

A considerably murkier picture presents itself when we turn to temporal modifica-
tion of causatives and their unaccusative counterparts. Although we will not dem-
onstrate this here, we believe that temporal adverbials cannot modify the process
component of a simplex causative (much like what was demonstrated above for
manner and locational modifiers). However, remarkably, temporal adverbials do
seem to be able to modify the resultant state of such a verb. Thus, example (8a)
has a reading on which the window was open for ten minutes as a result of John’s
actions, in addition to a less relevant reading on which John merely intended the
window to be open for ten minutes (we ignore the repeated action reading, which
is irrelevant to the present discussion). The unaccusative counterpart of (8a), given
in (8b), lacks this ‘intentionality’ reading (which is unsurprising if the expression
of intentionality requires the syntactic presence of a causer argument), but it ap-
parently still allows modification of the resultant state: that is, on completion of
the opening process, the window may stay open for ten minutes.

(8) a. John opened the window for ten minutes.

(i) John caused the window to be open and the window stayed open
for ten minutes.

(ii) John opened the window with the intention for it to remain open
for ten minutes.
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b. The window opened for ten minutes.
(i) The window opened and it stayed open for 10 minutes.
(ii) *The window opened with the intention for it to remain open for

ten minutes.

We put the ‘intentionality’ reading to one side for now and focus on the reading
on which the window must actually be open for ten minutes for the sentence to
be true.

As just mentioned, this reading appears to require modification of the end
state of the verb open. However, the assumption that such modification is pos-
sible has unwanted consequences once it is combined with the widely-accepted
view that the starting point of a become event is the negation of its culmination.
Just like causative open describes a transition from “not open” to “open”, open
for ten minutes should describe a transition from “not open for ten minutes” to
“open for ten minutes”. But this reading is not available. What this modified
verb describes is a transition from “not open” to “open for ten minutes”. This is
made clear by the infelicity of the examples in (9) in the contexts given.

(9) a. [Context: When we enter the room, we are informed that the window
has been open for two minutes. Bill wants to close it, but John per-
suades him to leave it open. When a further eight minutes have passed,
I say:]
#Look, John opened the window for ten minutes.

b. [Context: When we enter the room, we are informed that the window
has been open for two minutes. When a further eight minutes have
passed, I say:]
#It took only eight minutes for the window to open for ten minutes.

This unwanted outcome is avoided if we maintain, as before, that the end state
of a simplex causative verb is lexically encoded and therefore cannot be modi-
fied. Of course, this requires that we develop an alternative approach to tempo-
ral modification that can somehow operate on the lexically encoded end state
in the absence of decomposition.

As a point of departure, consider the temporal interpretation of an unmodi-
fied verb of change. By definition, verbs of change (which include causative
verbs and unaccusatives) describe a transition from ¬p to p. Given that ¬p and
p are typically states, there is a great inherent flexibility in the temporal construal
of verbs of change, as both ¬p and p may persist over an interval of time. We
propose that the interval covered by verbs of change is minimized by default, but
can be stretched under specific circumstances. For example, if a puppy is born
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with a genetic defect that causes it to die after three months, it is fine to summa-
rize what happened as the puppy died in three months. However, if a puppy is
born healthy but contracts a disease after two months and dies a month later, it
would be inappropriate to describe what happened in this way. Rather, one
would have to say that the puppy died in a month (or after three months). Thus,
the portion of ¬p (being alive) that can be covered by a verb of change like die is
minimized to what is contextually relevant. (Much more can be said about this;
see Neeleman and Van de Koot (2012).)

The example just given homes in on the portion of ¬p included in the event.
We would expect that the same flexibility, constrained by minimization, charac-
terizes the portion of p that can be included. In particular, we propose that tem-
poral modifiers can stretch the portion of the resultant state covered by the verb
of change by measuring backwards from the end of the event to the point preced-
ing it in which p first holds. This will have the effect that the verb of change cov-
ers the portion of p measured by the modifier and no more. The proposal does
not imply that the resultant state must terminate at the end of the event. Indeed,
neither (8a) nor (8b) entail that the window closes after ten minutes.

A key fact about reading (i) of (8a) is that the duration for which the win-
dow is open is understood as being under the control of the causer arguments,
as expected if the interval measured is construed as part of the interval covered
by the causative verb. Thus, one would judge that John was being economical
with the truth with the utterance in (10).

(10) [Context: John is part of a group of burglars who are targeting the local
jeweller. The plan is that John will open the metal shutter and keep it
open for ten minutes, while his mates loot the shop. On the day, John cuts
the lock that secures the shutter and lifts it while the gang goes about
their business. After nine minutes John can’t hold the shutter anymore
and his mate Bill takes over, keeping the shutter open for another
crucial minute. On the way back, John boasts:]
#I opened the shutter for ten minutes, didn’t I?

By contrast, on reading (ii) of (8a), the intentional reading, the interval mea-
sured by the for-phrase cannot be construed as part of the causation event: if
some action is carried out with a particular intention, there is no guarantee that
what is intended actually comes about. This implies that on the intentionality
reading the modifier does not measure backwards into the causation event, but
forwards from the culmination of that event. The fact that these modifiers mea-
sure in different directions can be illustrated in various ways. Consider first the
contrast in (11), based on readings (i) and (ii) of (8a).
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(11) a. reading (i):
John opened the window for ten minutes and then left for work.
⇒ John left for work ten minutes after opening the window.

b. reading (ii):
John opened the window for ten minutes and then left for work.
⇒ John left for work after opening the window.

On reading (i), where the window is in fact open for ten minutes, the ten mi-
nutes is included in the duration of the causation event, so that the implication
of the example is that John left for work ten minutes after he opened the win-
dow. On the intentionality reading, however, this implication does not hold:
John may well have left immediately after he opened the window (perhaps he
asked someone else to close it after ten minutes).

The different ways in which measurement takes place on the two readings
can also be made visible through interaction with a second modifier that meas-
ures the length of the causation event. If the length of the causation event is
shorter that the duration measured by the for-modifier, only the intentionality
reading survives:

(12) In just a few seconds John opened the window for ten minutes.
*reading (i); ✓reading (ii)

Finally, there are consequences for the ‘reach’ of the causer argument. On the
intentionality reading, this argument bears responsibility for its intentions,
which can be anchored in the culmination of the causation event. But since the
interval linked with the causer argument’s intentions falls outside the causation
event, it is not interpreted as being under its control. Thus, there is a clear dif-
ference between (13) and the earlier example in (10): only in the former is John
considered to have misrepresented the situation.

(13) [Context: John is part of a group of burglars who are targeting the local
jeweller. The plan is that John will open the metal shutter and keep it
open for ten minutes, while his mates loot the shop. On the day, John cuts
the lock that secures the shutter, lifts it, and props it up with a piece of
wood. The gang enter and go about their business. After five minutes the
piece of wood collapses under the weight of the shutter and the gang only
manage to escape after John lifts the shutter for a second time. On the
way back, John says ruefully:]
As planned, I opened the shutter for ten minutes, but I misjudged the
strength of the piece of wood I used to prop it up.
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To summarize this section, although at first blush temporal modification seems
to have access to the resultant state of a verb of change, on closer inspection
this cannot be the case, as it makes incorrect predictions regarding the meaning
of temporally modified verbs of change. Open for ten minutes does not describe
a transition from “not open for ten minutes” to “open for ten minutes”, but
rather a transition from “not open” to “open for ten minutes”. We have pro-
posed an alternative account that does not suffer this defect and that is further-
more able to express the difference between the actual duration and the
intended duration of a resultant state.

3 The scope of presuppositional modifiers

3.1 A two-way ambiguity with again

Having argued that sub-lexical modification is not attested with manner adver-
bials and the like, we now turn to the most famous case of apparent modifica-
tion of this type, namely with the adverb again. This adverb is semantically
compatible with states and events, as shown by the examples in (14).

(14) a. John is asleep again.
b. John works again.

Again triggers a presupposition, based on its scope, that there was a previous
eventuality of the same type. Given the standard claim that anything in the
scope of again must be mapped to the presupposition, the theories in (1) make
different predictions about the presuppositions that result from attaching again
to a structure headed by a causative verb. The theory based on lexical semantic
decomposition in (1a) predicts that all the information in the verb must reoccur
in the presupposition. By contrast, the theory based on syntactic decomposition
in (1b) predicts a three-way ambiguity, corresponding to modification of the en-
tire causation event, the caused event, or the resultant state. Both theories face
empirical hurdles, since the observation in the literature is that again creates
a two-way ambiguity in the relevant structure, but not a three-way ambiguity.
It can modify the matrix event or the result, but Von Stechow (1996) and
Pylkkänen (2008), among others, claim that the intermediate reading, in which
the modifier scopes exactly over the caused event (to the exclusion of the caus-
ing event), does not seem to exist.
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(15) John opened the window again.
i. Agent’s action is repeated (repeated action reading)

again (CAUSE (John, BECOME (OPEN (the window))))
ii. *Caused event is repeated (intermediate reading)

CAUSE (John, (again (BECOME (OPEN (the window)))))
iii. Resultant state is restored (restitutive reading)

CAUSE (John, BECOME (again (OPEN (the window)))))

We take reading (15i) to be easily accessible and we will not illustrate it further.
However, the reading in (15iii) may require some contextualization. For exam-
ple, if we enter a room with an open window, and Bill closes that window, then
we may describe John’s action of reopening it as in (15). In this context, the
only reading that makes sense is one of restitution. The readings in (15i) and
(15ii) are not felicitous in this context, as John did not open the window previ-
ously and neither did the window open previously.

The claim that the intermediate reading does not exist is not universally ac-
cepted (see for example Bale 2007 and Lechner et al. 2015).3 However, its unavail-
ability is manifest in the following scenario, suggested to us by an anonymous
reviewer. Consider a situation in which a window has been nailed shut by Bill be-
cause it kept opening all by itself. Now imagine that John removes the nails,
thereby allowing the window to spontaneously open again. While this action on
John’s part can be described by saying that John caused or allowed the window to
open again, it cannot be described by uttering (15). (Some further examples illus-
trating the absence of the intermediate reading appear in (34) and (35) below.)

The two-way ambiguity just illustrated is also found with the unaccusative
counterpart of causative verbs. Thus, the window opened again permits
a reading in which the window opened before, as well as one in which it was
open before. This is unremarkable in itself, but serves to make the point that
the absence of the intermediate reading in (15ii) cannot be due to a ban on
again modifying a become event.

3 To a large extent, this is a matter of what one considers to be the intermediate reading. The
notion of intermediate reading relevant to our discussion is one in which again c-commands
a causative verb and triggers a presupposition that includes the become event and its culmina-
tion but excludes the verb’s causal layer (which contains the variable for the external argu-
ment). Lechner et al. (2015) consider cases where again scopes over anticausatives like open to
be instances of the intermediate reading. These exist but do not involve sublexical scope and
are therefore irrelevant to the issue discussed in this paper. Bale (2007) discusses what he
calls “subjectless presuppositions” triggered by again. These exist, too, but we will argue that
they do not exclude the semantics associated with the external argument but only the specific
value of the argument variable.
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There are two further peculiarities associated with the restitutive reading in
(15iii). On the one hand, scope of again over the resultant state should give rise
to a simple repeated state reading, rather than the more specific restitutive
reading. A repeated state reading should not require restitution; that is, the un-
doing of the previous instantiation of the resultant state before its current in-
stantiation is brought about. Yet in contexts that are incompatible with
restitution, again cannot take low scope:

(16) [Context: When we entered the kitchen this morning, we found a broken
glass on the floor.]
#This afternoon John broke a glass again.

What this seems to indicate is that a low construal of again requires the result
to be contrastive.

On the other hand, while the repeated action reading does not trigger
a marked stress pattern, the restitutive reading seems to require stress on the
verb. Consider the following examples. The contexts in (17) and (18) have in
common that they provide the example sentences with both an earlier mention
of the resultant state open and a contrasting state, namely closed. This implies
that the information-structural status of the resultant state in the two examples
must be the same and can therefore not be responsible for the diverging stress
patterns. Where the examples differ, though, is in their compatibility with
a repeated action reading of again. In (17), which permits this reading, stress
can fall on the adverbial, whereas in (18), which requires a restitutive reading,
stress must fall on the verb.

(17) [Context: When we came into the room this morning, John opened the
window. When we came in after lunch the window was closed.]
a. So, John opened it AGAIN.
b. So, John OPENED it again.

(18) [Context: When we came into the room this morning, the window was
open. When we came in after lunch the window was closed.]
a. #So, John opened it AGAIN.
b. So, John OPENED it again.

The co-occurrence of these peculiarities suggests that contrastive focus on the
result is necessary to license a low construal of again. After all, contrastive
focus requires main stress and is associated at LF with a semantic representa-
tion that combines a proposition with the negation of an alternative proposition
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that differs exactly in the value of the focused constituent. This sort of represen-
tation is exactly right for situations of restitution.4

There is an alternative view of the effects of focus in sentences that contain
again. Klein (2001) and Beck (2006) assume that stress on again triggers
a repetitive reading. The intuition behind the proposal intended to explain this
generalization is that stress on again in an example like John opened the door
AGAIN implies destressing of the rest of the sentence, which in turn generates an
anaphoric commitment that requires an occurrence of an identical event. In
other words, John must have opened the door before and this information must
be salient enough to trigger stress shift.

If we restrict the discussion to situations in which stress is placed either on
the verb or on again, the generalization that the restitutive reading requires
stress on the verb and the generalization that stress on again triggers the repeti-
tive reading are empirically indistinguishable. What would distinguish them
are situations in which neutral stress falls on the object. This stress pattern is
available if the information that satisfies the presupposition triggered by again
is satisfied by information present in the common ground but not in the linguis-
tic context. We illustrate this in (19), where shared knowledge licenses the use
of again on a repetitive reading, and the use of neutral stress on the object is
available because the linguistic context does not provide an antecedent for
stress shift to again.

(19) [Shared knowledge: For many years, John has opened the window when-
ever he came into the office. And for many years Mary has objected to this
unsuccessfully. Recently a conflict mediator intervened and it was agreed
that John would not open the window any longer.]
[Situation: Bill comes into the office and finds Mary in tears.]
[Linguistic context: Bill asks Lucy “What happened?”]
Lucy: John opened the WINDOW again.

4 For presentational reasons, we will assume throughout that it is contrastive focus placed on
the result that licenses the restitutive reading. It is likely, however, that what is required is
contrastive focus placed on the verb. (For example, a restitutive reading of weer nationaliseren
‘nationalize again’ in Dutch requires stress on the stress-attracting suffix –iseer rather than the
adjective national.) Contrastive focus on the verb and contrastive focus on the result yield the
same semantics, as long as the presupposition triggered by a contrastive reading of the verb is
chosen so that the antecedent verb is causative and has a result opposite to the verb bearing
contrastive focus. Of course, nothing goes wrong if the presupposition is not chosen in this
way, but the resulting interpretation will not be one of restitution.
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The scenario should be compared with one in which the shared knowledge
only licenses the use of again on a restitutive reading. The Klein/Beck generali-
zation predicts that this should not affect the stress pattern in Lucy’s answer,
whereas the generalization proposed here implies that stress must shift to the
verb. As shown in (20), the latter prediction is correct.

(20) [Shared knowledge: The window has been fixed open for many years. And
for many years Mary has objected to this unsuccessfully, because John
wanted the window permanently open and always got his way. As a result
of a recent intervention by a conflict mediator, the window has finally
been closed.]
[Situation: Bill comes into the office and finds Mary in tears.]
[Linguistic context: Bill asks Lucy “What happened?”]

a. #Lucy: John opened the WINDOW again.
b. Lucy: John OPENED the window again.

It would seem then that the correct generalization is that the restitutive reading
requires stress on the verb, in line with our claim that this reading is dependent
on contrastive focus on the resultant state. If so, any theory of again will have
to answer the following three questions: (i) Why is there no intermediate read-
ing?; (ii) What permits the low reading?; and (iii) Why does the low reading re-
quire contrastive focus on the resultant state?

A theory in which a causative verb corresponds to a complex syntactic struc-
ture rather than a single head provides a straightforward answer to question (ii).
After all, if there is a complex structure, then part of that structure should be
open to modification. However, decompositional theories fare less well with
questions (i) and (iii). If syntactic structure is generally open to modification, de-
composition should permit the intermediate reading, but as we have seen this
reading is not available. Furthermore, the notion of decomposition in itself pro-
vides no insight into the relation between contrastive focus and the restitutive
reading. In the following section we develop a non-decompositional account
that provides an answer to all three questions.

3.2 Accounting for the ambiguity

Our analysis of again cannot rely on sub-lexical scope because we assume that
lexical causatives are simplex verbs. The central idea is that the appearance of
sub-lexical scope in restitutive readings is due to a process of presupposition
impoverishment that takes place after an initial presupposition is constructed
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on the basis of scope relations in the syntactic representation. For ease of expo-
sition, we develop our proposal in two steps, beginning with an illustration of
the effects of scope on presupposition formation in repetitive readings. Once
this is in place, we consider the effect of narrow contrastive focus on the verb
for the process of presupposition construction, arguing that it can license im-
poverishment of the presupposition initially triggered by again.

Let us first formulate the two rules that govern the construction of the pre-
supposition triggered by again5,6:

(21) Rule 1
Map all material c-commanded by again to the presupposition under type
identity.
Rule 2
Map all internal arguments (of the eventuality) not c-commanded by
again to the presupposition under token identity.

To get a flavour of the effects of these rules, consider the interpretation of on
Sunday in the Dutch examples in (22). Rule 1 correctly predicts that this constit-
uent must be mapped to the presupposition under type identity in (22a). In
other words, (22a) presupposes that there was an earlier Sunday on which John
opened a window. Given that rule 2 specifically mentions internal arguments, it
follows that adverbials outside the scope of again will not be mapped to the
presupposition at all. Thus, (22b) triggers the presupposition that John has
opened a window before without specifying the day of the week on which this
happened.

(22) a. Jan heeft weer op zondag een raam geopend.
John has again on Sunday a window opened
‘John has opened a window on Sunday again.’

5 See Fabricius-Hansen (2001) and Pedersen (2015) for alternative proposals that also do not
rely on syntactic decomposition, but that assume that again is lexically ambiguous. The ac-
count developed here is non-decompositional but does not rely on an ambiguity of again in
explaining the existence of repetitive and restitutive readings. For reasons of space we cannot
offer a comparison.
6 The notions of type identity and token identity are descriptive conveniences. It is likely that
these interpretations correspond to an alternation in scope in the presupposition triggered by
again, where an existential may or may not be interpreted in the scope of the temporal opera-
tor (informally represented as before throughout).
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b. Jan heeft op zondag weer een raam geopend.
John has on Sunday again a window opened
‘John has opened a window again on Sunday.’

Given the scopal positions of again with respect to external and internal argu-
ments, there are three relevant structures when considering the interpretation
of arguments under repetitive readings: (i) again may c-command only the
verb, (ii) it may additionally c-command the internal argument, or (iii) it may
additionally c-command both the external and internal arguments.

We first consider the behavior of indefinite internal arguments in the con-
text of repetitive again. We initially use Dutch examples, as in this language c-
command relations can be easily read off from the surface. Example (23a),
where the indefinite twee medewerkers ‘two employees’ appears in the scope of
weer ‘again’, is associated with the weak presupposition that previously two
(different) employees were laid off. That is, the object is mapped to a type-
identical object in the presupposition, as required by rule 1. By contrast, the ex-
ample in (23b) triggers the stronger presupposition that previously the exact
same two employees had been laid off. Thus, in this case, the object is mapped
to a token-identical counterpart in the presupposition, as rule 2 dictates.7 This
explains the inappropriateness of the example in the context given.8

(23) [Context: Things are going downhill with John’s company. On Monday, he
had to lay off two employees. Unfortunately, that turned out not to be
enough. And . . . ]
a. op dinsdag heeft Jan weer twee medewerkers ontslagen.

on Tuesday has John again two employees fired
‘On Tuesday John fired two employees again.’

b. #op dinsdag heeft Jan twee medewerkers weer ontslagen.
on Tuesday has John two employees again fired
‘On Tuesday John fired the same two employees again.’

7 It would be attractive if token identity reduced to specificity, which is in line with known
interpretive effects of scrambling, but as we argue in section 3.3, this reductionist step is in
fact unwarranted.
8 These examples and the ones below do not involve contexts in which windows are opened
but ones in which employees are laid off. This is because the effects tested for rely on the iden-
tity of the object and this is often of little concern in contexts of the first type.
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The context in (24) requires that the indefinite object in the examples are
mapped under token identity (since the same two employees are laid off twice).
This is possible in (24b) but not (24a), because objects in the scope of again are
mapped under type identity rather than token identity.

(24) [Context: Things are going downhill with John’s company. On Monday, he
had to lay off ten employees. Unfortunately, he forgot to record who ex-
actly he had fired. The next day, it became clear that another ten lay-offs
were needed. Embarrassingly, John called up some people he had already
fired. In other words, . . . ]
a. #Op dinsdag heeft Jan weer twee medewerkers ontslagen.

on Tuesday has John again two employees fired
‘On Tuesday John fired two employees again.’

b. Op dinsdag heeft Jan twee medewerkers weer ontslagen.
on Tuesday has John two employees again fired
‘On Tuesday John fired the same two employees again.’

We believe that the effects of our rules are also present with English repetitive
again. The main argument supporting this view has to do with the observation
that preverbal and postverbal again differ in the readings they permit: postver-
bal again allows the object to be mapped to the presupposition under either
type or token identity, but preverbal again excludes the latter. This explains the
pattern of judgments in (25) and (26).

(25) [Context: Things are going downhill with John’s company. On Monday, he
had to lay off two employees. Unfortunately, that turned out not to be
enough. And . . . ]
a. on Tuesday John again laid off two employees.
b. on Tuesday John laid off two employees again.

(26) [Context: Things are going downhill with John’s company. On Monday, he
had to lay off ten employees. Unfortunately, he forgot to record who ex-
actly he had fired. The next day, it became clear that another ten lay-offs
were needed. Embarrassingly, John called up some people he had already
fired. In other words, . . . ]
a. #On Tuesday John again laid off two employees.
b. On Tuesday John laid off two employees again.

The contrast between postverbal and preverbal again can be understood as fol-
lows. In the postverbal domain English allows both ascending and descending
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structures (see Janke and Neeleman (2012), and references cited there). We may
therefore assume that the scope of again may either include the object (in the
regular left-branching VP in (27)) or exclude it (in the shell structure in (28)). This
implies that, on the rules in (21), the object will be mapped to the presupposition
triggered by again under type identity in (27) and under token identity in (28).

(27)

VP

IP

DP I’  

I
John

VP

V DP

AdvP
again

two employeeslaid off

(28)
IP

DP I’  

I VP

V1 VP

DP V’

V AdvP
again

John

two employees

laid off

t1

Preverbal adverbials uncontroversially c-command the object. Therefore, the
examples in (25a) and (26a) only permit a reading in which the object is
mapped under type identity. This fits the context in (25) but not that in (26).

Similar data and scenarios can be constructed to tease apart the type-
identical and token-identical mapping of definite objects. For reasons of space,
we restrict the discussion here to Dutch. Setting up appropriate scenarios is
somewhat complicated, as one must control for interference of the uniqueness
requirement associated with definites, and the fact that scrambled definites
tend to be discourse-anaphoric. However, a nice minimal pair can be con-
structed using superlative modification: the tallest boy in the examples below
could either be interpreted as a specific individual or as the tallest boy in what-
ever group John is meeting. The word order in (29a) requires the first reading,
as ‘the tallest boy’ must be mapped to the presupposition under token identity.
The word order in (29b) triggers the second reading, because it requires that
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‘the tallest boy’ be mapped to the presupposition under type identity. Thus,
John may have met one group in the morning and another group in the after-
noon, and congratulated the tallest boy in each of these groups.

(29) [Context: This morning John congratulated the tallest boy.]
a. En vanmiddag heeft Jan de langste jongen weer

and this-afternoon has John the tallest boy again
gefeliciteerd.
congratulated
‘and this afternoon John has congratulated the tallest boy again.’

b. En vanmiddag heeft Jan weer de langste jongen
and this-afternoon has John again the tallest boy
gefeliciteerd.
congratulated
‘and this afternoon John has again congratulated the tallest boy.’

We now turn to interactions between again and the external argument. The
rules in (21) state that internal and external arguments behave alike when they
appear in the scope of again but differently when outside the scope of this mod-
ifier. That external arguments in the scope of again indeed map to the presup-
position under type identity can be seen from examples like those in (30).
Example (30a) triggers the strong presupposition that there was a previous act
of opening the window performed by a boy. This is because rule 1 requires that
material in the scope of again be mapped to the presupposition under type
identity. By contrast, example (30b) merely presupposes that there was
a previous act of the window being opened. This is because rule 2 is restricted
to internal arguments, so that the indefinite subject of (30b) is not mapped to
the presupposition under either type or token identity.

(30) a. I believe that AGAIN a boy opened the window.
b. I believe that a boy AGAIN opened the window.

The same pattern is exhibited by the corresponding Dutch facts in (31), where
only (31a) requires the previous opening of the window to have been carried
out by a boy.

(31) a. Ik geloof dat er WEER een jongen het raam opende.
I believe that there again a boy the window opened
‘I believe that again a boy opened the window.’
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b. Ik geloof dat er een jongen WEER het raam opende.
I believe that there a boy again the window opened
‘I believe that a boy again opened the window

These effects are also found with definite external arguments. At first sight, the
data in (32) seem to pattern with what we observed for definite internal argu-
ments in (29). ‘The tallest boy’, when c-commanded by again, is mapped to the
presupposition under type identity, so that the two acts of glass breaking are per-
formed by different boys (see (32b)). By contrast, the order in (32a) favours an
interpretation in which the subject is mapped to the presupposition under token
identity, so that the same boy is the agent of the two acts of glass breaking.

(32) [Context: This morning the tallest boy broke a glass.]
a. En vanmiddag heeft de langste jongen weer een

and this-afternoon has the tallest boy again a
glas gebroken.
glass broken
‘and this afternoon the tallest boy broke a glass again.’

b. En vanmiddag heeft weer de langste jongen een
and this-afternoon has again the tallest boy a
glas gebroken.
glass broken
‘and this afternoon again the tallest boy broke a glass.

This is only apparent, however, as demonstrated by the example in (33): if the
subject c-commands again there is no requirement that the first glass was bro-
ken by a boy. Thus, the Dutch data with definite external arguments match the
pattern established for indefinites.

(33) [Context: This morning the tallest girl broke a glass.]
a. En vanmiddag heeft de langste jongen weer een

and this-afternoon has the tallest boy again a
glas gebroken.
glass broken
‘and this afternoon the tallest boy broke a glass again.’

b. *En vanmiddag heeft weer de langste jongen een
and this-afternoon has again the tallest boy a
glas gebroken.
glass broken
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At this point, one might wonder whether a subject not c-commanded by again
must be mapped to the presupposition at all. This is an important point: if the
subject were not represented in the presupposition at all, this could be taken to
be evidence for a reading where again selectively takes scope over the become
event but not over the causation event (see also footnote 3).9 However, as was
already demonstrated in the discussion surrounding (15ii), intermediate read-
ings are systematically unavailable. We support our conclusions in this regard
with one further example that runs parallel to the ones given earlier in this sec-
tion, but that lacks a representation of the causer argument in the context. This
leads to considerable deterioration, indicating that when the event is mapped
to the presupposition, it is mapped with its full argument structure. Hence, the
causer argument must be present in the presupposition at the very least as an
existentially bound variable.

(34) This morning, a glass broke (all by itself).
#Later Bill AGAIN broke one.

We illustrate the same effect with the Dutch example in (35).

(35) Vanmorgen brak er (helemaal vanzelf) een glas.
this.morning broke there (all by itself) a glass

#Later brak Jan er WEER één.
later broke John there again one
‘This morning a glass broke (all by itself). Later John again broke one.’

We now turn to restitutive readings. Our task is twofold. On the one hand, we
must explain why the low reading is permitted at all. After all, on the theory in
(1a), which rejects syntactic decomposition, it is predicted that again cannot
take scope exclusively over the resultant state. On the other hand, we must ex-
plain why the low reading invariably requires contrastive focus on the result
(see the discussion in section 3.1). The thrust of our proposal is as follows.
Contrastive focus on the result generates a presupposition which, under certain
circumstances, is in conflict with the presupposition licensed by again. When

9 A related observation is made by Bale (2007) under the heading of “subjectless presupposi-
tions”. The discussion below shows, however, that the presuppositions in question are not re-
ally subjectless, but merely involve underspecification of the subject: the subject variable is
mapped to the presupposition, but the actual subject is not.
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this is the case, a repair is needed that simplifies one of the two presupposi-
tions, and it can be demonstrated that the only simplification that makes sense
is one by which the presupposition triggered by again is reduced to a stative
proposition.

Let us spell out the details of this proposal by going through a sample der-
ivation. Consider the sentence in (36). As already explained, again triggers the
presupposition in (i). Contrastive focus on the result does two things. First,
focus generates a focus value, which consist of propositions that differ from
the ordinary value of the sentence in exactly the focused element. Wagner
(2005, 2012) has argued that the alternatives for the focused element must be
mutually exclusive. In the case at hand, we are therefore dealing with the set
of alternative results {open, closed}. Second, contrast negates a proposition in
the focus value of the sentence and it may do so only, Wagner suggest, if this
proposition is contextually salient. There are different ways in which salience
can be achieved. The one we are interested in here is salience through previ-
ous occurrence of a similar event. In the case at hand, this results in the pre-
supposition in (ii).

(36) This morning, John OPENED the window again.
Presuppositions:
(i) Again: Someone opened the window before.
(ii) Contrast: Someone closed the window (before).

The presuppositions in (i) and (ii) are not contradictory if they pertain to dif-
ferent antecedent events. However, if (36) is construed with respect to a single
antecedent event, a contradiction does ensue, as an event of opening
a window cannot simultaneously be an event of closing that window. What
determines whether the presuppositions are construed with respect to differ-
ent antecedent events or just a single one? We assume that this decision is
part of the procedure in which the presuppositional content of a sentence is
determined, rather than something that is merely a matter of contextual felic-
ity. Assuming that any contradiction between presuppositions is indeed de-
tectable at the level of grammar, we may conjecture that repairs are possible
before any presupposition failure is detected. There are two possible repairs:
simplification of presupposition (i) or simplification of presupposition (ii).
The first repair consists of a reduction of presupposition (i) to the stative prop-
osition (i’) below. These propositions are non-contradictory when associated
with a single event, given that closing a window implies that at the start of
the event that window was open.
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(37) This morning, John OPENED the window again.
Presuppositions:
(i’) Again: The window was open before.
(ii) Contrast: Someone closed the window (before).

The second potential repair would simplify the presupposition triggered by con-
trast. This would yield (38ii’) alongside (38i). The problem with this repair is
that the simplified presupposition associated with contrast is trivially true if
John indeed opened the window. In other words, the mere use of the verb open
already triggers the presupposition in (38iii).

(38) This morning, John OPENED the window again.
Presuppositions:
(i) Again: Someone opened the window before.
(ii’) Contrast: The window was closed (before).
(iii) OpenV: The window was closed (before).

If we assume that contrast may not be used unless it has an interpretive effect,
then the repair in (38) is blocked. Notice that this problem does not arise in
(37), since the presupposition in (37ii) is stronger than that in (38iii).

At this point it is useful to compare our proposal with the one developed by
Klein (2001) and Beck (2006). Unlike us, these authors assume syntactic decom-
position of causative verbs, so that the high and low construals are the result of
a syntactic ambiguity. But like us, they assume that focus is instrumental in de-
termining whether again receives a high or low construal. In short, they argue
that focus on again triggers the repetitive reading because it leads to anaphoric
destressing of the remaining material in VP, which in turn requires an identical
antecedent event. We have already show in section 3.1 that the correct generali-
zation is not that stress on again triggers a repetitive reading, but rather than
the restitutive reading requires stress on the verb. Apart from that, a problem
with the theory developed by Klein and Beck is that it only acknowledges two
potential readings of again and fails to take account of the fact that a third po-
tential reading (which we have called the repeated state reading above) does
not exist under any intonation (see the discussion surrounding (16)). Our pro-
posal excludes this reading because contrastive focus on the result is necessary
for a low construal of again and contrast is incompatible with the simple repeti-
tion of the resultant state. However, we do not see how the repeated state read-
ing could be ruled out in the Klein/Beck approach.

We provide further motivation for our proposal by developing an argument
first laid out by Jäger and Blutner (2000), who observe that restitutive readings
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are sometimes possible even if again c-commands the subject position. If this is
true, and provided our theory can capture the relevant facts, an account of the
scope ambiguity with again in terms of decomposition of causatives must be
rejected, as on such an account a high attachment of again can never yield
a low construal.

We begin, slightly off-center, by considering the effects of the rules in (21)
for again on its restitutive reading. What we expect is that internal arguments
c-commanded by again are mapped to the presupposition under type identity,
while internal arguments outside again’s c-command domain are mapped to
the presupposition under token identity. For external arguments, the prediction
is that again cannot c-command them, as this would require that they be
mapped to the presupposition, which would in turn stand in the way of the pre-
supposition simplification required for a restitutive reading. These predictions
are correct, as confirmed by the Dutch examples in (39), where c-command re-
lations can be read off directly from linear order.

(39) a. Gisteren heeft weer iemand twee ramen GEOPEND.
yesterday has again someone two windows OPENED

*Restitutive reading
b. Gisteren heeft iemand weer twee ramen GEOPEND.

yesterday has someone again two windows OPENED

✓Restitution (of type-identical windows in open state)
c. Gisteren heeft iemand twee ramen weer GEOPEND.

yesterday has someone two windows again OPENED

✓Restitution (of token-identical windows in open state)
‘Yesterday someone opened two windows again.’

A further prediction of the rules in (21) is that it should not be possible to in-
clude an adjunct in the c-command domain of again on a restitutive reading.
The reason for this is that any material in the c-command domain of again must
be mapped to the presupposition. However, adjuncts do not permit sub-lexical
scope (see section 2.3), but must instead be construed as modifying the event
denoted by the verb. On a restitutive reading, however, this event is removed
from the presupposition leaving the adjunct without an interpretation. This pre-
diction, too, is correct, as illustrated here for a temporal modifier (for related
discussion, see Bale (2007)):

(40) a. Toen heeft iemand weer op zondag twee ramen GEOPEND.
then has someone again on Sunday two windows opened
*Restitutive reading
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b. Toen heeft iemand op zondag weer twee ramen GEOPEND.
then has someone on Sunday again two windows opened
✓Restitution (of type-identical windows in open state)
‘Then someone opened two windows again on Sunday.’

As we explained a little earlier, the external argument of a causative verb is typ-
ically not part of its resultant state and therefore it will typically be irrelevant to
any restitutive reading. As pointed out by Jäger and Blutner (2000), there is an
exception to this general rule, namely structures in which the external argu-
ment binds a reflexive internal argument. In such cases, the external argument
is part of the result and must therefore appear in some form or other in the rele-
vant presupposition. Jäger and Blutner present the examples in (41), which in-
volve the inherently reflexive variant of the verb settle. Both examples permit
a restitutive reading of again. That is, they are felicitous even though no
Delaware settled in New Jersey before, and no Delaware lived there twice.

(41) [Context: The Delaware tribe was created in the area of New Jersey at the
beginning of time. They never left the area until 200 years ago when they
were forced into a reservation in Oklahoma. Recently, a member of the
tribe moved to the home of his ancestors. Thus, . . . ]
a. a Delaware has settled in New Jersey again.
b. again a Delaware has settled in New Jersey.

Notice that in these examples the indefinite subject is mapped to the presuppo-
sition under type-identity, the typical effects of rule 1 of (21). Thus, this rule
must be extended to external arguments of inherent reflexives. The same phe-
nomenon can be observed in the Dutch variant of (41) below, which has an
overt reflexive:

(42) . . .dat er zich weer een Delaware in New Jersey
that there self again a Delaware in New Jersey
gevestigd heeft.
settled has

If in examples of this type een Delaware ‘a Delaware’ finds itself outside the
scope of weer ‘again’, it cannot be excluded from the presupposition and must
be mapped under token identity, just like an internal argument. Thus, (43)
implies that the very same Delaware lived in New Jersey before.
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(43) . . . dat er zich een Delaware weer in New Jersey
that there self a Delaware again in New Jersey
gevestigd heeft.
settled has

On a decompositional view, this constellation of data is not amenable to
analysis. The observations in (39) and (40) demonstrate that high attachment
of again is incompatible with a low construal. But the observations regarding
(41) and (42) entail that a low construal of again must be allowed even when
this adverbial is attached high. This paradoxical situation does not arise on
the proposal advanced here, as a restitutive reading is compatible with
a high attachment of again, provided the material in the c-command domain
of this adverbial can find an interpretation in the stative presupposition it
triggers.10

3.3 The scope of re-

In this section we explore the presuppositions triggered by the English prefix
re-. These pattern in major respects with those we identified for again. Re- has
both a repetitive and a restitutive reading, and at least in some verbs these dis-
play the same pattern of stress shift we observed with again. We give two sets
of examples to illustrate how the repetitive and restitutive readings correlate
with stress on the verbal base and the prefix, respectively:

(44) [Context: In this country the railways started as a collection of privately-
owned enterprises. In the 1960s, prime minister Johansson nationalised
them. Then, in the 1980s, prime minister Peterson privatised them. But
fortunately . . . ]
a. his successor decided to REnationalise them.
b. #his successor decided to reNATIONALISE them.

10 Jäger and Blutner (2000) also propose a non-decompositional account of the ambiguity ob-
served with again. Again can associate with the event variable of the verb, but they propose
that in addition it can associate with the event variable of the resultant state (made available
through the application of a result function). We have two main concerns about this analysis.
First, we are unsure that it rules out sub-lexical modification by non-presuppositional
modifiers. Second, we do not see how it explains why again – on a low construal – cannot
give rise to a (non-restitutive) repeated state reading. For related discussion see Bale (2007).
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(45) [Context: In this country the railways started as a publicly-owned enter-
prise. In the 1980s prime minister Peterson privatised them, but
fortunately . . . ]
a. #his successor decided to REnationalise them.
b. his successor decided to reNATIONALISE them.

(46) [Context: The circus captured a strong and vicious bear, which they used
for their show. After a few years it escaped, but I heard that . . . ]
a. they managed to REcapture it last week.
b. #they managed to reCAPTURE it last week.

(47) [Context: A bear was born in captivity. When it had grown into a strong
and vicious specimen, it escaped, but I heard that . . . ]
a. #they managed to REcapture it last week.
b. they managed to reCAPTURE it last week.

In view of these data, an extension of the analysis for again to re- seems
straightforward. However, re- allows us to develop three further arguments for
aspects of our analysis.

To begin with, the distribution of re- militates against a decompositional
analysis of lexical causatives. As pointed out by Wunderlich (2001) and
Williams (2007), re- attaches to the verb and not to some higher node in the
verbal extended projection. The main argument for this is that, as already
noted by Keyser and Roeper (1992), re- cannot take scope over syntactically en-
coded results, although it can take scope over morphologically or lexically en-
coded results. This is shown by the contrast in (48). In (48a) re- fails to take
scope over red, whereas again must do so in (48b), given the presuppositions
triggered by these examples.

(48) a. John repainted the door red.
Presupposition:
someone painted the door before

b. John painted the door red again.
Presupposition:
either: someone painted the door red before
or: the door was red before

By contrast, re- must take scope over lexically or morphologically encoded re-
sults, and like again it permits a repetitive and a restitutive reading:
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(49) a. John reopened the door.
Presupposition:
either: someone opened the door before
or: the door was open before

b. The government renationalized the railways.
Presupposition:
either: someone nationalized the railways before
or: the railways were national property before

Wunderlich and Williams both conclude that an account of these facts must
refer to the notion of ‘word’: the prefix re- can only attach to a category if
that category is a word. This is incompatible with a decompositional analysis
of causative verbs, as on such an analysis there is no fundamental distinction
between morphologically complex units (words) and syntactically complex
units.

The second conclusion we can draw from verbs prefixed with re- is that
they provide further evidence for the rule in (21). This rule states that objects
not in the c-command domain of again must be mapped to the presupposition
under token identity. As we noted, it is tempting to understand this rule as an
effect of scrambling (or a comparable rule in English). On this view, the inter-
pretation of an object outside the c-command domain of again is merely an in-
stance of the general fact that scrambled objects tend to be discourse-given or
specific. It turns out that this alternative view is incompatible with the interpre-
tation of the object of verbs prefixed with re-. The crucial point is that re- is at-
tached very low in the structure, so that the object must be generated outside
its c-command domain. The rule in (21) therefore predicts that it will invariably
be mapped to the presupposition under token identity. By contrast, an analysis
of the type/token distinction in terms of scrambling predicts that the object of
a verb prefixed by re- can either remain in its base position, and therefore be
construed as new or non-specific, or scramble, and hence be interpreted as dis-
course anaphoric or specific. This implies that the mapping to the presupposi-
tion can take place under either type or token identity. The fact of the matter is
that only mapping under token identity is permitted, as demonstrated by the
contrast between (50) and (51).

(50) [Context: We came into a room with ten closed windows. John opened
a window. A little while later he still felt hot and so . . . ]
a. he again opened a window.
b. #he reopened a window.
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(51) [Context: When we came into the room, John opened all ten windows.
A little while later Mary closed them, as she felt cold. John still felt hot,
however, and so . . . ]
a. he again opened a window.
b. he reopened a window.

We may conclude, then, that the interpretation of objects of verbs prefixed with
re- provides straightforward evidence for the rule in (21) (as opposed to
a scrambling-based account).

The third way in which properties of verbs prefixed with re- support our
proposal has to do with the selectional properties of this prefix, which attaches
only to verbs:

(52) a. The windows are open again.
b. *The windows are reopen.

This implies that a verb like renationalize must have a structure in which -ize
combines with national before re- combines with nationalize:

(53) [V re- [V nationalA -izeV]]

Notice that -ize is the morpheme that introduces the become event that culmi-
nates in the result contributed by national. However, we have already seen that
renationalize permits a restitutive reading (see (45)). Therefore, the conclusion
seems inescapable that the presupposition triggered by re- need not contain all
the semantic material contained in nationalize (its c-command domain). As this
must be true, too, on the decompositional analysis, this analysis must permit
simplification of the presupposition triggered by re- in much the same way as
ours. It cannot be maintained, then, that the decompositional approach has
a conceptual advantage in this domain.

4 Conclusion

The interpretation of manner, locational and temporal modifiers provides strong
support for an analysis of causative verbs that does not permit sub-lexical modifi-
cation. The only apparently convincing case of sub-lexical modification is based
on the ambiguity found with presuppositional modifiers like again.

The detailed treatment of again (and re-) developed here favours non-
decompositional theories over competitors that assign the semantic components
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of lexical causatives to independent syntactic positions. Such competitors fall
short in a number of ways. They cannot account for the systematic absence of
the “intermediate” scope reading and they cannot account for the systematic ab-
sence of repeated state reading (as opposed to restitutive reading). Moreover, the
assumptions required to reconcile the interpretation of again with a non-
decompositional analysis of lexical causatives (the rule in (21) and the option of
presupposition simplification) are independently motivated in the sense that
they cannot be avoided under decompositional accounts if these are extended to
include the prefix re-.

Thus, on balance the evidence suggests that there is no such thing as sub-
lexical scope.
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Diego Pescarini

An emergentist view on functional classes

1 Introduction

Building on Manzini (2014), Manzini & Savoia (2014), this paper aims to chal-
lenge the hypothesis that function words fall into different classes (e.g. strong/
weak/clitic), which are defined in syntactic terms. Strong elements are con-
ceived as phrases with multiple layers, while clitics correspond – at least in the
latter stage of their derivation – to a deprived structure, possibly to a single
head exhibiting an affix-like behaviour. The correlation between the behaviour
of function words and their syntactic make-up was first advanced by Kayne
(1975), who argued that French clitics are heads inasmuch as they cannot be
coordinated, focused, modified, used in isolation, etc. The hypothesis was fur-
ther refined by Kayne (1983), who argued that certain clitics – noticeably,
French subject clitics – are in fact phonological clitics as they show cues of
phrasal behaviour. Phonological clitics resemble Germanic pronouns, e.g.
German es, which cannot be coordinated, modified, etc., although they are not
bound to a specific host or to a dedicated syntactic position (see Holmberg
(1986), (1991) a.o.). The comparison between Germanic and Romance data led
Cardinaletti (1991), (1994), (1998); Cardinaletti & Starke (1996), (1999) to a more
articulated typology that includes a third class of pronouns, which Cardinaletti
and Starke term weak. Inter- and intra- linguistic variation follows from the dis-
tribution of pronominal forms across the three classes, as exemplified in the fol-
lowing table, which illustrates the status of certain Italian and German
pronouns (from Cardinaletti & Starke (1996: 27, 29)).

(1) Italian German
3.sg.m.dat 3.pl.dat 3.sg.m.acc 3.sg.n.acc

Clitic gli – – –
Weak – loro ihn es
Strong a lui a loro ihn –

As previously mentioned, classes are modelled in terms of syntactic constitu-
ency. Functional elements are stored in the lexicon as triplets formed by
a syntactic subtree, containing a bundle of φ-features, associated with
a phonological exponent (see also Starke (2009)). Elements with the same
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syntactic subtree form a class, although they may differ from one another in
terms of the features they express. In Cardinaletti & Starke’s (1999) formulation,
clitic and weak pronouns differ from strong pronouns in lacking the outer func-
tional layer of the tree CL (where L stands for any Lexical category), which
allows pronouns to be coordinated, modified, contrasted, etc. Furthermore,
clitics lack a further layer (namely, ΣL), whose absence correlates with syntactic
and morphophonological properties, e.g. doubling, prosodic deficiency, etc.:

(2) a. Strong b. Weak c. Clitic
[CL [ΣL [IL LP]]] [ΣL [IL LP]] [IL LP]

Dèchaine & Wiltschko (2002) argued for a similar tripartition, see (3), but on
the basis of a different set of phenomena (predicate/argument asymmetries,
binding, obviation, switch reference, etc.). Dèchaine & Wiltschko’s classifica-
tion cuts across Cardinaletti & Starke’s, meaning that the typology is, at best,
far more complicated than previously thought.

(3) a. [D [Φ [N]]] b. [Φ [N]] c. [N]

Given (2) and (3), the crucial point is how to disentangle properties hinging on
the internal structure of pronouns from phenomena attributable to external,
clausal factors. For instance, some languages display a three-way system of
possessive pronouns: Italian dialects, old Italian (Giusti (2010)), and old
Gascon (Rohlfs (1970: 187)) exhibit strong postnominal possessives, as in (22a),
weak prenominal possessives, as in (22b), and, with kinship nouns, clitic pos-
sessives,1 which do not co-occur with the definite article, see (22c).

(4) a. el libro mio (Paduan)
the book my

b. el me libro
the my book
‘My book’

c. me= mama
my= mum
‘Mum’

1 The possessive clitic occurring with kinship nouns is enclitic in Romanian, old Italian
(Giusti (2010)), and modern southern Italian dialects (Egerland (2013)), e.g. fijə-mə ‘son=my’,
mammə=mə ‘mum=my’, fretə-tə ‘brother=your’, tsiə-tə ‘uncle=your’, etc. (Lanciano, Abr.).
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However, the data in (4) are not conclusive evidence in favour of a three-way
classification as the alternation between (4)b and (4)c is due to an external fac-
tor, i.e. the peculiar syntactic behaviour of (certain) kinship nouns (Benincà
(1980), Longobardi (1994)). Hence, given the presence of an external, indepen-
dent explanation, the hypothesis that the alternation in (4)b and (4)c follows
from the internal structure of the pronoun me must be discarded in compliance
with Occam’s razor. Analogously, I show that several other phenomena point to
clause-level explanations rather than class-based accounts.

The paper is organised as follows: section 2 summarises some of the phe-
nomena that are normally taken as evidence for (pronominal) classes; section 3
focuses on the behaviour of clitic/weak pronouns in V2 environments; section 4
deals with doubling and resumption; section 5 addresses patterns in which the
deficient pronoun is doubled by another deficient pronoun; section 6 is about
climbing; section 7 examines the make-up of clitic combinations; section 8 dis-
cusses certain proclisis/enclisis asymmetries; section 9 deals with interpola-
tion; section 10 focuses on the occurrence of clitics and weak pronouns in the
complement position of prepositional phrases.

2 Deficient pronouns and non-canonical clitics

Many languages show a clear distinction between strong and deficient pro-
nouns. The alternation between the two series is normally dependent on prag-
matic factors (the latter usually denotes background information) and
correlates with several syntactic, morphological, and phonological effects.

Several proposals have been advanced to distinguish different types of defi-
cient pronouns, e.g. phonological vs syntactic clitics, simple vs special clitics,
weak vs clitics. Definitions and criteria are not homogeneous and the taxono-
mies proposed so far are not easily comparable.

Furthermore, differences in the syntactic make-up of pronominal forms are
usually assumed to be reflected in the morphophonological make-up of pro-
nominal exponents: roughly speaking, strong pronouns behave prosodically
and syntactically like words, while clitics are monosyllabic heads exhibiting an
affix-like behaviour (I am not referring here to a specific formalization of the
hypothesis, but to a rather naïve view, which is nonetheless tacitly assumed in
part of the recent literature):

(5) strong > weak > clitic
XP X’ X0

PrW Ft σ
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This idealised picture is often challenged by cases in which clitics are stressed,
as in (6), have the same form of strong pronouns, as in (7b), do not climb in
compound tenses, as in (8), may be separated from the verb by certain adverbs,
as in (9), or are governed by a (lexical) preposition, as in (10).

(6) Finir-lù (Viozene, Rohlfs (1966: 442))
To.end=it
‘to end it’

(7) a. Il me le donne (French)
He to.me= it= gives
‘He gives it to me’

b. Donne-le-moi!
Give=it=to.me
‘Give it to me!’

(8) I an rangiò-la. (Cairo Montenotte, Parry (2005))
They= have fixed=it.F
‘They fixed it.’

(9) I porti mi-lla. (Borgomanerese, Tortora (2015a))
I= bring not=it
‘I’m not bringing it.’

(10) no sten ndar drio-ghe (Fossaltino, Vedovato & Berizzi (2011))
not we.stay to.go behind=to.him/her
‘Let us not follow him/her’

Do the facts in (6)–(10) challenge or support the proposed distinction into pronom-
inal classes? Laenzlinger (1993), (1994); Ordóñez and Repetti (2006), (2014);
Repetti (2016); Cardinaletti (2015a), (2015b) argue that the clitics in (6)–(10) are in
fact weak elements in the sense of Cardinaletti (1991), (1998); Cardinaletti & Starke
(1999). Conversely, I argue that the phenomena in (6)–(10) end up challenging the
class-based account in (1)–(2) as none of the properties distinguishing weak from
clitic pronouns, listed in (11), hold systematically across languages.

(11) a. weak pronouns can occur in the first position of V2 clauses;
b. clitics can double phrasal arguments;
c. clitics climb to the auxiliary in compound tenses;
d. clitics form tight clusters;
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e. clitics are morphologically less complex than weak elements;
f. clitics, unlike weak elements, cannot occur as complement of Ps;
g. both weak and clitics can denote nonhuman referents.
h. weak are not subject to the Person Case Constraint
i. weak elements can bear lexical stress;
j. weak, unlike clitics, can be omitted under coordination;

The Romance languages, including dialects and historical vernaculars, exhibit
a series of counterexamples and irregularities that lead us to reconsider the
above tests and the overall claim that functional classes depends on the com-
plexity of inner syntactic structures.

3 V2 syntax

Weak pronouns can occupy the first position of the clause in languages with
a strict V2 syntax such as German and Dolomitic Ladin. If another constituent
is fronted, as shown in (13)b, the weak element must be displaced after the in-
flected verb.

(12) Es ist zu teuer
It is too expensive
‘It is too expensive’

(13) a. T vas gonoot a ciasa sua. (S. Leonardo, Poletto (2000: 89))
You go.2.SG often at home his
‘You often visit him.’

b. Gonoot vas-t a ciasa sua.
Often go.2.SG=SCL at home his
‘You often visit him.’

c. *Gonoot t vas a ciasa sua.
Often you go.2.SG at home his

Clitics, by contrast, cannot fill the first position of V2 clauses. In medieval
Romance, which exhibited a peculiar V2 syntax,2 clitics pronouns never occur
in the first position of the clause: in V1 environments or whenever the verb
is preceded by left-dislocated elements (as in (14)a and (14)b), clitics occur

2 Benincà (1983–4) a.o.; for a recent overview of the topic, see Wolfe (2016: 288).
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enclitically, i.e. after the verb (the phenomenon is known as Tobler-Mussafia
law). Clitics remain proclitic to the inflected verb when they are preceded by
a focus-fronted element.

(14) a. Mandolli per li detti ambasciadori tre
he.sent= to.him through the said ambassadors three
pietre (old Florentine)3

stones
b. A voi le mie poche parole ch’ avete intese

to you the my few words that you.have heard
ho lle dette con grande fede (old Florentine)4

I.have =them said with great faith
‘The few words that you heard from me I pronounced with great faith.’

Given (14), one might argue that enclisis follows from the deficient structure of
the clitic, which cannot act as the first maximal constituent of the clause. Since
clitics cannot stand in the first position of the clause, the verb moves past the
clitics in order to prevent the latter from occurring in the first position, yielding
enclisis. This kind of explanation, adopted by Lema & Rivero (1991) and revised
in Roberts & Roussou (2003), raises a look-ahead problem. In fact, it is likely
that clitic placement is the consequence, not the trigger of verb movement,
which means that in (14) the verb moves independently above the clitic (and
irrespectively from the clitic’s structure). In this respect, the distribution of pro-
clisis and enclisis in early Romance seems orthogonal to the clitic/weak distinc-
tion and, in conclusion, the Tobler-Mussafia law does not provide any clue
about the internal make-up of clitic (vs weak) pronominal forms.

4 Doubling (and resumption)

Some Romance languages allow clitic doubling:

(15) a. Le di un regalo a mi madre. (Spanish)
b. *Le diedi un regalo a mia madre. (Italian)

To.her= I.gave a gift to my mother
‘I gave my mother a gift’

3 Anon., Novellino, II.
4 Schiaffini (1926: 282).
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In standard Italian, doubling is not allowed – see (15)b – although in a lower/
colloquial register doubling is tolerated, in particular when the dative clitic is
clustered with an accusative one as in (16)b (Benincà (1988); for a possible ex-
planation, see Pescarini (2014: 174)):

(16) a. %gli ho dato un libro a Gianni (doubling)
to.them= I.have given a book to G.
‘I gave him a book (to Gianni)’

b. ?glie-l’ ho dato un libro a Gianni
to.them-it= I.have given a book to G.
‘I gave it to him (to Gianni)’

Clitic resumption is always possible, although it is worth recalling that the re-
sumption of elements other than direct objects may be optional.

(17) A Gianni, (gli) ho dato un libro (dislocation with resumption)
To G. to.him= I.have given a book
‘I gave him a book (to Gianni)’

By contrast, the weak pronoun loro (Cardinaletti 1991) can neither double nor
resume any dative complement:

(18) a. *Ai miei amici, diedi loro
To.the my friends I.gave to.them
un bacio. (dislocation with resumption)
a kiss
‘I gave them a kiss (to my friends)’

b. *diedi loro un bacio ai miei amici (doubling)
I.gave to.them a kiss to.the my friends
‘I gave them a kiss (to my friends)’

Given the data in (15)–(18), one might conclude that clitics can double or re-
sume other elements, whereas weak pronouns cannot. The asymmetry is likely
to result from the impoverished structure of clitics.

Things, however, are a bit more complicated. As for resumption, the
ungrammaticality of (18)a does not probably depend on the internal structure
of the pronoun as many languages allow nonclitic pronouns to resume left-
dislocated elements, see (19).
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(19) a. Your book, I read it yesterday.
b. Peter, ich werde ihn morgen sehen

P. I will him tomorrow see
‘I will see Peter tomorrow’

Doubling, on the contrary, seems a rather robust property of clitic elements,
although it is worth recalling that the correlation between clitichood and dou-
bling is not biconditional as many languages with clitics do not allow dou-
bling, cf. (15).

In the light of this provisional conclusion, let us focus on the syntax of sub-
ject clitics in central Romance. Rhaeto-Romance and French subject pronouns
are regarded as weak elements by Cardinaletti & Starke as they cannot double
a DP subject (at least in the formal register,5 see Palasis (2015) for a recent over-
view), see (20)a vs (20)b. Northern Italian dialects, by contrast, have fully-
fledged subject clitics that can co-occur with a non-dislocated phrasal subject
(notice that French subject ‘clitics’ precede the preverbal negative marker,
while northern Italian dialects display the order negation – clitic):

(20) a. *Jean il ne vient pas (French)
b. Jean, il ne vient pas

J. he= not comes NEG

‘He (Jean) comes’

(21) a. Giani no ‘l vien mia (Veronese)
b. Giani, no ‘l vien mia

G. not he= comes NEG

However, on a closer examination, the data shows that the distribution of sub-
ject clitics in several northern Italian dialects is more subtle and the divide be-
tween French and northern Italian is more nuanced. In several northern Italian
dialects such as Paduan, subject clitics are ungrammatical whenever the sub-
ject is postverbal:

(22) *El riva to fradèo (Padovano, Benincà 1994)
He= arrives your= brother
‘Your brother is coming’

5 The pattern in (20b) is in fact widely attested in informal French, e.g. Jean i-vient pas, which
is reminiscent of the situation found in northern Italian dialects.
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With preverbal subjects, Benincà and Poletto (2004) notice that clitics seem op-
tional, see (23)a. They argue that the (apparent) optionality in (23)a depends on
whether the subject occupies its canonical position or not. In their analysis, the
clitic occurs if and only if the subject is left-dislocated, which means that
Paduan, like French, does not allow doubling, but only resumption. To support
their analysis, Benincà and Poletto (2004) show that in contexts where the sub-
ject is clearly dislocated (for instance, when it precedes another left-dislocated
element as in (23)b), the clitic cannot be omitted.

(23) a. Mario (l) compra na casa (Padovano)
Mario (he=) buys a house
‘Mario is going to buy a house’

b. Mario, na casa, no *(l) la compra
Mario, a house, not (he=) it= will.buy
‘Mario is not going to buy a house’

The facts in (22) and (23) show that the distinction between French and north-
ern Italian dialects is less clear than previously thought and, more generally,
the data cast some doubts on the class-based account.

Furthermore, if Rhaeto-Romance, French, subject pronouns were weak pro-
nouns, they would be expected to behave like fully-fledged weak pronouns such
as Italian egli ‘he’. The latter differs from its strong counterpart lui ‘he’ in display-
ing the canonical behaviour of weak elements, i.e. it cannot occur in isolation,
cannot be focalised, coordinated,6 etc.:

(24) a. Egli/lui è stato visto.
he has been seen
‘He was seen’

6 Nowadays weak loro, egli are confined to a rather formal/written register. I have searched
for cases of weak dative loro, egli in a corpus of spoken Italian. For instance, out of 570 occur-
rences of the word loro (including possessive, subject, oblique, and dative instances of the pro-
noun), I have found only four occurrences of weak loro: one in an informal conversation (but
loro follows a word ending in -a, so it could be a misunderstood strong dative a loro), another
issue occurs in a homily (‘and Jesus told them . . .’), while the other two occurrences are from
TV/radio news. The data above support the impression that Italian speakers have a kind of
passive competence of the usage of loro. In this sense, the syntax of weak loro – as well as the
syntax of other weak forms such as egli ‘he’, cui ‘of which/whom’, etc. – is nothing but a relic
of the proto-Romance case system (Loporcaro 2002: 54; Manzini & Savoia 2014), which sur-
vives in old and, to a lesser extent, modern Italian as if it was part of a residual parallel
grammar.
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b. Chi è stato visto? *Egli/lui
Who has been seen? He
‘Who was seen? He was’

c. è stato visto *egli/lui
has been seen he
‘He was seen’

d. lui/*egli e Marco
he and Marco
‘He and Marco’

However, egli can be separated from the verb, see (25), whereas subject clitics
must always be adjacent to the inflected verb. If subject clitics of certain
Romance languages and It. egli belonged to the same class, then the contrast in
(25) would remain unaccounted for.

(25) a. il (*. . .) a mangé
b. Egli sicuramente ha mangiato

He certainly has eaten
‘He certainly ate’

In conclusion, the correlation between clitichood and doubling holds, although
it is not biconditional and the boundary between doubling and resumption is
less clear than usually thought. Doubling is a complicated diagnostic as many
factors are at play besides the clitic/weak status of pronominal forms. In partic-
ular, it seems to me that an analysis of Rhaeto-Romance and French subject
clitics as weak elements does not improve our account of the observed cross-
linguistic asymmetries.

5 Being doubled

Although they cannot double another element, weak elements can be margin-
ally doubled as shown in the following examples from modern Italian
(Cardinaletti 1998: 138):

(26) a. ?Gli diede loro uno schiaffo
to.him he.gave to.them a slap

b. Glie-lo consegnò loro la settimana scorsa
to.him-it= he.delivered to.them the last week
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c. ?Ho deciso di dir-glie-lo loro domani
I.have decided to say=to.him=it to.them tomorrow

Doubling of a clitic by another clitic, by contrast, is rather unexpected, e.g.

(27) *Gli dovette portar-gli il libro
To.him= he.had.to bring=to.him the book
‘He had to bring him the book’

However, there are dialects in which doubling configurations such as (27) are
in fact attested. In the 18th century, Piedmontese often showed two instances of
the object clitic: one copy occurred proclitic to the auxiliary, while another
copy of the same pronoun occurred after the lexical verb (Parry (1998:
107–110); Tortora (2014; 2015b)). In present-day dialects, this pattern is quite
rare: it is attested in three AIS7 datapoints (Jaberg & Jud 1928–1940), and in cer-
tain dialects of the Bormida valley such as Cairo Montenotte (Parry 2005: 179):

(28) a. A l’ uma visct-le (Cairese)8

We= him/it= have seen=it/him
‘We saw him/it”

b. A ’m sun fò-me in fazing
I= to.myself= am made=to.myself a cake
‘I baked me a cake’

c. I l’ an catò-le
they= it= have bought=it
‘They bought it”

Elsewhere, the proclitic copy does not occur anymore, giving rise to a pattern of
generalised enclisis in compound tenses, as shown in (29). Nowadays, only the
impersonal s- is allowed to occur twice, as shown in (30)b, or stand proclitic to
the modal verb, cf. (30)b:

(29) a. a l peul di-lo (18th century Piedm., Parry 1998: 108)
(S)he= it= can say=it

7 cf. AIS map. 1652: 122 Saint Marcel; 146 Montanaro; 147 Cavaglià.
8 In certain dialects of Piedmont auxuliaries exhibit a non-referential proclitic l- before auxil-
iary forms beginning with a vowel. Those in (28), however, are referential clitics as Cairese
does not display clitics of auxiliary with these forms.
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b. a *(l) peul di-lo (present day Piedm.)
(S)he= it= can say=it
‘(S)he can say’

(30) a. a s peul di-sse
EXPL= s= can say=s

b. a s peul di
EXPL= s= can say

c. a peul di-sse
EXPL= can say=s
‘One can say’

Similarly, in certain dialects of Piedmont (Parry 1997, Manzini & Savoia 2005),
Friuli (Benincà 1986 e 1994:122–23) and Valle d’Aosta (Roberts 1993), interrog-
ative clauses exhibit two subject clitics, one in proclisis and the other in encli-
sis (as usual, enclitic and proclitic forms are not identical, more on this in
section 8):

(31) Còs o ra-lo fat? (Mondovì, CN, from Parry (1997: 93))
What he= has=he done
‘What did he do?’

As in the case of object clitics, this peculiar pattern of doubling is found in dia-
lects undergoing a change in clitic placement as, according to Parry 1997: 94–95
these dialects are progressively losing the structure with inversion, which is re-
placed by an alternative construction in which T-to-C movement (which yields
enclisis) is blocked by inserting a complementiser after the wh- element:

(32) Còsa ch’ it veule?
What that you= want
‘What do you want?’

The conclusion of the present section is twofold. First, if Piedmontese enclitics
were analysed as weak elements, a logical paradox would result: it is fair to as-
sume that weak pronouns evolve into clitics (Egerland 2005, 2010), but not vice
versa. By contrast, if Piedmontese enclitics were analysed as weak, we would
conclude that in these languages proclitic elements have been turned into
weak forms.

Second, in the light of the above data one may conclude that doubling
patterns of the type clitic/clitic are in fact attested, in particular in an area of
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Italo-Romance subject to a radical and well documented change in clitic place-
ment (more on this below). The above phenomena confirm that doubling is
a multifaceted phenomenon that, in the end, is not very telling about the inter-
nal structure of pronominal elements.

6 Climbing

Climbing is a defining property of clitics. For instance, Cardinaletti 2015 claims
that “sentences with auxiliaries (e.g., active sentences with compound tenses
and passive sentences) are contexts of obligatory clitic climbing: clitic pro-
nouns do not attach to the past participle but occur in the high clitic position
attached to the auxiliary”. Weak pronouns like It. loro, conversely, are not
forced to climb with the verb. More precisely, one might argue that
a. clitics must climb, weak cannot;
b. clitic must climb, weak can climb;
c. clitics can climb, weak cannot;

Under (a) or (b), all cases of (apparent) enclisis to the participle in compound
tenses would involve weak pronouns, as proposed by Cardinaletti 2015.
However, in what follows I will show that none of the above generalisation
holds: (c) is falsified by data from medieval Romance, see 6.1; while (a/b) are
contradicted by data from several Romance varieties, see 6.2.

6.1 Preverbal weak pronouns in Romance

In modern Italian, weak loro never occurs before the finite verb, while clitics
normally stand proclitic to the inflected verb. In compound tenses, loro nor-
mally occurs after the past participle, but it can marginally occur before the
participle in (34) (although some speakers say that the latter order is restricted
to a very bureaucratic register) and, in restructuring contexts like (35), loro can
climb above the infinitive.

(33) (*loro) diedi (loro) un bacio
to.them I.gave to.them a kiss
‘I gave them a kiss’
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(34) Ho (?loro) regalato (loro) il mio libro
I.have to.them given to.them the my book
‘I gave them my book’

(35) a. Posso (loro) dire (loro) che. . .
I.can to.them say to.them that
‘I can tell them that. . .’

b. Farò (loro) pulire (loro) la macchina
I.will.make to.them clean to.them the car

Old Italian, which exhibits a full paradigm of dative weak forms, allowed weak
pronouns to occur between the auxiliary and the participle as in (36) and, un-
like modern Italian, before the inflected verb in sentences without T-to-C move-
ment as in (37) (Cardinaletti 2010: 418–424, 427–429):

(36) i quali denari avea loro lasciati Baldovino9

which money had to.them lent B.
‘money that Baldovino had lent to them’

(37) a. Vertute [. . .] lui obedisce e lui acquista onore10

Virtue to.him obeys and to.him acquires honor
‘virtue obeys him, and so honors him,’

b. quello che lloro piacie11

that that to.them pleases
‘what pleases them’

In conclusion, the above data show that, although weak elements climb less
readily than clitic pronouns and, diachronically, tend to climb less and less,
they are not necessarily bound to a postverbal position in the low IP area.

9 [1278], Libro d’amministrazione dell’eredità di Baldovino Iacopi Riccomanni p. 438, vv.
20–21 (La prosa italiana delle origini: I, Testi toscani di carattere pratico, a cura di Arrigo
Castellani, Bologna, Pàtron, 1982).
10 Dante, Rime, 49 CVI.
11 Libricciolo di Bene Bencivenni I, p. 305, rr 20–21.
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6.2 Generalised enclisis

Enclisis in compound tenses is attested in several Romance areas: Franco-
Provençal (Chenal 1986), Piedmontese (Parry 2005 a.o.), Dolomitic Ladin
(Rasom 2008), Abruzzese (Benincà & Pescarini 2015), Romanian (limited to the
accusative feminine clitic o):

(38) L’ an tot portà-lèi vià. (Chenal 1986:340)
They= have everything carried=to.him away
‘They have taken everything away from him.’

(39) a. I an rangiò-la. (Cairo Montenotte, Parry 2005)
They= have fixed=it.F
‘They fixed it.’

(40) a. 'ajə dʤa məɲ'ɲɐtəməlu
I.have already eaten=to.me=it
(San Valentino in Abruzzo citeriore, Benincà & Pescarini 2015)

b. 'ajə dʤa mə lu məɲ'ɲɐtə
I.have already to.me= it= eaten
‘I have already eaten it’

(41) a. Am mâncat-o (Romanian, Dragomirescu 2013: 193)
I.have eaten-it.F
‘I ate it’

b. aş mâncat-o
I.would eat- it.F
‘I would eat it’

By assuming that clitics always climb, than we must conclude that all the pro-
nouns in (38)‒(41) are not clitic. This, however, leads us to some paradoxes.

First, in Romanian and Italian dialects enclisis and doubling co-occur, see
(42). Then, if doubling is a defining property of clitics (see above), then the pro-
nouns in (42) cannot be weak (tertium non datur).

(42) Am vazut-o pe ea. (Romanian)
I.have seen-her DOM her
‘I have seen her.’
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Second, it seems to me that the lack of climbing can be better analysed in terms
of external (namely, clausal) factors. In section 4 I have already argued – follow-
ing previous works by Parry 1997, 1998, 2005 – that enclisis in northwestern
Italian dialects results from a change affecting the climbing mechanism, rather
than a change in the status of the pronoun. According to Tortora 2015a, climbing
is blocked as compound tenses are reanalysed as a kind of biclausal structure.
The hypothesis that compound tenses in certain varieties are ‘less monoclausal’
than in others may then account for data from early Italian (Poletto 2014), in
which enclisis to the past participle is attested in compound tenses under ellipsis:

(43) a. m’ha con un bastone tutto rotto e dettami la
me=has with a cudgel all broken and said=to.me the
maggior villania che mai si dicesse a niuna cattiva femina12

greatest rudeness that ever one said to any bad woman
b. trovò l’ arme del re Meliadus, che lli avea

found the weapons of.the king M. that to.him =he.had
fatta sì bella deliberanza, e donatogli
done so nice disposal, and given=to.him13

c. avea una sola pecora, la quale avea comperata, nutricata,
he.had one only sheep, the which he.had bought, fed
e cresciuta e datole a mangiare del suo pane14

and raised and given=to.her to eat of.the his bread

In modern Italian, sentences like those illustrated in (43) are ungrammatical as
clitics always climb and ellipsis is allowed if and only if the same (kind of) ar-
gument is pronominalized in both conjoints:

(44) a. *mi ha sgridato e picchiato-mi.
me= has scolded and hit=me

b. mi ha sgridato e picchiato.
me= has scolded and hit
‘He/she scolded and hit me’

12 Boccaccio, Decam.
13 Novellino, 63.
14 Ottimo, p. 304.
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The contrast between old and modern Italian is arguably due to the syntactic
structure of sentences featuring compound tenses in concert with the condi-
tions ruling clitic climbing, i.e. external, clausal factors. Conversely, an analy-
sis in terms of pronominal classes would not offer any promising account of
the facts illustrated in (43)–(44) or improve our understanding of clitic place-
ment in the languages exemplified in (38)–(41) (more on this in the next
section).

7 Split clusters

In many Romance languages, clitics form tight clusters with a rigid order.
However, clitics can sometimes co-occur without forming a cluster. For in-
stance, in some Franco-Provençal dialects dative and accusative clitics are not
adjacent as the dative clitic climbs, while the accusative remains enclitic to the
past participle:

(45) a. T’ an- të prèdzà-nen?
to.you= have=they spoken=of.it?
‘Did they speak of it to you?’

b. T’ an-të deut-lo?
to.you= have=they said=it?
‘Did they say it to you?’

Arguably, this state of affairs is a consequence of the climbing mechanism illus-
trated in the previous section. On the basis of data from different Italian dia-
lects, Rasom (2008) and Tortora (2014a/b) show that changes in clitic
placement do not affect all clitic forms at the same time. As a consequence, cer-
tain dialects may exhibit patterns of ‘selective’ climbing (the terminology is
mine) as some clitics must/can climb, while others must attach to the past par-
ticiple, thus resulting in a split configuration.

Similar phenomena occur in restructuring environments, where clitic se-
quences can be split even in languages in which clitics normally form tight
clusters. Old Italian displays few examples, in (46), but a similar pattern is al-
lowed in modern Italian as well, see (47), in particular with clusters featuring
the impersonal clitic si (Pescarini 2014):
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(46) a. Ma la cosa incredibile mi fece15

But the incredible thing me= made
indur-lo ad ovra ch’a me stesso pesa
induce=him to work that to my self weighs
‘But your plight, being incredible, made me goad him to this deed that
weighs on me’

b. se 'n tal maniera mi dovete dar-lo.16

if in such way to.me= you.have.to give=it
‘if you have to give it to me in this way’

(47) a. si può portar-lo domani17

one= can take=it tomorrow
‘we can take it tomorrow’

b. %mi ha dovuto portar-ci un’amica18

me= has had take=there a friend.F
‘A friend of mine had to take me there’

c. %c’ ha dovuto portar-mi un’amica
there= has had take=me a friend.F
‘A friend of mine had to take me there’

The data above show that ‘forming a tight cluster’ is not per se a defining prop-
erty of clitic combinations as, whenever they are not subject to mandatory
placement conditions (as in restructuring contexts), they are free to occur
separately.

In my opinion, the data in (46)–(47) and those in (45) point towards a finer
theory of clitic climbing. Conversely, if we pursue an analysis in terms of pro-
nominal classes (by claiming that all non-climbing pronouns are weak), we end
up missing the link between (45) and (46)–(47) and reach the (disputable) con-
clusion that the pronouns in (46)–(47) are weak as well.

15 Dante, Inf. 13: 50–51.
16 Amico di Dante, Rime, Son. 44.
17 Notice that the impersonal si follows the accusative clitic, e.g. lo si, while the reflexive si
exhibits the mirror order. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the impersonal clitic must climb
in restructuring construction, this is why the counterpart of (26a) with the opposite order of
clitics, e.g. *lo può portarsi domani, is ungrammatical. Notice that this is orthogonal to the
issue of separability.
18 Retrieved via Google on 30.10.12.
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8 Proclisis/enclisis asymmetries

Laenzlinger (1993), (1994), Ordóñez and Repetti (2006), (2014); Cardinaletti
(2015a), (2015b) argued that some puzzling morphophonological alternations
between proclitics and enclitics could be accounted for if certain enclitic pro-
nouns were analysed as weak elements.

In many languages, enclitic pronouns tend to be ‘heavier’ than proclitics
even in absence of stress shift phenomena (see also Renzi and Vanelli 1983 on
subject clitics). Several asymmetries can be accounted for under trivial phono-
logical accounts, but not all alternations lend themselves to a phonological
analysis (Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, 2014; Pescarini 2018). For instance, in
modern French 1/2p enclitics are identical to strong forms:

(48) a. Ilme le donne
He to.me it gives
‘He gives it to me’

b. Donne-le-moi!
Give-it-to.me
‘Give it to me!’

Laenzlinger (1993) argues that the me/moi alternation is syntactic in nature and
that moi is in fact a weak pronoun. He discards the hypothesis that the me/moi
alternation may be due to the assignment of stress to the word-final syllable
(Foulet 1924) because, although it might be a possible diachronic explanation,
the phonological account cannot hold synchronically, as the same alternation
is observed in non-standard varieties displaying the inverted order of clitics,
e.g., subst. Fr. donne=moi=le.

(49) a. Donne-le-moi!
b. Donne-moi-le!
c. Donne-me-le!
d. *Donne-le-me!

‘give it to me’

However, by the same token, all third person dative clitics of French should be
weak, as the original dative clitic li (‘to him/her’ > Lat. ILLI) was then replaced,
in enclisis and in proclisis, by the oblique form lui:
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(50) a. Et il li dit: (Old French)
And he to.him/her= says
‘and he says to him/her:’

b. Et il lui dit: (Modern French)
And he to.him/her says
‘and he says to him/her:’

Following Laenzlinger’s view, the change in (50) results from the substitution
of a clitic with a weak element and, similarly, we can reconstruct the same
change for the plural clitic lor (< ILLORUM), instead of the expected *lis (< ILLIS).
The point is that no empirical or theoretical gain results from this approach.

In general, such analyses rest on theories envisaging a direct mapping
from syntax to morphology. In this view, weak pronouns are expected to ex-
hibit a richer morphology insofar as they correspond to a larger chunk of struc-
ture (Manzini & Savoia 2004). However, clitics often have a rather complex
morphology and sometimes they are ‘bigger’ than strong pronouns.

For instance, several Romance languages exhibit cases of ‘compound’ clitic
forms, i.e. clitics expressed by a combination of two clitic formatives. In many
Veneto dialects, for instance, the genitive/partitive clitic is formed by
a combination of the locative clitic ghe [ge] and the partitive element ne, see
(51)a. The composite structure of the partitive is synchronically evident, as in
several Veneto varieties the former item (ghe) disappears when the partitive is
combined with a dative or locative clitic (Benincà 1994), see (51)b:

(51) a. ghene= magno do (Pad.)
of.it/them= I.eat two
‘I eat two of them’

b. te= (*ghe)ne= porto do (Pad.)
to.you of.it/them I.bring two
‘I bring you two of them’

Similarly, certain third person accusative pronouns result from the combination
of different clitics and agreement markers. As shown in (52)a, the Gascon clitic
lousi ‘to them.M’ can be decomposed into an accusative form lous ‘them’ plus
the oblique marker i (identical to the so-called locative clitic corresponding to
the Venetan ghe in (51)). In turn, the accusative clitic lous is formed by several
formatives (l- -ou- -s). Analogously, the Catalan dialect spoken in Barcelona
(Bonet 1991) exhibits a similar compound plural dative form due to the combi-
nation of the accusative clitic elz (el + plural -z) with i:
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(52) a. Gascon (Rohlfs 1970): b. Barceloní Catalan (Bonet 1991)
lou ‘it/him’ (e)l ‘it/him’
lous ‘them’ (e)lz ‘them’
i ‘there’ hi /i/ ‘there’
lousi ‘to them’ (e)lzi ‘to them’

(sometimes written elz’hi)

This shows that certain clitic forms have a composite structure due to the com-
bination of several clitic items and that such compound structures have not un-
dergone reanalysis. In fact, the morphological boundary between the two is
still active as they undergo partial dropping (as in the case of Venetan ghene)
or allow the insertion of intervening clitic material as in the case of Barceloní
(Bonet 1991).

In conclusion, the data above show that morphological complexity cannot
be taken as evidence to distinguish clitic from weak pronouns and, more gener-
ally, to argue that functional elements fall into different classes on the basis of
their inner structure.

9 Interpolation

Benincà & Cinque (1993) elaborate on a series of asymmetries between pro-
clitics and enciltics and conclude that the latter are ‘closer’ to the verbal host
than the former. Among the various diagnostics, the generalisation is sup-
ported by interpolation phenomena, i.e. the occurrence of adverbs or other con-
stituents between the clitic and its host. With proclitics, interpolation is
attested in a number of present-day languages such as western Ibero-Romance
(Uriagereka 1995) and in several Italo-Romance dialects: Triestino (Benincà
1997: 129; Paoli 2007), Cosentino (Ledgeway and Lombardi 2005), the dialect
spoken in Antrodoco (Scorretti 2012) and other (upper) southern Italian varie-
ties (see references in Ledgeway and Lombardi 2005).

(53) a. Si sempre lava (Cosentino, Ledgeway & Lombardi 2005)
Self= always he.washes
‘he always washes himself’

b. el me sempre dizi (Triestino, Benincà 1997: 129)
He= to.me= always says
‘He always speaks to me’
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Interpolation between proclitics and the verb was marginally allowed in old
Italian and old French, while in old Spanish and Portuguese (but not in Catalan),
interpolation was more productive as several constituents of any kind could be
interpolated.

With enclitics, conversely, Benincà and Cinque (1993) concluded that inter-
polation was not attested. The generalisation, however, was later challenged by
data from some dialects spoken at the Piedmont/Lombardy border, in which
enclitics can be separated from the verb by aspectual adverbs, see (54) from
Tortora (2002, 2015). It is worth recalling that Piedmontese dialects exhibit en-
clisis is compound tenses and some of them, including Borgomanerese, have
generalised enclisis in all finite clauses

(54) a. I porti mi-lla.
I= bring not=it
‘I’m not bringing it.’

b. I vangumma già-nni da dü agni.
We= see already=us of two years
‘We’ve already been seeing each other for two years.’

c. I vônghi piö-llu.
I= see anymore=him
‘I don’t see him anymore.’

Cardinaletti (2015) entertains the hypothesis that, when interpolation happens
with enclitics, the pronouns must be weak. In fact, the pronouns in (54) occur
in the same position of Italian loro, which can follow certain aspectual adverbs,
while enclitics are always adjacent to the verb. However, if we take interpola-
tion at face value, I cannot see why interpolation is a clue of weak pronouns in
(54), but not in (53). As a matter of fact, Benincà and Cinque argued that the
structural ‘distance’ between the host and enclitics is smaller than that occur-
ring between the host and proclitics. Then, given (54), one is expected to con-
clude that Borgomanerese enclitics have the same status of proclitics in
western Ibero-Romance, southern Italo-Romance, and Triestino. Then, if an
analysis in terms of weak pronouns was advanced for the former, the same ex-
planation should hold for the latter as well.

In conclusion, one can claim that either interpolation is a hallmark of weak
pronouns (both in enclisis and in proclisis) or, more probably, interpolation is
orthogonal to the weak/clitic divide.
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10 Complement of P

Cardinaletti & Starke (1996: 24) notice that one of the properties distinguishing
Romance clitics from Germanic weak pronouns is the possibility of occurring in
the complement position of prepositional phrases:

(55) a. Je pars avec *le/lui
I= leave with him
‘I leave with him’

b. Ich kann ohne es nicht leben
I can without it not live
‘I cannot live without it’

Clitics pronouns can in fact be the complement of prepositions, but then they
must climb to the inflected verb. Again, the ungrammaticality of clitics under
prepositions can be seen as a side effect of the climbing requirement and, in
principle, I do not see any connection between the inner structure of pronouns
and their need of climbing out of prepositional phrases.

(56) a. Va-lle dietro (*le)!
Go=to.her beside
‘Follow her’

b. Ci sei seduto sopra (*ci).
There= you.are sit on
‘you are sitting on it’

c. Mi era seduto accanto (*mi).
To.me= he/she.was sit near
‘He/she was sitting near me’

Moreover, if weak were not allowed to climb out of prepositional phrases, one
would expect that the Italian weak pronoun loro ‘to them’ should remain under
P (like Germ. es). Contrary to our expectations, loro must occur in the usual
postparticipial position. In this respect, loro does not pattern like Germ. es,
but – mutatis mutandis – like a clitic.

(57) a. Si era seduto loro vicino
Him/herself= he/she.was sit to.them near
‘He/she was sitting near them’
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b. Si era seduto vicino *loro / a loro
Him/herself= he/she.was sit near to.them / to them
‘He/she was sitting near them’

Furthermore, certain Italian vernaculars show cases of fully-fledged clitics fol-
lowing the preposition. This is attested in some examples from old Italian in
which the dative clitic gli ‘to him’ follows a lexical preposition, see (58).
Cardinaletti (2015b: §7.1) proposes that gli in (58) is a weak element. However, it
is worth recalling that old Italian weak pronouns are identical to strong pro-
nouns (e.g. lui = weak ‘to him’, strong ‘him’, Cardinaletti 2010), while gli is
a fully-fledged clitic.

(58) a. essa incontro-gli da tre gradi discese19

She towards=him from three steps took.down
‘She took three steps down towards him’

b. e l' altro dietro-gli20

and the other behind=him
‘and the other after him’

c. e 'l maestro Dino allato-gli21

and the master D. along=him

Instances of enclitics to prepositions are found in present-day dialects such as
the one spoken in Cairo Montenotte, see (59) (Parry 2005: 179).

(59) a. S’ u n’ ièra chila dedré-me, mi i perdiva
If she= not= was she behind=me, I them= lose
‘If she had not been behind me, I would have lost them’

b. u iè ina sc-trò própi lì dedré-te
SCL= is a street just there behind=you
‘there is a street just behind you’

It is worth recalling that Cairese is one of the aforementioned Piedmontese dia-
lects in which clitic pronouns occur twice, in proclisis and in enclisis of com-
pound tenses (I repeat below the relevant examples):

19 Boccaccio, Decameron, II.5: p. 100.
20 Sacchetti, Franco [1400], Trecentonovelle (Il) (a cura di Vincenzo Pernicone, Firenze,
Sansoni, 1946.), p. 245, v. 29.
21 Ibidem, p. 199, v. 6.
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(60) a. A l’ uma visct-le (Cairese)
We= him/it= have seen=it/him
‘We saw him/it”

b. A ’m sun fò-me in fazing
I= to.myself= am made=to.myself a cake
‘I baked me a cake’

c. I l’ an catò-le
they= it= have bought=it
‘They bought it”

Enclisis to certain prepositions is attested in several other varieties that do not
display enclisis in finite clauses (Salvioni 1903; Vedovato and Berizzi 2011;
Cuzzolin 2015):

(61) no sten ndar drio-ghe (Fossalta di Piave)
not we.stay to.go behind-to.him/her
‘Let us not follow him/her’

In conclusion, the data discussed so far corroborate the idea that being the
complement of prepositions is not a solid diagnostic distinguishing between
pronominal classes. In fact, alleged weak pronouns such as Italian loro are
obligatorily raised from PPs, while enclisis to prepositions is allowed in a few
Romance dialects.

11 Conclusions

In some Romance varieties, clitics have an unexpected, ‘non-canonical’ behav-
iour: they are stressed, they do not always climb to the inflected verb, they are
separated from the verb by certain adverbs, they have a rich morphology, they
can be governed by prepositions, they do not form tight clusters, etc.

Laenzlinger 1993, 1994; Ordóñez and Repetti 2006, 2014; Cardinaletti 2015
among others have argued that non-canonical clitics are in fact weak elements
in the technical sense of Cardinaletti 1991, 1994, 1998; Cardinaletti & Starke
1996, 1999. However, many tests that are normally used for the definition of
classes do not hold cross-linguistically, while other diagnostics are often
contradictory.

From a theoretical point of view, this means that there is no clear evidence
for a principled distinction between classes and, in particular, there is no
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conclusive evidence supporting the idea that the distribution, shape, and fur-
ther characteristics of pronouns depend on their internal make up, i.e. their
inner syntax. Although (2) provides an elegant and appealing analysis of sev-
eral puzzles, the overall scenario shows that so called classes are to be defined
as clusters of properties emerging at the clausal level.
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Francesca Ramaglia and Mara Frascarelli

The (information) structure of existentials

1 Introduction

1.1 Aim of the study

This paper proposes an interface analysis of a specific type of existential sen-
tence (illustrated in [1]) which – according to the present approach – consti-
tutes a marked copular construction:

(1) There is [a man] [in the garden]

A sentence of this type is used to assert the existence of the referent denoted by
the post-copular phrase (a man in our example) in the location connected with
the (optional) final PP (in the garden), or else – if the latter is missing – in
a location given in the universe of discourse.

The paper is organized as follows. The introductory section is dedicated to
an overview of the literature concerned with copular constructions and infor-
mation-structurally marked structures. Section 2 deals with existential senten-
ces, presenting first some of the most influential works dedicated to this topic,
so as to propose an interface analysis which takes into account the formal, se-
mantic and discourse properties of the relevant constructions. Section 3 is con-
cerned with a well-known phenomenon associated to existential sentences in
many languages, namely the Definiteness Effect (henceforth, DE). Comparing
data from languages showing DE (like English) with languages which appar-
ently do not (like Italian), the present approach reveals that there-sentences
with a definite post-copular phrase do not qualify as existential constructions
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proper, as they are characterized by different interpretive and formal proper-
ties. Results are summarized in section 4.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Copular constructions

The term “copular construction” is generally used in the literature to indicate
a structure in which two phrases of any category are linked by means of
a copula:1

(2) XP – copula – YP

This structure is related to various types of copular constructions, which allow
for different phrasal categories in the positions indicated in (2) as XP and YP
(cf. Den Dikken 2006a). Limiting our attention to structures featuring two
(major) nominal constituents, at least two types of copular constructions can be
distinguished on the basis of their semantic and syntactic properties. In partic-
ular, many scholars have proposed a typology of these structures based on the
referential quality of the post-copular phrase (i.e., YP in [2]).2 In order to illus-
trate this two-fold classification, consider the following example (taken from
Den Dikken 2006a):

(3) [XP His supper] is [YP food for the dog]

This sentence is ambiguous because the post-copular constituent can be inter-
preted as either referential or not.3 In the latter case, it is interpreted as ‘his sup-
per serves as food for the dog’, whereas in the former the sentence can be

1 Notice that the same term is also used to indicate similar structures in which the copular
element is not (necessarily) overtly realized and the three elements in (2) may appear in
a different linear order.
2 For an overview, cf. Den Dikken (2006a: § 1.2) and the references cited therein. As the author
discusses in § 1.3, a more fine-grained typology of copular constructions can also be put for-
ward, which is not limited to the referentiality of the post-copular constituent but include ad-
ditional properties (e.g., discourse function, syntax and intonation) of both copular phrases;
see, for instance, Higgins (1979) and Declerck (1988).
3 It should be noticed that there is no general agreement as to whether this distinction de-
pends on the referentiality of the post-copular constituent or to specific properties of the cop-
ula itself. As a matter of fact, it has been proposed that copulas have two different lexical
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rephrased as ‘he has food for the dog for supper’. Given that the post-copular YP
predicates something about XP in the former reading, while its denotation identi-
fies or specifies the value for the referent denoted by XP in the latter, the two rele-
vant copular constructions are usually referred to as predicative and identifying/
specificational, respectively. As will become clearer in the remainder of this work,
these two structures are correlated with different types of marked copular con-
structions (i.e., existential/locative sentences and (pseudo)clefts, respectively).

As far as their syntactic analysis is concerned, since Stowell’s (1981) influ-
ential work copular constructions are usually treated as Small Clauses (SCs; cf.,
among many others, Cardinaletti and Guasti, eds. 1995; Moro 1997; Den Dikken
2006b):

(4)

VP

SC

XP
subject

YP
predicate

IP

(quasi-)copula

In this configuration (from Moro 1997), a subject and a predicate are linked by
means of a Merge operation. Specifically, this predicative structure is selected
by a copula (or, alternatively, by “quasi-copular” verbs such as seem, become,
etc.) and, in languages like English, it is derived through the raising of either
the subject or the predicate (depending on their specific properties) to Spec,
IP, where Case and φ-features can be checked (cf. Moro 1997; Den Dikken
2006b).

1.2.2 Marked structures

Since Rizzi’s (1997) seminal work, syntactic research in the generative frame-
work has been paying special attention to information-structurally marked

entries – one with an identifying function and the other with a predicative nature (cf., for in-
stance, Safir 1985). Nevertheless, in the generative literature there is a prevalent tendency to
attribute the semantic and syntactic properties of the two constructions to the nature of the
two major constituents.
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constructions, in which the discourse interpretation of constituents is con-
nected with formal features. In particular, discourse features are assumed to be
encoded in the left periphery of the sentence (i.e., the C-domain), which is con-
stituted by an array of rigidly ordered functional projections, each of which is
dedicated to the interpretation of a specific information-structural feature.
Following Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl (2007) (henceforth, F&H 2007) and
Frascarelli (2007), we assume the following articulation:

(5) [ForceP [ShiftP [GP [ContrP [FocP [FamP [FinP [IP . . ..]]]]]]]]

The projections indicated as ShiftP, ContrP and FamP represent the functional
projections in which Aboutness-Shift (A-)Topics, Contrastive (C-)Topics and
Familiar/Given (G-)Topics are realized, respectively. Notice that this hierarchy
refers to the array of Topics in root/root-like clauses, since not all types of
Topics can be realized in any clausal type. As is argued in Bianchi and
Frascarelli (2010), different types of Topics have different requirements with re-
spect to conversational dynamics; specifically, A-Topics qualify as root phe-
nomena (i.e., they require sentences with context update potential), C-Topics
must be realized in (no less than) a proposition, while only G-Topics can be
found in any clausal type (and can be recursive).4 Finally, the Ground Phrase
projection (GP) is drawn from Poletto and Pollock (2004) and assumed as the
target of (remnant) IP movement in the case of right-hand Topics.

Assuming this structural array for copular sentences, Frascarelli and
Ramaglia (2013) (henceforth, F&R 2013) argue for a SC analysis of clefts and pseu-
doclefts, in which the two copular constituents are connected to specific left-
peripheral positions depending on their discourse properties. In particular, it is
proposed that (pseudo)clefts – besides focalization of the post-copular DP – also
implement a Topic-Comment structure. This is supported by the interface analysis
of naturalistic data, showing that the free relative DP (that/what I gave John in the
examples below) qualify as a Topic in both constructions:5

(6) a. It is A BOOK [that I gave John]Topic (cleft)
b. [What I gave John]Topic is a book (pseudocleft)

4 Also notice that, according to F&H’s (2007) analysis, C-Topics and Contrastive Foci never
co-occur in the same clause and are both characterized by a H* prosodic contour. This sug-
gests that ContrP is endowed with a [+contrast] feature that can be associated to both types of
constituents, realized in the same syntactic position (i.e., Spec,ContrP).
5 Specifically, the right-hand Topic of clefts (cf. [6a]) is a G-Topic, while the (matrix) left-hand
Topic of pseudoclefts (cf. [6b]) can instantiate any type of Topic, depending on the context.
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The authors thus propose that in the basic SC structure of both constructions
the (pseudo)clefted phrase constitutes the predicate (consistent with cross-
linguistic analysis of Focus; cf. Frascarelli 2010), whereas the free relative DP is
connected with the subject position. In particular, in pseudoclefts the free rela-
tive DP is merged in the subject position of the SC and is raised to the Specifier
of a Topic projection (depending on discourse requirements). This is illustrated
in (7) for English, assuming an A-Topic discourse function for the relative DP:

(7) Pseudoclefts:
[ShiftP [DP what I gave John]i [IP t'i is [SC ti [DP a book]]]]

As far as clefts are concerned, F&R (2013) propose the derivation indicated in (8),
which shows right-hand Topics to be derived through IP-inversion to Spec,GP
(cf. also Cardinaletti 2002; Frascarelli 2004; Samek-Lodovici 2006; F&H 2007):

(8) Clefts:
a. [FamP [DP that I gave John]i [IP [DP it]i is [SC ti [DP a book]]]] →
b. [FocP [DP A BOOK]k [FamP [DP that I gave John]i [IP [DP it]i is [SC ti tk]]]] →
c. [GP [IP [DP it]i is [SC ti tk]] [FocP [DP A BOOK]k [FamP [DP that I gave John]i tIP]]]

As is widely discussed in F&R (2013), syntactic evidence for this analysis comes
from extraction, Case marking and antiagreement effects, and is supported by into-
national analysis. Finally notice that, as shown by indices in (8), the initial it-
pronoun of clefts is not an expletive but is coreferent with the right-dislocated free
relative DP.

2 Existential sentences

A major working hypothesis that the present study aims to explore is the possi-
bility to extend F&R’s (2013) analysis of (pseudo)clefts illustrated in § 1.2.2 to
other types of marked copular constructions, that is to say, existential (9) and
locative sentences (10):6

6 This work is only concerned with existential constructions of the copular type (cf. [9] in the
text), whereas other types of there-sentences showing an existential meaning (e.g., There
worked many men in the harbor, There arrived many men) are beyond the limits of the present
paper and may constitute the topic of future research. In particular, since the alternative types
of there-sentences seem to share crucial properties with the copular ones (including the
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(9) There is a man in the garden

(10) A man is in the garden

Our hypothesis is that existentials like (9) can be treated on a par with clefts,
whereas locative sentences like (10) pattern with pseudoclefts. Before illustrat-
ing our proposal, a brief overview on previous analyses of existential and loca-
tive sentences is proposed in § 2.1.7

2.1 Former analyses: An overview

The early studies on existential constructions in the generative tradition date
back to the ‘70s. In this period, some scholars (Milsark 1974; Stowell 1978) pro-
pose a structural analysis in which the post-copular DP (i.e., a man in [9]) is the
subject and the locative PP (in the garden) is the predicate in a SC configuration
(11a). Following this type of approach, it has been proposed that there is as an
expletive pronoun associated with the post-copular DP (11b), which is subject
to covert (LF) movement to substitute (or else adjoin) to it (11c) (Chomsky 1986,
1991):

(11) a. [SC [DP a man] [PP in the garden]] → insertion of the expletive there
b. therei . . . is. . . [SC [DP a man]i [PP in the garden]] →

LF-raising of the post-copular DP
c. [DP a man]i . . . is . . . [SC ti [PP in the garden]]

A different approach is proposed in Moro (1997), where existential sentences
are derived from a basic SC structure which differs from (11) above in that the
post-copular DP is the subject, there is the predicate (which is raised to Spec,
IP), and the locative PP (when present) is a right-adjunct:

Definiteness Effect; cf. § 3), the possibility should be explored to extend the present analysis to
non-copular existential constructions. In this case, a feasible hypothesis might be to analyze
the relevant verb (work, arrive in the examples cited above) as a sort of light verb, so as to
capture its structural parallel with the copula. We thank an anonymous reviewer for drawing
our attention to these structures.
7 As is clear, this overview cannot do justice to the vast debate on existential and locative con-
structions. For the purposes of the present paper, we will just mention some of the most influ-
ential studies, so as to show the different approaches assumed for the relevant structures.
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(12) a. be [SC [DP a man] [DP there]] . . . [PP in the garden]
b. [DP there]i is [SC [DP a man] ti] . . . [PP in the garden]

According to this analysis, existential constructions and the corresponding loc-
ative sentences (cf. [9–10] above) share the same “deep” structure (i.e., [12a])
and are differentiated by derivation; the copular constituent attracted to Spec,
IP is there in existentials (cf. [12b]), while it is the DP merged as the subject of
the SC (a man) in locative structures:

(13) a. be [SC [DP a man] [DP there]]
b. [DP a man]i is [SC ti [DP there]]

However, the interpretive asymmetries existing between existential and loca-
tive constructions led other scholars to propose alternative analyses. For in-
stance, Zamparelli (2000) argues that the two structures under examination
have opposite configurations. Specifically, a locative sentence like (10) is about
[a man] (which is therefore analyzed as the subject) and asserts that it occupies
a location referred to as there (the predicate); Moro’s derivation in (13) can be
thus maintained for locative constructions. On the other hand, the subject of an
existential sentence is there, and the post-copular DP (a man) is the predicate:8

(14) a. be [SC [DP there] [DP a man]]
b. [DP there]i is [SC ti [DP a man]]

In this approach, a sentence like (14) is about a location in space and asserts
“the property that that space “is” or [. . .] “contains” a man”. Accordingly, the
relevant sentence is true when “a man is in existence, or “instantiated”, in the
sense of McNally [(1997)]” (from Zamparelli 2000: § 5.2.4). As for the locative
PP, Zamparelli (2000) follows Moro’s (1997) suggestion (cf. [12]) and considers
this element as right-adjoined.

8 For the sake of simplicity, the two copular constituents in (14) are labelled as DPs, thus dif-
fering from Zamparelli’s (2000) account in which nominal phrases are associated to different
types of functional layers in the extended projection of the NP. As we will propose in § 2.2.1,
the present analysis also takes predicative noun phrases to have a reduced functional struc-
ture (as opposed to nominal arguments); hence the “DP” label used so far to indicate both
copular constituents must be considered as a temporary solution.
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2.2 Existentials as marked copular constructions

The present study draws from Zamparelli’s (2000) proposal and, as mentioned
above, it is aimed at providing evidence that existential structures can be ana-
lyzed as clefts (cf. [15]), whereas locative sentences pattern with pseudoclefts
(cf. [16]).

(15) a. be [SC [DP it]i [DP a book]] . . . [DP that I gave John]i (cleft)
b. be [SC [DP there]i [DP a man]] . . . [PP in the garden]i (existential sentence)

(16) a. be [SC [DP what I gave John] [DP a book]] (pseudocleft)
b. be [SC [DP a man] [PP in the garden]] (locative sentence)

While the analysis of locative sentences illustrated in (16b) can find strong sup-
port in the literature, the structural hypothesis on existential constructions
(15b) might sound more controversial. The remainder of this section is dedi-
cated to an illustration of semantic (§ 2.2.1), syntactic (§ 2.2.2) and prosodic ar-
guments (§ 2.2.3) supporting this proposal.

2.2.1 Semantic analysis

In his multi-layered analysis of DPs, Zamparelli (2000) observes that the func-
tional structure constituting the extended projection of a noun phrase is depen-
dent on its semantic and syntactic role. More generally, it is commonly
acknowledged that predicative (as opposed to argumental) noun phrases have
a “reduced” functional structure and should not be analyzed as full DPs (cf.,
among others, Szabolcsi 1987, 1989, 1994; Stowell 1989; Longobardi 1994, 2001,
2005; Bernstein 2001; Ramaglia 2011). In particular, it has been argued that
predicative noun phrases lack the functional projections dedicated to features
such as referentiality, definiteness and specificity, which typically characterize
arguments (rather than predicates). Furthermore, it has been proposed that the
presence of the D° head is required for theta-role assignment; accordingly, D°
contributes to making nominal elements able to serve as arguments; this
means that noun phrases can appear as arguments if and only if they are domi-
nated by the DP-layer. In this kind of syntax-semantics approach, argumental
noun phrases are DPs, whereas nominal predicates are NPs.

However, since Abney’s (1987) proposal that NPs are dominated by the DP
functional layer, all noun phrases are generally assumed to have some kind of
(more or less complex) extended projection (cf., among others, Szabolcsi 1987,
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1989, 1994; Giorgi and Longobardi 1991; Grimshaw 1990; Ritter 1991; Valois
1991; Cinque 1994, ed. 2002, 2010; Zamparelli 2000; Bernstein 2001; Longobardi
2001; Scott 2002; Laenzlinger 2005; Giusti 2006; Alexiadou, Haegeman, and
Stavrou 2007; Svenonius 2008; Ramaglia 2011, 2013); as a consequence, the hy-
pothesis that predicative noun phrases lack the DP layer does not necessarily
mean that they are to be analyzed as bare NPs. Following the analysis put forth
in Ramaglia (2011: 178), we take nominal arguments to be full DPs (endowed
with an array of functional projections constituting the left periphery of the
DP), while predicative noun phrases are not limited to bare NPs and include
functional projections for inflectional features, which will be indicated as
NumP (on this phrasal category, see also Ritter 1991).

Assuming that existential sentences are copular constructions of the predi-
cative type (cf. Zamparelli’s 2000 proposal in § 2.1), it follows that the post-
copular DP, which is merged as the predicate of the SC, should be analyzed as
a NumP (rather than a full DP):

(17) be [SC [DP there]i [NumP a man]] . . . [PP in the garden]i

It is important to notice that this modification is not a mere descriptive issue
concerning the label to be assigned to the nominal predicate; on the contrary,
the assumption of a reduced functional structure for the predicate in (17) has
crucial consequences on the types of constituents that can be merged in this
position. As a matter of fact, referential/definite/specific elements (which are
full DPs) are excluded from the post-copular position of existential sentences,
and this can account for an important property of existential constructions in
a number of languages, namely the DE (to be discussed in § 3.1).

2.2.2 Syntactic evidence

In the present section, syntactic diagnostics will be used to support the struc-
tural analysis put forth in this study for existential and locative sentences.

Based on Zamparelli’s (2000) considerations, we have proposed that in ex-
istential constructions there is merged as the subject and the post-copular noun
phrase as the predicate of a SC (cf. [17]). Syntactic evidence for this approach
comes from extraction, as illustrated below by means of Italian examples:

(18) ci sono [tre pagine [di esercizi]] [nel libro [di inglese]]
there be.3PL three pages of exercises in.the book of English
‘There are three pages of exercises in the English book.’
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a. [Di cosa]i pensi che ci siano [tre pagine ti]
of what think.2SG that there be.SUBJ.3PL three pages
[nel libro [di inglese]]?
in.the book of English
‘[Of what]i do you think there are [three pages ti] in the English book?’

b. *[Di quale lingua]i pensi che ci siano [tre pagine
of which language think.2SG that there be.SUBJ.3PL three pages
[di esercizi]] [nel libro ti]?
of exercises in.the book

As is commonly acknowledged in the literature, extraction is not allowed from
subject DPs, while no restriction is imposed on the movement of predicate-
internal material (cf. Moro 1997; Heycock and Kroch 1999; Den Dikken 2006b).
The contrast in (18) thus provides syntactic evidence for the predicative nature
of the post-copular element tre pagine di esercizi (‘three pages of exercises’): as
is illustrated in (18a), extraction from this constituent is fully accepted. On the
other hand, the ungrammaticality of (18b) excludes the analysis illustrated in
(11) above, which takes the locative PP nel libro di inglese (‘in the English
book’) to be a predicate.9

If we now consider extraction effects in locative constructions, the present
proposal predicts that extraction should be excluded from the subject DP tre
pagine di esercizi (‘three pages of exercises’), and allowed from the locative PP
(as it is the predicate). The following data from Italian show that this prediction
is (partially) borne out:

(19) [tre pagine [di esercizi]] sono [nel libro [di inglese]]
three pages of exercises be.3PL in.the book of English
‘Three pages of exercises are in the English book.’

a. *[Di cosa]i pensi che [tre pagine ti] siano [nel libro
of what think.2SG that three pages be.SUBJ.3PL in.the book
[di inglese]]?
of English

9 We acknowledge that the ungrammaticality of (18b) might be ascribed to a (general) restric-
tion operating on the extraction out of a complex PP. However, the grammaticality of (18a)
unambiguously proves the predicative function of the post-copular DP tre pagine di esercizi
(‘three pages of exercises’). This excludes a predicate merge for the locative PP nel libro di in-
glese (‘in the English book’).
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b. *[Di quale lingua]i pensi che [tre pagine [di esercizi]]
of which language think.2SG that three pages of exercises
siano [nel libro ti]?
be.SUBJ.3PL in.the book

As can be observed, both sentences in (19a–b) are ungrammatical. The ungram-
maticality of (19a) is consistent with our expectations, whereas the ungram-
maticality of (19b) might be considered a counterexample. On the contrary,
we argue that it is due to the fact that the predicate is a complex PP, from
which extraction is banned for independent reasons (i.e., it is a “syntactic
island”).

The data presented in this section thus provide sound evidence in favor of
the present structural account for both existential and locative constructions
and also show that an analysis that derives both constructions from one and
the same underlying structure cannot be maintained.

2.2.3 Discourse properties and prosodic realization

The parallelism between clefts and existentials, on the one hand, and be-
tween pseudoclefts and locative sentences on the other (cf. [15–16]) is not
limited to a common underlying structure, but also concerns the discourse
role of constituents. As already mentioned, our analysis of existential sen-
tences, much like F&R’s (2013) approach to clefts, takes the post-copular
noun phrase to be a Narrow Focus, whereas the locative PP is a right-hand
G-Topic. Extending the structure of clefts illustrated in (8) above to exist-
ential sentences, the latter thus have a derivation in which, after raising
of the post-copular DP to Spec,FocP (20b), IP-inversion to Spec,GP takes
place (20c):

(20) Existential sentences:
a. [FamP [PP in the garden]i [IP [DP there]i is [SC ti [NumP a man]]]] →
b. [FocP [NumP A MAN]k [FamP [PP in the garden]i [IP [DP there]i is [SC ti tk]]]] →
c. [GP [IP [DP there]i is [SC ti tk]] [FocP [NumP A MAN]k [FamP [PP in the garden]i tIP]]]

It is also important to notice that the locative PP is coindexed with there in (20):
following F&R’s (2013) analysis of the initial it-pronoun of clefts (cf. [8] and the
relevant discussion), we propose that in existential sentences there is not an
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expletive but is coreferent with the dislocated PP (with which it shares
a locative interpretation).10

In the remainder of this section, prosodic evidence will be provided to sup-
port both the predicative (and focal) nature of the post-copular noun phrase
and the right-dislocation of the locative PP in the structure under examination.
Consider the following data, drawn from an Italian corpus of naturalistic data
(cf. Pietrandrea 2004):

(21) ci sono diversi dialetti – credo – nelle cassette
there be.3PL different dialects believe.1SG in.the tapes
‘There are different dialects – I think – in the tapes.’

As is shown in Figure 1, the post-copular phrase diversi dialetti (‘different dia-
lects’) presents the typical downgrading contour of Broad Focus sentences
(cf. Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg 1990; Selkirk 1995; Frascarelli 2004), while
the locative PP is totally destressed in the right periphery and separated from
the post-copular noun phrase by a break. Also notice the presence of the paren-
thetical credo (‘I think’), which further supports the dislocated nature of the
subsequent material.

In the following sentence, on the other hand, the post-copular noun phrase
shows the prosodic contour of a Contrastive Focus (i.e., a H* tone; cf. Figure 2),
which is consistent with its discourse role (cf. the contrastive operator addirit-
tura ‘even’):

(22) (addirittura) c’ erano delle scenografie
even there be.PST.3PL some scenes
‘There were (even) some scenes.’

10 It is worth noting that there can only be coindexed with a locative element, which qualifies
as a dislocated constituent in the present account. Other types of phrases predicating some-
thing about the post-copular element should be thus attributed a different analysis. This is for
instance the case of the bracketed item in the following examples:
(i) After the seafood dinner there were several guests [sick] and had to be taken to the hospital
(ii) There are two rooms [available]
In these cases sick and available are not to be taken as dislocated phrases coindexed with
there; rather, they constitute a secondary predication about several guests and two rooms, re-
spectively, and as such, they should be analyzed as predicates internal to the post-copular
noun phrases. This means that the relevant sentences lack a locative PP, which is confirmed
by the possibility for the latter to be overtly realized: cf. There were several guests [sick] [at the
party], There are two rooms [available] [in this hotel].
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3 The Definiteness Effect (DE)

The DE is a phenomenon associated with a number of constructions in many
languages, showing that the realization of definite DPs is excluded in certain
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Figure 1: Non-contrastive existential sentence.
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Figure 2: Contrastive existential sentence.
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syntactic positions.11 In the case of existential sentences, “the definiteness
restriction amounts to a restriction on the acceptability of definite, demon-
strative, and necessarily quantificational noun phrases, including proper
names and personal pronouns, in the [post-copular position]” (McNally 2011:
1832–1833), as is illustrated by the cited author in the following examples:

(23) a. ??There is each/every first-year student present
b. ??There are most first-year students in that class
c. ??There is the neighbor’s dog barking
d. ??There is that carpet under the table
e. ??There are them / Anna and Bob waiting outside

Different analyses have been put forth in the literature to account for this phe-
nomenon and, in the most influential works, DE has been attributed to either
semantic and/or pragmatic properties of existential constructions (cf., among
many others, Milsark 1974; Heim 1987; Abbott 1992; Ward and Birner 1995;
Zucchi 1995; McNally 1997; Francez 2007; see McNally 2011: § 3 for an over-
view). These accounts, however, are rather controversial, as is the generaliza-
tion that definite DPs are always excluded from the post-copular position of
existentials. Indeed, despite the strong marginality of sentences like (23), defi-
nite DPs can be realized in post-copular position in specific cases, as in the so-
called “list interpretation”:12

(24) A. What should we read?
B. Well, there’s the book on the table

(25) A. Who can we invite?
B. Well, there’s John

In the next section evidence will be provided that the present analysis of exis-
tential constructions can easily account for DE, also suggesting an explanation
for apparent counterexamples like the sentences in (24B) and (25B).

11 According to some scholars, the relevant restriction is not (only) connected to definiteness
but (also) to specificity. Accordingly, the relevant effect is sometimes re-analyzed in terms of
“specificity effect” (cf. Enç 1991). In this study, however, we use the DE term for simplicity,
following the traditional terminology.
12 The examples in (24–25) are taken from Kayne (2016).
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3.1 Explaining the Definiteness Effect

The impossibility for definite DPs to appear in post-copular position is pre-
dicted by the present analysis: since existential sentences are copular construc-
tions of the predicative type (§ 2.2.1), the relevant noun phrase (merged as the
predicate of a SC, cf. §§ 2.2.2–2.2.3) is not dominated by a DP-layer (it rather
qualifies as a NumP, cf. [17]). Hence, definite noun phrases cannot appear in
the post-copular position of existential constructions. The picture in (23) is thus
expected.

Nevertheless, what appears to be problematic is (i) the possibility for defi-
nite DPs to be realized in the post-copular position of existentials in some con-
texts (e.g., [24–25]), and (ii) the existence of languages in which DE seems to be
generally “relaxed” (as in Italian). As for the former, an explanation can be
drawn from Kayne’s (2016) analysis. Dealing with sentences like (24–25), the
author proposes that the apparently definite noun phrases realized in post-
copular position “are actually embedded within hidden indefinites” (Kayne
2016: § 9). Accordingly, a sentence like (25B) is to be understood as follows
(caps are used to indicate silent – namely unpronounced – elements):

(26) There’s SOMEBODY WE CAN INVITE, (NAMELY) John

Beside the cases of “list interpretation” like (24–25), Kayne’s approach provides
an explanation for other apparent counterexamples to DE in a language like
English, assuming that the post-copular noun phrase should be analyzed as
embedded in a more complex constituent including null elements. Some of the
relevant examples (a), together with Kayne’s analysis (b), are illustrated below;
for further details, the reader is referred to Kayne (2016).

(27) a. There is the most beautiful house for sale in the next block
b. . . . [the most beautiful KIND] house . . .13

(28) a. Where did there used to be the most syntacticians?
b. . . . [the most NUMBER] syntacticians

(29) a. There is every reason to be suspicious
b. . . . [every KIND] reason . . .

13 Cf. There is a house of the most beautiful kind for sale in the next block.
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The general absence of DE in languages like Italian will be approached from
a different perspective in the following sections.

3.2 Exploring the absence of the Definiteness Effect in some
languages

As mentioned in § 3.1, while we have strong evidence for DE in languages like
English, definite noun phrases seem to be perfectly allowed in the post-copular
position of there-sentences in other languages. Consider the following examples
from Italian:

(30) a. C’ è un uomo in giardino
there be.3SG a man in garden
‘There is a man in the garden.’

b. C’ è Gianni in giardino
there be.3SG Gianni in garden
‘*There is Gianni in the garden.’

As these examples show, existential constructions in Italian differ from the cor-
responding structures in English in that a definite description like Gianni is ac-
ceptable in post-copular position.

Assuming a cross-linguistic validity for the analysis proposed in this paper,
the acceptability of sentences like (30b), against its ungrammaticality in lan-
guages like English, should receive a comprehensive explanation. As a matter
of fact, if DE is predicted by the present analysis of existentials (cf. § 3.1), the
grammaticality of (30b) seems to represent a challenge to it.

As a preliminary consideration, it should be noticed that the interpretation
of there-sentences with definite and indefinite post-copular noun phrases (in
languages that allow both constructions) is not exactly the same. As is dis-
cussed in Moro (1997), while a sentence like (30a) has an existential meaning,
as it asserts the existence of an individual (un uomo, ‘a man’) in a certain loca-
tion (in giardino, ‘in the garden’), (30b) has a locative interpretation: rather
than asserting the existence of an individual named Gianni, it asserts that it lies
in a specific location. From a semantic perspective, the relevant sentence is
therefore analogous to a locative sentence like Gianni è in giardino ‘Gianni is in
the garden’.

Based on similar considerations, a number of authors have proposed that
the apparent counterexamples to DE represented by sentences like (30b) do not
constitute existential sentences proper but should receive a different structural
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account (cf., for instance, Moro 1997; La Fauci and Loporcaro 1997; Cruschina
2012, 2015). In this paper, we follow this line of analysis and propose that DE is
a universal, semantically-based, restriction on existential sentences and that
apparent counterexamples like (30b) represent a different type of there-
sentence, the analysis of which will be developed in the next section.

3.3 Appearances can be deceptive: Presentational
constructions “in disguise”

Recent interface investigations focused on the use and interpretation of null
subjects brought crucial evidence to light that what appears to be an existential
clause (formally realized as a there-sentence) is in fact a presentational con-
struction, introducing “what the sentence is about” (i.e., a Topic). To provide
a comprehensive picture of such findings, some background reference is in
order.14

3.3.1 A-Topics and Topic chains

In her interface investigations on the interpretation of null subjects, Frascarelli
(2007, 2018) provides strong evidence that in (consistent and partial) null sub-
ject languages the interpretation of a referential pro depends on a matching re-
lation (Agree) with a specific type of Topic. In a cartographic approach to
discourse functions, this is identified with the A-Topic (cf. § 1.2.2) that is located
in the high C-domain (cf. the hierarchy in [5]), is characterized by a L*+H tone
(i.e., an intonational rise that is aligned with the tonic vowel in its full exten-
sion) and is endowed with a [+aboutness] edge feature (proposed as an “ex-
tended EPP” feature).

A Topic Criterion is thus proposed that correlates core grammar with dis-
course requirements and accounts for the syntactic identification of a referen-
tial pro. According to this Criterion, every predicational sentence contains

14 In this line of analysis, it is important to underline that a sentence like Gianni è mio padre
(‘Gianni is my father’) does not pattern like (and cannot be analyzed on a par with) a sentence
like (30b). Indeed, Gianni è mio padre is an identificational copular sentence and, as such, it
does not implement a predicational, but an identity statement (Higgins, 1979: 263; cf. also Den
Dikken 2006b). Consequently, a Topic-Comment discourse structure is excluded and a locative
adverb like ci (‘there’) would have no role in that type of copular construction (*C’è Gianni mio
padre).
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a position endowed with the [+aboutness] feature in the C-domain and, when it
is kept continuous on the same referent across sentences, it can be silent and
“maintained” by means of null (or low-toned) pronouns. From a discourse per-
spective, it is therefore assumed that predication can imply a multiclausal do-
main, in which chains of clauses are combined and refer to the same A-Topic.
Crucially, A-Topics can only start a Topic chain (and interrupt the current chain
to shift to a new one).

3.3.2 Introducing a Topic in post-copular position: Evidence from
naturalistic data

The existence of Topic chains and their key role in the discourse has also been
attested in recent acquisitional studies (Frascarelli 2015). Specifically, the inter-
face analysis of short stories narrated by children shows that they correctly pro-
duce Topic chains at the age of four, linking null subjects to the DP produced
with a L*+H tone.15 Consider the Topic chain in the passage below:16

(31) Lea e Bea c’hanno molti amici,17

Lea and Bea have.3PL many friends
pro fanno colazione con i biscotti e il latte, dopo pro vanno a scuola
e leggono un libro, quando suona la campana pro escono dalla scuola –
Lea si compra un gelato e [. . .] pro vanno a casa felici e contenti
‘Lea and Bea have many friends, (they) have breakfast with biscuits and
milk, then (they) go to school and read a book, when the school bell rings
(they) go out the school – Lea buys an ice-cream and . . . (they) go home
happily ever after.’

15 The stimulus was provided by pictures showing the story of two rabbits (“Lea and Bea”) on
a powerpoint presentation originally created by Barbara Cerri (RCCS Stella Maris Foundation,
Pisa, Italy) for different scientific purposes. This investigation is part of the Prin-2012 Project
“Theory, Experimentation, Applications: Long distance dependencies in forms of linguistics
diversity”, funded by MIUR.
16 Notice that the Topic chain is not interrupted by Lea (in Lea si compra un gelato ‘Lea buys
an ice-cream’), because it is a C-Topic (the picture provided to children shows Lea with an ice-
cream and Bea with a lolly-pop; since the child could not remember Bea’s name, after a pause
she decided to conclude the narration).
17 For space limitation, glosses are only provided for the (underlined) sentences to be illus-
trated in the subsequent Figures.
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As is shown, the DP Lea e Bea forms an independent prosodic domain, fol-
lowed by a very long pause, as is expected for Topic constituents. Since Topics
are located in the C-domain, a null subject must be assumed in the relevant
sentence:

(31’) [Lea e Bea]A-Top pro c’hanno molti amici

Given this competence in producing Topic chains, consistently attested across
children, it is interesting to notice that when the fairy-tale incipit c’era una volta
‘once upon a time’ (lit. ‘there was a time’) is used to introduce the two protago-
nists, in most cases an A-Topic is produced in post-copular position. This means
that the relevant DP is characterized by a L*+H tone, while the rest of the sen-
tence shows the typical downgrading contour (H+L*) of Broad Focus sentences.
A Topic-Comment structure is thus realized by means of a there-construction and
a Topic chain is created. Consider (32) and the relevant Figure 4:18
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L* + H

H + L*
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0

Lea e Bea c’hanno molti amici

500

Figure 3: A-Topic starting a Topic chain.

18 The presence of a pro in the that-clause following [Lea e Bea] in (32) will be clarified later
in the paper (§ 3.3.3).
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(32) C’ era una volta Lea e Bea che pro andavano
there be.PST.3SG a time Lea and Bea that go.PST.3PL
a casa,
to home
poi pro prendevano i fiori e v enivano mamma e papà, pro c’avevano l'amici
‘Once upon a time, Lea and Bea were going home, then (they) took flowers
and mummy and daddy arrived, (they) had friends.’19

On the other hand, when the post-copular DP is not realized with a L*+H con-
tour, the Topic chain is not created and the use of null subjects is only started
after the repetition of the DP Lea e Bea (or the realization of its pronominal
counterpart) as an A-Topic.20 Consider for instance the following passage, in
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C’era una vol ta Be Bee a cheandava no a ca saa

500

H+L*

L*+H
L*+H

Figure 4: “C’era una volta” construction with a Topic-Comment structure.

19 Incidentally notice that the postverbal subject mamma e papà ‘mummy and daddy’ does
not interrupt the Topic chain, that is to say, it is not interpreted as the subject of the following
sentence, though plural agreement makes this option theoretically available. This is predicted
by the Topic Criterion: only A-Topics can interrupt a Topic chain and start a new one.
20 An anonymous reviewer observes that the existence of Topic chains and the discourse de-
vice of Topic maintenance are not necessarily connected with (hence, they are independent of)
the presence of null subjects and s/he objects that analogous chains can be realized in a non-
pro-drop language like English, by means of overt pronouns (e.g., There were once (upon
a time) Lea and Bea. They went home. They took flowers . . . ). This observation is correct and
beyond question: both pro-drop and non-pro-drop languages realize Topic chains in the
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which a child uses a there-construction and provides a Focus interpretation for
the post-copular DP Lea e Bea (marking the second conjunct with a H* tone, cf.
Figure 5). As is shown in (33), the Topic chain only starts after the realization of
the pronoun loro ‘them’, which qualifies as an A-Topic (cf. Figure 6). Also no-
tice that this chain is not interrupted by the postverbal subject la campanella
‘school bell’, as expected (cf. fn. 19).21

(33) C’ era una volta Lea e Bea con la mamma
there be.PST.3SG a time Lea and Bea with the mummy
e con papà e loro hanno tanti amici
and with daddy and they have.3PL many friends
pro vanno a scuola, pro leggono un libretto, quando suona la campanella
pro vanno via da scuola
‘Once upon a time, Lea and Bea were with mummy and daddy, and they
have many friends, (they) go to school, (they) read a little book, when the
school bell rings, (they) go out from school.’

Based on these findings, we investigated the ArCoDip corpus (Pietrandrea
2004) in this respect, and found supporting evidence in adults’ production as
well. We can therefore conclude that the discourse strategy presented so far is
not a “story-telling formula” used by children: there-constructions can function
as presentational sentences, used to introduce either A-Topics (cf. [34]) or C-
Topics (as is shown in [35] below and the relevant Figures):

discourse. The crucial point of the present argumentation is that the creation and licensing of
such chains has been proved (Frascarelli 2007, 2017, 2018) to be dependent on their being
headed by an A-Topic (i.e., by a DP that is formally characterized as such; cf. § 3.3.1 above).
Assuming this theory, the observation that the DP following c’era una volta ‘once upon a time’
can function as the antecedent of null subjects pushed the hypothesis that this DP was not the
predicate of a copular construction, but an A-Topic. This hypothesis has been confirmed by
interface analysis, opening the way for the present innovative proposal. The expectation is
therefore that in English as well the DP following once (upon a time) is realized with a raising
tone and that coindexed overt pronouns are low-toned, consistent with Frascarelli’s (2007)
claim that low-toned pronouns share important discourse functions with null subjects (i.e.,
they can be part of a Topic chain as D-linked constituents). This expectation is the subject of
current research.
21 We will resume the analysis of non-topical [+def] post-copular DPs in § 3.3.4.
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Figure 5: “C’era una volta” construction with a focused post-copular phrase.
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Figure 6: A-Topic starting a Topic chain.
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(34) i video li trovo piuttosto noiosi tanto più che
the videos DO3PL.CL find.1SG rather boring all the more that
ci sono quelle schede da completare che sono lunghissime
there be.3PL those forms to complete.INF that be.3PL long.SUP
pro non finiscono mai

NEG finish.3PL never
‘I find videos rather boring, all the more so because those forms to be
filled are super-long, (they) are never-ending.’

(35) in quello dell’ investigatore c’ è la signora elegante
in that of.the detective there be.3SG the woman elegant
che pro parla in un determinato modo,
that speak.3SG in a certain way
c’ è la cameriera che pro parla proprio
there be.3SG the waitress that speak.3SG just
in tutt’ altro modo
in quite different way
‘In the detective’s one [video] the elegant woman speaks in a certain way,
while the waitress speaks in quite a different way.’

As is shown, the post-copular DP in (34) is marked with a L*+H tone, it imple-
ments a Topic shift with respect to the current Topic i video (‘the videos’,
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Figure 7: There-construction introducing an A-Topic.
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left-dislocated at the beginning of the extract) and is the antecedent of
a following pro (the null subject of non finiscono mai ‘(they) are never-ending’).
On the other hand, the two post-copular DPs in (35) are opposed with respect to
different Comments. Hence, they qualify as C-Topics (cf. Bianchi and Frascarelli
2010) and, as such, they are marked with a H* tone (F&H 2007).
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Figure 8a: There-construction introducing a C-Topic.
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Figure 8b: There-construction introducing a C-Topic.
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Notice that if a locative PP is realized in a there-construction, it can be ei-
ther an element of the background (i.e., a G-Topic) or a frame-setter, that is to
say, an element which has the function to limit the truth-conditional validity of
the sentence it is associated with within some particular domain (Krifka 2007).
Frame-setters in the left periphery are typically marked with a H* tone (Carella
2015; Frascarelli 2017), as is the case of the PP in quello dell’investigatore ‘in the
detective’s one [video]’ in (35) above (cf. Figure 9 below):

To conclude, interface analysis shows the existence of different types of ci-
sentences in Italian:
i) existential sentences proper: structures of the type illustrated in § 2 above,

in which the post-copular noun phrase is the predicate (Focus) and the loc-
ative PP (when present) is a right-hand G-Topic;

ii) presentational ci-sentences: structures used to propose a Topic shift or
a contrast between two (or more) propositions; in these constructions, the

500
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0

inquellode ll ‘in ves ti ga to re

H*

c’è la si gno ra e le gan te

Figure 9: Frame-setter introducing a there-sentence.
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post-copular DP is a left-hand Topic and the following material is the
Comment (cf.§ 3.3.3);22

iii) “c’era una volta” ci-sentences: structures in which the story-telling formula
c’era una volta (‘once upon a time’) is used. It will be argued (cf. § 3.3.4)
that some of these constructions are presentational ci-sentences (cf. [ii]
above), as they introduce a Topic-Comment (information) structure, while
others must be provided a different analysis since the relevant formula is
followed by a non-topical element (cf., for instance, [33] and the Figure 5).

In the following section syntactic evidence is discussed, providing further sup-
port to this proposal.

3.3.3 Presentational ci-sentences: Syntactic properties and derivation

When extraction operations are considered, presentational ci-sentences imme-
diately show different properties with respect to existential sentences (cf. §
2.2.2). Specifically, the post-copular DP in a ci-sentence like (36) disallows ex-
traction, exactly like the subject DP of a predicative sentence (37) and differ-
ently from the post-copular noun phrase in an existential clause like (18)
above:

22 It is important to notice that the existence of presentational there-sentences has been al-
ready attested in previous works, but from different perspectives and providing different ex-
planations to the relevant construction. Specifically, Lambrecht (1994) clarifies that
presentational sentences are different from other types of “sentence-focus” structures in that
they do not introduce a new event, but a new referent in the discourse [. . .] often, but not al-
ways with the purpose of making it available for predication in subsequent discourse
(Lambrecht 1994: 142–144). The author, however, does not provide an interface analysis for
the relevant Topics and considers the “subsequent” proposition as a pseudo-relative clause
(cf. also Lambrecht 2002) – a solution that suffers from different drawbacks, as is argued in §
3.3.3 below (cf. fn. 24). Lambrecht’s analysis is then resumed in Cruschina’s (2012, 2015)
works. However, the author considers the referent introduced by c’è/c’era ‘there is/was’ to be
a focal element and, consequently, argues for a sentence-focus analysis of the relevant struc-
ture. Specifically it is claimed that “the introduced referent is new in relation to the discourse,
while the predicative constituent is new in relation to the newly introduced referent.
Presentational sentences are therefore formed by two independent information units, that are
both simultaneously focal” (Cruschina 2015: 94). We believe that this proposal cannot be
maintained as well, given the discourse-prosody evidence provided in this paper (clearly sup-
porting a Topic-Comment analysis) and the creation of Topic chains.
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(36) *[di cosa]i c’ era (una volta) [un pescatore ti]
of what there be.PST.3SG a time a fisherman
che era molto povero?
that be.PST.3SG very poor
Intended: ‘(Once upon a time), [a fisherman who fished for what] was
very poor?’

(37) *[di cosa]i [un pescatore ti] era molto povero?
of what a fisherman be.PST.3SG very poor
Intended: ‘[A fisherman who fished for what] was very poor?’

This parallel (as well as the contrast with existential sentences) strongly supports
the existence of presentational sentences “disguised as existentials” and requires
further insight on the structure and derivation of the relevant constructions.

As a matter of fact, assuming that the post-copular DP is a Topic implies
that what follows is a proposition – not a DP-modifier (i.e., a relative clause) –
despite the presence of the introducing element che (‘that’). In this respect, im-
mediate evidence against a relative clause analysis comes from the observation
that the post-copular DP in a presentational ci-sentence can be coordinated
with a [+def] DP disallowing a sloppy reading (cf. [38]). On the contrary,
a sloppy interpretation is available for an existential sentence like (39), in
which the that-clause can be either a restrictive or an appositive relative clause:

(38) Negli show degli anni ’70 c’ era sempre la Carrà
in.the show of.the years 70 there be.PST.3SG always the Carrà
che ballava. E anche Mina
that dance.PST.3SG and also Mina
‘In the 70’s shows Mrs. Carrà was always present, dancing. And Mina
(was always present/*was dancing) as well.’ (STRICT / *SLOPPY)

(39) In quello show c’ era una bimba che ballava.
in that show there be.PST.3SG a child.F that dance.PST.3SG
E anche una scimmietta
and also a monkey.DIMIN

‘In that show there was a young girl dancing. And a little monkey (was
there/was dancing) as well.’ (STRICT / SLOPPY)

Furthermore, it should be noticed that the that-clause found in presentational
ci-sentences does not qualify as a relative clause from an intonational view-
point. As is known, a relative clause shows a pitch both on the relative head
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and on the rightmost element of the modifier clause (a scope-marking device,
consistent with cross-linguistic analysis, cf. Frascarelli and Ramaglia 2014),
while the clause under examination here shows the typical downgrading con-
tour of a Broad Focus sentence (cf. Figures 4 and 8 above).

Based on this evidence, we argue that presentational ci-sentences qualify
as Topic-Comment constructions. Accordingly, we propose that – differently
from existential sentences – the [ci + copula] form in presentational ci-
sentences is a complex functional head with a specific discourse role. In particu-
lar, we argue that it is an illocutionary marker and, as such, a grammaticalized
form merged in a functional projection in the high C-domain (possibly, Force°)
(see § 3.3.4 for further details concerning the relevant grammaticalization
process).

As for the complementizer che (‘that’) preceding the Comment, we propose
a Focus marking function for this element, specifically associated with proposi-
tional focalization. As a matter of fact, the “multi-functional” role of che is
a well-attested phenomenon in Italian (Berruto 1998) and the present proposal
is perfectly in line with the analysis provided in Manzini and Savoia (2011) for
the complementizer che introducing matrix yes-no questions in some Romance
varieties (as in Florentine and Roman; cf. [40] below):

(40) Che esci stasera?
INT go.out.2SG tonight
‘Are you going out tonight?’

Specifically, the authors surmise that the insertion of che in yes-no questions “cor-
responds to the presence of a focalization expressed on the main verb” (Manzini
and Savoia 2011: 36). This is exactly in the spirit of the present proposal.

Additionally consider that presentational ci-sentences can lack an initial
Topic and serve exclusively as propositional Focus constructions. Indeed,
given a question like che c’è? (‘what’s the matter (with you)?’), answers like
(41a–b) are very common in Italian, in which a focal stress is intended on
the main predicate and, importantly, the presence of the introducing che is
compelling:

(41) a. C’ è *(che) sono stufo
there be.3SG that be.1SG fed up
‘(The point is that) I am fed up!’

b. C’ è *(che) mi sono innamorato di te
there be.3SG that REFL be.1SG in.love of you
‘(The point is that) I am in love with you.’
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We thus propose an analysis of the relevant che as a Focus marker and, conse-
quently, its insertion in the head position of the Focus phrase projection in the
C-domain. A sentence like c’era la Carrà che ballava ‘Mrs. Carrà was present,
dancing’ (cf. [38] above) thus corresponds to the following (information) struc-
tural analysis:23

(42) [ForceP [Force’ c’era [ShiftP [DP la Carrà]k [FocP [Foc’ che [FinP [IP prok
ballava]]]]]]]

As is shown, the Comment is contained within an IP-structure having a pro in
subject position that is matched with the A-Topic for referential interpretation
(cf. Frascarelli 2007).24

23 It is important not to confuse presentational sentences like (42), in which the DP la Carrà is
a Topic, with cleft constructions (e.g., è la Carrà che balla ‘it’s Mrs. Carrà who is dancing’), in
which la Carrà is a Focus. This difference is immediately supported by evidence showing that
a cleft can be used as an answer to a cleft wh-question (like [i] below), while this is not the
case for a presentational sentence:
(i) Q: Chi è che balla?

who be.3SG that dance.3SG
‘Who is it that is dancing?’

A: È la Carrà che balla (cleft)
be.3SG the Carrà that dance.3SG

A’: *C’ è la Carrà che balla (presentational)
there be.3SG the Carrà that dance.3SG

Furthermore, the post-copular DP in a cleft is typically associated to a corrective reading,
while this interpretation is excluded for post-copular DPs in presentational sentences:

(ii) Q: In TV sta ballando Lorella Cuccarini
In TV stay.3SG dance.GER Lorella Cuccarini
‘On TV you can see Lorella Cuccarini dancing.’

A: No, è la Carrà che balla (cleft)
A’: *No, c’è la Carrà che balla (presentational)

Hence, in (42) la Carrà is not a Focus but a Topic, whereas the Focus is the following proposi-
tion (as in [41]).
24 The present proposal clearly excludes a pseudo-relative (PR) analysis for presentational ci-
sentences (contra Cruschina 2015). As is known, PR is a type of finite construction found in
many Romance languages that superficially looks like a relative clause but describes events
giving rise to direct perception reports (cf., among others, Guasti 1988; Cinque 1992; Scarano
2002; Moulton and Grillo 2014). Though the presentational che-clause might “look like” a PR,
Grillo and Moulton’s (G&M) (2016) investigation on PRs immediately shows that this analysis
is not tenable. Indeed, the authors convincingly show that PRs denote event kinds and that the
DP heading a PR is part of the event itself. Consequently, a Topic-Comment structure cannot
be associated to a PR since Topics typically denote individuals (not event kinds). Consider, for
instance, spatial and temporal modifiers: G&M (2016) show that these are banned with Present
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A final consideration concerning agreement is now in order for a compre-
hensive account of the relevant structure. Consider the presentational ci-
sentence in (43), in which a plural Topic is realized, and the relevant structure
in (44):

(43) Ci sono i miei fratelli che pro vivono in America
there be.3PL the my brothers that live.3PL in America
‘My brothers live in the States.’

(44) [ForceP [Force’ ci sono [ShiftP [DP i miei fratelli]k [FocP [Foc’ che [FinP [IP prok vi-
vono in America]]]]]]]

As can be noticed, plural agreement applies “downstairs” (i.e., within IP) and
“upstairs” (i.e., with the “copula”). Since we argue that the relevant functional
head is an illocutionary marker in Force°, the presence of agreement is not triv-
ial an issue.

We propose to analyze this phenomenon as a case of “Agreement in
COMP” (Rizzi 1990), revised from a Minimalist perspective. Assuming that
grammatical agreement starts out at C (“φ-features and tense appear to be
derivative [from C that is the phase head]”, cf. Chomsky 2008: 143), we draw
from Miyagawa (2012) the suggestion that in languages such as English and
Italian, agreement lowers to T (i.e., I, in the traditional terminology used in
this work) (via a mechanism of feature-inheritance), while it stays in C in
others.

We therefore propose that in presentational ci-sentences, being Topic-
Comment structures, the matrix pro is interpreted under long-distance Agree

PRs, as with other types of event kinds. This is not the case of presentational ci-sentences.
Compare (i) and (ii) below:

(i) *Ho visto Maria che balla al parco giovedì scorso
have.1SG seen Maria that dances.3SG at.the park Thursday last

‘I saw Maria dancing at the park last Thursday.’ (PR, from G&M 2016)

(ii) C’ è la Carrà che balla in TV giovedì prossimo / stasera
there be.3SG the Carrà that dances.3SG in TV Thursday next tonight
‘Mrs. Carrà is dancing on television next Thursday/tonight.’
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with the Shift° head through a “matching chain” between the subject pro,
the Fin° head and the A-Topic (cf. Frascarelli 2007). Specifically it is pro-
posed, in the respect of cyclicity, that after Merge of the subject pro, Agr
is merged in Fin° and matches abstractly with pro (i.e., with a “variable
matching”); subsequently the A-Topic is merged, matching (and valuating)
Fin°. Agreement features are thus lowered to I and spelt out as the typical
subject-verb agreement. Additionally, φ-features and tense features are
transmitted to Force°, determining agreement between the “copula” and
the Topic:25

(45)

[ForceP [Force’ci sono[ShiftP[DP i miei fratelli]k[FocP [Foc’ che [FinP Agr [IP prokvivono…]]]]]]]26

Agree feature-
inheritance

3.3.4 Explaining antiagreement effects and the lack of DE in (some)
there-sentences

Given the present analysis, it is possible to provide a comprehensive explana-
tion for the (apparent) antiagreement effects emerging on the “copula” in some
presentational ci-sentences. As a matter of fact, browsing corpora and story-
telling on internet blogs, it can be easily seen that the formula c’era una volta

25 This is consistent with Rizzi’s (1997) suggestion that Force and Fin are “two sides of the
same coin”, as they constitute the two boundaries of the C-domain, dedicated to illocutionary
force and finiteness, respectively. Even though Italian has no “Agr in C” phenomenon, the
claim that Fin° is the career of Agr features can be maintained on empirical grounds insofar as
Fin° is the projection related to finiteness in Italian as well. As a matter of fact, in Italian its
overt realization (in the form of prepositional COMPs) is triggered by infinitive clauses. Hence,
it might be argued that agreement morphology in C is parametrical (i.e., connected with either
finite or infinitive Agreement).
26 Though we concentrated the analysis on presentational ci-sentences in which the post-
copular DP is followed by a that-clause, it is important to underline that the relevant Topic can
also be followed by a PP, usually having a locative function (e.g., c’è tuo fratello alla porta ‘your
brother is at the door’, c’è Gianni in giardino ‘Gianni is in the garden’, cf. [30b]). We surmise that
in this case an elliptical Comment is realized. In particular we propose that the relevant Topic is
followed by the Comment (realized in IP), which only contains the predicative PP.
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(‘once upon a time’) is often followed by a coordinated DP, despite the 3SG per-
son form of the “copula”, as in:

(46) C’era3SG una volta un re e una regina (che desideravano tanto. . .)
‘Once upon a time a king and a queen (wanted so much. . .)’

(4950 Google occurrences)

It should be noticed, however, that such antiagreement effects do not appear
either with plural (non-coordinated) DPs (47a-b) or when the first member of
the coordination is plural (47c):

(47) a. *C’era3SG una volta [i sette nani]. . .
‘Once upon a time the seven dwarfs. . .’

b. *C’era3SG una volta [i cittadini poveri di un regno]
‘Once upon a time the poor servants of a kingdom. . .’

c. *C’era3SG una volta [due sorellastre e una regina molto cattiva]. . .
‘Once upon a time two step-sisters and a very bad queen. . .’

We propose that the 3SG marking shown in (46) is not a case of antiagreement,
and that it can be immediately explained through a bi-clausal structural analy-
sis. Specifically, we argue that the formula c’era una volta constitutes an inde-
pendent existential sentence, in which the post-copular NumP [una volta] has
a predicate function, while the clitic pronoun ci is the subject (cf. § 2.2). The
latter is coindexed with the Topic DP in the following (juxtaposed) presenta-
tional sentence (implementing a Topic-Comment structure). In other words, the
presentational sentence represents the “logical complement” of the existential
clause (like in a sort of direct speech narration):

(48) [GP [IP [DP c’]i era [SC ti tk]] [FocP [NumP una volta]k tIP]]
[ForceP [ShiftP [DP un re e una regina]k [FocP [Foc’ che [FinP [IP prok desideravano
tanto. . .]]]]]]

Hence, when “antiagreement effects” are found in presentational ci-sentences,
we are dealing in fact with two separate sentences (as in [48]), in which copular
agreement depends on the predicate NumP of the former; on the other hand,
when the “copula” (i.e., the illocutionary marker) and the main verb both agree
with the post-copular DP, a unique Topic-Comment structure must be assumed
(as in [45]).

It is now important to observe that the bi-clausal construction in (48) can
be taken as the source structure for the grammaticalization process deriving the
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complex illocutionary head c’è/c’era (‘there is/was’), which is merged in Force°
in presentational ci-sentences. Our hypothesis is that, starting from the struc-
ture in (48), the existential sentence c’era una volta has been re-analyzed as
a formula (typically used to introduce fairy-tales). Then, with the loss of the
temporal NumP [una volta], the relevant structure has reduced to c’era, which
has finally lost its structural articulation and completed its grammaticalization
process to become a functional head.

The bi-clausal structure proposed in (48) can also provide an explanation
for there-sentences like (33) above (repeated below as [49]), in which the for-
mula c’era una volta is followed by a non-topical DP (cf. Figure 5 and the rele-
vant discussion):

(49) C’era una volta [Lea e Bea] con la mamma e con papà
‘Once upon a time, Lea and Bea were with mummy and daddy.’

Given the present analysis of ci-sentences, the structure in (49) cannot be ana-
lyzed as an existential construction, which excludes definite DPs in post-
copular position (cf. § 3.1). Nor can the relevant sentence be considered
a presentational ci-construction of the type illustrated in § 3.3.3, as the latter
introduces a Topic-Comment structure. Since [Lea e Bea] in (49) is a definite
non-topical DP, we propose a bi-clausal analysis for it (like [48]). Accordingly,
it is formed by an existential construction (i.e., c’era una volta) followed by
a second sentence including a SC, in which the PP is the predicate and the sub-
ject DP [Lea e Bea] is a fronted Focus:

(50) [GP [IP [DP c’]i era [SC ti tk]] [FocP [NumP una volta]k tIP]]
[ForceP [FocP [DP LEA E BEA]k [SC tk [PP con la mamma e con papà]]]]

Finally, the syntactic analysis proposed for presentational ci-sentences also al-
lows for an independent and comprehensive explanation for the absence of DE
effects observed in languages like Italian (in which [+def] DPs are not excluded
from the post-copular position; cf. § 3.2). It should be now clear that this possi-
bility is connected to the existence of presentational ci-constructions (or else of
bi-clausal structures like [48]), in which the post-copular DP cannot show DE
effects because it is not a predicate with a reduced functional structure (§ 2.2.1)
but a Topic and, as such, specific (and referential) by definition (Frascarelli
2007).

If this analysis is on the right track, the prediction is that DE can only be
found in languages in which presentational or bi-clausal there-sentences are not
(or only marginally) available, due to independent core grammar restrictions
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(concerning, for instance, the realization of dislocated constituents in the C-
domain). This interesting issue will be addressed in future investigations.

4 Conclusions

In this paper different types of copular constructions have been analyzed, pro-
viding syntactic, semantic and interface (discourse-prosody) evidence for three
major claims.

First of all, it is argued that existential sentences are marked copular con-
structions in which the post-copular NumP is a Narrow Focus, whereas the loc-
ative PP is a right-hand G-Topic. Existential sentences thus require the raising
of the relevant NumP to Spec,FocP and IP-inversion to Spec,GP. This derivation
can account for a number of specific syntactic and intonational properties.

Secondly, presentational ci-sentences have been approached and, differ-
ently from recent proposals, a Topic-Comment structure has been proposed to
account for their derivation. In particular, it is argued that in this type of copu-
lar constructions the post-copular DP is a left-hand A- or C-Topic, while the fol-
lowing material is the Comment. Discourse and intonational evidence has been
discussed, from children’s and adults’ naturalistic data, clearly showing a Topic
contour for the relevant post-copular DP and the creation of a Topic chain after
its production. In this picture, the c’è/c’era ‘there is/was’ form is no longer a cop-
ula but a complex functional head, that is to say an illocutionary marker, merged
in Force°. Its origins have been indicated in the c’era una volta (‘once upon a
time’) formula introducing fairy-tales: a predicative copular structure which has
been grammaticalized after the loss of the predicative NumP una volta.

Finally, a bi-clausal analysis has been proposed for structures in which an
existential construction seems to “overlap” with the Topic-Comment articula-
tion that is typical of presentational ci-sentences. This explanation can also ac-
count for those ci-sentences in which a non-topical definite DP follows the c’era
(una volta) form.

To conclude, the present analysis provides an interface-based, comprehensive
explanation for a number of morpho-syntactic properties and prosodic phenom-
ena connected with existential sentences (and for important asymmetries with re-
spect to other copular constructions). Furthermore, it allows to maintain, with
Moro (1997), that DE is a universal property of existential sentences: when it is ap-
parently violated, we are in fact dealing with presentational ci-sentences, which
are parametrically available in different languages, possibly depending on inde-
pendent information-structural restrictions concerning the realization of Topics.
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Luigi Rizzi

Che and weak islands

1 Introduction

The study of locality has triggered much work on subtle, but stable, contrasts
of acceptability between minimally different structures, giving empirical sub-
stance to the theoretical literature (Rizzi 1990, 2004, Manzini 1992, 1997, 1999
and much related work).

A very minimal, and yet very clear contrast involves the different forms of
the inanimate wh-element in Italian. The wh-element che, functioning in collo-
quial varieties as a reduced variant of che cosa (what), is not extractable from
weak islands, in contrast with the complete form che cosa, and the other re-
duced form cosa. This is clearly illustrated by negative island contexts1:

(1) a. Che cosa hai detto?
‘What did you say?’

b. Cosa hai detto?
‘What did you say?’

c. Che hai detto?
‘What did you say?’

(2) a. Che cosa non hai detto?
‘What didn’t you say?’

b. Cosa non hai detto?
‘What didn’t you say?’

c. *Che non hai detto?
‘What didn’t you say?’

The same contrast holds at the level of relative acceptability for more robust
weak islands such as the wh-island: extraction of che cosa and cosa is de-
graded, but extraction of che sounds more severely deviant:

Luigi Rizzi, University of Geneva – University of Siena

1 I believe that the contrast has been discovered by Rita Manzini, even though I was unable to
identify the appropriate reference in her publications. In any event, the empirical observations
and analytic ideas of this short note have been inspired by discussions that Rita and I had on
asymmetries and the proper theoretical treatment of weak islands over the years.
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(3) a. ?(?) Che cosa non sai come dire __?
‘What don’t you know how to say?’

b. ?(?) Cosa non sai come dire __?
‘What don’t you know how to say __?’

c. *Che non sai come dire __?
‘What don’t you know how to say?’

The notation “?(?)” is meant to express the variability of the judgment across
speakers, depending on lexical choices and other factors; here I use not know
as the verb taking the indirect question; this choice may seem non-optimal, as
it involves a negation, hence a negative island on top of the wh island; never-
theless, extractions from indirect questions selected by not know sound more
natural than extractions from complements of wonder or other verbs taking in-
direct questions, so I will systematically use this kind of structures.

The asymmetry illustrated by (2) and (3) is very sensitive to minimal modifi-
cations. For instance, both the full and the reduced forms can be modified by
altro (else); in this case, the contrast between che and the other forms disap-
pears. All the forms sound fully acceptable in cases of extraction from
a negative island:

(4) a. Che cos’altro non hai detto?
‘What else didn’t you say?

b. Cos’altro non hai detto?
‘What else didn’t you say?

c. Che altro non hai detto?
‘What else didn’t you say?

And the three forms are equally marginal in cases of extraction from a wh
island:

(5) a. ?(?) Che cos’altro non sai come dire __?
‘What else don’t you know how to say?

b. ?(?) Cos’altro non sai come dire __?
‘What else don’t you know how to say?

c. ?(?) Che altro non sai come dire __?
‘What else don’t you know how to say?

In this paper I would like to relate the surprising properties of che, compared to
che cosa and cosa to an hypothesis on the internal structure of these elements.
The analysis will be expressed in terms of a theory of intervention locality
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based on Relativized Minimality, relying in particular on a fundamental factor
which modulates the relative acceptability of extractions from weak islands, ac-
cording to recent versions of this approach: the presence or absence in the
moved wh-phrase of a lexical restriction.

2 The role of the lexical restriction

The beneficial effect of the pied-piping of an overt lexical restriction in contexts
of intervention is straightforwardly shown by the following facts in French.
With wh-element combien (how much/how many) in object position, the lexical
restriction connected to the wh-element by preposition de (of) can be pied-
piped, or left in situ, with subextraction of combien:

(4) a. [Combien de problèmes] a-t-il résolus __?
‘How many of problems did he solve __?

b. Combien a-t-il résolu [__ de problèmes] ?
‘How many did he solve of problems ?’

If these two options are tested in weak island environments, we get a clear con-
trast. Across an intervening negation pied-piping is fine and subextraction is
deviant:

(5) a. Combien de problèmes n’a-t-il pas résolus __?
‘How many of problems did he not solve __?

b. *Combien n’a-t-il pas résolu [ __ de problèmes] ?
‘How many did he not solve of problems ?’

In the context of extraction from an indirect question, pied-piping is also de-
graded to some extent, but the contrast persists and is clearly detectable at the
level of relative acceptability:

(6) a. ? Combien de problèmes ne sait-il pas comment résoudre __?
‘How many of problems doesn’t he know how to solve __?

b. *Combien ne sait-il pas comment résoudre [__ de problèmes] ?
‘How many doesn’t he know how to solve of problems ?’

These minimal pairs clearly show that the lexical restriction plays a crucial role
in facilitating extraction from a weak island environment.
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Italian does not have the equivalent of the combien de NP structure: the
wh-element equivalent to combien, quanto/quanti, directly takes an NP comple-
ment without the mediation of a preposition, and agrees with it in gender and
number; nevertheless, the NP can be extracted via ne cliticization:

(7) a. Quanti problemi hai risolto __?
‘How many problems did you solve ?’

b. Quanti ne hai risolti __?
‘How many of-them did you solve?

In case of extraction from a wh-island, the equivalent of (7)a is slightly mar-
ginal, whereas the equivalent of (7)b is more severely degraded:

(8) a. ? Quanti problemi non sai come risolvere __?
‘How many problems don’t you know how to solve?’

b. * Quanti non sai come risolverne __?
‘How many don’t you know how to solve?’

We see different and interacting factors at work here, but a general conclusion
which seems justified is that, all other things being equal, extraction of
a lexically restricted wh-element is more acceptable than extraction of a bare
wh-element. The contrast in (8) suggests that the trace of a lexical restriction
(after ne cliticization) does not count to determine an improvement.

3 Featural Relativized Minimality

In terms of the featural characterization of Relativized Minimality developed in
Friedmann, Belletti & Rizzi (2009), based on Starke (2001) and Rizzi (2004) (in
turn elaborating on Rizzi 1990; see also Belletti & Guasti 2015 for an overview of
the results of this approach in the acquisition of A-bar dependencies), the two
structures of (6) have representations like the following, in which +Q is the fa-
miliar morphosyntactic feature involved in the attraction of wh-elements in
questions, and +N designates a wh-phrase in which a lexical restriction is
present:

(6’) a. ? Combien de problèmes ne sait-il pas comment résoudre __?
‘How many of problems doesn’t he know how to solve __?
+Q+N +Q __
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b.* Combien ne sait-il pas comment résoudre [__ de problèmes] ?
‘How many doesn’t he know how to solve __ of problems ?’
+Q +Q __

Let us consider the following definition of featural Relativized Minimality
(fRM):

(9) In . . . X . . . Z . . . Y . . . a local relation between X and Y is disrupted when
i. Z structurally intervenes between X and Y, and
ii. Z shares relevant morphosyntactic features with X

“relevant morphosyntactic features” are those involved in the local relation
under scrutiny. As we are looking at movement dependencies, “relevant mor-
phosyntactic features” are those which trigger movement: in (6’), +Q and +N.
The relevance of +Q is straightforward: it is the feature attracting wh-elements
to the left-periphery. As for +N, Friedmann, Belletti & Rizzi (2009) argue that
the latter participates in attracting movement in that in many languages lexi-
cally restricted wh-phrases have distinct landing sites with respect to bare wh-
elements, typically in the higher part of the cartography of CP.

The most straightforward piece of evidence comes from the North Eastern
Italian dialects (such as Bellunese) in which lexically restricted wh-elements
are pronounced before the rest of the clause (“Of which boy have you spo-
ken?”), whereas bare elements are pronounces clause-finally (“Have you spo-
ken with whom?”). According to Munaro’s (1999) analysis, both types of wh-
elements are moved to the left periphery to two distinct positions, according to
the following partial map:

(10) . . . +Q, +N . . . . . . X . . . . . . +Q . . .. IP

Wh movement is followed by remnant movement of the IP to the intermediate
position X, so that the lower +Q position ends up being spelled out at the end
of the clausal structure. Regardless of the formal details of the analysis, the
basic distributional properties of the two types of wh-elements provide straight-
forward evidence for differentiating the landing site of lexically restricted and
bare wh-elements. Such a differentiation is supported by numerous kinds of ev-
idence in other languages (Villata, Rizzi & Franck 2016, text below ex. (3)).

So, +N contributes to finely modulating the target of wh-movement, and as
such it is taken into account as a relevant feature in the computation of inter-
vention relations.
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One goal of this approach is that the featural definition of RM can also cap-
ture the gradation of judgments: when the featural overlap is full, i.e., the tar-
get and the intervener have the same featural specification, the disruption is
maximal; when the featural overlap is partial, the disruption is less severe.

In both cases (6’)a–b, the extracted element and the intervener have
a relevant feature in common (+Q), and this causes the deviance of the struc-
tures; but in (6’)a the target of movement is partially distinct from the inter-
vener (we have an inclusion relation between X (+Q, +N) and Z (+Q)), and this
captures the more acceptable status of the configuration compared to the to-
tally non-distinct case (6ʹ)b, characterized by an identity of relevant features
(+Q) on both X and Z.

As for the fact that the trace of the lexical restriction does not improve
things in (8)b, we can observe that under the copy theory of traces a full copy
of the clitic, corresponding to the lexical restriction, is present in the represen-
tation of (8)b. Nevertheless, we may assume that for a feature to be taken into
account in the calculation of locality, the feature must be internal to the phrase
whose properties we are computing. In the case of the clitic trace, the feature is
not fully internal in the sense that one of occurrence of ne is inside and the
other is outside the wh-phrase:

(8’) b. [Quanti <ne>] non sai come risolverne __
+Q <+N> +Q +N

If only fully internal specifications count, the clitic trace does not help here to
improve things.

It is also important to notice that the negative island and the wh-island ex-
hibit different levels of strength, particularly in cases in which the moved ele-
ment is lexically restricted, such as (5)a and (6)a: in the negative island,
extraction of the lexically restricted element produces a structure which sounds
fully acceptable, as in (5)a (even though in dealing with such examples, speak-
ers need an extra moment of reflection, to imagine a context in which the struc-
ture would be naturally produced; this could be made visible in reading time
experiments, which would be worth conducting with systematicity in weak is-
land environments), whereas the extraction of the lexically restricted element
from the wh island is marginal, as in (6)a. The difference between the two cases
probably resides in the fact that target and intervener share the same exact fea-
ture in (6)a (+Q), while they are characterized by features which, while both
belonging to the same class of operator features, are distinct in (5)a (the target
is +Q and the intervener is +Neg). The system clearly is sensitive to the feature
class (Rizzi 2004), in that intervention effects are caused by interveners
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characterized by features belonging to the same featural class as the features
characterizing the target; nevertheless, a higher level of disruption may be de-
termined when the feature is identical, with respect to the case in which two
distinct features belonging to the same class are involved. The featural distinc-
tion between target and intervener, combined with the +N specification of the
target, may cause violations of negative islands with lexically restricted wh-
phrases like (5)a to sound virtually perfect; whereas in cases of identity of the
operator feature, as in the violation of wh-islands, we always perceive some de-
gree of marginality, as in (6)a. An additional element in support of the view
that distinct operator features on the target and intervener may determine
weaker violations than identical operator features is provided by the observa-
tion that extractions from wh-islands through relativization in Italian yield, or
approximate, full acceptability, in contrast with the marginality of extraction
via main question formation, as pointed out in Rizzi 1982, ch. 2, p. 51 (+R is the
criterial feature triggering movement in relatives, the analogue of +Q for
questions):

(11) a. Ecco un incarico che non so proprio a chi potrei affidare __
Here is a task that I really dont know to whom I could entrust __

+R, +N +Q __

b. ? Che incarico non sai proprio a chi potresti affidare __
‘What task do you really not know to whom you could entrust __
+Q,+N +Q __

It may be conceivable to assimilate cases involving distinct attracting features
belonging to the same feature class to the case of intersection, a set theoretic
relation between target and intervener that has been shown to be more easily
accessible to language learners than the relation of inclusion (Belletti,
Friedmann, Brunato, Rizzi 2012). I will not pursue this possible development
here.

4 Che, cosa, and che cosa

Back to our initial empirical observation, the structure of che cosa presumably
is something like the following (see Manzini 2014 for a unified analysis of che-
like forms occurring in the left periphery in different Italian dialects; see also
Manzini & Savoia 2005):
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(12) DP

Che+Q NP
|

cosa

So, the first idea that comes to mind in connection with the two reduced
forms cosa and che is that they correspond to (12) except for the lack of
an overt occurrence of one or the other element. If that were the case, the
very different behavior illustrated by (2), (3) would remain mysterious. But
it should be noticed that there is a fundamental difference between the
two reduced cases: che is the bearer of the Q feature, hence its presence is
necessary to qualify the expression as an interrogative element (as in che
libro, che idea, etc.: what book, what idea, . . .). Therefore, the representa-
tion of the reduced form cosa must necessarily contain a null occurrence
of che, otherwise the phrase would not qualify as an interrogative element
at all. So we must have

(13) DP

Che+Q NP
|

cosa

(where the overstrike intends to express the silent nature of the element
carrying the Q feature). On the other hand in the reduced form che, as the
necessary Q feature is expressed on che, the lexical restriction expressed by
the functional noun cosa in che cosa can presumably be dispensed with,
and be radically absent. Therefore, simple considerations on the necessary
specification of the Q feature lead to assuming significantly different repre-
sentations for cosa and che. For che, we would thus have something like
the following:

(14) DP
|

Che+Q

Under this analysis, here we have a bare, non-lexically restricted wh element,
which is expected to pattern with other bare wh-elements such as combien in
extraction environments. We can therefore capture the strong sensitivity of che
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to weak island environments, as well as the fact that cosa (represented as in
(13)) is about on a par with che cosa.2

This analysis is supported by the observation in (4). If the element altro
(other) is added to the structure, an analysis of che as a bare D becomes un-
available: the DP projection must expand to include the modifier altro. But pre-
sumably the modifier cannot occur alone, it must select and co-occur with the
NP it modifies. So, when altro is present, we have to restore here a null NP
cosa; therefore, the three cases are all akin to the full form (12), and the parallel
pattern in the case of extraction from the weak island is thus to be expected.

5 Conclusion

Intervention locality effects appear to be sensitive to the richness of the internal
structure of the moved elements. In particular, lexically restricted wh-elements
are easier to extract, when the lexical restriction is pied-piped, than bare wh-
elements in weak island environments. In this short paper we have described and
analyzed a minimal contrast between different forms of the inanimate wh-element
in Italian: while the full form che cosa and the reduced form cosa give rise to mild

2 In (12) and (13) the wh-element is lexically restricted in the sense that it contains an NP spec-
ification (as opposed to (14)); nevertheless, this specification is functional, expressed by the
functional noun cosa (thing) not drawn from the contentive lexicon as libro, idea in in che
libro, che idea, etc. (what book, what idea, etc.). Villata, Rizzi & Franck (2016) show that, in
controlled grammaticality judgments expressed on a 7-point Likert scale, extraction of ele-
ments like what is systematically more degraded than extraction of elements like what book in
French. Notice that we are now introducing a further and finer distinction in Italian, between
wh-elements with a contentive lexical restriction (che libro), wh-elements with a functional re-
striction (che cosa, cosa), and wh-elements in which the lexical restriction is totally absent
(che). In fact, the presence of a contentive lexical restriction, the presence of a functional re-
striction, and the radical absence of a restriction seem to correspond to three detectable levels
of deviance in weak island contexts:

(i) ? Che libro non sai come procurarti?
‘What book don’t you know how to get?’

(ii) ?? Che cosa non sai come procurarti?
‘What don’t you know how to get?’

(iii) * Che non sai come procurarti?
What don’t you know how to get?’

This gradation suggests that the feature calculus should be refined to also take into account
the distinction between contentive and functional lexical restrictions. I will not discuss here
how to better capture these facts.
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violations of locality, the other reduced form che triggers a strong violation, com-
parable in force to adjunct extraction, or subextraction of combien in French. This
surprising asymmetry can be naturally captured by an analysis of the different in-
ternal structures of the three wh-forms, in interaction with a general approach to
intervention locality based on featural Relativized Minimality.
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Anna Roussou

Complement clauses: Case and
argumenthood

1 Introduction: Nominals and visibility

In traditional terms, subordinate clauses are distinguished to nominal and ad-
verbial ones. Nominal clauses can function as objects or subjects, while adver-
bials distribute like modifiers. In more formal terms, nominal clauses are
associated with A-positions1 and are introduced by complementizers, which, at
least in the languages of the Indo-European family, typically derive from the
(pro)nominal system (relatives, interrogatives, indefinites, etc.). This is the case
of English that, Romance che/que, Greek oti or pu, Russian čto, etc. In essence,
complement clauses are expected to have the distribution of NPs. Kayne (1982)
attributes their nominal distribution to the complementizer, arguing that its
role is to turn the clause to an argument.

Rosenbaum’s (1967) analysis directly captured the nominal nature of com-
plement clauses with the embedded sentence (S) being dominated by an NP
node, as in (1a). For Rosenbaum, complementizers “are a function of predicate
complementation and not the property of any particular sentence or set of sen-
tences” (p. 25). It is with Bresnan (1972) that complementizers are introduced as
part of the phrase structure rules (and not transformationally), as in (1b):

(1) a. NP → S
b. S´→ C S

Anna Roussou, University of Patras

Note: This paper is dedicated to Rita on the occasion of her 60th birthday, as a small sample
of gratitude and respect to an influential and intellectually stimulating teacher, colleague and
friend. Complementizers were the topic of my PhD dissertation supervised by Rita back in
1994, so that’s the link to the past. Complementizers are also an important aspect of Rita’s
more recent work, so this topic is also the link to the present. Rita’s intellectual influence is
evident throughout the paper, and I have no regrets for that!

1 Complement clauses as subjects may not necessarily occupy an A-position, but function as
Topics (Koster 1978, Davies & Dubinsky 2009), thus in an A’-position. If this analysis is correct,
then subject clauses are indirectly (via chain-formation) related to an A-position.
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According to (1b), C expands the sentence, and following the generalized X’-
schema (Chomsky 1986a), C projects its own phrase (CP). Being part of the
phrase structure, C becomes the head defining the left periphery of the clause,
realized not only by complementizers, but also by V-movement, as in Subj-Aux
inversion or V2 constructions. Under this conception, C takes the characteristics
of a ‘hybrid’ category, realized either by a complementizer or a verbal (V-to-C)
element. Treating C as an abstract category of this sort has been quite useful for
the expansion of the left periphery. However, it has blurred the association of
the syntactic category C with the complementizing morphemes.

Concentrating on complementizers, their systematic coincidence with (pro)
nominal elements cannot be treated as accidental. It is actually this coinci-
dence that gave rise to the analysis of complement clauses as some sort of rela-
tives (Arsenijević 2009, Kayne 2010, Manzini 2010). In particular, Manzini
(2010) argues that complement clauses are akin to free relatives, in the sense
that they do not modify another head. According to her analysis, che in Italian
(and its Romance co-generics) binds different variables (see also Manzini and
Savoia 2003, and for a ‘lighter’ version Roberts and Roussou 2003). More pre-
cisely, che as an interrogative or relative pronoun binds an individual variable
in (2a) and (2c), while che as a complementizer binds a proposition (or
a situation) in (2a) (Manzini 2010: 169):

(2) a. So che fai questo.
know-1SG that do-2SG this.
“I know that you do this.”

b. Il lavoro che fai è noto.
the work that do-2SG is known
“The work that you do is known.”

c. Che (lavoro) fai?
what work do-2SG
“What are you doing?” / “What work are you doing?”

The assumption that che is one and the same element in both constructions
eliminates discrepancies in the lexicon, reducing multiple instances of ho-
mophony. Taking it a step further, complementizer che embeds a proposition
and heads the argument selected by the predicate (see also Franco 2012).

Strictly speaking then, the relation between the selecting predicate and the
embedded clause is indirect, mediated by the complementizer, which merges
as the argument of the selecting predicate. This has some important implica-
tions. First, it allows us to retain the ‘traditional’ C position in the left periphery
of the clause as a scope position of the verb (in this context ‘C’ is
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a misnomer). Second, it does not exclude the possibility that some clause-
introducers may be part of the left periphery of the clause, merging either in C-
positions (thus predicate-related) or in nominal positions within the left periph-
ery, as is the case with the ‘subjunctive’ particles of the Balkan languages
(Roussou 2015 for Greek; Manzini and Savoia 2018 for Aromanian). A third im-
plication, relevant to the present discussion, has to do with the conditions that
relate to the ‘distribution’ of nominals: complement clauses, being nominal as
a function of their complementizer, are expected to be subject to the conditions
that regulate the distribution of NPs (to a greater or lesser extent).

It is this latter property that brings us to the issue of case/Case. In the
Government and Binding model (Chomsky 1981, 1986b), abstract Case assign-
ment regulated the distribution of NPs, dictating their surface position. In
Chomsky (1986b), the link between Case and argumenthood was captured
under the Visibility Condition, according to which arguments become visible
for theta-marking, only if they receive Case, thus allowing for Case to be ex-
pressed as a property of chains. Abstract Case involved a structural configura-
tion between a (lexical) head and an NP. Case as an addressing mechanism was
also implemented in argument A’-chains, eliminating the need for head govern-
ment (Manzini 1992).

Complement clauses present a problem for the Visibility Condition, assum-
ing Stowell’s (1981) Case Resistance Principle (CRP):

(3) Case may not be assigned to a category bearing a Case assigning feature.

Given the CRP, finite complements have a Case-assigning category (Tense) and
as such the clause cannot be assigned Case. In relation to this, Stowell argues
that only +N categories can be assigned Case. So the question is why comple-
ment clauses, despite being arguments, resist Case assignment (see also
Bošković 1995, Lasnik 2008). One option is to relate them to a case-marked
(null) element. Another option is to assume that they are caseless, a view put
forward by Pesetsky and Torrego (2004); some of the evidence Pesetsky and
Torrego offer is that complement clauses are not affected by passivization, as in
(4), and do not require the presence of a preposition, as in (5) (in fact that-
complements cannot be embedded under a preposition)2:

2 Whether or not a (finite) complement clause can be embedded under a preposition is subject
to parametric variation. As an anonymous reviewer points out, Italian may allow for a che-
clause to be embedded under a P (a), as in: era contrario a che tu partissi (‘he was opposed to
that you left’). See also the discussion on Greek nominalized clauses that follows.
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(4) a. [That the world is round] is believed by everyone.
b. It is believed [that the world is round].
c. [The world] is believed to be round.
d. *It is believed [the world] to be round.

(5) a. Bill was afraid that the storm would be destructive.
b. Bill was afraid *(of) the storm.

Being caseless, complement clauses are distinguished from NP arguments, thus
restricting Visibility to NP-arguments only.

The picture changes a bit, once we consider the role of Case in minimalism
(for an overview, see Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2008, Lasnik 2008). Case reduces
to a purely uninterpretable feature whose sole role is to activate the NP as a Goal;
as such, it is important for the establishment of an Agree relation with
v (accusative) or T (nominative) for example. The obvious question is why comple-
ment clauses cannot bear such an uninterpretable feature. In fact, nothing rules
out the possibility that the complementizer as the head of the complement clause
carries this feature. This alternative would maintain the similarities between nomi-
nals and complement clauses. Furthermore, if complementizers are nominal, and
only +N categories can bear Case, as argued by Stowell (1981), the obvious conclu-
sion to be drawn is that complement clauses are or can be case-marked.

Still, there is another deeper question, regarding the Case feature as such,
which is taken to be purely uninterpretable (thus part of narrow syntax but with
no effects at the interfaces; Chomsky 1995). At least languages with morphologi-
cal case systems show that case does play a role at the interfaces. The alternative
then is to assimilate case to a categorial feature, dispensing with an abstract
Case feature, while maintaining morphological case (hence abandoning the
“Case” notation). Pesetsky (2013) actually argues, on the basis of Russian data,
that morphological cases translate to categorial features; a genitive suffix is of
category N, a nominative one is of category D, an oblique is of category P, while
accusative is of category V. Manzini and Savoia (2010, 2011) also take case to
correspond to a categorial feature, but propose a different categorization: nomi-
native is a D feature, while accusative (direct internal argument) is N; based on
dative and genitive syncretisms they assign the category of ‘inclusion’ ⊆ to the
oblique case, which in many instances is realized as a Preposition.

Pairing the above with the view that complementizers are nominal we derive
a situation whereby complement clauses are not exempt from Visibility (see also
Knyazev 2016 on Russian). As arguments and as projections of a nominal cate-
gory they can in principle be associated with the range of categorial features that
are involved in nominal projections. Respectively, they can occur in positions
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that involve a D feature (subject), an N feature (object) or ⊆ (oblique object). To
put it in more abstract terms, they can enter into an Agree relation with desig-
nated heads that allow for the expression of D, N or ⊆ (P) properties.

In what follows, I will adopt Manzini and Savoia’s categorial approach on
case. I will also use the term ‘oblique’ as a cover term that excludes nominative
and accusative (also known as ‘direct’ cases). In Blake’s (2001) terminology,
this distinction concerns ‘core’ (nominative, accusative) vs ‘peripheral’ cases.
I will next show that Greek distinguishes between direct and oblique comple-
ment clauses. In particular, the former are introduced by oti, while the latter by
pu. Oblique complement clauses are those introduced by pu and are selected by
factive emotive predicates. Support for the oblique nature of pu-complements
will be provided by the fact that these may alternate with oti-complements em-
bedded under a preposition.

2 The empirical data

In this section I introduce the declarative complementizers in Greek and outline
their basic distributional properties. Greek has three such complementizers,
namely oti, pos and pu, which all translate as that in English, che in Italian, etc.
While oti and pos are in free distribution, pu is more restricted. The broad divi-
sion between oti/pos- vs pu-complements is that their distribution is deter-
mined by factivity (Christidis 1982, Roussou 1994, Varlokosta 1994). In short,
pu-complements are treated as factive, while oti/pos-complements are treated
as non-factive. However, as was already pointed out by Christidis (1982), this
division is rather simplistic, since oti-complements may also be selected by fac-
tive predicates, such as know and remember in (6a):

(6) a. Thimame/ksero oti milises sti Maria.
remember-1SG/know-1SG that talked-2SG to-the Mary
“I remember/know that you talked to Mary”

b. Thimame pu milises sti Maria.
remember-1SG that talked-2SG to-the Mary
“I remember that you talked to Mary.”

c. Nomizo oti/*pu milises sti Maria.
think-1SG that/that talked-2SG to-the Mary
“I think that you talked to Mary.”
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Note that substituting oti for pos in (6a) has no semantic import in the construc-
tion. The same verb thimame may also select for a pu-complement, as in (6b).
Finally, a non-factive verb like nomizo in (6) excludes pu.

According to Christidis (1982), selection of pu in (6b) gives rise to direct per-
ception (immediate recollection of an event in this case). This is supported by
that fact that while thimame can be modified when oti is selected, as in (7a),
this does not hold when pu is selected, as in (7b):

(7) a. Thimame me dhiskolia, oti milises sti Maria.
remember-1SG with difficulty that talked-2SG to-the Mary
“I remember, with difficulty, that you talked to Mary.”

b. #Thimame me dhiskolia, pu milises sti Maria.
remember-1SG with difficulty that talked-2SG to-the Mary
“I remember, with difficulty, that you talked to Mary.”

As Christidis argues, the modifier ‘with difficulty’ implies that there is some ef-
fort in remembering and therefore is not compatible with immediate recollec-
tion. As a result, selection of the pu-complement is infelicitous.

The class of factive predicates that split between oti and pu, correspond to
Hooper & Thompson’s (1973) Class E and Class D predicates respectively:

(8) Class D: resent, regret, bother, be sorry, be happy,. . .
Class E: realize, learn, discover, know, recognize, . . .

Class D predicates are emotives (psych-verbs), while Class E are broadly construed
as ‘perception’ verbs (mental perception, knowing, etc.). Apparently, class
E predicates are the ones that typically take an oti-complement, while Class D,
namely factive emotives, mainly take a pu-complement, as shown below:

(9) a. Xerome pu efije.
be.glad-1SG that left-3SG
“I’m glad that he left.”

b. Me=enoxlise pu efije.
me=bothered-3SG that left-3SG
“It bothered me that he had left.”

In the above examples, selection of oti is not available (unless it is nominalised,
as we will see in the next section). On the other hand, as we saw in relation to
the examples in (6) and (7), Class E predicates may take a pu-complement. In
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many cases though the pu-complement is available provided the matrix verb is
focused (on the relation of focus and factivity see Kalluli 2008). I will not get
into more details in the present paper, since this is not relevant to the discus-
sion that follows (but see Roussou 2010 for a preliminary overview).

The picture we get so far is that there is no one-to-one mapping between fac-
tivity and complement selection. At this point, it is useful to outline our set of
assumptions regarding factivity. First, factivity is a property of the selecting pred-
icate (de Cuba and Ürögdi 2010) and not of the complement clause. Emotives
present a subclass of factive predicates, and are the ones that require pu. Some
emotives, such as worry and fear (verbs of fearing), have a factive reading only
with a pu-complement; when the complement clause is introduced by oti there is
no factive reading. Second, selection by a factive predicate imposes certain re-
strictions on the interpretation of its complement. The traditional view of factivity
takes it that factive complements involve presupposition, i.e. the content of the
embedded clause is taken as granted (presupposed). In relation to this,
Haegeman and Ürögdi (2010) argue that factive complements are ‘referential’,
that is they have a fixed truth value. Syntactically, this means that they have
characteristics of definite DPs. Kastner (2015) argues that complements of presup-
positional predicates (factives being a subset of them) have a DP projection,
while complements of non-presuppositional ones are (bare) CPs. Assuming that
in either case, complement clauses of the sort discussed here are nominal, as
a property of the complementizer, the DP vs CP distinction can be understood in
slightly different terms in the present discussion:

(10) a. Presuppositional complements = [D [N Complementizer [ CP/ IP ]]]
b. Non-presuppositional complements = [N Complementizer [ CP/ IP ]]

According to (10), presuppositional complements project a D layer, while non
presuppositional ones do not and are the clausal equivalent of (bare) NPs. The
above structure simply translates their semantic properties into syntax. As we
will see in the following section, oti-complements have an overt D head (the
definite article to) when they occur as subjects, an option which is altogether
excluded for pu; the restrictions on pu will be attributed to the fact that it intro-
duces an oblique argument.

In the context of the above assumptions, the picture that emerges is that
pu introduces a proposition with a fixed truth value (true), while oti does so
only when selected by a factive predicate. So in the example (6c) above
Nomizo oti milises sti Maria “I think that you talked to Mary”, the embedded
proposition can be construed as true or false (so the proposition corresponds
to a variable; see also Baunaz 2015). So both oti (/pos) and pu embed
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a proposition which may or may not be referential, depending on the select-
ing predicate primarily and/or the complementizer. Going back to the differen-
ces between oti and pu when selected by a factive (non-emotive) predicate,
I will assume, along with Christidis (1982) that their differences relate to some
notion of indirect (oti) vs direct (pu) proximity. This is a well-known property
of deictic (demonstrative) pronouns, underlying the difference between that
(distal) and this (proximal) in English for example (that book vs this book,
proximity in relation to the speaker). This assumption suffices for the pur-
poses of the present discussion.

Consider next the other occurrences of oti, pos, and pu. Let us first start
with pu: apart from being a complementizer, pu is also a relativizer (for restric-
tive and non-restrictive relative clauses) alternating with the relative pronoun,
as in (11a) and (11b) respectively. There is also an interrogative pu ‘where’,
which unlike the complementizer/relativizer pu, is stressed, as in the examples
in (12):

(11) a. Sinandisa tin kopela [pu pire to vravio].
met-1SG the girl that got-3SG the prize
“I met the girl that got the prize.”

b. Sinandisa tin kopela [i opia pire to vravio].
met-1SG the girl the who got-3SG the prize
“I met the girl who got the prize.”

(12) a. Pú pas?
where go-2SG
“Where are you going?”

b. Pú to=katalaves?
where it=understood-2SG
“How did you understand this?”

c. Pú to=edhoses?
where it=gave-2SG
“Who did you give it to?”

First, relativizer pu is in complementary distribution with the relative pronoun,
thus the co-occurrence of pu with a relative pronoun is excluded. Second, inter-
rogative pu primarily has a locative reading, as in (12a), but can be interpreted
as a manner adverbial (from which x, did you understand it from x), or stand
for an indirect object, as in (12c) (on the latter, see Michelioudakis 2012).
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Consider next pos, which is a declarative complementizer in (13a), but also
has an interrogative meaning ‘how’ in (13b). Interrogative pos, just like inter-
rogative pu, is stressed:

(13) a. Nomizo pos Milise sti Maria.
think-1SG that talked-3SG to-the Mary
“I think that he talked to Mary.”

b. Pós tis= milise?
how her talked-3SG
“How did he talk to her?”

Finally, oti does not have an interrogative counterpart but can introduce free
relatives with an inanimate referent as in (14):

(14) O Janis perni o,ti tu= dhosis.
the John take-3SG whatever him=give-2SG
“John takes whatever you give him”

Orthographically, relative oti is written as o,ti (literally ‘the what’) and is treated
separately from the complementizer oti in traditional grammatical descriptions.
The same distinct categorization holds for the complementizers pu and pos and
their interrogative counterparts.

As already pointed out in section 1, this systematic coincidence between
(interrogative or relative) pronouns and complementizers within the same
grammar, as well as in other grammars, cannot be treated as accidental, that is
as multiple instances of homophony. The alternative adopted in this paper is
that there is a single element, binding different variables. Interrogative pos and
pu bind an individual variable (corresponding to an entity); the same extends
to free relative oti (subject to universal quantification) and relative pu. As com-
plementizers they all introduce a proposition and the variable they bind is that
of the proposition, restricted to an individual proposition or individual event in
factive readings, or ranging over a set of propositions in non-factive (embedded
interrogative) readings.

Before leaving this section, it’s worth providing some comparative evidence
from English. The morpheme that introduces (declarative) complement clauses as
in (15a) and relatives as in (15b), but is also used as a deictic pronoun as in (15c):

(15) a. I think [that John left].
b. I met the man [that Peter saw].
c. Peter saw [that man].
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As already pointed out, the question has been whether complementizer/relativ-
izer that and demonstrative that are the same element. As above, I assume that
it is the same element which binds different variables (see also Roberts and
Roussou 2003). More precisely, as a complementizer that binds a propositional
variable; as a relativizer it binds an individual variable, identified under predi-
cation with the head of the relative clause; finally, as a demonstrative it binds
an individual variable in a deictic context. Deixis in the latter case requires em-
phasis on the demonstrative.

English also uses how as a declarative complementizer, although its distri-
bution is more restricted:

(16) a. They told me how the tooth fairy doesn’t really exist.
b. Your dad once said how I had legs like Betty Brable.

Example (16a) is from Legate (2010) and (16b) from van Gelderen (2015: 161). So
although how is typically an interrogative element, it may also appear as a non-
interrogative complementizer, exhibiting an extreme resemblance in this respect
with its Greek counterpart pos. Legate (2010) argues that how-complements in-
volve a D-layer; Nye (2013) argues that they are associated with a factive interpre-
tation. If this is right, then English also shows a ‘dual’ declarative-complementizer
system. It should be noted though, that according to the discussion in Nye (2013),
how-complements are disallowed with Class E predicates, i.e. the predicates we
called ‘emotive factives’ in the present paper. In any case, what is worth bearing
in mind is that despite differences, Greek and English exhibit some similar
properties.

The pattern that arises so far is quite systematic: one form, different func-
tions, as illustrated in Table 1 below:

The assumption is that there is a core element that is compatible with different
interpretations depending on the variables it binds; thus the systematic

Table 1: The distribution of complementizer(-like) elements.

Complementizer Relativizer Interrogative

oti ✓ ✓ (free relatives) *
pos ✓ * ✓ (pós)
pu ✓ ✓ ✓ (pú)
that ✓ ✓ *
how ✓ * ✓
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‘coincidence’ within the same grammar and across grammars is accounted for.
According to Franco (2012) this core element is a (light) nominal. Baunaz and
Lander (2017) put forward a similar proposal, arguing that complementizers of
this sort exhibit ‘cross-categorial syncretism’: there is a core element but the
different functions are structurally disambiguated. To be more precise, the core
element, being an indefinite, can have different projecting layers as part of its
internal structure (nanosyntax). Adding layers has an effect on the function of
the element along the “(Dem) – Comp – Rel – Wh” sequence (‘Dem’ applies to
English that). Without going into any further details, it should be noted that
both pos and how pose a problem for cell-adjacency, invoked in cases of syncre-
tism. That is, syncretic cells are not adjacent (see * on the relativizer), thus giv-
ing rise to an illicit *ABA pattern. Leaving these remarks aside, we keep the
idea that there is a core indefinite (nominal) part, allowing us to unify the vari-
ous instances and functions of these elements.

Having outlined the basic distribution of declarative complementizers in
Greek, I next turn to the properties of pu with factive emotives arguing that
these complements have the properties of oblique (indirect) arguments.

3 Pu-complements as oblique arguments

In this section I will consider the properties of pu-complements with emotive
predicates. I will first outline the very basic syntactic properties of emotive
predicates in terms of their argument structure, including complement clauses,
and I will next provide the properties of pu-clauses in terms of extraction and
nominalization. Recall that the claim is that pu-complements of this sort have
the properties of oblique arguments. As such they are expected to alternate
with PP arguments, where that is relevant, and to create strong islands.
A number of properties such as the unavailability of being embedded under a P
head will also follow from their oblique status.

3.1 Emotive predicates and pu-complements

Emotive (psych) predicates have an experiencer argument which may be real-
ized as a subject or object. In Greek, the picture is slightly more complex since
voice (active vs middle-passive) may also play a role (for a recent analysis see
Alexiadou and Iordăchioaia 2014). Consider the following examples (MP = mid-
dle-passive):
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(17) a. I idhisis stenoxorun ton Jani.
the news upset-3PL the John
“The news upset John.”

b. O Janis stenoxorjete me tis idhisis.
the John Upset.MP-SG with the news
“John is upset with the news.”

In (17a), The DP i idhisis is the Causer and the DP ton Jani the Experiencer
(object), while in (17b), the Experiencer is in the subject position (o Janis), and
the second argument is realized as a PP and is interpreted as the Target of
Emotion (TE), according to Pesetsky’s (1995) analysis. If the preposition was ja
(for, about), as in ja tis idhisis, the interpretation in (17b) would be that of the
Subject of Emotion (SE), following Pesetsky’s terminology.

Some predicates may alternate between a Subject and an Object Experiencer
pattern without changes in voice (i.e. they occur in active voice only). This is the
case of anisixo (worry) in the example below:

(18) a. O Janis anisixise ton Petro.
the John worried-3SG the Peter
“John worried Peter” (i.e. John made Peter worry).

b. O Petros anisixi me ton Jani /ja ton Jani.
the Peter worry-3SG with the John /for the John
“John worries (is worried) with John/ about John”.

In (18a) the DP ton Petro is the Experiencer in object position, while in
(18b) it is in subject position. Note here that the verb remains in the active
voice in both consturctions. The DP o Janis is the Agent/Causer in (18a), but
the TM or SM of Emotion in (18b) depending on the preposition. As in the
examples in (17), object experiencers are marked with accusative, while sub-
ject experiencers with nominative. The TM or SM arguments are expressed
as PPs, and as such they are not ‘core’ (or ‘direct’) arguments but oblique
ones.

The above brief introduction is quite relevant in order to understand how
emotive predicates behave with respect to sentential complementation. In par-
ticular, we would expect to find a complement clause functioning as a subject,
with the Object Experiencer pattern, and as an oblique argument with the
Subject Experiencer pattern. Consider next the following examples, starting
with the verb stenoxorjeme (be upset):
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(19) a. O Janis stenoxorjete [pu efije o Petros].
the John upset.MP-3SG that left-3SG the Peter
“John is upset that Peter left.”

b. O Janis stenoxorjete [me /ja to oti efije o Petros].
the John upset.MP-3SG with /for the that left-3SG the Peter
“John is upset with/about the fact that Peter left.”

The verb in (19) is in the middle-passive voice, as in (17b) and the Experiencer
is in subject position (nominative o Janis). When the second argument is clausal
it is introduced by pu, or prepositionally (me or ja). Interestingly in the latter
case, the complementizer is oti embedded under the neuter definite article to.
These clauses are referred to as ‘nominalized clauses’ (Roussou 1991). The rele-
vant structure is given below:

(20) [P me/ja [D to [N oti [efije o Petros]]]

I have labelled the projection of oti as N, based on the assumption that it is
a nominal.

The PP-construction alternates with pu, as the example in (19a) shows.
Before we analyze this further, let us consider the example where the experi-
encer John occurs in object position. Given the pattern with the nominals, we
expect that the complement clause will assume a subject (or subject-like)
position:

(21) a. *[Pu efije o Petros] (ton)=stenoxori ton Jani.
that left-3SG the Peter him=uspet-3SG the John

b. [To oti efije o Petros] (ton)=stenoxori ton Jani.
The that left-3SG the Peter him=uspet-3SG the John
“That Peter left is upseting John.”

What the above contrast shows is that pu cannot occupy a subject position. On
the other hand, the nominalized clause can. As expected, in this case there is
no PP, but only a DP. As shown in Roussou (1991), nominalization is obligatory
with subject clauses and with objects of prepositions (a fact that is interpreted
in terms of Case-assignment). If the article to is absent, then the result is un-
grammatical in (21b), i.e. *Oti tha fiji o Petros (ton) stenoxori ton Jani.

On the basis of the above, we observe that pu-complements behave like ob-
lique (indirect) arguments. This is supported by the fact that the clausal com-
plements introduced by oti are embedded under a P, exactly like their nominal
counterparts. Furthermore, while oti-clauses in their nominalized form can
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occur in subject position (as nominative arguments), this is not the case for pu-
clauses, which seem to be restricted to object position. The lack of nominaliza-
tion with pu follows from its function as an oblique argument.

Let us now consider the predicate anisixo, as in the examples below:

(22) a. O Janis anisixi [oti efije o Petros].
the John worry-3SG that left-3SG the Peter
“John worries that Peter left”.

b. O Janis anisixi [pu efije o Petros].
the John worry-3SG that left-3SG the Peter

c. O Janis anisixe [me /ja to oti efije o Petros].
the John worry-3SG with /for the that left-3SG the Peter
“John worries (for the fact) that Peter left”.

According to the above pattern, anisixo can take an oti-complement, as in (22a).
Interestingly in this case there is no factivity involved. On the other hand, when
the complement clause is introduced by pu, as in (22b), or as PP, as in (22c),
only a factive reading is available. This is tested by using negation (dhen) in the
matrix clause:

(23) a. O Janis dhen anisixi oti efije o Petros: implies that Peter didn’t leave.
b. O Janis dhen anisixi pu efije o Petros: doesn’t imply Peter didn’t leave.

Thus while the complement clause has a fixed truth value (true) with pu in
(22b), or its PP counterpart in (22c), this is not the case with oti in (22a). Verbs
like anisixo present another sub-case of emotive predicates, known as ‘verbs of
fearing’ (verbi timendi). In Greek they also allow a complement introduced by
the complementizer mipos (see Makri 2013, Roussou 2017).

The pattern we get with anisixo (also with the verb fovame ‘fear’) is that it
can have an object experiencer (accusative) or a subject experiencer (nomina-
tive). In the latter case, the Cause argument is realized as a PP, including the
nominalized oti-complement, or as a pu-complement. I next turn to some other
properties of pu-complements which further support the oblique argument
analysis.

3.2 Extraction patterns

Extraction out of factive complements has been discussed extensively in the lit-
erature, offering a syntactic or semantic approach (for an updated overview,
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see Kastner 2015). With respect to Greek, non-factive oti-complements are not
islands, while factive oti-complements are weak islands, as they allow for argu-
ment but not for adjunct extraction; on the other hand, pu-complements are
strong islands (Roussou 1994, Varlokosta 1994). Consider the following exam-
ples with argument (object) extraction in (24) and adjunct extraction in (25):

(24) a. Pjon nomizis [oti apelisan pjon]?
who think-2SG that fired-3PL who
“Who do you think that they fired?”

b. *Pjon ksafniastikes [pu apelisan pjon]?
who surprised.MP-2SG that fired-3PL who
“Who were you surprised that they fired?”

c. ?Pjon anakalipses [oti apelisan pjon] ?
who discovered-2SG that fired-3PL who
“Who did you discover that they fired?”

(25) a. Pos nomizis [oti anteghrapse tin askisi pos]?
how think-2SG that copied-3SG the exercise how
“How do you think that he copied the exercise?”

b. *Pos ksafniastikes [pu anteghrapse tin askisi pos]?
how surprised.MP-2SG that copied-3SG the exercise how
“*How were you surprised that he copied the exercise?”

c. *?Pos anakalipses [oti anteghrapse tin askisi pos]?
how discovered-2SG that copied-3SG the exercise how
“*How did you discover that he copied the exercise?”

Starting with the examples in (25b-c), the output is ungrammatical when how/
pos is construed with the embedded predicate (grammatical only with matrix
scope); extraction out of the non-factive oti is grammatical (25a). Turning next
to argument (object) extraction in (24), we observe that there is a contrast be-
tween factive oti- and pu-complements. In the latter case, argument extraction
yields ungrammaticality. Extraction out of the factive oti-complement in (24c) is
only slightly degraded compared to argument extraction out of the non-factive
oti-complement in (24a).

There have been different proposals put forward in the literature regarding
the above contrasts. Since this is not a paper on factivity, I will not elaborate
further. For present purposes, I will assume, following Kastner (2015) that the
weak island effect is due to a semantic effect (presuppositional verbs do not in-
troduce new referents) accompanied by a syntactic structure that involves an
abstract D head. But if pu-complements also have a D projection, then we
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would expect them to behave like factive oti-complements. On the other hand,
as we saw above, pu-complements of emotive factives share the distribution of
oblique arguments. On these grounds, I suggest that the strong island effect is
due to this property. Keeping the parallelism with DP arguments, we would ex-
pect to find similarities in terms of extraction patterns.

Bearing the above discussion in mind, let us then consider the following
examples:

(26) a. Anisixisa [ti fili tis Marias].
worried-1SG the friend the.GEN Mary.GEN
“I worried Marias’s friend.”

b. Tinos anisixises [ti fili tinos] ?
who.GEN worried-2SG the friend who.GEN
“Whose friend did you worry?”

c. Anisixisa [ja ti fili tis Marias].
worried-1SG for the friend the.GEN Mary.GEN
“I worried about Mary’s friend.”

b. *Tinos anisixises [ja ti fili tinos]?
who.GEN worried-2SG for the friend who.GEN
“*Whose friend did you worry about?”

Extraction of the genitive out of the direct (accusative) argument tin fili tis
Marias is grammatical. However, extraction out of the oblique (PP) argument ja
tin fili tis Marias is ungrammatical (on locality conditions in Greek, see
Kotzoglou 2005). We expect that a similar pattern would be attested in extrac-
tion out of oti- vs pu- (and P+to oti-) complements:

(27) a. Anisixisa [pu /oti sinandise tin Maria].
worried-1SG that /that met-3SG the Mary
“I worried that he had met Mary.”

b. *Pja anisixises [pu sinandise pja]?
who worried-2SG that met-3SG who

c. *Pja anisixises [ja to oti sinandise pja ]?
who worried-2SG for the that met-3SG who

d. Pja anisixises [oti sinandise pja]?
who worried-2SG that met-3SG who
“Who did you worry that he had met?”

The oti-complement in (27d) does not block argument extraction, while pu and
the nominalized clause create a strong island effect.
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Without going into details, there seems to be a difference between extrac-
tion out of direct vs indirect or peripheral arguments (accusative vs oblique).
If oblique is an instance of an inclusion relation, involving some notion of
quantification (part of, etc.), then the fact that arguments of this sort carry
a quantificational property that interacts with the formation an Operator-
variable dependency is to be expected. Baunaz (2015) attributes the different
extraction patterns to the ‘size’ of the complementizer, i.e. the functional
layers it may involve, which interact with the ‘size’ of the extracted element.
Despite the different approaches invoked, the thing to bear in mind is that is-
landhood in factive complements is a function of the properties of the selecting
(‘presuppositional’) predicate and the properties of the complement clause.
The latter becomes relevant in the case of Greek, due to the selection of pu vs
oti in certain environments which matches oblique argument realization.

4 Case and complementation:
Some comparative evidence

The analysis suggested so far is built on a couple of assumptions: first, that the
complementizers under consideration are nominal and can be associated with
the range of features relating to nominals. Second, that case reduces to
a syntactic category. Morphologically, case is realized as an affix attaching to
a nominal head. Syntactically, the nominal (with or without an affix) functions
as the Goal in an Agree relation with a head that qualifies as a Probe. So in the
simplest cases, Agree with T (I) counts as nominative (D), while Agree with
v counts as accusative (N).

In the discussion so far, the claim has been that complement clauses can
be construed as direct (core) or indirect (peripheral) internal arguments. This,
to a large extent, depends on the lexical properties of the selecting predicate,
and can be manifested by selection of a distinct complementizer or by having
a Preposition mediating this relation. In these terms, complement clauses are
compatible with case, given that nominal arguments enter an Agree relation
with different heads. What about the Case Resistance Principle then that we
saw in section 1? Manzini and Savoia (2018: 254) provide the following
reformulation:

(28) Agree Resistance Theorem (ART)
CPs cannot enter into Agree relations with v or I probes because of their
lack of φ-features.
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Given the ART, Agree takes as a Goal the complementizer; so the Agree relation
is mediated by the complementizer, which turns the clause into an argument
(as in Kayne 1982). Other ways to derive the desired Agree relation include full
nominalization of the CP, as is Turkish for example, or embedding of the clause
under a preposition (in an oblique argument realization).3

The point of the discussion so far has been that the oblique strategy may
also be encoded on the complementizer, thus distinguishing between direct
and oblique complement clauses, introduced by oti and pu-respectively in
Greek. At this point it is worth mentioning that the P-strategy has been invoked,
in an abstract fashion, for Bulgarian deto-clauses. In particular, Bulgarian also
distinguishes between two declarative complementizers, če and deto, corre-
sponding to oti and pu respectively; deto is also the main relativizer and intro-
duces complements of factive emotive predicates (Krapova 2010). The relevant
examples are given below:

(29) a. Ninak ne săžaljavam
not-at-all no regret-1SG
deto sreštata im se e provalila.
that meeting-DET their REFL is failed.PRT
“I do not regret at all that their meeting has not taken place.”

b. Săžaljavam za/*na/*Ø provala na sreštata
regret-1SG for/of/ failure-DET of meeting-DET
“I’m sorry about the failure of the meeting.”

c. *Deto toj e xubav ne me=iznenada
that he is handsome not me surprsed-3SG
“That he is handsome, did not surprise me.”

The distribution of deto is very much like that of pu (although note that
Bulgarian allows for the complementizer če as well in (29a)): it is attested in
relatives, factive emotives, correlates with PP objects and is excluded from
a subject position.

Krapova (2010) argues that deto-clauses are concealed PPs, on the basis of
the alternation with a PP, as in (29b). The preposition selects for an abstract

3 An anonymous reviewer raises the question of how ‘verbal’ complementizers are accommo-
dated. For the purposes of the present paper, I can only acknowledge the problem. An account
of this pattern needs to take into consideration the general complementation pattern of the
languages that have V-type complementizers, bearing in mind the (un)availability of serial
verb constructions and/or the initial vs final position positioning in the structure.
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tova which is in turn modified by the deto-clause (thus treating deto-
complements as relative clauses). The relevant structure is given below:

(30) săžaljavam [PP za/⊘ [DP tova/⊘ [CP deto . . .. ]]]

With deto, the preposition za and the demonstrative tova can be deleted. In
some cases, the preposition remains, as in zadeto (za+deto), without the
demonstrative.

Whether or not this analysis can extend to Greek is questionable. In the
Greek case, pu and the preposition cannot co-occur.4 In fact, as we saw in the
previous section, when the complement clause is expressed as a PP, then its
complement is a nominalized (to-oti = the that) clause. So the empirical evi-
dence from Greek does not support the schematic representation in (30). Note
that it’s not a generalized property of pu that it cannot participate in nominali-
zation. Consider the following example:

(31) [To [pu tha pame]] dhen to=gnorizo.
the where will go-1PL not it=know-1SG
“I don’t know where we’ll go.”

In (31) pu functions as an interrogative ‘where’. The wh-clause it introduces is
topicalized, and is nominalized (forming a chain with the object clitic to). What
is interesting is that pu as a complementizer resists nominalization, a property
which in our analysis was attributed to the fact that it occurs in oblique argu-
ment positions.

Another instance of PP-complementation is discussed by Knyazev (2016)
with respect to Russian. The relevant cases involve predicates that can be con-
strued with an agentive or non-agentive reading. For example, as agentive, the
verb govorit (say) takes a čto-complement or a complex PP complement, as in

4 A point of clarification here: if pu is part of an NP, as in to jeghonos pu (the fact that), it can
only be construed as a relativizer. However, this is not necessarily the case when the nominal
is an emotive one:
(i) Eksefrase tin lipi=tu/ xara=tu [pu tha fighume].

expressed-3sg the sadness his happiness his that will leave-1pl
“He expressed his sadness/happiness for our leaving.”

In this respect, Greek seems to differ from Bulgarian, which in this context reverts to the com-
plementizer če, and excludes deto (see Krapova & Cinque 2015: fn. 9).
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(32) However, in its non-agentive reading (meaning ‘indicate’) it only takes
a PP, as in (33) (pp. 2–3):

(32) a. Učenye govorjat, čto
scientists.NOM say that
na ètoj territorii ran’še žili ljudi.
on this territory.LOC earlier lived people.NOM
“Scientists say that earlier people used to live on this territory.”

b. Učenye govorjat o tom čto
scientists.NOM say about it that
na ètoj territorii ran’še žili ljudi.
on this territory.LOC earlier lived people.NOM
“Scientists are talking about the fact that earlier people used to live on
this territory.”

(33) a. Èti naxodki govorjat *čto
these findings.NOM say that
na ètoj territorii ran’še žili ljudi.
on this territory.LOC earlier lived people.NOM

b. Èti naxodki govorjat o tom, čto
these findings say about it.LOC that
na ètoj territorii ran’še žili ljudi.
on this territory.LOC earlier lived people.NOM
“These findings indicate that earlier people used to live on this
territory.”

The picture is more complex than the one presented here. What is relevant to
the present discussion though is Knyazev’s claim that čto-complement clauses
require case. More precisely, čto appears in ‘accusative’ contexts (what we
would call Agree between v and čto), when the verb is agentive, but it is embed-
ded under a PP in oblique contexts when the verb is non-agentive. When the
verb cannot assign accusative independently of complement selection (i.e. DP
vs CP), the claim is that there is a null P. For our purposes it suffices to mention
two points relevant to our discussion: first, that the notion of case extends to
complement clauses, and second, that complement clauses behave like their
NP-counterparts.

In short, in the present section I looked at some comparative evidence on
how complement clauses behave in relation to case. The relevant data were
viewed in the context of the Greek data and the Agree Resistance Theorem, pro-
posed by Manzini and Savoia (2018).
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5 Conclusion

In this paper I have discussed the Visibility Condition on arguments, on the
basis of complement clauses. The key idea has been that complementizers are
nominal elements and as such they can be associated with the range of features
(projections) of the nominal system. In relation to case, I have assumed that it
is a categorial feature and therefore interpretable. The dual declarative comple-
mentizer system of Greek has supported the view that complement clauses may
occur as direct (accusative) or indirect (oblique) arguments. The distinction be-
tween oti- and pu-complements has been quite revealing in this respect. In par-
ticular, the claim has been that pu-complements of factive emotives are oblique
arguments; this has been supported by the fact that they can be substituted by
PPs (P+to oti-clause). This latter option is attested in Bulgarian and Russian as
well (in similar or different complementation contexts), thus offering further
empirical support to the present analysis.
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Tarald Taraldsen

The internal structure of Nguni nominal
class prefixes

1 Introduction: The V-CV analysis of class
prefixes

This section introduces the properties of Nguni nominal class prefixes that are
invoked to motivate the analyses in Taraldsen (2010) and Taraldsen et al. (2018).
It provides some basic motivation for a decompositional analysis of the class pre-
fixes and should be read as a prelude to the new proposals in section 2.

1.1 Two morphemes lexicalizing three heads

Nguni languages (Xhosa, Zulu, Swati, Ndebele) sort nouns into 13 different
noun classes each associated with a distinct class prefix. The Xhosa paradigm
is shown in (1):

(1) Class 1 u-m- Class 2 a-ba-
3 u-m- 4 i-mi-
5 i-(li)-1 6 a-ma-
7 i-si- 8 i-zi-
9 i-N- 10 i-zi-N- / ii-N-
11 u-(lu-)
14 u-(bu-)
15 u-ku-

The initial vowel of the forms listed in (1) is uncontroversially analyzed as
a separate morpheme generally called the “augment”. It has a morphosyntactic

Tarald Taraldsen, CASTL, University of Tromsø

1 The parenthesized pieces never show up on polysyllabic stems in class 5 and show up on
polysyllabic stems in classes 11 and 14 only in contexts where the augment (the initial vowel)
is dropped. Likewise, ii-N- rather than i-zi-N- occurs with polysyllabic stems except when the
augment is dropped. N is a homorganic nasal.
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life of its own falling away in certain syntactically defined environments, e.g. in
the scope of negation and when preceded by a demonstrative.

There is a pairing of singular and plural classes. In (1), the classes in the
left column are singular classes while those in the right column are plural clas-
ses. A noun in a singular class from 1 up to 9 generally has a plural form in the
class to its right in (1). For example, the class 1 noun u-m-ntu “person” finds its
plural form a-ba-ntu “people” in class 2. In general, each member of a singular/
plural pair might be taken to have the same gender, but different number, and
the shape of the prefix would be conditioned by this, e.g. as in Carstens (1991),
but I’ll take issue with this view in section 2.

The Xhosa paradigm is representative of the Nguni system except for Swati,
which is discussed in section 3. Another property of Xhosa is also typical of the
Nguni languages except for another special feature of Swati also discussed in
section 3. A verb agreeing with a subject will have an agreement marker in the
same class as the subject. and as seen in (2), there is a regular correspondence
between the subject agreement markers (“subject concords”: SCs) and parts of
the corresponding class prefixes on nouns:

(2) the class prefix the SC
class 1 u-m- u-

2 a-ba- ba-
3 u-m- u-
4 i-mi- i-
5 i-li- li-
6 a-ma- a-
7 i-si- si-
8 i-zi- zi-
9 i-N- i-
10 i-zi-N- zi-
11 u-lu- lu-
14 u-bu- bu-

In the classes where the initial segment of the basic prefix on nouns is a nasal
(the “weak classes”), the SC is identical to the augment,2 but in the other

2 There is an ill-understood exception. SC1, the subject agreement marker in class 1, is u only
when the verb is in the “principal mood”, i.e. roughly in main clauses and in subject-relatives.
Otherwise, it is a (like SC6). (When the verb is associated with a “latent i including all verbs in
the “participial mood”, this a is changed to e just like SC6 a and just like SC2 ba is changed to
be; cf. the cases of phonological coalescence discussed in section 3.)
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classes, it is identical to the part following the augment, i.e. the basic class pre-
fix. To capture this correspondence, Taraldsen (2010) proposes that the struc-
ture of a class prefix (including the augment) is as in (3) and that a single
morpheme (a vowel) “spans” the heads Aug and SC in the weak classes, while
a single morpheme (C(V)-shaped) spans SC and AC, as illustrated in (4):

(3) [ Aug [ SC [ AC [ N ]]]]

(4) a.

b. [Aug2[SC2[AC2[N]]] 

a ba ntwana

[Aug1[SC1[AC1[N]]]]

u m ntwana

In the context of the general theoretical assumptions adhered to in Taraldsen
(2010), this predicts that when the head SC occurs in isolation as a subject
agreement marker on a verb, it will lexicalized by the same morpheme that lex-
icalizes it when it occurs inside the class prefix of noun. That is, by the same
morpheme that lexicalizes the augment in the weak classes, but by the mor-
pheme that spells out the basic prefix elsewhere.

1.2 The class prefix contains a noun

I have mentioned that the spell-out of a class prefix on a noun might be seen as
conditioned by a number feature combining with a gender feature inherited
from the noun. But there are reasons to think that this is not quite right.

The first reason is that the pairing of singular and plural forms does not
always give the result expected on this view. For example, some class 1 nouns
have plurals in class 6 rather than class 2, e.g. u-m-Xhosa “a Xhosa” (class 1)/
a-ma-Xhosa “Xhosas” (class 6). Likewise, some class 9 nouns have plurals in
class 6 rather than class (10), e.g. i-n-doda “man” (class 6)/a-ma-doda “men”
(class 6). A priori, this might be handled by postulating extra genders X for
Xhosa and Y for doda and engineering syncretisms on the model of the
Romanian neuter nouns that look like masculine nouns in the singular and like
feminine nouns in the plural:
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(5) SG PL
M prieten prieten-i “friend”
N deget deget-e “finger”
F cas-a cas-e “house”

This analysis of Romanian nouns makes the correct prediction that a participle
or adjective agreeing with a conjunction of two singular neuter nouns will have
the same inflection as when it agrees with a single plural neuter noun, i.e. it
will have the feminine plural inflection:

(6) a. Un deget și un braţ au fost amputat-e/*-i
a finger and an arm have been amputated-F.PL/*M.PL
‘A finger and an arm have been amputated.’

b. Degetele/braţele au fost amputat-e/*-i
fingers-the/arms-the have been amputated-F.PL/*M.PL
“The fingers/arms have been amputated.”

Since the gender feature of neuter nouns in combination with the number fea-
ture [plural] (associated with a conjunction of singular nouns) should yield in-
flection identical to the feminine plural, what we see in (6) is exactly what the
three-gender analysis of Romanian predicts.

But by the same token, treating the Xhosa “irregular” singular/plural pairs
in an analogous fashion cannot be correct. If nouns like Xhosa and Zulu be-
longed to a distinct gender X and the combination the gender feature X with
the number feature [plural] is simply spelled out by the same morpheme that
spells out the gender feature of classes 5 and 6 in combination with [plural],
the SC in (7a) ought to be the class 6 SC a, as in (7b), but it isn’t:

(7) a. U-m-Xhosa no-m-Zulu ba/*a-sebenza ndawonye
1-1-Xhosa and.1-1-Zulu SC2/*SC6-work together
‘A Xhosa and a Zulu are working together.’

b. A-ma-Xhosa/Zulu a/*ba-sebenza ndawonye
6- 6- Xhosa/Zulu SC6-work together
‘The Xhosas/Zulus are working together.’

Rather, the SC in (7a) must be the class 2 SC ba suggesting that the singular
forms u-m-Xhosa and u-m-Zulu actually must have the gender feature associ-
ated with classes 1 and 2. But then, how come their plurals are in class 6, if the
gender feature determining the spell-out of the prefix is always inherited from
the host noun?
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The same question arises with the class 9 nouns that have plurals in class 6:

(8) a. I-n-doda ne-n-kwenke zi/*a-ya-cula
9-9-man and.9-boy SC10/*SC6-DJ-sing
‘A man and a boy are singing.’

b. A-ma-doda/kwenkwe a-ya-cula
6-6-man/boy SC6-DJ-sing
‘The men/boys are singing.’

To account for the “irregular” singular/plural pairs, Taraldsen et al. (2018)
abandon the idea that the gender feature determining the spell-out of the prefix
is inherited from the host noun in the class 6 plurals. Instead, the gender asso-
ciated with the class 6 prefix comes from a noun embedded inside the structure
lexicalized by the basic class 6 prefix ma as in (9):

(9) [[#P #{ PL, 6}  [ N6]] NY] 

ma

Then, Taraldsen et al. (2018) go on to propose that all the C(V)-shaped class
prefixes contain a noun which acts as a classifier:

(10) [[#P #{ PL, X}  [ NX]] NY] 

prefix 

This analytical decision is supported by the second observation that leads one
to abandon the view that the gender associated with a class prefix comes from
the host noun. In Bantu languages, the regular class prefix of a noun (its “pri-
mary prefix”) can be replaced by a “secondary prefix” that seems to shift the
meaning of the noun in a way similar to derivational morphology. For example,
the class 1 prefix of u-m-ntu “person” can be replaced with the class 14 prefix
bu to yield u-bu-ntu “humanity”. Other secondary prefixes are comparable to
augmentatives and diminutives in other languages. Like Carstens (1991, 1997),
Taraldsen et al. (2018) take the secondary prefixes to be connected to a silent
noun whose semantics impacts on the meaning of the overt host noun, but im-
plement this idea as in (10). This extends the analysis of the plural prefixes to
the secondary singular prefixes.
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However, a secondary prefix generally also occurs as the primary prefix of
a set of nouns. For example, the class 14 prefix bu which is used as a secondary
prefix in u-bu-ntu “humanity” also occurs as the primary prefix of basic class 14
nouns like u-bu-sika “winter”. The internal logic of the nanosyntactic approach
adopted by Taraldsen et al. (2018) forces the assumption that the structure un-
derlying bu is as in (10) also when it is used as a primary prefix and likewise for
the other class prefixes that are used both as primary and secondary prefixes,
e.g. the class 5 prefix in Shona. Thus, Taraldsen et al. (2018) conclude that all
class prefixes have the structure in (10) containing a noun acting as a kind of
classifier. This conclusion plays a critical role in the new analysis of class pre-
fixes that will be developed in the following sections.

2 The V-C-V analysis of class prefixes

In this section, I first present a generalization that is not captured in previous
accounts of the nominal class prefixes in Nguni. Then, I sketch a new analysis
which accounts for the generalization. The consequences of adopting this new
analysis will be explored further in sections 3 and 4.

2.1 The augment is identical to the vowel in the CV-shaped
prefix

The basic CV-shaped prefixes are generally seen as monomorphemic and are
treated as such both in Taraldsen (2010) and in Taraldsen et al. (2018). But the
formal relation between the augment and the V of the CV-shaped prefixes sug-
gests otherwise. As seen in the Xhosa paradigm in (1), the augment is always
the same vowel as the V of the basic prefix in each class whenever the basic
prefix does in fact contain a V, i.e. in all classes except 1 and 3.3 As pointed out
in footnote 1, a CV-shaped basic prefix always occur on monosyllabic host
nouns even in classes 5, 10, 11 and 14, and its disappearance on polysyllabic
roots should be seen as a phonological effect.

Conceivably, the identity relation between the augment and the V of the
CV-shaped basic prefix could be captured by assuming that the augment copies
the phonological features of the V inside the prefix (and perhaps taking the u in

3 In classes 1 and 3, the basic prefix is just m in Xhosa, but in Zulu and Swati, –mu occurs on
monosyllabic stems.
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classes 1 and 3 as a default spell-out). However, this presupposes that the pho-
nological copying rule can apply before the basic prefix is elided in classes 5,
10, 11 and 14, where, as we have seen, the basic CV-shaped prefix never surfa-
ces in the augmented forms of polysyllabic nouns.

In any event, there is a second generalization that phonological copying
plainly cannot account for. In the weak classes, the SC is a vowel identical to
the vowel of the corresponding basic CV-shaped class prefix on nouns (hence,
also identical to the augment). But a SC is never followed by a CV-shaped prefix
from which the features of the vowel could be copied.

Both generalizations are accounted for if the structure of the basic prefix is
as in (11), where X, Y and Z are lexicalized by different morphemes, Z always by
a vowel and Y by a consonant (in the strong classes) or Ø (in the weak classes)4

and X by m in the weak classes, but by the same consonant as Y elsewhere, so
that basic prefixes are no longer mono-morphemic (as in Taraldsen (2010)), but
composed of “C-morphemes” and “V-morphemes” (with no theoretical signifi-
cance attached to these terms):

(11) a. [AC X [SCY  [AugZ]]] 

C V
b.  [AC X [SC Y [Aug Z ]]]

(the strong classes, C ≠ m)

(the weak classes)
| | |

m Ø V

The fact that the SCs of the weak classes are identical to the vowel
following m in the basic prefix, is now accounted for by saying that agreement
copies the constituent labeled SC ( = YZ) inside the basic prefix leaving out X,
provided of course we adopt the analysis suggested in footnote 3 for the basic
prefix in class 1 and 3. The identity between the augment and vowel inside the
basic prefix is accounted for by saying that the augment is a second occurrence
of the same morpheme that spells out Z inside the basic prefix, i.e. a second
occurrence of the syntactic head Z agreeing in number and gender with the Z in
the basic prefix.

However, this analysis meets an obvious challenge: Each C-morpheme only
combines with a proper subset of the three V-morphemes a, i and u. So how do

4 In other Bantu languages, the C-morpheme is not Ø in the weak classes, but, for example,
k in Lubukusu and y/w (depending on the following vowel) in the Tsonga languages Rhonga
and Changana.
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we ensure that we only allow the right CV combinations, e.g. ba (class 2) and
bu (class 14), but not *bi? At this point, the facts discussed in section 2 become
relevant. There, I concluded that each class prefix contains a noun lexicalized
together with Num by a single morpheme:

(10) [[#P #{PL, X} [NX]] NY]

prefix

Implementing this idea in a different way, I now suggest that the structure of
class prefixes is as in (12), which corresponds to (11) with Y = N, and that C-
morphemes (including the Ø of the weak classes) lexicalize N:

(12) a. (the strong classes, C ≠ m)

b. [AC X[SC N[Aug Z]]] (the weak classes)
| | |
m Ø V

[AC X[SC N[Aug  Z]]]

C V

We can then identify Z with # and assume as before that # also inherits the gen-
der feature of N:

(13) a. (the strong classes, C ≠ m)

b. [AC X [SC NG [Aug #{Sg/Pl, G}]]] (the weak classes)
| | |

m Ø V

[AC X[SC NG [Aug#{Sg/Pl,G}]]]

C V

Thus, the glue that holds C-morphemes and V-morphemes together is gender-
agreement. From the point of view of the current analysis, the ingredients of
a class prefix like class 2 [ a [b-a]] relate to each other much like the ingredients
of Portuguese a cas-a ‘the house’, for example.

2.2 Gender and number

The pairing of C-morphemes and V-morphemes emerges from the paradigm in
(1) (repeated here for convenience):
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(1) Class 1 u-m- Class 2 a-ba-
3 u-m- 4 i-mi-
5 i-(li)- 6 a-ma-
7 i-si- 8 i-zi-
9 i-N- 10 i-zi-N- / ii-N-
11 u-(lu-)
14 u-(bu-)
15 u-ku-

If the C-morphemes are Ns and V-morphemes are exponents of gender and
number inheriting the gender of the N they follow, all C-morphemes that are
paired with the same V-morpheme when number is held constant, should have
the same gender. Assuming accidental syncretism (homophony) for the l of
class 5 and the l of class 11,5 we obtain the picture in (14) for the strong singular
classes:

(14) Gender N # = singular
A l, s i
B l, b, k u

Minimizing gender-syncretism, we have (15) for the strong plural classes:

(15) Gender N # = plural
A z i
B b a

Putting together (14) and (15), we arrive at (16) as a characterization of the dis-
tribution of the V-morphemes in the strong classes:

(16) Gender N # = singular # = plural
A l, s, z i i
B l, b, k u a

When the weak classes are taken into consideration, complications arise of two
different sorts. The first arises from the fact that the C-morpheme Ø combines
with three different vowels, i.e. u in classes 1 and 3, i in class 3 and a in class 6.

5 In some languages, all class 11 nouns have been included in class 5.
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Hence, it seems we must posit accidental homophony spanning at least two dif-
ferent Ns:

(17) Gender N # = singular # = plural
A Ø4 i
B Ø1,3,6 u a

We return to this issue in section 4.
The second complication has to do with the pairing of singular and plural

classes seen in (1). As mentioned earlier, an a priori plausible way of modeling
this pairing would be to say that paired class prefixes have the same gender,
i.e. they contain Ns with the same gender under the present account, possibly
even the same N spelling out in different ways in the singular and the plural.
But this cannot hold for classes 3 and 4 or classes 5 and 6, given the picture in
(16): In class 3, the N must be of gender B, since the V-morpheme (when it oc-
curs) is u, but in class 4 the N must be of gender A, since the V-morpheme is i.
Similarly, the V-morpheme in class 5 is i, and the N inside the prefix must there-
fore be of gender A. But the V-morpheme in class 6 is a. Therefore, the N in
class 6 must be assigned to gender B.

In section 2, however, we discovered that the class prefixes of a singular/
plural pair do not always have the same gender. That is, they may contain dif-
ferent Ns in present terms. As it happens, the same agreement test used to
show this for “irregular” singular/plural pairs in section 2 actually gives the
same result for both 3/4 pairs and 5/6 pairs even though these should be “regu-
lar” in terms of (1). Agreement with a subject formed by conjunction of two sin-
gular class 3 nouns never gives the class 4 SC, and the class 6 SC never occurs
with a conjunction of two singular class 5 nouns. Instead, the SC is in both
cases the class 2 SC ba if one of the two nouns denote a human being, but the
class 8/10 SC zi otherwise:

(18) a. U-m-gewu no-m-lwelwe ba/*i-sebenza ndawonye
3-3-criminal and.3-3-cripple SC2/*SC4-work together
“A criminal and a cripple are working together.”

b. I-mi-gewu i-sebenza ndawonye
4-4-criminal SC4-work together
‘The criminals are working together.’

(19) a. U-m-bhinqo no-m-nqathe zi/*i-se-tafile-ni
3-3- skirt and.3-3-carrot SC8/*SC4-LOC-table-LOC
‘A skirt and a carrot are on the table.’
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b. I-mi-bhinqo i-se-tafile-ni
4-4-skirt SC4-LOC-table-LOC
‘The skirts are on the table.’

(20) a. I-li-tya ne-qanda zi/*a-khataza i-n-taka
5-5-stone and.5-egg SC8/*SC6-annoy 9-9-bird
‘The stone and the egg annoy the bird.’

b. A-ma-tya a-khataza i-n-taka
6-6- stone SC6-annoy 9-9-bird
‘The stones annoy the bird.’

(21) a. I-gqirha ne-gosa ba/*a-sebenza ndawonye
5-healer and.5-steward SC2 work together
‘The healer and the steward are working together.’

This suggests that 3/4 pairs and 5/6 pairs have the same status as irregular
pairs like u-m-Xhosa “a Xhosa”/a-ma-Xhosa “Xhosas” (1/6) and i-n-doda “a
man”/a-ma-doda “men” (9/6). That is, the singular prefix and the plural prefix
don’t have the same gender, just as our assignment of V-morphemes to genders
requires.

2.3 A reevaluation of the agreement facts

However, the reasoning leading to the conclusion just drawn presupposes that
subject/verb agreement is a simple matter of copying gender and number fea-
tures, and this cannot actually be the case given the assumptions to be intro-
duced in section 3. This is because the agreeing SC contains not only an
exponent of gender and number, a V-morpheme, but also a C-morpheme (Ø in
the weak classes) spelling out the same N as in the corresponding nominal
class prefix. Thus, agreement as copying would have to include copying the
noun inside the subject’s class prefix as well, and the choice of V-morpheme
within the SC would therefore be determined by the gender of this noun rather
than by agreement with a subject.

Once it is recognized that both class prefixes on nouns and SCs contain
classifier-like Ns, it becomes natural to regard subject/verb agreement in Bantu
as a kind of semantic agreement rather than formal agreement of the sort dis-
cussed in section 2. Roughly, a specific classifier-like N is compatible with host
nouns denoting things that are conventionally taken to possess certain defining
characteristics, and likewise the N inside an SC restricts the applicability of the
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verbal predicate to entities conventionally associated with properties pre-
scribed by that N. Agreement is then a matter of selecting the SC containing the
N that comes closest to matching the properties associated with the entities de-
noted by the subject. But from this perspective, the agreement facts we have
looked at, no longer tell us anything about gender-matching between singular
and plural classes.6

The hypothesis that subject/verb agreement has nothing to do with gender-
copying is consistent with the fact that the SCs of class 2 and 8/10 appear in
(18)–(21) as well as in sentences where the subject is a conjunction of nouns
belonging to different classes. The fact that the SCs of class 4 and 6 are impossi-
ble in (18)–(21) could plausibly be related to the fact that these also never ap-
pear with a subject formed by conjoining nouns of different classes. A possible
explanation for both facts might turn on positing different types X and Y of plu-
ral denotations such that both the nominal class 4 and class 6 prefixes and the
corresponding SCs denote pluralities of type X, the nominal prefixes and SCs of
classes 2, 8 and 10 denote pluralities of type Y and the pluralities denoted by
conjunctions of singular nouns also are of type Y.

This also means that what we see in (22)–(24) doesn’t entail that the
N inside the class 1 prefix (spelled out by Ø) and the N inside the class 2 prefix
have the same gender, and likewise for the pairs 7/8 and 9/10:

(22) a. U-m-ntwana no-m-fazi ba-ya-dlala (Xhosa)
1-1-child and.1-1-woman SC2-DJ-play
“The child and the woman are playing.”

b. A-ba-ntwana / a-ba-fazi ba-ya-dlala
2-2-child / 2-2-woman SC2-DJ-play
‘The children/women are playing.’

(23) a. I-s-anuse ne-s-angoma zi- sebenza ndawonye
7-7-diviner and. 7-7-healer SC8-work together
‘The diviner and the healer work together.’

b. I-z-anuse / i-z-angoma zi-sebenza ndawonye
8-8-diviner / 8-8-healer SC8-work together
‘The diviners/healers work together.’

6 In particular, examples (7)–(8) don’t demonstrate that the N inside the prefix in the singular
forms don’t have the same gender as the N inside the plurals forms in pairs like u-m-Xhosa “a
Xhosa”/a-ma-Xhosa “Xhosas” and i-n-doda “a man”/a-ma-doda “men”. So the case for posit-
ing a classifier-like N inside class prefixes now rests entirely on the second observation men-
tioned in section 2.
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(24) a. I-n-tombi ne-m-bongi zi-ya-cula
9-9-girl and.9-9-poet SC10-DJ-sing
‘The girl and the poet are singing.’

b. Ii-n-tombi / ii-m-bongi zi-ya-cula
10-10-girl /10-10-poet SC10-DJ-sing
‘The girls/poets are singing.’

Nor is it inconsistent with seeing the V-morphemes u/a as a singular/plural
pair of gender B as suggested by the fact that the C-morpheme b occurs with
u in the singular (class 14) and with a in the plural (class 2), or with assigning
i to gender A.

3 Swati

Turning back to an evaluation of the relative merits of the analysis mentioned
in section 1 and the new analysis introduced in section 3, I will focus on
a particular paradigm that at first seems to favor the old analysis, but which,
I will argue, ultimately turns out to be better accounted for under the new
analysis.

3.1 The distribution of initial vowels in Swati

In Swati, the augment (initial vowel) shows up only in the weak classes:

(25) pfx: SC: pfx: SC:
Class 1 umu- u Class 2 ba- ba

3 umu- u 4 imi- i
5 li- li 6 ema- a
7 si- si 8 ti- ti
9 iN- i 10 tiN- ti
11 lu- lu
14 bu- bu
15 ku- ku

As can be gleaned from (25), another way of saying this is that there is an aug-
ment only in the classes where the SC is a just a vowel. This suggests an
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apparently straightforward account if the paradigm within the account pro-
posed by Taraldsen (2010) where the Xhosa class prefixes are assigned the un-
derlying structure in (3) (repeated below), and this structure is lexicalized as in
(4)a in the weak classes, but as in (4)b in the strong classes:

(3) [ Aug [ SC [ AC [ N ]]]]

(4)

b. [Aug2[SC2[AC2[N]]]

a ba ntwana

a. [Aug1[SC1[AC1[N]]]]

u m ntwana

If Swati is just like Xhosa except that the head Aug is not merged in prefixes on
nouns so that the prefix on a noun has the smaller structure shown in (26), we
expect that an initial vowel will show up only in the weak classes – not as
a lexicalization of Aug, but as a lexicalization of SC:

(26) [ SC [ AC [ N ]]]

(27) a. [SC1[AC1[N]]]
| | |
u m ntfwana

b. [SC2[AC2[N]]]

ba ntfwana

There is only one wrinkle (discussed briefly in Taraldsen 2010): The SC in class
6 is a, but the initial vowel of the class 6 prefix on nouns is e.

The new analysis proposed in section 3 posits a different structure for the
augmented Xhosa prefixes and different lexicalization patterns:

(28) [Aug Vi [AC X [SC N [Aug Vi ]]]]
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(29) a. [AugV1[ACX[SCN1[AugV1]]]]
| | | |
u m Ø u

b. [AugV2[ACX[SCN2[AugV2]]]]

a b a

Clearly, the Swati paradigm doesn’t emerge simply from peeling off the topmost
Aug in these structures. Instead, the best way to relate Swati and Xhosa now
seems to go through Lubukusu. In this language, the counterpart of the Xhosa
augment is a full copy of the SC (where the C-morpheme is k in the weak classes
except for classes 9/10):

(30) class marker SC (Lubukusu)
class 1 o-mu a/o

2 ba-ba ba
3 ku-mu ku
4 ki-mi ki
5 li-li li
6 ka-ma ka
7 si-si si
8 bi-bi bi
9 e-N e
10 chi-N chi
11 lu-lu lu
12 kha-kha kha
14 bu-bu bu
15 khu-khu khu
16 a- a
17 khu khu
18 mu-mu mu
19 ku-ku ku
23 e e

Adopting a suggestion by P. Caha (p.c.), we can say that Swati is like Lubukusu
except that the second occurrence of a repeated C-morpheme is deleted:
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(31) Class: Class:
1 [[SC Ø [Aug u ]] [AC m [SC Ø [Aug u ]]]] 2 [[SC b [Aug a ]] [AC b [SC b [Aug a ]]]]
3 [[SC Ø [Aug u ]] [AC m [SC Ø [Aug u ]]]] 4 [[SC Ø [Aug i ]] [AC m [SC Ø [Aug i ]]]]
5 [[SC l [Aug i ]] [AC l [SC l [Aug i ]]]] 6 [[SC Ø [Aug a ]] [AC m [SC Ø [Aug a ]]]]
7 [[SC s [Aug i ]] [AC s [SC s [Aug i ]]]] 8 [[SC t [Aug i ]] [AC t [SC t [Aug i ]]]]
9 [[SC Ø [Aug i ]] [AC [SC i [Aug i ]]]] 10 [[SC t [Aug i ]] [AC t [SC t [Aug i ]]]]
11 [[SC l [Aug u ]] [AC l [SC l [Aug u ]]]]
14 [[SC b [Aug u ]] [AC b [SC b [Aug u ]]]]
15 [[SC k [Aug u ]] [AC k [SC k [Aug u ]]]]

Provided adjacent identical vowels coalesce or one of them is elided, this too
yields the paradigm in (25), but again with the wrinkle that the initial vowel
should be a rather than e in class 6.

Comparing the two accounts of the Swati paradigm, one may prefer the
first one, since the second one needs to posit a seemingly ad hoc deletion of
repeated C-morphemes. However, it turns out that the second analysis fares
better when it comes to eliminating the false prediction that the initial vowel in
class 6 should be a.

3.2 The latent i

The account to be proposed for the initial e in class 6 in Swati is based on the
fact that certain morphemes are associated with a so-called “latent i”, e.g. ver-
bal roots consisting only of a consonant both in Swati and Xhosa as illustrated
in the following Swati examples from Ziervogel & Mabuza (1976:75, 95) (where
FV – the final vowel – marks tense/mood):

(32) a. Ba-nats-a vs. Be-mb-a
SC2-drink-FV SC2-dig-FV
‘They drink’ ‘They dig.’

b. A-nats-a vs. E-mb-a
SC6-drink-FV SC6-dig-FV
‘They drink.’ ‘They dig.’

c. U-nats-a U-mb-a
SC1-drink-FV SC1-dig-FV
‘He drinks.’ ‘He digs.’

d. I-nats-a I-mb-a
SC9-drink-FV SC1-dig-FV
‘He drinks.’ ‘He digs.’
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The latent i connected with the root mb “dig” coalesces with a preceding a into
an e, but leaves no trace elsewhere.

In Swati, but not in Xhosa, a latent i is also detectable with nouns. The
preposition-like na “with, and” in (33) surfaces as ne when followed by a noun
of any class as seen in (34):

(33) na “with” plus pronoun: independent (strong) pronouns:
class 1: naye yena

2: nabo bona
3: nawo wona
4: nayo yona
5: nalo lona
6: nawo ona

(34) na “with” plus a noun: independent (“strong”) noun:
class 1: nemuntfu umuntfu ‘man’

2: nebantfu bantfu ‘men’
3: nemuti umuti ‘village’
4: nemiti imiti ‘villages’
5: nelibutfo libutfo “regiment’
6: nemabutfo emabutfo ‘regiments’

In Xhosa and Zulu, the shape of na is determined by the initial vowel (augment)
of the following noun:

(35) na “with” plus a noun: independent (strong) noun: ( Zulu )
class 1: nomuntu umuntu ‘man’

2: nabantu abantu ‘men’
3: nomuzi umuzi ‘village’
4: nemizi imizi ‘villages’
5: nefu ifu ‘cloud’
6: namafu amafu ‘clouds’

(36) a. na [ u - → /no/
b. na [ a - → /na/
c. na [ i - → /ne/

This suggests that the ne in Swati is the result of coalescence with an initial
vowel I, which is invariant across classes, i.e. (34) = (37):
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(37) class 1: na [x I [ac mu [N ntfu ]]] → /nemuntfu/
2: na [x I [ac ba [N ntfu ]]] → /nebantfu/
3: na [x I [ac mu [N ti ]]] → /nemuti/
4: na [x I [ac mi [N ti ]]] → /nemiti/
5: na [x I [ac li [N butfo ]]] → /nelibutfo/
6: na [x I [ac ma [N butfo ]]] → /nemabutfo/

In syntactic environments where the augment falls away, na surfaces un-
changed both in Xhosa/Zulu and in Swati7:

(38) na “with” plus a noun under Neg: noun under Neg:
class 1: namuntfu muntfu “man”

2: nabantfu bantfu “men”
3: namuti muti “village”
4: namiti miti “villages”
5: nalibutfo libutfo “regiment”
6: namabutfo mabutfo “regiments”

This is exactly as expected on the analysis of Xhosa/Zulu suggested by (35). For
Swati, we need to assume that the latent i ( represented as I in (37)) is part of
the augment:

(39) class 1: na [AC mu [N ntfu ]] → /namuntfu/
2: na [AC ba [N ntfu ]] → /nabantfu/
3: na [aAC mu [N ti ]] → /namuti/
4: na [AC mi [N ti ]] → /namiti/
5: na [AC li [N butfo ]] → /nabutfo/
6: na [AC ma [N butfo ]] → /namabutfo/

More precisely, I take the augment to have the structure in (40) in Swati except
that, for reasons that remain to be understood, the constituent SC is not in-
cluded when a noun is embedded under na:

(40) [[SC Ni [Aug #i ]] I ]

7 Obviously, this speaks against the Taraldsen’s (2010) proposal that the augment is never
projected on top of nouns in Swati.
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If so, it follows easily that the initial vowel is e rather than a in class 6 in Swati.
In class 6, the #i in (40) is lexicalized by the V-morpheme a just like the # inside
the basic prefix:

(41) [[SC Ø [Aug a ]] I ] [AC m [SC Ø [Aug a ]]]

But coalescence converts the string aI to e.
When the vowel preceding I is u or i, the latent i has no detectable effect

just as in (32). But one may wonder why the class 2 prefix is ba rather than be,
since the vowel preceding I is a just as in class 6:

(42) [[SC b [Aug a ]] I ] [AC b [SC b [Aug a ]]]

3.3 Vowel elision

Notice that coalescence and deletion of b inside the AC yields (43) where a CV-
shaped constituent immediately precedes a vowel:

(43) [ be ] [a ]

At this point, it becomes important to observe what happens when SCs are
added to V-initial verbs, e.g. enta ‘do’ (Ziervogel & Mabuza (1976: 95):

(44) basic SC: on a V-initial verb:
cl 1 u w-enta

2 ba b-enta
3 u w-enta
4 i y-enta
5 li l-enta
6 a Ø-enta
7 si s-enta
8 ti t-enta
9 i y-enta
10 ti t-enta
11 lu lw-enta
14 bu b-enta
15 ku kw-enta
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The vowel of the SC turns into a glide when it is i not preceded by a consonant or
u not preceded by a labial consonant. Otherwise it is elided. We may then take it
that the e preceding a is elided in (43) as well yielding ba. Thus, the difference
between class 6 and class 2 follows from the fact that the e resulting from coa-
lesced aI is immediately followed by a consonant, i.e.m, in (41), but not in (42).

The reason that e is not followed by a consonant in (42) is that the second
b is erased in accordance with the analysis of the Swati paradigm in (25) forced
by the approach proposed in section 3. But according to this analysis the C-
morpheme inside the AC is erased only when it is identical to the C-morpheme
in the augment as is always the case in the strong classes when nouns are not
used as predicates. When nouns are used predicatively, however, there are ex-
ceptions from this pattern. So-called copulative forms of nouns may be formed
by prefixing ng or y to the initial vowel in the weak classes:

(45) a. ng-u-m- fati (class 1)
COP-SC1-AC1-woman
‘It is a woman.’

b. ng-e-ma-khasi (class 6)
COP-SC6- AC6-leaf
‘It is leaves.’

c. y-i-mi-fula (class 4)
COP-SC4-AC4-river
‘It is rivers.’

We may take ng/y to replace the C-morpheme Ø in the augment:

(46) [[SC ng/y [Aug V ]] I ] [AC m [SC Ø [Aug V ]]]

Class 2 is the only strong class that can form copulatives the same way as the
weak classes:

(47) ng-e-ba-fati
COP-IV-SC2-woman
‘It is women.’

Notice that now an e appears even in class 2. This is exactly as our analysis pre-
dicts. Since the C-morpheme b doesn’t also appear in the augment, the b in the
AC is not erased, and the e resulting from coalescence therefore does not end
up directly preceding a vowel:
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(48) [[SC ng [Aug a ]] I ] [AC b [SC b [Aug a ]]]

Thus, the occurrences of e that appeared problematic seem to receive
a coherent account after all within the only account of the Swati paradigm con-
sistent with the general account of class prefixes proposed in section 2.

By contrast, the wrinkle cannot be easily removed on the analysis based on
Taraldsen (2010). Even though Taraldsen (2010) also suggests that the unex-
pected e may be the outcome of coalescence between a and a following latent i,
this necessarily remains an ad hoc proposal in the context of the analysis of
class prefixes pursued there. In particular, a latent i cannot be assumed for all
the noun classes. In class 6, the latent i has to come between SC and AC in the
general structural template assumed for Swati:

(49) [SC a [I [AC ma [ N ]]]

But then there would be an intervening I blocking lexicalization of the heads
SC and AC by a single CV-shaped morpheme in the strong classes leading to the
incorrect prediction that the class 2 prefix should be *beba with ba lexicalizing
SC and AC separately:

(50) [SC [I [AC [N]]]]
| |

ba ba

If the CV-shaped morphemes were allowed to span all the three heads preced-
ing the N. the CV-shaped morphemes would also lexicalize the I together with
AC even when SC is absent, and so the analysis would fail to predict the uni-
form conversion of na to ne in (34) and the e in copulative class 2 forms.

4 The weak classes

I now return to an issue raised in section 2.2. Since the C-morpheme Ø combines
with all three V-morphemes in the weak classes in Xhosa, it seems that we
must posit an arbitrary syncretism between different Ns as in (17):

(17) Gender N # = singular # = plural
A Ø4 i
B Ø1,3,6 u a
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A similar conclusion suggests itself for the k occurring in all weak classes in
Lubukusu and for the y/w in Rhonga and Changana (see footnote 4).

In this section, I suggest a way of getting around this conclusion. The pro-
posal made in 4.1 is that the Xhosa Ø and its counterparts in Lubukusu and
Tsonga languages isn’t actually a classifier N, like the C-morphemes in the
strong classes, but rather the lexicalization of a functional head. The proposal
will rest on the assumption that the syntax of the weak class prefixes is differ-
ent from the syntax of the strong class prefixes, and subsections 4.2 and 4.3
present some facts that seem to support this view.

4.1 A difference between weak and strong C-morphemes

We have seen three different C-morphemes occurring in all the weak
classes: m at the AC-level (except in class 9), Ø inside SC and ng/y in the copu-
lative forms. In addition, the weak forms used to express object-agreement
(possibly object clitics) have distinct C-morphemes8:

(51) class 1 m class 2 ba
3 wu 4 yi
5 li 6 wa
7 si 8 zi
9 yi 10 zi
11 lu
14 bu
15 ku

By contrast, the strong classes have the same C-morpheme in all these cases.
The context-sensitivity exhibited by the C-morphemes in the weak classes

suggests that they may be exponents of case-related properties. Adopting
Caha’s (2009) view of cases as syntactic structures composed of primitive case-
heads, one would then say that the different C-morphemes occurring in the
weak classes lexicalize different such structures in accordance with the nano-
syntactic approach adopted by Caha (leaving out the copulative forms):

8 The initial glides in (51) are not just hiatus breakers appearing in object-agreement markers,
because these typically follow a vowel-final SC or TAM element: In imperatives, the object-
marker is not preceded by any other element, and yet the it always has an initial glide in the
weak classes.
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(52) a. AC = m = [ X [ Y [ Z ]]]
b. OC = y/w = [ Y [ Z ]]
c. SC = Ø = [ Z ]

Seen as exponents of case, the morphemes in (52) should also appear in the
strong classes, but don’t. A possibility is that each strong C-morpheme lexical-
izes all three case-structures in (52) in addition to the classifier N they sit on top
of9:

(53) Ci ←→ [ X [ Y [ Z [ Ni ]]]]

Each Ni in (53) would be a specific noun acting as a classifier in accordance
with the conclusions reached in section 1.2.

Suppose now that there are no morphemes capable of lexicalizing a case-
structure together with any of classifying Ns occurring in the weak classes as
a matter of accidental lexical gaps. Then, the case-structures on top of N in (54)
cannot be lexicalized in the weak classes unless the N moves away, if lexicali-
zation only applies to constituents as assumed in Taraldsen et al. (2018)10:

(54) [ X [ Y [ Z [ Ni ]]]]

The morphemes in (52) are the only morphemes capable of lexicalizing case-
structures in isolation from the classifier N.11 Therefore, m, y/w and Ø emerge in
the weak classes as a result of Ni moving out of the three structures subsumed
by (54).

At this point, we may hope to be able to connect with an idea in Kayne (2005):
Syntactic constituents at a phase edge need not be spelled out. In other words, the
hope is that weak Ns moving out of (54) move to a phase edge and therefore re-
main silent. If so, the syntax of the weak class prefixes must differ from the syntax
of the strong class prefixes, since the strong C-morphemes b, l etc. must still be
considered spell-outs of the classifying N (with case heads on top).

9 The Superset Principle (see Caha 2009, Starke 2009 among others) allows a morpheme asso-
ciated in the lexicon with a tree T to lexicalize any piece of syntactic structure matching
a constituent of T.
10 Following Starke (2009) and Pantcheva (2011), the lexicalization procedure disregards
traces when determining constituency.
11 A morpheme Ci with the lexical entry in (53) will not be able to lexicalize [ X [ Y [ Z]]], [ Y [
Z]] or Z if the lowest head in the structure lexically associated with Ci must be included in any
syntactic structure lexicalized by Ci as proposed by Abels and Muriungi (2008).
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4.2 The demonstratives

A particular fact about the shape of demonstratives in Xhosa may support the
idea that the weak and the strong class prefixes involve different syntactic
operations.

The basic demonstratives seem to be built on the pattern in (55) in Zulu and
Swati:

(55) l [of a [Aug V [SC C [Aug V ]]]]

In this structure, the AC-layer is not included. This has the effect that although
the C-morphemes that appear in SCs also occur inside the demonstratives, m,
which only occurs at the AC-level is excluded from the demonstratives.12

The resulting Zulu forms are those in (56), where the first vowel is the out-
come of coalescing a “of” with the following V:

(56) class 1 lo class 2 laba
3 lo 4 le
5 leli 6 la
7 lesi 8 lezi
9 le 10 lezi
11 lolu
14 lobu
15 loku

But Xhosa is slightly different in that the initial l only occurs in the weak clas-
ses, e.g. the demonstrative is lo in class 1, but aba in class 2, and this suggests
an analysis different from (55):

(57) [of a [Aug V [AC X [SC C [Aug V ]]]]
|
l/m

The idea is that l must originate at X preventing m from appearing there. As
before, the Zulu paradigm in (56) is generated, since all C-morphemes other

12 In Rhonga and Changana, the SC has the C-morphemes y and w in the weak classes rather
than Ø (see footnote 4). Correspondingly, y and w also occur inside the weak demonstratives,
e.g. class 4 leyi and class 6 lawa.
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than m can occur inside the SC. For example, the class 2 demonstrative laba
can have the derivation in (58):

(58) [of a [Aug a [AC l [SC b [Aug a ]]]] → [ l [of a [Aug a [AC l [SC b [Aug a ]]]]]

For Xhosa, we might then say that the strong Ns (lexicalized by C) must also
move to X blocking l:

(59) [of a [Aug a [AC X [SC b [Aug a ]]]] → [of a [Aug a [AC b [SC b [Aug a ]]]]

Of course, this suggestion needs to be elaborated in various ways and optimally
in such a way that it connects with the idea that the classifier N raises to
a phase edge in the weak classes, but not so in the strong classes. However, the
basic claim that the contrast between the weak and the strong demonstratives
in Xhosa is syntactic in nature, seems plausible.

4.3 SCs on ka

Another relevant fact has to do with possessive constructions. The general pat-
tern in Xhosa is that the possessee occurs first, then the “associative” a “of”
followed by the possessor. In addition, a is prefixed by a SC marking agreement
with the possessee:

(60) a. i-n-ja y-o-m-ntwana
9-9-dog SC9-of.Aug1-1-child
“the child’s dog”

b. i-n-ja y-a-ba-ntwana
9-9-dog SC9-of.Aug2-2-child
“the children’s dog”

However, when the possessor is in class 1a (proper names, kinship terms and
inanimate class 1 nouns), a is replaced by ka, and then an SC appears only if
the noun denoting the possessee belongs to one of the strong classes:

(61) a. i-n-ja ka-Peter
9-9-dog of-Peter
“Peter’s dog”

b. i-zi-n-ja zi-ka-Peter
10-10-10-dog SC10-of-Peter
“Peter’s dogs”
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This contrast between weak and strong SCs also seems to call for a syntactic
explanation insofar as there is no morpho-phonological reason why the weak
SCs should not appear preceding the possessive ka.

5 Conclusion

The main goal of this article has been to take a fresh look at the structures un-
derlying the nominal class prefixes in Nguni languages. In particular, I have ar-
gued that the CV-shaped basic prefixes are bimorphemic with a C-morpheme
lexicalizing a classifier-like N (in the strong classes) or case-related heads (in
the weak classes) and a V-morpheme spelling out number and gender (under
agreement with the classifier N). In the weak classes, the classifier N is moved
to a phase edge and left unpronounced.

If this is approximately correct, we reach an unorthodox conclusion.
Frequently, the noun classes in Bantu are identified with genders, e.g. in
Carstens (1991). Taking paired singular and plural classes to have the same gen-
der, a language like Xhosa would then have eight different genders, but would
otherwise not be different from Romance or Germanic. Instead, I claim that
Bantu languages are really classifier languages, and that each noun class is de-
fined by the semantics of a distinct classifier N lexicalized by the prefix. Thus,
noun classes are dissociated from gender.

On the other hand, each classifier N is associated with grammatical gender
much like ordinary nouns in Romance or Germanic, but unlike ordinary nouns
in Bantu. In fact, Nguni has a two-gender system (like Italian and Dutch) ac-
cording to the proposal in section 2.2. As a corollary, it must be possible for
a language to have both classifiers and grammatical gender, i.e. classifier sys-
tems and gender systems must be kept distinct.

Another somewhat unorthodox feature of the proposals I have made, is
that the structures underlying the class prefixes are syntactic phrases to which
syntactic operations may apply, as suggested in section 4. This is at odds with
traditional accounts treating prefix+noun combinations as purely morphologi-
cal entities, but is in agreement with much work aiming at obliterating the strict
division line between syntax and morphology.
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Jeroen van Craenenbroeck

Expletives, locatives, and subject doubling

1 Introduction

This paper focuses on there-expletives in a Brabant dialect of Dutch and shows
how they display behavior that perfectly parallels that of regular subject pro-
nouns in this dialect.1 The paper is organized as follows. The next section pro-
vides some background on the pronominal system of the dialect under discussion
here. I show that it makes a distinction between three types of pronouns (strong,
weak, clitic), and that it features two types of pronominal doubling. Section 3
presents the new data and shows how expletive elements fit into the pronominal
system outlined in the preceding section: they too make a distinction between de-
ficient and strong forms, and they can undergo both types of pronominal dou-
bling. In addition, I show that contrary to what is commonly assumed in the
literature, the proximate locative adverb here can also display expletive(-like) be-
havior. Section 4 considers the implications of these data for existing analyses of
there-expletives. I show that neither the standard Minimalist account nor predica-
tion-based theories are particularly suited to deal with these facts, and sketch the
outlines of an alternative approach. Section 5 sums up and concludes.

2 Background: The pronominal system

2.1 Introduction

The central data in this paper come from one dialect of Dutch, namely that of
the village of Wambeek (situated in the Belgian province of Brabant, close to

Jeroen van Craenenbroeck, KU Leuven/CRISSP

1 Many thanks to Will Harwood, Sabine Iatridou, Dany Jaspers, Marjo van Koppen, Koen
Roelandt, Jolijn Sonnaert, Cora Pots, Guido Vanden Wyngaerd, and the students of my Spring
2016 morphology class for discussion of the material presented in this paper. A special thanks
also to Hilda Van Der Borght and Jef Van Craenenbroeck for invaluable help with the judg-
ments. It gives me great pleasure to be able to dedicate this paper to Rita Manzini. It combines
a number of topics which I know are dear to her heart – dialect syntax, subject doubling, ex-
pletives, and (apparent) homophony between functional categories – so I very much look for-
ward to her insightful comments.
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the border with East Flanders).2 This section provides an introduction into the
pronominal system of this dialect. It is against this backdrop that the expletive
data in the next section will be presented and interpreted. I highlight two as-
pects of the Wambeek Dutch pronominal system: (1) the fact that Cardinaletti &
Starke (1999)’s tripartition into strong, weak, and clitic pronouns is also appli-
cable to this dialect (subsection 2.2), and (2) the fact that subject pronouns can
undergo two types of pronominal doubling (subsection 2.3).

2.2 Three degrees of deficiency

As is well-known, Cardinaletti & Starke (1999) (henceforth C&S) provide an
analysis of the internal structure and complexity of the pronominal system and
in so doing arrive at a tripartition of increasingly structurally complex pronomi-
nal forms. Their system can be summarized as follows:

(1) pronouns

def icient

cliticweak

strong

The first distinction is between strong and deficient pronouns, and the latter
group can be further subdivided into weak pronouns on the one hand and
clitics on the other. The three groups can be distinguished from one another
on semantic, morphosyntactic, and phonological/prosodic grounds. C&S
don’t discuss Dutch pronouns (let alone non-standard varieties of this lan-
guage), but Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen (2000) show that the same tri-
partition can be applied to a variety of Dutch dialects (see also Haegeman
1990, 1992, 1993 for related discussion based on West Flemish). Consider for
example the forms for the first person plural subject pronoun in the dialect of
Wambeek in (2).

2 Informal consultation with informants from other dialects and regiolects as well as some
preliminary corpus research suggests that the data patterns discussed in this paper are by no
means restricted to this one dialect, but a systematic exploration of the variation in this area
will have to await another occasion. For some discussion of expletive-related dialectal diver-
sity in Dutch, see Haegeman 1986 and Van Craenenbroeck 2011.
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(2) me / we / waaile
we we we
‘we’

These three forms for the first person plural correspond nicely to the tripartition
in (1). Let us use two tests from Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen (2000) to
illustrate this. First of all, as pointed out by C&S, strong pronouns differ from
deficient ones in that they can be clefted. As shown in (3), this distinguishes
the form waaile from the other two in (2).

(3) T zen { * me / * we / waaile } da da muten duun.
it are we we we that that must do
‘It’s we who have to do that.’

On the other hand, pronominal clitics in (varieties of) Dutch are typically en-
clitic, which means that they differ from both weak and strong pronouns in
being disallowed in sentence-initial position3:

(4) { * Me / We / Waaile } komme mergen.
we we we come tomorrow

‘We’re coming tomorrow.’

When taken together (and in combination with the other tests discussed in Van
Craenenbroeck & van Koppen 2000), the examples in (3) and (4) provide
a unique characterisation for each of the three forms in (2), thus lending cre-
dence to the hypothesis that the C&S-tripartition is operative in Wambeek
Dutch as well. One thing that should be pointed out, though, is that it is rela-
tively rare to find three morphologically distinct forms for the same pronoun.
By far the more common pattern is one that only distinguishes between
a strong and a deficient form. Given that this is also the pattern we will come
across in the expletive paradigm in the next section, it is worth looking at it in
a little more detail here. Consider in this respect the forms for the third person
feminine singular subject pronoun in (5).

3 Another way of interpreting the pattern in (4) is via C&S’s claim that while weak and strong
pronouns are XPs, clitics are syntactic heads. If this is on the right track, the clitic me would
be unable to satisfy the V2-requirement of Wambeek Dutch.
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(5) ze / zaai
she she
‘she’

We can interpret such forms in (at least) three ways: (1) there is no subject clitic
for the third person feminine singular in Wambeek Dutch, (2) there is no weak
subject pronoun for the third person feminine singular in Wambeek Dutch, or
(3) the subject clitic and weak subject pronoun for the third person feminine
singular are homophonous in Wambeek Dutch. The following table schemati-
cally represents the three options:

(6) clitic weak strong
ze zaai

ze zaai
ze ze zaai

The next subsection will show that there are good reasons to think that the
third option is correct: one type of subject doubling is limited to clitics, while
another excludes clitics, and ze is able to participate in both.

2.3 Two types of doubling

Many of the Flemish dialects of Dutch exhibit subject doubling (see Haegeman
1991, 1992; Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen 2002, 2008; De Vogelaer 2005; De
Vogelaer & Devos 2008 for discussion and references). An important thing to
note about this phenomenon is that it comes in two types. The first is illustrated
in the following example.

(7) We emme waaile ie niks te zieken.
weweak have westrong here nothing to seek
‘We have no business being here.’

In this example the subject is expressed twice: once in clause-initial position by
the weak pronoun we ‘we’ and once in post-verbal position by the strong pro-
noun waaile ‘we’. While the status of the second subject element is fixed – i.e.
it is always a strong subject pronoun – the first is subject to variation. In partic-
ular, apart from weak pronouns, also strong pronouns, full DPs (9), and proper
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names (10) can be doubled in this way. Clitics, however, are excluded, as
shown in (11).4

(8) Waaile emme waaile ie niks te zieken.
westrong have westrong here nothing to seek
‘We have no business being here.’

(9) Dei vrau ei zaai ie niks te zieken.
that woman has shestrong here nothing to seek
‘That woman has no business being here.’

(10) Marie ei zaai ie niks te zieken.
Marie has shestrong here nothing to seek
‘Marie has no business being here.’

(11) *Me emme waaile ie niks te zieken.
weclitic have westrong here nothing to seek
INTENDED: ‘We have no business being here.’

The generalization that weak pronouns can but clitics cannot be doubled in
this way allows us to go back to an issue that was raised in the previous subsec-
tion, i.e. the status of the deficient third person feminine singular subject pro-
noun ze. As shown in (12), this element can occur in sentence-initial position in
a doubling configuration, showing that it should at least be analyzed as a weak
pronoun (while still leaving open the option that it is homophonous between
a clitic and a weak pronoun).

(12) Ze ei zaai ie niks te zieken.
sheweak has shestrong here nothing to seek
‘She has no business being here.’

The type of doubling illustrated in the preceding examples is commonly re-
ferred to as topic doubling (for reasons that will become clear below). It is

4 The precise status of the sentence-initial pronominal element – clitic or weak pronoun? – is
an issue that has garnered some discussion in the literature, see esp. the debate between
Haegeman 1992, 2004 and Van Craenenbroeck & Van Koppen 2002, 2007b. However, given
that most of the controversy is about (a dialect of) West Flemish, not about the dialect under
consideration here, I gloss over it in what follows.
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restricted to subject-initial main clauses, i.e. it does not occur in embedded
clauses (13) or in inverted main clauses (14).

(13) *omda waaile waaile ie niks te zieken emmen.
because westrong westrong here nothing to seek have
INTENDED: ‘because we have no business being here.’

(14) *Gisteren aume waaile waaile ie niks te zieken.
yesterday had westrong westrong hier nothing to seek
INTENDED: ‘We had no business being here yesterday.’

As for the analysis of topic doubling, Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen (2002)
propose to treat it as a case of multiple spell-out: the subject moves from the
canonical subject position (say, specTP) into the left periphery,5 and rather
than undergoing deletion, the lower copy of this movement chain is spelled out
as a strong pronoun. The structure in (15) gives a schematic representation of
this analysis for the example in (8).

(15) CP

C′

TP

T′

ie niks te zieken

waaile

C

emme

waaile

A major advantage of this type of approach is that it provides a straightforward
explanation for the distribution of topic doubling. Given that the analysis cru-
cially involves specCP as one of its ingredients, the account correctly predicts
that topic doubling should be absent in embedded clauses (where specCP can-
not be filled in Dutch, cf. Hoekstra & Zwart 1994) and inverted main clauses
(where specCP is filled by some other element, cf. the adverb gisteren ‘yester-
day’ in (14)).

5 More specifically, to specTop, whence the name topic doubling. See Van Craenenbroeck &
Van Koppen 2002 for certain interpretive effects in topic doubling with indefinite and interrog-
ative subjects supporting this analysis.
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The second type of subject doubling attested in Dutch dialects (including
Wambeek Dutch) is clitic doubling. It is illustrated in (16).

(16) omdat n aai ma guid elpen.
because heclitic hestrong me goes help
‘because he’s going to help me.’

A clitic-doubled subject always consists of a clitic as the first subject element
and a strong pronoun as the second element.6 Note that clitic doubling can also
involve the deficient pronoun ze ‘she’ as its first element, cf. (17). In combina-
tion with the topic doubling sentence in (12), this example thus shows that
Wambeek Dutch has both a clitic and a weak pronoun for the third person femi-
nine singular, but that they happen to be homophonous (i.e. the third option in
the table in (6)).

(17) omda ze zaai ma guid elpen.
because sheclitic shestrong me goes help
‘because she’s going to help me.’

Clitic doubling only occurs in embedded clauses (17) and inverted main clauses
(18); it is disallowed in subject-initial main clauses (19).

(18) Guit n aai ma elpen?
goes heclitic hestrong me help
‘Is he going to help me?’

(19) *N guid aai ma elpen.
heclitic goes hestrong me help
INTENDED: ‘He’s going to help me.’

Rather than copy spell-out, Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen (2008) propose
that clitic doubling involves a so-called big DP (see also Belletti 2005; Uriagereka
1995; Laenzlinger 1998; Grohmann 2000; Poletto 2008; Kayne 2005), whereby
a clitic doubled subject like ze zaai in (17) starts life as a single DP, and the occur-
rence of the clitic is due to subextraction of part of that DP. More specifically,

6 See Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen 2008 for some exceptions involving coordinations of
pronouns. As this complication is not relevant in the context of this paper, I don’t discuss it
here.
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Van Craenenbroeck and Van Koppen use the tests from Déchaine & Wiltschko
(2002) to show that while Wambeek Dutch strong subject pronouns are DPs, sub-
ject clitics are ϕPs:

(20) stong subject prounoun

DP

ϕP

NP

N

ϕ

D

(21) subject clitic

ϕP

ϕ NP

N

This means that subject clitics are quite literally subparts of strong subject pro-
nouns. Clitic doubling now arises when a ϕP subextracts from DP (in this particu-
lar case because it is attracted by C, see the original paper for details): the moving
ϕP is spelled out as the clitic and the remaining DP as the strong pronoun:

(22) clitic doubled subject pronoun

DP →

D′

ϕP

NP

N

ϕ

D

zaaize

Note that nothing precludes topic doubling and clitic doubling from co-occurring
in one and the same example: a sentence-initial subject element could be topic
doubled by a strong subject pronoun, which is in turn clitic doubled by a subject
clitic. Such cases of tripling do indeed occur:
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(23) We emme me waaile ie niks te zieken.
weweak have weclitic westrong here nothing to seek
‘We have no business being here.’

This concludes my overview of the subject doubling options in Wambeek
Dutch. Before turning to expletives, however, there is one point that has re-
mained implicit in the discussion so far but is worth emphasizing in the context
of what follows: the only type of pronominal doubling attested in Dutch dia-
lects is subject doubling. In other words, doubling of any other type of constitu-
ent is categorically ruled out. The following examples illustrate this for direct
objects: both topic doubling (24) and clitic doubling (25) of direct objects is
completely impossible.

(24) *Em em ik em gezien.
himstrong have I himstrong seen
INTENDED: ‘I saw him yesterday.’

(25) *da k n gisteren em wou elpen.
that I himclitic yesterday himstrong wanted help
INTENDED: ‘that I wanted to help him yesterday.’

This ban on non-subject doubling also applies to locative expressions. The
following examples illustrate this for topic doubling. Note that the result is
ill-formed regardless of whether the locative adverb is an argument (26) or
an adjunct (27).7

(26) *Dui em ek dui gewoentj.
there have I there lived
INTENDED: ‘I used to live there.’

(27) *Dui ei Jef Marie dui gezien.
there has Jef Marie there seen
INTENDED: ‘Jef saw Marie there.’

7 These examples are grammatical under an irrelevant reading, whereby the two there’s refer
to different (sizes or types of) locations, e.g. in (26) to indicate that in that city (there1) I used
to live in that house (there2). I abstract away from such readings here and in the remainder of
the paper. See Maienborn 2001 for relevant discussion.
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As for the question of whether locative expressions can be clitic doubled, that
requires first establishing that Wambeek Dutch has locative clitics to begin with.
Interestingly, the structural configuration of subject clitic doubling provides
a clear diagnostic for this. As pointed out by Van Craenenbroeck & van Koppen
(2007a), the only elements that can intervene between the two parts of a clitic
doubled subject are other clitics. This can be illustrated on the basis of pronouns
that make a morphophonological distinction between weak and clitic pronouns
(see above, subsection 2.2). Consider in this respect the following examples.

(28) da ze { n /* em } zaai gezien eit.
that sheclitic himDO.clitic himDO.weak shestrong seen has
‘that she saw him.’

(29) da ze zaai { * n / em } gezien eit.
that sheclitic shestrong himDO.clitic himDO.weak seen has
‘that she saw him.’

The third person masculine singular deficient object pronoun in Wambeek
Dutch makes a morphophonological distinction between the clitic n and the
weak pronoun em. As these examples show, when the object occurs in between
the two parts of a clitic doubled subject, only the clitic form can be used, while
to the right of the strong subject pronoun only the weak pronoun can appear.
More generally, the possibility of occurring in between the two parts of a clitic
doubled subject can be used as a diagnostic for clitichood in this dialect.
Applying this test to the reduced form of the locative pronoun yields the follow-
ing example.

(30) da ze er zaai gewoendj eit.
that sheclitic there shestrong lived has
‘that she has lived there.’

The fact that the reduced form of the locative pronoun can occur in between
the two halves of a clitic doubled subject shows that it is – or at least can be –
a clitic. This means that we can now legitimately ask whether a locative expres-
sion can be clitic doubled. As the following example shows, the answer is
negative.

(31) *da ze er zaai dui gewoendj eit.
that sheclitic there shestrong there lived has
INTENDED: ‘that she has lived there.’
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Summing up, this subsection has shown that Wambeek Dutch has two types of
subject doubling. The first, topic doubling, involves a variety of subject expres-
sions in first position and a strong subject pronoun in second position, and it is
only found in subject-initial main clauses. The second is clitic doubling. It con-
sists of a clitic pronoun and a strong pronoun, and only shows up in embedded
clauses and inverted main clauses. The two doubling processes can co-occur in
one and the same example, resulting in subject tripling. Non-subjects can never
be doubled, regardless of which doubling strategy is used. This also holds for
locative expressions.

3 The new data: Expletives as part of the
pronominal system

3.1 Introduction

This section focuses on the expletive system of Wambeek Dutch. Just like
English – and Standard Dutch for that matter – this dialects uses expletive pro-
nouns that are morphologically related to locative adverbs. What I will show is
that these expletive forms fit perfectly into the pronominal system of the dialect
as outlined in the previous section. In particular, they make a distinction be-
tween strong and deficient expletive forms, with the latter being homophonous
between clitics and weak pronouns (subsection 3.2), and they can be both topic
and clitic doubled (subsection 3.3). In addition, I show that even though it
never loses its locative interpretation, the proximate locative adverb here can
also display expletive-like behavior in this dialect (subsection 3.4).

3.2 Strong vs. deficient expletives

As is well-known (see for example Bennis 1986), Standard Dutch makes use of
the form er ‘there’ as its expletive element in there-sentences. This er is the weak
or reduced form of the distal locative adverb daar ‘there’, which is not used as an
expletive. At first glance, Wambeek Dutch is no different in this respect: it uses
the weak form d’r as its expletive pronoun. This is illustrated in (32)–(34).8

8 Due to voice assimilation and /t/-deletion, the deficient expletive pronoun can surface as
d’r, t’r, or er. Given that I have been unable to find any differences in syntactic behavior
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(32) D’r stui ne vantj inn of.
ER stands a man in.the garden
‘There’s a man in the garden.’

(33) Stuit t’r ne vantj inn of?
stands ER a man in.the garden
‘Is there a man in the garden?’

(34) da t’r ne vantj inn of stuit.
that ER a man in.the garden stands
‘that there is a man in the garden.’

Unlike in Standard Dutch, however, the strong form of the distal locative ad-
verb can also be used as an expletive pronoun in Wambeek Dutch. Consider in
this respect the following example.

(35) Dui stui ne vantj inn of.
there stands a man in.the garden
‘There’s a man in the garden.’

As is clear from the English translation, the form dui ‘there’ adds no locative
meaning to the sentence (or at least not necessarily, see fn. 10 below) and as
such functions as a pure expletive here. This reading can be brought out more
clearly by adding an additional, conflicting locative expression such as ie ‘here’
or genner ‘over there’ to the sentence.9 This is illustrated in (36).

(36) Dui stuid ie/genner ne vantj inn of.
there stands here/over.there a man in.the garden
‘There’s a man here/over there in the garden.’

Moreover, the example in (35) becomes infelicitous in its intended meaning
when the associate DP ne vantj ‘a man’ is replaced by a definite expression
such as a proper name:

between these three forms, I treat them as different surface manifestations of the same under-
lying element, and I gloss all of them as ER.
9 Wambeek Dutch has a tripartite distance-based locative system, which makes a distinction
between proximate ie ‘here’, medial/distal dui ‘there’, and distal genner ‘over there’ (a cognate
of the archaic English form yonder).
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(37) # Dui stui Jef inn of.
there stands Jef in.the garden

This example is not ungrammatical, but has a very specific interpretation.
Imagine for instance that we are looking through a bunch of photos. I could
point at one and utter the sentence in (37) to indicate that in that picture (i.e.
there), Jef is standing in the garden.10 The purely existential reading, how-
ever, in which dui ‘there’ adds no locative information, is lost in this example.

Another way to clearly bring out the non-locative, i.e. expletive, use of dui
‘there’ concerns sentences in which a locative dimension is completely absent,
such as the existential sentence in (38). As the number of prime numbers
smaller than ten is not tied to a particular location, a locative reading for dui
would lead to a pragmatically odd or infelicitous sentence. Given that the ex-
ample is perfectly well-formed, however, such a locative reading is missing,
and dui is being used as a pure expletive pronoun.

(38) Dui zen mo vier priemgetalle klanjer as tien.
there are only four prime.numbers smaller as ten
‘There are only four prime numbers smaller than ten.’

Note that the expletive use of dui is not restricted to sentence initial position.
The declarative existential in (38) can be turned into an inverted main clause
(39) or an embedded clause (40), without loss of the expletive reading.

(39) Zen dui mo vier priemgetalle klanjer as tien?
are there only four prime.numbers smaller as ten
‘Are there only four prime numbers smaller than ten?’

(40) omda dui mo vier priemgetalle klanjer zen as tien.
because there only four prime.numbers smaller are as ten
‘because here are only four prime numbers smaller than ten.’

Summing up, Wambeek Dutch has both a strong and a deficient expletive pro-
noun, and as such its expletive constructions mimic the structure of its pronom-
inal system. Moreover, the two expletives are not completely interchangeable.

10 That same reading – mutatis mutandis – is also available in (35). Note that in both cases,
the locative reading of dui requires heavy stress on this element. See below for more detailed
illustration and ways of disambiguating such sentences.
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For example, let’s compare the two dui-examples in (39) and (40) with their
d’r-counterparts in (41) and (42).

(41) Zen er mo vier priemgetalle klanjer as tien?
are ER only four prime.numbers smaller as ten
‘Are there only four prime numbers smaller than ten?’

(42) omda t’r mo vier priemgetalle klanjer zen as tien.
because ER only four prime.numbers smaller are as ten
‘because there are only four prime numbers smaller than ten.’

The examples in (41) and (42) are the most neutral way of expressing either the
question or the (embedded) statement that there are only four prime numbers
smaller than ten. The sentences in (39) and (40) express the same propositional
content, but add emphasis or surprise, or they contradict a negative presupposi-
tion or a preceding statement. For example, one of my informants gives as
a context for the question in (39) a math quiz, where someone has just listed the
prime numbers smaller than ten and I want to grill him some more by asking
something like ‘Are there really only four prime numbers smaller than ten?’ or
‘Are you sure that there are only four prime numbers smaller than ten?’. This
means that it is not only the case that Wambeek Dutch makes use of strong and
deficient forms both in its pronominal and in its expletive system, the added em-
phasis that goes along with using a strong form is also present in both systems.

One question I have not tackled yet is what kind of deficient element d’r is
exactly: a clitic or a weak pronoun? In order to answer that question it will be
instructive to look at the doubling patterns expletive pronouns occur in. This is
the topic of the next subsection.

3.3 Subject doubling of expletives

The strict subject requirement on pronominal doubling (see above, subsection
2.3) in combination with the fact that Wambeek Dutch has locative-based exple-
tive pronouns allows us to test a central assumption that is shared by many ex-
isting accounts of there-expletives, namely the fact that there occupies the
structural subject position (see Hartmann 2008:chapter 1 and section 4 below
for an overview of different types of analyses, and see Bennis 1986 for an analy-
sis of Standard Dutch er that does not share this assumption). Barring orthogo-
nal intervening factors, expletive subjects should in principle be able to be
doubled just like non-expletive ones (all the more so in light of the previous
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subsection, which has shown expletives to be like regular subject pronouns in
having both strong and deficient forms). Let us first turn our attention to topic
doubling. Consider the example in (43).

(43) Dui eit dui niemand me Jef geklapt.
there has there no-one with Jef talked
‘No-one spoke with Jef (there).’

This example contains two instances of the strong locative adverb dui ‘there’,
with one of them clause-initial and the other in the immediately post-verbal po-
sition. As such, the example closely parallels the topic doubling one in (8).
Note also that the example in (43) does not necessarily have a locative interpre-
tation, suggesting that in (at least one version of) this example we are dealing
with two instances of expletive dui, rather than, for example, a combination of
expletive dui and locative dui. This can be brought out more clearly by adding
a second, conflicting locative modifier, as in (44).

(44) Dui leit dui ie e vliegsken op men and.
there lies there here a fly.DIM on my hand
‘There’s a fly on my hand.’

The proximate locative adverb ie ‘here’ situates the state of affairs described in
this sentence as being in the (extreme) vicinity of the speaker, thus showing
that neither of the two dui’s adds any locative meaning.11 Now, if (43) and (44)
indeed represent cases of topic doubling of the expletive pronoun dui, we pre-
dict this pattern to be unavailable in embedded clauses and inverted main
clauses (see above, examples (13) and (14)). At first glance, that prediction is
not borne out, as the following two examples are perfectly well-formed:

(45) omda dui dui niemand me Jef geklapt eit.
because there there no-one with Jef talked has
‘because no-one spoke with Jef *(there).’

(46) Eit dui dui niemand me Jef geklapt?
has there there no-one with Jef talked
‘Did no-one speak with Jef *(there)?’

11 Note that the example deliberately refers to a body part–and hence the extreme vicinity –
of the speaker so as to make unlikely the kind of double locative reading described in fn. 7.
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However, note that in both these examples there is an obligatory locative inter-
pretation. This suggests that we are not dealing with pronominal doubling of
the expletive element dui, but rather with a combination of expletive dui and
locative dui. In other words, the type of doubling illustrated in (43) is restricted
to subject-initial (or rather dui-initial) main clauses, exactly as would be ex-
pected from the description of topic doubling in subsection 2.3.12 Summing up,
the data just reviewed strongly suggests that, contrary to its homophonous loc-
ative counterpart (see above, the examples in (26) and (27)), the expletive use
of the strong form dui ‘there’ can be topic doubled, just like regular subjects.
This constitutes strong evidence in favor of analyzing there-expletives as occu-
pying the structural subject position.

The existence of topic doubling in the expletive system also provides us
with a first test to further determine the precise status of the deficient expletive
form d’r. Recall from subsection 2.3 that weak pronouns can be topic doubled,
but clitics cannot. If d’r can partake in expletive topic doubling, we know that it
is (at least also) a weak pronoun. As the following example shows, this is in-
deed the case.

(47) D’r leit dui ie e vliegsken op men and.
ER lies there here a fly.DIM on my hand
‘There’s a fly on my hand.’

Turning next to the question of whether expletive subjects can also be clitic
doubled, consider the following example.

(48) dat er dui nen boek op tuifel leit.
that ER there a book on tafel lies
‘that there is a book (there) on the table.’

12 For completeness’ sake we can point out that the type of dui-doubling illustrated in (43)
comes with a strong definiteness requirement on the thematic subject of the clause:

(i) * Dui eit dui Marie me Jef geklapt.
there has there Marie with Jef talked
INTENDED: ‘Marie spoke with Jef (there).’

Note that this judgment is expected both under a topic doubling analysis of (43) and under an
analysis of this example as containing a combination of expletive dui and locative dui. As
such, it doesn’t provide an additional argument in favor of the claim that expletives can be
topic doubled in Wambeek Dutch.
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The optionality of a locative interpretation in this example indicates that dui
can once again be used as an expletive. Given that the sentence also contains
an instance of the deficient expletive element d’r, this example features exple-
tive doubling, albeit not topic doubling, but clitic doubling (see above, exam-
ple (16)). This is further confirmed when we add another, conflicting locative
modifier:

(49) dat er dui ie nen boek op tuifel leit.
that ER there here a book on tafel lies
‘that there is a book here on the table.’

This sentence has a straightforward proximate interpretation, with ie serving as
a locative modifier, er as the (expletive) subject clitic, and dui as the (equally
expletive) strong doubling pronoun. What this suggests, then, is that expletive
subjects can not only be topic doubled in Wambeek Dutch, but also clitic dou-
bled. (Note also that this implies that the deficient expletive element d’r is ho-
mophonous between a clitic and a weak pronoun.) In fact, just like in the
pronominal system (see above, example 2.3), expletive tripling is also attested:

(50) Dui eit er dui ie niemand me Jef geklapt.
there has ER there here no-one with Jef talked
‘No-one spoke with Jef here.’

This example contains four locative expressions. The proximate locative adverb
ie ‘here’ serves as an adjunct and assigns a locative interpretation to the sen-
tence. The other three elements, dui, d’r, and dui, do not add any such meaning
and serve as expletive pronouns. The sentence-initial dui is topic doubled by
the post-verbal one, which is in turn clitic doubled by d’r. Note, crucially, that
these extensive co-occurrence options between locative expressions do not
imply that anything goes. In fact, if we force multiple locative expressions into
a configuration where subject doubling is independently disallowed, the multi-
ple expletive reading disappears and a locative one becomes obligatory.
Consider in this respect the following example.

(51) Dui is niks gebeed.
there is nothing happened
‘Nothing happened (there).’

As can be expected from the above discussion, this example is ambiguous be-
tween a locative and a non-locative (expletive) interpretation. If we add the
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deficient expletive pronoun to the right of the verb, however, the second read-
ing disappears:

(52) Dui is t’r niks gebeed.
there is ER nothing happened
‘Nothing happened *(there).’

In this example, dui is necessarily locative, i.e. the option of expletive doubling
is unavailable. This perfectly mimics the fact that in this type of configuration –
a strong form followed by the verb followed by a weak form – pronominal sub-
ject doubling is also categorically excluded:

(53) *Zaai ei ze ie niks te zieken.
shestrong has shedeficient here nothing to seek
INTENDED: ‘She has no business being here.’

Summing up, the Wambeek Dutch expletive system shares with its pronominal
counterpart not only the distinction between strong and deficient forms, but
also the possibility of undergoing doubling. In particular, I have shown that ex-
pletive pronouns – unlike their homophonous locative counterparts – can un-
dergo topic doubling, clitic doubling, and even tripling.

3.4 Expletive here

All the data I have examined so far featured the distal – or distal/medial, cf. fn. 9 –
locative adverb dui ‘there’. In this subsection I turn to its proximate counterpart ie
‘here’. On the one hand, this element behaves exactly like a bona fide locative ad-
verb in that it always retains its locative meaning. At the same time, however, it
can be both topic and clitic doubled, and when it is, it imposes a definiteness re-
striction on the thematic subject, just like regular expletive pronouns.

Consider first the following example. It is identical to the one in (35), except
that the distal locative dui ‘there’ has been replaced by the proximate ie ‘here’.

(54) Ie stui ne vantj inn of.
here stands a man in.the garden
‘There’s a man in the garden *(here).’

Note that unlike the example in (35) the locative contribution of the clause-
initial locative adverb is obligatory, suggesting that ie, unlike dui, cannot be
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used as an expletive pronoun. This intuition is further confirmed if we consider
some more examples from the preceding sections but with dui replaced by ie:

(55) # Ie zen mo vier priemgetalle klanjer as tien.
here are only four prime.numbers smaller as ten
‘There are only four prime numbers smaller than ten here.’

(56) Ie is niks gebeed.
here is nothing happened
‘Nothing happened *(here).’

In both these examples ie makes an obligatory locative contribution (resulting
in a pragmatically odd sentence in (55)). Neither of them allows for the loca-
tion-neutral, expletive interpretation. Similarly, when ie is combined with
other, conflicting locative expressions, the result is ill-formed13:

(57) *Ie stuid genner ne vantj inn of.
here stands over.there a man in.the garden
INTENDED: ‘There’s a man over there in the garden.’

In short, in accordance with what has been reported in the literature on exple-
tives (see in particular Kayne 2008:195–196), the proximate locative adverb
seems to lack the expletive uses of its distal counterpart. With that much as
background, consider the following example.

(58) Ie eid ie niemand me Jef geklapt.
here has here no-one with Jef talked
‘No-one spoke with Jef *(here).’

This example contains two instances of ie, yet its interpretation reveals only
a single proximate modification.14 This means that at least one of the two ie’s is
used as an expletive pronoun here (recall from examples (26) and (27) that loca-
tive modifiers cannot be doubled, so the two ie’s cannot be instances/copies of
the same locative element). This is further confirmed by the fact that this con-
struction imposes a strong definiteness requirement on the thematic subject of

13 More accurately: the only reading allowed in (57) is the double locative one described in fn. 7.
14 The double locative reading of fn. 7 is not impossible here, but very marked. It also requires
heavy stress on both instances of ie, while the neutral pronunciation of (58) has the main
stress falling on niemand ‘no-one’.
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the sentence, illustrated in (59). (Note that such a requirement is absent when
the sentence contains only a single ie as in (60).)

(59) *Ie eid ie Marie me Jef geklapt.
here has here Marie with Jef talked
INTENDED: ‘Marie spoke with Jef here.’

(60) Ie eit Marie me Jef geklapt.
here has Marie with Jef talked
‘Marie spoke with Jef here.’

The ie-doubling example in (58) resembles an instance of topic doubling with
two strong subject pronouns (see above, example (8)), but at the same time it
could also be analyzed as the combination of a locative and an expletive use of
ie. As it turns out, however, it is also possible to have three instances of ie:

(61) Ie eid ie ie niemand me Jef geklapt.
here has here here no-one with Jef talked
‘No-one spoke with Jef *(here).’

The interpretation of this example is identical to the one in (58), i.e. there is
only one (proximate) locative specification. This means that the other two ie’s
are expletive pronouns. More specifically, not only can the proximate locative
adverb be used as an expletive, in that capacity it can also undergo topic dou-
bling. It is important to stress, though, that even in its topic doubled expletive
use, ie still retains its locative interpretation. This can be shown by replacing
the third ie in (61) by a conflicting locative expression such as genner ‘over
there’.

(62) *Ie eid ie genner niemand me Jef geklapt.
here has here over.there no-one with Jef talked
INTENDED: ‘No-one spoke with Jef over there.’

Given that (61) has shown that ie can be (topic doubled and) used as an exple-
tive pronoun, it should in principle be possible to combine it with a conflict-
ing locative expression such as genner ‘over there’ (see above, example (44)).
The ill-formedness of (62) shows that this is not the case. This means that
even in its use as an expletive pronoun, ie still retains its proximate locative
interpretation.
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Having established that ie can be topic doubled, this raises the question of
whether it can be clitic doubled as well. The following example suggests that
that is indeed the case.

(63) Eit er ie ie niemand me Jef geklapt?
has ER here here no-one with Jef talked
‘Did no-one speak with Jef here?’

There are three locative expressions in this example: the deficient expletive pro-
noun d’r and two instances of ie. Once again, the meaning of the sentence re-
veals only a single proximate dimension. This suggests that the other two
elements are expletive in nature. In other words, it suggests that the expletive
element ie is clitic doubled. Not surprisingly, then, the combination of topic
doubling and clitic doubling, i.e. tripling, is also possible in the case of ie. This
is shown in (64).

(64) Ie eit er ie ie niemand me Jef geklapt.
here has ER here here no-one with Jef talked
‘No-one spoke with Jef here.’

Summing up, even though ie adds a proximate locative meaning to every sen-
tence that contains it, it can undergo topic doubling and clitic doubling, two
operations otherwise strictly preserved for XPs occupying the structural subject
position. Moreover, whenever ie is doubled, it shows a defining characteristic
of an expletive pronoun in that it imposes a definiteness requirement on the
thematic subject. All of this suggests that in Wambeek Dutch the proximate loc-
ative adverb can be used as an expletive pronoun.

3.5 Summary

This section has examined the expletive system of Wambeek Dutch. I have
shown that expletive pronouns fit into the pronominal system of this dialect in
two ways: (1) they can be subdivided into strong and deficient forms (with the
latter homophonous between clitics and weak pronouns), and (2) they can be
pronominally doubled, both via topic doubling and via clitic doubling. In addi-
tion, the section has revealed that the proximate locative adverb also has an ex-
pletive use, in spite of it never occurring without its locative interpretation. The
next section examines some of the implications of these findings for existing the-
ories of there-expletives and sketches the outlines of an alternative approach.
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4 Towards a new analysis of there-expletives

The generative literature on there-expletives is vast and it is not my intention
to provide an exhaustive discussion of it in this paper (see Hartmann 2008:
chapter 1 for an overview). What I do want to do in this section, though, is
point out how the data presented in the previous section raise non-trivial
questions for most if not all existing accounts of there-expletives, and sketch
the outlines of an alternative approach that overcomes (at least some of) these
problems.

Broadly speaking, we can identify two strands of analysis in the literature.
The first is what one could call the canonical Minimalist approach (cf. Chomsky
2000). The central idea is that a there-expletive is a meaningless element that is
inserted in the structural subject position (specTP) in order to satisfy some for-
mal requirement that is imposed on that position (be it the EPP, an EPP-feature,
an edge feature, or some other formal implementation of the same idea). This
approach seems to be at odds with several of the findings described above.
First of all, recall that Wambeek Dutch makes a distinction between strong and
deficient expletive pronouns, and that the choice of a strong form over
a deficient one has an impact on the interpretation of the sentence (see the dis-
cussion of the examples in (39)–(42)). This is quite unexpected from the point
of view of there as a mere formal placeholder that makes no contribution to the
meaning of the sentence. Secondly, recall that the proximate element ie can be
used as an expletive even when it retains its locative interpretation. Consider in
this respect the following example.

(65) Ie woendj ie niemand nie.
here lives here no-one not
‘No-one lives here.’

In this example ie on the one hand clearly displays subject- and expletive-like
properties: it is topic doubled and it imposes a definiteness requirement on
the thematic subject. On the other hand, however, this element is not a mean-
ingless placeholder: not only does it contribute a locative meaning to the sen-
tence, it also serves as the (obligatory) internal argument of the locational
verb woenen ‘to live’. In other words, the standard Minimalist account of
there-expletives seems to be a non-starter for the Wambeek Dutch data intro-
duced in the previous section.

The other type of analysis of there-expletives starts from the idea that there
is base-generated lower than specTP as a meaningful element of the structure
(typically a predicate of some sort) and that it subsequently raises to specTP
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(possibly to satisfy the same formal requirement that drives there-insertion in
the standard Minimalist account), see for example Moro (1997). At first glance,
this type of account holds more promise for the Wambeek Dutch facts, as it
takes into account the possibility that the expletive pronoun makes a semantic
contribution to the clause. At the same time, however, the contexts in which
there can be base-generated according to these accounts – which are mostly
based on English there-sentences – constitute only a subset of the contexts in
which Wambeek Dutch expletives can be found. In particular, there has been
argued to be the predicate of a small clause (Moro 1997; Dikken 1992), the sub-
ject of such a small clause (Williams 1994; Hazout 2004), the spell-out of
a spatio-temporal event variable (Kiss 1996; Ramchand 1996; Felser & Rupp
2001), and a presuppositional adjunct (Bennis 1986), and while these character-
isations work well in the face of simple existential or locational sentences such
as There are many problems (in the world) (Cresti & Tortora 1999:62), Wambeek
Dutch expletives (exemplified here by ie-doubling) occur in a much wider vari-
ety of contexts: they can spell out the internal argument of a two-place predi-
cate (66), an adjunct in an intransitive sentence (67), an adjunct in a transitive
sentence (68) (a so-called transitive expletive construction, cf. Vikner 1995), or
an adjunct in an impersonal passive (69). It is hard to see how all of these con-
structions could be reduced to the small set of there-configurations proposed in
the literature.15 Instead, the use of locative expressions as expletives seems to
be parasitic on their use as locative adverbs: any structure that can host the ad-
verb, be it as an adjunct or as an argument, can serve as the basis for the exple-
tive use of this element. As far as I can tell, this is an intuition that none of the
existing accounts of there-expletives incorporates.

(66) Ie leid ie ginnen boek.
here lies here no book
‘There’s no book lying here.’

(67) Ie eid ie ne noenkel va mou gewerkt.
here has here an uncle of me worked
‘An uncle of mine used to work here.’

15 The same conclusion holds for Kayne’s 2008 analysis, whereby there originates as a DP-
internal modifier inside the associate DP and subsequently (remnant-)moves to specTP.
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(68) Ie eid ie niemand nen boek gekocht.
here has here no-one a book bought
‘No-one bought a book here.’

(69) Ie wedj ie gezeid dat Jef ziek is.
here becomes here said that Jef ill is
‘People are saying here that Jef is ill.’

Suppose we took this intuition as the starting point for an analysis of there-
expletives in Wambeek Dutch: the expletive use of dui and ie (and possibly
d’r)16 is parasitic on their use as bona fide locative expressions. More specifi-
cally, whenever the structural subject position remains empty (because the
subject is indefinite (Vangsnes 2002) or because there is no subject, like in
impersonal passives, cf. (69)), a locative expression can be moved into this
position.17 While such a movement operation might seem unorthodox at first
glance, it accords well with an observation that has been around in the litera-
ture on Dutch there-expletives since the early days (see for example Bennis
1986:214; Zwart 1992; Lightfoot 2002:95n4), i.e. the fact that the Dutch exple-
tive pronoun er can be left out when it is followed by a locative expression.
Interestingly, this idea is picked up and further worked out by Klockmann
et al. (2015). On the basis of an online survey of 671 native speakers of Dutch,
they observe that it is specifically the locative adverbs daar ‘there’ and hier
‘here’ that have this effect. Consider first two of their baseline examples,
which show that Dutch is subject to an EPP-requirement, i.e. specTP can not
remain empty willy-nilly.

(70) Werd *( er ) gedanst?
became there danced
‘Was there dancing?’ (Standard Dutch)

16 I will mostly focus on the strong expletive pronouns dui and ie in what follows. While an
account along the lines sketched below is also possible for the deficient form d’r, this element
could also be given a standard Minimalist analysis in most of the contexts in which it occurs.
See also fn. 18.
17 While I will leave the precise nature of this movement operation open, two options readily
come to mind. One would be to assimilate it to Icelandic Stylistic Fronting (Holmberg 2000),
another would be to endow T with a locative or distal feature along the lines of Ritter &
Wiltschko 2009, which could then be checked by raising a locative expression to specTP, cf.
Klockmann et al. 2015 (and see also Pots 2016 for related discussion).
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(71) Gedanst werd *( er ).
danced became there
‘There was dancing.’ (Standard Dutch)

In the presence of the locative adverbs daar ‘there’ and hier ‘here’, however,
the expletive pronoun is no longer obligatory:

(72) Werd ( er ) hier/daar gedanst?
became there here/there danced
‘Was there dancing here/there?’ (Standard Dutch)

Interestingly, this effect is absent (a) when the locative element is not linearly
adjacent to the expletive (73), or (b) when a non-locative adverb like toen ‘then’
is used instead (74). In fact, Klockmann et al. (2015) show that for many speak-
ers even full locative PPs don’t resort the same effect as hier ‘here’ and daar
‘there’ (75).

(73) Werd *( er ) wel gedanst daar?
became there PRT danced there
‘Was there really dancing there?’ (Standard Dutch)

(74) Werd *( er ) toen gedanst?
became there then danced
‘Was there dancing at that time?’ (Standard Dutch)

(75) Werd %( er ) in het park gedanst?
became there in the park danced
‘Was there dancing in the park?’ (Standard Dutch)

Like Klockmann et al. (2015) I take this to mean that in the absence of another
filler of specTP, the locative adverbs hier ‘here’ and daar ‘there’ can move into
this position. Moreover, given that the judgments in (70)–(75) carry over to
Wambeek Dutch, I assume that the same analysis is applicable to this variety.
What distinguishes Wambeek Dutch from Standard Dutch, is the fact that ele-
ments that occupy specTP in the dialect can be pronominally doubled. For in-
stance, if dui ‘there’ moves on from specTP into the left periphery and the lower
copy of this movement chain is spelled out, an expletive topic doubling config-
uration is derived. For the example in (76), this yields the (simplified) deriva-
tion in (77).
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(76) Dui woentj dui niemand.
there lives there no-one
‘No-one lives there.’

(77) CP

C′

TP

T′

VP

V′

V

woentj

tdui

niemand

T

twoentj

dui

C

woentj

dui

Similarly, the existence of expletive clitic doubling suggests that locative ad-
verbs are morphologically complex, and that the deficient form d’r can be ana-
lyzed as a structural subset of the strong forms dui and ie (cf. also Rooryck
2003). Without going into any details regarding the categorial status of locative
adverbs or the functional projections making up such elements, this means
that the clitic doubled expletive pronoun in an example like (48) (repeated
below as (78)) can be abstractly structurally represented as in (79).

(78) dat er dui nen boek op tuifel leit.
that ER there a book on tafel lies
‘that there is a book (there) on the table.’

(79)
XP →

X′

YP

duid′r

Y

X
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Summing up, the expletive facts from Wambeek Dutch reviewed in the previous
section suggest that morphologically locative expletive pronouns can be parasitic
on the regular locative use of these elements (be it as an argument or as an
adjunct).18 They move from their base position to specTP (see fn. 17 for possi-
ble implementations) and from there on are incorporated into the regular sub-
ject system of the language (which in the case of Wambeek Dutch includes
the possibility of pronominal doubling). Neither the standard Minimalist anal-
ysis of there-expletives (Chomsky 2000) nor the predicate raising approach
(Moro 1997) seems particularly suited to handle these facts.

5 Summary and conclusion

This paper has focused on there-expletives in a dialect of Dutch. I have shown
that expletive elements show a remarkable similarity to the system of subject pro-
nouns in this variety, in two ways: on the one hand, expletives show a distinction
between strong and deficient elements, while on the other they can be pronom-
inally doubled. In addition, an in-depth exploration of the data revealed that
contrary to a commonly held opinion in the literature on there-expletives, the
proximate locative adverb here can also be used as an expletive in Wambeek
Dutch. These previously undiscussed facts raise significant challenges for exist-
ing accounts of there-expletives. Accordingly, I have sketched the outlines of an
alternative approach, in which the expletive behavior of locative elements is
made— or at least can be made— parasitic on their regular locative use.

18 Note that the account presented here leaves open the possibility of different types of exple-
tives co-existing in a single language (see also Zwart 1992), see also fn. 16 on the reduced ex-
pletive pronoun d’r. Such an approach might also be suggested by examples such as (61),
repeated below as (i).

(i) le eid ie ie niemand me Jef geklapt.
here has here here no-one with Jef talked
‘No-one spoke with Jef *(here).’

Unless we want to say that the three ie’s represent three spelled-out copies in a single move-
ment chain, the most plausible analysis of this example would be to assume that the third ie is
a(n unmoved) regular locative adjunct, while the first two are copies of the same expletive ele-
ment, which is base-generated in specTP, as per the standard Minimalist account. Similarly,
the ambiguity of the basic example in (35) (cf. fn. 10) might be due to the possibility of base
generating dui either in an adjunct position or directly in specTP. I leave the exploration of
this ‘double analysis’ of there-expletives in varieties of Dutch as a topic for further research.
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Kenneth Wexler

Arbitrary control instead of obligatory
control in temporal adjuncts in Child
Grammar: An ATTRACT analysis

1 Introduction: The problem of temporal object
control in child grammar

Among many other major achievements, Rita Manzini has contributed original
and innovative solutions to the theory of control, solutions that have had much
impact. Inspired by this work, in this paper I will attempt to work out an analy-
sis of a long-standing problem in the theory of the acquisition of control using
one of Manzini’s important contributions, in particular the theory of ATTRACT
in Manzini and Roussou (2000). The particular acquisition problem that will be
the center of our attention is children’s failure to provide the correct controller
in a temporal adjunct.

A long-studied problem in the theory of grammatical development is that
in sentences with control, although children at around ages 3 to 5 seem to be-
have perfectly on cases of obligatory control like (1a), they often make errors on
cases of obligatory control into adjuncts like (1b and 1c).

(1) a. John tried [PRO to win the race]
b. John pushed Bill before [leaving the room]
c. John laughed [before PRO leaving the room]

For many years after the problem was first studied, it was thought that children
go through a stage in which they took the controller of PRO to be the object of
the matrix clause in (1b), with the most common idea being that the kids had
incorrectly attached the embedded clause, before leaving the room, so that for
them Bill c-commanded leaving the room and would therefore by the closest
c-commander and therefore the controller of PRO (by the Minimum Distance
Principle).

However, Wexler (1992) analyzed the data in the literature in detail and
showed that the object stage didn’t exist, or at best was extremely rare. Rather,
children seemed to allow any discourse-appropriate DP to control PRO. The
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reference for PRO in temporal adjuncts (like those in (1b, c)) was free for chil-
dren,1 subject to discourse conditions. He extended and made more precise an
idea from Carlson that children might be treating the verbal gerund in (1b, c) as
a DP. Kids were essentially treating “leaving the room” as “the leaving of the
room.” DP’s like this can be interpreted as referring to an event that occurs at
a certain time (just like the wedding), so that they can be interpreted as the ob-
ject of a temporal preposition. But they do not specify their subject; they are
not controlled at all. They come with a time of event occurrence, and the sub-
ject is free.

Broihier and Wexler (1995) further analyzed data from the literature. For
example, they showed that in experiment in the literature in which the 2nd
(non-subject) DP is embedded even deeper, so that there was no way it could
be misattached to command PRO, this DP was often taken by children as the
controller of PRO. There was no way that the misattachment analysis could
work. Then they did 2 experiments, giving children the choice of an external
DP (not even mentioned in the sentence) or an internal DP as the controller of
PRO, the results being that the external DP (along with the grammatical sub-
ject DP and the object DP if there was one) could be quite often the controller
of PRO.

It seems to me that by now, the “free reference” view of PRO in these tem-
poral adjuncts has been amply supported, and accepted by all investigators.

The results were in particular further supported by Goodluck (2001), who,
not only replicated these results, but showed, in creative experimentation, that
children would accept a sentence like John pushed Leo before/when dancing by
Sam to mean that John pushed Leo before/when Sam was dancing. Although
this is grammatical (though dispreferred in the experiment by adults) with be-
fore, it is not grammatical with when; with when the sentence can only mean
that John danced by Sam (by as a locative). Children took free reference to be
very widely available. Goodluck took this as a test and confirmation of the DP
theory of children’s adjunct control errors. Since then, 2 dissertations have re-
sults confirming the free reference possibility of control in temporal adjuncts in
children, while having many other things to say.

Why do children take the DP analysis of the gerunds? Wexler (1992) proposed
that it was because children had difficulties with the empty temporal operators

1 When I speak about “children” in this paper, I always mean children at the age at which the
control errors are made, unless stated otherwise.
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that existed in such sentences (see later sections for the evidence for this gram-
matical analysis in much more detail). The theory, although it’s descriptively ade-
quate, raises some questions. First, do children really not understand temporal
operators? Second, and perhaps even more important, why should a difficulty
with temporal operators lead to them adopting the DP analysis as a strategy?
After all, it takes some effort and some ignoring of the morphological and syntac-
tic conditions to take verbal gerunds in adjuncts like John laughed before giving
the answer as a DP.

What would be more a welcome alternative to explaining free reference for
temporal adjunct control is a theory that predicts that children take the relevant
structures to be cases of arbitrary control. As is well known (and we’ll discuss it
further in the next section), arbitrary control is often interpreted specifically
with relation to the discourse context. So if children believe that the structure
of temporal adjuncts should lead to an analysis of arbitrary control, then we’d
expect them to respond with discourse-related arbitrary control. There is no rea-
son to think that the responses would be statistically equivalent to what hap-
pens when a pronoun is substituted for the empty subject (a pronoun might
have its own discourse preferences), but nevertheless there should be the possi-
bility of control by any discourse appropriate subject, whether sentence inter-
nal or external.

We need to look for a mechanism that causes the child’s grammar to analyze
temporal adjuncts like (1b, c) as cases of arbitrary control. We have to start from
a theory that tells us what arbitrary control is. A promising theory in this regard
is the theory of control governed by the ATTRACT relation outlined in Manzini
and Roussou (2000). In section 1 I will very sketchily summarize a small (and
most relevant) part of the theory of ATTRACT (from Manzini and Roussou), espe-
cially as it applies to adjuncts. Section 2 lays out Johnson’s (1988) results on tem-
poral prepositional adjuncts, that (following Larson 1990) makes the case not
only for the existence of phonetically empty temporal operators in finite temporal
adjuncts, but also shows that these operators are syntactically active, resulting in
arguments for the existence of temporal operators in non-finite adjuncts (verbal
gerunds) when they follow a temporal preposition like before. This means that
we must assume that the verbal gerund in (1b, c) contains a temporal operator.
Section 3 develops the theory of control in temporal adjuncts, integrating
Manzini and Roussou’s results with the results on temporal operators in
Johnson’s research. Section 4 develops the analysis that finds a small difference
in children’s grammar from that of the adult that was presented in section 3. This
difference will result from a kind of intervention effect that happens in child
grammar; the (non-finite) temporal adjunct will be controlled by the lower non-
finite C that dominates it, a possibility in the theory of ATTRACT, but not one
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that applies in adult grammar in this case. The result will be that in temporal
adjuncts, the child grammar will have arbitrary rather than obligatory control,
predicting the empirical results that we very briefly reviewed in this section. We
discuss a feature/operator based possibility for why children make this error.
They follow the theory of ATTRACT and other relevant principles, but they misa-
nalyse some featural properties of the temporal operator, resulting in their as-
suming an interrogative operator in the C dominating the adjunct, an operator
that doesn’t exist in adult grammar for temporal operators. The results of arbi-
trary control in children now follow ATTRACT theory exactly. Section 5 deduces
a few more facts from the ATTRACT theory of children’s errors and shows that
they are empirically realized, making the case in more empirical detail for the
existence of temporal operators in temporal adjuncts as being the cause of the
problem in child grammar. Section 6 summarizes.

2 Attract and adjunct control

The larger goal of Manzini and Roussou (from now on MR) is to argue for a theory
of grammar in which there is no A-movement (of DP’s), but rather movement of
predicates and requirements about lexicalization (as related to features).2 A
major application in the paper is to the theory of control, and this is the only
application that we’ll consider, ignoring the issue of the elimination of A-
movement. We’ll also not pay any attention to the arguments for the theory, but
rather describe and use only those parts of the theory that we need to apply to
the acquisition problem of adjunct control. A classical type of obligatory control
is when PRO is in the subject position of an embedded infinitival, as in (2)3:

(2) John tried [PRO to win the race]

Chomsky (1981) assumed that the empty category PRO had particular features,
+anaphoric, +pronominal. Since Principle A requires that PRO (as an anaphor)
be bound in its governing category and Principle B requires that PRO (as
a pronoun) be free in its governing category, he derived the result that PRO can

2 Also, requirements about Connectedness, that we will not discuss.
3 As will be obvious to those who know the paper, the following discussion follows closely
Manzini and Roussou, both in idea and examples. I will not give credit to each of these
separately.
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only exist in ungoverned positions, where there is no governing category. This
essentially derived in his framework that PRO could only occur in ungoverned
positions, essentially in the subject position of non-finite clauses. This is called
the PRO Theorem.4

Minimalist syntax (Chomsky 1995) discards much of the apparatus that ear-
lier was used to derive the Pro Theorem. Empty categories are no longer defined
in terms of features, binding theory itself is thought of in another way, and
there is no need for the concept of governing categories. Thus the content of
the PRO Theorem, that PRO can appear only in subject position of non-finite
clauses, must be derived in another way. Chomsky and Lasnik (1995) propose
that PRO is associated with “null case” and that null case can be checked only
by a non-finite INFL. Thus PRO can only occur in subject position of non-finite
clauses. For example, PRO cannot occur in object position or in the subject po-
sition of a finite clause (examples (3a, c) from MR):

(3) a. *John persuaded PRO
b. *John(i) thought Bill likes PRO(i/j)
c. *John believes that PRO will eat

MR critique the null case theory of control on several grounds, including the
conceptual one that null case and PRO only occur together, so that reference to
null case has no independent motivation.

A major issue in the theory of control is how to derive (rather than state)
the Minimal Distance Principle (MDP) (Rosenbaum 1967), which says (in more
modern terms) that PRO is controlled by the closest c-commanding antecedent.
Thus in (4) (from MR), John must control PRO since it c-commands PRO and an
alternative c-commander, Mary, is more distant from PRO.

(4) Mary [persuaded John [PRO to eat]]

4 Unless I am overlooking some paper, the issue of whether the kids know the PRO Theorem
has never been directly discussed in the acquisition literature. Nevertheless, there is every rea-
son to think that children do know the PRO Theorem. E.g. I know of no acquisition stage at
which a child’s grammar allows a direct object to be empty in a language that doesn’t allow
this (some languages allow the direct object to be empty for reasons independent of the PRO
theory, e.g. discourse binding). Hyams and Wexler (1993) show that very young children (from
before the age of 2) very rarely omit the direct object in English, despite being in a stage at
which they often omit the subject (“null subject stage). Moreover, I know of no evidence that
a child in English will omit a direct object in an embedded sentence because it is “controlled”
by a higher DP in the matrix. For the purposes of this paper, we will follow earlier literature in
assuming that children do know the PRO Theorem.
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MR propose an account that they argue is conceptually and empirically
superior to others. The account proposes that DP’s don’t undergo A-
movement. Rather, DP’s are merged in their surface position and ATTRACT
a predicate that assigns a theta-role to the DO. For example, the derivation
of John left is:

(5) [IP John I [VP left]]

The crucial aspect of this derivation is that the subject John is merged directly
in [Spec,I]. This merger is required by a strong D-feature on I that requires
a lexicalization (namely, lexical material in its Spec). How then does the DP
John receive its theta-role, which is associated with the verb (predicate) called?
As a result of the operation ATTRACT. ATTRACT is defined directly between
D and V. In particular, D ATRRACTS V. Part of MR’s argument for this approach
is derived from Hale and Keyser’s results, which argue that there is no particu-
lar list of theta-roles. Rather, the predicate has properties that assign a particu-
lar “theta” interpretation to the relevant DP. They presume the Configurational
theory of theta-roles, which says that theta-roles “correspond to a relation di-
rectly defined between an argument and a predicate”.

One of MR’s major empirical arguments for the superiority of an approach
to the phenomena of A-movement that doesn’t involve movement is that in
a Minimalist framework, the Copy Theory of Movement holds.5 Since movement
leaves behind a full DP copy, A-movement will have Reconstruction effects,
just like A-bar movement. But, they argue, these reconstruction effects don’t
exist.6 We won’t go through any of the argumentation, but rather turn to MR’s
theory of control that follows from the ATTRACT theory.

5 What about the result of Chomsky that the Copy Theory of Movement follows directly from
the theory of Merge, namely, as Internal Merge? If Internal Merge holds for A-bar movement,
such as wh-movement, what is to rule it out for A-movement? Thus why does the Copy Theory
of Movement not apply to A-movement? Possibly what MR would say is that the relevant con-
figurations for Internal Merge in an “A” configuration never hold. For example, the subject DP
John in (5) is merged directly into [Spec,I], via the assumption that I has a strong D-feature.
Thus the relevant configurations for Internal Merge in an “A” configuration never hold. It’s
not that the Copy Theory of Movement is wrong; it’s just that there is no A-movement, because
of independent principles of grammar.
6 This is a point of controversy, of course. It is fairly standardly argued that in the ambiguous (i)

(i) every cat isn’t on the mat

the NEG>EVERY reading (which means that it is not the case that every cat is on the mat) is
derived by reconstructing every cat (which has raised first to [Spec,I] then higher via QR), not
just back into [Spec,I} but lower, into the original argument position below not. If every cat is
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(6) [IP John I [VP tried [IP to [VP leave]]]

In (6), John merges directly into [Spec,I] to lexicalize the D-feature of I. MR as-
sume that the I in non-finite structures do not have a strong D-feature, so there
is nothing to license a DP in their subject position. Thus there is no subject at
all in the lower IP. Thus no PRO (for MR, there is no PRO and none is needed,
in fact no representation of a subject of the lower VP at all). Intuitively, the role
of PRO in earlier theories is to insure that the “theta-role” of leave is assigned
to John. This is done via some requirement for co-reference or binding between
John and PRO. With no PRO, rather an operation of ATTRACT that can assign
properties from a predicate to a DP when the DP ATTRACTS the predicate, it
must be necessary for the “controller” John to ATTRACT the lower predicate to
leave. Of course, John ATTRACTS the higher predicate tried, jut as in any finite
subject-verb configuration, e.g. (5), as we have shown. This means that in (6)
John must ATTRACT 2 predicates, tried and leave.

MR argue against the notion of a structurally defined “checking domain” in
which 2 features interact. Rather, they argue that a potential attractor can at-
tract down until it reaches the next potential attractor. This is defined as:

(7) Scopal MINIMAL LINK CONDITION (Scopal MLC)
Feature F ATTRACTs feature FA only down to the next F’ that also
ATTRACTs FA.

In (6), John can of course ATTRACT tried, but it can go further and also
ATTRACT leave because there is no other potential attractor in between John
and leave. Thus, John is correctly assigned properties from both predicates,
tried and leave, without the use of PRO to effect this result. This is the crucial
way in which control is analyzed within the ATTRACT theory, in which argu-
ments are not merged directly into the most local positions of predicates. The
same operation that assigns predicate properties (“theta roles”) from try to John
in (6) assigns predicate properties (“theta roles) from the predicate leave to
John. We see a unification of “theta-role assignment) without positing PRO.
Locality is observed, but, as MR put it, a locality via the attractor not the at-
tractee. Intuitively, an attractor can ATTRACT relevant items up to the next po-
tential attractor. A DP can ATTRACT a predicate up to the next DP.

generated in [Spec,I], so that no reconstruction under not is possible, how is the NEG>EVERY
reading to be derived? Some theory of interpretation would be needed, possibly at complicat-
ing cost.
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In fact, MR argue that a DP must ATTRACT a predicate if there is no other
attractor closer to the predicate. This is formulated as:

(8) Scopal Last Resort + MLC
F ATTRACTs all and only the FA’s that are in its scope

We can now derive the PRO Theorem. (9) is an example showing that control
can’t occur into finite clauses.

(9) [IP John I [VP believes [CP that [IP will [VP eat]]]]

In terms of the current theory, why can’t John attract both believes and will eat in
(9)? Intuitively, finite clauses require lexicalized subjects. Suppose that John were
merged into the matrix [Spec, I]. But finite will (that is, the embedded finite I) has
a strong D-feature, which requires lexicalization, so that John merged into matrix
I violates this requirement. So suppose that John is merged into the embedded
[Spec, I]. MR assume that a given lexical items can lexicalize the same feature
once and only once. Since John has lexicalized the D-feature of the embedded I, it
cannot lexicalize the D-feature of the higher I. Thus there is a violation of the re-
quirement to lexicalize the D-feature of the higher I. John is never merged into the
specifier of matrix I, so there is no question of its ATTRACTing the lower DP.

Crucially, the ATTRACT theory also explains the Minimum Distance Principle
(MDP).

(10) [IP Mary I [VP thinks that [IP John I [VP expected [IP to [VP eat]]]]]

In (10), unlike (9), there is no lexicalization of features violation. The D-feature
of the Matrix I is lexicalized by Mary and the D-feature of the intermediate I is
lexicalized by John. The most embedded IP is infinitival. Since infinitivals don’t
have D-features, there is no requirement to lexicalize.

Why is it that the most embedded IP is predicated of John and not Mary?
This is the MDP question in (10). Via the Scopal MLC (8), Mary attracts only
down to the scope of the next attractor, John. Therefore the only grammatical
analysis is one in which Mary ATTRACTS thinks and John ATTRACTS both ex-
pected and eat. This is the correct result.7

7 MR point out that in short passives, the ATTRACT theory doesn’t allow an external argument to
be syntactically present, since in that case the phonetically empty external argument (which lex-
icalizes a D-feature)would intercede between the surface subject and the verbal passive predicate,
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We now turn to a property of the ATTRACT system that will be of suggestive
importance for our analysis of child grammar, in particular since the analysis
of temporal properties is involved. How is arbitrary control derived?
Traditionally, in (11), the predicate to work has a PRO subject. Since there is no
available controller for this PRO subject, PRO is assigned a free [arbitrary
(ARB)] index, which accounts for the arbitrary interpretation of PRO. To work
applies to any arbitrary DP; it is not controlled.

(11) [C [it is hard [to work]]

In (11), there is no DP argument that takes the predicate work in its scope.8 So,
how does the ATTRACT theory explain the arbitrary control status of to work?
MR point out that the lack of a controller does not lead to a lack of interpreta-
tion in (11). Rather, it leads to an interpretation whereby work takes a “variable
of a generic operator” as argument. This operator must be able to ATTRACT
work. They call it an “abstract operator of quantification” and place it in
C. C ATTRACTS work, yielding the generic interpretation.

MR argue for the proposal that C acts as the attractor in arbitrary control inter-
pretations by the widely-accepted fact noticed by Bresnan (1982) and others that
contexts of arbitrary control (no DP argument controller) can be interpreted as
having “a specific, rather than a generic, argument given the appropriate context.”
Thus (12) associates a specific reading to the non-lexicalized argument, rather than
the generic reading in (11).

(12) It was hard to work (on that beautiful sunny day).

thereby preventing (via the scopal MLC) the predicate from being ATTRACTed to the surface sub-
ject. They don’t provide a picture, but one assumes that they mean that in (i)
(i) John was being pushed D(External Argument) the D-feature of the external argument is

higher than pushed, so that the phonetically empty DP that lexicalizes the D-feature inter-
cedes between John and pushed so that pushed cannot be ATTRACTed to John, a wrong
derivation. This result does seem to be contra to the facts of disjointness for verbal pas-
sives such that in (ii), the phonetically empty external argument cannot be John, a fact
usually explained as a binding theory result.

(ii) John is being dressed

I am not really sure how such considerations play into the theory of lexicalization.
8 We ignore complications arising from MR’s discussion of the role of expletive it in the
derivation.
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(12) means that the generic operator is limited to working on that day. MR point
out that the interpretation of the non-lexicalized argument in (11, 12) varies
with the temporal context. They assume that the operator in C ATTRACTS
a Tense just as it ATTRACTS a predicate. A generic operator in (11) determines
a generic interpretation for both the non-lexicalized argument and for Tense
while a specific operator determines a specific interpretation for the empty ar-
gument and Tense in (12). Thus the ambiguity of it is hard to work is determined
by whether the operator in C is generic or specific (the specific operator li-
censed by context). Crucially, as MR point out, the correlation between the ge-
neric or specific nature of the argument and the temporal context does not
occur when attraction of the predicate is done by an argument, that is in typical
cases of obligatory control, e.g. (1). In such cases, the argument (rather than an
operator) ATTRACTS the predicate, so there will be no cause for any such corre-
lation. Thus in (13), the argument us ATTRACTS work (Scopal MLC) and C only
ATTRACTS Tense. There will be no correlation of Tense and Specificity of
argument.

(13) It is hard for us [to [work]]

Getting closer to the issue of temporal adjuncts, let’s start by looking at ad-
juncts in general

(14) a. John left before eating
b. John left without asking

For both the temporal adjunct (14a) and the non-temporal adjunct (14b), on the
assumption (Larson 1988) that adverbials (e.g. the adjunct) are attached deeply,
(say, as a sister of left), both the matrix predicate left and the embedded predi-
cate eating/asking are in the scope of John. John ATTRACTS both the matrix
predicate left and the embedded predicate eating/asking. This correctly implies
that we get obligatory control of the adjunct by John. Only John is said to be
doing the eating/asking in (14).

This attachment choice, however predicts that if we insert an object, as in
(15), the embedded predicate eating/asking will be in the scope of the object, so
that John only ATTRACTS the predicate left but the object ATTRACTS the em-
bedded predicate eating/asking. This means that the object us will control the
embedded predicate, incorrectly.

(15) a. John left us before eating
b. John left us without asking
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Thus we conclude that the attachment of the adjunct is higher, so that us does
not command the adjunct, and, via the MDP and Scopal MLC, ATTRACT is only
from John, not from us. John ATTRACTS both the matrix and embedded predi-
cates in (15). For simplicity we can say that the adjunct PP adjoins to a VP that
contains the verb and the object, forming a VP with VP PP as its 2 daughters,
the lower VP containing the verb and object. The object does not command into
the sister of its mother VP, as required.

A major point of relevance to child grammar is that in (15), only subject
control is possible; there is no derivation in which arbitrary control is possible.
We will consider later, however, the possibility that in (15a), there are temporal
operators in the embedded sentence, and we have to ask whether these opera-
tors can prevent the subject from ATTRACTing the embedded predicate. As MR
note in general, the possibility of the subject ATTRACTing an embedded predi-
cate depends on there being no operators between that subject and the predi-
cate that themselves ATTRACT the predicate.

That intervening operators can prevent a subject from ATTRACTing an em-
bedded predicate is easy to see. Consider:

(16) a. What to do?
b. I know what to eat

Starting with (16a), we notice first that the facts are that control is arbitrary; there
is not even a DP that could be the controller. Nor is there a tensed C that takes the
infinitival in its scope (there is no Tense at all), so that we need another mecha-
nism to ATTRACT the predicate. MR argue that the ATTRACT theory of arbitrary
interpretation requires that there be an “interrogative/exclamatives”modal opera-
tor (in C) that licenses this exceptional matrix use of the infinitive. This operator
ATTRACTS the predicate to do, and, as in the cases of generic operators in finite
C, assigns an arbitrary interpretation to the empty “subject” of to eat (16b).

(16b) is even more interesting because there is in fact a possible “control-
ler”, the subject I. However, MR argue that the same operator that is present in
(16a) is also present in the embedded infinitival sentence in (16b). This operator
ATTRACTS the embedded predicate eat, assigning it, as before, arbitrary inter-
pretation. The subject I ATTRACTS know, but by the Scopal MLC cannot
ATTRACT past the next attractor down (the empty operator), so that I cannot
ATTRACT to eat. In fact, an arbitrary interpretation is correct in (16b), easily
seen if we put a sentence like this in the proper context.

(17) SPEAKER A: I’m hungry, but I can’t figure out what to eat.
SPEAKER B: I know what to eat
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Clearly Speaker B is using a sentence that allows an interpretation (in fact, the
preferred interpretation in this context) in which what Speaker B knows is what
Speaker A can/should eat, not what Speaker B can/should eat, despite the exis-
tence of a potential controller (ATTRACTOR) in the sentence. Speaker B is using
a sentence that has arbitrary control properties because the operator in the em-
bedded sentence blocks ATTRACT of to eat by John.

3 Temporal operators in nonfinite temporal
adjuncts

Most of the acquisition research on control into adjuncts has focused on tempo-
ral adjuncts, like those introduced by after, before, etc., e.g. (15a). Wexler (1992)
in fact, argued that the cause of errors in temporal adjuncts had to do with tem-
poral operators that they contained. The major phenomenon of adjunct control,
Wexler argued, was that instead of obligatory control into temporal adjuncts,
children had a grammar with arbitrary control, the controller thereby being free
in reference from a grammatical point of view, but of course, subject to prag-
matic effects. For example, in (15a), the subject of the embedded predicate eat-
ing could be not only the adult-grammatical I, but also the ungrammatical us or
even a referent not mentioned in the sentence. We’ll review all of this in more
detail in a later section.

Now, however, we want to ask about temporal adjuncts in the ATTRACT the-
ory. First, following Wexler (1992) we should consider whether these adjuncts
contain phonetically empty temporal operators. We’ll review some evidence, try-
ing to integrate some insights in especially Johnson (1988) about temporal opera-
tors in gerunds with insights from the theory of ATTRACT. In particular, we will
sketch the reasoning that leads Johnson to conclude that in a clausal gerund that
follows a temporal preposition (e.g. (14a)), there is an empty temporal operator
in [Spec, C] of the gerund, between the preposition and the VP.

Johnson (1988) starts by reviewing Geis’ (1970) observation that sentences
like (18) are ambiguous with respect to the interpretation of the temporal subor-
dinating conjunction (a preposition). Here are 5 examples with different tempo-
ral prepositions from his paper9:

9 In this section I follow Johnson’s paper closely, often using exactly his examples, without
citing particular instances. I have not changed notation of S’,S when he uses it, whereas cur-
rent notation would use CP, IP. The idea is to adhere closely to his presentation, but updating
such matters should be straightforward.
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(18) a. Liz left before you said she had.
b. Sam fell after you said he would.
c. Betsy has used eye shadow (ever) since John said she has.
d. Mikey denounced the Soviet Union (only) while10 Joyce insisted that the

party members should.
e. Mittie drove until Daniel said she should stop.

(18a) means either that Liz left before that time at which you were talking and
saying that she’d left. Or it can mean that Liz left before that time that you
claimed she left. The former is the time of saying. The latter is the time that
your saying asserted was true of her leaving.

Johnson accepts (and adds new evidence to support) Larson’s (1990)
argument that the ambiguity facts can be explained by assuming that the

10 Geis (1970) and Larson (1990) give some examples that they argue show that while does
not show these scope ambiguities. While Johnson agrees with the examples that Larson gives,
he argues that while in general does show the ambiguities as in (18d). Larson’s examples are:
(i) I didn’t see Mary in New York while she said she was there.
(ii) I will be in Boston while I promised I would be there.

I find (i) perfectly acceptable with the temporal operator modifying the lower VP, which is
what is at issue. (ii) is perhaps slightly degraded. There are 2 considerations that might have
something to do with varying judgments. First, the possibility of the temporal operator modify-
ing the lower VP seems to be sometimes improved by mild focus/stress, suggesting that some
pragmatic/information structure conditions are involved:
(iii) I will be in Boston while I PROMISED I would be there.
(iv) I will be in Boston while I said/SAID that I would be there.
(v) I WILL be in Boston while I said/promised that I will be there
For some reason said makes the ambiguity more transparent than promise. These sentences
(especially (v)) appear perfectly fine to me. Second, there appears to be some subtle semantics
to while concerning the temporal intervals to which it applies, and which might affect the
judgment. The tenses are also involved: I find (v) and (vi) perfect. There might be some kind of
interval matching requirement.
(vi) The witness was in Boston while he said he was (there)
(vii) The suspect was starting the fire while his wife said he was (at home) (taking care of the

kids)
For some reason, using a subject of the most embedded clause that is disjoint from (not bound
by) the subject of the matrix subject (e.g. his wife instead of he) in (vi) seems to my ear to often
improve the sentence. Perhaps replacing his wife by he in (v) would tend to lead to
a preference for the temporal operator modifying said, leading to a garden path effect (first
trying the temporal operator as modifying said, that might lead to the feeling of slight devi-
ance. For these reasons, I agree with Johnson’s conclusion that while does show the temporal
ambiguity. Thus while, like the other temporal prepositions, takes a sentential complement
with a temporal operator in its CP.
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CP complement of a temporal preposition contains a phonetically empty
temporal operator, essentially an empty when that binds a temporal vari-
able that marks the place from which the operator moves. This variable
may occur in any embedded clause, moving to Spec, C of the temporal
clause complement, leading to the interpretation corresponding to the po-
sition from which it moved. Johnson gives the following picture for this
example:

(19) a. Liz left [PP before [S’ Opi [S you said [S she had] ti]]].
b. Liz left [PP before [S’ Opi [S you said [S she had ti]]]].

11

In both (19a) and (19b) there is a temporal operator Op. This operator binds
a trace/variable. In (19a) the variable modifies said, the predicate of the higher
embedded clause. The interpretation that that Liz’ leaving was before you did
the saying. In (19b), the variable modifies the elided VP left; the reference is to
the time that she left according to your claim. Larson (1990) argues for this
analysis and for movement of the operator OP from the one of the embedded
positions to [Spec, CP] of the clause selected by the temporal preposition
before.

We are most interested in Johnson’s arguments concerning whether clausal
gerunds also contain temporal operators when they follow a temporal preposi-
tion, because these will involve control and will be in fact the types of struc-
tures so subject to errors of child grammar (errors with respect to the adult
grammar). At the same time, we will want to know whether there is an operator
in the complement of a preposition that isn’t temporal that contains a clausal
gerund, because these analyses will cast light on whether any particular analy-
sis of delay in child grammar applies to all clausal gerunds (at least to all that
are complements of prepositions) or only to those that contain a temporal
operator.

Johnson writes (p. 590): “Recall further that when temporal prepositions
are followed by a finite clause, that clause must have a Comp containing Op.
The simplest assumption would be that this requirement also holds when tem-
poral prepositions are followed by clausal gerunds”. Thus the structure of (20a)
is “necessarily) (20b):

11 I have inserted Johnson’s analyses as in his paper. Of course, current theory/notation
would replace S’ by CP and S by IP, in these and later examples.
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(20) a. Liz left after saying she wouldn’t.
b. Liz left [after [s· Opi [PRO saying [she wouldn’t] ti]]].

In (20b), the embedded –ing clause (clausal gerund in Johnson’s terms) con-
tains a temporal operator in the specifier of the clause (which is assumes is S’,
so CP in current notation). This operator binds a temporal variable that modi-
fies saying. Summarizing, he crucial assumption is:

(21) When a temporal preposition is followed by a clausal gerund, the specifier
of the CP dominating the gerund contains a temporal operator OP (just as
is the case for a finite clause instead of the clausal gerund).

Starting from this conceptual argument for the existence of temporal operators
in clausal gerunds that are the complements of temporal prepositions, John
builds a somewhat complex argument based on the assumption that a clausal
gerund complement of a preposition contains an operator if and only if the
preposition is temporal. This result will be central to the discussion of the kind
of theory of development that I will want to discuss, so I will try to sketch the
argument briefly here. The syntactic and acquisition evidence is crucial to the
models. It would be easy to simply say clausal gerunds, they are non-finite and
there is no reason to think that they contain operators. So operators shouldn’t
be involved in the explanation of the errors in child grammar, a conclusion that
will leave us to date with no workable empirically adequate model of the acqui-
sition facts. So Johnson’s argument is crucial.

Johnson notes that nontemporal prepositions may take clausal gerunds.
Alongside a structure with a temporal preposition in (22a) there is (22b).

(22) a. Liz left before telling a story
b. Liz left without telling a story.

Other examples that Johnson gives of nontemporal prepositions that take clausal
gerunds include despite, by, about, and besides. Like the temporal prepositions,
these nontemporal ones are prepositions; they take DP complements.12

(23) a. Liz left before the story
b. Liz left without the story

12 Except for one or two of them, which Johnson attributes to the lack of ability to case-mark.
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Johnson now discovers a major generalization. Some prepositions can take
clausal gerunds with an over subject, some can’t:

(24) a. *Liz left before him telling a story.
b. *Gary fell after him telling a story.
c. *Sam has left since him telling the story.
d. Liz left without John telling a story.
e. Sam left despite John saying that he wouldn’t.
f. Gary was bothered about him telling that story.
g. Besides him stealing all that money, we also knew Bob had killed

a guard.

(24) leads to the generalization in (25):

(25) A preposition may take an overt subject in its clausal gerund complement
if and only if the preposition requires a temporal operator.13

Johnson now uses (21) to derive the generalization in (24). The structure of
a clausal gerund with an over subject when the gerund follows a temporal prep-
osition is as in (26):

(26) a. *Liz left after him saying that she wouldn’t.
b. Liz left [PP after [S’ Opi [S him saying [that she wouldn’t] ti]].

On the plausible (and quite supported in current syntax) assumption that over
subjects of gerunds (e.g. him in (26b)) can only be assigned case from outside
the gerund, it is clear why (26a) is ungrammatical. Him in (26a) would have to
receive case from after. But the operator in specific of S’ (CP) interferes with the
assignment of case.

For a preposition that doesn’t have such a temporal operator, there is no
such interference to case assignment. In (27b), despite assigns case to John;
there is no interfering operator. This derives (25).

(27) a. Sam left despite John saying that he wouldn’t.
b. Sam left [despite [s John saying that he wouldn’t]].

13 My account here simplifies Johnson’s, for ease of exposition.
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The argument crucially depended on (21), the necessary existence of a temporal
operator in the complement of a temporal preposition (and the non-existence of
an operator in nontemporal prepositions). So the data argue for the existence of
a temporal operator in clausal gerunds following a temporal preposition, an as-
sumption that will be crucial to the analysis of children’s grammar of control
into adjuncts.14

4 The analysis of control of temporal adjuncts
with temporal operators in an ATTRACT theory

Johnson’s results on the structure of adjuncts of temporal prepositions means
that a sentence like (28a) would have the representation in (28b).

(28) a. Liz left before telling a story
b. Liz left [PP[P before [CP[OPi C[telling a story ti]]]]]

The temporal operator OP required by before is in Spec, C, having raised from
its position in the verb phrase (the verbal gerund)).

Since (28a) yields obligatory control (telling a story can only be predicated
of Liz), we know that Liz ATTRACTS left and telling a story, which implies that
OP is not an intervener that prevents Liz from attracting telling a story. That is,

14 One important objection is that on the assumption (21) that clausal gerunds after temporal
prepositions contain temporal operators is that we would expect the Geis ambiguities to hold
when the complement to the preposition is a gerund. We would expect the analysis (i) to hold
as well as the analysis in (20b).
(i) Liz left [PPafter [s, Opi [PRO saying [she wouldn’t ti]]]].

But the Geis ambiguities don’t hold in this case. The meaning derived from (i) doesn’t exist.
The temporal operator in (i) must modify “saying” in the intermediate clause. (i) is not
a possible representation. Johnson argues that this fact is due to independent considerations,
namely the impossibility of extracting a temporal phrase out of the complement to a gerund:

(ii) a. *When do you remember [S2 saying [S1 that the Titanic sunk ti]]?

b. When do you remember [s the Titanic sinking ti]?

The fact that (iib) is grammatical shows that the ungrammaticality of (iia) is due to the impos-
sibility of extracting out of the mostly deeply embedded clause in (iia), the finite clause. Due
to this impossibility, (i) and its corresponding interpretation can’t be derived. The evidence for
the existence of temporal operators depends on the generalization in (21) even though an inde-
pendent factor prevents the Geis ambiguities from holding.
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OP does not endow the infinitival C with the power to ATTRACT. This is perhaps
surprising. As (15b) shows, what and other wh words do cause C to attract. In
particular, when induces ATTRACT capacities to C.

(29) a. [C When to go]
b. I know [C when to go]

When causes C in (29) to have the power to ATTRACT? That is, there is an inter-
rogative/exclamative operator in Spec, C that is associated with when. Since OP
is supposed to be a phonetically empty form of when, why doesn’t OP
ATTRACT?15 It might be tempting to argue that phonetically empty operators
don’t have this power, but we know that OP is syntactically active, as in
Johnson’s use of OP to block case-assignment; see the explanation of (25) above.
It would be quite unusual if a phonetically empty but syntactically active syntac-
tic element (moreover one, that has clear semantic consequences) didn’t have
the same interpretive consequences as an audible one. (28a) and (29b) are re-
peated in (30), with relevant aspects of their syntax included so as to bring out
their parallel structures.

(30) a. Liz left before [CP OPi [C telling a story ti]]
b. I know [CP when(i) [C to go t(i)]]

The question comes down to why C in (30b) ATTRACTS while what appears to
be the quite similar C in (30a) (OP instead of when) doesn’t ATTRACT. One pos-
sibility is that it is the wh feature of when that causes ATTRACT; perhaps OP
doesn’t have the wh feature, despite our intuitions that says it is a phonetically
empty version of when.

As (31) shows, after a temporal preposition, when may not appear instead
of OP. So it’s not just that when can be not pronounced in these contexts.

(31) a. I read Piketty before OP/*when John did
b. I read Piketty before OP/*when John said his brother did (on either of

the 2 readings, high or low OP)
c. I read Piketty before OP/*when deciding how to invest

15 To be clear, MR’s discussion doesn’t necessarily have this problem. They don’t discuss the
existence of the empty temporal operator in the complements of temporal prepositions, al-
though they do gloss these as CP’s, e.g. see their (57), which provides a phrase-marker for John
left before eating.
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The impossibility of when (or any other wh word) after before and in front of
a tensed complement (31b) makes it quite possible that although before selects
a CP with an empty temporal operator, it doesn’t select a CP with a wh feature.
Since Tense is associated with C (as well as T), it is possible that the Tense fea-
ture that the temporal preposition requires on C causes OP to move to C, via the
usual syntactic assumptions. The semantic motivation for P requiring this
Tense feature on C is obvious: a temporal preposition like before is interpreted
as a relation between the time of the matrix event and the time of the subordi-
nate event.

We won’t take this inquiry further here,16 but simply assume for concrete-
ness that a temporal preposition places an uninterpretable Tense feature on the
C that it selects. This feature attracts OP to [Spec, C], eliminating the uninter-
pretable Tense feature on C. Since OP is interpreted as the time of the relevant
embedded event, the temporal preposition can be interpreted locally. In stan-
dard phase theory, this is fleshed out as the possibility that OP is interpreted
locally, in the phase of the temporal preposition. If this phase is the phase of
the matrix vP (as is usually assumed), the OP is still available for interpretation,
since it is Spec, C for the embedded C and therefore on the edge of the embed-
ded CP phase. It hasn’t been shipped off for interpretation and is thus available

16 Sawada and Larson (2004), following Johnston (1994), gives a formal semantics for clauses
introduced by when that, very briefly and informally, says that the sentence that follows when
(e.g. John did in (31a) is an open event description (without an interpretation of the time of the
event). “When is analyzed as taking an open event description and yielding an interval de-
scription”, namely, “the interval that is the temporal “run-time” of the maximal event that it
combines with . . . ”. For example, Bill showed up in (ia) is an open event description, and
when yields the time interval description of the event.

(i) a. I left when Bill showed up.

b. I left before Bill showed up.

Sawada and Larson discuss how this discussion assures the Presuppositionality of the
embedded clause headed by when. (ia) presupposes that Bill arrived. They also assume
that the clauses headed by temporal presuppositions are presupposed. E.g. the stan-
dard assumption as they point is that Bill arrived would be presupposed in (ib). I’m
not certain that this is true. It seems to me that I can use (ib) even if I don’t know
whether Bill showed up. This fact could be explained by OP not closing off the event
in the same sense as when does. (An alternative would be to assume that there is some
kind of covert modal in (ib).
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when before is being interpreted as the relation between the matrix and embed-
ded (the latter encoded in OP) times.17

The most difficult question that needs much more work is how indeed OP
differs so that it doesn’t have a wh feature (see footnote 16). If this can’t be
worked out, we will need some other way to explain why when and OP don’t
have the same distribution in CP. We can’t just assume, of course, that
a temporal preposition like before and when are simply different ‘subordinating
conjunctions”. Their syntactic behavior is far too different, as a large literature
(some of which we have discussed) shows.18

5 The mistaken wh feature/operator analysis
of temporal adjuncts in child grammar

With this background in syntactic theory we are in a position to state a theory
of why children come to have the property of arbitrary control for temporal ad-
juncts. Our assumption to explain the adult and child grammar facts is (32).

17 The reader will note that I am using considerations from phase theory that are not part of
MR’s analysis. There is no room here to consider how these 2 set of ideas interact.
18 We will also have to consider why some wh words (a) appear to be able to head clausal
gerunds, yet (b) they don’t block ATTRACT.

(i) a. John stumbled while/?*when leaving the room

b. John got upset while/*when shopping at the supermarket
c. John gets upset while/?when shopping at the supermarket

(ii) a. John stumbled while/when he was leaving the room

b. John got upset while/when he was shopping at the supermarket
c. John gets upset while/when he shops at the supermarket

As to (a), when seems to have difficulty heading with clausal gerunds. That this isn’t due to
the “progressive” property of the gerund is seen by the fact that the tensed sentences with pro-
gressive aspect in (ii) are fine. Interestingly when seems to accept a gerund more readily when
it relates to a generic (ic). Perhaps this is because it doesn’t select a particular time, “closing
off” an open event. As to (b), it is clear that all of these sentences, whether completely gram-
matical or not, must be controlled by the matrix subject John. There is no possibility of an arbi-
trary interpretation. So while/when, to the extent that they are acceptable in heading a clausal
gerund, do not endow their C with the power to ATTRACT. Presumably this is because they
don’t involve an interrogative operator in C in these cases. So we will have to assume that
when while/when head a clausal gerund they either don’t have a wh feature or they do, but in
a (defective?) form, such that there is no required interrogative operator.
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(32) The mistaken wh feature analysis of temporal adjunct errors:
a. In adult grammar, OP does not have a wh feature and therefore cannot

endow the C that attracts it with the power to ATTRACT (there is no in-
terrogative operator).

b. In immature child grammar, OP has a wh feature and therefore endows
C with the power to ATTRACT (there is an interrogative operator).

Since OP doesn’t have a wh feature for adults, the C that it moves to doesn’t
have an interrogative operator, which means that C doesn’t block ATTRACT
the embedded predicate by the matrix subject. This results to obligatory con-
trol by the matrix subject. For children, on the other hand, OP does have a wh
feature; the C that it moves to does have an interrogative operator, which en-
dows C with the power to ATTRACT the embedded predicate. This implies
only arbitrary control is possible. Thus the empty subject of the embedded
predicate can be interpreted in any way allowed by the discourse and subject
to a specific operator in C. Given the considerations of footnote (18), while and
when will also contain interrogative operators for children but not adults, so
that children (and of course not adults) will also have arbitrary control in
these clauses.

Suppose the clausal gerund is not temporal, that is, it doesn’t contain OP,
e.g. a clause headed by without. Then there is no reason for the child to assume
that there is a wh feature in C or that an interrogative operator exists there. In
such a case the prepositions (e.g. without) doesn’t endow C with the power to
ATTRACT. The matrix subject ATTRACTs the embedded predicate and obliga-
tory control of the embedded predicate will result, for the child, just as for the
adult.

(33) Prediction of the mistaken wh feature analysis of temporal adjuncts
a. Children will show arbitrary control, that is free reference subject to dis-

course considerations, into temporal adjuncts, including those headed
by while and when.

b. Non-temporal prepositions heading clausal adjuncts (e.g. without) will
not show errors by children.

In the next section we will discuss briefly the child data that is relevant to the
predictions in (33).
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6 A few additional facts about child grammar of
control into adjuncts and their place in the
theory: Is it really the temporal operators that
are relevant?

This paper has not reviewed alternative proposals for the analysis of the child
grammar of temporal adjuncts. I do want to mention a few facts and discuss
whether they are expected. Let me first briefly discuss Adler (2006), which ap-
peared after Wexler (1992), Broihier and Wexler (1995) and Goodluck (2001) es-
tablished the case for free reference for the control of PRO in temporal adjuncts
in child grammar.

Adler (2006)) reproduces the results on free reference in temporal adjuncts,
using classic methods.19 Let me just mention a few particular predictions of the
ATTRACT theory of arbitrary control that can be tested.

Wexler (1992) argues that temporal adjuncts headed by while are delayed
along with before, after, etc., a result confirmed by the studies in the literature.
Adler points out correctly (p. 19) that adjuncts without a temporal operator are
expected to show adult-like control in child grammar on the theory presented
in Wexler (and, of course, the same result holds in our theory20). However, she
assumes that while does not have a temporal operator, attributing this view to
the “linguistic theory of Larson (1988) and Johnson (1988).” (p. 20). As we have
seen, although Larson might endorse this view on the basis of the lack of Geis
effects in some examples with while, Johnson came to exactly the opposite con-
clusion. He argued for the existence of temporal operators in while adjuncts
(see Johnson’s 4, (18d) of this paper (Johnson’s example) and footnote10 of this
paper for discussion.) So in fact, a theory that locates the problem of child ad-
juncts in the temporal operator applies to while adjuncts.

So, we have a rather explicit prediction, which follows also from the mis-
taken wh feature analysis of this paper (32):

(34) Children in the adjunct error stage should not make many errors on adjuncts
headed by without but should make them on adjuncts headed by while.

19 This dissertation has many arguments, results and alternative ideas. I am making no attempt
to capture this content here, only to point out that the general results show that free reference
for PRO in temporal adjuncts exists in child grammar and to discuss a few results that are dis-
cussed with respect to whether the theory that I have presented (in Wexler (1992) and here that
takes temporal operators to be the cause of the problems in free relatives is correct.
20 Assuming of course that there are no additional factors that cause issues in child grammar.
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Adler’s Experiment 1 studies children’s performance on without, while and after
adjuncts. Her results of correct adult-like responses (choice of controller) are in
her Figure 1, p. 174. Her younger age group has mean age 3;6, the older age
group has mean age 5.0. Children’s responses didn’t significantly differ for
after and while adjuncts. However, performance on without adjuncts was signif-
icantly higher than for the 2 temporal adjuncts after and while. The younger
group produced 59% and 52% correct responses on the 2 temporal adjuncts,
but achieved 77% for without. The older group produced 79% and 82% correct
responses on the 2 temporal adjuncts but achieved a perfect (100%) score on
without adjuncts. These results are exactly as predicted by (33). It is the tempo-
ral adjuncts that cause difficulty.21 Moreover, while patterns with the temporal
operators, as predicted by (33) together with Johnson’s positive results concern-
ing the existence of a temporal operator in the complement of while. Children
seem to know which “subordinating conjunctions” (among those tested so far)
have temporal operators. Given that the evidence for their existence isn’t all
that transparent, this is an interesting result (We wouldn’t intuitively expect
that the Geis ambiguities would be available evidence for young children.
Perhaps it’s simply the temporal character of the adjuncts that is sufficient for
the children to posit the temporal operator).

It might be worthwhile to think a bit more about Goodluck’s results.
Children heard sentences like (35), her (10).

(35) a. Snowy pushes Leo before dancing by Ellie.
b. Snowy pushes Leo when dancing by Ellie.
c. Snowy pushes Leo before some dancing by Ellie.

The idea of the experiment is that it is in principle possible to read by Ellie has
either (a) a locative, so that some other character is dancing by (past) Ellie, or
(b) the agent of a nominal (the agent reading produced as the object of by). In
the latter case, Goodluck takes dancing by Ellie as a DP, the object of the prepo-
sition before. So with this “nominal” reading (35a) is good, and it has a mean-
ing quite close to (35c). However, although dancing by Ellie in principle could

21 One might ask, why only 77% correct on without adjuncts for the younger children? These
children are a mean age of only 3.6. We can’t be certain that they have learned the completely
correct nature of without (which after all, has somewhat difficult semantics, incorporating
a negative component, always difficult for children) and even if they have, children at this age
might make mistakes even if they have the grammar. The important result is that the without
adjuncts were much better than the temporal adjuncts, independently for each age group.
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still get a nominal analysis in (35b), when doesn’t take a DO object (when isn’t
a preposition, it doesn’t assign case). So if children know that when doesn’t as-
sign case they should reject reading (b) of (35b). However children (unlike
adults) accept this reading quite often of (35b) (they accept it in (35a) also, but
it is in principle grammatical in that case).

The biggest question is why children accept (35b) in the nominal reading. If
children have free reference in the control analysis of (35a) as (32) predicts,
then Snowy, Leo or Ellie could in principle be the controller of PRO. More pre-
cisely, the prediction is that the embedded C contains an empty operator OP in
(35a), so that the embedded C contains an interrogative operator for the child,
so that this embedded C ATTRACTS dancing. By the ATTRACT theory, arbitrary
control is the result. Any one of the 3 DP’s is discourse relevant, so any of them
can “control PRO”, that is there is arbitrary reference for the “subject” of the
predicate dancing. We have to assume that there is no reason that this subject
can’t be Ellie. This might be problematic. If there were a PRO subject of the ad-
junct in (35a), we would have a configuration where PRO c-commanded and
was co-indexed (in traditional terms) with Ellie. Something like Ellie’s dancing
by Ellie, ruled out by at least Principle C of the binding theory. But in the
ATTRACT theory there isn’t a PRO; there is no “subject” of the embedded predi-
cate since there is no lexicalization (D) feature that requires it. We might have
a similar situation in (36).

(36) Ellie doesn’t like herself even though it’s hard to not like Ellie

The ATTRACT theory predicts arbitrary control (for adults) in (36). Can the dis-
course be set up so that we’re considering that Ellie doesn’t like Ellie. Yes. So it
seems possible that (34a) can be construed as arbitrary control even though the
by Ellie phrase spells it out as Ellie.

The harder question is why children often accept (35b) under a control
analysis in the ATTRACT theory (32). First, when actually is a wh word, it has
the wh feature, we expect an interrogative operator in the specifier of the when
clause. Thus, arbitrary control is licensed. The “subject” of dancing by Ellie can
be Ellie, presumably by the same kinds of considerations that we have just
made for (35a).

Since there is no PRO occupying a structural position, we don’t have
Principle C ruling out PRO from being co-indexed with Ellie in the by-phrase for
the child. If this is right, though, shouldn’t (35b) be acceptable for adults with
Ellie doing the dancing? Of course it isn’t, as seen either by our intuitive judg-
ments or by the results from Goodluck’s experiment on adults. Perhaps in fact
the children take the DP analysis in this particular case (not in the other cases
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that we’ve discussed); after all, with before the structure is grammatical (35a).
Perhaps children use the DP analysis in (35a, b). The question is why this isn’t
ruled out for the child by the impossibility of when appearing before DP.
A useful research project would be to test whether in fact children know that
when can’t take a DP object, the test being carried out either in natural produc-
tion data or experimentally.

We leave these considerations here, as a problem for future research.

7 Conclusion

We have argued that children have arbitrary control in temporal adjuncts. The
problem is related to the existence of temporal operators, which the child takes
as implying an interrogative operator that licenses arbitrary control under the
ATTRACT theory of control. Using Johnson’s results on the existence of tempo-
ral operators in sentential gerunds and on the syntactically active aspect of
these operators, we assumed that this would lead the child to create an inter-
rogative operator in C so that arbitrary control is licensed. It remains an open
question whether a traditional theory of control with PRO and the MDP, or any
other theory of control can lead to the same results.
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